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Misreading English Meter: 1400-1514

Nicholas Myklebust, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Thomas Cable
This dissertation challenges the standard view that fifteenth-century poets wrote
irregular meters in artless imitation of Chaucer. On the contrary, I argue that Chaucer’s
followers deliberately misread his meter in order to challenge his authority as a laureate.
Rather than reproduce that meter, they reformed it, creating three distinct meters that vied
for dominance in the first decades of the fifteenth century. In my analysis of 40,655
decasyllables written by poets other than Chaucer, I show that the fifteenth century was
not the metrical wasteland so often depicted by editors and critics but an age of radical
experimentation, nuance, and prosodic cunning.
In Chapter One I present evidence against the two standard explanations for a
fifteenth-century metrical collapse: cultural depression and linguistic instability. Chapter
Two outlines an alternative framework to the statistical and linguistic methods that have
come to dominate metrical studies. In their place I propose an interdisciplinary approach
that combines the two techniques with cognitive science, using a reader-oriented, brainbased model of metrical competence to reframe irregular rhythms as problems that
readers solve. Chapter Three applies this framework to Chaucer’s meter to show that the
poets who inherited his long line exploited its soft structure in order to build competing
vi

meters; in that chapter I also argue that Chaucer did not write in iambic pentameter, as is
generally assumed, but in a “footless” decasyllabic line modeled on the Italian
endecasillibo. Chapter Four explores metrical reception; by probing scribal responses to
Chaucer’s meter we can gain insight into how fifteenth-century readers heard it. Chapters
Five through Seven investigate three specific acts of reception by poets: those of John
Walton, Thomas Hoccleve, and John Lydgate. I conclude the dissertation by tracing the
influence of Hoccleve and Lydgate on the later fifteenth-century poets George Ashby,
Osbern Bokenham, and John Metham, and by identifying the eclipse of fifteenth-century
meter with the Tudor poets Stephen Hawes and Alexander Barclay, who replaced a
misreading of Chaucer’s meter with a misreading of Lydgate’s, inadvertently returning
sixteenth-century poets to an alternating decasyllable reminiscent of Chaucer’s own
meter.
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Preface

“This is not, I fear, a comfortable study.” Thus begins John Thompson’s masterful
book, The Founding of English Metre.1 Practical and urbane, his survey of sixteenthcentury versification is much more than a history; it is also a hypothesis, an investigation
not only into the stirring of iambic rhythms from so much medieval strangeness but also
into the arcane science that asks, and cannot answer, such unassuming questions as “what
is meter” and “why do we use it?” In its double role as chronicle and query, Thompson’s
study reframed metrical criticism as an act of literary appreciation chastened by the
exacting methods of modern linguistics. In doing so he revolutionized its practice.
Thompson feared that the quick, curious, lively, and pleasurable performance of an
appreciation could not be reconciled with the unhurried and disinterested techniques of a
structuralist analysis. He wondered whether the bond between them would hold. It did.
I have always admired his accomplishment, agreeing with Robert Lowell that
although “most scholars are not men of letters, but statisticians and warehouses,”
Thompson possessed “the gifts and patience” of a true belletrist.2 In his review of
Thompson’s book for the Hudson Review, Lowell praised the author for his “scholarship,
reasoning, and literary taste,” noting that the qualities rarely belong in the same sentence
when the object to which they attach is an artist or an academic. But Thompson’s “great
good sense, stubbornness, clarity, freshness, and newness” bring delicacy to the
disinterest and temper curiosity with caution. Since 1962, we have read with different
1

eyes the lumbering of the Miscellany, the stilted moralizing of the midcentury middle
men, and the quaint unloveliness of The Shepheardes Calender. More important, we have
read them. Before Thompson recorded it in his history, most critics had little reason to
wonder whether it was Gascoigne or Googe who had written the phrase “I understand
your meaning by your eye.” More than a history, more even than a theory of meter, his
“uncomfortable” study recovered an age too long neglected for its fifty or so years of
clammy confusion, and with that age a host of sensibilities too often disparaged as stuffy,
unruly, or dull. Critics previously had been content to regard Wyatt as a slack Surrey and
Surrey as a stiff Wyatt. The Founding of English Metre restored these poets, and many
others, to the historical context that bore and contained them, and in doing so it
encouraged critics to inhabit that world from within—to familiarize themselves with its
way of life, its learning, and its livelihood—rather than merely to wait there, bored,
anticipating the arrivals of Spenser, Sidney, and Ben Jonson.
This dissertation takes its cue from Thompson, just as it takes up what Thompson
left out: that medieval strangeness that stirred the iambus from its stony sleep. My aim,
as his had been, is to tell the story without bias, to rehabilitate with facts what prejudice
has degraded with rumor and mythmaking. But where he began his project in Tudor
medias res, I begin mine at the dawn of the Lancaster line, when, as prevailing opinion
has it, poetry fell into disrepute, stupid and stale at the death of Chaucer. Like Thompson,
I intend to show that a metrical moment, properly historicized, can speak to questions that
reach far beyond the limited contexts in which they arose: why do we write in meter,
2

what is it for; what is it; how did it move us from medieval to modern? In the process I
hope to revive our flagged interest in non-canonical craftsmen such as John Walton and
George Ashby, little known authors of under-read works. But mostly I hope to
complement the Founding by writing its prequel. What happened before the first poets set
meter straight? Did it ever need straightening? Why do we lavish scholarship on Chaucer
but starve to an intellectual shadow the tradition he started? Who really founded English
meter?
No good study is comfortable. It will ask hard questions that can be answered
only imperfectly. It is best to recall the wry warning on which Lowell concludes his
review, so as not believe too fervently in our discoveries: “I suppose writers of metrical
treatises should resign themselves to being almost as ignorant as the poets they write
about. . . . Gone now that fascinating, allegorical hunt for hidden, secret laws that all
poets must follow and none can describe. Writing on meter is impossible.”

3

Notes
1. John Thompson, The Founding of English Metre (New York: Columbia UP,
1962) 1.
2. Robert Lowell, “English Metrics,” Hudson Review 15 (Summer 1962): 317.
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Chapter 1: Fifteenth-Century Meter: Myths and
Misunderstandings

The Vicissitudes of Literary Fame
What happened to Chaucer’s meter after Chaucer? Was it misunderstood by later
poets and degraded into doggerel? Or did they abandon the new handiwork, opting to
revive a native four-beat meter that, given the period’s political antipathies, struck a less
Continental note? In this dissertation I will argue that neither of these explanations fits
the facts—grammatical, historical, or metrical. My subject is the supposed decay of the
Chaucerian line through the fifteenth century. I must stress that the decline is all
conjecture. Most critics find the period’s literature dull or distasteful, and as a result very
little hard data exist on the metrical practices of fifteenth-century poets. One purpose of
this project has been to fill that gap. With a corpus of 40,655 lines culled from three
major post-Chaucerian poets and a handful of minor ones, I will show, in contradiction to
the accepted view, that these poets not only understood Chaucer’s versification but also
manipulated its principles in order to create new meters with which to rival his artistry.
We credit Chaucer with inventing the iambic pentameter. We then condemn his
successors for failing to write in it, either well or at all. We attribute their failure
variously to a broad cultural depression—the “drab age,” as C.S. Lewis described it—to
individual mediocrity, or to linguistic change and grammatical collapse. Whichever
explanation we choose, we assume that until the pentameter’s supposed rediscovery in
5

the sixteenth century, English prosody somehow had gone wrong. In this dissertation I
will challenge that narrative. The evidence strongly suggests that Chaucer did not invent
the metrical line we today call iambic pentameter. If anyone did, it was John Walton,
translator of Boethius, whose total body of work consists of two poems. Furthermore,
war, debt, plague, and political upheaval may have ravaged Lancastrian life, but they did
not hinder metrical experimentation, much of it brilliant. Artists with more ambition than
talent afflict all periods, and much lackluster poetry was written before the births of
Edmund Spenser and Sir Philip Sidney. But we cannot count Walton, or his
contemporaries Thomas Hoccleve (d. 1426) and John Lydgate (d. 1451), among the ranks
of incompetents. Even George Ashby and John Metham left us specimens far more
deserving of our curiosity than our censure. And finally, it is true, between the end of the
fourteenth and the middle of the fifteenth century, English dialects were continuously in
flux. But such change was no agent of metrical mayhem. Quite the opposite, it provided
poets with an array of options and licenses that they used in order to fashion some of the
most plastic and versatile rhythms in English literature.
What happened to Chaucer’s meter after Chaucer? Tradition tells us that his
followers ruined it; that social and political tumult spoiled it; that the language confused
it; and that, ultimately, the Tudors rescued it. The data contradict this account. In the
coming chapters I will argue that four distinct meters competed for literary control in the
first decades of the fifteenth century. In the 1370s, Chaucer invented a new way of
writing, which the next generation inherited—and reformed. In the poems of Walton,
6

Hoccleve, and Lydgate, three new meters were born, each a calculated misreading of
Chaucer’s invention. As social and political theater, such misreading was intended to
capture the eminence of the Troilus meter even as it transformed it into those of the Fall
of Princes and La Male Regle. Walton, Hoccleve, and Lydgate staged “failures” of
Chaucer’s meter by exploiting ambiguities at the interface between grammar and
prosody. Doing so permitted them both to forge new meters from the original,
authoritative meter and thereby inherit its prestige while nevertheless asserting their
independence from, and superiority to, its creator; and also to conceal their ambitions
with stock modesty topoi. Pretending that their goal was mere imitation, and that they
failed at it, these authors strategically framed their works in the rhetoric of prostration
and impotence on which medieval literary contests relied. But the tactic also allowed
them to subvert the very standard against which they were judged to be failures. The
appearance of confusion and error was deliberate, intended to satisfy medieval decorum
as well as to meet the oedipal drive to outperform an authority. Crucially, it enabled the
poets to challenge Chaucer while also asserting his laureate status as the only vernacular
English auctor.
Respecting and subverting the culture of medieval authorship, with its discourse
of false failure and its market for genuine novelty, these poets practiced a metrical art
more sophisticated than Chaucer’s and more varied than Shakespeare’s. It is not until the
waning decades of the nineteenth century that we again see such enthusiasm for the
possibilities in English prosody. After carefully weighing the evidence, we will come to
7

appreciate the fifteenth-century as an age not of one long, palsied stumbling toward the
Renaissance but of studied experimentation, playful caution, and, most surprising of all,
radical intelligence.
Fifteenth-century verse was not always so loathed. In 1507 Stephen Hawes
described Lydgate as his “mayster” and “the chefe oryginall of [his] lernyng.”1 Later in
the same century, George Puttenham less reverently referenced him as “one who wrote in
good verse.”2 And Thomas Gray, apparently by his reading of the Fall of Princes,
declared Lydgate’s verse smoother than Gower’s, although it is not entirely clear what he
meant by “smooth.”3 More manuscripts survive for Lydgate’s works than for those of any
other author of the period, including Chaucer, whose reputation he rivaled in the three
centuries following their deaths. His name, with those of Chaucer and Gower, trembled
on the lips of venerating poets well into the time of Shakespeare, and even after the
inevitable fall from celebrity, it remained a respectable, if quaint, emblem for all of
fifteenth-century poetry.
Gray’s, however, was among the last polite opinions. Since the late eighteenth
century, Lydgate has collected more scornful commentary than any other poet of
comparable stature in our canon. In 1802, Joseph Ritson famously bestowed on Lydgate
the epithet of “driveling monk” of Bury St. Edmund’s.4 It stuck. No living scholar,
however sympathetic with Lydgate or familiar with his writings, would deem the verse
“good,” although a few have recently conceded that it may, perhaps, be boring but not
lawless. And no poet would dare call him “mayster”; few would even know what he
8

wrote. As it was common knowledge five hundred years ago that Lydgate spoke gold, so
it is now that he dribbled lead.5
Reputations crest and fall; fashions and tastes vary, and critics circulate new
standards through the culture like antibodies in a bloodstream. It does not surprise us that
a poet once put beside (and occasionally above) his great master should later be buried
beneath him. Matthew Arnold declared that among those sparring for immortality in his
own age, only Byron and Wordsworth would continue to be read at its close.6 He too was
quite wrong. We cannot predict how durable a poet’s reputation will be. Many poets
popular in their own time later go unread, and occasionally one rises from anonymity to
immortality. But rarely does an entire age suffer such a stark, severe, unqualified reversal
of fortune, as did the fifteenth century, for Lydgate is not the only victim of our whimsy.
On the contrary, the larger literary culture in which he participated, for which he so finely
serves as ambassador, whose values he so conveniently approximates—it too repels us.
The period’s political, social, and economic realities interest us, as they should, but many
critics have judged that its one uninteresting legacy is its literature. At times we regret
even that it has a literature. And even the rare individuals who do not hate the books
resent that so many of them are, or appear to be, versified. No, for the twenty-first
century reader, Lancastrian England remains a depraved experiment in utter badness, one
gratefully relieved of its life by the Elizabethans.
Our low opinion of the period’s verse stems from a belief that Chaucer’s death
stirred in his successors a sort of “poetic imbecility” that precipitated a “history of
9

decay.”7 It is an arcane prejudice based almost exclusively on the perceived irregularities
in fifteenth-century metrics. As H.S. Bennett summarized, “even with Chaucer’s verses
before them as a model, the word of these poets is void of metrical pleasure. There is a
prosodic incompetence about it which is wellnigh omnipresent. . . . [W]e can only regret
that they were misguided enough to think that they could use Chaucer’s verse form.”8 Of
the legions of academics to advance this view, perhaps the most candid was George
Saintsbury, who in his epochal History of English Prosody waged sustained war against
the period’s difficulties, charging those who survived Chaucer with not knowing “the
main business of the poet, which is to get poetical music out of the language which he
uses.” As a result they failed even to “pass the mere test of the fingers.”9 (That is, they
could not count to ten.) From this ruling grew a dismissive, intractable bias against the
metrical eccentricities so distinctive of fifteenth-century verse. For Saintsbury, in order to
invest any emotional and intellectual energy in an object of criticism, the critic must have
some faith that its creator was capable in the craft. For the critic of poetry, and especially
of that poetry that is historically remote, such confidence looks to the felicities, and
facilities, of meter. Can the poet expertly control the medium—language? This is no
trivial question. At stake lies the poet’s prestige, for if we cannot trust the poem to keep
straight its rhythms, we cannot value its more intellectual or formal qualities. Why? For
critics like Saintsbury, the answer is straightforward. A poet’s primary duty is to write
metrically, not to make arguments or praise or blame ladies or even to tell tales. Any of
these can be absent in a poem, and the poem remain. But a poem without meter is by
10

definition not one.10 The view may seem antiquated, or perhaps even chauvinistic or
naïve. But the fact that we classify the Libel of English Policy as a poem proves his point,
as does our classification of The Cloud of Unknowing—a far more “poetic” text—as
prose.

A Matter of Meter
The problem of the fifteenth-century, then, is a problem of meter, and the disdain
we have for post-Chaucerian poets has everything to do with their versification. Consider
these sets of lines, the first from Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and the second from
Lydgate’s Fall of Princes. A prototypical decasyllabic line consists of ten syllables or
syllable equivalents with alternating beats, with a beat falling on every other syllable. In
his portrait of the Friar, the Canterbury narrator remarks,
His eyen twynkled in his heed aright,
As doon the sterres in the frosty nyght.11 (GP I.267-8)
The meter, especially on the second line, lies lightly but clearly on the language, a fitting
delivery for the Friar’s eyes, which twinkle like stars on a cold night—lucidly:
x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

As doon the sterres in the frosty nyght
Chaucer’s line, as expected, does not diverge very much from the prototype. Now
compare its grace to Lydgate’s near paraphrase as he describes Lady Fortune:
Whos brennyng eyen sparklyng of ther liht
As doon sterris the frosti wyntres niht.12 (Fall of Princes 6.27-8)

11

However we scan the second line, we are liable to run into problems. One option is to
break the modal verb’s long vowel into two syllables while syncopating (that is,
dropping) the inflectional affix on sterris:
x

/x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

As doon sterris the frosti wyntres niht
But historical grammar and common sense challenge this reading: imposter diphthongs
may or may not be too desperate a remedy; context is paramount in determining how
credible they are. But in the case of doon, although it descends from an Old English
disyllable, as a modal verb it has very little semantic or phonological heft, and we have
no reason to believe that Lydgate or his audience would have accepted it as a disyllable.
Another option is to read the modal as grammatically prescribed—as a monosyllable—
and to allow a stress clash between it and sterris, initiating a “rhythmic reversal”:
x

/

/ x

x

/ x

/

x

/

As doon sterris the frosti wyntres niht
Unfortunately, metrical data make this reading suspect, although not impossible. Stress
clash, though present in fifteenth-century verse, is exceedingly rare between functional,
closed-class words like modal verbs and lexical, open-classed words like nouns,
especially when the clashing constituents belong to a single clitic group (as these do).
Typically in such situations the main stress is shifted to the rightmost edge of the phrase,
in accord with what linguists call the Nuclear Stress Rule,13 and the modal’s weaker
stress is subordinated to that of its head. (That the modal has been retracted syntactically,
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that is, inverted with its subject, is not relevant to the prosody.) The effect, rhythmically,
is to drop a beat:
x

x

/ x

x

/ x

/

x

/

As doon sterris the frosti wyntres niht
The result is not pleasant, of course, in that it produces an entirely different meter: a
dolnik, or mixed meter comprised of swinging accents, where the syllable count is less
regulated and the beats not strictly alternating. Tension between linguistic rhythms and
metrical expectations can enhance one’s reading of the poem, but to shift from an
alternating decasyllable to a dolnik does not raise the tension; it eliminates it. As Derek
Attridge argues, the “possibility of a quite different rhythm asserting itself constitutes a
greater threat to the integrity of the metre than a straightforward increase of tension
would do.”14
A more complicated but historically plausible solution is to read the line either as
missing an initial offbeat, with syncope on the noun’s second syllable, or as joining
together two half-lines whose point of conjunction obeys its own unique constraints, such
as licensing an extra syllable:
(x) /

x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

As doon sterris the frosti wyntres niht
/

x

/ x

x

/ x

/ x

/

As doon sterris || the frosti wyntres niht
Assigning a beat to the subordinating conjunction is not problematic, and neither is
demoting the modal verb. And many lines in Chaucer’s poetry lack an initial offbeat or
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weak syllable. With so many possible ways of reading the line, which scansion are we to
choose?
No doubt the reader is by this point feeling the effects of “prosodic vertigo.”15
However, before moving on, we must educe one last complication. The line also is a
prime contender for scribal error. In Chapter Four, I will discuss in detail the complex
interdependence between scribes and meters, but for now, it will suffice to note that
fifteenth-century scribal errors were not at all random, and, in their predictability, can be
used as indicators of potential metrical corruption, which we then can emend, taking us
one step closer to the original, uncorrupted meter.16 Two aspects of Lydgate’s line match
common patterns for scribal errors that may be responsible for its irregularity. First,
omission of a determiner before a noun capable of syncope:
x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

*As doon the sterris the frosti wyntres niht
The other locus for emendation is omission of a preposition following a strong lexical
word capable of carrying a beat and preceding a weak functional word:
x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

*As doon sterris on the frosti wyntres niht
In the first instance, the scribe may simply have overlooked the article, rejected the
syncopation, and thus thought the line irregular—thereby making it irregular—or else he
may have been untrained metrically and therefore ignorant of the rules of elision. In the
second instance, he may have been uncomfortable demoting a heavy word like sterris and
so excised the preposition, thinking it unnecessary, given the line’s parallel noun phrases.
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The point of all this metrical sleight-of-hand is not to obscure the line but to
clarify it. And that clarity, or its absence, is precisely the problem. In Chaucer’s poetry,
we have, really, only one practical way to scan the lines. Lydgate’s verse offers us
more— perhaps too many—strategies. Consequently his lines are harder to read without
effort, a very peculiar kind of education (prosodic), or unreasoned recalcitrance. And the
more effort, intelligence, or will one expends to read line by line a poem whose volume
runs in the tens of thousands of lines, with tens of thousands of such challenges, the less
likely one is to treat its author charitably, to maintain one’s metrical expectations,
gradually ceding them to the influence of the language, or even to finish the poem.
The contrast helps to illustrate a wedge that divides Chaucer from his successors:
whatever else they may be, the verses of later poets are much more complicated. But it
does not follow from this observation that their prosody is unmetrical. Metricality and
complexity, as we will see in the next chapter, are related but distinct categories, and we
must take care not to conflate them. The boundary between knotty or convoluted and
incomprehensible is a fine one, and navigating it, especially in taxing or overly artful
verses, can cause much personal (and cultural) distress. Undoubtedly we sense this
disquiet in the years between Lyrical Ballads and the advent of Imagism. But we also
sense it, and keener, in the years between Troilus and The Pastime of Pleasure, whose
defining crisis, like those of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, was metrical.
Whether or not Saintsbury was correct to privilege meter as the very definition of
poetry—and although his prejudice taints his credibility, I suspect that he was correct—it
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is his frame that we have inherited. We are the descendents of a tradition of scholarship
that impugns three generations of poets on the charge that they could not count. And
however highly we may regard their rhetoric, or their mythmaking, or their politicking,
we cling to the unexamined notion that for one hundred and fifty years, the best poets
fumbled their rhythms and therefore failed to make art. My purpose in writing this
dissertation is to dispel that notion and to demonstrate that meter thrived in Lancastrian
England, even if we have shut our ears to its music.
More specifically, I will challenge the standard critical narrative, passed from
Ritson to Skeat, and from Saintsbury to us, which holds that “the further we go from
Chaucer the feebler the general sense of rhythm.”17 On the contrary, as I will show, the
further we go from Chaucer the more patent and vigorous the sense of rhythm. From the
Chaucerian germ distinct metrical strains evolved. One strain preserved the orthodox
decasyllable of Chaucer and Gower as late as the 1440s. Other strains modulated the old
Chaucerian line into new, and not failed, meters. These two traditions, conservative and
progressive, existed side by side for decades until, beginning in the 1500s, poets and
readers, confused by grammatical change and disoriented by the collapse of scribal
conventions, began to mistake many different meters for one loose line. We must not
assume with Eleanor Hammond that after Chaucer “the rhythmic sense of most English
writers slid to the level of doggerel,” or that the “English Chaucerians did over again, and
botched, a work already done to admiration.”18 Hammond regarded all fifteenth-century,
long-lined verse as essentially the same: one vast, bad approximation of Chaucer’s verse
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habits. If we accept this idea, as she did, then it is natural to ask how his successors could
fall so short of the example set for them, failing so spectacularly to reproduce its rhythms
or even to discern its more basic metrical structure. If we start from the premise that
Chaucer’s precedent demanded unthinking compliance, it necessarily follows that later
poets imitated him. And the evidence from the manuscripts suggests that, if imitation was
what they intended, they did not succeed. We therefore have a problem to solve: how did
the secret of Chaucer’s meter evaporate like so much steam, scalding the verses of later
poets? And how did it do so in fewer than ten years?
Why accept this history? We have no corroborating evidence to confirm it, and
we have many sound reasons to reject it. One obvious flaw is that it is psychologically
implausible:
It is not always realized what an extraordinary psychological problem is
suggested by the conviction of literary historians that the English postChaucerians lost the art of metrical writing and lapsed into a kind of prose
chopped up into lines. Such a complete and sudden loss of a social skill
would, if it had really occurred, have been a remarkable challenge to
psychological explanation.19
John Stevens agreed, adding that “no theory of Chaucer’s metre which merely attributes
stupidity and incompetence to his self-styled imitators is going to be thoroughly
convincing.”20 Any description of fifteenth-century meter as a sort of generalized
arrhythmia or amnesia violates Occam’s razor by presuming that an entire population of
speakers suddenly lost its competence (which is quite impossible). Another flaw concerns
the degree of similarity between Chaucer’s lines and those of his imitators. With Lydgate,
for instance, we find plenty of lines that look very like what Chaucer wrote but that
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present some troubling complication, as in the example above. If Lydgate imitated
Chaucer and succeeded, we should expect a higher proportion of lines exactly like
Chaucer’s; if he failed, we should expect a higher proportion of lines that look less or
nothing like them. But what we find, over and over, is something in between, so that “if
there is any difficulty here it is not that these verses are simply unmetrical but that they
come so close to metrical regularity.”21
Furthermore, it is arbitrary to assume that all subsequent metrical behavior must
be judged against Chaucer’s. Certainly Chaucer’s verse-form defines the period, but we
cannot infer from its influence that it stood as an unalterable law. Rather, poets took his
meter and harvested it as a resource, constructing their own very different meters from its
raw materials. It is much more reasonable to analyze a poem’s meter by its own internal
logic than according to an imposed rationale that happens to fit the poems of the author
we privilege. And if the description is arbitrary, then why not seek another? Why not
reframe the period so that it better fits the facts, both metrical and psychological? When
we do, we find not stagnation but competition, individuals cut loose in an economy ruled
by uncertain principles of patronage, who vied for prominence not by imitating or
repeating old models but by rewriting and purposefully misreading them.

The Immaculate Versifier
How did the notion arise that Chaucer’s work is the only legitimate standard by
which to judge fifteenth-century meter? It is a surprisingly young idea, catching on only
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at the end of the eighteenth century, when, not coincidentally, Tyrwhitt introduced his
“corrected” Chaucer to an audience accustomed to the regular, stately rhythms of Dryden
and Pope, and whose experience of the Canterbury Tales came by editions that were far
from secure. Tyrwhitt’s, in five volumes with a glossary appendix and a prefatory essay
on Chaucer’s versification—quietly normalized—drew its text eclectically (and
somewhat indiscriminately) from twenty-five different manuscripts, and was on those
grounds aptly censured by Child a generation later.22 But it also recognized in the
manuscript rhythms an order and reason that had not been noticed by the petulant,
neoclassical critics who described Chaucer’s meter as the “rude Sweetness of a Scotch
Tune” that is “not Harmonious to us.”23 In his careful attention to the poet’s language,
Tyrwhitt made possible to a new school of editors the prospect of a critical text—
something more than a handful of unreliable, rotting codices or the old books printed
innocently from them. And his essay on versification, in particular, planted the seed, to be
cultured under Child and sprouted in ten Brink, that Chaucer’s ear, not at all “blunte and
course,”24 although less refined, perhaps, than that of Johnson or Waller, was “not
ignorant of the laws of metre.”25 Two suggestions in particular proved to be prophetic:
that Chaucer sounded the final –e on certain words and used it as a syllable in the line;
and that he may have applied his accents more flexibly than later poets. These two
insights hold the key to Chaucer’s meter (as well as to those of his followers).
Skeat’s six-volume Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, published nearly a
century later in 1894, took up Tyrwhitt’s method of selecting intuitively from among the
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available manuscripts and so perpetuated his predecessor’s editorial impudence.
Nevertheless, by basing his readings of manuscript variants on the philological insights of
Child three decades earlier,26 who independently had confirmed many of Tyrwhitt’s
speculations on final –e and word-accent, Skeat popularized—indeed enshrined—the
portrait of Chaucer as immaculate versifier, a notion further validated by ten Brink’s
scrupulous presentation of the poet’s prosody and grammar.27 A flurry of philological
research in the 1880s and 1890s, in conjunction with newly emended editions, established
Chaucer as the father of the English long line. The combined efforts of Child, Furnivall,
ten Brink, and Kittredge, whose “Observations” proved persuasive even to his most
mulish opponents, displaced an entire style of thinking about Ricardian poetry,
substituting for it a rigorous, evidentiary alternative to the discredited impressionism of
critics from Thomas Speght and John Harington to George Nott.28
As the flood of scholarship receded, airy proclamations on the author’s meter
could no longer be entertained. The campaign to normalize Chaucer had carried with it
the assumption that a master versifier does not jumble rhythms; he orders them. If the
manuscripts show irregularities, then the scribes made them, and we must correct the
irregularities to restore the order. And so where Thynne, Speght, and Urry let
irregularities stand, Furnivall, Child, Kittredge, and ten Brink intervened with kindly but
firm audits. Where eighty years earlier Robert Southey sketched only “melody,” ten
Brink inscribed the clock-like echo of stalking boots. It was against the quality of
vagueness that Child and his cohort revolted. Preparing their editions, they took great
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care to elicit the meter’s predictability, and in their articles, they harnessed their immense
philological acumen to demonstrate the logical, grammatical basis of that regularity. No
less an expert than Stephen Barney has conceded, “the basic principles of Chaucer’s
meter were correctly worked out a century ago, and should be relied upon by the textual
critic.”29 More recently, Thomas Cable has stated that “[n]early everything we need to
know about the phonology and metrical practices of Chaucer . . . had been said by
1940.”30 The revival of Chaucer’s reputation as a versifier was something of an
experiment—an application of new philological methods to very old manuscripts. If we
have since had little to contribute to the conversation, our silence only testifies to the
experiment’s success.
However, their effort was profoundly ahistorical. When ten Brink and Child
conducted their crusade to vindicate Chaucer’s meter, they quite deliberately elevated
him above his contemporaries—above tedious Gower, bureaucratic and slovenly
Hoccleve, and bumbling Lydgate. We must not overlook the crucial fact that they
restricted their wealth of scholarship to Chaucer; they did not extend it systematically to
the period’s other poets or, for that matter, to the period itself. Ten Brink’s title is itself
calculated: not late fourteenth-century language and meter but Chaucer’s Language and
Meter. Once they had demonstrated to their satisfaction that Chaucer did write metrically,
they drew no broader conclusions. Prior to their work there had been no convincing
metrical reason to distinguish Chaucer from his followers, and so no justification for
believing that the Lancastrian court was metrically sterile. As Ian Robinson noted,
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“before Tyrwhitt succeeded in making Chaucer’s rough places plain there was no
rhythmic mystery about the English Chaucerians: they were seen as Chaucer’s
unrebellious imitators.”31 In other words, earlier generations deemed Chaucer’s meter just
as barbarous as Lydgate’s, although his diction and art were clearly better.32 But after the
decisive studies of the philologers, a gap appeared between the imitators and their master.
For Chaucer’s meter, a precise grammatical program told us what syllables to sound and
where to place the beat, and where this program exhausted its scope, critical editions
assembled from the best manuscripts emended the verses to make them regular. No such
program was extended to Lydgate or to any of his peers, whose texts, when printed at all,
languished in unreliable editions. As a consequence, we gilded Chaucer, while the period
and its personalities rusted. By insulating him from the perceived banality of his
followers and cutting him off from the larger literary culture that fostered him, the
nineteenth-century philologists engineered a convenient gulf to protect Chaucer, and us,
from the unattractive orbit of poets like Lydgate.
A supposed gap between Chaucer and his followers emerged, then, only in the
wake of the nineteenth century Chaucerian revival, when careful critical attention began
to be paid to the states of Chaucer’s texts and to his language but not to those of his
contemporaries. The problem of how mediocrity followed genius, or how clarity bore
bewilderment, grew not from any inherent superiority of Chaucer over his followers but
from the philological favoritism lavished on the former. A conclusion such as Saintsbury
reached, that “it is quite clear that these poets either set totally wrong ideals before them,
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or were entirely unable to put in practice the better ideals which they had; that if they did
not misread their Lydgate they certainly misread their Chaucer,”33 is not possible except
in light of the nineteenth-century segregation of Chaucer from the rest of his age. For
those critics like Bennett and Saintsbury who failed to recognize that the gap had been
artificially induced by editors and philologists, the implication was clear: Chaucer wrote
well and his followers did not. As an explanation for their poor writing, Bennett proposed
that the poets lacked either judgment or talent. If they believed they could match their
master in his craft, they were fools; if they tried and failed, as they were sure to do, they
were bitter fools. And if they mistook Lydgate for their model, and forsook Chaucer, they
were positively brainless. Bennett and Saintsbury had loaded the dice. By the route of
their reasoning one arrives at only one conclusion: whether by hubris, unoriginality, or
plain idiocy, the poets wrote poorly, and they were responsible for their own bad poetry.
The period owes its drabness to the failed ambitions of its authors, who would not have
written indigestibly had they curbed their aspirations, and to the indulgent system of
patronage that sustained them.

Debunking the Language Change Hypothesis
Over the decades editors and critics have offered two main explanations for the
prosodic gorge separating Chaucer from every other poet of his age. Neither is especially
cogent, but despite feeble and unrehearsed arguments, each persists as part of the
standard narrative. The first, and by far the most enduring, is to blame the language. (The
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second, which I address below, is to blame the poets.) An enthusiastic advocate of this
view, Saintsbury alleged that an unstable grammar made Chaucer’s meter
incomprehensible to later poets. Chaucer’s having hit on the principle of alternation just
as the language fell to chaos was bad timing and worse luck. For in order to satisfy the
dual requirements of ten syllables and strictly alternating beats, the poets needed to know
precisely which syllables could be counted and which could be stressed. That knowledge,
in turn, relied on knowledge of a grammar quickly growing obsolete. As a result,
“Chaucer’s followers had to apply Chaucer’s metre to pronunciation which was every
day ceasing to be Chaucerian,”34 forcing them to rig the meter to a variable language
whose phonological and syntactic rules the poets themselves did not entirely grasp. This
explanation casts Chaucer’s followers as men shooting blindfolded at a moving target.
How could they not fail to hit it? Saintsbury argued that the leveling, and eventual
extinction, of inflections on major-class word categories, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and lexical adverbs, confused poets by obscuring the metrical role of the final –e that
marked the inflections. Once sounded as a syllable, it gradually came to be
misunderstood as grammatically vacuous—just a letter. As scribes and poets became less
familiar with its role in distinguishing morphological cases and tenses, they lost all
knowledge of its syllabic value. So beats that had once been separated by a weak –e in
Chaucer’s line clashed, causing the meter’s architecture to collapse. Derek Pearsall nicely
summarizes the hypothesis:
The accepted view, which I do not believe to be mistaken, is that the
declining understanding of the significance of final –e and the loss of final
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–e in poor scribal copies caused confusion among his followers and led to
a breakdown in the pentameter. . . . There is no doubt that this did
happen.35
Saintsbury credits the loss of –e with “immense and very bewildering effects on the
sound-values of the language” that “introduced a grievous confusion and uncertainty, and
a dangerous temptation to play tricks.”36 Even Martin Duffell, otherwise skeptical of the
account, concedes that
Chaucer’s iambic pentameter faced an uncertain future, because its regular
syllable count and accentual pattern were disguised by key changes in the
English language of the following century. . . . English poets from Lydgate
to Sidney abandoned or misinterpreted Chaucer’s model and experimented
with various alternatives.37
Accordingly, if poets lost the knowledge of the rules of final –e, they would no longer
have access to Chaucer’s metrical template, in which case his meter would be
incomprehensible to them.38 They would therefore misread it, victims of the obscuring
agent of grammatical change. Reading a line like this, from the Wife of Bath’s Prologue,
x

/

x

/ x / x

/ x

/ (x)

How koude I daunce to an harpe smale (457)
they would, discounting final –e as metrically insignificant, mistakenly scan it with four
beats:
x

/

x

/

x x

/

/

How koude I daunce to an harpe smale
Such an interpretation does indeed affect the meter; in fact, it forces the line to switch
meters, like a train jumping its track. The new rhythms eclipse the old, and all
remembrance of the original template is forgotten. Not only is the fifth beat lost, but the
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organizing principle that forms beats by alternating the levels of prominence between
adjacent syllables disappears altogether.
At first glance, Saintsbury’s explanation seems reasonable. It explains how, in a
time of rapid grammatical upheaval, one generation could differ so markedly from
another, especially in light of a poet of renown only recently importing a new metrical
model, part foreign and part native, and, by his example, transforming it into a prestige
form, only to die without articulating its rules to anyone in writing.39 Unlike Latin, whose
versification, though renovated to receive accent in the post-classical period, endured by
schoolroom precept, Chaucer’s English willed no metrical manuals to its inheritors. In
such a situation, with only lines of verse as one’s tutor, one can easily imagine
misreading the poem’s grammar, placing a beat where none belongs or withholding a
beat where the meter demands one. Artificial scansion may be rote, but with practice the
student does learn the correct pattern and comes to internalize its laws. No such aid
existed for Chaucer’s followers, who had only manuscripts on which to rely for
instruction.
Without specific, clear rules to follow, and with the language changing even at
that moment, eroding the significance of one of Chaucer’s principal resources, poets
began to use final –e haphazardly, with little or no logic. Sponsors of this notion point to
their haphazard, and usually inappropriate, use of graphic (that is, not phonological) final
–e as evidence that, as the century went on, fewer and fewer poets understood its
grammar. And like the poets, scribes appeared to insert or omit final –e at random, and
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they seemed to do so more frequently the further we go from Chaucer. Gradually, final –e
became a catch-all device for fixing up the line, a medieval metrical spackle. The tool’s
opportunism led Saintsbury to devise a mischievous analogy: “the poet of the fifteenth
century in England was a gamester, who suddenly found the dice to which he was
accustomed loaded in quite a new fashion.”40 Here, the “die” is meter and the final –e
“loads” it, so that poets were tempted to “play tricks” with it, inserting –e where it suited
their purposes, like the scribes, and cheating readers of their right to have their
grammatical and metrical expectations satisfied.
The theory of misreading precipitated by language change is attractive for many
reasons: it takes advantage of the philological facts and fits them to the literature; it
proposes a material cause for an observable effect; and it justifies our neglect of the
period’s poets. But on reflection, it carries a number of unhappy complications. First, and
most obvious, as Ian Robinson objected, “[i]t is not credible that a whole generation
should suddenly forget the metre of an older and much admired contemporary.”41 Even in
an age lacking technical manuals on prosody; even in the circumstances of a newly
imported meter; even in the midst of overwhelming grammatical breakdown, the claim
that a contemporary of Chaucer, who knew him personally, if not intimately, who read
his poems diligently, even reverently, and who quite probably heard the meter recited
correctly, would then grievously mismanage what he had heard, and read, and known—
the claim is dubious at best. Hoccleve and John Walton, though younger than their
master, were mature men by the time Chaucer died. Gower, in fact, was his senior. And
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Hoccleve belonged to the same social and literary clan that circulated Chaucer’s
manuscripts and, again, probably heard them recited. That this generation, if no other,
with access not only to the surviving work but to its author’s voice and tuition, would
somehow scramble the meter mocks at our reason. The language, however disordered,
would not have had time to muddy the verses; what Chaucer knew his similarly, or more
highly, educated and earnest contemporaries must also have known.
Another complication is more corrosive. If the loss of –e caused poets to misread
Chaucer’s meter, then we must determine precisely when –e was lost, and where, and by
whom, and at what rate in which dialect. We must also map these grammatical changes
directly onto the meters of Chaucer’s followers, predicting, by using what we know about
the interface between medieval phonology and its prosody—which is little—to exclude
all patterns of metrical misreading that do not occur and to include all and only those
patterns that do. To my knowledge no one has attempted to do this; it is not hard to see
why. Because the domains of meter and grammar overlap but are not identical, the loss of
–e under the controlled circumstances required by this hypothesis would necessarily yield
a very definite metrical profile of possible and impossible meters. Not just any meter
would arise from the misreading; only certain candidates would be built on its debris.
And nowhere in the fifteenth-century do we find this profile. Meters vary considerably in
their structures. Some very likely could result from a misreading of Chaucer’s line in
which all the instances of final –e lost their metrical meaning; others we would derive
more easily from bad Yeats than bad Chaucer.
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Furthermore, most of the evidence for the standard view comes from “scribal
interference”—the often indiscriminate use of final –e. More will be written below about
this vexing problem. For now, let us note, with Barney, that it is “not easy to demonstrate
how well early scribes understood Chaucer’s meter.”42 On one hand, as Pearsall
complains, “fifteenth century scribes allowed themselves unlimited freedom to add,
subtract, and amend as they saw fit.”43 Among the alterations we find many unhistorical
uses of final –e. On the other hand, it is typical of the period not to provide manuscripts
bearing the author’s own corrections in his own hand, and so only rarely can we attribute
this or that instance of –e definitively to this or that scribe and not, in theory, to a lost
exemplar or even to the author himself. J. A. Burrow has appraised the problem with his
usual grace: “In the absence of autograph copies, it cannot be easy to distinguish
authorial irregularities from scribal mismetrings.”44 E.G. Stanley has written extensively
to underscore both the scarcity of these sources and the effects of their absence on our
reconstructions of past meters: “Though historical grammar gives us a secure basis for
scanning Chaucer’s verse, we are often unsure of textual detail because of the lack of
holograph manuscript evidence for any of it.”45 Even more aggressive is Gaylord, who
reminds us that “[t]here is no such thing as Chaucer’s line. There are only scribal
versions of it.”46 The point, of course, is that our reliance on scribal habits for evidence of
the effect of final –e on metrical misreading, although indispensible, is also tenuous.
A fourth objection is simpler. Consistent and capable use of final –e survives well
into the middle of the century in poems like the anonymous Palladius on Husbondrie, on
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which Hammond relents, “[t]he existence of such a piece as this . . . shows not only that a
linguistic standard had not yet disappeared, but that it had certainly existed; it throws
back light on Chaucer.”47 If a generation gap gouged by grammatical violence was
responsible for fifteenth-century metrical chaos, then how can a text written long after the
gap formed faithfully make use of linguistic resources that no longer existed? No critic
has scanned the entire Palladius, and so Hammond’s remarks on its meter are brisk and
general. In fact, no one has scanned more than a half dozen of its lines or examined its
use of final –e. Before moving to my final objection, then, I must pause to consider the
poem in more detail. Translated anonymously from the prose treatise De re rustica on or
about the year 1440,48 the Palladius on Husbondrie is a marvel of verse craftsmanship. I
have examined the first 1,169 lines of the Oxford, Bodleian Additional A 369 copy, one
of only two surviving manuscript witnesses.49 Of those lines, 1,166, or 99.7%, are
“regular” in that they have ten syllables and five beats strictly alternating with five
offbeats, as Chaucer’s do:
x / x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

It is not strange, if water wol suffice (1179)
Of the three offending lines two appear to be clear scribal errors:
And change hemself, as writeth clercs trewe (117)
Read: And change hemself, as writeth clerkes trewe
And thens to an other part procede (818)
Read: And thennes to an other part procede (818)
And the third may or may not be missing a medial –e in hertshorne:
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Brent hertshorne, or gootes cleen or rootes (937)
I will return to this poem in my conclusion, as it contains rhythms that Chaucer’s meter
does not, and so we cannot rush to identify it with the older poet’s verse-form.
Nevertheless, between 99.7 and 100% of the poem’s lines read easily as alternating
decasyllables, and, more salient to our discussion here, the poet (and his scribe) used final
–e as a metrical tool on fourteen separate occasions (1.2% of the sample), each justified
grammatically:
What com therof? That wyse men folie (5)
A wyne pitte the oon half either to take (462)
In line 5, the adjective is plural, and in line 462, the noun is an attributive modifier: both
would carry an inflection in Chaucer’s grammar:50
x

/

x /

x

/ x

/

x /

What com therof? That wyse men folie
More to the point, however, is that no instance of otiose final –e affects the meter, either
positively or negatively. The only times final –e is used metrically, it is justified; in all
other cases, it is a mere scribal superfluity. From this evidence we can infer that whether
or not the poet, or scribe, or both, or neither understood the grammar of final –e (although
the data suggest that both the poet and scribe did), he knew its metrical purpose. If the
poet retained knowledge of final –e as late as 1440, Saintsbury’s claims that the language
lay in a state of utter incomprehension in 1410 is falsified. And if the poet did not retain
such knowledge but kept the beat anyway, Saintsbury’s corollary to grammatical chaos is
also falsified: a poet could write perfectly regular verses in a turbulent language without
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knowing either the mysterious origins of the meter or the archaic dialect in which it was
once written.
Nor do we need to reach back to the remote English past for counterevidence to
the Saintsbury-Pearsall hypothesis. Other languages have undergone similar, and
comparably violent, grammatical change, and yet their literatures, even in the moment of
transition, do not show any evidence of misreading in Saintsbury and Pearsall’s sense of
the word. In a recent article, Martin Duffell outlined the objection. C.S. Lewis, he
explains,
reasoned that a disciple who understood that Chaucer’s line was
decasyllabic and iambic, when schwa is pronounced, would have been
able to reproduce those two qualities in verse in which schwa were
deleted. But history shows that this is an unreasonable expectation.51
Duffell here challenges the assumption that a poet in the above circumstances would
adjust the meter so that it no longer made use of the obsolete phonological materials—in
our case, final –e. Marshalling his own evidence from French, which experienced schwa
loss about a century after English did, Duffell examined whether poets following the loss
had trouble discerning the metrical structure of earlier verses in which schwa played a
crucial role. They did not. But neither did they discard the dead final –e; they retained it.
In fact, even today poets writing in French count phantom schwas that live on only as
metrical vestiges. His comparison introduces a theme that will recur throughout this
dissertation: that meter and grammar, although interdependent, are not identical, and that
a change in one may or may not provoke a corresponding change in the other. In either
case, the meter is in no way derived from the language in which it is written.
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One may protest that Duffell is making a false analogy. Comparing a syllablecounting meter like French, in which beats, as we understand them in English, are felt, if
at all, equally in all positions or only at certain hierarchical levels in the line, such as at
the end, with a strongly stressed meter like English, in which beats determine whether a
line is metrical at all, cleverly ignores the role of stress. To answer this charge, Duffell
provides yet another analogy: modern peninsular Portuguese, a strongly stressed
language that is currently experiencing word-final lenition in its vowels: they are being
lost. But modern Portuguese poets, like their French counterparts, show no signs of
copying the old meters and getting them wrong, reading the lines as though the obsolete
phoneme is not metrically relevant. In both cases, French and Portuguese, the practice of
poets after a phonological trauma casts doubt on Saintsbury’s claim that loss of final –e
would have made Chaucer’s meter incomprehensible to his followers. In light of such
evidence, it becomes increasingly treacherous to maintain, with Saintsbury, Lewis,
Pearsall, and so many others, that after Chaucer died the shroud of final –e settled over
the language and severed contact between the courts of Richard and Henry.
(One may further bolster Duffell’s argument by adding that medieval French,
while in the process of losing its schwa, was also losing its stress, indicating that although
the language at that stage was not as robustly accented as Old French had been, it had not
yet flattened into the relatively unaccented language it is now. Furthermore, the loss of a
syllable in French, stressed or not, would be as devastating as, or more than, it is in
English, if for no other reason than that the precise number of syllables in the French line
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is its meter, while for us, that number merely approximates the meter or acts as one of
several cues for it.)
Duffell’s counterargument can further be tested by comparing literary activity in
London and East Anglia, where, according to Saintsbury and Pearsall, the language
prevented poets from writing capable decasyllables, with activity in the North, in
Scotland. It has long been argued that the makars of the late fifteenth century wrote
cleaner iambic lines than their contemporaries in the South, and critics traditionally have
credited the regularity to the language. As I will discuss in detail in Chapter Three, the
leveling of inflections, and the loss of final –e in particular, spread from the North, where
early and prolonged contact with Old Norse had accelerated these grammatical changes,
to the South. In theory, then, the Northern dialects would have stabilized earlier than
those in the South. According to this view, poets writing in Scotland at the time of
George Ashby, circa 1475, no longer had to cope with uncertainties of final –e and other
phantom inflections that confused the syllable count and upset the placement and spacing
of beats; their language had stabilized, and the problematic inflections were not a metrical
concern. Martin Duffell offers a convenient summary:
The most striking difference was that word-final schwa had ceased to be
syllabified in Scots, which had thus acquired a new stock of stressed
monosyllables. In the fifteenth century, however, the most important
versifiers in the two nations went separate ways. In England Hoccleve
tried to maintain Chaucer’s and Gower’s archaic deployment of word-final
schwa although most fifteenth-century readers probably ignored it), while
Lydgate reverted to an older metrical system based on beats rather than
syllables. . . .When combined with the new schwa-deleted delivery
accorded Chaucer and Gower’s verse, Lydgate apostasy ensured that the
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strict iambic pentameter verse design was temporarily lost to English poets
and audiences.52
In the North, then, the absence of final –e gave the poets an advantage when calculating
their counts, because, being extinct, it could not be guessed at or mishandled.
There are many problems with this account. Even if we grant that final –e no
longer played any part in the Northern dialects or in Middle Scots, we must explain how
poets with even less knowledge of the metrical function of inflections could read
Chaucer’s verse and not assume that the inflections were always silent. Even if Middle
Scots as a language had stabilized early, if the model for its versification had been
encoded in a dialect that used inflections metrically—inflections that were extinct in
Middle Scots and therefore alien to its speakers—then how could Dunbar or Kennedy
have known when Chaucer sounded an –e and when he did not?53
To this question critics have responded either by asserting that the makars did not
actually write in Middle Scots but rather in an artificial dialect or “merely literary
medium, the product of studious but imperfect imitation of English texts,”54 as Skeat had
proposed; or else that later poets used the Kingis Quair, composed between 1423 and
1424 while King James was imprisoned in London, as a sort of metrical Rosetta stone to
carry the secret of Chaucer’s meter to the North. The latter scenario is impossible, as the
poem survives only in one copy, Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Arch. Selden B.24, a
Chaucerian miscellany probably assembled for Henry, Lord St. Clair in the last quarter of
the fifteenth century.55 Even if significantly more copies were made than have survived,
the poem would not have been adequately circulated to act as a tool for metrical
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pedagogy, a carrier of the Chaucerian “gene,” or an example of proper Chaucerian versemaking. Not enough readers had access to the poem to spread its meter through the
literary population.
But we have reason to doubt that final –e stopped playing a metrical role,
however marginal, in Middle Scots poetry. In the Kingis Quair, for instance, in 1,379
lines there are 105 cases of a final –e that must be sounded.56 7.6% of the poem’s lines
use final –e to maintain the beat. Of those 105 cases ten, or 9.5%, are inorganic:57
With strong[e] hand, by forse (schortly to say) (165)
A round[e] place, wallit haue I found (1108)
There was bot ‘clymbe,’ and ryght dounward ‘hye’ (1146)
Lines 165 and 1108 contain singular weak adjectives and line 1145 a strong verb in the
imperative, none of which are entitled to an inflection. However, ninety-five cases, or
90.5%, are organic:
And on the smale grene twistis sat (225)
Vnlike the mone is to the sonne schene (764)
To sene the fresche beautee of hir face (996)
The frequency with which the author invoked final –e tells us that he understood its
metrical role, even though the inflection had long died out in his own language. And the
ratio of organic to inorganic cases tells us that he had a good sense of its grammar,
despite the grammar’s difference from his own. Similar, if more sporadic, cases also
occur much later than the Quair:
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Amang the grene rispis and the redis (Dunbar, “The Golden Targe” 56)
Scho wald returne in me and my mother (Henryson, The Testament 286)
Till dede þe life, till pure þe riche lord (Kennedy, Passioun of Crist 146)
And said, ‘Fair dame, now rycht weill I se58 (Hay, Buik of Alexander 173)
Duffell credits Henryson with the first non-schwa iambic pentameter in English,59 but it
is not the case that Henryson did not occasionally exploit final –e for metrical purposes.
As I will show in Chapter Eight, final –e continued to play a precarious but very real part
in English and Scottish versification as late as 1500, and possibly later.
Moreover, none of the makars can be accused of writing in anything but genuine
Middle Scots. As A.J. Aitken states, “the old concept of Middle Scots as an ‘artificial’
and highly uniform language should now be discarded.”60 That concept is based on a
flawed understanding of “Anglicization”: the merging or blending of Midlands dialect
markers with the Middle Scots grammar, so that at “every linguistic level” we find
“variety of usage rather than uniformity.” Some markers, such as spelling, are relatively
superficial and vary widely from text to text and from poet to poet. For example, in the
Kingis Quair we read Scots tuke, wate, and lufe alternating with Midlands toke, wote, and
love. In Ane Ballat of Our Lady Dunbar rhymes sore and more (not Scots sair and mair)
with before and glore (49-53). It is crucial to note that unlike linguistic borrowing, in
cases of Anglicization the Middle Scots grammar has a native equivalent for the imported
spelling, lexical item, or syntactic form. So in the Kingis Quair we read, against Dunbar’s
Anglicized rhyme, a Scots alternative:
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Be lord, and as a god may lyve and regne
To bynd and louse and maken thrallis free,
Than wold I pray his blisfull grace benigne
But in the same poem we read Scots inflectional –is beside Midlands –es:
Quhat makis folk to iangill of him in vayne (267)
May he oure hertes setten and vnbynd (257)
As well as –it beside –ed:
Clippit in a cloude of cristall celere and fair (525)
Ensured more the prince than the page (61)
More substantive variants include lexical switching between thir and those in the plural
demonstrative adjective; scho for she in the third person singular pronoun; and ane for a
in the indefinite article;61 as well as inflection or lack of inflection on plural nouns
(especially “numerable nouns of measure and personal surnames” and nouns of
relationship), and uninflected and inflected past participles of Latin derived verbs.62 A
common Middle Scots marker concerns the lack of inflection on verbs in the infinitive, a
common feature of the Kingis Quair but one that competes with the Midlands and
Southern –n or –en inflection in later poems such as Dunbar’s “The Golden Targe,”
where an English influence is also felt in the presence of –eth affixes and y-prefixes:63
So nobily that joy was for to sene (43)
Quham of the foulis gladdith all bedene (85)
And first of all with bow in hand ybent (145)
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In her marvelous study of Dunbar, Priscilla Bawcutt observes that such Anglicized
markers tend to occur “particularly in the love poems and dream visions, poetry of a type
strongly associated with Chaucer and his English followers.”64 Aitken too has connected
the features to literary rather than linguistic pressures such as genre, noting that Dunbar
and Henryson employ a “range of periphrastic constructions with the auxiliary do, often
or always apparently as a metrical convenience.”65 Periphrastic do is an English rather
than a Scots dialect marker.
Anglicization, then, is not an index of how “English” a poem is. It measures
formal, not linguistic, allegiances and acts as an indicator of the degree to which its
formal conventions are Chaucerian. For the language, we must turn to Northern markers
that have no corresponding variant in the South or in the Midlands. It is true that in some
respects the grammars of Middle English and Middle Scots were quite similar, such as
their stressing of lexical words. In both languages, for example, a vowel in a plural or
possessive noun would be sounded only if it followed a stressed syllable.66 In other
respects, however, their grammars differed strikingly, as in the Scots rule of omitting
endings “before and after pronouns other than thou, he/sche but keeping them when at a
remove from the pronoun or after other words”:67
I dee for wo, me think tho gynnis slepe (399)
To quham we thank that all oure lif hath writ (1370)
This rule is kept through the Kingis Quair and remains active well into the period of the
makars sixty years later. Another feature peculiar to the Northern dialects is the
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distinction between the gerund and the present participle, which had merged in the East
Midlands dialect much earlier under the inflection –ing. Middle Scots and the English
border dialects kept them distinct well into the late fifteenth century, as Henryson made
clear in Orpheus and Eurydice,
Withoutin song, sayand with siching sair (162)
where the participle sayand is marked with –and but the gerund siching with –ing. The
survival of this grammatical distinction complicates any notion that Middle Scots and the
border dialects underwent early and uniform inflectional leveling, simplified their
grammars, and stabilized, giving poets a clearer set of linguistic rules to practice and
marry to their verses.68 The loss of unstressed affixes (such as participial y and finite
verbal inflections), particularly in foreign words, may very well be characteristic of
Middle Scots.69 But the continuing Scots distinction between gerunds and participles
shows that the relationship between English and Scots in the fifteenth century was not as
simple as histories of the languages often imply.70 In certain cases Scots remained
grammatically more conservative than dialects farther south. Moreover, the most radical
changes to Middle Scots—those that most clearly distinguish it from the Midlands and
Southern dialects, involved the vowel inventory and had no impact whatsoever on meter.
The so-called “Scottish Vowel-length rule,” for example, which affected Early Scots long
monophthongs in stressed voicing contexts at morpheme boundaries, and which serves as
a powerful cue for separating Scots from English, makes no difference at all in meter.71
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In fact, Middle Scots research is trending now toward continuity with the English
border dialects rather than rupture, suggesting that the distinction between Scots and
English may be less significant linguistically than the distinction between Northern and
non-Northern dialects. Agutter emphasizes the common stock of grammatical forms
accessed by speakers of both languages.72 Poems like Cursor Mundi demonstrate that
many of the features we associate with Middle Scots appear in the border dialects as well,
as far south even as Northumbria. C.I. Macafee has been more direct, calling Southern
Scots “basically a transition zone to the dialects of the north of England.”73 The
significant difference, then, as James Murray observed one hundred and forty years ago,
was that for the fifteenth-century Londoner or East Anglian, Northern dialects
represented the marginal, the vulgar, or the unauthorized, while in Scotland very similar
dialects “continued to be cultivated as the language of the Court, literature, and law.”74
To summarize, the explanation for fifteenth-century English metrical poverty that
lays blame on the language fails on at least six counts. First, many of the poets charged
with misreading Chaucer’s meter on account of his language lived at the same time in the
same place and spoke the same dialect as Chaucer. Second, French poets experienced a
phonological and prosodic trauma equal to or greater than their English counterparts but
suffered no metrical setbacks and never forgot how to read or scan earlier poems. Third,
modern peninsular Portuguese shows that poets working in a stress-timed language in the
process of losing word-final vowels experience no difficulty in keeping beats at an ideal
distance. Fourth, when we look to the Scots, we see that final –e had not quite
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disappeared in the North and that the language was not as stable or settled as our histories
record. Fifth, the language in which the Scottish poets wrote, while highly formal and
rhetorical, can neither be divorced from nor wedded to the rules of Chaucer’s London
dialect or to the Midlands dialects generally. Certain aspects of Middle Scots grammar
were well kept by its poets; others they alternated with Anglicized variants; and still
others, although clearly marking Scots as a different language, did not affect its rhythm
and so failed to influence its versification. And finally, the distinction between Middle
Scots dialects and the border and Northumbrian dialects, although conventional and in
some sense linguistically real, is less consequential than the continuity that binds them
together in a “zone of transition.” If the languages were not as different as men like
Saintsbury, Lewis, and Pearsall lead us to believe, and if the Scottish poets never stopped
writing good decasyllables as their southern contemporaries appear to have done, then
either the poets in East Anglia and London found other means by which to make bad art
(an unlikely explanation) or else it is we and not they who have misunderstood the meters
of their generation.
As I will argue throughout this dissertation, linguistic change does not cause
metrical irregularity but instead creates conditions that favor metrical diversity. When a
language is radically restructured, as English was in the fifteenth century, its
phonological rules acquire a more provisional status than we are accustomed to admit,
especially in the arts, in which breaking rules is at least as common and desirable as
obeying them. In such circumstances, prosodic licenses are expanded to include
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phonological conditions that otherwise would be ruled ungrammatical, and poets may or
may not invoke those licenses. A writer may choose to preserve archaic inflections or to
abandon them; to conserve the old style of stressing words or to practice a more marked
or progressive style. In fact, style of stressing serves as a sort of stylistic signature for
fifteenth-century poets, and many of them exercise more liberal use of the licenses than
traditionally thought. As we will see in Chapter Six, most critics seriously underestimate
both the range of stressing styles and the scope of the prosodic licenses. A majority of
critics claim that shifting stress from the lexical root to another syllable was sanctioned
only in rhyme position. But as I will show, this was not the case. If stress-shift were
restricted to rhyme position, then we ought to find evidence of stress shift in other periods
as well, when the language had stabilized and the scope of such licenses was diminished.
Certainly the rhyme position anchored the line in a way it ceased to do after 1550; and
certainly the impact of Gascoigne’s naturalist school influenced poets’ handling of wordstress, proscribing the misalignment of strong stress with weak positions. But we cannot
ignore the contradiction: if stress were allowed to shift only for rhyme, the any word in
rhyme position at any time in the history of the language would be licensed for stress
shift. This is not the case. Rhyme, therefore, must have merely exposed the latent
plasticity in many fifteenth-century lexical items. Words subject to shifting in rhyme
position must have been available for shifting in other positions as well. This is a logical
consequence of the poet’s expanded toolkit during times of linguistic instability. Poets
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don’t blunder more often; they simply invoke more licenses, as the grammatical rules
become less “right” than “recommended.”

Debunking the “Tin Ear” Hypothesis
If language change cannot account for the period’s metrical difficulties, and if we
believe that the period had metrical difficulties, then we must find another answer.
Historically, those who have not accepted Saintsbury’s hypothesis have blamed the poets,
who wanted talent, or the culture, which was arid, having suffered the combined tolls of
political, social, and martial fatigue. An early advocate of this view, Hammond wrote
bluntly that “[t]he weakness of the fifteenth century is no marvel; what were marvellous
were the growth of anything beautiful in verse under such conditions.”75 Bennett included
extra-literary influences in the indictment: “It may well be that much of the dreary
pedestrian verse which disfigures the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries would never have
been written save to flatter the vanity or to please the wretched taste of some rich
patron.”76 And even Saintsbury mused that “[b]etter poets than Lydgate and Hawes might
have been of doubtful service to English poetry in the same conditions,”77 although of
course for him the “conditions” refer not only to idle customs and garish patrons but also
to the pedigree of the language, which had curdled. Proponents of this “tin ear”
hypothesis grant that the changing language could not have helped poets manage their
materials any better. But according to them, in the end we must fault the poets for their
own dingy verses. Poets in periods of linguistic stability can write irregular rhythms, and
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poets in periods of instability can write very regular rhythms (as the Ormulum clearly
indicates). Happily for both camps—those who promote decay by culture and those who
favor the decay by language—the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. Perhaps the
fifteenth century, in a suitably Boethian turn of fortune, fell from the precipice of
Chaucer to the snake pit of Bokenham, both because time played tricks with its tongue
and because its minstrels had no music.
How persuasive is this portrait? Has any other century passed in which not one
poet, whatever the social or political conditions, and whatever the state of the language,
distinguished himself rhythmically? (Medieval Latin is an interesting but not parallel
case, for reasons I will discuss briefly in Chapter Three.) Good poets tend not to be
fettered by uninspired examples or linguistic hardships. And periods of political, cultural,
and economic discord have been shown to foster rather than arrest artistic excellence. It is
the age of prosperity, by contrast, that often stunts creativity.
The “decay” claims merit scrutiny. They strike me as being very confused. First,
however bad an individual poet or bland the period’s broader aesthetic, or unpredictable
the linguistic and social environments, we must explain their synchronic clarity. The
claim most often made about fifteenth-century meter is that it makes no sense. Certainly
it made sense to its own audience, as Saintsbury himself concedes. It is we who
misunderstand it. Tin ears or no, the poets cannot be accused of writing unknowable
meters. But this is only one of the many contradictions that afflict this hypothesis, and we
can dispute them more carefully if take each in its turn.
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First, the account fails to reconcile, in the case of fifteenth-century meter, its
portrait of metrical chaos with the late medieval philosophical reverence for numbers, an
inheritance from classical scholasticism.78 As early as Bede we find this Greek legacy
actively influencing native English concepts of meter (although of course Bede wrote his
treatise in Latin). The doctrines of numerology and exegesis were so widespread that they
shaped the medieval imagination as unconsciously and relentlessly as organic unity and
authorial intention do ours. Proportions were not to be forged rashly, as they kept sober
theological implications, especially in meter. Given the day’s obsession with order, three
generations of poets casually versifying does not fit the facts; they simply would not
write irregular verses any more than a Victorian would pen a novel with no plot or a
seventeenth-century Dutch painter draw a non-representational portrait. It is much likelier
that the poets wrote metrically in a style, or in many styles, whose principles are unclear
to us than that they discarded all interest in or care for order and harmony.
Second, “tin ear” histories confuse analysis with judgment. Whether a poet’s
output deserves close reading is a separate question from whether we enjoy the task or
should teach the poems in our schools. Our responsibility as metrists is to produce “a
correct and catholic view of the facts.”79 Suppressing an entire century on the grounds
that it is rough and boring moves us further from our goal of applying scientific and
critical tools to solve literary problems and closer to making myths out of prejudices.
Third, it draws hasty conclusions from a paucity of evidence and thus
misrepresents metrical history. Because the fifteenth-century remains largely unread, and
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even less studied, we know very little about its prosody. The vast majority of statements
one encounters about the art of the poets, even in introductions to critical editions—the
few that exist—when considered carefully, lead nowhere but back to the editors’ own
opinions.80
Finally, it fails to respect the asymmetrical relationship between meter and the
other formal structures that support and strengthen it. Because meter, even for poets, is a
unique aptitude that can only suggest talents in related skill sets, like rhyming, or making
arguments, or creating images, it follows that a poet, like a savant, may be an exquisite
versifier but a generally bad writer. Robert Bridges is an apt example. Hardly a finer ear
existed anywhere in England, and yet his art reveals no corresponding sensitivities to the
emotional or rhetorical demands of good poetry. But, crucially, his mediocrity as a poet
does not make his meters any less magnificent. Conversely, no matter how well we tell a
story or argue or captivate our audience with metaphors, we are not poets in the strict
medieval sense, possessing authority as an auctor, unless our moral sentience makes
pleasing rhythms. Without them, we are philosophers speaking oddly.
In fact, we have every reason to doubt that the poets were mediocre. In his
seminal study on the topic, David Lawton argues that we are far too credulous when we
take fifteenth-century poets at their word that they are “‘lewed,’ ‘rude,’ lacking in
‘cunnying,’ innocent of rhetoric and social savoir-faire, bankrupt in pocket or brain, too
young or too old, feeble, foolish and fallen—in a word dull.”81 On the contrary, this
“favorite guise”
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is a humility topos of an intensely specific kind. It owes much to Chaucer,
but [it] is used to a very different end. Chaucer’s disclaimers are a playful
means of making authorship and authority textually and intertextually
problematic: they claim a space for fiction that is apart from the public
world of truth.
For Chaucer, and for his followers later in the century, the strategy is “almost always
disingenuous,” as it makes “moral virtue out of poetic deficiencies.”82 As Lawton notes,
Chaucer used the figure to lift his work above the social and political discord that might
sabotage it. The same cannot be said of his successors, whose culture of public service
implicated them in a complex spectacle of state- and self-authorization. Unlike Chaucer,
poets such as Hoccleve and Lydgate, and later Ashby, bore an unwelcome responsibility:
“problematic sociopolitical intervention” in a government “whose primary concern is
public comment.”83 King Richard’s removal brought with it an urgent new literary chore:
to justify his deposing. Through their allegories on fallen princes, misgoverned fiefdoms,
and abused powers, Lancastrian poets turned their art into obscure social and political
commentary precisely as Chaucer had dehistoricized and depoliticized his. But as a result
they faced the practical consequences of writing publically. Whether as bureaucrats in the
offices of the Privy Seal or as authors of manuals for princes, these poets took up the
“social mask” of dullness to shield themselves from the repercussions of their own
propaganda and apology, fallout from the Lancastrian bomb that so irradiated fifteenthcentury life and literature.84 Under the aegis of incompetence, poets could propagate the
court’s claim to legitimacy even as they raised doubts about a ruler’s right or capacity to
govern.
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Charged with political self-historicizing, the chroniclers remade, in their own
lives, the state in miniature. As ciphers “for the relationships of power and control
articulated by a culture that requires and receives the literary fictions of itself,”85 they
mirrored the court in their efforts to wrest legitimacy from the rhetoric of effacement.
And just as Richard’s deposition turned modesty into a symbol of anxiety and a code for
political self-justification, so Chaucer’s death compelled Lydgate and Hoccleve to crawl
into his shadow in order not to be eclipsed by it. The poetics of false prostration reflected
on a local level the global political logic of Lancaster’s court. According to Seth Lerer,
the topos “necessitates the self-conscious invention of a history of literature and, in turn,
a definition of the poet’s self-appointed role in mediating that history to a present
reading, commissioning, or judging community.”86 Chaucer’s death and Richard’s
deposition ruptured the literary and political discourse that “mediated” history. In one
case, an assault on divine right bound Henry IV to an ecclesiastical heritage he could
neither expel nor abide. In the other case, an author had proven English equal to Latin as
a vehicle for beauty and moral wisdom; vernacular writers could no longer claim to be
limited by their medium. In both cases the punctuating event constituted a horizon
beyond which kings and poets could not go. The king ruled by simultaneously
advertizing and abjuring his crime; the poet won fame by emphasizing his inferiority to a
non-classical “maker.”
Custom dictated that only the ancients had proprietary control over the business of
literature. A poet’s options for advancement were therefore limited: he could not simply
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crown himself laureate to a generation of imitators. Chaucer never did; his titles were
bestowed upon him by his admirers, not for their affection but for the rhetorical space
they cleared, in which the newcomers were free to define their art against his—or the
version of it they constructed for their audiences, to their own advantage, of course. The
cult of reference to him as their “master” served paradoxically to justify their
independence, as the “study of the work of a recognized poetic authority” gave them
authority by proxy, which in turn freed them to write as they pleased. As Richard Firth
Green remarks, “living poets were manifestly raising their own stock by venerating their
predecessors.”87 Writers, then, worked in a dual capacity, as anaphors to a literary
antecedent or “authorizing past” and, surreptitiously, as that very authority to a
“commissioning present.”88 Apology was the means by which poets mediated this new
history of self-authorization. And as patronage migrated from the central court in London
to the Magnate houses and then to the bourgeois provinces, poets found smaller and more
numerous occasions on which to assert their “fulsome apology”: the bleeding of influence
from a recognized and respected public figure for use in one’s own circle and to attract
patronage. For poets after Chaucer, modesty gave them a proleptic authority.
In this context, misreading served a specific rhetorical purpose: to promote the
author’s own reputation against that of his precursor. Just as in politics the topos gave
poets an opportunity to break from the ruling order while writing on its behalf, in
literature it inverted the hierarchy between master and disciple. As I will show in
Chapters Five through Eight, fifteenth-century poets exploited the rhetoric of deference
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and dullness in their meters just as they did in other aspects of their art. Indeed, poets
after Chaucer were exceedingly candid about their bad meters. In the Troy Book Lydgate
enjoins his readers to enjoy the story in spite of his “ignoraunce” of “metring” (5.3491);
Hoccleve admits to “meetrynge amis” in his “Balade to the Duke of York” (48); and
Walton self-deprecatingly pleads,
This wote I well, my wittes ben vnmete
The sentence for to saue in metre trewe.89 (3.2009-10)
We must wonder why no such statements appear before Chaucer’s death. And given the
self-interested orientation of the topos in all other areas of literature, we must conclude
that the sudden sprouting of metrical anxiety was a calculated attack on the most
conspicuous formal achievement of the nation’s only vernacular authority. By drawing
attention to their metrical deficiencies, his followers carved out a rhetorical space in
which to challenge the master on his own terms, stealing away his meter, and so his
authority, by pretending to misunderstand it. “Meetrynge amis” was a subterfuge for
advancing one’s own metrical agenda.
Helen Barr has observed that “writers deploy marked vocabulary whose
significance would have been apprehended by audiences who belonged to a similar social
matrix.”90 In this sense, marked forms serve as tribal signals for confirming and
communicating to others one’s own membership in the tribe, a sort of secret handshake.
The invention of a new meter certainly qualifies as “marked vocabulary” whose
“significance”—and value as literary capital—would not have been lost on the surviving
members of Chaucer’s social circle, nor on the impressionable younger poets already
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apprenticing at their example. It is highly likely, then, that Chaucer’s meter, at the time of
his death, represented not only the poet’s skill and achievement but also an opportunity
for literary advancement—a crucible for poets angling to establish their own reputations.
In the meter they would find a useful emblem for Chaucer’s burgeoning authority. If they
could master the meter, they could invoke its authority and secure for themselves a
portion of its inheritance: to be known socially as an heir to the author’s legacy. Baldly
parasitic, the gesture, so commonplace in the period, offered poets their only viable
means by which to distinguish themselves from their competition and perhaps even to
rival the authority of their unwitting sponsor. The overlapping cues in his dialect gave
Chaucer’s immediate successors ample opportunity to rewrite his line so as not to
contravene its prosodic rules but neither slavishly to adhere to them. Because the
constraints that defined the Chaucerian decasyllable lay at the nexus of those grammatical
constituents that were, in the act of writing, already, or else fast becoming, obsolete and
yet still acceptable in framed, literary contexts, those who grasped its principles were free
to read the meter one way or another and to craft their mysmetring accordingly.
Lerer describes this performance as a narrative of “subjective misreading.” I
believe he is right. The evidence from scriptoria, from the court, and from the poets
themselves leads us to conclude that although the fifteenth century was, as Pearsall
interprets it, a revival of orthodoxy, its preference for conventional modes of discourse
did not translate into stasis or simple reverence for fixed forms. Pearsall has likewise
depicted the period’s aesthetic as one of excess, and again I agree with him. But again I
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must dissent, as it does not follow that excess is ever, in any sense, conventional. Excess
in its essence is a style of burlesque. The rhythms Chaucer refined to excellence in
Lydgate grew bloated, in Hoccleve cavernous and faltering, in Metham grotesque, and in
Hawes bookish and unreal. Each in his way adhered to the orthodox expectations of his
audience, but each in his way evaded them. Lydgate, and not Chaucer, built the
paradigm: prolix and impersonal. But among these poets the styles of depersonalization
were various. Lydgate stands out as a strong presence, not despite but because of his lack
of it. (Hoccleve is an exception, as he always is.) Journeymen like Metham crafted their
own special blankness and elusion. Every author was anonymous in his own way, and
each was not just conventional but radically so. The experimentation is furtive,
deferential, and covert. It does not trade on its visibility but instead conceals its
inventiveness.
Eventually, this aesthetic of excess tempted many poets to tamper so intrusively
with Chaucer’s line that they forged lively nonce prosodies so conspicuous and strange
that we must wonder whether their audiences ever associated them with Chaucer’s own
meter. As the century came to a close, it is less likely that they did. But even these
experiments were well conceived and well executed: their peculiarity is purposeful. And
if an event shows order, even if it’s an order uninteresting to us, we must accept that the
poets knew what they were doing and that, therefore, the age wasn’t one vast waiting
room into which, thankfully, Shakespeare at last stepped.
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Editing and Hearing
Despite their faults, the two hypotheses of decay, one linguistic and the other
cultural, settled into orthodoxy. Following the examples of Saintsbury and Hammond,
and of Child and ten Brink before them, mid-century editors and critics, as well as
prosodists, redoubled their efforts to segregate Chaucer’s meter from the turmoil of its
circumstances. Commonly these editors and critics took poets such as Lydgate and
Hoccleve at their humble word and accepted them as mere imitators, and failed ones at
that. By so doing they relegated the poets to an even more inferior status:
The imitator automatically finds himself at an initial disadvantage with the
critics: whenever his work resembles that which he has presumably
imitated, he can be dismissed as lacking imagination; whenever he comes
forth with something original he opens himself to the accusation of having
failed in his capacity of imitator.91
The vicious circle Renoir here describes proved especially compatible with editorial
methods descended from Skeat that aimed to “rescu[e] Chaucer from his scribes”92 by
regularizing the metrical eccentricities—stray syllables, inorganic final –e—and therefore
presenting Chaucer’s text as a systematic performance. And although a handful of critics,
then and now, protested the “the over-rigid interpretation of Chaucer’s pentameter,”93 its
appeal was such that by the time he wrote his commanding Chaucer’s Verse in 1961,
Paull Baum could declare, quite unironically, that “[i]n the sixteenth century, English
verse, especially the five-stress line, seems to have started all over again with awkward
stiffness—as though Chaucer had never been.”94 One is tempted to add—as though
Lydgate, Ashby, and Hawes had never been.
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As early as 1933, Hammond had caught the hazard of this approach:
Even among modern students there is found the tendency to reason in a
circle, to start from the assumption that Chaucer is ‘impeccable’, and, after
constructing a body of texts on that hypothesis, by eliminating or altering
whatever seems incompatible, to deduce from them the original
assumption of the impeccability of Chaucer. The circle is then complete.95
The controversy, at first confined to scuffles between editors who adopted opposing
methods, soon spilled over into metrics. Given the close relationship between the textual
critic’s use of meter as a criterion for determining authorship, and the prosodic critic’s
dependence on textually reliable editions, the merge was inevitable. Quickly the debate
expanded to include the usual metrical acrimony: how strict, really, is Chaucer’s meter?
Did philological research succeed only in doctoring the verse to make it more like our
own?96 Emerson Brown went so far as to accuse editors who freely emended on the basis
of philology with “overlook[ing] the best manuscripts” in order to smooth the medieval
out of Chaucer altogether.97 Pearsall too has expressed concerns, adding,
It has always been possible for editors to produce regular decasyllabic
lines by selection among the variants offered by the manuscripts, whose
scribes, indeed were often prompted by the same concern for regularity.98
A gulf opened between critics and editors who championed a return to the manuscripts,
eschewing all emendation not rigorously motivated by evidence from the witnesses, and
those who took a more liberal view of textual reconstruction that accepted emendations—
metrical or otherwise—motivated solely by contextual evidence. As usual, it was
Saintsbury who posed the matter most succinctly:
[A] so-called ‘critical’ text, with its pickings from this manuscript and
that, or its reconstruction of a single one according to manufactured rules,
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may to some extent restore prosodic system, but will always be subject to
the doubt whether it in the least resembles what the poet wrote.99
However, he continues, we must also appreciate the pernicious effect on a poem’s meter
of “reliance on a bad text,”100 a habit he readily attributed to manuscript purists. The
lesson, of course, is that “one had better be careful to locate just where the text is that is
the supposed object of discussion, especially in matters metrical, where so much depends
upon the interpretation of scribal vagaries and the multiplicity of MSS.”101 But locating
the text at a certain level of representation is precisely the problem. And it is one that the
standard narrative cannot resolve.102
The bitter arguments over how much to emend—or whether to emend at all—
eventually came down to lingering uncertainties about Chaucer’s meter. Despite the
seemingly unassailable arguments of Child and ten Brink, scholars were again beginning
to wonder whether the verse is less regular than we like to think. It was only a matter of
time before Ian Robinson asked, on behalf of Manly and Rickert and many others, “[i]s
there a gap between Chaucer and his disciples, or between Chaucer and us?”103
From the beginning a minor counter-current bucked the tide of German
scholarship. Following Tyrwhitt’s edition, William Godwin in 1803 spoke of Chaucer’s
“arbitrary” sounding of certain syllables, and four years later Robert Southey stopped just
short of calling Chaucer, apparently in admiration, an improvisator.104 But it wasn’t until
Furnivall and ten Brink’s publications that the truly odd responses surfaced. First to
appear was A.H. Licklider’s treatise, which argued the bizarre premise that Chaucer’s
verse line is infallibly stressed: it cannot receive beats anywhere but on even syllables, no
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matter what the rhythm.105 This extraordinary claim compelled him to hijack certain
performance variables, such as increasing the length of a vowel indefinitely to achieve
sufficient prominence to attract the beat. Licklider’s idea of prosody was so rigid, so
utterly hostile to the inherent fluctuation in language, that it drove ten Brink’s ideal of
constancy almost to the level of parody. What truly sinks Licklider’s hypothesis though is
its unjustified insistence that the irregularities in the manuscripts, which he admits are
quite real, can be made regular not by emendation but by laws of phonetics, so that lines
with too many syllables can be shortened by resolution, a metrical device that allows two
weak, short syllables, under certain conditions, to comprise one metrical position, as in
/ \ x / x
Freowine folca (Beowulf 430a)
where the two short syllables –wine “resolve” to form a single long syllable. Licklider
applies the same principle to lines in Chaucer, such as
In many places were nyghtyngales (Romance of the Rose 657)
Here the octosyllabic line has an extra weak syllable after the second beat. Licklider
acknowledges the presence of the double offbeat but claims that the first weak syllable
together with its lexical root form a single constituent, not just metrically but
phonetically. The interpretation is flawed. Resolution applies only when the phonemic
contrast between vowels is robust, and when the resolved sequence contains a stressed
constituent that is not already long. This is true not only of Old English but of Latin and
Greek as well. In Licklider’s example, however, the first syllable of places is stressed and
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long, and so resolution, even if a genuine option in late Middle English (I suspect it is
not), cannot occur. The inflection, then, that upsets the syllable count is no “mere gracenote in the foot” that is phonetically licensed but a metrical exception. When he writes
that a “phonetic basis, of course, underlies and makes possible the method of resolution”
Licklider is not wrong;106 he is wrong only to apply the statement to irregular lines in
Chaucer’s verse. And his claim that “[r]esolution of stress is the key to most of the
syllabic problems of English verse,” as an alternative to Skeat, is imaginative but
impractical, and as a theory of Middle English meter it is ludicrous, a “pathology of
verse.”107
More resolute consternation came from C.S. Lewis, who in 1938 staged a more
competitive trial by publishing “The Fifteenth Century Heroic Line,” a sustained attack
on Licklider, for one, but more generally on Hammond and Saintsbury and their standard
narrative.108 His complaint, since reasoned more carefully by both Joseph Malof and
Northrop Frye,109 is fresh and spirited but, I contend, quite wrong, and so I will try to do
it some justice before raising my own objections.
First, Lewis claims that our frustration with fifteenth-century meter arises only if
we read it, or rather try to read it, in decasyllables, and that if we choose this reading—
and it is a choice, he insists—we will fail at it. A natural conclusion, then, follows from
our experience: that because we failed to read them, the poets also failed to write them.
Had they crafted cleaner lines, in clearer decasyllables, we would not be frustrated with
them and their meters would arouse no contempt.
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Lewis then proposes an alternative. Against Saintsbury and the prevailing
guesswork on final –e, he sagely dissents, “linguistic change can produce metrical chaos
only on condition that the poets were already deaf to metre when the change overtook
them.”110 Here Lewis reasons that no disturbance to a poet’s grammar can erase the
knowledge of a meter, provided that the poet, and the audience, actually grasps the prior
principles of its prosodic structure, not merely following its surface rhythms like a duck
on water. From this premise he argues that the irregularities in post-Chaucerian meter
demonstrate that the poets wrote in meters that were not decasyllabic.
Next comes the ponderous twist to his story. He groups together poems as
disparate as The Pastime of Pleasure (Hawes), The Eclogues (Barclay), The Temple of
Glas (Lydgate), and Complaint upon Love to Reason (Wyatt) under a single verse rubric,
the “heroic line,” whose template consists, quite minimally, of a crude four-beat rhythm
cobbled together by two half-lines of two beats separated by a pause: not
x

/

x

/ x /

x

/ x

/

His shete from his body down he let fall (Assembly of Gods 437)
but instead,
x

/

x

x

/ x

His shete from his body
/

x

x

/

Down he let fall.
Unlike the decasyllable, which we must “torture” to fit the line, like stretching wet leather
over it, the heroic line comfortably contains its contours. Why so many fifteenth-century
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poets resorted to it, Lewis continues, owes its explanation to a sort of prosodic mirage, as
well as to a more radical proposal about Chaucer’s metrical intentions: that he did not
expect his audience to hear the five-beat music at all, only an echo an of ancestral tune
hidden within it, a thumping, Anglo-Saxon rhythm, which is its true, inner form. Within
every decasyllable, good or bad, lurks this ancient rhythm. The prosodic mirage consists
in hearing five beats when, really, there are only four:
x

/ x

/ x

x

x

/ x

/ x

The tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne (GP 7)
The template is an incarnation of Old English meter stripped of its phonological detail. Its
constraints are so loose, and its requirements so lax, that one can match it to practically
any string of words. Such generosity is a problem. The four-beat meter is so expansive
and accordion-like that, in molding to everything, it excludes nothing, making it,
essentially, not a meter at all but transcribed speech. Lewis himself admits it is too
promiscuous, countering tamely that, just as we can fit any line to the heroic template, so
we can, with sufficient determination, fit it to the decasyllabic template. His rebuttal is
not persuasive, for it indicts equally his own explanation and its contrary. The description
is overbroad and keeps its object undefined, as though these meters any more merit his
template than the decasyllable’s. So we must ask why the irregular lines merit his
template over the decasyllabic one he rejects. In a brisk retort to Morris Halle and S.J.
Keyser’s “Chaucer and the Study of Prosody,”111 W.K. Wimsatt objected to a similarly
spurious notion of “structure”: “If we begin by throwing our empirical dragnet wide
enough, we can always formulate an alternatively structured principle which will take
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care of everything which somebody else might call an exception.”112 A meter must by
definition not work in many, if not most, phonological and syntactic environments; it
takes a very special set of controls to activate it. Lewis’s four-beat innovation, by
contrast, applies everywhere and includes everything and so describes nothing.113 Like
Wimsatt’s dragnet, it sweeps up so much in its cast that it leaves us with no means to
discriminate among its catches. We might call the procedure descriptively inadequate; but
it is worse. It obfuscates.
Lewis offered the heroic line as an alternative to Saintsbury’s uninterested shrug.
Effectively it is not much better: a gallant but doomed effort to stare down the facts of
fifteenth-century discord, whose meters do differ noticeably, and sometimes drastically,
from Chaucer’s, and which we ought to explain, even if we dislike them. But in place of
the standard narrative, which at least engages meaningfully with the facts of time and
language, Lewis proposes something much less useful: a fantasy. What else can we call
an unprompted, enigmatic return to a native meter that, really, never existed except in the
imagination of its author?
At the center around which Lewis built his heroic circle presided a persistent kind
of British wish-fulfillment, quite common since Spenser but manifesting most absurdly in
Guest’s History of English Rhythms. Some critics never relinquished the belief, or the
desire to believe, in an indestructible native element in our meter, a stress-persistence that
no mumbling French or Italian model can quell. So inside all those pentameters of
Marlowe, Milton, Pope, and Wordsworth dwells the Old English glieder. Lewis
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contributed to this fantasy by using it as a catch-all for fifteenth-century miscellanies. By
appealing to it, he could claim that Chaucer’s followers “were not trying to write
Chaucer’s metre” at all.114 On the contrary, they reverted to an older, suppler versification
and so could not have failed to imitate him.
Fortunately for scholarship, readers were more amused than impressed by Lewis’s
heroic line, and critics made no serious overtures to adopt it as a historically accurate
description of fifteenth-century meter. Most saw through the ploy quickly and refused the
gambit. After all, not only did it risk ridicule in proposing a non sequitur as its solution—
what happened to Chaucer’s meter after Chaucer? Nothing: poets didn’t use it—but it did
not so much explain the mystery as explain it away.
Not that the field of metrics escaped the article’s impact entirely. Directly or not,
its audacity and verve seem to have kindled the “rhythmical or four-beat heresy,”115 as
Baum later derided it, whose many defects have been extensively treated elsewhere and
so need not concern us.116 Its instigator, James Southworth, defied the prevailing
paradigm by arguing, in effect, that the fifteenth-century poets could not have
misunderstood Chaucer’s meter because Chaucer himself had none; his poetry was
cadenced, or loosely phrased in the manner of a liturgical verse or plainchant, not strictly
measured and therefore not open to misinterpretation.117
Southworth sought to undermine the standard narrative by attacking its most
crucial and, he believed, vulnerable tenet: the prosodic reality of final –e, on which the
smoothness of Chaucer’s meter relies. Where Child, ten Brink, and their school
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confirmed final –e in phonological contexts sanctioned by historical grammar,
Southworth denied it. Controversy ensued in which the old squabble arose between those
who heard a rough, tumbling native meter, whose ranks descended as far back as Nott in
the early nineteenth century, and those in the Tyrwhitt-Furnivall-ten Brink tradition who
heard easy, unhurried harmonies. For reasons I will discuss in detail in Chapter Three,
Southworth’s position was exposed as untenable; there can now be no doubt that final –e
existed as a metrical reality, and that Chaucer used it to maintain an equal spacing
between beats. But Southworth’s legacy lives less in his misguided skepticism of
philological facts he was not trained to interpret than in his intuitive and healthy, and I
believe basically correct, aversion to the standard narrative as an adequate history of
fifteenth-century versification. In other words, although Southworth made a tactical
mistake in seeking to close the gap between Chaucer and his followers by making the
former less regular instead of the latter more regular, and so in the process flouted all
philological evidence, his broader strategy had promise, one that I will take up and fulfill
in this dissertation. That strategy is to show that the supposed metrical break between
Chaucer and the fifteenth century is “not, strictly speaking, credible. . . . At best it is an
academic history.”118 No, the evidence weighs decisively in favor of continuity, but not
of the kind envisioned by Southworth or even Ian Robinson. It was not a continuity of
roughness, of thundering cadences and grammatical ghosts. So much conclusive evidence
on final –e has emerged over the past forty years as to make its role in Chaucer’s meter
indisputable: it really is there, and exactly where we expect it to be. The continuity was,
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instead, grammatical and rhetorical. According to this view, “[w]hat we witness in the
fifteenth century is not a decline, but a change of temper, or, to be more precise, a
reassertion of orthodoxy,”119 where “later poets seem not so much to have changed the
rules as to have kept the rules differently.”120 Had it not been preoccupied with ruffling
Chaucer’s syllables, Southworth’s keen mind might have alighted on the answer: the
fifteenth century was not an age of metrical bedlam but of various types of tidiness, not a
literary wilderness but an elaborate, over-tended garden.121

A First Reception
How did Chaucer’s first audience hear his meter? The question seems an obvious
one to ask but, surprisingly, few critics have asked it. If the standard narrative is correct
that the first poets to inherit his meter tried but failed to imitate it, then we must entertain
one of two premises: either Chaucer wrote in a meter whose principles were mysterious
even to his contemporaries Gower and Walton, or his contemporaries Gower and Walton
grasped its principles and adopted them, but scribal interference and language change
obscured them for later writers. As I have already argued, language change cannot
explain such failed imitations. The blame must lie either with the scribes for copying the
verses improperly or with Chaucer himself for not explaining how his meter worked—or
else there is no blame because there was never any failure.
First let us consider the possibility that the meter was too fine to be heard
correctly. Lewis and Southworth claimed that nothing in its experience with brusquely
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metrical romances like King Horn could have prepared Chaucer’s audience to notice the
subtleties in his new meter.122 But if they are correct, then how do we explain Gower’s
simultaneous discovery of that same meter, or Walton’s equally fastidious versifying in
his translation of Boethius? Either its principles were not as mysterious as Lewis and
Southworth imply, so that other poets arrived at them independently, or its design was
easily communicated to an audience, either by instruction or by performance. It is
unlikely, then, that the meter, however alien, would have been so difficult to understand
that poets working quite comfortably in eight-syllable, four-beat lines were unable to
infer from the strict alternation between beats and offbeats that the new line was longer
than but not fundamentally different from what they had already mastered in the
octosyllable.
Stronger evidence against Lewis and Southworth comes from recent research on
manuscript transmission in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. We do not
know for certain how Chaucer circulated poems within the niche of acquaintanceship that
constituted his literary club. (This is particularly true of the Canterbury Tales, for which
we have only scraps and conjecture but no solid evidence of dissemination.) It is possible
that Chaucer’s primary audience read his works piecemeal as extracts or fragments and
then passed them on to other readers, or that the author himself recited his poems, in part
or in whole, before a select group of friends and patrons. A.C. Spearing has speculated
that “the speaking voice was of central importance in his poetry, and his work seems to
imply the existence of an intimate social circle which could respond intelligently to
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changing tones of voice.”123 Spearing’s observation is based on close reading of
Chaucer’s work and a sensitivity to shifts in register and inflection that he believes only a
live performance could have conveyed. Paul Strohm, undecided on the question of
performance, nevertheless agrees that the “social circle” indeed must have been
“intimate.” Strohm’s argument has been instrumental in tracking the reception of
Chaucer’s poems by that audience, so before moving on to consider the effects of its
reception on later writers, I will briefly summarize his position.
Starting with the notion, adopted from Hans Jauss and Arnold Hauser, that “a
particular style is perpetuated when it finds its ‘point of attachment’ in the
encouragement of a socially-defined class or group of readers,”124 Strohm traces that
point of attachment to a specific circle whose membership included men of a similar
social and literary station as Chaucer—Chamber knights such as Sturry, Clifford,
Clanvowe, Montagu, and Vache; knights or esquires such as Scogan and Bukton;
philosophers and lawyers such as Strode; gentry poets such as Gower; and civil servants
such as Usk and Hoccleve. In general, Strohm observes, “the emergence of a new style is
likely to be associated with the emergence of a new group,” so that, conversely, “the
eclipse of a style [is] likely to be associated with a major deterioration in the position of
the group.”
These statements are dense and deserve a moment’s pause. Strohm, like Jauss and
Hauser, reasons that any new formal property in art, metrical or otherwise, will take root
and blossom in a culture if and only if there is a community in place to cultivate it, to
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which it can “attach.” That community will always consist of a close, and potentially
closed, group of like-minded and like-educated, and quite probably like-experienced
artists and intellectuals who share the innovator’s knowledge of the medium and its
potential. The invention must meet with a receptive sensibility in a specific audience.
Reciprocating, the invention drives the community forward into unexplored aesthetic
territories, and, in the process, reinforces the bond that defines that audience as a “circle.”
In Chaucer’s case, the new formal property, of course, was his meter, which the
circle or point of attachment nurtured into precarious but promising health. But the
circle’s membership presented a problem that would prove decisive for the meter’s
future: “Few members of Chaucer’s circle outlived him, and fewer still continued to be
active after his death.”125 As a result, membership in the group was not renewed through
“reasonable turnover,”

126

and so the circle was dispersed, severing the point of

attachment. According to Strohm, this severance triggered a “failure of the transmission
of Chaucer’s achievement through the first decades of the fifteenth century,” and, more
significant for the fate of fifteenth-century meter, hastened the transition of Chaucer’s
work from its primary audience, intimately acquainted with the principles of his art, to its
secondary audience, which was, unlike the original circle, geographically and socially
diverse, as well as selective or arbitrary in its taste.127 Strohm tracks the dispersion
through trends in manuscript ownership, which clearly, progressively, and rapidly spread
from individuals more or less socially equal to Chaucer around 1400 to as far up as
Richard III and as far down as the urban middle-classes later in the same century.128
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Strohm’s conclusion, then, has greater explanatory power than either Lewis or
Southworth’s and also locates the problem of fifteenth-century meter where it properly
belongs: in its historical context. We can no longer entertain the premise that Chaucer’s
contemporaries misunderstood his meter. Rather, if we accept Strohm’s argument, we
must tie the apparent exhaustion of Chaucer’s meter, or, more precisely, of its potential,
not to the deafness of his friends but to their deaths. If it is true that a gap divides Chaucer
from his heirs, then it is for this reason and this reason alone: when Chaucer’s circle
disbanded, something vital was lost: “the capacity of audiences to appreciate the full
range of his tradition.”129
Strohm is correct to link the collapse of Chaucer’s primary audience, in which the
decasyllable found its “point of attachment,” to changes in its reception. However, he
misjudges the effect of that collapse on the intelligibility of Chaucer’s verse form. When
the social circle disbanded, there occurred no “failure of transmission” but rather an
appropriation of technique. We do not find radical experimentation in Gower’s poems,
for instance, because, as a member of the circle, he shared its sensibility and its
preference for smooth rhythms. Moreover, his relationship to Chaucer was based on an
entirely different style of competition than those of the next generation of poets,
including Hoccleve, despite the fact that Hoccleve too was a member of Chaucer’s social
circle. (It is significant that Gower was already a successful poet when he first met
Chaucer, his junior, and so Chaucer’s influence on the older poet may have been weaker
than on, for example, Hoccleve, who was younger than Chaucer and unsuccessful as a
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poet until after his master’s death.) The next generation of poets, who inherited the forms
but not the intentions of that social circle, and which related to the example of Chaucer in
a very different way—as anxious rivals—had every reason to rewrite their inheritance. In
fact, the remarkable range and variety of metrical experiments following Chaucer’s death
would not have been possible had the social circle endured. In this sense, the circle’s
collapse hastened not the “loss of appreciation” Strohm envisions but a more complex
and ambitious probing of the meter’s potential. It did not destroy Chaucer’s legacy but
instead transformed it.
The strategic misreading of Chaucer’s meter required first the existence and then
the extinction of a close, and possibly closed, group of writers and intellectuals who
received the decasyllable, clarified and confirmed its structure, and then lost control of
their own creation when the community failed, its membership exhausted. The principles
of the new meter were left vulnerable for the next generation, who exploited the
abruptness of several simultaneous endings: of the rule of King Richard II; of the life of
Chaucer; and of the gathering of poets and thinkers who popularized the Italian import
that now lay open to new talents and strange rhythms.

A Second Reception
How, then, would the second generation have received the meter? Strohm
assumes that access to its underlying structure vanished with the first audience and that
later generations could only have misinterpreted what they read or heard. But this
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assumption does not match the reality of manuscript production and transmission in late
medieval England. By the time Chaucer died, more than a century and a half had passed
since Bonaventure demarcated the roles of the scriptor, who copies, the compilator, who
assembles, the commentator, who glosses, and the auctor, who creates. For Chaucer these
distinctions still existed, but porously. For poets writing in the fifteenth century, the
scholastic model “affected their choice of authorial and literary forms,”130 but it did not
entirely determine how readers, scribes, and writers behaved. For example, Chaucer
frequently wore the compilator’s mask in order to absolve himself of responsibility for
his works, despite both translating the words of other poets, and therefore acting as a
commentator, and bending his sources to his own mind and language, as does an auctor.
But as compilator, Chaucer could escape criticism by claiming that his job was merely to
gather together in one place what someone else had created.131
Slippage among the supposedly stable roles suggests that the controlling function
of medieval authors may have been quite different from either Foucault’s “principle of
thrift in the proliferation of meaning” or Wimsatt’s imaginer of the verbal icon. Closer to
a genuinely medieval author function may be Alexandra Gillespie’s notion of the
“Chaucer ‘effect’” in which “there is no one author of a text, or, at least, not one author
who is not a fiction.”132 Gillespie is not alone in refusing to identify the author of a text
either with textual authority or with its authoritativeness. Tim William Machan has
argued that “the very notion of ‘authoritative’ may have been very different in the Middle
Ages” and that, consequently, the “medieval conception of a work” was likely as
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“something outside of a text, as something that was supplemented mentally by readers
and literally by writers.”133 Elizabeth Bryan has gone further, claiming that medieval
scribal texts do not limit subjectivity to the author as modern texts do but “reassign and
multiply” it in a “continuing text” that “partakes of a number of previous texts, their
writers, and readers.”134 For the copyrighted book, whose field of intention is confined to
its author and assorted industrial interpolators—the publisher, the editor, the designer—
she substitutes texts that “create, and are created by, communities of readers.”135 Her view
of medieval literary culture is a collaborative one, in which readers, scribes, and authors
participate in a creative process that does not necessarily end. She writes,
The different technologies of medieval scribal text production made for a
cultural situation in which the dominance of single authorship or of
chronologically mandated standard versions was not inevitable . . . [so
that] expectations for nonsacred texts, then, did not necessarily include
expectations of a (mechanically) fixed text nor of a text that could be
altered only by a single, original author.136
Bryan’s description may seem idealistic, but Gillespie has offered evidence in support of
this view from the manuscript trade, whose “flexibility”
involved amateur copyists as well as professionals, moonlighting
bureaucrats, and translator-poets who were members of noble households
where they undertook scribal chores. Stationers, or other book producers
and sellers . . . might retain stock at one time, and at other times move it
on quickly. Their business were probably multiple, and their bookwork
was certainly varied—they might commission work from freelance
scribes, supervise copyists in the shop, retail second-hand books, or bind
new ones with their own hands.137
Paul Strohm has proposed an even more expansive version of this process that he calls
the “textual environment,” which is “the shared field of knowledge that allows an author
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to write in the confidence of being understood” and embraces “not just words and textual
conventions” but also political acts, reading habits, various forms of pageantry—
practically any facet of culture that contributes to the “guarantee of intelligibility.”138 For
Gillespie, Bryan, Machan, and Strohm, texts were collaborative processes rather than
objects created at a decisive moment by a single individual. Stephen Barney has
underscored the difference between these definitions of texts by juxtaposing modern and
medieval notions of authorial control:
[T]here is reason to think that, in an age of common oral delivery of
poetry and of manuscript publication, the moment of publication (release
of a copy to others for copying) was not as decisive as we now take it for
granted to be.139
For the medieval writer, no line separated the poem’s construction from its reception; the
two events were part of a continuum of continuous production. As Roger Ellis explains,
“the medieval text is always, in the fullest sense possible, work in progress.”140 Recently,
Stephen Partridge seized on this insight, developing it into a genuine theory of reading in
pre-print culture. He notes,
Nothing in the economy of publication discouraged authors from
constantly making changes to their works and having these incorporated
into subsequent copies—as indeed, after a work had passed from an
author’s control, there was no financial consideration to prevent the
scribes themselves or their patrons from making changes to the text being
reproduced.141
He divides the process into successive “degrees of separation” from the author, but unlike
in a print culture, where “the distinction between coterie circulation and publication is
connected to a change in medium, from manuscript or typescript to print,”142 in
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manuscript culture no such change marked the two kinds of circulation, and so the text
was open to legitimate revision at any point—even from the moment it left its author’s
hand. As a consequence, manuscript readers, and copiers, and authors, were much less
likely to think in terms of definite control over an object or intention, as “the medieval
manuscript could circulate in constant stages of rescription” and was therefore a “shared
enterprise.”143 The reality of fifteenth-century verse production is more complicated than
one mind making a meter and another mind making it wrong. If we want a truly useful
history of this period, we must reconsider our notions not only of what constitutes good
poetry or a metrical verse line but also of where the text begins and ends. As a textual
apparatus, meter is not excepted. Scribal interference is often cited as a sign of a corrupt
manuscript. But from a collaborative perspective, the changes scribes made to their
exemplars represent not acts of vandalism but of reception. E. Talbot Donaldson provides
a useful summary of the orthodox view:
The assumption is that the scribes who copy the work are themselves
machines, though machines that have a kind of idealized faultiness built
into them: all they ever do is make mistakes. Heaven forbid that instead of
making mistakes they should correct the mistakes that they see in the
exemplar from which they are copying, for if they do that, the whole
machine breaks down.144
With an equally useful critique, he continues:
The not especially unhappy truth is that medieval scribes were not mere
machines, but people, invariably human, though variously intelligent, and
variously interested in what they were doing. And many of them seem to
have had a normal human being’s interest in getting things right even
while they showed a normal human being’s propensity for getting them
wrong.
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Ralph Hanna III concurs, commenting that editors in pursuit of authorial readings must
silently reduce much of the textual exuberance of Chaucer’s fifteenth-century reception;”
doing so, they “encourage, if not prescribe, naïve readings.”145 By contrast, Barry
Windeatt regards scribes not as mere vehicles for textual noise and error but as active
participants in the making of manuscripts, and as valuable sources of information in their
own right. Windeatt sternly opposes the view that frames textual transmission as an
author’s pure sentences passing through the dodgy medium of “secondary minds . . . that
distort everything they transmit” and are “harmless in proportion to their doltishness, or
dangerous in proportion to such intelligence they may show.”

146

He disputes this view

because he, like Partridge and Lerer, places manuscript production and transmission in its
proper historical context, where “characteristic of the medieval habit of reading was . . . a
kind of rewriting: a way of engaging with the text by commenting, recasting, and in some
sense re-inscribing it.”147 Seen from this perspective, scribal choices are “not to be
despised as the equivalent of mere printing errors”148 but appreciated as “revealing
responses”149 to what scribes found difficult or unusual in the text.150 In this respect, their
interventions constitute “judgments about which readings were preferable,”151 and in so
far as these judgments relate to structures—linguistic, rhetorical, metrical—that the
scribes found too strange, or distasteful, or incomprehensible to leave uncorrected, they
offer us indirect evidence of what the original pattern may have been. By working
backward from the emendations, we can isolate key metrical variables, correlate their
frequencies, and construct a prototype for the unaltered original.152
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Scribal variation, then, can be used as indirect evidence of metrical judgment, not
only for the scribe responsible for the emendation but also for the author whose line he
copied, as well as for the culture in which the variant had meaning, whether by fitting the
text more aptly to its audience’s expectations or by restoring grammatical or stylistic
norms. If our interest lies in reconstructing the prosodic sensibility of the age, we should
incorporate the emendations into our analysis. Moreover, if we intend our theory to
contain some historical truth, we must address the conditions in which reading actually
took place:
To ignore the evidence of the scribes except in so far as it can be
categorized for the editorial purpose of determining originality is to pursue
a modern ambition to create a text free from its scribal medium. This is in
itself essentially a falsification of how the poem was almost universally
first read, through the medium of scribal copies with all their built-on
adaptations and interpretations of the poet’s intentions.153
Whether following the principles of Lachmann, Greg, or Hort, an editor typically regards
scribal variation as inherently in error and therefore obstructive of the ultimate goal: to
recover the author’s intention. But recovery of that intention to the exclusion of scribal
commentary both ignores the historical realities of manuscript production and
misrepresents the author as an infallible judge of his own lines.
Consider the example of Thomas Hoccleve, whose autograph copies have
survived and whose metrical intention, therefore, should be clear. Now consider the rarer
example of a medieval poet for whom we have not one but two different autograph
copies of a single poem, as we do for Hoccleve’s Lerne to Dye. Because the poet acted as
his own scribe, we should not expect to find garden-variety scribal errors, or at least not
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substantive variations of the sort that scramble the author’s intention and perplex editors.
Lerne to Dye, which I will discuss again in Chapter Six, runs 672 lines long and survives
in two holographs, Huntington MS 744 and the Durham Series. In a recent article
comparing the two copies John Bowers finds eighty such substantive variations. Many
have no effect on the meter; eight do:
I weery am of my wroght wikkednesse (H 193)
Y am weery of my wroght wikkidnesse (D 193)
Sotile materes profounde & grete (H 13)
Sotil matires right profownde & grete (D 13)
To die am I nat yit spare me now (H 145)
To dye am y nat yit spare me now ynow (D 145)
Deeth fauorable is no maner wight (H 155)
Deeth fauorable is to no maner wight (D 155)
Whos kerf nat fownde is what passid is shee (H203)
Whos kerfe nat fownden is whan past is shee (D 203)
With god despende of your days the flour (H297)
With god despende of your youthe the flour (D 297)
O now this day more ioie and gladnesse (H 393)
O now this hour gretter ioie & gladnesse (D 393)
that heuenes blisse mighten thee byreue (H 484)
that thee mighten the blisse of heuene reue (D 484)
As I will discuss at length in Chapter Six, Hoccleve’s very regular orthography tells us
that every graphic final and medial –e not subject to elision must be sounded; Hoccleve
did not apocopate syllables. He also kept an inviolable count of ten syllables per line.
Line 193 shows an inversion of the verb with its predicate adjective, affecting the stress
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on weery. Similarly the –e on Sotile in Huntington line 13 affects the stress on
neighboring materes. Durham 145 contains an extra syllable on ynow, violating the
syllable count. Inclusion of the infinitival particle in Durham 155 likewise breaks the
count. Line 203 has multiple metrically significant variations: kerfe against kerf; fownde
against fownden; and passid against past. Huntington 297 requires hiatus on despende in
order to meet the count, whereas hiatus is prohibited in Durham 297 because of the –e on
youthe, which radically alters the line’s rhythm. (A similar problem occurs in line 393.)
And although the rhythm reads easily in Huntington 484, in Durham the line barely
coheres: the prosodic boundary between thee and mighten is weak and discourages beat
syncopation. Moreover, Hoccleve miscopies at Durham lines 291, 373, 380, 381, 404,
426, 445, 586, 665, and 667, leaving out syllables to make defective metrical lines.
Bowers rightly concludes, “[s]uch textual variation would normally be attributed to
spasmodic scribal interference if these . . . readings appeared in non-autographic
manuscripts.” The editor then, having labeled them errors, would reject, emend, or
otherwise suppress the variants.154 What the holograph variations illustrate, against all
editorial intuition, is that the lost original or “truly ideal text” that the poet himself
“copied out faultlessly,” such as we imagine Chaucer doing before the interventions of
Adam Scrivener, is a myth: “As originals, not postulated but real, the Hoccleve
autographs serve as evidence that the author was perfectly capable of making his own
scribal blunders as well as leaving his own loose ends.”155 From their variations, Bowers
infers that the Huntington and Durham autographs likely “radiated independently from a
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single lost exemplar” and that each stage of revision “represents a legitimate version
embodying its own set of intentions which are just as interesting . . . as the author’s final
or latest intentions.”156 Ellis, following Bowers, reminds us that even the author, who
knows his intentions as well as anyone, is “as liable to miscopy and/or alter his text as
any other scribe.”157 Like Bowers, Ellis sees Lerne to Dye as a powerful check to our
modern preconceptions about textual stability and authorial intention. The very fact that a
text can be authorially and not scribally corrupt indicates that it should be seen as “fluid,”
not so much as a finished product, even when the author has produced the
copy himself, but more as a snapshot of an on-going literary process: a
point in the complex field of literary relationships constituted by the
totality of scribal and readerly activity connected with the work which, for
the sake of convenience, we call a poem.158
We can now return to the question of how Chaucer’s second audience heard his meter. It
would have responded to Chaucer’s meter actively and creatively, not listlessly; it would
have taken the tidy art of the first audience’s accomplishments in that meter and rarefied
it, coaxing more complex rhythms from it, tapping its potential for difficulty. In short,
they would have received it not as a standard to live up to but an opportunity to be
exploited. Evidence from scribal techniques, from the collaborative culture of medieval
textual transmission, and from the political role of fifteenth-century poetry force us to
read its meters as more than mere intentions of a single mind that is either kept correct in
the manuscript or corrupted. We must expand our analysis to accommodate both the
author’s expectations and those of his audience. We must reread the period knowing that
metrical knowledge moves from generation to generation much as genes are expressed
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over time in a species: it mutates. The meter’s drive, like that of the organism, is not to
remain static but to adapt to its niche and establish equilibrium. It must grow as its
environment changes.
So must we. Our method can no longer be quietly philological, abrasively
editorial, or evasively theoretical. The problem of what happened to Chaucer’s meter is
primarily a question about its reception: how did the poets—first those who knew
Chaucer, and then those who knew those who knew him, and finally, those who knew
only his voice ventriloquized through codices and early printed editions—how did these
poets hear his invention? Here the scribes can be useful, for their revisions, as Lerer
reminds us, were not random firings of a rogue intelligence or will but deliberate
“reconstructions” designed to meet the “social, aesthetic, and political needs of a
contemporary readership.”159 That is the nature of medieval texts. They are not finished
when the author is done when them, and so, by extension, they cannot be corrupted when
later audiences revise them to make them more accessible or satisfying. Social, political,
and rhetorical context is essential, so that our reconstructions of the various modes of
reception are as approximately medieval as any ever can be. But most important, in order
to know how Chaucer’s light line evolved into Walton’s heavy hammer, or Hoccleve’s
carnivalesque whimper, or Lydgate’s cracked clock, we must remember the mind’s role
in making meter plain. As I will argue in Chapter Two, meter is not a template or a
configuration of linguistic facts; it is a series of judgments—expectations that are
confirmed or contradicted. As we move ahead to consider the long process through which
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many minds turned Chaucer’s Italianate decasyllable into something very strange and
very English, it would be sensible of us to recall that misreading is a style of reception.

Fallacies of the Standard Narrative
We may now step back to reconsider the standard narrative as a whole. I have
addressed and dismissed the premises on which it depends, and I have argued for a more
commodious view of fifteenth-century meter capable of reconciling metrical and
grammatical facts with our knowledge of the broader textual, literary, and historical
contexts in which they occurred. In the course of this project I will propose a new
narrative: English meter in this period, and in all periods, adapts to its literary,
intellectual, and cultural environments by being misread. I believe this is a more cogent
and responsible explanation for the apparent metrical disorder of fifteenth-century poetry
than the one we have inherited. But if my hypothesis is correct, then have not yet
answered an important question: given its explanatory weakness, why has the standard
narrative endured for two centuries? Two responses to this question are possible. First,
we must recognize that other histories were written—by Licklider, by Lewis, by
Southworth—but they proved more problematic than the alternative and so never gained
traction. Second, the standard narrative conceals three fallacies so deeply rooted in our
critical tradition that we rarely are aware of their influence.160 I will examine each in turn.
First we have the “philological fallacy.” Every linguist is to some extent guilty of
assuming a one-to-one correspondence between meter and grammar. As I will explain in
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Chapter Two, we have many good reasons to believe that the two domains, although
compatible, are not identical. By confusing them we commit the philological fallacy,
believing that if we only are able to describe the rules of language precisely enough we
will also, in the process, discover the laws of meter. In the case of Chaucer, the fallacy
pertains especially to final –e and the location of accent in words with more than one
syllable. And although it is true that historical grammar informs both our reading of the
poet’s meter and his own community’s reception of it, the meter is not reducible to its
grammar, and so a perfectly clear and accurate description of the language correctly
places one, and only one, small, if vital, piece of the puzzle.
Undoubtedly final –e informs our knowledge of Chaucerian meter, and if we want
to reconstruct the prosody of the age accurately we must know what linguistic
environments allow for it and what prohibit it. Statistical analysis of lines from an array
of poets from Chaucer’s generation to Barclay’s may tell us something about the general
distribution of its use as it fell further and further into phonological unreality. But it
cannot tell us what the meters are, how they work, or how or why the poets used them.
Solution to the problem of final –e, though necessary, is not a sufficient condition to
reconstruct Chaucer’s prosody or the prosody of his followers; it is one part of a much
broader creative, aesthetic, and historical process. If we want to understand fifteenthcentury meter, we must build final –e into our analysis, but we must not restrict our
analysis to notions of grammar, as though the grammar were the meter. It is not.
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The second we can call the “positivist fallacy.” Whereas the philological fallacy
relates the meter to its language, the positivity fallacy concerns literature’s relationship to
time. More specifically, the positivist fallacy reads the history of English meter as an
inexorable drive to “found” the pentameter in the middle of the sixteenth century. Its
view is teleological: in order to locate any single poet’s meter within the history, it must
define the poet’s contribution either as moving toward, and so confirming, or as moving
away from, and so undermining, that foundation. In other words, there is only one story
to tell: how long it took for poets to write as Shakespeare did, and when they did not,
what prevented them from doing so? Whether English accommodates other meters is not
a question the positivist cares to consider.
Unlike the philological fallacy, whose pernicious influence is felt only by the
professional meter readers, the positivist fallacy is a metrical metanarrative, and its frame
has the potential to distort any critic’s sense of English literary history. In fact, the story it
tells has become so customary that we rarely remember that it is a story. Its script is a
familiar one: in part through the external pressures of invasion and cultural coup, in part
through internal discord as the language lost its inflections, the strong-stress meter of Old
English, of Beowulf and “The Wanderer,” grew incoherent and unusable.161 An interlude
ensued in which poets groped blindly for something to fill the void: looser
approximations of the Old English line, such as we might misunderstand King Horn’s
meter to be; or the computerized intelligence of the Ormulum, with its invariable,
unreasoned, absolutist rage for syllabic certainty. At one pole or the other, the period
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swings metrically from mayhem to meekness. Mostly, however, the poets wrote in Latin
or French. When English once again became fashionable in the middle of the fourteenth
century, a lovely but doomed effort to revive the Old English line briefly flourished in the
West Midlands, which, however pleasing for its local audiences, never enticed the wider
markets in London.162 Poets searching for an alternative, disenchanted by the political
and social implications of writing exclusively in French, began to experiment with
counting syllables as well as accents, at first with tentative success but later, under
Chaucer, with majesty. The pentameter had arrived.
Linguistic and cultural breakdown in the following century, however, masked its
laws, and the inexpert generation of Chaucerian imitators so mangled the line that by the
time of the Tudors, nothing of the original remained. Turning once again to Italian
models, a new circle of poets, led by Henry Howard and Tottel, rediscovered the “lost”
principle of alternating beats, but, in the madness of another Ormulum, they privileged
regularity at the expense of nuance. Thus we find in the middle of the sixteenth century
the Mirror for Magistrates, and, a bit later, the tedium of Barnabe Googe and George
Turberville.163 When their younger apprentices came of age, they relaxed the restriction
and probed more deeply into the line’s structure, testing its plasticity and expressive
range, which they found to be considerable. It was the age of Spenser and Sidney, and
soon the magnificence of Chaucer’s meter, long buried, would be revived in
Shakespeare’s sonnets and plays.
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What this story teaches is an allegory: English meter, despite the premature (or
aborted) labors of Chaucer and Gower, struggled against confusion for centuries only to
emerge in glorious certainty. It is striking how easily one can substitute fictions like
Gawain for real men like Chaucer, and beheaded green rivals for Lydgate and Hawes,
and, almost by algorithm, churn out a quest romance instead of a literary history. But
history is not a logical process or a hero’s errand; it is a construct. We misread the
fifteenth century by transforming its works into villains or fools in a sort of comedy of
errors or chanson de geste.
This perspective on change further pollutes our history of fifteenth-century meter
by mistaking transformation for progress. Because they impede our movement toward the
final cause that is Shakespeare’s pentameter, poets like Lydgate and Hoccleve become
cautions, not contributors to our literature. If we abandon our commitment to the notion
of progress, we no longer have any reason to exclude them from the critical conversation.
If we dispense with these fallacies, we will arrive at a very different
understanding of fifteenth-century versification. As I will show, grammatical and scribal
evidence strongly supports the conclusion that poets writing at the end of Chaucer’s own
generation—Lydgate, Walton, and Hoccleve—correctly interpreted his meter. But they
did not slavishly imitate it. Their unique rhythmic styles mislead us into thinking that
they tried and failed to copy it, but the meters’ internal consistencies tell a very different
story. The very fact that the meters have consistencies tells us that the poets did not
mistake Chaucer’s verse design for the resurrected Beowulf, as Lewis believed, or for the
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Church liturgy, as Southworth maintained. If they had, their distribution of line-types
would be variable and unprincipled. Rhythms like
/ x x / x x / x x / x /
would have no reason not occur, and in fact they would occur as often, or more often,
than the more approximate rhythms that so frustrated Lewis and Southworth, such as
x / x / / x / x /
My analysis of 40,655 lines confirms that types expected from random misinterpretation
do not appear in the corpus, whereas the types expected from experimentation on aspects
of the model’s verse design—a very different matter—predictably do appear. Given these
results, we cannot accuse this group of poets with misunderstanding Chaucer, or at least
not in the sense imparted by Saintsbury, Hammond, and the standard narrative: they did
not get his meter “wrong.”
It is crucial in our study of fifteenth-century prosody not to confuse variance with
failure, not on the scribal level and not on the metrical. New rhythms are not failed older
ones and derived meters not imperfect imitations of an exemplar. Windeatt, Partridge,
Mann, Burrow, and Lerer have given us ample cause not to regard these glitches in
cultural and personal transmission as interference but as innovation. In this dissertation I
will insist we apply their insight to meter as well. If we do not, we risk mistaking license
for licentiousness. Conservative poets, like conservative scribes, are inclined to curate.
More radical poets and scribes tease their materials into new, expressive rhythms. Both
have a place in the story of fifteenth-century meter.
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We are finally in a position to appreciate the double implication of “misreading.”
In one sense it can refer to simple misunderstanding, a synonym or euphemism for
failure. But it also carries another, more capacious quality of appropriation and deliberate
rewriting. If we take the word in its second sense, then the fifteenth century does indeed
represent an age of misreading, perhaps the greatest and longest in our tradition. From
Chaucer’s death until the Tudor ascendency, poets explored, and manipulated, the
political side of meter better and more completely than any until the reign of Victoria.
When seen from the perspective recommended here, the experiments of fifteenth-century
poets prove not to be failures to conform to a metrical model but political strategies for
securing their authors’ fame and remembrance. The poets responded individually to
Chaucer’s meter and adapted it in different ways in order to make public claims about
their relationship to him as an auctor. Like newly minted coins in a fragile economy, the
meters became capital with which competing poets bargained, and, of course, as in any
economy, were counterfeited. Each experiment is a statement about its author’s desired
place within the tradition as well as a construction of poetic identity in an age that,
contradictorily, required the poet to submit himself to an authority and also to subvert
that authority by imitating it to excess.
When dealing with meters in dead languages, we must be careful not to read
anachronistically, imposing modern preconceptions of what counts as acceptable verse.
When reading Chaucer’s poetry this tendency is particularly strong, because, in many of
its qualities, his meter overlaps with our own.164 McClure has warned,
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The serious error into which readers are liable to fall . . . is to assume that
medieval decasyllabics are, in intention, the iambic pentameters of
Marlowe, Shakespeare, Milton, or Pope. . . . [B]ut lines which would be
deviant in an iambic pentameter poem are not necessarily deviant in a
poem which is not in iambic pentameter: a self-evident statement of which
the significance may be overlooked.165
For his part, Emerson Brown cautions that “the rhythms that Shakespeare and others have
taught us to think of as crude were not necessarily crude to medieval poets and their
audience.”166 Even Tyrwhitt advised his readers not to assume that Chaucer accented his
words precisely as they did.167 But it is Steven Guthrie who cuts quickest to the chase:
“We should remember that Chaucer read Guillaume de Lorris, Benoit, Boccaccio,
Machaut, and Gower. He did not read Shakespeare, Tennyson, Johnson, Gascoigne, or
Gray.”168
In order to minimize the risk of lapsing into a modern mode of reading, I have
combined three objective methods in my analysis: statistics, cognitive science, and
historical grammar. Using these tools we can be reasonably confident that I have not
distorted the data. Statistical tabulations expose frequencies of occurrence and nonoccurrence of features that may be crucial in determining what a meter is or is not or how
one meter differs from another; and they do so without bias.169 Cognitive science
provides a model for how human beings process rhythm, and although in this case the
rhythmic matter has changed, our brains have not, and the parsing strategies available to
us now are the same as those that were available to fifteenth-century readers. (This is not
to imply that we use identical strategies; we do not. But the set of available strategies is
the same in both cases.) Historical grammar plays a central role because “when
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discussing a poet who lived five centuries ago . . . we must have at least a credible
reconstruction of the sound patterns of his language.”170 I agree wholeheartedly with both
Ian Robinson and Stephen Barney, when the former urges that “it is better to offer the
chancy and perhaps wrong insights of the critic if they are appropriate to the subject than
the veriest fact which has no relevance and cannot advance understanding”;171 and the
latter, when speculating on the tedium that plagues projects of this sort—the collating and
counting and organizing—unabashedly shirks the burden: “let computers do it for us.”172
Computational techniques will serve that purpose here.
To what end will I apply these techniques? It is my thesis in this dissertation that
the poets who inherited Chaucer’s meter in the fifteenth century did misread it—
creatively and competently, not in ignorance of its principles—in order to control their
literary relationships to the figure who, more than any other at the time, could authorize
their own work. Because it is subtle and therefore can conceal the deliberateness with
which it is done, misreading became the period’s preferred manner of appropriating that
authority. And the poets fixated on Chaucer’s meter because it, then as now, served as an
emblem for the poet’s authority as a vernacular author. Never had such experimentation
existed in England, and rarely has it existed since. In stark contrast to the wasteland
summoned by Ritson and Nott, I will describe a landscape metrically more exciting than
any period until the Victorian. It should be honored, not abhorred.
The first step toward fulfilling that responsibility is to determine what Chaucer’s
meter actually is, how it works, where he got it, and what licenses it can and cannot
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tolerate. In order to do so I will adopt a fresh perspective on meter drawn from the
cognitive sciences but grounded in the well settled disciplines of metrical phonology and
historical grammar. That perspective defines meter less as a coincidence or set of bundled
properties—five beats in succession or ten syllables in a line—than as a mold capable of
bearing certain kinds of formal stress, which, when subjected to pressures of different
sorts will produce varied rhythms. It is an interpretive procedure more than a textual
given. The goal of the dissertation, then, is to identify precisely what points in Chaucer’s
meter are sensitive to stress, what pressures were applied to it, and when, and by whom,
and how those influences changed the line over the course of a century.
The theory is necessarily reader-oriented. It therefore ought to include historical
knowledge of the reception and transmission of the texts; cognitive knowledge of how
the human brain processes linguistic rhythm as well as sound in time; theoretical
knowledge of what literature is and does, and the unavoidable role of interpretation both
in metrical change and in its instrument, language; and, finally, a kind, sensitive
awareness of art as a tool of pleasure and of criticism as a skill of appreciation.
Throughout the dissertation I will focus on metrical reception, both in the
historical sense—how did Chaucer’s audience receive his meter—and in the cognitive
sense—how do readers of any period make sense of metrical information, and how is that
information imparted to other minds? Transmission, then, will also play a prominent role
in my reconstruction of fifteenth-century meter. Groves clarifies the problem:
[Th]e mechanism of metrical transmission has not usually been considered
problematic, perhaps because we tend to think of metres as fairly simple
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abstract patterns that are apprehended directly and reproduced with little
difficulty. . . . But metrical form, like meaning, can only be experienced if
it is mediated through public systems of signification.173
Mediation is the key. We take for granted meter’s many stages of encoding in our brains,
and the many levels on which we process it, as well as the many systems—grammatical,
conceptual, cultural—with which it interacts. Meter may be simple, but moving it from
one mind to another is not, especially in times of rapid, dramatic cultural and linguistic
upheaval. Any number of small adjustments in expectation or delivery, or in the medium
itself, can stimulate a misreading, either through confusion or appropriation, or
occasionally through both.
I have divided the dissertation’s structure as follows. In my next chapter, I give an
anatomy of the English decasyllable . I will also explore in detail the relevant linguistic
facts of that line, how the mind interprets them, and why Marina Tarlinskaja’s notion of
the metrical “threshold” dispels many mysteries that blunt prosodic analysis. In Chapter
Three I will apply this model to Chaucer’s meter. There we will discover the structure
that Chaucer communicated, through the medium of his manuscripts, to his audience,
which later poets adopted, adapted, and strategically deformed. Chapter Four explores
that meter from the perspective not of its author but of its audience: how did the fifteenthcentury reader receive Chaucer’s new meter, and what can the scribal variants among
manuscript witnesses tell us about that reception?
Chapters Five through Seven cover the poets Walton, Lydgate, and Hoccleve,
Strohm’s “first degree of separation” and therefore the most pertinent place to begin our
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search for transformations on Chaucer’s model. In Walton’s translation of Boethius, we
will find a quiet, almost silent, variation on the decasyllable that challenges Chaucer’s
competence as a translator. Hoccleve’s Regement of Princes and Series will reveal a
master technician who inverted the order of his predecessor’s verse principles in order to
dominate the figure he called “father.” Selections from major works by Lydgate,
including the entirety of the Siege of Thebes and Life of Our Lady, show a subtler assault
on the Chaucerian model that would prove most attractive to Lydgate’s own disciples.
Finally, in Chapter Eight, I trace the influence of Hoccleve and Lydgate on the later
fifteenth-century poets George Ashby, Osbern Bokenham, and John Metham, and by
identifying the eclipse of fifteenth-century meter with the Tudor poets Stephen Hawes
and Alexander Barclay. Just as their predecessors misread Chaucer in order to promote
their own poetry, so the young Tudor poets misread Hoccleve and Lydgate. Also in that
chapter I return to the Palladius and to the makars, in whose work we see the mark of
John Walton. Ashby, Bokenham, and Metham took the Chaucerian line to its logical
limit, beyond which nothing more could be created; in the Palladius and in the Scottish
meters we find not extinction but a reactionary campaign to reassert the orthodoxy.
But the project before us is vast, and we must start with small steps. Our goal is to
reassess not the quality but the structure of fifteenth-century metrical verse. In order to do
so, we must grasp firmly the line of its organizing authority: Chaucer. The crux of the
century lies in his meter. But in order to know Chaucer’s meter, we must understand the
nature of meter in general. So it is to that problem that we now turn.
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Chapter 2: A Framework for the English Decasyllable

Chapter Overview
If our goal is to understand Chaucer’s meter, we must first know what a meter is,
and in order to know what a meter is, we must build a framework for it. In this chapter I
will survey the four frameworks presently applied to the English pentameter and explain
why each fails to meet the requirements for a practical theory of meter.1 Two of these
frameworks are quite old and not very technical, and they are therefore familiar to most
readers of poetry. For two and a half centuries “stressers” have proposed a constellation
of feet with which to order and analyze the English long line.2 In the middle of the
eighteenth century, an opposing faction discarded feet in favor of musical measures, and
although their strict analogies between music and poetry have mostly been abandoned,
these “timers” continue to influence English metrics through their discovery of the
metrical beat, an alternative to linguistic stress. Both frameworks add to our knowledge
of meter but neither, I will argue, constitutes a legitimate theory of meter.
Two other recent frameworks, both quite technical and therefore less familiar to
most readers, adopt the stresser’s bias against beats and so, like the stresser, identify the
meter with the physical fact of the language: its phonology. In their analyses of verse
lines, however, they apply much more sophisticated techniques to the study of English
meter. One approach uses statistical and probabilistic modeling to determine what aspects
of the meter are normative and what aspects are non-normative; the other applies the
tools of generative linguistics to poetry in order to model the reader’s metrical
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competence—the various rules, filters, and constraints that constitute his or her metrical
grammar and allow the reader to judge one line metrical and another unmetrical. These
two frameworks often yield very useful data, and they force us to read meter with greater
discrimination and sensitivity. But they too fall short of a genuine theory of meter. In my
discussion of these four frameworks I will be careful to outline not only their flaws but
also their contributions, as each approach, although unable to give us a theory of meter,
has made the English pentameter, by degrees, clearer and more coherent.
Against these four methods, I will propose a fifth, cognitive framework that
redefines meter not as a template, as the stressers, timers, linguists, and statisticians
believe, but rather as a continuous negotiation between expectations and information.
Meter, I argue, is not a thing that is counted or that counts. One part of it is counted or
counts, and we call that component the template. The pentameter, for example, has the
following template:
x / x / x / x / x /
However, as I will show throughout this chapter, there is much more to meter than its
template. In fact, the template is not even the most salient metrical component. Meter,
properly defined, is a template and all the expectations, memories, and preferences that
allow readers to make metrical judgments about lines of verse as they encounter them. It
is not a linguistic fact but a mental construct, and, more than that, a continuous process of
revision and renegotiation in which individual rhythms are policed and placed in relief
against the template; if those rhythms confirm rather than contradict the reader’s
expectations, they are judged metrical. Meter is a decision-making process; it is as much
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created as discovered. If we want to describe meter faithfully, as well as to explain how
and why it works, we must not confine it to the inert template that we hold in our heads
or the linguistic string that approximates that template, but instead expand it to include
the complete psychological event that experiences, judges, and ultimately solves
rhythmic problems as the mind processes linguistic information. If we define meter as a
template with permitted variations, we misrepresent it, and we mistake our heuristic
description, which is one piece in a manifold puzzle that the mind must continuously
interpret while engaged in a metrical performance, with the puzzle itself, which is meter.
In this chapter I will show that meter exists not on the page, in the air, or in the
language but in the neural architecture of the brain; in the cognitive strategies that the
mind employs to interpret the information it receives from, and filters through, that neural
architecture; and in the communicative code shared by readers and listeners in a given
community. Critics who adhere to the four frameworks identify meter only with the last
of these: the code. And, further, most associate meter only with its language, and
language comprises but a small part of the communicative code on which communities
rely to make their metrical judgments explicit.

What Must a Theory of Meter Do?
Before considering the first of the four conventional frameworks, and why it fails
as a theory of meter, we must first ask what a theory of meter does. First, and most
obvious, it defines meter. My framework defines meter as a schema with a target
prosodic tolerance. It is not necessary to explain this definition yet, only to note that
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nowhere does it include the words “template,” “ictus,” or “beat.” Each of these
constituents is real, and each does participate in the metrical process, but none of them is
the process. Going forward, it will be helpful to note that my definition differs markedly
from every other definition by framing meter as a process. I will return to my definition
at length later in the chapter, where I will offer a full explication of the terms “schema,”
“target,” and “tolerance.” At this point their precise meanings are not relevant, so we may
move on to the second task of any metrical theory, which is to define metricality—the
conditions, whether linguistic, psychological, or literary, that make a verse metrical. With
the iambic pentameter, for instance, we must specify the nature of the contrast between
syllables that leads to our perception of five marked constituents—stresses, positions, or
beats depending on the framework. The task can be treacherous, as it involves stipulating
at what level we will represent the meter—an ontological problem that asks, where does
the line exist? Is it in the text? In the language? In our minds? If it is in the language, then
where in the language? Its stress? Its syntax? If in the text, then what about texts can be
uniquely “textual” that is not also linguistic? If in our minds, then how can a community
of readers share intuitions about metrical well-formedness?3 Problems quickly become
apparent, as the conditions responsible for creating contrast among the line’s constituents
vary depending on the level of representation. The pentameter can be represented
variously as five feet, or five beats, or ten positions alternating in prominence. If we look
closely at these three descriptions (and there are many more in the literature), we will find
that they differ as much as they agree. Because stress is a linguistic property and “beat” a
psychological experience, if we accept a framework of feet based on stress, or a
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framework of metrical positions, we will represent the line at the level of its language,
where prominence contrasts are determined by morphological, syntactic, and
phonological rules. But these rules may or may not affect our perception of beats, which
are psychological and not linguistic, and so the different levels of representation lead to
competing, and often incompatible, readings of metrical lines. In the first stanza of Philip
Larkin’s “Church Going,” for example, we find two lines in which these levels of
representation clash:
Once I am sure there's nothing going on
I step inside, letting the door thud shut.
Another church: matting, seats, and stone,
And little books; sprawlings of flowers, cut
For Sunday, brownish now; some brass and stuff
Up at the holy end; the small neat organ;
And a tense, musty, unignorable silence,
Brewed God knows how long. Hatless, I take off
My cycle-clips in awkward reverence.4 (1-9)
Representing the line at the linguistic level, we run into problems at line 3:
Another church: matting, seats, and stone
If we wish to impose feet, how do we divide up the line? The missing syllable between
“church” and “matting” will force us, if our goal is keep the line a pentameter, to import a
monosyllabic foot from outside the canon of “traditional” English feet:
x /

x

/

/

x

/

x

/

Ano | ther church: | mat | ting, seats | and stone
(A positional representation fares little better, as it, too, offers no explanation for the
missing fifth syllable.) More difficult is line 8:
Brewed God knows how long. Hatless, I take off
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Where do we put the stresses? The sequence of lexical monosyllables that begin the line,
from a strictly phonological or prosodic point of view, must be scanned with main
phrasal stress falling on “Brewed” and “knows”:
/

x

/

x

/

Brewed God knows how long
I doubt very many readers hear the line this way, and although we may stress “how” over
“knows” by throwing rhetorical accent on the adverb, most linguists would be loathe to
do so, as the solution appeals to performative or pragmatic preferences rather than
grammatical rules. The beat, however, quite clearly falls either on “Brewed” and “how”
or “God” and “how”:
/

x

x

/

x

Brewed God knows how long
x

/

x

/

x

Whether we choose the first or second scansion, we will place the beat on syllables that
conflict with the phonological rules for stress assignment. As I will discuss in detail later
in this chapter, stresses and beats do not necessarily coincide. If we adopt a level of
representation that is psychological, we will read the line differently than if we adopt a
linguistic representation. The point is not that any of these readings is more correct than
the others, but only that the level of representation profoundly influences our metrical
expectations. An acceptable sequence of feet may comprise an unacceptable sequence of
beats. We may judge a beat to be perfectly well-formed but in the process violate an
important positional constraint. And a correct sequence of positions may leave the reader
wondering where the beats fall. If our task is to determine which lines are metrical and
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which are not, these differences matter. Whether Lydgate, or any poet, wrote metrically,
then, has everything to do with how we define not only his meter but any meter: the
definitions can be mutually exclusive and invalidating. With each definition we create
new rules for the meter to follow, as well as new procedures for deciding whether it
follows them, so that “[m]etricality is not simply a question of what a verse is; it is also a
question of what you can make of it.”5 Alternative definitions arouse incompatible
expectations. If we are not careful to define our object clearly at the outset, we risk
testing our expectations against standards that cannot falsify them, or, worse, painting the
line like some late cubist masterpiece, recycled into an impression.
Metricality establishes the boundaries within which a line is metrical and beyond
which a line is unmetrical, setting “the limits of acceptable variation.”6 Ideally these
limits will be maximally general, so that they include as many documented metrical
styles as possible while excluding none but those that are not documented. Metrists are
not in agreement about how rigorously these boundaries are to be enforced. Most
linguists, following Paul Kiparsky, treat them categorically, in which case a line is either
metrical or unmetrical, with no middle ground.7 A minority of critics, however, have
relaxed the boundaries so that they typically involve “statements of consistencies in the
behaviour of poets and readers” that discriminate among styles within the limits of
accepted variation, rather than black or white distinctions between acceptable and
unacceptable verse instances.8 In the coming pages we will explore this dispute in
considerable detail, and I will defend the more lenient version against the metrical
majority.
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To summarize, a metrical theory must define not only a particular meter but also
meter in the abstract, and the two definitions, specific and general, must not contradict
each other. It must also specify the level of representation: where is the meter? This task
controls our definition of metricality, which, in turn, sets the limits on acceptable
variation. On these responsibilities all metrists agree. They disagree, however, on
practically everything else. In my cognitive framework I will follow the generativists by
retaining the metrical position, but I will recast the position as an epiphenomenon of
constraints on beat perception. I will also expand the requirements of a metrical theory so
that it must not be merely observationally adequate: it must do more than accurately
describe metrical patterns or predict their occurrences. It must also have descriptive
adequacy, showing how we extract information from language in order to make rhythm
meaningful. To do so we must ask not only what meter is but also what it is for. As I
argue for an alternative to linguistic, statistical, stressing, and timing frameworks I will
replace many of the traditional concerns of metrical theory (such as where to draw the
line between metrical and umetrical lines) with concerns that address the psychological
and interpretative processes that motivate readers to make sense out of rhythmic
language. I will ask,
•

What exactly is a beat, and why do beats alternate?

•

What are the constraints on our metrical perceptions?

•

When we read different lines as verse instances of the same design, what is it in
them that we recognize as “the same”?

•

How do we know a deviant line when we read one? How do we respond to it?
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•

Is it possible for beats and positions to operate simultaneously in a meter?

In the course of answering these questions we will discover that
•

A theory of meter must not choose among possible readings of a line or verse
instance but rather must describe and explain the metrical architecture of the line
such that all possible and legitimate readings or verse instances follow logically
from it. The task of metrical theory is not to guarantee the right reading but to
explain how readers arrive at their interpretations.

•

The line is the basic metrical unit: it is a cognitive event confirmed or questioned,
bolstered or weakened by the groupings of beats into significant and sensible
perceptual shapes.

•

The metrical template is flat and unorganized; it stipulates the number of marked
constituents (which in English is the beat) and the preferred interval between
marked constituents (which in the pentameter is one weak syllable or offbeat), but
that is all it does.

•

The template interacts with line rhythms to produce candidate readings that the
mind accepts or rejects according to the criteria of simplicity, coherence, and
efficiency. The preferred reading is maximally simple, coherent, and efficient.

•

Hierarchical structure emerges (it does not inhere in the template) when readers
test candidate rhythms against various strategies for grouping prosodic
information. We call these strategies grouping preferences. Preferences shape
rhythm by phrasing it, imposing on it structural goals such as closure and
stability.

•

Rhythmic phrasing involves making decisions about how the line ought to sound.
Its primary task is to place unrelated metrical beats in dominating or
subordinating relationships to one another.

•

A rhythm, then, can be defined as the prosodic input to the metrical output: it is
the raw linguistic materials on which our metrical judgments work.

I will have a great deal more to say about these discoveries when I propose my cognitive
framework for the English long line. But in order to know why these questions, and their
answers, are necessary, we must turn to the conventional frameworks and appraise their
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usefulness, cogency, accuracy, and fidelity with respect both to the textual data and to the
readers who process them.

Stressers, Foot Meters, and Metrical Positions
What is a foot? It is not a linguistic or a psychological construct but an analytic
tool that readers apply to lines of verse to order the syllables:
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

The cur | few tolls | the knell | of par | ting day
Because they are closed units that do not interact structurally with one another—an
anapest does not stipulate that a dactyl or iamb or any other foot follow or precede it—
feet require only a single contrast between a stronger syllable and one or two weaker
syllables. Feet are analytic in that they do not exist anywhere “in the text”: they are
heuristic tools only, which we impose on the verse line in order rid it of unnecessary
linguistic detail, such as precisely how much stress the noun receives in the third foot.
All we need to know is that it is more stressed than its article. By reducing more than two
levels of linguistic stress to one of two values, either strong or weak, feet radically
simplify the line so that it is “preserved in the appearance of an essence,” and whose
structure, invariable in performance and so capable of being communicated in tact from
text to text, and from author to reader, “inheres in the aspects of the language that can be
abstracted with considerable precision, isolated even.”9 For the foot-metrist, this
abstracting, preserving function is vital, because the poem, “if there is any poem, must be
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some kind of enduring object.”10 To know the line in all its linguistic density would only
clutter its representation and threaten to obscure its “essence.”
Of course, I have taken this view from Wimsatt and Beardsley’s historic essay
“The Concept of Meter: An Exercise in Abstraction,” and for good reason. Theirs is one
in a small handful of truly intelligent metrical arguments, and even today it remains the
best reasoned defense of classical metrics. Wimsatt and Beardsley’s spirited attack on
timers and linguists is the locus classicus for all subsequent dissent, and their insistence
that “only the degrees of more and less” are needed for “discerning the meter” continues
to serve as a rationale for scansion. Contemporary research in neuroscience confirms that
metrical perception is indeed categorical: the presence of more than two levels of
prominence is not only distracting but also unreal. We simply do not hear or read more
than two values in a metrical line.11 But more important, categorical perception proves
that the template is a flat, binary structure. If we were sensitive to more than two levels of
prominence, the template would have to encode for multiple levels of structure. This is
not the case.
Wimsatt and Beardsley object eloquently and lucidly to the incursion of linguists
and musicians into metrics. But their framework is hardly a theory. Their definition of
meter is problematic (when is “an aspect of the language” sufficiently “abstract” as to be
“preserved”?); their method is eclectic (part linguistic, part anti-linguistic); and their
object of analysis imaginary (the textual artifact). If their intention had been to give a
systematic report on versification, they failed, as too often they make incompatible claims
and selectively raid the contributions of linguists they then disparage or presume to
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correct. For instance, to specify the degree of abstraction required for the poem to remain
an “enduring object,” they import a tool from linguistics: the phonemic principle, which,
they correctly argue, renders any distinction in stress beyond the first contrast—weaker
or stronger—metrically unnecessary. (Let us for a moment ignore the disrepute into
which that principle has since fallen and instead grant them its efficacy.) But they
invalidate the principle by urging the “practice of an even further degree of abstraction”
where “a certain level of these [phonemic features] is organized by the poet to make a
metrical pattern.”12 They want to go beyond the phonemic principle. To where? They do
not say, except that it is “a certain level” that makes the line metrical. It must not be so
abstract as to discount all suprasegmental features; it does retain stress, for instance, as a
metrical criterion. But as Wimsatt and Beardsley repeatedly caution, it must not be too
concrete as to permit more than two levels of stress. At those points in the essay where
we expect a more tangible exposition, the authors evade the issue, resorting to wit,
example, or analogy.
More problematic is their use of a Relative Stress Principle devised by linguist
Otto Jespersen. An orthodox foot scansion calculates the strength or weakness of a
syllable by comparing it only to the strength or weakness of the other syllable or syllables
in its foot. Not surprisingly, this is the approach advocated by Wimsatt and Beardsley, for
whom the strengths or weaknesses of the syllables following or preceding a foot are
irrelevant to the strengths or weaknesses of those syllables inside the foot. Unfortunately,
this frigid, and not very feasible, closed contrast cannot prevent feet from coupling to
form all manner of dyspeptic rhythms:
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x

/

x

/

/ x

x

/

x

/

The chick | en grew | cold in | big Bar | ry’s barn
Because the phrase grew cold places culminative stress on the second lexical
monosyllable, the rhythm prevents midline “inversion” or stress reversal: stress on grew
is phonologically subordinated to that on cold, and the rhythm we hear, quite unlike what
we have scanned above, is as follows:
x

/ x

x

/ x x

/ x

/

The chicken grew cold in big Barry’s barn
If we insist of keeping the feet, and if we further insist on assigning prominence levels to
syllables solely my comparing values within the foot, we are forced to adopt the first,
unreasonable scansion, despite its violence to the line’s phonological phrasing: there is no
boundary (or pause) between the two stresses in grew and cold that would block stress
subordination and protect the sequence from falling into an anapestic rhythm. Why are
we forced to adopt the scansion? Within each foot one syllable is stronger than the other,
so although grew cold can hold only one main stress (as both words belong to the same
phonological phrase), our framework has no constraint for ruling out the bad rhythm or
for recognizing it. Relative stress within the foot, without access to the syllables before or
after it, cannot relate the lexical items to one another as constituents of a phonological
phrase, and so the scansion is blind to a very significant rhythmic fact: the first stress
ought to be subordinated to the second. But because grew belongs in a foot with –en and
not cold, our framework forces us to retain its stress. (I must emphasize that impulse to
purge analysis of “bad” readings follows from the stressers’ framework and not mine.)
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Wimsatt and Beardsley would never have scanned the line with five stresses. I am
certain they would describe it as a mixed iambic-anapestic tetrameter. But that is
precisely my point. Their fine ears contradict their framework. In order to rule out the
irregular rhythm, the framework requires additional constraints, such as that inversion
can occur only following a phonological phrase boundary. But where does such
information come from? Only the phonological subtleties excluded from the framework
can supply them. Moreover, we have no way to connect these subtleties to the metrical
grammar, because Wimsatt and Beardsley, by their insistence on abstraction, severed
contact between the meter and any part of the language that is not reducible to binary
values. This consequence can be avoided in a theory that does not define meter as a part
of the “enduring object” or “verbal icon,” as it is the theory’s desire for permanence and
certainty that confuses a correct principle—abstraction from the language—with a faulty
one—that once abstracted, the metrical constituents become fixed and stable.
The authors’ use of a Relative Stress Principle is inconsistent because, on one
hand, they claim to apply it only to syllables within the foot, but, on the other hand, their
articulate and tasteful readings apply the Principle not only within but across feet.
Jespersen’s Principle, as originally stated, did not merely decree that stress is relative but
also that stress relationships are local, so that a syllable’s prominence can be calculated
by comparing it not with another syllable in the foot but with the syllables before and
after it. The Principle is essentially an adjacency constraint. So although a lexical word
like “dog” may be marked in the lexicon to receive stress, the degree of stress is not
stipulated. Because stress is relative, stress values are assigned only when words are
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placed in some particular environment, where they acquire degrees of stress relative to
their proximate syllables. The degrees themselves are products of the language’s
phonological and morphosyntactic rules. So a lexical word like dogs by itself is
indeterminately stressed. When complemented by a verb phrase in dogs bite, it becomes
determinately stressed, but less so than the verb. If the clause includes a prenominal
modifier, as in the dogs bite, the stress contour shifts, so that dogs has less stress than bite
but more than the. Finally, if we end the clause with an adverb, we reshuffle the hierarchy
and assign new stress values:
4

3

2

1

The dogs bite hard
Now the adverb, by virtue of its place as the privileged holder of clause-final position,
receives the most stress, and that of every other word is demoted by one.13 These are Otto
Jespersen’s “relative degrees,” of which there are four. Sensibly, the principle includes a
proximity constraint, for “[o]ur ear does not really perceive stress relations with any
degree of certainty except when the syllables are contiguous.”14 Syllables separated by
any great distance will not influence one another, which is why the constraint is local: it
scans backward and forward, and that is all.
Returning to my construct with this principle in mind, we can now see Wimsatt
and Beardsley’s inconsistency clearer. In order to filter out the highly marked (and
dubious) scansion below
x

/

x

/

/ x

x

/

x

/

The chick | en grew | cold in | big Bar | ry’s barn
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and to replace it with a four-stress mixed meter, we must appeal to a Relative Stress
Principle not within feet but across them. The only way to access the phonological phrase
that demotes grew to cold and to restore the preferred rhythm—anapestic—is to cross the
foot boundary and compare the stress of one constituent in the second foot relative to a
constituent in the following foot. We are left with an ugly complication: in order to
choose the more practical and persuasive reading, the authors furtively apply the
Principle to syllables outside the foot, not just within it; but in order to justify their claim
that meter is an “exercise in abstraction” they must discard the Principle’s four tiers of
stress. By building Jespersen’s insight into their apology, Wimsatt and Beardsley were
obliged to concede that comparative stressing cannot logically be confined to the foot,
which is an analytic, and not linguistic, construct. The smoking gun comes near the
essay’s end, when Wimsatt and Beardsley write, “[w]hat one can nearly always be sure of
is that a given syllable in a sequence is more or less stressed than the preceding or the
following.”15 Preceding or following? In an iambic poem no syllable can be compared to
the syllables preceding or following it unless we abandon the notion that relative stress
applies only inside the foot, which the authors are unwilling to do.
Perhaps most striking is their unintended self-sabotage, for in their essay relative
stress acts as a kind of Trojan horse, so that their strongest thesis—that syllable stress
must be contrasted with the stresses of other syllables within the foot—invalidates its
conclusion. As Jespersen himself recognized, by adopting a Relative Stress Principle we
no longer have recourse to metrical feet, even as “abstractions.” If our prominence
algorithm runs both forward and backward as it scans contiguous syllables, its
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calculations override foot boundaries. And if a syllable’s stress is tied as closely to what
lies outside its foot as to what lies inside it, then why retain the foot at all? What does it
measure? If we argue that it measures the beat, then we already have compromised
Wimsatt and Beardsley’s thesis, as beats are timed, and time plays no part in their
framework.
Jespersen himself had no qualms discarding the foot and substituting for it a
flatter line of ten positions and five contrasts in prominence:
WSWSWSWSWS
Wimsatt and Beardsley held on to the foot, either failing to understand or reluctant to
admit a key consequence of contiguity: by rendering its boundaries invisible, irrelevant,
or both, it undermines the foot as a metrical unit. Jespersen’s positions, like feet, are
heuristic and therefore not linguistic. (They too are abstractions.) But unlike feet,
positions must correspond to some linguistic feature in the text. They are, in short, not
arbitrary, for they precisely match the syllables in a line (with limited exceptions). More
highly constrained, they mark an improvement over feet, which are subject to few, if any,
rules. The position, at least, must connect to the language by pairing with a syllable
somewhere in the signal. So where a foot stresser scans the Gray line as follows:
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

The cur | few tolls | the knell | of par | ting day
the positional stresser, following Jespersen, erases the foot boundaries—they are not
real—and in their place tracks the contiguity of syllabic prominences, with each peak
dipping to a trough, and each trough rising to a peak:
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a/b\a/b\a/b\a/b\a/b
The line observes no artificial divisions and the prominence of any syllable a or b
depends entirely on its syntagmatic context—the syllables that envelop it. Because it
frees each syllable to refer phonologically to its immediate context, where prominence
distinctions are made, this innovation, too, improves on the foot model.
But as with feet, so too with positions: they will not work. The metrical line, as
Jespersen frames it, has no internal structure. It computes a string of contrasts but lacks a
mechanism by which to group them into larger, more meaningful figures—patterns we
rely on as readers to tell us when a line has ended, which positions are most sensitive to
violation, and in general what to expect. It has, in other words, no phrasal component. As
alluded above, and as explained in detail later in this chapter, phrasing in this context
does not refer to the language’s syntactic structure and its rules for distributing accents.
Instead, it refers to the application of goal-oriented motives to rhythmic figures. Does a
particular rhythm mark a point of prosodic, rhetorical, or narrative arrival or departure?
Does it close or is it open-ended? Without a phrasal component, the line can continue
forever or stop right now. We have no way of knowing.16
Jespersen’s scansions conceal the error. By means of a metrical non sequitur he
reintroduces into the line structural information available only through phrasing. For
instance, he declares that “a pause is not equally natural at all places.”17 Metrically this
statement is not true. Metrically a pause (by which Jespersen means a caesura—a
syntactic break) can occur equally naturally between any two positions.18 Only by
grouping together strings of positions—by phrasing them—can we make such a
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statement. As an example he gives Shakespeare’s line from the first act and scene of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream:
Like to a step-dame, or a dowager (5)
1 2 3 4
5
6 7 8 9 10
I have underlined the relevant positions. According to Jespersen, if we do not linger over
the pause, we will not feel the sixth position’s full stress relative to the following
determiner, which is weak, and the preceding weak compound. His claim is basically
correct. The pause reinforces the preceding weakness and gives the conjunction or,
relative to that silence, a bit more strength. We feel it to be more prominent, and we
therefore read the sequence as rising from –dame to or rather than falling. Unfortunately,
these are all rhythmic, not metrical observations, and rhythm coheres only because it is
phrased. Strictly speaking, the meter of this line is no different than any of the others in
the play: it is iambic pentameter. What Jespersen resolves is a local ambiguity in the
grouping of the line’s beats, a rhythmic and phrasal challenge. All the meter can do is to
indicate the number of positions and the placement of prominence peaks. Jespersen
rescues the Shakespeare line by appealing to information that the meter cannot give him,
even though he has restricted his theory to metrical effects. In doing so, he confuses the
two interdependent but distinct domains of rhythm and meter and misunderstands just
how unhelpful his contrivance is.19 The position is more faithful to language than the foot
is, as it corresponds to syllables, which do exist, rather than to imaginary vertical lines,
which do not, and as Jespersen’s theory is rigorously linguistic, this fidelity suits it. (It
also anticipates the more powerful generative theories I will discuss below.20) But it does
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little else. Such theories that dispense with the foot but do not compensate for its loss by
adding to the theory a phrasal or rhythmic component, as Richard Cureton objects, are
“more responsible but less useful.”21 They are more responsible because they stick closer
to the linguistic facts. They are less useful because they trap the line at an intermediate
level of representation somewhere between meter, which is not organized or goaloriented, and rhythm, which is.
We can now summarize the limitations of the stresser’s framework. Let us begin
with feet. If the foot metrist’s goal is to provide an inventory of all logically possible feet
and to account for their distributions in the verse line, he or she is bound to fail. The
inventory should explain why some feet occur more often than others (for example, why
are iambs so common but amphimacers so rare?); it should make predictions about what
types of feet do not or cannot occur together; and, more generally, it should explain the
poets’ choices to breach those restrictions. No inventory that I have read does any of
these things.
The glaring failure is the distributional. Nothing in the foot metrist’s framework
prevents meter from combining feet in any way that is logically possible. In Gray’s
famous line we have five iambs. But we equally could have five trochees, or two
anapests, a dactyl, a spondee, and a trochee, and in any order. Of course, only certain
rhythmic patterns work practically, but the framework does not proscribe against those
that don’t:
x

x

/

x x

/

/

/

/ x x

/x

When the cur | few is tolled, | make haste; | hop to it, | poet.
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Encountering this line in an iambic poem, the average reader will likely find it difficult if
not impossible to scan; the line makes no metrical sense. But the framework—five feet to
the line, with no restrictions on their distribution—cannot rule it out.22
Because its purpose is primarily to classify types, foot metrics has been called
“taxonomic” by its critics. Merely labeling specimens as does an amateur botanist, it
places this one in a jar for easy access—an iamb—and another in storage—the elusive
third epitrite.23 But unlike the botanist, who orders the specimens into classes, meter’s
taxonomies are “arbitrary and unmotivated”: why not feet of six syllables or none?24 Why
pair anapests with dactyls but exclude other three-syllable feet from membership in that
category? Where are the tribrach and molossus? And if foot boundaries do not match up
meaningfully with anything in the linguistic signal, how do we know where to draw
them? Could one not give Gray’s line a more exotic flavor by adding an amphibrach,
three trochees, and a catalectic flourish?
x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

(x)

The curfew | tolls the | knell of | parting | day
The foot-metrist’s preoccupation with types does not really constitute a theory at
all. In so far as it treats the verse materials as unprincipled matter, it moves away from,
rather toward, “an objective, publicly available code operating independently of both
writer and reader.”25 What it does discover—whatever “sacramental essence” is “locked
up in the text”26—it cannot explain. Its neglect of readers’ judgments about metrical lines
and its reliance solely on the judgments of its executors make foot-prosody less a style of
criticism than of stenography.27 At best, it is a “way of gesturing toward shared intuitions
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and experiences”;28 in this respect we may liken it to a kind of impressionism. But it
“makes no predictions—and is thus unfalsiable.”29 So to what extent those gestures
reflect our actual experiences, we cannot say.
One might argue that not all foot metrists practice the taxonomic style of
criticism. Wimsatt and Beardsley, for instance, did not allow just any combination of
feet. But we can meet this objection with one of our own: Wimsatt and Beardsley must
breach their framework in order to constrain the coupling of feet. There is nothing in their
definitions of meter, the line, or feet that prevents a rogue poet from transgressing their
standards of taste and judgment without violating any of their rules or subverting the
framework. As a result, their elegant, admirable practice and their impoverished theory—
inasmuch as they offer one—do not accord.
The stresser who, like Jespersen, disposes of feet in favor of metrical positions
gains little over the foot metrist. Any advantage claimed by more faithfully mapping the
abstraction to a linguistic event or property in the acoustic or textual signal is lost by the
absence of phrasing, which leaves Jespersen’s meter unorganized and therefore void of
information. Again, we must be careful not confuse the theory with practice. Jespersen,
like Wimsatt and Beardsley, read meter exquisitely, and his analyses of lines of poetry
are among the most insightful and well principled in all of English metrics. But the
readings do not accurately reflect the tenets of the theory, just as the analyses can be
subtly deceitful in their use of concepts and constraints that are not, strictly speaking, a
part of the stresser’s framework. The critic’s prowess should not charm us into believing
his theory to be cogent. It is not. Rather, we must look to the theory’s principles in order
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to judge how consistently and coherently they are applied. Unfortunately, no framework
offered by the stressers has shown either consistency or coherence.

Timers and the Metrical Beat
If we want an alternative to the foot or metrical position, in which contrasts
between metrical constituents are marked by degrees of stress, the beat is a logical
choice. Unlike feet and metrical positions, beats are psychological events rather than
analytic tools, and so they cannot be dismissed as literary inventions. Moreover, as
psychological events, they are influenced but not determined by such linguistic features
as syllable prominence or stress. Beats are therefore more flexible than feet and more
powerful than metrical positions. As moments of attention, beats are not tied exclusively
to syntactic or phonological processes, although they are affected by them. In other
words, as a measure of perceptual salience rather than linguistic strength, a beat can fall
on a syllable that is not stressed, and this freedom bolsters the reader’s set of grouping
preferences, leading to more varied and complex rhythms.
In my discussion of metrical theories, I noted that missing syllables pose a
problem for both feet and positions (assuming that we adopt the stresser’s definition of a
foot not as a unit of time but as an arbiter of syllabic strength). The absent constituents
make gaps in the signal and block correspondence between the template and its
phonological and syntactic realization. Of course, because the syllables all correspond to
expected metrical events, feet and positions deal easily with lines like Gray’s, with its
five iambs and ten syllables:
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The cur | few tolls | the knell | of par | ting day
Such lines, however, represent one type of pentameter, and there are many more types
that require us to read them carefully:
Stay! speak, speak! I charge thee, speak! (Ham. 1.1.51)
Excluding its prose sections, Hamlet is written in iambic pentameter, and the lines
surrounding this one make clear that the immediate metrical context is no different. We
should therefore expect five beats. If we are good listeners, we will hear five distinct
beats, despite the absence of three syllables, and actors, if they are good actors, will
pronounce the beats clearly in performance:
/

/

/

/

/

Stay! speak, speak! I charge thee, speak!
Moreover, despite the missing syllables, the beats seem to be equally spaced. So where
does the meter stomp its feet? How do we divide the line up? Traditional taxonomies do
not include one-syllable feet, and even if they did, how can a foot consist of one thing—a
stressed syllable—and no thing—a silence? Certainly a line can contain pauses that fill
the meter. But a foot cannot. To define the pentameter by beats resolves the problem
because, unlike feet, which are “abstractions” and therefore exist outside of time, beats
are very much timely and can use a pause to compensate for a gap:
/ ^

/

^

/

x

/

x

/

Stay! speak, speak! I charge thee, speak!
One advantage of beats over feet and positions, then, is that they can appeal to metrical
pauses in lines like Larkin’s and Shakespeare’s, in which a missing weak syllable creates
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a clash between two strongly stressed syllables on which we hear beats. Many more lines
like them exist than are typically recognized, and not only in the works of Shakespeare,
Larkin, and Lydgate, but also in those of John Webster, George Meredith, Robert
Browning, Percy Shelley, and many others.30 Beats admit these lines, and their authors,
into the reader’s metrical awareness.
Moreover, beats are inherently categorical, and so unlike stress, they do not need
to be made “abstract.” A beat either is or it isn’t. So if we describe the metrical template
as a series of beats rather than as a sequence of feet or positions, we do not need to
explain how the rhythm’s “degrees” of stress become metrically binary. Perhaps more
significant, the beat’s categorical nature better reflects our knowledge of human speech
perception.
It is often claimed in the literature that English is a stress-timed language, as
distinct from a syllable-timed language such as French, in which listeners hear beats
equally on every syllable (or possibly not at all). Stress-timing, by contrast, creates the
expectation of a beat only at certain intervals. We require some quantity of intervening
weak syllables between beats, or, where they are absent, we will insert them through
“silent stressing” or metrical pauses. In David Abercrombie’s famous example, we tap
isochronously—at equal intervals—on each of the line’s beats, regardless of how many
syllables do or do not intervene:31
This is the house that Jack built.
Two syllables, one syllable, and then no syllables between beats: we continue to tap at
the same rate.32 Stress-timing in English suggests that one particularly imposing phonetic
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feature on syllabic prominence is stress.33 But what is stress? What does it mean to say
that one syllable has more or less of it than another? In general, strongly stressed
syllables are longer, louder, and higher in pitch than those that are weakly stressed.34
However, this is not always the case, so for convenience we resort to the more nebulous
category of “prominence,” which can include stress but also tone, duration, intensity, and
other phonetic features without discriminating among them unnecessarily.35 To lend
prominence to a syllable,
the speaker expends more muscular energy. This usually involves pushing
more air from the lungs by contracting the [intercostal] muscles of the rib
cage and perhaps by increasing the pitch by the use of the laryngeal
muscles.36
As listeners, we track this process in reverse, reconstructing syllabic prominences in the
speech signal by inferential observations of the speaker’s muscle movement. In this
respect, Alvin Liberman’s motor theory of speech perception has proved groundbreaking.
According to his theory, we experience speech as an uninterrupted stream, with no
segmental divisions between, say, consonants and vowels. Sometimes, in performance,
we pause; sometimes we do not. So how do we know where to draw the lines between
one word and another or between syllables? We have what is referred to as a
“segmentation problem.” To decode the signal, we need to break it up into bits, but the
bits depend on cues in speech to tell us where one bit ends and another begins.
Problematically, in the actual signal these cues overlap.
Liberman argues that we do not hear the divisions at all. How can we? Instead, we
divide up the signal by processing the speaker’s articulatory gestures, inferring backward
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from them to where the relevant divisions in the signal must be.37 So although we are not
consciously aware of our inference, we see the chest expand and the facial muscles
around the lips tense for a few milliseconds longer than normal, and we use these
gestures to guide us to a conclusion: stress has been expelled.
Crucially, these cues do not need to be precise. All the speaker must do is find an
appropriate range rather than hit a specific target: more like horseshoes than archery. So a
certain amount of slippage in the signal, or in its interpretation, does not hinder the
process.38 It seems that nature, in order to ensure its efficiency, has built into our
perception a margin of error: the category. When we perceive a sound, we impoverish its
variety, its individuality of performance, and flatten it into a sort of exemplar or, to revive
Wimsatt, an “abstraction” that guarantees this margin of error. Categorical perception has
a distinct advantage, as it speeds up interpretation while also reducing energy
expenditure. Experimental studies conducted in the wake of Liberman’s research show
the presence of categorical perception even in infants.39
Beats, then, not only reflect the categorical nature of speech perception but link
that process to the stress-timing that so heavily influences English prosody. However, the
timer’s application of beats to English meter is more problematic, especially concerning
the metrical pause, which, although an asset to metrical analysis and a fact of rhythm,
when applied too liberally or when not sufficiently constrained can turn genuinely
unmetrical lines metrical. George Stewart succumbed to this temptation when he offered,
in place of Pope’s
And the press’d watch return’d a silver sound (Rape of the Lock 1.18)
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the rhythmically, and metrically, quite different
The press’d watch return’d a silver sound,
insisting that the lines’ rhythmical and metrical structures are “essentially the same.”40
His justification lies in the metrical pause, which he invokes between press’d and watch
in both lines so that
x

x

/

^ /

x /

x

/ x

/

And the press’d watch return’d a silver sound
and
x

/

^

/

x /

x / x

/

The press’d watch return’d a silver sound
do indeed share a rhythmic profile. But lines of the second type do not occur, not in Pope
and not even in Browning or Meredith. If the lines have “essentially the same” rhythm,
then why do poets so overwhelming prefer one to the other? What motivates this
disparity? Even if they choose the first line, say, three out of four times, we would still
expect 25% of such rhythms to occur in lines like the second, which lack a syllable. We
find much less than that. We find next to none.
On this problem Stewart is silent. His successor Derek Attridge offers a much
more compelling solution in the form of “pairing conditions,” constraints on where such
pauses can occur.41 Again unlike Stewart, he seems to recognize the promiscuity latent in
the metrical pause:
As the most disruptive of all the accepted deviations in regular verse . . .
[i]t not only threatens the vital alternations of the rhythm, but also upsets
the relationship between the metrical pattern and the syllable count.42
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To limit its power, Attridge subjects the metrical pause first to a rule requiring it to occur
only between two stressed syllables, and second to a “pairing condition” that further
restricts its reach: a metrical pause can be inserted between beats only when it is
immediately adjacent to a non-final double offbeat (or two weak syllables not placed at
the end of a line):
/

^ /

And the press’d watch
The phrase meets his condition because the first two syllables are immediately adjacent
to the beat preceding the metrical pause. Stewart’s dummy line, however, does not meet
the condition, because its beat preceding the pause is adjacent not to two weak syllables
but to one:
/

^

/

*The press’d watch
Despite tighter controls and more accurate predictions, however, we can still find
problems with Attridge’s rule and pairing conditions. First, it is not clear how they relate,
except that the condition is a much more highly constrained version of the rule.43 For
instance, as an example of his rule Attridge cites Tennyson’s celebrated performance in
these lines,
Break, break, break
On thy cold, gray stones, O Sea! (“Break, Break, Break” 1-2)
noting that metrical pauses occur between each strong stress in the first line:
/

^

/ ^

/

Break, break, break
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Here no double offbeats sanction the pauses, so we must assume that in this case the
pairing condition is relaxed. But if here, then why not also in Pope’s line? Attridge, like
Stewart, evades the question, meekly suggesting that different periods, genres, meters,
and poets employ the condition and its rule in varying degrees. Some do not employ it at
all. Meters also employ the rule and conditions in varying degrees. He leaves us to
conclude that for unexplained reasons the pentameter is less amenable to metrical pauses
unless they meet the pairing condition; the rule is not sufficient. Shorter meters, such as
the tetrameter, however, use it loosely, presumably because of their close connection with
music and dance.
Among those who do not employ the condition are common culprits like
Browning and Donne:
Your business is not to catch men with show,
With homage to the perishable clay (“Fra Lippo Lippi” 179-80)
This hour her vigil, and her eve, since this
Both the year’s, and the day’s deep midnight is (“A Nocturnal” 44-5)
To account for these wild rhythms Attridge proposes a “postponed pairing condition” in
which he lifts the adjacency restriction. Accordingly, in the first example, where the
second line is regular, we insert a pause late in the line, far from the run of two weak
syllables; in the second, we do the same, only twice:
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Your business is not to catch men with show
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Both the year’s, and the day’s deep midnight is
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I find these readings unpersuasive: they amount to no more than ad hoc generalizations of
more specific and useful constraints, generalizations intended not to explain the
exceptions but merely to admit them into the corpus of barely acceptable lines, because
they are famous lines, and because they were written by famous poets. If we allow double
offbeats anywhere in a line that also clashes two of its stresses, we can grow many
metrical monsters, none of them attested with any frequency in the canon:
/ xx

/

x x

/ ^ / ^ /

*Prettily show me the street, sad shoes
/ ^

/ ^

/ x x

/ x x

/

*Eat. Chew. Swallow it. Masticate. Munch.
Both of these lines satisfy the postponed pairing condition, although neither is
recognizably iambic. The first, in fact, struggles hard not to revert to the more obvious
mixed-meter that it is, or ought to be, with four rather than five beats. Attridge works
very hard to prevent that meter from surfacing. His failure to do so recalls I.A. Richards,
who observed that “the way the sound is taken is much less determined by the sound
itself than by the conditions into which it enters.”44 The most extravagant and imposing
condition is we, its readers, who must begin our framework with a careful definition and
a broad theory or we will distort the rhythms we intend to describe.
Does the metrical pause, as Attridge constrains it, faithfully describe such
rhythms? Consider the lines by John Keats and Robert Frost:
My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains (“Ode to a Nightingale” 1)
I’m going to sell my soul, or, rather, feet (“The Self-Seeker” 3)
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The first line obeys Attridge’s constraint but the second doesn’t:
(1) My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains
(2) I’m going to sell my soul, or, rather, feet
In (1) the double offbeat is adjacent a stress clash, and so the metrical pause is licensed;
in (2) it is not adjacent a clash. Lines like (1) are quite common in English poetry,
whereas lines like (2) rarely appear before the nineteenth century. Rhythmically, (2) is
actually easier to parse, and so we must wonder why it, rather than the more difficult (1),
is marked. Attridge offers no explanation. More problematic, the difference between the
two lines raises suspicions about how Attridge, Stewart, or Smith relates pauses to the
syllable count. One explanation for why lines like (2) do not occur is because they
introduce into the line an unwelcome extra syllable, whereas the double offbeat in (1)
does not: its count remains ten. But if the pause in (1) does not correspond to a missing
syllable, then to what does it correspond? Even a “rest” must be counted as a metrical
constituent if its function is to relieve a stress clash. Why? A rest occupies a moment of
time, and for metrists like Stewart and Attridge, the line is a series of moments in time.
Whether the pause fills a gap or merely relieves a clash, it adds time to the line, and in
that sense it must be counted as a metrical constituent, raising the count of constituents
(“syllables”) from ten to eleven, the same as in Frost’s line. The analysis leaves us with
two possibilities, neither very attractive. Either, for reasons unknown, pauses that mediate
stress clashes lack the status of metrical constituents in some cases but not in others and
are therefore occasionally metrically invisible; or else the preference for (1) over (2) is
arbitrary and unmotivated. Pauses that mediate clashes imply a void constituent, and so
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the first possibility is a logical contradiction: a thing cannot both be and not be. As for the
second, any framework that cannot explain the distribution of rhythms in a given meter,
and the overwhelming avoidance of very clear rhythmic figures, fails as a theory of
meter.
The timer’s primary task with regard to the iambic pentameter is to explain the
distribution of double offbeats. Poets often employ double offbeats at the beginning of a
line after its first beat:
Everything goes the same without me there (“The Self-Seeker” 40)
Similar patterns appear in the middle of the line following a significant pause, so we
might propose that poets restrict double offbeats to rhythms either at the line’s beginning
or to phonological and prosodic contexts within the line that mimic those at the
beginning.45 But as the Keats line demonstrates, these restrictions are not adequate. We
need additional constraints to account for double offbeats following a clash, and as we
saw, they beg the question of what the pauses licensing these offbeats correspond to. But
even if we accept this statement of distribution and add to it constraints on syllable count
so that our statement accurately describes the metrical practice of poets from, say,
Shakespeare to Gray, that statement remains a description, not an explanation. It can
serve only as a sort of recipe or prescription for making metrical verses; it does not offer
a hypothesis about why the template is structured the way it is and not some other way.
Furthermore, in order to explain lines such as those by Keats and Frost, we are forced to
emend the statement for licenses and exceptions, many of which are not logically related
to any of the constraints themselves and so appear to be unmotivated. For instance, if we
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allow double offbeats in a line but insist that the line remain ten syllables long, we must
explain how these constraints interact. What do they have to do with each other? And
what about more exotic pentameters that have unrealized beats, such as Shakespeare’s
But, tell me, is young George Stanley living? (R3 5.5.9)
How many “exceptions” do we add to the template before it becomes an altogether
different template, in which case it is a different meter? The problem is that such a
framework is not psychologically plausible. The mind doesn't classify phenomena on the
basis of templates and amendments. Instead, it defines them exhaustively as groups in
order to preserve the template against rhythmic interference. Keeping a list of exceptions
to a meter, from a psychological or cognitive point of view, would be similar to
recognizing one’s spouse by noticing, and excluding, all the continuous changes in
appearance and behavior that make a person real. On the contrary, our experience shows
us that we know our spouses not by comparing what is the same and what is different and
then listing the differences as exceptions to that person, but rather by integrating
differences into their identity.
Before moving on to the two final frameworks—Slavic and generative—I must
point out that the timer’s failure is not in the description of lines so much as in the
statements of distribution that move us from description to explanation, and so from
criticism to theory. In fact, no timer has provided a theory of meter. Attridge has come
close, but even he stops short of asking or answering the questions above, on which any
theory depends. In part this failure to provide a theory stems from a lack of experimental
data. Timers simply cannot define the beat empirically. So although I will adopt many of
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their insights on metrical pauses, stress clashes, and timing constituents that stressers
neglect, I must reframe them in light of the experimental data that do exist. For instance,
not even Attridge, the most perceptive and intelligent of the timers, acknowledges the
very fundamental and very important fact that beats, like feet and metrical positions, are
not organized. Attridge defines a beat as a “strong impulse” that relates to a “regularly
repeated pulse of energy” in the linguistic signal.46 Returning to Gray’s line from “Elegy
in a Country Churchyard,” we find five beats alternating with five offbeats, although I
have not marked the latter in my scansion:
/

/

/

/

/

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day
The “repeated pulse of energy” that imparts a “strong impulse” is not hard to hear. A beat
falls on every other syllable. But what do these five beats have to do with one another?
Or to pose the problem differently, what is the relationship of one beat to another? And of
each to the interval between them? How, in other words, does a beat create structure?
A commonplace answer to that question, and one to which Attridge resorts, is that
the weaker syllables “attach” to stronger ones, just as clitics in grammar “attach” to
lexical words, so that the spaces between beats—the offbeats—cluster around a central
pulse. Unfortunately, all our experimental evidence contradicts this claim.47 Although it
is true that readers and listeners group weaker syllables around a strong focus (the beat),
as briefly discussed in our testing of Jespersen’s positions, the beats themselves are not
responsible for this organization. As Lerdahl and Jackendoff note, “a beat does not
somehow belong more to the previous beat or more to the following beat . . . a beat does
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not ‘belong at all.’”48 Beats are floating perceptual events. They do not group and
therefore they cannot be said to have “structure.”
Visualize a metronome. As it clicks, it keeps time, but the time it tells is not
metrical, because the periodicities in its clicking are identical. In order for the human
brain to judge that a stimulus is metrical, the signal must encode recurring differences,
such as changes in pitch, accent, or duration; otherwise, the mind must impose the
differences on the signal, a complication to which I will return below. But if the signal or
the mind does not introduce difference into the signal, there will be no meter, as meter
requires difference just as much as it requires sameness: “When the individual events that
constitute a pulse are no longer perceptually identical, we have the beginning of the
possibility of meter.”49 Or in the words of Leonard Meyer,
One of the absolute and necessary conditions for the apprehension of
shape, for the perception of any relationships at all, no matter what the
style, is the existence of both similarities and differences among the
several stimuli which constitute the series under consideration.50
If I alter the pitch of every other click, I will create a pulse whose events are not
perceptually identical, and my brain will mark one out of every two as more prominent.
Crucially, however, it will not adjoin the weaker beat to a stronger one until the “metrical
structure interacts with grouping structure” because “beats do group one way or the
other.”51 What is grouping structure? It is that component of the meter that “chunks”
information into more coherent and manageable bits. It works alongside the template but
is distinct from it, and without it, the template presents only a series of alternating values:
on and off, black and white, round and square. Strong and weak.
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To press the point further, let us revisit the metronome, which is now clicking at
two pitches. Another person enters the room and listens to the alternation. The first event
she hears is a weak one, an offbeat. She then hears a stronger event, a beat. Then another
offbeat. Theoretically, the clicking goes on forever, so it does not matter whether she
leaves the room now or in fifteen minutes or never. Let’s assume she leaves. What does
she do with this information? How does she organize the events into groups? Does the
first offbeat group with the beat? Or does the beat group with the second offbeat? Do they
all group together? Technically, they don’t group at all, because the medium through
which she has experienced the beats deprives her of any grouping structure, and the
template, by itself, is not capable of forming groups. It is not that it fails to do so;
grouping simply is not what a template does. We experience beats as prominences or
accents in a template, points of potential phrasal or rhythmic organization. But if we
define a meter as a specific number of beats at specific intervals we have severely
restricted the definition’s usefulness. Such a statement, like Jespersen’s, can tell us only
the number and placement of prominences. As for the rest—the tensions, ambiguities,
subtleties—they are beyond the definition’s scope.
One aim of this chapter, then, will be to recover the beat by taking the insights of
the timers and building them into a proper metrical theory. To do so I will need to revise
old assumptions by replacing abstract and impressionistic references to “time” with
concrete descriptions of how the mind processes information. Only in the context of
human cognition and perception can the beat be responsibly defined and applied to lines
of metrical verse.
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The Slavic School
Neither of the remaining frameworks shares the timer’s interest in beats, pauses,
or perception. Significantly, both evolved from the stresser’s position that meter is
linguistic rather than psychological, and so the two frameworks, despite their many
differences, locate the contrast between marked and unmarked metrical constituents in
syntactic and phonological constraints. This shared prejudice renders their research goals
problematic, but as we have seen, defining meter as linguistic rather than cultural or
psychological has long-lived and reasonable (if misguided) antecedents. As early as
1900, Jespersen had observed that “verse rhythm is based on the same alternation
between stronger and weaker syllables as that found in natural everyday speech.”52 Even
Wimsatt and Beardsley were of the opinion that meter consists of contrasts between
stronger and weaker syllables rather than between beats and offbeats.53 Strength, however
we define it, in this context refers to suprasegmental features of phonology, not to
perceptual salience.
The Slavic school arose in the late 1960s in the former Soviet Union and its
satellites. Descended from the Prague school’s functional linguistics, its method is sternly
inductive, testing statistical techniques on trends culled from very large corpora that
occasionally run to a hundred thousand lines or more. Its goal is to offer a conclusion that
can be stated as a hypothesis (and therefore falsified), and in order to achieve this goal,
the school works from the bottom up, gathering observations about the behavior of
individual lines before making claims about what qualifies a verse as metrical or
unmetrical. Unlike their contemporaries in the United States, who first define metricality
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from prior phonological principles and then judge individual lines against that definition,
Slavic linguists move from descriptive statements of broad metrical patterns and their
distributions toward a definition of metricality. Marina Tarlinskaja recently highlighted
this key distinction between the generative and Slavic schools when she asserted,
Metricality of an iambic text arises, first, from an objective statistically
relevant contrast in the mean stressing of even and odd syllabic positions
in the whole text, and, secondly, from what was subjectively accepted as
“good verse” by the audience of a particular literary tradition during a
specific epoch.54
Her language is dry but deliberate. Metricality is not imposed; it arises. How does it
arise? From a clear statement of how poets distribute stressed syllables through the line.
The statistical method that models the distribution does not divide lines into metrical or
unmetrical groups but instead searches for what is normative—the line’s “statistically
relevant . . . mean stressing.”55 Like Jespersen, Tarlinskaja divides the line into a series of
positions that are matched to syllables. When a stressed syllable matches an even
position, that syllable confirms the meter. The analyst then uses probability modeling—a
technique that compares the frequency of an occurrence in the verse corpus with its
occurrence in the language population—to calculate the metrical significance of a given
normative distribution, such as the odds that a pentameter line will be stressed in its five
even positions.56 The Slavic school’s emphasis on normative values recalls Seymour
Chatman’s distinction between “meter-fixing” and “meter-fixed” lines, and later in the
same article, in fact, Tarlinskaja alludes to Chatman, comparing metricality not to a line
that is crossed—metrical on one side and unmetrical on the other—but to concentric
circles that both clarify and conceal their prototype—the perfect circle or ideal meter that
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is nowhere represented in the text but frequently approximated.57 Statistical analysis of
trends in a corpus naturally supports the notion that metricality is not an absolute arbiter
but a measure of tendencies. Elsewhere Tarlinskaja invokes Wimsatt’s distinction
between a “rule” that constitutes the “outer limits of legitimacy” and the “norm” or most
“commonly used” forms.58 The norm, both critics caution, must not be conflated with a
metrical template, as the template never actually occurs.
The school’s statistical framework offers many advantages over traditional stress
and non-stress metrics. Duffell remarks that the method “helps establish the poet’s
metrical intention.”59 Of course, the “intention” is retrieved indirectly through the data,
and so the analyst avoids the circular fallacy of projecting upon the author a purpose
inferred solely from one’s textual experience. Moreover, “intention,” in this sense, does
not signify a mental state but rather an indexical relationship between an incipient formal
cause (the poet) and its expression (the verse line). We can then gloss intention to mean
consistent or normative rather than purposeful and thus avoid the intentional fallacy. And
James Bailey aptly lauded the approach as
a more rigorous classification of rhythmical phenomena, and a willingness
to exclude preconceptions about the nature of the poetic rhythm of modern
languages and to avoid normative prescriptions. . . . Factual description
must precede theory and not the reverse.60
It is, to be blunt, a scientific analysis, and as such, it limits the analyst’s influence over
the experiment. Results are much harder to doctor, even if unconsciously and
unintentionally, when data rather than intuitions test the hypothesis and when the
evaluation of lines in computational rather than critical. Unlike our earlier frameworks,
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the statistical approach ensures that the poem’s language will never be displaced by
critical bias as the object of study.
Using these tools, Tarlinskaja has confirmed many of our instincts about what
counts as “good verse.” For example, critics from Robert Bridges to Bruce Hayes and
Paul Kiparsky have argued that lines with phrase-final stress in a weak position are rare
in English poetry, particularly when the offense involves a disyllable. Her data show that
poets from the late sixteenth to the late nineteenth centuries do indeed tend to avoid
placing disyllables with final stress in phrase-final SW positions, as in Frost’s “The
Housekeeper”:
x

/

I suppose // she deserves some pity too (192)
S W
Poets most likely avoid this rhythm because “SW positions in the English iamb are
sensitive.”61 To equivocate metrically by placing the phrase-final stress, which is
strongest, in a weak position, makes the line much more difficult to parse prosodically.62
However, Tarlinskaja never rules such rhythms, or the few lines that contain them,
unmetrical. Rather, she locates the rhythms at the periphery of her concentric circles,
where metrical gradually shades into unmetrical. When these ambiguities do occur, she
notes, frequencies in the corpus clearly indicate that “the contrast in stressing needs to be
strong enough to be recognized by the audience.”63 There are many ways to enhance the
contrast. A poet can surround the irregular line with dozens of very regular lines, so that
the echo of the regular lines is felt in the irregular one, carried on by a sort of prosodic
momentum. By contrast, a poet can minimize ambiguity by placing words with strong,
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fixed stresses in weak positions, so that the irregularity itself is not difficult to hear.
Historically this has not been a popular choice among poets, but as an option it is
available to them. (John Lydgate, however, as we will see, often availed himself of it.)
The strategy may seem self-defeating or counterintuitive, but consider the time and
energy wasted in deciding whether a line is regular or irregular, as the mind moves back
and forth between alternate readings. Finally, a poet can simply avoid irregularities by
matching strongly stressed syllables to strong metrical positions, or by placing irregular
rhythms after pauses or other cues to prosodic or syntactic boundaries.
Another intuition Tarlinskaja confirms concerns beat subordination. She observes
that “English poets of all epochs prefer the figure SW in mid-phrase where a loss of stress
on S is followed by a stressed word on W which is syntactically linked to the next word
with a stress on S,”64 as in Arnold’s “Sohrab and Rustum”:
x

/

/

x

/

/

And his head swam, and he sank down to earth” (693)
S W
S
S W
S
As Tarlinskaja points out, in such cases the line’s syntax will drive the stress forward,
over the offending weak position, in order to consummate the phrase-final stress in the
following strong position, restoring order and balancing the phrase at its moment of
closure. These rhythmic complexities are far less disruptive than those we experience in
Frost’s line, and the poets agree. Her data and not her opinions or the principles of her
theory tell her this. How can we know? Lines like Arnold’s occur much more frequently
than lines like Frost’s.
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However, not all the normative distributions are so intuitive. For instance,
Tarlinskaja finds that Middle English accentual-syllabic meter is much more regular than
is assumed. In verse written from the twelfth to the early sixteenth centuries, “the average
stress on ictic [even] positions always exceeds 80%, and never exceeds 10% on the nonictic [odd] positions.”65 Those averages are comparable to Shakespeare’s, and where they
differ, regularity tips toward the medieval. Nevertheless “[w]ord and meter fail to
correspond much more often in Middle English poetry.”66 But not randomly: she notes
that these non-correspondences tend to occur not at the beginnings of lines but at their
ends, where we most expect consistency and for the meter to be confirmed. The data
suggest two very important trends in non-alliterative Middle English meter. First, poets
regularly alternated beats with single offbeats, matching strongly stressed syllables to
strong metrical positions in four out of five lines. Second, when they did not do this, their
violations were confined to specific locations in the line. The most cogent inference to
draw is that these poets were wrenching their stress in rhyme positions, or else the
morphosyntactic grammar was still elastic enough to tolerate the violations. Either way,
with the majority of non-correspondences coming at line’s end, where logically the line
will be stricter, we can assume that the averages for stress in strong and for non-stress in
weak positions actually are much higher than even Tarlinskaja records.
We will return to this point in the next chapter, but for now we must move on to
consider the method’s flaws. First, as John Hollander complained, it commits a grave
injustice against art by undervaluing the role of conventions—an ironic error given that
Tarlinskaja herself has accused other linguists of the same mistake. Hollander’s critique
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is an important one, so I will cite it in full. When subjected to statistical analysis, he
argues,
The poem becomes the phonetic parts of its texture, really, while metrical
conventions, the whole substance of traditional prosodic theory, are
ignored or treated at best as an unexamined donée, a given condition
rather like the fact that the poem is in English, but in no way binding on
the interpretation of discrete signals. It may be that the influence of recent
statistical approaches has generated the view that signals with a low
probability of occurrence must necessarily have an increased importance.
Within the framework of information theory, it is certainly true that the
more surprising event is the more significant one, for the only kind of
significance is defined as a function of the reciprocal of the probability of
occurrence. But to equate “information” with “significance” in a nonrigorous sense may not be possible. In many cases, something like the
opposite is true. The extremely high redundancy of capital letters at the
beginnings of lines of printed verse, for example, renders the information
value, in the above sense, trivial. But their actual role is of considerable
importance, being one of definitions, or of labeling the utterance in
question as a poem.67
Hollander refers to this labeling function as the “metrical frame,” which signals to the
reader a need for a specialized kind of attention, activating a host of expectations that any
member of that reading community will share and recognize. The conventional, the
given, contains a great deal of information, but it is not information that can be computed
statistically. It eludes the data. Because of its method for comparing frequencies and
selectively valuing events of low probability, statistical analysis therefore distorts the
very nature of aesthetic inquiry and fails to account for much of the art object’s
information content.
A related criticism, which Hollander does not explore, is the method’s failure to
move beyond the verse text into that community of readers, either by supplementing its
corpora with studies on human perception or by broadening its scope to include
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contextual information that is not exclusively, or even primarily, linguistic. It has no
aesthetic aptitude, in other words, and so it lacks the historical, cultural, and
philosophical resources that true depth of knowledge requires in any artistic field. Poems
are not anthropological artifacts; they are modes of communication. And just as one
cannot reconstruct a dead culture from the heat at which a pottery shard was baked, so
one cannot know a poem completely by its grammar or its numbers. Like the pottery’s
cooking, they do aid in its recovery; but they are not, on their own, the answer one seeks.
Leonard Meyer and Grosvenor Cooper, writing before the advent of this
framework but at the height of information theory, protested that where mathematical
views tend to generalize and flatten the objects they consider, making them small and
uniform and distant, “the end of analysis is the appreciation of the peculiar, the
individual,” and so we must be careful when we apply science to solve art’s problems.68 I
agree, and would further claim that to take the linguistic givens for the poem itself, as do
both the statistical and generative approaches, is to lose sight of the reason we build our
theories at all: to explain, not merely to describe. Tarlinskaja, Bailey, Gasparov, and the
whole Slavic school have gifted an incredible resource to metrical analysis. Statistics is a
powerful tool, and we should exploit it at every opportunity. But it is not an explanation,
and we should never use it in place of one.

Generative Metrics: an Overview
The generative program, like the statistical, locates meter at the level of language,
only more so: for the generativist, meter is language. There the agreement ends. Where
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statistical critics profile metrical frequencies in as extensive a corpus as is possible, their
generative counterparts work backward from a hypothesis of the meter’s structure,
formulating rules from a select few examples; it is deductive rather than inductive, and
the principles with which they begin their analyses take priority over the lines against
which they are tested. For this reason, generative metrics is rule-driven, whereas
statistical metrics is data-driven.
Also unlike the statisticians, the generative metrists’ primary goal is “to
characterize the tacit knowledge of fluent participants in a metrical tradition.”69 That is,
the aim is to model not the probabilities in a corpus but the competence of the native
speaker. They do this by “formulating the rules which make judgements of metricality
possible.”70 Linguists classify these judgments as procedural and not declarative forms of
knowledge, posing a problem for any methodology that aims to model them.71 (Although
we find it easy to account for our declarative knowledge—what we know of or about—
we have much more difficulty explaining to others our procedural skills—what we know
how to do. Most American adults can tell a stranger how to brew a cup of coffee, but
none, I would wager, can teach a stranger to digest one.) Because generative linguists
consider metrical competence to be procedural, they exclude from analysis the sort of
introspection characteristic of most styles of metrics, in which the critic judges a line
metrical or unmetrical by ear or experience:
Internalized metrical systems are not directly accessible to introspection
[and are therefore not available for direct analysis], but we can infer what
they are like on the basis of intuitions about the acceptability of lines, and
of the actual metrical practice of poets.72
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This statement is a bit misleading. By “intuitions” Hanson and Kiparsky do not mean the
garden variety “gut feelings” that critics like Saintsbury and Paul Fussell rely on to tell
them that this line by Hoccleve or Ted Hughes is ugly and this one by Edward Fitzgerald
superb. Those feelings are the products of taste, experience, or expertise. On the contrary,
for Hanson and Kiparsky “intuition” is a technical term for the inborn, procedural
knowledge that is a part of our generalized language faculty. It is code for
grammaticality. For the generative linguist, the goal is to model that procedural
knowledge with a formal grammar, or a statement of rules representing the output of
grammaticality judgments. That representation must include all logically possible
grammatical (or metrical) patterns and exclude all ungrammatical (or unmetrical)
patterns. If we think of a computer program—and the analogy is no accident—the logic is
inescapable. The program must be written in such a way that its operator can use it to
create novel information not specifically stipulated in the program’s code but possible
given the rules for character or command combinations. But we must also constrain these
rules, so that the program does not crash or overgenerate—produce too many kinds of,
and too much, information.
For this reason generativists speak of constraints and well-formedness, technical
terms that refer, respectively, to the formal controls on a model’s generating power and to
the acceptability of its output. In the case of meter, generative metrists must posit two
levels of representation: a template or abstract grid of binary values—weak and strong—
and a phonological string of segments that is the actual verse line. Matching the two
levels determines whether or not the line is well-formed.73 Without constraints, the rules,
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on which GM models the competence that underlies our knowledge of language (and
meter), would make all manner of ungrammatical (and unmetrical) utterances (and lines).
And without a criterion of well-formedness, it would not be able to distinguish one
representation, good or bad, from any another.
From this method follow the dual requirements that, one, GM must “describe all
and only the metrical lines of a given corpus,”74 and, two, that there is a “bottom line” for
metrics, as Nigel Fabb scores it:
There can only be one correct characterization of a metrical practice—
only one way of formulating a particular meter; the task of metrics is to
work out what that formulation is, by identifying exactly what the
regularities are in the prosodic phonological structure of metrical texts.75
If there is only “one correct” formulation, GM must explain why some constructs occur
while others do not,76 and GM must also exclude from analysis all information not
directly related to the level of representation at which the template matches the
phonological string. Because “[m]etricality is a structural property of the text itself, and
not something a text acquires through performance, either by the speaker or the hearer,”77
even to the extent that “metricality remains a property of a text whether or not it is
perceived,”78 GM must vigorously discriminate between lines that obey the metrical rules
and thus adhere to constraints operative in the text and lines that do not:
Either a piece of language formally satisfies the constraints which define a
meter or it does not. From the fact that a particular cultural experience and
context may be required in order for one to notice that it does or does not,
it does not follow that the meter is a perceptual phenomenon only.79
The rules that match verse lines to the template are, according to this view, categorical.
As Hanson and Kiparsky explain, a line is or is not metrical, just as an animal (or a
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picture of one) is either a rabbit or a duck but not both at the same time and not mostly a
rabbit or mostly a duck. Most generative metrists accept this distinction, and the few who
dispute it have made little progress in dislodging categorical rules from the generative
drain.
Since its inception in 1966, generative metrics has twice been radically
restructured, so that we can divide the movement into three broad periods. The first,
about which I have little to write, as its interest now is mainly historical, was fraught with
technical and theoretical problems. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Morris Halle and
S.J. Keyser, in three watershed texts, introduced the new framework and attempted to
refine it in response to overwhelming criticism.80 In 1977, Paul Kiparsky reinvented their
program. Drawing on new research by Mark Liberman and Alan Prince,81 Kiparsky
discarded all but a few of Halle and Keyser’s principles and based his new paradigm on
the burgeoning field of metrical phonology, a more flexible and discreet mode of
analysis. Kiparsky again reinvented the framework when, in 1996, teaming with Kristin
Hanson, he drafted a “parametric” theory—the first metrical model that was not
language-specific but could accurately perform all the functions required of a generative
theory on any human language by setting five parameters to one of two options.82
In this chapter I will heavily reference the works of the second two stages of
development but not the first, save for this brief comment. In their original framework,
Halle and Keyser proposed seven criteria for a generative theory to meet. Two criteria
have been abandoned, but five persist, and they continue to play important roles in later
generative analyses. They are, first, that a metrical theory must distinguish complex from
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unmetrical lines. A line is unmetrical when it violates constraints on lexical stress—stress
in a polysyllabic content word.83 A line is complex when it contains marked features,
such as missing an initial weak syllable or possessing an extra weak syllable at its end.
Complexity is a scale, so that the more of these marked features occur, the more complex
the line becomes. Metricality is not a scale, so that a single violation renders the line
unmetrical. Second, the theory must assume “no violations of linguistic givens,” and so a
poet cannot tilt the language to better fit the meter by shifting stress to syllables that do
not have it in ordinary speech. Third, because the meter is in the language, and the
language is in the text, a metrical theory must exclude the line’s temporal or “timed”
dimension; meter is strictly a matter of stress in the proper or improper positions.84
Fourth, because, metrical knowledge is tacit, not explicit, a theory of meter must be a
formal grammar. And finally, and most importantly, a metrical theory must demonstrate
that all positions are not equally important, and not all violations are equally costly.85
Specifically, the weak positions in the line are more important than the strong ones, and
so they must be the focus of metrical constraints. As we will see, these five tenets, and
the final one in particular, will define, and determine the limits of, the generative theory
of meter.86 I will challenge all five of these criteria when I offer my cognitive framework
as an alternative to the generative program.

Kiparsky and the Monosyllabic Word Constraint
Modern generative metrics began in 1977 with the publication of Paul Kiparsky’s
“The Rhythmic Structure of English Verse,” a dense and authoritative renovation of
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Halle and Keyser’s theory.87 Like Halle and Keyser, Kiparsky defines the iambic
pentameter line as a template or prototype that is realized by a phonological string:
WSWSWSWSWS
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day

template
phonological string

In order to match the two levels, we must appeal to correspondence rules, or, as Kiparsky
reclassifies them, realization rules that specify what types of matching between the levels
are acceptable and therefore metrical and which are not. Generative metrics defines the
template as an abstract sequence of weak and strong positions, and so the realization rules
provide a sort of prosodic map leading from the line’s rhythmic content to its metrical
form. One crucial function of these rules is to show how the two levels interact. Another
is to limit their interaction to specific types of matching. Kiparsky correctly infers from
the distribution of stresses in unmetrical lines that violations are not random: from the
unbounded set of possible rhythmic figures poets select only a few repeating patterns to
satisfy the match.88 When mismatches do occur, they appear predictably. From this fact
Kiparsky hypothesizes two principles. First, the consistency of practice correlates to an
inherited metrical grammar that the poets unconsciously access in order to test which
lines are good and which are not. Second, in order to activate the matching process at all,
they must recognize two distinct but related types of matching: a labeling component,
which computes the stress configurations in the verse line and relates them to the
prosodic template, and a bracketing component, which orders the morphological contour
and compares it to the grouping of weak and strong positions. The more these two
components match, the simpler the line is metrically. Shakespeare’s line from sonnet 106,
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/\
/\
/\
/\
/\
W S W S W S W S W S
Of hand, of foot, of lip, of eye, of brow
W S W S W S W S W S
\/
\/
\/
\/
\/

level: word
level: foot

nearly perfectly matches the labeling and bracketing contours. It is, therefore, a
maximally simple (and uninteresting) line. By contrast, Gray’s line, which also is highly
regular, does show some slippage between brackets, as some of the words do not match
the groupings of weak and strong syllables, and is therefore, according to Kiparsky, more
complex than Shakespeare’s:
/\
/\
W S W S W S W S W S
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day
W S W S W S W S W S
\/
\/
\/
\/
\/

level: word
level: foot

I have marked only the relevant bracketing mismatches on the top level, but even in the
absence of further detail we can see that the morphological shape of the words, however
they influence our hearing of the line, can complicate our reading of it: if even minimally,
the conflict between word shape and the pairing of weak and strong positions adds to the
line a degree of difficulty, and our brains do work a bit harder to search for its
equilibrium, to keep the meter going.
How does Kiparsky justify his claim that positions are bracketed? Positions in
Halle and Keyser’s framework, like those in Jespersen’s, are unorganized: no position is
structurally related to any other position. But Kiparsky groups the weak and strong
positions into binary feet. His evidence for bracketing comes from metrical phonology,
which shows that indeed English does contain feet.89 However, these feet are prosodic,
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not metrical. By locating meter solely at the level of language, Kiparsky mistakenly
transfers the foot from its very real and necessary place in prosodic phonology, where it
builds syllables into words, to versification, where it is neither real nor necessary. (As I
argue below, bracketing can emerge from grouping preferences under certain
circumstances, but it is not a given constituent in the metrical template. It is, in other
words, a potential way of reading the line and not a fact of the line’s structure.)
Nevertheless, if we accept, as Kiparsky does, that the meter is nothing but the language of
the line, then we must logically conclude, as he does, that meter, like speech, must
contain feet. This is a defining element of Kiparsky’s framework, and I believe it is his
most vulnerable.
Labeling and bracketing procedures may all seem quite trivial, but their
implications for metrical theory are significant. By locating metricality at the interface
between two levels of representation, one abstract and one concrete, Kiparsky redefines
the task of a metrical theory: it must separate “mismatches that are impermissible . . .
from those that are permissible.”90 (A permissible mismatch makes the line more
complex, whereas an impermissible mismatch renders it unmetrical.) From this it follows
naturally that “the complexity of a line is determined by the number of mismatches in
it.”91 The algorithm is more powerful than it may appear; it allows the critic to apply the
matching criteria for a meter to any poet from any time who uses it. However, because all
lines fail to approximate the prototype—they all exhibit, however small, some degree of
mismatch—the metrical theory must draw categorical rules that are historically variable
between permissible and impermissible mismatches. Different poets, that is, draw the line
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at different points. What is metrical for Shakespeare may not be metrical for Milton, and
what is metrical for Milton most definitely is not for Pope. As Kiparsky summarizes,
Metrical complexity is now characterized in exactly the same way for all
poets: given a specification of the metrical form (e.g. iambic pentameter),
the theory automatically counts any mismatch as adding to the metrical
complexity of a line. What differentiates metrical usage . . . is never what
constitutes a mismatch, but only where the boundary between permissible
and impermissible mismatches is drawn.92
For the matching constraints to have any efficacy we must assume that the meter is
strictly linguistic and that the words and phrases in the line, for all practical purposes,
constitute it.93 One piece of evidence Kiparsky raises in support of this claim comes from
the “the distribution of words in a line” that is “regulated by principles that refer to stress,
word boundaries, and phrase boundaries.” Considering these lines,
Pluck the keen teeth from the fierce tiger’s jaws
*Pluck immense teeth from enraged tigers’ jaws
Kiparsky notes that although the sequence of stresses in the underlined segments is the
same in both lines, poets tend to write only the former and to avoid the latter:
x

/

x

/

(1a) Pluck the keen teeth from the fierce tiger’s jaws
x

/

x

/

(1b) *Pluck immense teeth from enraged tigers’ jaws
Why should poets avoid (1b) if it contains identically stressed sequences of syllables as
(1a)? Kiparsky argues that “identically stressed sequences of syllables differ metrically if
their word structure is different,”94 a reasonable inference if we accept that linguistic
structure alone determines metrical structure. But even if his claim is correct, what about
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the word structure of (1b) makes it unacceptable to most English poets? In (1a) the two
sequences consist of monosyllables, whereas in (2b) they comprise disyllables.
According to Kiparsky, English poets observe a Monosyllabic Word Constraint
that restricts lexical stresses to strong positions in the verse line and is, therefore,
paradoxically, a constraint not on monosyllables but on polysyllables. As we saw with
Jespersen, monosyllabic words receive their degree of stress from their role in the
syntactic phrase and so, lexical or not, they cannot have lexical stress. By contrast, the
stress relationships between constituents in a polysyllable are fixed because of constraints
of foot-formation:95
*When remembrances make the past more real
W S W S W S W S W S
The Monosyllabic Word Constraint is categorical: it cannot be violated. When a line like
(2a) does place lexical stress in a weak position, and when the offending syllable belongs
to a prosodic foot that spans a metrical foot boundary, the result is both a labeling and a
bracketing mismatch. When these two types of mismatch coincide, the MWC is violated.
Either of the types of mismatch may occur independently, but their co-occurrence is
prohibited:
/\
*When remembrances make the past more real
W S W S W S W S W S
\/
\/
Here the lexical stress in remembrances occupies a weak position, a labeling mismatch.
This is the first strike. But the word’s boundaries group not with the template as [W S]
but against it as [S W]: a bracketing mismatch. This is the second strike. Finally, the fatal
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blow: the two types of mismatch occur in a single constituent: remembrances. Kiparsky,
perhaps too forcefully, contends that “such a labeling mismatch never occurs together
with a bracketing mismatch,”96 which is why we seldom encounter lines like (2a) in
English poetry. And although he overstates the inviolability of his Monosyllabic Word
Constraint, it does, in general, faithfully reflect a tendency among poets.
Lexical stress, then, crucially affects a line’s metricality.97 Why should this be?
Research in metrical phonology shows that stress relationships are hierarchical and that
hierarchies are strictly layered. At the bottom of the hierarchy we have syllables, which
are built up into words, which in turn are built up into various types of phrases. The
phrases, in turn, are built up into larger prosodic units until the entire string is exhausted.
This is the hierarchy. Domains low in the hierarchy are dominated or controlled by higher
domains, and if a license is permitted in a lower domain, then it is also permitted in all
the higher domains that dominate it. The hierarchy is therefore strictly layered.98
A hierarchical template then must replace the flat templates of Wimsatt and
Beardsley, Attridge, Jespersen, and Tarlinskaja: not
W S W S W S W S W S WS
but, first in Kiparsky, and later in Youmans, Hayes, and Hanson,

S
W
W

S
S

W

W

S

W S W S W S W S W S
-s +s -s +s -s +s -s +s -s +s
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The line is tiered, with positions at the bottom filled by stressed or unstressed syllables.
These syllables are then grouped into feet and those feet are organized into cola, which
together comprise the metrical line so that“[a]ll meters draw on a set of hierarchically
organized, binary, headed constituents modeled on prosodic structure.”99 The sensitivity
of a given position correlates with the number of constraints on it, which derives from its
placement in the hierarchy. Consequently, vulnerability varies by position. Using the
Strict Layer Hypothesis, Kiparsky and other generative metrists isolate the tenth and
fourth positions as especially prominent. In fact, the tenth position, as the line’s
designated terminal element (it is dominated by strong positions all the way up the
hierarchy), is practically inviolable: the constraints placed on the ninth position are
simply too great and too many, so that to relieve the tenth position of its prominence
would destroy the line. Next in prominence is the fourth position, as those constituents at
the edge of a large domain tend to be dominated by strong nodes, and, as Martin Duffell
explains, the “relative salience of each position . . . corresponds to the number of strong
nodes at the levels above it.”100 In this case, the fourth position closes the first colon.
Because the fourth and tenth positions have more strong nodes above them than any other
positions, they tend to be intractable and less prone to erosion. Conversely, because they
lie at the left-edge of a colon domain, the first and fifth positions are most likely to
license a mismatch, as the constraints there are fairly lax. And the first, as the only
position to be dominated by weak nodes all the way up the hierarchy, is most violable of
all.101
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Tarlinskaja’s data show conclusively that the fourth and tenth positions are indeed
privileged or protected. In both the dramatic and non-dramatic pentameters they are the
most carefully and faithfully maintained positions, with the correspondence between
stress and strong position generally a few percentage points higher in the tenth.102
Unsurprisingly, the most violated position is the first, whereas the least violated are the
third and ninth, with the ninth generally a few percentage points higher. Reuven Tsur’s
evidence from laboratory measurements also supports the claim that some positions are
structurally more sensitive than others.103 Given the vital role that boundaries play in
speech perception, especially as cues to the motor inferences we use to reconstruct the
signal, it can be no accident that these positions so consistently are the most respected or
the most undermined. Phonological phrase boundaries typically coincide with colon
boundaries at the fourth and tenth positions, and intonational boundaries with the ends of
lines, where, preceding the boundaries, conditions are most strict, and, following them,
they are most lax. “Because the normal foot is our default expectation,” Groves
comments, “a reversal must be strongly signalled.”104 Duffell agrees, adding that “the
weak positions which exceptionally tolerate stressed syllables of polysyllabic content
words are always ones which can be interpreted as initiating a new line or a new
colon.”105 This template faithfully represents the prosodic or rhythmic input—the sorts of
linguistic structures that feed a metrical judgment—and our judgments, whenever
possible, seek to preserve this hierarchy. But I will argue below that the hierarchies are
prosodic, not metrical, and so they should not be encoded in the metrical template, which
is flat. The schema, by contrast, which I will define below, is hierarchical, and its
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domains emerge from grouping preferences; they are not objective properties of the verse
line but patterns imposed on it by readers’ choices. In other words, although I, like the
generative linguists, believe that meter is hierarchically organized, I will locate that
organization not in the template but in the schema that targets a certain interval between
beats as ideal.
Without this hierarchical structure, the MWC has no theoretical justification, and
so Kiparsky diligently syncs his constraint to the rules of metrical phonology, which
stipulate how such hierarchies are ordered. The MWC restricts lexical stress to strong
positions because when a line involves bracketing and labeling mismatches in the same
prosodic constituent, it cannot secure the contrast between strong and weak prominences
and match them to strong and weak positions. Unmatched, the two levels of
representation—template and phonological string—fail to make a metrical line. If the
structure that assigns stress were not hierarchical, we could simply move the stress to
another syllable and avoid the problem; and if the hierarchy itself were not strictly
layered, we could violate a domain at one level but not at levels below it. Unfortunately,
neither of these possibilities is real, and a violation of the MWC locks the offending
lexical stress in a weak position from which it cannot be released.
Kiparsky’s point is that the prohibition on lexical stress in a weak position reflects
constraints on well-formedness in the language, and that these constraints determine what
is metrical or unmetrical in poetry. For example, bracketing mismatches that do not cooccur with labeling mismatches add a bit of complexity, because they create conflict
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between the grouping of metrical feet and the grouping of constituents in the
phonological string:
/\
/\
/\
The lion dying thrusteth forth his paw (R3 5.1.29)
W SW SW
S W S W S
Lion, dying, and thrusteth are S W constituents aligned with S W positions: a bracketing
mismatch. But as the mismatch does not affect prominence relationships among the
syllables, which are assigned by their hierarchical domains (in this case, three disyllables
comprising three clitic groups and two phonological phrases), the mismatch is only
minimally complex. (A clitic group is a prosodic domain in the middle of the hierarchy,
consisting of a single content word and all contiguous grammatical words in the same
syntactic constituent. A phonological phrase is one domain higher and consists of a clitic
group containing a lexical head, such as a noun or adjective, as well as the clitic groups,
in English, to its left and obligatorily one clitic group to its right.)106
A labeling mismatch that does not co-occur with a bracketing mismatch adds
more complexity but does not make the line unmetrical—for certain poets. Milton, for
example, allowed such labeling mismatches:
S W
To the Garden of Bliss, thy seat prepar’d (Paradise Lost 8.299)
W S
Many other poets would not find this line acceptable. Although lexical stress in Garden
falls in a weak position, although the word boundary coincides with the foot boundary,
and so the template labeling component is preserved. And so even though the labeling
mismatch is more complex than Shakespeare’s bracketing mismatch, neither, within the
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poets’ respective metrical grammars, produces an unmetrical line, for the simple reason
that neither line joins a bracketing and labeling mismatch in a single constituent. Donne,
however, can furnish an instance of their union:
W S
Shall behold God, and never taste death’s woe (Holy Sonnets 7)
W S W
S
Because behold both has a lexical stress in a weak position and straddles a grouping
boundary, it allows both mismatches to occur in the same segment and thus violates the
MWC.
From the Strict Layer Hypothesis it follows that poets like Donne who violate the
MWC will also write verses with bracketing mismatches and labeling mismatches that do
not co-occur. So poets willing to write
*Alabaster will not outlast this rhyme107
which violates the MWC, also will write
Had the chicken I ate last night gone bad?
This first violation is flagrant, and any poet capable of transgressing the MWC so
abusively will have little reason not to indulge the less disruptive labeling mismatch in
the second line. And a poet who writes the second line but not the first will be unbothered
by these bracketing mismatches:
The funny-tasting chicken had gone bad.
Evidence from the canon confirms that poets who write more complex lines will also
write less complex lines, but poets who write less complex lines only will not write more
complex lines or unmetrical ones. Let us test a specific example. Consider Hamlet’s
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haughty response to Horatio: that there is more to life than the poor student can learn
from his books
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy. (1.5.11)
Here we do not have a lexical stress in the weak third position, as only disyllables are
stressed lexically. Nevertheless, from a generative point of view, the rhythm is difficult,
because, with no recourse to beats and no allowance to “violate the linguistic givens,” the
framework must scan the lines as follows:
/

x

/

x x

/

x /x

/

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy
rather than the timer’s alternative:
x

/

x

/ x

/

x/ x

/

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy
Technically, we do not have a labeling mismatch, because the phrase dreamt of is
comprised of two monosyllables. What makes the rhythm difficult is the phrasal accent
on dreamt, which lies in a weak position. Because the phonology forbids us from
relocating the accent of a phrase to another syllable, we are stuck with the main stress
falling in the third position. The line is complex but not unmetrical. How does it compare
with Milton’s
To the Garden of Bliss, thy seat prepar’d
which is lexically stressed in same position (three)? Here we have a labeling mismatch,
and so even though the phrasal accent is to the left, on Bliss, the lexical stress blocks
stress shift. Because it does contain a labeling mismatch, by Kiparsky’s rubric, Milton’s
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line is more complex than Shakespeare’s. We can attribute the increase in complexity in
part to this difference: Shakespeare’s violation uses two phonological words where
Milton’s uses one. That is, the boundary on which we rely to segment the signal
rhythmically, although blurred in both lines, remains slightly clearer in Shakespeare’s,
making his easier to parse.
Would a more conservative poet like Shakespeare, who is capable of a line like
that in Hamlet, ever contravene stricter conditions without violating laxer ones? That is,
had Shakespeare not written the line in Hamlet, would he ever have written the one in
Paradise Lost? Kiparsky answers no, and his reason is the Strict Layer Hypothesis.
Conversely, Milton would not have written his line from Paradise Lost unless he was
willing, first, to write lines like the one in Hamlet. There is, we may say, a hierarchy of
such offenses, such that a violation on a higher (more complex) level will not occur in the
works of a poet in the absence of violations on lower (less complex) levels. The
framework, then, offers a principled way of discriminating among poetic styles as well as
defining metricality.

The Virtues of Generative Metrics
First among the virtues of this theory is that it is, in fact, a theory and not merely a
critical tool, as the other three frameworks are. And although I do not believe the theory
is cogent, I respect its predictive power and its sensitivity to linguistic structure. Nowhere
is that power, or that sensitivity, more evident than in Kiparsky and Kristin Hanson’s
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1996 “A Parametric Theory of Poetic Meter,” which proposes a single metrical grammar
for all meters in all languages. According to the authors,
literature stylizes the inherent prosodic organization of language with
conventional forms of versification which are themselves chosen from a
limited set of formal options provided by Universal Grammar [and are
therefore describable in terms of parametric variation].108
The “formal options” are two “structure parameters” and three “realization parameters.”
The structure parameters fix the number of feet per line (and so also the number of
metrical positions) and select which constituent in each foot, the left or the right, will be
the head. These parameters, note Hanson and Kiparsky, can be set deliberately by the
poet, who may choose to write in iambs or trochees, for four or eight or sixteen syllables
at a time. By contrast, the three realization parameters, because they are dependent on the
language’s phonology, lie outside the poet’s conscious control, except in the case of
willful experiments such as the sixteenth-century vogue for writing in quantities. (Such
fads always fail.)109 The realization parameters decide position size (how much linguistic
“stuff” counts as a single position); prominence site (which position in the line, weak or
strong, is constrained); and prominence type (what is the nature of the prominence: is it
tone, length, stress?). These three parameters “define metrical choices of which the poets
themselves may be largely unaware.”110
From these settings the authors infer a Criterion of Fit: “Languages select meters
in which their entire vocabularies are usable in the greatest variety of ways.”111 One way
in which this Criterion shows up in English concerns constraints on “inversion” or
displacement of stress from a strong to a weak position:
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x x /

/ x x

/ x /

Be thy intents wicked or charitable
Inversion is best tolerated in English when it immediately follows a boundary that is
equal to or higher than the phonological phrase:
[ P Be thy intents] [ P wicked or charitable] (Ham. 1.4.4)
(The optional clitic group following intents branches and is therefore disqualified from
adjunction.) The boundary between intents and wicked accommodates the displaced
stress quite freely, and we have little difficulty catching the line’s rhythm. By contrast,
this more challenging line inverts stress at the end of a phonological phrase, preceding
the boundary:
For how do I hold thee but by thy granting (Ham. 1.1.42)
Here, the boundary is obscured rather than clarified, and the effect on Shakespeare’s
meter is lovely but unsettled, appropriate given the speaker’s doubting temper. The
pronoun I is a part of the clitic group that takes hold as its lexical head, and so the
boundary between the pronoun and the verb is very low on the prosodic hierarchy,
dividing a clitic and its host. As a result, the inversion is very difficult either to hear or to
accept as a permissible reading (although it is possible). Poets tend to avoid these patterns
because they are ambiguous and taxing for the reader, but as the Hamlet line illustrates,
the restriction is not categorical. More to the point, the ambiguity is linguistic, and so the
choice to avoid it is linguistically motivated. Poets and readers dislike inversions that
follow low-ranked boundaries, because “the lower the category on the Hierarchy, the less
it is able to sanction an inversion.”112
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The Criterion of Fit also affects the choices poets make before boundaries. Any
phrase-final stress in a weak position—lexical or not—preceding a phonological phrase
boundary, for instance, contributes to tension:
Clench my teeth, suck my lips in tight, and paint (“Fra Lippo Lippi” 243)
As the object of a verb, teeth receives phrase-final stress. Suck, adjacent to the offending
stress, cannot demote or subordinate teeth because an intonational phrase intervenes
between them. The line must keep both stresses and maintain a clash:
/

x

/

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

Clench my teeth, suck my lips in tight, and paint
W S W
S W S W S W S
However we describe the line, we cannot help but notice that the awkward rhythm is a
consequence of a choice simultaneously made available and discouraged by the Criterion
of Fit. In both of Shakespeare’s lines, and in Browning’s line, we observe an asymmetry
between right- and left-edge rules. Conditions at the former are particularly strict,
whereas those at the latter license “cadences that would otherwise be ill-formed.”113
Inversion of stress in phonological phrases where a non-branching complement
immediately follows its head is rare when the inversion itself follows a clitic, as in
Kiparsky’s construct:
*Put up your bright swords, for under this oath114
By contrast, Shakespeare’s style of inversion, in which the displaced stress begins a new
phonological phrase, is well attested in other poems:
To glean the broken ears after the man (AYL 5.3.302)
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Data from Hayes support the distinction: in a survey of over 4,600 Shakespearean lines
he found none like Kiparsky’s construct, and in 7,500 lines of Shelley he found only
two.115 (As I will show in Chapter Six, Thomas Hoccleve is a notable exception.)
One can argue that the MWC is itself a product of the Criterion of Fit. Kiparsky
notes that words like contact and contacting must appear in SWS sequences, as in
I’m contacting the king before I leave (2a)
S W S
Compounds like love-lacking, however, must appear in WSW sequences:
I know this long, love-lacking friend of mine (2b)
W S W
If we try to switch the sequences, we stumble over these unmetrical constructs:
*Why is contacting kings so harmful to you? (3a)
W S W
*You love-lacking degenerate, I curse you (3b)
S W S
These constructs lead us to the second, and final, virtue of generative metrics: it is
extremely sensitive to subtle rhythmic differences. Before Kiparsky, few metrists
pondered the implications of a three-syllable lexical word occupying a sequence of
strong, weak, and strong syllables, or how a three-syllable lexical compound in the same
sequence might lead us to very unpleasant and difficult rhythms. In a sympathetic article,
Gil Youmans summarizes Kiparsky’s contribution in three sentences. First, “[s]tress
contrasts are more salient within words than between words, more salient within clitic
groups than between clitic groups, and so on up the prosodic hierarchy.” Second,
“[a]typical positioning of stressed syllables is less disruptive (and therefore more likely to
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occur) at the beginning of higher prosodic levels than at the beginning of lower ones.”
And third, “extrametrical syllables are more likely to occur at the end of higher-level
prosodic constituents than at the end of lower-level ones.”116 The three principles, of
course, follow logically from the Strict Layer Hypothesis, and they all crystallize a single
metrical intuition: it is the boundaries that matter. Domain edges tell us where and how to
segment the speech signal and when to apply certain rules; they make the line
comprehensible.117 In its attention to these edges, generative metrics clarifies English
prosody by drawing distinctions where previously none existed. However, an annoying
amount of critical energy is now spent sifting through such distinctions and devising
enormously complex rules to describe their distributions.

The Flaws of Generative Metrics
The Criterion of Fit gives rise to a curious complication, one emblematic of the
generative failure to make sense of literature in any way that is not literally and
exclusively linguistic, despite the quite obvious fact that texts involve readers, social,
economic, political, and historical contexts, rhetorical inflections, and countless other
influences that exceed the narrow bandwidth of generative perception. In English, the
authors argue, for the most part position size is set to the syllable, with a weak
prominence site (which is why lexical stress is constrained there), and a strong
prominence type. (They substitute “strength” for “stress” because although all strong
syllables are stressed, not all stressed syllables are strong.)118 These settings follow
logically from the morphological and phonological rules of English vocabulary. But
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because our lexicon is unabashedly mongrel, some word types do not work well with the
size parameter set to syllable. Some poets, the authors claim, reset the parameter from
syllable to foot, a change that accommodates these fugitive words. How? In English
speech prosody, the foot is the moraic trochee, a sequence of two morae, the first of
which is stronger.119 The foot may contain either two short constituents or one long, as
they amount to the same time, and so the former may be resolved into a single position:
And spends his prodigal wits in bootless rhymes120 (LLL 5.2.64)
This fortification, gentleman, shall we see it? (Oth. 3.2.5)
Hanson and Kiparsky call this resolved sequence the “minimal foot” and note that it is
“confined to strong metrical positions.”121 Most of the problematic words, it seems, come
from Latin and have stress contours that do not drop easily into an alternating rhythm.
Therefore, the Criterion of Fit authorizes poets in English to switch the size parameter
from syllable to foot in special circumstances, although we must admit, as do the authors,
that the vast majority of lines in English work within the syllable setting. Given the
extraordinary (and rare) environments in which resolution takes place, whether or not the
size parameter can be switched from poet to poet, and from line to line, seems
speculative. Moreover, as prominence size is a realization parameter and therefore not
under the deliberate control of the poet, it is not clear how one can switch it from syllable
to foot. Finally, Hanson and Kiparsky invoke resolution only in order to maintain
categorical rules in their analyses. If we could account for irregularities simply by
assigning them to a gradient scale measured against a prototype, we would not need to
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invoke the elaborate oldness of devices like resolution, which were last sounded a
thousand years ago by Germanic warlords.122
More disturbing is the framework’s neglect of non-lexical stress. Generative
metrics is a lexical-obsessed style of criticism. Its practitioners, on both prejudicial and
theoretical grounds, mostly ignore the monosyllables and function words that slip through
their filters. Lexical stress, they contend, is special, because unlike monosyllables, whose
stress values can be induced by “extraneous” factors such as rhetoric and delivery,
polysyllables have invariant stress contours. No matter how hard one tries, one cannot
pronounce chicken with the second syllable stressed and expect others in the community
not to notice. Fabb explains:
variability in postlexical stress patterns means that the meter must be
formulated to ignore postlexical stress: it is simply irrelevant to the meter.
This is because the meter controls the composition of the text rather than
its performance, and thus is able to control only those aspects of the
prosodic phonology of the text which are invariable.123
This is not a recent tactic. For centuries critics have raised the specter of “performance”
to brush aside whatever eludes their hypotheses. Unable to account for the metrical
pause, Wimsatt and Beardsley relegated time to this performance purgatory. (And the
generativists have copied them.) For linguists since Kiparsky, one commonly excused
problem is non-lexical or “postlexical” stress—the slippery realm of function words and
monosyllabic content words.124
In one of the few studies to take up the problem, Hanson, exercising admirable
restraint, refuses to declare it “irrelevant to the meter.” Her approach is more cautious,
and therefore also more judicious, and through it she reaches some interesting
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conclusions about postlexical stress. First, she remarks that “syllables that are
prosodically strong relative to other syllables in the same word . . . are always highly
constrained in that meter.”125 But in a turn surprising in a generative work, where one
expects the ubiquitous distinction between the # bunk and debunk, or any other
illustration of lexical stress, she presents a more interesting contrast: amok vs. among vs.
a monk. The first and third items we would see in any standard GM analysis. But among
is unexpected: it is a common function word and not subject to the usual constraints.
Hanson remarks, in fact, that prepositions frequently subvert a constraint that requires the
subordination of a stress in weak position to the stress on its immediate right, as in
Donne’s “The Lamentations of Jeremy”:
And against mee all day, his hand doth fight (180)
W S W
S W S W S W S
Similarly, we find conjunctions and pronouns with stress in weak positions preceding a
weak word in the following strong position, to which they cannot be subordinated:
Seekes her at Rome, there, because hee doth know (Satyre 3.45)
Which himselfe on the Doctors did bestow (“La Corona” 46)
From lines such as these Hanson infers that, at least for Donne and Shakespeare, “strong
syllables of lexical words are treated one way, while those of nonlexical words and
phrases are treated another way.”126 Following Inkelas and Zec,127 she argues that “stress
is assigned to disyllabic [function] words according to the principle that the final syllable
will be stressed if and only if it is heavy, and to monosyllabic words if they are phrasefinal.”128 These are good and true statements about the phonological behavior of function
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words, but they do very little to explain their metrical behavior. And it is also quite true
that “within the context of the phonological phrase . . . the special status of non-lexical
words emerges,” because, unlike lexical words, they do not bear phrasal stress in final
position, as in the following sentence,
I always liked the boots that he died in
in which we feel the phrasal accent not on the preposition but on the verb.129 But compare
my construct above with the bad couplet below:
Jim was a man attentive to his sin;
I always liked the boots that he died in.
We can’t comfortably claim that the preposition takes phrasal stress, but neither does it
refuse it. Here we have a case of what ten Brink described as “hovering stress,” in which
the beat seems to linger over or around a syllable rather than to settle on it. So the
reluctance of postlexical categories to take phrasal stress in final position can be
complicated, if not entirely undermined, by adding a metrical context. Between the two
examples nothing in the sentence itself changed; only our expectations did.130 And
although the couplet’s pulse is not insistent enough to draw stress entirely from died, it
does equivocate it, and so we read the rhyme awkwardly—perhaps anisobarically, but
certainly with second thoughts.
Ultimately Hanson, like Kiparsky, capitulates, claiming that the difficulty in
constraining function words reveals not any deficiency in their theory but rather “a sense
of the obligatoriness of meter’s respect for lexical as opposed to nonlexical stress.”131 In
other words, although non-lexical stress is not exactly “irrelevant to the meter,” neither is
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it very relevant. A decade earlier, she and Kiparsky had made their case much plainer,
stating that “[g]rammatical words . . . are parsed into feet only within the context in
which they occur. . . . Thus, it is within the word that the rhythmic principles or prosodic
structure are most clearly manifested.”132 Because their theory does not work especially
well for function words, they, like so many metrists before them, relegate the variable to
performance. The reasoning is subtly circular. We cannot know the stress contour of nonlexical words except through lexical words, because lexical words create the rhythms that
define stress relations for non-lexical words.133 This is no different than claiming that a
word gets the beat because it falls on the ictus. Sometimes the ictus doesn’t get the beat.
And sometimes non-lexical words make or break a line’s meter.
The generative fetish for lexical stress privileges the weak position and, with it,
the polysyllabic word, so that two consequences emerge from the asymmetry. First, there
is no constraint on monosyllables, especially if they are weak; they can occur anywhere
in the line. Second, “meter does not restrict strong positions.”134 Generative metrists
therefore construct their grammars so that the meter is not compelled to place stresses in
strong positions. On the contrary, generative grammars only restrict where stresses
cannot occur.135 They therefore define meter negatively, not in terms of what must be
present in order to have it but instead in terms of what must be absent in order to prevent
not having it. The approach is odd but it does derive logically from prior principles.
Stepping back, we can now see that generative constraints are motivated by
bounding rules in the prosodic hierarchy, whose function is to keep the edges of domains
clear. The “strong tendency to restrict compounds in WS positions”; the “limits on
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putting Ss in W weak position when they are commanded by a node on their left” (i.e.
phrase-final): these restrictions, which Kiparsky hubristically deems “absolute” and
“clear cut,”136 are not statements about the meter but about the metrical phonology, the
prosodic component of language that guides our perception of rhythmic patterns but does
not itself constitute a poetic meter.
In fact, violations licensed at the left edges of domains, such as the beginning of
the line and the colon, “don’t reflect any special laxness of beginnings in and of
themselves, but rather the desirability of signaling the underlying structure.”137 Hanson’s
remark is deceptively simple and should not be taken lightly. Lurking within it is a
powerful new view of the function of what Jakobson called the verse instance, a
particular realization of the template or verse design, which it can approximate but never
embody. If the licenses poets use to stimulate their audiences and to breathe life into their
lines work by moving us closer to the underlying structure that we will never entirely
experience, then irregularity is decisive. We cannot signal the verse design by fulfilling
it; our brains do not perceive that way. (And in any case, no verse instance can fulfill its
verse design, as the latter is imaginary.) Rather, we perceive the structure by applying
pressure to it. The poets do so by varying from the metrical norm within limits.
Introducing odd rhythms can clarify rather than cloud the line. The purpose is to deform
in order to make clear.
If this is indeed the case, as I suspect it is, then the entire generative program has
gone about studying meter backward. For how can we come to appreciate a structure
when we are driven to define what it is not? Categorical rules, which are the generative
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raison d’être, must be got rid of, as their purpose is to eliminate ambiguity. But without
ambiguity there can be no discovery—no art.138 The central task of metrical theory, as
suggested in Hanson’s remark about licenses signaling the underlying structure, must be
not to divide lines into two categories—the wheat and the chaff—but to explain how
irregularity reveals what is regular and why the restored order so satisfies us. Because
they are blind to the aesthetic function of strangeness, generative techniques cannot do
this. They regard meter as “a rule-checking phenomenon” that must audit rhythmic
transactions.139 These rules are the great albatross on the generative neck. Attridge
derides the generative rule as an “abstract generalisation which obscures the metrical
features that underlie it.”140 Groves has gone even further, alleging that the “generativist
or text-based model cannot account for a listener’s ability to recognize metricality; worse,
its assumptions, if true, would render metre impossible to perceive by ear.”141 What
Groves seems to imply, and I believe correctly, is that the rules, even if true, do not
correspond to any concrete psychological event in the reader. We do not read lines of
poetry and unconsciously judge them metrical or unmetrical according to minute
trembling in the grammar. If we did, we would be frankly incapable of hearing any verse
at all.
More than any other program GM has drawn attention to those places in the line
that are most sensitive to linguistic and contextual pressures and likely to provoke a
misreading or, at the least, increase ambiguity. Unhappily for the linguist, however,
generative metrics has no way to represent or value the ambiguities it locates. Instead, it
strains to remove them.
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Against categorical rules we can raise a host of objections. First, they are
redundant: “it is a pervasive flaw of generative metrics that it repeats syntactic and
phonological analyses in the theory of meter.”142 If we assume that the meter works
through the material of its host language, then we do not need to include any of the host
rules in our metrical theory: they are simply given, so that “an arboreal representation of
meter [such as we find in GM] overspecifies metrical constituency.”143 Building this level
of redundancy into our theory has grave practical repercussions. As Attridge has noted,
because the metrical and grammatical rules encode for the same constraints, we can never
be certain “what is rhythmically important and what is not.”144 So lexical stress in a weak
position may, actually, have nothing to do with the meter but rather disrupts some
independent process local to the grammar. It may be a “side effect” and not a “cause.”
Second, categorical rules are descriptive, not explanatory. For this reason they
cannot distinguish true statements from significant ones.145 They succeed fantastically at
locating the syntactic and phonological mechanisms that mark the line’s sensitivities, but
they fail to explain why these positions, when violated, create such difficulty for the
reader. In fact, as Tsur observed long ago, these violations prove especially meaningful
for readers, and so any theory that excludes a functional account of the effect cannot
reconcile this basic paradox: the more discordant the violation, the greater its value when
reconciled in performance.146
Furthermore, unlike the statisticians, who infer principles from trends observed in
as expansive a survey of lines as possible, generative linguists deduce their rules from an
insufficiently large corpus.147 As a result, the rules rarely are categorical but instead
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reflect tendencies in individual poets’ styles. When one poet’s style differs from
another’s, the rules fail to explain why a given metrical figure is acceptable to one of
them but not to the other.148 Mostly, however, the rules just fail: “all criteria for
metricality hereto proposed have been violated by the greatest masters of musicality in
English poetry.”149 The problem with categorical rules is that by definition they cannot be
violated. But in poetry, whose purpose is to make simple things difficult, one can always
find a writer—even a canonical one—whose works contradict the rule. So however
powerful, however general, and however typical a rule may be, it will not do its job,
which is to divide absolutely all metrical lines (attested and merely possible) from all
unmetrical ones and so define category membership for that meter.
In a series of articles dating back to the early 1980s, Youmans challenged the
categorical rule’s stranglehold on generative metrics, urging a less “Aristotelian”
option.150 Over the years his position has remained remarkably consistent, and as more
evidence has accumulated, his claims, in my opinion, have been justified. Youmans
argues that categorical rules are not tenable: they admit too many exceptions, and
Youmans has spent half his career cataloguing them. For instance,
Some Jesuites, and two reverend men
Of our two Academies, I nam’d; There (Satyre 4.56-7)
or the familiar
Your business is not to catch men with show
What does a categorical rule do with such lines? We do not know because none has been
proposed for them. These lines are too much meter for such rules. And if we find
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ourselves time and again confronted by lines that we must label exceptions to our rule, it
is likely the rule rather than the line that is problematic. We must therefore withdraw the
claims that metricality is a fixed point or line that exactly divides metrical from
unmetrical and that it stands in opposition to complexity. If we define metricality
categorically, then the rules decide when a line is metered, regardless of how often it
occurs. It if occurs only once in ten thousand lines but meets the rule’s requirements, it is
metrical. If it occurs five thousand times in ten thousand but does not meet them, it is
unmetrical.151 These are not reasonable conclusions.
What if we reframe our definition so that it is not a line that separates acceptable
from unacceptable verses but a continuum of degrees of conformity or deviation from a
central prototype? Our rules would no longer need to be categorical because they would
state only the statistical significance of a metrical line: how normative it is, not how
“metrical.” Under this definition, extreme deviations from the prototype, predictably,
would be rare, whereas minor ones would be quite common. Echoing Wimsatt and
Tarlinskaja, Youmans cautions that
Metrical prototypes should not be confused with statistical norms, which
are patterns for the most common sort of verse line (the mode). Unlike
statistical norms, prototypes need have no exact counterparts in actual
verse. Pure white cannot exist in nature, and pure metricality might not
either.152
Metricality, then, is more of an ideal or figure of thought than a calculable value, in
which case there can be no “‘essential distinction’ between judgments of complexity and
metricality: the more complex a line is, the less likely it is to be judged metrical.”153 And
if judgments of complexity and metricality do not oppose, lines simply become more and
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more complex until, at some point, they gradually dissolve into disuse, because if a line is
too complex, it will find no audience and will cease to exist. If we wish to call that nonexistence unmetricality, so be it. But as for those lines that do find audiences, and that do
exist, their set “is inherently ‘fuzzy’ rather than well-defined.”154
Because it focuses so exclusively on the grammatical structure of the verse line, a
generative framework is incapable of recognizing the difference between the rhythm that
serves as input to the metrical judgment and the phrasal component that shape it in
successive stages of encoding and recoding. To the generativist, all rhythmic forms are
essentially linguistic, but in reality the obverse holds: “meter is a rhythmic, not a
linguistic, form,”155 and by refusing the distinction generative metrists eliminate the
“synthesizing cognitive powers of the perceiving subject.”156 We may call this the first
fallacy of generative metrics: to mistake the linguistic givens for the meter. Even
Tarlinskaja, who herself succumbs to the fallacy, recognizes that
There is no simple, one-to-one correlation between verse form and
linguistic givens. Even though the form of verse, and specifically of
metrical verse, is based on language-relevant phonological oppositions
and segmentation of the speech material, verse has its own conventional
rules and specific units.157
By failing to respect these conventions, most metrists
in their assigning stresses to words in verse, approach metrical verse
exactly the way they would approach prose. . . . But metrical verse is a
specific speech form, built according to the needs of meter, and it may
select such accentual variants of phrases that are not the most typical but
that happen to suit meter better in particular instances.158
Even Hayes, a stalwart generativist, has relented, noting, “there appear to be languages
[such as English] in which metrical structure is assigned just once and can be grossly
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deformed after it is assigned.”159 And Groves, a self-proclaimed “post-generativist,” has
argued that our grasp of the pentameter relates more to an experience of basic “fiveness”
than of ten syllables or positions.160
A second, related fallacy is the method’s text- or language-centered bias that
excludes from metrical analysis pauses, beats, or anything like a reader’s response.161
Because it defines the relevant metrical (and rhythmic) factors textually, and therefore
linguistically, it cannot accommodate meter’s psychological or perceptual salience. In
this respect, as Groves remarks, generative metrics resembles the taxonomic approach,
inheriting from it “a set of assumptions about the ontology of metrical form that are oddly
reminiscent of the text-centred approach of traditional metrics.”162 One consequence, as
easily witnessed in Kiparsky as in Wimsatt and Beardsley, is mistakenly to regard the
poem as a visual object that “spatializes rhythmic structures and gives them visual
status,” so that they “‘see’ things that cannot be heard, or are heard so faintly as to be
aesthetically negligible.”163 To banish time from the metrical and rhythmic structure,
then, follows logically from defining the poem as a static, spatial object whose organizing
patterns hang from the words “like plums waiting to be picked.”164
But as we have seen, pauses do play a part in our metrical experience. And
although Kiparsky may be correct to insist that time is not “a linguistic property,” he is
wrong to assume that meter is strictly linguistic. We cannot claim, then, with Halle and
Fabb, that “pauses have no metrical status.”165 On the contrary, as speakers of the
language, we ‘empathize’ the missing beat.166 Even as early as Abercrombie, some
linguists had emphasized this quality of “phonetic empathy,” by virtue of which “one
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must not suppose that because a silent stress is silent, it therefore does not exist for the
hearer.”167 A stress pulse can occur without any corresponding sound in the signal. The
pulse is not in the text or in the language: “Speech rhythm, and therefore the rhythm of
the verse, is in the speaker, and it is in the hearer in so far as he identifies himself with the
speaker.”168 We must be careful when working with meters. The very close relationship
between the materials that cue metrical structure and the meter itself tempts us, as Cable
warns, to confuse “the typographical representation of the line with the line itself.”169
Ignoring time, however, is a symptom of a much more systemic error. Because
generative metrics is “essentially a study of texts rather than a study of rhythmic
responses to texts,”170 it has a “tendency to reject the notion of a speaking subject.”171 In
other words, generative metrics not only banishes time by defining meter in spatial,
positional terms but it also abolishes the reader from the act of reading. Consequently, its
results generally fail to reflect the reader’s experience.172 A number of critics have seized
on this contradiction, Cureton most caustically:
If rhythm is abstract, a collection of cognitive schemata inferred from
language, then the object of investigation is inherently ‘subjective’ and an
approach to rhythm that eliminates from consideration the constructive
activities of the perceiving subject can only lead away from a productive
representation of this subjectivity.173
In a similar vein, Wesling mocks the theory “based on a linguistics that made dramatic
claims about how the mind works” but which entertains “no inquiries whatever into the
reader’s processive attention.”174 Meyer and Cooper hurled this proleptic reprimand: “To
experience rhythm is to group separate sounds into structured patterns . . . [not] as a
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series of discrete, independent units strung together in a mechanical, additive way like
beads, but as an organic process.”175
In the array of complaints we sense a common theme: generative critics tend to
treat meter arithmetically, or at the very least algorithmically, and in the process move us
further from a description of lived rhythmic experience. Decades ago, Wellek and Warren
contested the tendency, arguing that “[t]he meaning of verse simply cannot be ignored in
a theory of meter.”176 And more recently, Attridge offered this incisive demur:
One of the unsatisfying features of the generative approach is that, for all
the valuable insights it has thrown up about the permissible or forbidden
arrangements of syllable-types, it has lost touch with the material out of
which verse is fashioned: the sounds of the language moving rhythmically
through time, or, to be more accurate, the reader’s perception of that
rhythmic activity.177
One wonders what sort of reader the generativist has in mind. Is it Hollander’s “maker or
a reader with no memory and no range of reading”?178 Or perhaps the dystopian line
auditor who lacks an “auditory imagination” that “charges” the meter with conscious
significance?179
In fact, most critics who oppose the method cite its computational ends as the
most misguided (and misleading) of its many ambitions. For the linguists, a formal
statement of truly categorical rules quite definitively is the point. “They earnestly believe
that it is possible and desirable to devise such a set of rules,” Tsur writes snidely,
editorializing that “it is not possible to discover, nor desirable to devise, such a set of
rules,” because, if devised, “it would impair the artistic foundation of poetic rhythm.”180
Many share his grievance. According to Tsur, generative theory fails to grasp the
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essential difference between the aesthetic and communicative modes of speech, and in
doing so misjudges the very goal of any theory of meter, which is not only to define the
set of metrical lines (although this aim too may be a misguided) but, more importantly, to
explain its function: how and why does it work as art?
In other words, generative metrics makes no aesthetic allowances. All its efforts
go toward staking the line between metrical and unmetrical lines, but “nothing in their
approach has been able to demonstrate that the metricality or non-metricality of a line of
verse has much to do with either its aesthetic effect or its aesthetic value.”181 Of course,
linguists are not art critics and it would be foolish to expect them to share their values.
But literature is not a neutral corpus. Poetry is language systematically made strange in
order to elicit, confirm, or subvert cultural, philosophical, and even personal ideals in a
community of readers. It has its own rules, and those rules are not subservient to
grammar, although they may manifest through or in it.
So although we cannot, and should not, expect linguists to behave as literary
critics, we can fairly demand that they practice their own method tastefully, informed
adequately about the rules to which they may be blind. They must, that is, have an
aesthetic as well as a linguistic education. We would not take seriously a poet’s medical
study of the cartilage of the left knee if it demonstrated no knowledge of anatomy. When
we our work crosses disciplines, we must be informed equally in all of them.182 If we are
not, we risk underestimating “the uniqueness of the individual work of art”; “the role of
literary convention”; and the enormous significance of the unmarked category, which in
meter, is the beat.183
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Before finally closing the case against generative metrics, I must attend to its most
logical, and illogical, proposal: to define meter negatively, not by what it is but by what it
is not. In a method based on constraints, this tactic make sense, as the goal is to filter out
ill-formed candidates, assuming that, left to its own devices, meter, or any linguistic
module, will function properly. So we do not need to state what must be present for a
line, or a sentence, or a vowel to be well-formed; we need only state what cannot be
present: whatever would interfere with the default grammaticality (or metricality) of the
output.
Wimsatt was the first to attack this notion, balking, with his famous analogy, that,
if true, the rules would “bear to the metrical fact the same relation as a negative for a
photograph does to a positive print.”184 But according to him, it doesn’t even do that,
because the rule is not true (and the rule he has in mind—Halle and Keyser’s on
Chaucer—most definitely isn’t). Attridge follows suit, and later Groves, who memorably
calls the generative definition “mere absence of disqualification.”185 The problem, all
three men agree, is that constraints can filter but they cannot build; they lack an operator,
some intentional consciousness on which to work. Generative metrics supplies none. So
in the absence of a reader, a controlling mind, it proposes a static pattern and a handful of
rules that must be stated negatively in order to “weed out” unmotivated or taboo
structures. For this reason, the theory cannot account for monosyllables or non-lexical
words: beat placement is not entirely predictable on these items. Nothing in the rules can
tell us where to put the beat, only where not to put it. Either the theory needs an
additional component that controls beat placement on monosyllables and function words,
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or it must restate its definition to be positive, to state what constitutes a line rather than
what disqualifies it.
Though friendly with generative methods, Martin Duffell has further argued that
by defining meter negatively, the theory “underdetermines the properties of the line: it
makes no attempt to predict some of the important and statistically verifiable features of
metrical lines [such as] the distribution of weak syllables.”186 Do weak syllables matter in
meter? Consider these lines, one categorically metrical according to generative rules and
the other unmetrical:
Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck. Duck.
Groping back to bed after a piss (“Sad Steps” 1)
Which is which? I wrote the first, Philip Larkin the second. The first has no content, no
interest, no rhythm, no art. The second toys playfully with a Renaissance conceit and
stumbles, like a man half-asleep and looking at the moon, exactly where it should.
According to the rules of generative metrics, the first is metrical, the second unmetrical.
Why? Because the first line violates no rules, despite having no internal structure
whatsoever and so, actually, not being metrical or unmetrical, whereas the second does.
But both lines depend on “weak syllables” as defined generatively. None of the identical
pulses in the firings of ducks can be said to be “strong,” just as the offender in Larkin’s
line is not the strong but the weak syllable:
(x)

/ x

/

x

/

/ x x /

Groping back to bed after a piss
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(The constraint that it violates mistakenly attributes unmetricality to the first syllable of
after in weak position, when the actual source of tension comes from the metrical pause
inserted between the clashing stresses. As emphasized at the start, our definitions limit
what tools we can use, and a clash-relieving pause is not a part of the GM toolkit.) So it
does seem that weak syllables play an important role in meter. Consequently, any theory
of meter that excludes them is inadequate.
The final charge against this style of criticism, that it arbitrarily privileges weak
positions over strong ones, has an ardent proponent in Tom Cable, who maintains that
“the conditions that give W less ictus than S are the same conditions that give S more
ictus than W.”187 His objection rests on the notion that a line’s positions—if it has any—
must be codependent and therefore equal. It is a sensible view with much to recommend
it. Groves, generously, has reframed the problem so that the constraints on weak positions
can be stated positively as “ways of ruling out structures in which beats are inhibited
from falling in S-positions.”188 But despite its clever shift of focus, the definition is still
negative, only now the weak position promotes its neighbor, where previously it had been
indifferent, at least explicitly (that is, formally). Youmans and Li muster a stronger
defense, drawing on the evidence from metrical and prosodic phonologies, which, they
repeat, have always “treated phonological S and W positions asymmetrically.” As they
explain,
Within metrical phonology, it is impossible to measure whether one
unstressed syllable is more salient than another even if the two syllables
are adjacent. . . . Theoretically, then, all unstressed syllables are compared
directly with one (and only one) stressed syllable; whereas stressed
syllables are compared directly with one, two, or more syllables.189
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What they describe here is the relational constraint on well-formedness that projects
prominence from one level in the hierarchy to another. Weak sisters can be compared
only within their immediate constituent, but strong sisters (heads) can be compared
across constituents, so that the stronger the sister—the higher the number of strong nodes
that dominate it—the more comprehensive its “reach” through the hierarchy. The strong
positions, Youmans and Li argue, can be contrasted not only with weak positions but also
with one another. This increases the reach, and as the reach increases, so do its
importance and, crucially, its vulnerability. The weak positions must therefore be
constrained in order to prevent the strong positions from being realized improperly or not
at all. And because the fourth and tenth positions are strongest, the third and ninth must
be the most constrained. Otherwise, their reach will be cut and the structure will collapse.
They also, like Groves, claim that the constraints “can be restated as positive
prescriptions: all especially salient syllables must be aligned with S positions. As for less
salient syllables, they are freer to fall where they may.”190
Does this deflect Cable’s criticism? Unfortunately for Youmans and Li, it does
not. From the claim, though true, that metrical phonology treats strong and weak
constituents asymmetrically it does not follow that the prosodist should treat metrical
constituents asymmetrically. Phonological structures shape metrical structures but they
do not define them. Neither does it follow that by restating the constraint as a positive
prescription we make the mechanism any less negative. It still prohibits the failed
realization of the strong position. And why, in any case, do we assume that the function
of weak positions is not reciprocal with that of strong positions? Beats and offbeats
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contribute in different ways to rhythmic perception. It is odd to claim that the purpose of
offbeats is to guarantee the beat without completing the thought: the purpose of beats is
to be perceived, and they can be perceived only against the intervals that divide them.
As for the “less salient syllables”: they often make the difference between an easy
reading and a labored one. I will end this long moratorium on generative metrics by
looking at three lines by Robert Frost from his narrative poem “The Black Cottage,” and
against them we will test Youmans and Li’s prescription:
“There are bees in this wall.” He struck the clapboards,
Fierce heads looked out; small bodies pivoted.
We rose to go. Sunset blazed on the windows. (125-7)
The first and last clauses in these lines present a pleasing symmetry. Both are metrically
problematic, and both move singly in their paces. The poem is in pentameter, so we
cannot read the first line with four beats. Rather, we must decide what to do with the first
six monosyllables, four of them weak function words, in order to find the requisite five
beats. To be fair, one of the two lexical words—though neither has lexical stress—does
not “align” with its strong position. But I hear it as quirk that quickens the half-line:
x

x

/ x

x

/

x

/

/

\

“There are bees in this wall.” He struck the clapboards
W S W S W S W
S W S (W)
By contrast, the second half slows noticeably, nearly stopping before it stops. The very
strong secondary stress on –boards harbors the fifth beat, with a slight but vital pause
separating it from clap- and treating it, against the grammar, as its own phonological
word. (Compounds typically form a single P-word.) Can we honestly say that the less
salient syllables in this line “fell as they might”? Or that the more salient syllables needed
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to be aligned with strong positions? I don’t think so. The fifth beat is, technically, not in a
metrical position at all, unless we conjure up a few feet to make anapests, a solution
unattractive to any metrist and impossible to the generativist. Nevertheless, I personally
have heard few lovelier lines.
The third line offers its own challenges:
x

/ x /

/ x

/

x

x

/ x

We rose to go. Sunset blazed on the windows.
W S W S W S W
S W S (W)
Again I find no credence in Youmans and Li’s prescription. Two of five strong positions
are misaligned, and although the phonological phrase sanctions lexical stress in the weak
fifth position, and although the stress in position seven is not lexical, the rhythm is no less
complicated for the allowances. The five beats are easy enough to hear, but a generative
reading does not count them, because beats are timed, and “time is not a linguistic
property.” A case like this exposes restatements such as those of Groves and Youmans
and Li as mere semantic games. Technically, the line violates no categorical rule,
although, with its complexity, only certain poets would be willing to write it. (Most
would not dare.) But looking closely at the weak positions, I again ask, can we honestly
claim that the salient syllables need to dock at strong positions? Or that Frost shook the
less salient syllables over the line like metrical crumbs, indifferent to their placement?
The line says no.191
I have dwelled on generative metrics for so long in this chapter for two reasons.
First, it is the single most unified and authoritative metrical theory currently applied to
poems. As such, it deserves a thorough examination. Second, it is responsible for
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discovering the hierarchical structure of emergent meter (which the generative metrist
mistakes for the template, which is flat). And although I disagree vehemently with many,
if not most, of the theory’s principles, it has, unwittingly and somewhat ironically,
furnished us with a most comprehensive catalogue of rhythmic problems raised by poets
writing in the English long line. For the past fifty years the method has finely scrutinized
the line’s prosodic boundaries and their effects on structural transparence, drawing our
attention to the grouping strategies that make the line clear or dark. But in its rage for
order, the theory has made an irrevocable blunder. It has misunderstood the aesthetic
value of ambiguity, and, in doing so, misrepresented metrically difficult lines as botched
attempts to write simpler or more regular lines. By starting from this mistaken premise, it
cannot help but come to mistaken conclusions. As a collection of descriptive statements,
generative metrics works wonderfully, but as a theory it fails, for it cannot explain what it
describes.
If the two Romes, statistical in the East and generative in the West, both yield
useful techniques and register welcome facts but ultimately fall short of an adequate
theory, for what, then, must an adequate theory account? The two dominant schools share
a prominent omission: the metrical reader. Statistical and generative methods necessarily
make formal statements about, in one case, probabilities of occurrence in the corpus, and,
in the other, principles that define the set of well-formed verse lines for a meter. In either
case the reader’s participation in the metrical process would be an appendix to the true
focus: inferences and principles.
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Minds make sense of metrical information. Any theory of meter must begin there,
not with texts but with minds. Peter Groves has drafted a “post-generative” synthesis that,
although hospitable to the mapping rules that fix rhythmic lines to a template, also makes
space for an audience that hears them. This turn toward cognition forces his framework to
admit readership into its formal architecture. Sympathetic to this goal, Richard Cureton
further refines it by claiming that rules in a metrical theory are useful only in so far as
they “elucidate the psychological-stylistic choices available” to the poet or reader, who
would then assess those choices against the background of unrealized alternatives.192
We are gradually building an alternative to the text-determined, rule-checking,
software style of metrics that has preoccupied prosody for almost six decades. In my
alternative I will question whether defining metricality as a bounded set is worth the
intellectual effort. I will also ask whether “difficult” may be a more appropriate term than
“complex” for those metrical lines that in some way defy our expectations. Moreover, if
we start by defining metricality as a perceptual judgment rather than as a textual
property, we are free to challenge the unjustified notion that meter is a passive prosodic
audit rather than an interpretative process.
Like a generative theory, mine will focus on the sensitivities in line structure that
are prone to erosion, such as the third, fourth, ninth, and tenth positions (or second and
fifth beats), but unlike GM my theory will assign the nuance not to constraints in the
textual or phonological grammar but in the reader’s cognitive grammar. As we will see,
when poets or readers apply pressure to these stations in the hierarchy, often the resulting
rhythm breaches the limits of our ability to process information into coherent and
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meaningful shapes. Poets avoid these patterns not for any inherent ungrammaticality in
them but because they too greatly tax the reader’s competence.
To build a proper framework for our theory, we must first turn to the problem of
perception, because meter is, in itself, a perceptual process. Along the way we will ask
again what the English line measures, and how, as readers, we learn to measure it.

How to Hear a Beat
Although the prosodic signal from which we extract metrical information encodes
prominence contrasts as degrees of stress, we experience prominence as a beat. Meter,
then, is not a matter of stresses but of the beats that stressed syllables often carry,
although, of course, not all stressed syllables carry beats and not all beats are stressed.
In order for the human mind to perceive a beat, several conditions must be met.
One is acoustic. We prefer that the time between beats (or “interonset intervals”) be not
shorter than 200 milliseconds and not longer than 1.2 seconds, with a beat optimally
occurring every 0.5 to 0.75 seconds (or between 500 and 750 milliseconds). Patel notes
that within this range listeners can accurately judge the interval between beats and so
correctly predict when a beat will occur. However, when the tempo slows or quickens to
a pace outside this narrow range, accuracy drops sharply, indicating that our ability to
find and interpret information in the signal is biologically constrained. (Check your own
performance of a line of iambic pentameter. You will find, if you neither rush nor linger
but pronounce the syllables at an appropriate tempo, you will sound a beat approximately
once every half-second. Most readers require two and a half to three seconds to complete
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a pentameter line.) This preferred pace is called the tactus, and it is where we focus our
attention:
B

B

B

B

B

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day
0.4
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.6
In my performance of this line, the tactus has a tempo of 2.8 seconds, with beats
occurring, on average, every 0.56 seconds.
If I rush the line or linger over it, individual syllables begin to blur, and the line’s
beats are less distinct. Tapping to a count of five grows increasingly difficult as I speed
the line up or slow it down. Not all the beats disappear, however. Specifically, I will
continue to tap “at other tempi that are simple divisors or multiples” of the tactus,193
which serves as the “internal time-keeper” from which other levels in the metrical
hierarchy are generated or projected:194

x

x
x

x
x
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x
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x x

2nd projection
1st projection
tactus

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day
The relationship between the tactus and its multiples in the hierarchy is crucial, because
hearing a beat requires hearing at least the potential of a pulse on a level beneath it.195 So
we can tap at tempi quicker or slower than the tactus if they are “simple divisors or
multiples” of it, because only tempi that are hierarchical projections of the tactus count as
its “multiples.”196 (We must be careful not to assume that these projections are “in” the
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metrical template. They emerge from the cyclic application of grouping preferences on
rhythmic information.)
When we read a verse line, we are most aware of the beats as they tick off
interonset intervals. But as we read the beats—our tactus in the English decasyllable—we
are also aware of levels above it in the hierarchy, most conspicuously the colon and the
line. There is a reason we tend to pause at these moments, whether or not the verse
requires us to: they are projections of the prominence relationships among syllables, and,
like divisors and multiples, they are intuitively present in the preferred tempo. We tap to
them too. Significantly, projections exist whether or not the signal is linguistic, indicating
that metrical hierarchies, even in poetry, are not necessarily phonological. It is far likelier
that phonological hierarchies reflect a more fundamental constraint on perception that
governs any pattern-finding activity, whether musical or literary. It is possible that the
constraint applies even to visual arts such as architecture, painting, and sculpture, in
which our interpretation of space is ordered mathematically.
Projections above the tactus are familiar to us because, instinctively, we feel that
the second and fifth beats in a line somehow are stronger than the others. But projections
below the tactus must be explored in more detail. Below the beat is the pulse. A pulse is a
simple perceptual event, a moment of attention. A beat is a special kind of pulse, either
by being louder, longer, or stronger than other pulses, or else it is simply “marked for
consciousness.” If we think back to the tiered template from generative metrics, we will
recall that the strongest positions correspond to the terminal constituents of branching
nodes:
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Hearing the potential of a beat at some level farther up the hierarchy simply means that
we know it branches and therefore constitutes a strong node, which we experience as
prominence: a beat. Lerdahl and Jackendoff likewise attribute beat strength to
hierarchical structure, adding that the periodicity of beats “is reinforced from level to
level.”197 The higher the projection, the stronger its beat will be. Conversely, if meter
were flat, it would not oppose even two values, and we would not have projections above
or below the tactus. The question, then, cannot be whether meter is hierarchical; rather, it
must be how hierarchical is meter, and when and how does that hierarchy emerge?198
One source of the emerging hierarchy may involve the silences or gaps we
experience between beats, where our expectations remain unconfirmed. Recent studies
suggest that the tactus draws our attention not to the beats but to their interonset
intervals.199 In part the phenomenon is an effect of Weber’s Law and what music
theorists call the Just Noticeable Difference between two stimulus events, a time
“proportional to their absolute length plus a constant of minimal discrimination,” which,
in music, has a threshold of 250 milliseconds, below which the two events merge and
become indistinguishable.200 In support of this hypothesis, Lerdahl and Jackendoff further
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argue that, in contrast to the interonset intervals that divide them, “beats do not have
duration, [as they are] idealizations . . . inferred from the musical signal.” Much of our
information about metrical structure may therefore come not from the prominences but
from the depressions that isolate and accent them.201 (We should not interpret this
discovery as evidence in support of the generative privileging of weak positions. Instead,
the importance of the spaces between beats validates Cable’s critique: multiple EEG and
MEG studies confirm that beats and offbeats require each other or neither can be
perceived.)
Moreover, beat perception is not a passive auditory response to a stimulus but
involves, for example, “cultural influences” that affect the listener’s ability to parse
rhythmic information into stable and intelligible groups. Snyder et al. recently determined
that “people raised in North America find it difficult to produce complex metrical
patterns, especially in the absence of exogenous cues and even when provided with
musical stimuli to aid them in tapping accurately.”202 Their research suggests that pattern
recognition is, at least in part, culturally entrained. Americans grow up listening to simple
meters; as adults we struggle to tap to complex ones. Moreover, entrainment is not
limited to music. Vuust et al. show that tapping to an ordinate rhythm against a
subordinate rhythm in the same signal (as in polyrhythms) activates Brodmann area 47, a
part of the brain associated with language, not music.203 And Nozaradan et al. recorded
the EEG readings of subjects asked to think of a particular meter. By merely imagining
the meter in the absence of any stimulus the listeners entrained themselves to its beat
frequency.204 In contradiction to the generative view that meter exists whether anyone
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hears or reads it, like some immutable Leibnizian monad, these studies show that meter
cannot exist unless it is perceived, and furthermore its perception alters the metrical
structure.
For instance, once they have been formed, our metrical expectations can “tolerate
a good deal of counterevidence in the form of accented events at nonbeat locations or
weak events at beat locations.”205 Imagine a reader happily skimming Pope’s Rape of the
Lock, internalizing hundreds of lines with predictable rhythms. How would that reader
then respond to the following (fictional) line?
Belinda grew sad as he cut her hair
Or this even less probable one:
She had so little of it to spare
Long experience among readers of poetry, and longer introspection, tells me that in the
first example, which Pope would not have written, the customary response is not to
abandon the iambic pentameter template that has worked so well for so long, but rather to
re-read the line so as to repair the “defect” by pausing, against the phonological structure,
at “grew” in order to create a phrase boundary where none exists:
Belinda grew || sad as he cut her hair
The phantom boundary allows the reader to place a beat on both “grew” and “sad” and
therefore to free its rhythm from the threat of triple time:
x / x

/

/ x x / x

/

Belinda grew || sad as he cut her hair
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Crucially, this reading is not supported by the line’s prosody but it nevertheless can be
learned, just as polyrhythm can be entrained, and experienced readers who find that by
performing a pause within the phonological phrase (where linguistically no pause should
be) they can prevent the line from losing a beat will do so. There is more to write about
this rhythm, and I will return to it below. For now it is enough to know that typically a
reader will employ alternative grouping preferences, if any are available, in order to
preserve his or her expectations rather than replace them with new ones.
How much “counterevidence” can we “tolerate” before we are forced to change
strategies and read the line differently—as a new meter? The answer depends as much on
historical circumstances as it does on cognitive constraints. For instance, in the fifteenth
or nineteenth century even the second line might survive in a five-beat, ten-syllable
context:
She had so little of it to spare
Perhaps we will read an implied beat after it if we place a prior beat on of:
x

/ x / x / x x

/

She had so little of it to spare
^
Implied beats and offbeats have been empirically verified: they are no longer the
fantasies of timers like George Stewart. Using complex modeling software, David
Temperley ran experiments demonstrating that beats may or may not coincide with
events in the musical signal.206 Of course, it is unlikely that Pope himself ever heard them
or, had he written the line above, which he never would have done, intended them to be
heard by others. His culture entrained him to expect correspondences between syllables
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and beats or offbeats. Nevertheless, it is significant that readers and poets in other times
and cultures have no difficulty matching beats or offbeats to absences in the signal. The
construct, although inauthentic in Pope’s time, made a perfectly good decasyllable for
George Ashby, as we will see in Chapter Eight, just as it did for Browning in his more
whimsical specimens. The point, however, is not that culture, period, and person
influence expectation (although this is also true and important) but rather that whatever
expectations we do have will withstand even gaps in the signal, if we have learned what
do with them. As we encounter challenges to our expectations, we shape the signal so
that it better fits those expectations, or, when that is not possible, we adopt new
expectations that better fit the signal. In either case, “[m]etrical structure appears to
influence the perceived complexity of patterns,”207 so that the structure itself “must
continuously be adjusted to fit [what] is heard.”208
Such continuous revision would not be possible if we did not simplify the signal’s
information. Studies by E.F. Clarke and H. Schulze strongly indicate that we perceive not
only beats but also their interonset intervals categorically, so that an event belongs to one
category or another, much like a phoneme.209 Distinctions in length between interonset
intervals tend to collapse, just as prominence distinctions do. The interval is either within
the expected range for that meter (for example, duple or triple) or it is not, just as a pulse
either is or is not a beat. And because categorical judgments affect the time between beats
as well as the beats themselves, we become “forward-scanning” as we habituate to the
tactus: we use the categories to predict what will occur. In this sense, when we perceive
beats, it is by anticipation rather than reaction.210 As Peter Groves memorably comments,
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“To a great extent our linguistic perception creates the object that it contemplates,” which
is “not a thing . . . but a percept: in part a creation of our pattern-hungry minds.”211
In a 2005 experiment, Iversen, Repp, Chen, and Patel gave this idea a powerful
new twist. They asked subjects to listen to two-note patterns in which it was not clear
which note was to be accented. The subjects were then asked to impose a downbeat on
one of the notes in one half of the sequences, and then, in the other half, to impose it on
the other note. Patel and his colleagues then took magnetoencephalographic (MEG) scans
of the listeners’ brains as they performed the task. The authors found that when a listener
interpreted one of the notes as a downbeat—that is, imposed it arbitrarily—the MEG
scans showed increased neural activity in a specific frequency band (the beta range,
between 20-30 Hz) associated with the motor system, a correlation indicating that the
brain had synchronized its motor and auditory systems even in the absence of any
movement, and although the two tones were acoustically identical.212 The researchers
then ran a control experiment in which the two tones were in fact acoustically distinct,
with one clearly accented. They performed the same scans and found the same increased
neural activity in the beta range in the brains of listeners who had heard and not merely
imagined downbeats. From this replication they concluded that our minds actively shape
the incoming metrical signal and do not passively register it.213
Paradoxically, evidence for this conclusion can be found also in the behavior of
patients with acquired arrhythmia, who have lost one or more of their rhythmic abilities
due to some form of brain trauma. Experiments show that rhythmic abilities can be
selectively disrupted or impaired, and that damage to an area of the brain can dissociate
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tasks that require simple discrimination of temporal patterns from those requiring the
evaluation or production of periodic patterns. For example, Peretz, Brattico, and
Tervaniemi examined a patient who could process pitch patterns but could not reproduce
them.214 Peretz, Liegeois-Chauvel, et al. found that patients with lesions in the anterior
left or right superior temporal gynus had significantly more trouble on metrical tasks (e.g.
identifying a waltz) than on temporal discrimination tasks (e.g. judging the lengths
between tones to be the same or different).215 Pressing, Wales, and Wilson report on a
right temporo-parietal stroke victim who could discriminate nonmetrical rhythms but who
could not discriminate metrical patterns or produce a steady pulse.216 And in his study of
the rehabilitative effects of rhythm on patients with movement disorders, Michael Thaut
implicated a diverse network of motor regions in rhythmic processing. Keeping track of
differences in the rhythmic signal stimulated activity in the right prefrontal, anterior
cingulate, intraparietal, and posterior cerebellar regions and hemispheres. Attention to
repeated patterns, by contrast, activated bilateral opercular premotor areas, bilateral SII,
the ventral prefrontal cortex, the anterior insula, putamen, and thalamus; and, in the
cerebellum, ipsilateral (controlling movement on the same side of the body as the brain
hemisphere) vermal and anterior regions. The distribution of activity in different tasks
suggests that we attend differently to sameness than we do to difference, and that the two
kinds of attention are then reconciled at a later stage in rhythmic processing.217 The
collective implication of these studies is hard to ignore: meter is a brain-based activity,
distinct from judgments about pitch, time, and rhythm, although implicated in all three.218
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It coordinates with but does not emerge from the signal, whether musical (and so
acoustic) or poetic (and so graphic).

What is Meter For?
These insights compel us to ask a seemingly foolish question: what is meter for?
Patel and his colleagues believe it to be a movement synchronization device, similar to
Liberman’s motor theory of speech perception.219 Justin London agrees, defining meter
as a “perceptually emergent property of a musical sound” that is a form of entrainment or
attunement, linking our “biological activity with regularly recurring events in the
environment.”220 And in two recent studies, researchers discovered that the basal
ganglia—an extremely primitive motor region of the brain—may be involved in
maintaining our beat expectations.221 As early as 1956, Leonard Meyer had urged a motor
theory of musical meter, defining it as
a set or series of regularly coincident mental or motor responses which,
once brought into play as part of the response to a given stimulus, follow a
previously ordered course, unless inhibited or blocked in some way.222
Four years later he would revive the notion with Grosvenor Cooper, noting, “[a] sense of
regular pulses, once established, tends to be continued in the mind and musculature of the
listener, even though the sound has stopped.”223 But London’s unique contribution has
been to underline the changing, dynamic quality of that response. First we engage a
signal and abstract from its variance to create “a stable, recurring pattern of attentional
energy,” the meter.224 Then, having internalized our representation of its recurrence, we
use it as a “feed-forward value” to shape our expectations of what is coming later in the
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signal. At this stage we project patterns as much as we discover them, and sometimes
more.225 David Huron has observed that these projections appear as schemas,226 which
are
organized sets of memories about sequences of events . . . which are built
up as we notice regularities in the environment. . . . Schemas function as
norms or sets of ideas about how things usually are, and allow us to move
through situations without having to repeatedly evaluate every detail and
its meaning.227
We will continue to project the schema, even against contradictory evidence in the signal,
until too much discordance prevents us from recognizing the two to be in a state of
compliance. There is, therefore, a direct correlation between limits on metrical wellformedness in a listener’s attention (and in the sensorimotor tasks that accompany it) and
complexity in the pattern.228
Cooper and Meyer famously define accent as “a stimulus (in a series of stimuli)
which is marked for consciousness in some way.”229 Their own italics underscore the
crucial roles of attention and expectation, both in metrical discovery and in its
perpetuation. “Perception is not simply a product of what is in the environment: the
viewer plays an active, though normally unconscious, part in determining what he
perceives.”230 The relationship between expectation and motor response is well
documented.231 And the bond is not limited to meter, although it presents powerfully
there.232 London has usefully framed perception as a kind of selective ignorance of
stimuli in the environment: its task is not to locate changes but to determine what does
not change. The invariant qualities form “expectancy windows” and most of what falls
outside them does not register in our consciousness. Perception, then, prepares us to
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accept certain kinds of information and to reject others, thus controlling our experience
through “anticipatory schema.”233
David Huron’s research on expectation supports London’s claims. Huron writes
that “[l]isteners appear to be sensitive to the frequency of occurrence of various rhythmic
patterns, and their cognitive processing of rhythmic information is disposed to interpret
stimuli in terms of familiar preexisting rhythms.”234 For Huron, frequency of occurrence
correlates directly with our ability to perceive an object at all. Drawing on the HickHyman Law of Learning, which states that the speed at which an organism processes
information is inversely related to the novelty of the stimulus, Huron concludes: “When
reaction time is plotted against information in bits, there is a linear relationship: the
greater the information content, the slower the reaction time.”235 Information content
equals the amount or degree of variance, in that invariant features are not, in this sense,
informative. The Law of Learning suggests that accurate expectations are “biologically
valuable in two ways”:
First, successful anticipation allows us to optimize our arousal levels and
so minimize our expenditure of energy. . . . Second, [it] has a facilitating
effect on attention [so that] when listening to sounds, we do not pay
attention equally at all moments. Instead, auditory attention is directed at
particular moments in time. Specifically, attention is choreographed to
coincide with the most likely moments of stimulus onsets.236
Choreographed is a telling word and recalls London’s “entrainment” of the body’s motor
responses to musical beats. Unsuccessful anticipation, however, predictably has the
opposite effect: it scatters our attention, drains our energy, and disturbs our arousal. And
because our brains take more time to absorb information that is new rather than old,
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“[p]rocessing difficulty is one of the symptoms of inaccurate expectation.”237 It is for this
reason that we pause at lines that confound us metrically, reading them twice or more
before moving on to recover our rhythm. Stumbling over the interruption amounts to
nothing more than comparing stored information—a memory of that meter—and
anticipating its return.

Memory and Meter
Storing information is not inherently useful. Biologically, in fact, it is quite
taxing. Our memories, therefore, must serve some anticipatory purpose: they do not so
much recall past perceptions as prepare us for future perceptions.238 They do so by
working acoustically from the bottom up. Stimuli in our echoic memory, where the inner
ear converts sounds into nerve impulses, last for less than one second. At this stage the
information is raw: continuous, jumbled data. The impulses then route to a module that
extracts individual features from the data stream and sends the features to another module
that binds them together into discrete categories. Extracting features from the data stream
and binding them together, the brain simplifies sensory information, which it then feeds
into long-term memory, where it activates those parts of our long-term memory activated
by similar past events. Long-term memory thus acts “as something like a filter,
determining which aspects of our environment we are aware of at a given time.”239 How
we process sound—heard or imagined—explains why we are able to hold on to a metrical
schema despite contradicting evidence in the signal: “New long-term memories are thus
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encoded largely in terms that are already familiar: new memories are built up largely out
of the elements of older memories.”240
Short-term memory, which runs simultaneous to this process, holds our
conscious, immediate experience only for a period of three to five seconds, if new
information has not yet already recaptured it.241 Moreover, limitations in long-term
memory processing—it can access, at most, only five “chunks” of information at a
time—effectively spill most of the extracted, bound information into the mental void, so
that very few perceptual categories make it into conscious awareness at all.242 The waste
is just as well, though, because short-term memory, running parallel with this data drop,
can process only one chunk of information at a time, using the final feature in each chunk
as a recall cue for the next chunk.243 (Studies show that prosodic boundaries function
similarly in speech and in poetry.244) And because any object outside the three-to-five
second window of short-term memory perceptually does not exist, our brains constantly
engage cuing in order to recall—or sustain—the experience we are having right now at
this moment.
Experimental research on memory and anticipation has diverse implications for
meter. First, we must reconsider what it means for a line to be metrical. By metrical I
presume we mean organized, in which case what we mean to say is that rhythmically the
line is capable of being processed. In order to be processed, it must meet the cognitive
constraints that determine whether an event can be recalled, and, if recalled, whether its
recall correctly anticipates future stimuli. Second, we must consider metrical complexity
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within the context of how much new information the reader can (or is willing to) process
in the act of reading.
Let me be more specific. The average pentameter line, read carefully, at a
moderate pace, fits barely within our short-term memory, so that we are able to remain
aware of the line’s beginning by the time we reach its end. However, if we read in this
way we would forget each previous line as soon as we read the following one. (It would
also force us to ignore all subtleties of enjambment.) More important, all lines differ, at
least a little, and this constant variation forces us to slow down even further, so that when
we encounter some rhythmic irregularity, we typically exceed the five-second limit, in
effect forgetting the line before it is over. Of course, we don’t actually read as amnesiacs.
We have devised more effective strategies for “chunking” the line, breaking it up into
smaller, more manageable units that cue one another and which, as you have likely
inferred, correspond to the hierarchical levels modeled by Youmans, Kiparsky, and
Hayes. The act of reading a line, then, is more about preserving the schema by chunking
rhythmic information than about testing the line against categorical rules.
When the reader finds a solution to the line’s rhythmic difficulties—quickly
matching them to a prototype, thus cuing long-term memory and reinforcing the
perception as a stable, single, familiar event—the mind stores that solution as an
anticipatory schema to be used on future lines. When lines do not group easily, or at all,
they become blocked from activating long-term memory and so likewise fail to cue,
leading to their disappearance from consciousness.245 Ambiguous patterns frustrate our
intuitive desire for sharp, clean contrasts, not because such contrasts are inherently good
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but because they reduce the amount of work memory must perform in order to make
predictions. “Very unexpected events need to be recirculated [in short-term memory] for
a longer time,”246 an undesirable task when the goal of perception is to form stable
categories very quickly. “Chunked” information stored in long-term memory frees up our
conscious awareness for more immediate objects by reducing memories to categories:
exemplars of events rather than records of them. “Chunking” also enhances differences
between categories and suppresses the differences within them, making both recall and
anticipation as binary as possible.247 Metrical categories, such as strong and weak, help to
predict beat placement by simplifying the line’s grammatical content and therefore
reducing its information load.248 For instance, Katz et al. find that metrical irregularity
significantly raises N400 amplitude, which is associated with difficulties in lexical and
semantic processing. Metrical regularity, however, does not, suggesting that our ability to
parse syntactic and lexical information depends heavily on meter. And in an earlier
experiment, Katz and Schmidt-Kassow determined that metrical cues are processed in the
brain before syntactic cues (thus falsifying Kiparsky’s hypothesis that meter is reducible
to word-structure and syntax).249 As early as 1977, Cutler and Foss had shown that
predicting or anticipating stress helps to guide attention and to free up working
memory.250 When we are able to predict the beat, we no longer need to listen for it.

Meter and “Perceptual Shape”
This process crucially depends on the “chunking” procedure that activates longterm memory by cuing related stored information. But how exactly does the mind
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“chunk” information? The Gestalt psychologists who first posed the question recognized
five strategies for forming stable perceptual shapes—for “chunking.” The first strategy
they called “the factor of objective set”; its goal is to prolong the order in a grouping
sequence as long as possible. The second is “the factor of uniform density,” which states
that a change affecting a part of a group affects the whole.251 The third involves “the
factor of direction”: parts moving in a common direction tend to be grouped. Fourth, “the
factor of closure” prefers closed to open forms, certain to uncertain. And fifth, the mind
prefers familiar to unfamiliar forms: “the factor of habit.” To these we can add the Gestalt
Law of Prägnanz, which dictates that “psychological organization will always be as
‘good’ as the prevailing conditions allow.”252 “Good” in this context means simple,
symmetrical, and regular, with simplicity an especially salient quality, as it breaks down
structural patterns into cleaner and more memorable shapes.253 By applying these
strategies and complying with the Law, we create a mental set, or a preparedness to
respond to stimuli by expectation rather than discovery. Mental sets are “informationholding systems,” and they aid in our ability to store data in such a way that they can be
available to working memory in combinations other than those in which they first
appeared.254 And because these sets reduce mental clutter by breaking down wholes into
parts, which are then accessible to priming, they free up perceptual energies to engage
more difficult or conflicting patterns. In other words, they raise our tolerance for noise.255
Recent research shows that the brain processes information on parallel levels or along
parallel circuits, so that, for example, our short-term and echoic memories operate
simultaneously. This processing model leaves room in the subject’s (or the reader’s)
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mind for divergent patterns, so that a higher incidence of interference does not result in as
much distortion. If an engineer runs two programs on a computer at once, each program
has less memory to work with. Our model represents running them on separate,
networked drives.

Memory, Anticipation, and Metrical “Warp”
In order to limit the energy required to access old information, the mind stores
only the surface structure of sentences in a kind of “echo box” until it can recode them
later to retain the deep structure.256 If we think of the parallel circuits in our brain as
channels, Gestalt techniques increase the channel capacity by simplifying, clarifying, and
making the chunks symmetrical. That is, when we listen to or read rhythms, we articulate
them, breaking the whole into parts, and we require their structures, demanding that each
part be present in order to perceive the whole.257 When the brain reaches the upper limit
of its capacity to process information, it appeals to these devices in order to reduce its
load. If the strain is too much, it will, as Meyer predicts, revert to one of three
possibilities:
As soon as the unexpected, or for that matter the surprising, is
experienced, the listener attempts to fit it into the general system of beliefs
relevant to the style of the work. This requires a very rapid re-evaluation
of either the stimulus situation itself or its cause—the events antecedent to
the stimulus. Or it may require a review of the entire system of beliefs that
the listener supposed appropriate and relevant to the work. If this mental
synthesis does not take place immediately, three things may happen: (1)
The mind may suspend judgment, so to speak, trusting that what follows
will clarify the meaning of the unexpected consequent. (2) If no
clarification takes place, the mind may reject the whole stimulus and
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irritation will take place. (3) The unexpected consequent may be seen as a
purposeful blunder.258
The purpose of grouping is to avoid these last resorts and to redeem rhythmic nuance by
absorbing it back into the schema. Its method is anticipation through the use of memory.
The mind erects boundaries between groups when it perceives some degree of change,
either in the interonset interval between beats or in their consistency. The grouping
strategies follow Gestalt principles, so that “in general, sounds or groups of sounds which
are similar . . . and near to each other . . . form strongly unified rhythmic patterns,”
whereas “pattern repetition leads to group separation.”259
These principles also control our experience of poetic rhythm. In meticulous
detail Lerdahl and Jackendoff show how grouping boundaries that cut across the
periodicity of the metrical grid and are therefore “out of phase” disturb the listener’s
sense of the meter and negatively affect beat prediction.260 These “overlaps at major
group boundaries prevent the piece from reaching a point of rhythmic completion.”261
This account restates Kiparsky’s Monosyllabic Word Constraint as a structurally
motivated and psychologically real principle of information-processing. Within this
framework, distinguishing between lines can be more than a formal exercise; it can be a
description of the limits of grouping potential:
(a) *Put up your bright swords, for under this oath
(b) To glean the broken ears after the man
The first line infelicitously places a beat (un-) at the overlap of two groups. Proclitic for
strongly groups with its following beat, not just grammatically but perceptually as well.
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(The preceding pause reinforces the reading, as pause, in all grouping events, is a
particularly salient factor.) However, for competent metrical readers, it also groups, less
strongly, with the preceding beat swords: in order to avoid placing strong stress in
phrase-final positions, they will try (and likely fail) to erase the natural boundary that
groups the clitic with its host and replace it with an artificial “template boundary” that
leaches strength from the phrase-final noun. These strategies compete for the readers’
attention and render the line metrically ambiguous. The second line presents no such
difficulty, as its grouping boundaries do not overlap: the displaced beat confirms rather
than contradicts their adjacency.
Considerable evidence supports the hypothesis that readers and listeners simplify
difficult or ambiguous information in order to free up attention, enhance predictive
accuracy, and limit expenditure. Dowling has shown that our memory for embedded
structures is much better when smaller constituents coincide with a grouping boundary
than when they straddle one.262 Stoffer confirmed Dowling’s results, further
demonstrating that we tend to force stimuli to migrate toward phrase boundaries in order
to simplify the constituent shape.263 In other words, we use grouping structures to “warp”
time.264
Six experiments vividly demonstrate just how literal the metrical warp can be. In
1978, Andrew Gregory inserted clicks randomly into the middle of melodic phrases. He
then asked his subjects to recall where in the phrases the clicks occurred. Despite the
chance placement, invariably they described the clicks as occurring at or near phrase
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boundaries, whose organizing influence, like gravity, subjectively captured the clicks
within their orbits.265
In 1999 Steinhauser et al. measured electrical activity in the brain and found that
closure positive shifts coincide with the perception of phrase boundaries. Closure positive
shift, or CPS, is an event-related potential (ERP)—a clustered burst of electrical
excitation—in the centro-parietal region of the brain lasting a few hundred milliseconds
following an intonational phrase. Two years later Steinhauser further demonstrated that
CPS cues are prosodic rather than syntactic, suggesting that our brains associate grouping
boundaries with particular features in the phonological hierarchy.266 And in 2005,
Friederici et al. successfully linked these electrical bursts to the anterior and posterior
cingulated cortex and posterior hippocampus, regions of the brain that control attention
and memory.267
Two years earlier, in 2003, Abecasis et al. demonstrated that listeners tend to
impose a default binary pattern of alternating prominences on “equitonal isochronous
sequences”—identically pitched pulses occurring at identical intervals. ERP amplitude
spiked when the listeners imposed the beats on tones that were acoustically identical to
tones that did not receive a beat. Their research revealed two startling implications of this
process. First, responses differed significantly between duple and triple meters, with the
latter showing electrical activity strongly consistent with what is often referred to as
“intentional interference”—a resistance to a stimulus. Evidence of resistance surfaced
even when the listeners themselves were responsible for imposing that pattern on the tone
sequence, indicating that, at least in English-speaking cultures, we are entrained to prefer
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binary patterns. Second, the differences between duple and triple meters occur in “late,
attention-dependent” ERPs “corresponding to rather high-level processing.”268 In other
words, meter is a responsive event, not a linguistic or textual object, and it continuously
is renegotiated by the mind as we interpret new information in the light of stored
memories.
In the same year, a seminal study by Kuck et al. showed increased parietal activity
in the brains of listeners exposed to rhythmic ambiguities. This activity is suggestive of
the “switching of task-solving strategies towards mental imagination of the score.”269
(That is, the bursts of parietal excitation indicate that listeners were continuously probing
different ways of “imagining” or reconfiguring the signal, so that their expectations
would not be contradicted by the ambiguity.) And more recently, Vuust et al. applied
MEG technology to scan the brains of listeners exposed to rhythmic incongruities after
being primed to expect predictable, strong beats. Their research shows that under such
conditions the brain registers something like an “error term” which is subsequently
reinterpreted to better fit the original prediction.270
The combined import of the studies has been to shift our focus away from ghostly
textual rules that, in some Platonic sense, intimate the generalized “mind” of an ideal
reader and toward the material brain that actually makes metrical judgments.271 Degrees
of difficulty reside not in the lines but in the conflict between information and
expectation—in the mental sets of their audiences. We can think of meter, then, as the
anticipation of marked pulses occurring at certain intervals rather than as the intervals or
pulses themselves. Rhythmic grouping refines the signal so that the line’s information
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matches the anticipation. Some lines require more work than others in order to effect the
fit. Others exceed our processing capacity altogether and force us to employ a different
set of perceptual strategies to make them cohere metrically.

Why Meter is Not a Template
A template contains very little information and therefore has minimal structure.
As readers we cannot do very much with it. Grouping preferences add structure to the
template by “ordering the parts into a well-formed hierarchy according to their relative
prominence.”272 The template does encode relative prominences but they are structurally
unrelated to one another. Grouping applies perceptual constraints to the impoverished
template, filling it out.
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day
As a template, all we can say of the line is that it beats five times, which is all we can say
of this line as well, despite their very noticeable differences:
We rose to go. Sunset blazed on the windows
Defined by their templates, both lines are five-beating, and the story ends there. We may
try to liven up our description by calling the second line syncopated, but then we are
speaking to the interface between templates and grouping preferences and not to the
templates themselves. Grouping always defines structural relationships. Templates
always and only define beats and their intervals.273
Returning to Gray’s line, we notice that one pervasive quality of its rhythm is that
although the individual parts are quite strong and clear:
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/
/
/
/
/
[[The curfew] # [[tolls the knell] # [of parting day]]]
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
the line as a whole, paradoxically, is quite weak: it is almost too easy to process (and
therefore liable to be less memorable). As Gestalt critics have long recognized, strong
parts tend to weaken perception of the whole, whereas weak parts potentially can strength
perception of the whole:
/

/

/

/

/

[[We rose to go]. ## [[Sunset] # [blazed on the window]]]274
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Unlike Gray’s line, which groups cleanly and peacefully, Frost’s pivots on a fulcrum: it
swings, and the motion is violent. These are very crude representations of complex
rhythmic processes, but I believe they make my point. Most of our “metrical” response
comes not from the template but from our processing strategies—the grouping
techniques—we invoke in order to preserve our expectations in the face of conflicting
phonological and syntactic data in the line. Bob Snyder frames the dynamic as one of
interdependence:
Meter has a reciprocal relationship with grouping—that is, meter is
inferred from accents, primarily at grouping and phrase boundaries, and
groupings and phrases are heard as either conforming to the accent pattern
of meter or not.275
Because they excite CPS, accents “are generally closural to some degree.”276 In fact, any
change in stimulus that raises neural activity will affect closure.277 Radical changes,
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which are less stable, lead to rest or stasis because all perceptual processes form goals,
which, when satisfied, dissolve the process. Temporal schemas (of which meter is one
example) are bounded by these goals, so that when it reaches its goal, the schema
discards or revises it. New expectations then form around a new goal, initiating a new
temporal schema, a new mental set with its own distinct strategies for processing the
information.
Let us put this into a more metrical context. The pentameter line is most
constrained at the end. Why would this be? If a line is the basic unit of meter, and I
believe it is, then radical changes at the line’s end would prevent closure, frustrating our
mental set and blocking our ability to process the line metrically. Conversely,
“nonclosural situations,” as Snyder labels them, such as placing an accent on a weak beat,
stimulate “a strong drive forward.”278 Is it any wonder, then, that Frost’s line seems to
harness so much more energy than Gray’s? The displaced beats propel the line forward as
our minds scramble to locate the next grouping boundary, where we can confirm our
mental set.
Cureton argues that the pentameter owes its plasticity to this very conflict
between closure and continuation. He attributes the “wide range of phrasal shaping” on
“lower-level informational prominences” to its asymmetry in line structure, so that the
inequality between cola, one with two beats and the other with three, “effaces” the meter
at the next hierarchical level—the line.279 In simpler language, we can say that one mark
of the English pentameter—its diversity of word and syllable types and flexible phrase
contours—stems from the relative weakness of the line as a perceptual unit, an idea not
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implausible given Gestalt research on the inverse effects of shape strength between part
and whole. (Their relationship, as we have seen, is non-reciprocal.)280 Grouping
strengthens the line’s coherence, limits it to a specific number of beats, subordinates
some beats to others, and selects a point of culmination within each group as well as
across them.281 The resulting hierarchy is a “formal architecture” with “culminative
scope” and “propulsive and anticipational powers.”282 In the Frost line, for example, we
more emphatically arrive at the peak prominence, windows, in part because of the
syncopated accent on sunset, which disrupts our expectation and motivates us to hurry on
to the next beat, where we can reestablish our mental and metrical sets.283
Grouping preferences convert the template from a simple, information-poor
contrast to a complex, information-rich meter. If we ignore grouping, we deprive meter of
its organizing principle, leaving it to the tick-tock eternity of its pulses, which lack
structural goals. By contrast, if we add a grouping component to our theory, we can then
characterize metrical judgments as more than just an abstract, categorical yes-no decision
about whether a line follows rules. Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s distinction between wellformedness rules and preference rules, which Cureton adopts wholeheartedly, seems a
noble compromise between the generative goal to model competence and the commonsense aesthetic interest to value and explain our metrical choices. According to Lerdahl
and Jackendoff, when we read or hear works, we do not judge them merely by holding
them up against a set of categorical rules that exclude some lines and admit others.
Instead, we make use of those rules but supplement them with our own perceptual
strategies, which constitute “a scale of coherence, weighting them as more or less
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‘preferred’ interpretations.”284 Well-formedness rules specify the possible structural
descriptions—what the meter can or cannot do. Preference rules select from that set those
descriptions that match the listener or reader’s actual hearing or reading of a piece. The
preferred description will present maximal stability.285
Nevertheless, their solution is problematic because, like all generative theories,
for all its appeal to the reader’s competence it quite obviously lacks any actual reader.
Whose preferences? Where do these interpretations come from? By keeping the
discussion comfortably abstract, they can avoid the bane of all negative theories of art:
the fact that we take the greatest pleasure in exceptions to rules. Aesthetic theories rooted
in functional linguistics tend not to share this blind spot, perhaps because of their early
affiliation with Russian Formalism. I therefore find Meyer and Cooper’s metrical
proposals much more illuminating. Ambiguity, for them, constitutes a vital resource to be
exploited, not an irritant to be purged. As Meyer bluntly, and correctly, contends, “affect
is aroused when a tendency to respond is arrested or inhibited.”286 Texts, of course, have
their grammars, but the grammars do not charm us. On the contrary,
formal patterns are most powerfully closural . . . not when they are
satisfied but when they are broken. As a formal pattern is repeated . . . our
response to the repeating pattern becomes ‘saturated’ and we feel an
increasing desire for change. If this change is then forthcoming, this desire
for variation is satisfied and the pattern is (temporarily) closed off,
renewed.287
Or, as I.A. Richards professed, “the failure of our expectations is often more important
than success.”288 Because they define meter negatively, all generative theories must
presuppose that the aim of art is regularity, and that formal disturbances either play no
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part in the general theory and are therefore irrelevant or serve no purpose in the art itself:
they are failures to be regular, not deliberate flights from regularity. Meyer vehemently
opposes this view:
Ambiguous rhythms have their own character and function and play just
as important a role in shaping musical experience as do unambiguous
incisive rhythmic shapes. . . . Passages involving ambiguity frequently
serve to create suspense . . . followed by a return to the stability and
certainty of clear, understandable patterns [so that] the longer doubt and
uncertainty persist, the greater the feeling of suspense will tend to be.289
Tsur goes a step further when he asserts, “in order to achieve art’s end . . . normal
cognitive processes must be disturbed, deformed, slowed down.”290 For Tsur, ambiguity
serves an adaptive purpose, moving us perceptually from a default expectation that is in
danger of becoming “saturated” and therefore uninteresting to a reconstituted mental set
with an alternative goal.291 Bob Snyder agrees, noting that from a purely biological point
of view “noticing and remembering are most likely to take place when our expectations
fail.”292 Frustrated or blocked mental sets, then, cause us to attend closely to what we
experience and to recall it more accurately. Metrically this phenomenon focuses on
strong beats, which our expectations surround with a “zone of tension”: we want them
confirmed, and as the interonset interval grows shorter, approaching the anticipated beat,
our bodies become tense; our sympathetic nervous system secretes trace levels of stress
hormones, and, physiologically, we become aroused.293 A generative theory can explain
neither why we grow more anxious as we anticipate the beat nor why we prolong the
anxiety, as imaging experiments confirm. In fact, our tendency to prolong states of
anxiety is essential to our experience of pleasure.
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To answer these questions we must return to Hanson’s insight that unexpected
rhythms signal the underlying structure. Generative metrics has no way to represent or
explain this effect. Why should disturbance to a pattern make the pattern clearer? From a
cognitive point of view, the answer is obvious: frustrated by the failure of its
expectations, the mind explores alternative grouping strategies until, having discovered
one that restores the original expectation, it resolves the contradiction and effects a fit
between the signal and the schema, at which point the body experiences relief and
pleasure. In fact, when order is restored, the brain releases endorphins. Regularity with no
interference does not stimulate the same release of neurotransmitters. In order to
experience pleasure in art, the brain quite literally needs to be confused. As a sort of inert
blueprint, the metrical template cannot make us happy, except when it is threatened.
More interesting, a pattern is easiest to grasp when it is disrupted.
Abundant evidence can be found to support this hypothesis. Meyer and Cooper
note that stress clashes help to articulate the metrical structure.294 Tsur’s research has
gone even further, showing that a “gross violation of the metre drastically increases the
perceptual coherence and unity of the line.”295 How is this possible? If we think of
ambiguity as a functional aspect of rhythm, what purpose might it serve? When we reach
a point in a metrical line where two interpretations are possible, what do we do? Do we
entertain each possibility as long as possible? Do we ignore one and choose the other?
No. We do neither. We use the ambiguity as an impetus to activate our grouping
preferences and to create the meter as we reconcile new, problematic information to the
schema that structures our perception. A degree of uncertainty, then, is inherently
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desirable, for it “welds the whole phrase into a single dynamic impulse toward a goal,”296
giving it richer, deeper form. Following Meyer and Cooper, we can state that ambiguity
in art generally, and in meter specifically, interferes with the normal process of recall and
anticipation that we use to make information meaningful. It stages an organized violence
against that process, so that “elements that become palpable by the failure [of the lower
operations to recode] are systematically exploited for aesthetic purposes.”297 In other
words, in art, the normal recoding that renders certain phonetic cues invisible in speech
fails, making those cues visible and thus meaningful in themselves. It is the formalist
mantra: ambiguity makes strange; it defamiliarizes. If we take enough pleasure in the
strangeness, then “the violences against the meter take root, [and] they themselves
become metrical rules.”298 How in a generative theory can we ever make such a
statement? We can’t. But the rhythm is about strangeness, and to neglect its difficulty is
to misunderstand its art. We scan lines, and listen to them, and write them not for the
hundred syllables that count carefully but for the handful that slip from our minds
uncounted. We read for the moment of empty mind. For the confusion. Only then can we
be participants in the art and not its idle auditors. Cureton observes that a template “has
no inherent segmentation and thus no inherent direction.”299 It is “like wallpaper” and
can “begin and end anywhere.” Meter, by contrast, has considerable structure, including
segmentation, direction, and closure, and so we must distinguish between templates and
meters, noting that all meters include a template but none is comprised of one. If a
template were all we experienced of meter, we would forever remain in the tick-tock
vacuum of the metronome.
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Why Meter is not Rhythm
No topic within metrics is as vexed and contentious as the difference or sameness
of rhythm and meter. Some critics, like Attridge and Cable, insist that rhythm is meter
and that no distinction exists between them. But the majority, from Wimsatt and
Beardsley to Kiparsky and Cureton, argue for such a distinction. The problem lies in how
we define these two terms. I have defined rhythm as the prosodic input to a metrical
judgment, and meter as a schema with a target prosodic tolerance. I believe that Attridge
and Cable are mistaken to conflate rhythm and meter, although I understand their
objection to the conventional argument for separating them, which defines meter as a
template and rhythm as the language matched to it. Attridge and Cable are correct when
they claim that these definitions do not reflect our experience, which is holistic. However,
their own arguments represent meter, or rhythm, or both or neither, as a singular and
simple event, a unified act of reading or hearing. But our experience, as discussed above,
is not singular but manifold, involving many separate stages and events and requiring
successive, cyclic acts of interpretation. Meter as I define it—as a process—is more a
sustained performance over time than a moment of attention. And if meter is indeed a
process, then we cannot represent our metrical experience as an event that happens “all at
once.” It is, rather, a series of choices, and the object of its analysis must be the prosodic
signal that strikes either the ear in a recitation or the eye in a private reading. So although
our subjective sense of meter may be holistic, the experience as an empirical process is
not; it is layered, and one of those layers I have defined as rhythm: the line’s prosody.
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The problem becomes clearer when we consider what in our experience of
different lines seems to be the same. One aspect of that experience is the enduring
flatness in contrast: beats either are or are not; no mind has ever perceived an almostbeat. Of course, the line may offer potential beats that the mind opts not to realize, but the
mind eventually—in a matter of milliseconds or seconds—judges the candidates as
belonging to one or the other category. It may even flip back and forth, deciding one
second that a candidate is a beat and the next that it is not. But no beat can
simultaneously both be and not be, in part because the stress rules in phonology
“exaggerate pre-existing contrasts, making strong syllables stronger and weak ones
weaker.”300 Metrical rules then take those exaggerations and further exaggerate them
until the distinction is truly categorical. If there is no distinction to be made between one
part of our experience that is exaggerated (let us call it the rhythm) and another that
exaggerates it (let us call it rhythmic phrasing, a part of the larger process of meter), then
how can we account for the difference? If we do so by excluding the prosodic signal, then
we must define meter as a template, and if we define meter as a template we are left
without the grouping or phrasal component that creates hierarchical structure.
We also recognize a more basic perpetuation of our mental and metrical sets: the
lines continue to satisfy our expectations. This aspect of “sameness” is even more basic
than that of contrasting beats, for it represents a generalized principle of human learning
and behavior. Outside my apartment I see the same tree every day. In the winter it is
brown and gaunt, in the summer green and lush. Every one of its cells has been shed,
mutated, or replaced since I first saw it, so in what sense is it the same tree? The answer
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is simple: despite its physical transformations from vibrant botanical specimen to mere
lump, it continues to meet my expectations for what that particular tree should be.
Although the actual object changes continuously, my psychological representation of it
does not, and so it remains, for me, the same. When we scan a line of poetry, or even
more casually read one, we employ the same lazy process of judging sameness or
difference according to whether the stimulus meets or frustrates our expectations.
Attridge has analogized this tendency in rhythm to a kind of momentum “like that of a
straight line”:
the producer of a rhythm will be inclined to impose it on further material,
and the perceiver will be inclined to go on hearing it if it is possible for
him to do so, if, that is, the physical reality does not depart too far from
the established norm. Rhythm thus projects strongly into the future, and
the occurrence of one rhythmic event, while it satisfies a previous
expectation, simultaneously generates a fresh one.301
Many critics have adopted this view. Cureton argues that we “project hypotheses” and
modify them “on the basis of new information.”302 Groves too has invoked it, describing
metrical reading as a “process of constantly forming and testing hypotheses about the
unfolding shape of the line in the light of one’s knowledge of the possible templates.”303
Because it is not the rhythm that projects or perpetuates into the future but rather our
mental set, Groves admirably has taken the next logical step, referring to the act itself as a
“negotiation” and “supplementation”: “Metrical form must depend in part upon the
informed (though possibly unconscious) cooperation of the reader.”304 We do not merely
read; we reconstruct.305 I believe these are accurate descriptions of metrical judgments.
But if meter and rhythm are identical and no distinction is to be made between them, then
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what, exactly, do we project? It must be an abstracted, hierarchically enriched
representation of contrasts in the prosodic signal. And as we have already noted, if we
exclude the signal from our definition of meter, we confine meter to a template, and if we
do not, we are forced to admit that meter is a process and involves multiple acts of
reading and hearing, as well as multiple moments of contact with the signal. It does not
much matter whether we define the larger process as meter, as I have done, or as rhythm,
but in either case we must expand the definition to include more than one judgment, more
than one reading, and more than one engagement with the signal. Holistic representations
cannot do this.
A similar problem arises when we consider our response to lines that somehow do
not fulfill our predictions and that we describe as deviant or irregular—lines that arouse
expectations that are then frustrated. In his lovely, clipped language, Jespersen calls the
result a disappointment.306 In such cases our “map of possibilities”—the unfolding
pattern of expectations—takes in not only the momentary rupture but also hypothesizes
the absent metrical or rhythmic possibilities that the failure implies.307 Critics early in the
century christened the phenomenon double audition: we seem to hear two modes at once,
the knotty pattern before us, and with it the failed expectation, its checked grouping
techniques, and the lonely goal, as well as alternative expectations, their potential
techniques, and an emergent, practical new goal:
If possible, the mind will tend to perpetuate an initial pattern. If, however,
no such initial pattern is readily perceptible or the ‘linguistic givens’ of the
line resist the imposition of the particular perceptual pattern, the reader’s
mind will not ‘give up’ and ‘rule’ the line unmetrical; it will rather be
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inclined to perform such groupings of stresses in which no one-to-one
correspondence of stress and position is detectable.308
When confronted with violations of the metrical rules—or what I am here calling failed
expectations—readers will “remain aware of the other possibility implicit in the verse.”309

A New Notion of Metricality
The goal of a generative grammar is to define the set of well-formed utterances in
a language, or, in the case of meter, the set of well-formed metrical lines. As Kiparsky’s
statements make perfectly clear, such a goal tolerates one and only one reading of the
line, which is “correct” or “metrical.” Just as a speaker correctly or incorrectly
distinguishes control from raising verbal structures, so a poet or reader correctly on
incorrectly writes or reads a pentameter line.
But is a well-defined set the best way to represent metrical lines? Why regard the
line from the point of view of “correctness” at all? It is either an artificial schoolroom
exercise in appraising excellence or a misleading analogy from linguistics. Why not
instead shift our focus to the act of reading, in which we do not generally estimate the
acceptability of lines, as food critics do the vintage of a wine. (Can we imagine writing a
grammar of well-formed wines?) Rather, reading is an aesthetic process in which we
sample a “range of acceptable readings, none of which can fully articulate the
complexities of the rhythm and its relations with the other levels of verse, but all of
which will engage with the underlying rhythm and thereby in some degree reflect those
complexities.”310
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How, then, do readers choose from among these acceptable readings? Consider
the possibility that meter is not a textual property that is got “right” or “wrong” but
instead a rhythmical performance that poses “an elegant solution to a problem.”311 What
is the problem that it solves? Any conflict that arises between the signal and the reader’s
expectations must be resolved. Tsur defines a rhythmic performance as the “vocal
conditions in which both the metric pattern and the linguistic stress pattern are
simultaneously accessible to awareness.”312 There is much to unpack in his definition.
First, it places the constraints on acceptability not in the line but in the reader’s “utmost
limit of rhythmicality”: a willingness to cooperate with the text to resolve a failure of
expectation. In other words, performance corresponds to the set of perceptual conditions
under which readers resolve a conflict:
Whenever metric regularity is suspended, the reader may echo, so to
speak, in his short-term memory, the regularly alternating underlying
beats, even though they may have no trace in the acoustic signal. The
reader may compensate, to some extent, for the absence of the metrical
signal, by anticipating the return of regular beats.313
We process rhythm in our short-term memory, which severely limits the amount of data
with which we work at any given time. Double audition—hearing more than one “line” at
once—relieves short-term memory of some of its burden by grouping the signal into
clean, clear chunks of information. It does this in two ways. First, if it can find one, it
poses an alternative to the blocked expectation. Second, memory’s most effective
strategy is to “over-articulate” word and syllable boundaries so that the signal’s prosodic
cues stand out sharply against the background of new information.314 The greater the
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line’s ambiguity, the sharper its contrasts—until, that is, the ambiguity exceeds our
processing limits, at which point we call it something else, another meter.
“There are, then, scales of markedness, on which each poet [and reader] draws his
own utmost limit of metricality. The more marked a deviation, the more emphatically the
devices of grouping and over-articulation will be deployed.”315 These devices imply not
one but three distinct forms of rhythmic competence. First, we can identify the
competence to locate conflicts between metrical expectations and grouping preferences.
Second, a related competence must find a solution to that conflict by revising the metrical
hypothesis. And third, the reader must be able to effect the reconciliation by restructuring
the line rhythmically in order to preserve the meter or to impose a new metrical
hypothesis.316 Further refining the framework, we can add, with Bob Snyder, that readers
learn to distinguish grouping strategies in particular poems—the meter of Shakespeare’s
Hamlet—from those of particular genres or periods.317 Not all strategies work equally
well for all poems or poets or in all genres at all times. We must embrace an
uncomfortable but necessary relativism—to a point.
Many critics have recognized the necessity but few have embraced it. Generative
metrics, on one hand, has allowed for individual styles among poets. On the other hand, it
adamantly refuses to read meter historically as “something which gradually but
constantly changes.”318 As generative metrists, Lerdahl and Jackendoff are not
representative in their claim that “musical idioms will tend to develop along lines that
enable listeners to make use of their abilities to organize musical signals.”319 But even
here, we find a disinclination to grasp the sheer diversity of those abilities. The statistical
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school, by contrast, enthusiastically grants that “the limits of possible variation of meter
at different epochs and with different poets are not identical.”320 For Tarlinskaja, the
“[m]etricality of a line is best viewed historically and empirically:”321
The poet’s audience recognizes and identifies the meter from recurring
clues that are both in the text itself and in its cultural context. . . . The
more verse experience the audience has, the more sophisticated it
becomes, and the fewer clues it requires to identify a given meter.322
Attridge too has given the poets an audience, adding that a “metrical style can be classed
as acceptable or unacceptable with regard to a specific audience, and a poem can
therefore move from one category to the other in the course of history.”323 We find this
value missing from the generative calculus. In a historical study of meter, then, a
generative theory can be of only limited usefulness; its method is synchronic rather than
diachronic. My purpose in this project is to explain the metrical changes following
Chaucer’s death. In my analysis, therefore, I favor the cognitive and statistical-historical
models that invite the audience to listen over the generative model that bans its
attendance.
John Hollander wrote that “[to] analyze the meter of a poet is not so much to scan
it as to show with what other poems its less significant (linguistically speaking) formal
elements associate it.”324 What does the poem conceal? What conventions does it quietly
adopt or raucously burlesque? To what larger aesthetic program does it belong? With
what other poems does it spar? These questions, and their answers, frame the meter,
transforming it from a neutral (if bizarre) utterance into an emblem of art itself. And as an
emblem, in an “eclectic age in which competing styles war for a lost authority, the meter
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becomes . . . almost a stipulation of what a poem ought to be.”325 Could a more fitting
sentence have been written to frame fifteenth-century meter? Perhaps only this: “Poets of
an established canon comply with the tastes and expectations of their epoch.”326 We
should remember that Chaucer and Gower had no metrically “established canon” and
therefore few “tastes” and “expectations” with which to comply.

Metrical Tolerance
When the brain detects patterns in a stimulus (whether by reading or listening), it
calls on a host of processing strategies to simplify the signal and to reduce the mental
energy needed to correctly predict the recurrence of beats. For the prediction to be
correct, beats must occur at intervals that are more alike than they are different. They
need not occur at identical intervals, only at intervals that do not contradict the
expectation on which the schema was constructed and which the mind continues to use as
a standard for judgment. What determines whether new information contradicts the
schema is therefore not whether it is different but rather how different it is from the
expectation. Tolerance is the word I use to describe this range. Its target is the ideal
interval from which actual occurrences diverge or toward which they converge. Rhythms
are the prosodic raw materials that test our expectations for recurrence. When a stimulus
falls within the schema’s tolerance, it is grouped with the metrical set. When it exceeds
the tolerance, it is not judged unmetrical but instead assigned to the nearest approximate
schema: it is judged to belong to a different meter. Tolerance defines how much noise in
the signal a schema can endure before the signal is reclassified and an alternative schema
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sought to replace the failed one. It is therefore responsible for recognizing different verse
instances as members of a metrical set or verse design. In English meter, tolerance
usually involves the coincidence of expected beats with the main stresses of prosodic
phrases. For example, when a poet places the host of a phonological phrase immediately
after an expected beat whose strong position is filled by a clitic, the reader will likely
mistake the host for the beat, and the count of beats in the line will be reduced, leading to
a different meter:
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When father is gone on a hunt for fox  When father is gone on a hunt for fox
Meters exclude rhythms; that is what makes them meters. It is the tolerance that
determines which rhythms a meter excludes, for only the tolerance states the range within
which an ambiguity can be resolved and an “elegant solution” posed. In the construct
above, we have two possible readings and two different meters. Which is “correct”?
Technically, neither is correct and neither is incorrect. They represent, rather, two
different performances of a verse line and two different meters that are each, in their way,
solutions. Whether the audience or poet finds either acceptable or elegant will depend as
much on historical context and personal taste as on any inherent formal properties in the
linguistic signal.
How is the tolerance determined? Each meter has a verse design that ranks a
constellation of constraints. For instance, in English, three constraints tend to fix a
meter’s target tolerance: one controls the intervals between beats, a second the sisterhood
relations between beats, and a third the number of syllable or syllable equivalents. These
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constraints can be ranked in any order, so that, for example, a poet may rank the
constraint on syllables highest, in which case keeping a count of ten syllables per line will
be a priority. Alternately, a poet may privilege the sisterhood relations, in which case
beats may be bracketed together with their offbeats to form structures below the colon:
feet. Finally, a poet may emphasize the intervals and require a strict alternation between
beats and offbeats. As we will see throughout the dissertation, excluded rhythms are the
direct consequence of ranking these constraints in a specific order. Chaucer ranked them
one way, Walton another, and Hoccleve and Lydgate in still other ways. Each
configuration excludes certain rhythms by setting a unique target tolerance.
We are led to conclude, then, that each ranking of the constraints, with its unique
tolerance, counts as a different meter. Absent rhythms are then crucial for identifying
both the ranking of the constraints and their resulting tolerances, as well as the meters
that they create. If a rhythm appears in a poet’s work but its appearance is statistically
insignificant, we can classify that rhythm as a challenge to the schema but not as a
metrical license. If a rhythm appears and its appearance is statistically significant, then
we include it within the meter’s tolerance and designate it a license. And when a rhythm
does not appear at all in one poet’s work but does in another’s, we can regard that rhythm
as conclusive evidence that their meters are different.
Throughout this dissertation I will show that what we call the iambic pentameter
has at least four distinct tolerances and therefore represents at least four different meters.
Poets like Spenser, Sidney, Herbert, Pope, and Wordsworth wrote exclusively in a
tolerance that excludes double offbeats and void (or missing) syllables. If we wish to
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describe their meter we give the following statement: "Expect a beat at regular single
intervals to a count of five. Syncopation tolerated. Run the schema serially until the poem
is complete." We don't need to include anything about exceptions or offbeats or the
number of syllables in our description. The syllable count follows logically from the
statement of expectation, as does the number of offbeats. Syncopation allows stress
inversions (or beat retractions, a more accurate but cumbersome phrase, as what matters
is not the stress but the beat) but it does not permit void positions, which fall under the
category of rests. By contrast, for Shakespeare’s plays, John Webster, Yeats, and Frost,
we might propose, "expect a beat at regular single intervals to a count of five.
Syncopation and rests tolerated. Irregular double intervals also tolerated but less so than
syncopation. Run the schema serially until the poem is complete." For Chaucer, this
statement might suffice: "expect a beat at regular single intervals to a count of five. Run
the schema serially until the poem is complete." Chaucer's meter is less embellished and
therefore less tolerant than either Frost’s or Sidney’s. His meter very specifically locates
its target at duple intervals and therefore its tolerance excludes rhythms that would
introduce any threat of triple time. Of course, in practice, the poet is free to challenge the
tolerance to an extent, but at his peril, for once readers constructs a schema, they will
stick to it, if they can, at all costs. In my next chapter, as I discuss Chaucer’s meter in
more detail, I will argue that from this statement, and from the distribution of excluded
rhythms that follows from his tolerance, we can conclude that his meter was not footed
(that is, its beats were not bracketed), and so it cannot be called a “pentameter” as Frost’s
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or Sidney’s meter can. A more suitable description of it is “decasyllable,” as it controls
the number of beats and syllables but does not further organize them into feet.
Templates that are identical can in fact belong to very different meters. Consider
the haiku. Although the meters are different, the template is the same in Japanese and in
English. English poets count a predetermined number of syllables. Japanese poets, by
contrast, count not the syllables per se but their morae. One is a pure syllabic meter (ours)
because it counts only syllables. The other (theirs) is actually a quantitative meter
because it counts units of time. The two meters certainly look alike, and although we can
be fooled into believing them to be the same, they are not. They are, in fact, two different
meters. I will argue that a similar distinction needs to be made for the English long line
but has, until now, been overlooked. In Chapters Three through Eight I will state the
constraint rankings for Chaucer and the poets who succeeded him and describe their
tolerances in order to show that Chaucer did not invent the iambic pentameter and,
furthermore, that his followers could not have written his meter wrong because they did
not actually write in it at all. Just as we impose our expectations on metrical lines, so did
they, and just as the lines today crack and recast our expectations, so did theirs. Meter has
always been a negotiation and a quiet colonization.

A Framework for the English Pentameter
For the moment it is necessary to forego distinctions among the four different
meters lurking within the “pentameter” and focus instead on what these meters have in
common. Only by considering them collectively can be test our framework against them.
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What is the framework? First, we must acknowledge that the fourth and tenth positions
attract grouping boundaries stronger than any others, making the third and ninth positions
especially sensitive to any prominence contours that may displace the beat onto them.
The sixth position has less grouping potential than the fourth and tenth positions but more
than the second and eighth positions. We therefore should expect most metrical variations
to exploit the less marked (or constrained) positions because new information there will
less seriously disturb our metrical expectations.
Tsur calculates the line’s scale of sensitivities with a “focal stability” metric that
compares a disruptive feature’s frequency of occurrence with the grouping potential of
the following prominence position. His results confirm that most violations precede those
positions with the strongest grouping potential.327 (Tarlinskaja’s data also support the
claim.) Consider these lines by Keats, and what we can learn from them:
The hare limp'd trembling through the frozen grass,
And silent was the flock in woolly fold:
Numb were the Beadsman's fingers, while he told (“St. Agnes” 3-5)
In the first line we read a demoted beat in third position and in the third line a beat
displaced from the second position to the first, with a promoted beat in the eighth:
The hare limp'd trembling through the frozen grass,
And silent was the flock in woolly fold:
Numb were the Beadsman's fingers, while he told
Keats wrote a stately set of lines to open his romance. But are they common ripples in the
metrical pond or has some rare animal stirred them? Statistically, the most likely places
to subdue a potential beat are the first and third positions. As Tsur explains, a “deviation
at one point of the line requires confirmation of metre at another, near point.”328 If the
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fourth position, as the grouping peak of the first metrical colon, likewise has the greatest
power to absorb disorder (and therefore to neutralize it), then the first and third lines
display typical metrical patterns. Demoted stress before the fourth position preserves the
crucial second beat, which concludes the colon and articulates the line’s metrical
structure as a whole; and a displaced beat seeks its confirmation at the colon boundary,
where grouping potential is highest. Thus, the fourth position restores order in both cases.
Promoting the adverb in line three to a beat in the eighth position accomplishes the same
goal: the minor rhythmic irregularity pushes us toward the strongest position in the line,
where the grouping potential is higher even than at position four.
What about unruly examples? Keats has given us lovely, untroubled rhythms with
which to work. Other poets are not so compliant:
(a) Those tears to issue which swell my eyelids
(b) Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape
(c) And sing their wild notes to the listening waste
(d) The wilderness has a mysterious tongue
None of these lines reads comfortably as a pentameter, although each is one. Whereas the
difficulties in the Keats poem do not frustrate our metrical set—they confirm it, in fact—
those in lines (c) and (d) catch us in an awkward double audition: do these lines have four
or five beats? Line (c) has a potential grouping overlap: the phrase boundary between
wild and notes is insufficiently strong to sanction a stress clash. As a result, the rhythm
encourages us to suppress the beat on wild, so that an iambic pentameter line becomes
anapestic tetrameter:
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/
/
/
/
And sing their wild notes to the listening waste
(/)
(?)
(?) (/)
(/)
However, most lexical monosyllables or stresses in non-lexical polysyllables in triple
meter occur in the first offbeat, not the second. We get stuck between the two readings. A
similar experience haunts line (d):
/
/
/
/
The wilderness has a mysterious tongue
(/) (?)
(?)
(/)
(/)
Here the urge to dance is even less resistible. A weak syllable in fourth position that is
part of the same phonological word as a lexical stress in the second position, and which is
followed by an auxiliary and a determiner phrase, begs to be read in triple time. Although
it is not impossible to promote the final syllable of wilderness, to do so we must make
quite a few rhythmic concessions, such as promoting the article, that least promotable
grammatical category. As Attridge points out, lines with ambiguous stress profiles—
either the contrasts have not been simplified enough or they have been simplified too
much—run a “strong risk of being misread,” so that in these lines “triple rhythm is
knocking hard at the door.”329
Notice what the lines compel us to do. We do not immediately, or even
ultimately, rule them unmetrical, as though they were incomprehensible. A metrically
odd line is not like a bout of aphasia. When the line startles us back to attention by
blocking our expectations, we run through a series of potential solutions: do we promote
the stresses and keep five beats or do we reconstitute the line’s rhythm and switch
meters? We revise our hypothesis. Then we make a decision about which alternative to
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apply; this done, we then use that option as the new expectation until it too is blocked, if
it ever is, in which case we repeat the process. What we emphatically do not do is stop
the poem, as though it were a computer program that crashed. We keep its meter going,
even if, in order to do that, we must “jump” meters. But the jumps are not random.
Rather, we switch to the nearest available meter, the one that most matches our
expectations, so that any revision we must make to our metrical hypothesis will be
minimal.330 In this case, the jump is quite radical, because we lose a beat and move from
duple to triple time. But besides the ugly promotions that maintain the pentameter, what
other metrical options are there? What other meters can we jump to? There are none.
Lines (a) and (b) are more difficult and present a second class of ambiguity.
(a) Those tears to issue which swell my eyelids
(b) Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape
Unlike lines (c) and (d), (a) and (b) don’t readily jump to another meter; instead, they
freeze up like frightened deer. What accounts for the difference between these classes? In
the first class, the grouping strategies most accessible to (and therefore most compatible
with) the metrical set demote a weaker beat to a stronger one within the same
phonological phrase. Nothing could be more natural. So although the jump takes us some
distance from our original meter, traveling there is not hard. In the second class, the
grouping strategies offer no easy solutions. These lines are genuinely tough. If we wish to
preserve the pentameter in (a), we must (1) place a beat on which instead of swell, which
is the clitic host as well as head of its phonological phrase; (2) promote my against either
of the lexical words around it; and (3) shift the stress on eyelids to the compound’s
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second syllable. None of these tasks is welcome, although because the compound at least
rhymes its weak second syllable with a masculine mate, task (3) is historically viable, if
not overly plausible. Another option is to read the line as we did Frost’s, with a separate
beat on the compound’s second syllable.
/

/

/

/ \

Those tears to issue which swell my eyelids
Unfortunately, had this been his craft, Donne likely would not have found a friendly
audience for his invention. Given the period, the style seems suspect, both for the double
offbeat and for the conversational languor of tapping to the secondary stress in a
compound. And what about this curiosity?
Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape
Like many monosyllabic lines, Browning’s offers us too many options. Do we robotically
tap on every second syllable? Possibly. Do we tap with the rhythm until our grouping
strategies encounter resistance? Probably. Do we continue to tap to the rhythm even after
the resistance blocks our metrical set?
/

/

/

/

/

Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape
/

/

/

Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape
(?) (?) (?)
/

/

/

/

/

Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape
(?)
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The first option reduces rhythm to a non-entity, although this option does have its
advocates (Fabb and Halle, for instance). The second obscures it as a living process,
suspending it like a patient’s heart stopped during surgery. The third turns poetry into
prose.
Of course, the line’s difficulty does not make it bad or even “unmetrical”—just
problematic, something to be solved. But the difficulty, as in a, is not that of two clearly
alternating pictures, a rabbit and a duck. There is very little danger of misreading these
lines into other canonical meters, such as we saw in (c) and (d). Rather, the frustration we
feel in the second class comes from not having any obvious adjacent meters to jump to.
In their absence we must return to the line as it is, probe it, and drastically re-hypothesize
our metrical set.
Some violations, such as those we read in Keats, clarify the meter. Some, such as
those in the Thomson and Shelley lines, pose as another meter, causing us to move back
and forth between two metrical sets, both accessible to consciousness. Others, and these
are much rarer, eclipse the meter, so that for an instant it disappears, as does our satellite
at the new moon. The latter two classes do not clarify the meter, but neither do they
equally obscure it; they are both divergent, to borrow from Tsur, but whereas the jumping
class exploits sensitivities in the metrical hierarchy by enticing us to apply two decided
but contradictory metrical sets, the frozen class so taxes our ability to process the line that
we approach the metrical threshold without a metrical set, at least temporarily.
Divergences of the first class arouse conflicting but definite expectations in a single line
by challenging our schema that places beats in the right positions (four, ten) and at the
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right intervals (every other syllable), and by inviting us to group its constituents in
alignment with some other meter. Divergences of the second class challenge the same
schema but offer no substitute for it.
Divergent figures make ambiguity; that is their purpose. But the ambiguity is not
purposeless. It can rouse us to read the line’s grouping potential more creatively or
lithely; or, it can seduce us into extending that potential so far that we misread the meter
entirely. Not all metrical figures determine which of these possibilities will occur.331 In
fact, only a few decisive figures truly matter, for only they can cause one meter to be
mistaken for another or pushed to the point of suspension. We must take care to respect
this difference and not confuse very different types of variation. “First-foot inversions,”
for instance, as a convergent figure, strengthen rather than weaken the line and thus
protect against its misreading. (This applies only to bracketed “foot” meters like Pope’s
or Keats’s. In alternating meters, like Chaucer’s, a convergent figure will have the
opposite effect, as I will explain in Chapter Three.) Lexical stress in a weak position,
however, as the generativists correctly emphasize, always rattles, and potentially can
cripple, the meter:
(a) Buffet and scoffe, scourge, and crucifie me (Donne, HS 11.2)
7
(b) Burnt after them to the bottomless pit (Milton, PL 6.866)
7
(c) After forty days’ fasting had remained (Milton, PR 243)
3
(d) And whelm on them to the bottomless void (Shelley, PU 1.44)
7
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These lines are not irredeemable, but they ask more of our competence than some
audiences in some periods will be willing to give. Tsur’s laboratory research shows that,
perceptually, readers tend to apply new grouping strategies to such lines in order to repair
the rhythms. His computer models have recorded regular spikes in acoustic cues,
including a studied pause immediately before the key violation, that strive to neutralize
markedness, so that some readers perform
Hearts after them tangled in amorous nets (PR 2.162)
as
Hearts after them || tangled in amorous nets
If we linger on the fourth position long enough, we will, with some self-consciousness,
spare enough time to tap to it. Conversely, if we hurry over the pronoun and the second
syllable of after—constituents of a clitic phrase—we will hear them as a double offbeat, a
continuous run between main stresses. As a result, the line will lack a beat and will no
longer be a pentameter. Neither possibility is more valid than the other. Both are
available strategies, although, with reference to Milton’s aesthetic, we can assume safely
that however his readers, yesterday or today, heard the line the poet himself understood it
to give a beat on the fourth syllable.332
Ample evidence from Shelley’s notebooks, drafts, and published poems suggests
that, unlike Milton, he was not so scrupulous. Most of his lexical violations fall on the
fifth, rather than the third or seventh, syllable, making his line difficult to read. Further,
even when the culprits are monosyllables, they nearly always follow a string of function
words:
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Descend and follow me down the abyss (PU 3.1.53)
As before, the issue is less whether we scan the line with four or five beats as it is that we
can scan the line with either four or five beats. The gain or loss of a single beat alters the
meter entirely; it is no trivial effect. A slow, deliberate reading may pause, to my ear
unnaturally, on the sixth syllable, giving it a beat. Equally probable, a spirited reading
may rush through the clitic phrase to reach the precipitous metrical cliff, tumbling after
the beat, tripping all the way down. In either case, ambiguity exposes the meter to
misreading, and in either case a rhythmic performance may restore the line’s meter—or
replace it.
Tarlinskaja has subjected the pentameter to a rigorous analysis, and her data
provide a faithful figure of its metrical threshold. From the evidence she infers that the
uppermost limit of “atypical syllables in a line . . . equals the number of feet.”333
Moreover, “the weakening of the accentual structure . . . destroys the metrically
significant opposition between strong and weak positions.”334 One threshold constraint,
then, concerns the ratio of contrasts or oppositions to the total number of deviations,
because, as her second comment explains, the pentameter depends upon our ability to
parse its positions into alternating prominences. Too many strange movements in its
rhythm undermine the alternation.
Three further constraints work to secure the series of contrasts against “atypical
syllables.” First, she notes, “syllabic duplications,” by which she seems to mean double
offbeats, may not occur in more than 2% of the total number of weak positions, “nor may
more than 10% of the lines contain duplication.”335 Second, stress in weak positions is
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limited to less than 21%, and “no more than 25% of the strong ictic stresses may be
omitted.” Finally, not more than three atypical syllables can occur consecutively.
If we merge Tarlinskaja’s threshold constraints with our more general constraints
on cognition, we discover the framework for the English pentameter. It is a hierarchically
ordered structure of five metrical beats in ten positions grouped such that the fourth and
tenth positions, or second and fifth beats, receive the most prominence, making them
especially sensitive. Positions are not prescribed in advance but emerge only as
epiphenomena of the grouping strategies that give meter shape and purpose. Most
important to note, though, is that the pentameter is a perceptual performance that varies—
within limits—depending on period, place, and person. When the phonological,
morphological, and syntactic cues for accenting syllables in English coincide easily with
the metrical template, the performance is unproblematic. But when these cues produce
grouping conflicts or ambiguities, we explore in the line’s structure alternative
performances—novel and perhaps subversive solutions to the metrical problem. In both
cases we negotiate the line’s metricality, but in the latter case the results of the
transaction are undecided. Only five metrical figures determine whether a line will be
subject to misreading, although, of course, the presence of any or all of the figures does
not guarantee that the line will be misread. The first figure is lexical stress in a weak
position. The second is any phrase-final stress in a weak position. The third is the
presence of two weak, unelidable syllables between main stresses or beats. The fourth,
simply, is monosyllables. And the fifth is the metrical pause. Together these figures
exhaust the possibilities for divergence. As we encounter them we learn to negotiate more
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and more complex lines with increasingly flexible strategies for including them in our
metrical set.

A Framework for the English Decasyllable
The framework above works well for the varieties of modern English pentameter,
but how well does it match the medieval meter? In order to decide we must first state the
minimal conditions for meeting its criteria in either period. Then, using the corpus as our
evidence for historically faithful metrical judgments, we must map the possible rhythmic
solutions to common conflicts between our schematic expectations and the information
they process.
For the modern pentameter, we can prescribe these criteria: alternate levels of
prominence so that five distinct beats emerge typically at intervals of every other
syllable; if any grouping conflicts arise that prevent the perception of five distinct beats at
even intervals and no historically faithful performance solution is available to restore the
concealed beat, the line is not a pentameter. Examples of such conflicts include all the
divergent figures listed above, any grammatical nuance unique to a particular period, and
Tarlinskaja’s threshold statistics. Convergent figures, such as beat displacement in the
first metrical position and following phrasal boundaries, will be present and will
contribute to the aesthetic and perceptual integrity of the meter.
For the fifteenth-century decasyllable, as a hypothesis we can apply the same
criteria but with an important caveat: our cognitive constraints will interact differently
with the prosodic and phonological rules for the obvious reason that the rules themselves
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are not modern. So we attend carefully to stress-shifts in polysyllabic words, especially
compounds and lexical words with affixes; and we must discriminate between when they
occur in rhyme position and when they occur elsewhere in the line. We observe the
environments in which final –e is present and organic. We calculate the frequency of
peripheral licenses, such as missing weak syllables at the edges of lines or cola. And we
track the distribution of monosyllabic words across the line in order to test its potential
for promotion or demotion of beats against both the period’s cues for prosodic boundaries
and its audience’s style of competence. So although the rhythmic details may be different
for the meters, their principles, in theory, should be the same. If the principles differ, then
they are different meters.
Do our metrical expectations differ from those of Chaucer’s followers? Almost
certainly. One common assertion is that they tapped the rhythm more mechanically than
we do. What evidence can we find to support the hypothesis that they pursued alternation
more doggedly than we? What aspects of their grammar may have encouraged them to
privilege alternating beats over “natural” rhythmic groupings? Or did they, in fact, prefer
the natural rhythms, and it is we, and not they, who over-alternate the beats, promoting
affixes in odd positions and wrenching stress or inserting –e in order to sound the line as
though Dryden wrote it? Whose competence, in other words, is responsible for
misreading Chaucer: ours of theirs?
In the next chapter I will read Chaucer’s meter and argue that it is not a
pentameter. My analysis will show that Chaucer’s meter is highly ambiguous but shows a
constraint ranking most suitable for an alternating decasyllable. It excludes several
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prominent rhythms that are standard in later pentameters and it does, in fact, lack the
convergent class of figures. Furthermore, I will show that Chaucer’s line is vulnerable to
a variety of misreadings and can be interpreted either as a pentameter or, more broadly,
as an alternating decasyllable, and that it is this very ambiguity—or double audition—
that set the precedent for later writers to deform it. Its ambiguous distribution of
monosyllables and non-lexical stresses, its furtive appeal to final –e, and its cagey use of
stress-shift planted potential rhythms in the meter that later poets activated, explored,
and, ultimately, reformed. To interpret Chaucer’s meter as a pentameter, I contend, is to
misread it, but Chaucer’s own rhythms are responsible for that misreading. His line is too
soft not to bear the imprint of whoever rests upon it.
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Notes
1. Throughout this chapter I will use the term “pentameter” to describe
decasyllables that are not medieval. Nearly all the research on English meter has adopted
the term “pentameter” for the ten-syllable, five-beat line, so I will continue to use it here,
although later in the chapter I will argue that “decasyllable” is a more accurate term for
meters before 1550. The decasyllable in the chapter title, then, refers to the medieval line,
not the modern one.
2. As we will see, not all stressers endorse feet. See 122-3 below.
3. Peter Groves calls this the “common interpretive procedure.” See his Strange
Music: The Metre of the English Heroic Line (Victoria: U of Victoria P, 1998) 28.
4. In fact, Kiparsky and Hanson would object to line 7 as well, but for the moment
let us ignore this complication and address only the two conspicuous disagreements.
5. Groves, Strange Music 82.
6. Ibid. 105.
7. Gil Youmans is a curious, and inspiring, exception. See below 183-4.
8. Attridge, The Rhythms of English Poetry (New York: Longman, 1982) 152.
9. W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley, “The Concept of Meter: An Exercise
in Abstraction,” PMLA 74 (1959): 590.
10. Wimsatt and Beardsley 587.
11. See, e.g. 205 below.
12. Wimsatt and Beardsley 586.
13. Eurhythmy will actually reorganize the clause to give it an alternating contour,
but this complication, which I will address in Chapters Three and Five, is not relevant to
the point.
14. Otto Jespersen, “Notes on Metre,” The Structure of Verse: Modern Essays on
Prosody, ed. H. Gross, rev. ed. (New York: The Ecco Press, 1979) 111.
15. Wimsatt and Beardsley 593.
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16. Cp. Ray Jackendoff and Fred Lerdahl: “Metrical structure cannot account for
these discriminations, precisely because it has no inherent grouping.” See A Generative
Theory of Tonal Music (Cambridge: MIT, 1983) 29.
17. Jespersen 117.
18. Here I use the term “meter” in its traditional sense of a metrical template.
19. I must emphasize again that by meter I am here referring to the template, as
Jespersen intended it to mean.
20. Cp. Alan Prince: “The basic notion of metrical theory since Halle and Keyser
(1966) has been the metrical position.” See his essay “Metrical Forms,” Phonetics and
Phonology, vol. 1., Rhythm and Meter, ed. Kiparsky and Youmans (San Diego: Academic
Press, 1989) 50. Prince should have written since Jespersen.
21. Rhythmic Phrasing in English Verse (New York: Longman, 1992) 95. I would
add, with Wimsatt and Beardsley, that by basing it entirely on linguistic givens, Jespersen
forces his theory to overspecify. His insistence on four degrees of stress, although
linguistically accurate, exceeds the requirements of the meter, which need only two.
22. Cf. Attridge, Rhythms 12 and Jespersen 108.
23. See, for one, Nigel Fabb and Morris Halle, Meter in Poetry: A New Theory
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2008) 24.
24. Fabb and Halle 24.
25. Groves, Strange Music 27.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid. 18.
28. Ibid. 24.
29. Ibid. 30.
30. See Egerton Smith, The Principles of English Metre (London: OUP, 1923) 31,
42-53; and George Stewart, The Technique of English Verse (Port Washington: Kennikat,
1958) 82-3.
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31. See David Abercrombie, “A Phonetician’s View of Verse Structure,” Studies
in Phonetics and Linguistics (London: Oxford UP, 1965) 17; and “Some Functions of
Silent Stress,” Edinburgh Studies in English and Scots (London: Longman, 1971) 147-56.
Cp. Geigerich, English Phonology (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1992): “Stress isochrony
is maintained by variation in the delivery rate of individual syllables” (181).
32. There is much counterevidence to cast doubt on the phonetic reality of
isochrony, but, as Lehiste has argued, the phenomenon, likely psychological, need not
have a phonetic correlate to be considered “real.” See “Isochrony Reconsidered,” Journal
of Phonetics 5 (1977): 253-63. See also Elisabeth Selkirk, Phonology and Syntax: The
Relation between Sound and Structure (Cambridge: MIT, 1984) 25.
33. Cp. Bruce Hayes, Metrical Stress Theory: Principles and Case Studies
(Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1995): “Characteristically, the foot type that is used in a
language’s prosodic morphology system is the same as that used in its stress system”
(78).
34. See Anthony Fox, Prosodic Features and Prosodic Structure: The Phonology
of Suprasegmentals (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000) 122.
35. Cf. Peter Ladefoged, A Course in Phonetics, 4th ed. (Boston: Heinle & Heinle,
2001) 93.
36. Ibid. 231. See also Dennis Fry, “Duration and Intensity as Physical Correlates
of Linguistic Stress,” Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 27 (1955): 765-9; and
“Experiments in the Perception of Stress,” Language and Speech 1 (1958): 126-52. Also
related are Thomas Gay, “Physiological and Acoustic Correlates of Perceived Stress,”
Language and Speech 21 (1978): 347-53; and A.W.F. Huggins, “On the Perception of
Temporal Phenomena in Speech,” Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 51
(1972): 1279-90. For a dissenting view, see Hayes, Metrical Stress Theory 5.
37. See A. Liberman, F. Cooper, F. Shankweiler, and M. Studdert-Kennedy,
“Perception of the Speech Code,” Psychological Review 21 (1967): 431-61; also, A.
Liberman and I. Mattingly, “The Motor Theory of Speech Perception,” Cognition 21
(1985): 1-36.
38. See A. Liberman, “The Grammars of Speech and Language,” Cognitive
Psychology 1 (1970): 301-23.
39. See P. Eimas, E. Siqueland, P. Jusczyk, and J. Vigorito, “Speech Perception in
Infants,” Science 171 (1971): 303-6.
40. 64.
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Chapter 3: Chaucer’s Meter
]’
Chapter Overview
In the previous chapter, I outlined a framework for the English long line that
replaces linguistic constraints typical of a generative grammar with cognitive constraints
that control how readers create metrical structure out of rhythmic information. In this
chapter I will apply that framework to Chaucer’s meter in order to show that unlike a
pentameter, Chaucer’s decasyllable does not tolerate very much, if any, variation from its
targets. Its strictness is a result of the ranking of three metrical constraints that it shares
with all other five-beat lines, including the pentameter. The low prosodic tolerance
characteristic of Chaucer’s meter, I will show, excludes three rhythms that are canonical
in all pentameters, as well as two rhythms associated with narrative and dramatic blank
verse. Their exclusion strongly suggests that Chaucer’s meter, with a distinctively narrow
tolerance and a unique constraint hierarchy, encourages its readers to apply grouping
preferences that are not often used in the reading of pentameter lines. By contrast, the
presence of these rhythms in pentameter lines activates preferences that cannot easily be
applied to Chaucer’s decasyllable. We must conclude, then, that Chaucer’s meter is not a
pentameter, as the expectations it provokes differ markedly from those of later writers
such as Shakespeare and Milton, and as I defined it in Chapter Two, meter is a schema
with a target prosodic tolerance. Any significant difference in expectation results from
the tolerance that accepts or rejects rhythms and preserves the schema against
interference, and when two poets do not share a tolerance, they do not share a schema.
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To establish the low tolerance of Chaucer’s meter, which is its defining quality, I
survey evidence for the alternation of beats and offbeats in his lines. In particular, I show
how Chaucer exploited options in stressing and syllabifying lexical words in order to
keep the meter alternating. His use of inflections, and of final –e in particular, and of
doublets—words that can stressed on either of two syllables—fixed his line in a peculiar
paradox: plasticity in the grammar gave him many ways to make a weak syllable but the
abundance of weak syllables, and their easy access, made his line less tolerant. By
privileging a strict exchange between beats and offbeats, Chaucer wed his meter’s clarity
and coherence to the very rules that his language had made variable and therefore open to
interpretation. When audiences listened to that meter, its grammar freed them to play
liberally with it.
In order to place that freedom in its proper linguistic and historical contexts, I
begin the chapter by exploring the origins of Chaucer’s meter: where it came from, when
it began, and whether it was inevitable. Specifically, I consider its relationships to
French, Italian, and Latin, noting that although each may have contributed to Chaucer’s
invention, none was responsible for it. Rather, the principles of beat alternation and
syllable count, which together form the skeleton of the five-beat line, already existed in
the native English tradition. From Italian he took the number of syllables and the cola,
which he misread into an alternating, stress-based meter.
I then move on to the evidence for alternation and explore the impact of
inflections and stress doublets on how readers interpret Chaucer’s meter. I conclude the
chapter by comparing the metrical profiles of Chaucer’s decasyllable and the English
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pentameter, arguing that although they are different meters, they have the same template,
and so they share the same normative rhythm. This overlap is responsible for over a
century’s misunderstanding that Chaucer invented the pentameter and therefore is the
father of English meter. A careful analysis of non-normative rhythms shows that the two
meters create incompatible expectations and that Chaucer’s meter was no less medieval
than Langland’s.

Chaucer’s Meter: A Problem of Excellence?
Chaucer’s first decasyllables appear in a series of brief “complaint” lyrics written
between 1372 and 1380.1 Of these, the “Complaint unto Pity,” judging by its style, which
is dry, legal, and generic—derivative of Machaut—and by its structure, which is
proficient but plain, seems the earliest, or, if not the earliest, then surely an envoy of that
first foray into five beats:2
Pite, that I have sought so yore ago
With herte soore and ful of besy peyne,
That in this world was never wight so woo
Withoute deth—and yf I shal not feyne,
My purpos was to Pite to compleyne
Upon the crueltee and tirannye
Of Love, that for my trouthe doth me dye.3 (1-7)
The complaint raises questions about its reception. The survival of nine manuscripts
indicates that it was modestly popular.4 Why did it succeed? The genre is highly artificial,
and medieval readers would hardly have expected much nuance in the lyrics. But even by
the blanched standards of medieval complaint lyrics, Chaucer’s is unoriginal, its tone
uniformly depressing and its execution mechanical. An audience would have read better
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such grumblings in Froissart and Deschamps across the Channel. So why was the poem
preserved? What about it appealed to Chaucer’s readers? Did the metrical novelty play
some role in its popularity?
If the meter did attract an audience, how did they hear it? And how, for that
matter, did the poet write so clearly and carefully in his first (surviving) experiment in
that meter? Here the beat falls evenly and the language bears no metrical hardship:
x / x / x

/

x

/

x /

Pite, that I have sought so yore ago
In nearly all its authorities, the line is quite unmistakably metrical. Through the entire
first stanza, in fact, the sole potential hazard concerns four inflections of the so-called
final –e, whose odd behavior will occupy much of the middle part of this chapter.5 For
now we may note that of the four suspects, none is problematic, and only three scribes
felt sufficiently unclear of the preposition Withoute to add an article after it to ensure the
beat.6 (That is, they could not decide whether or not the graphic –e indicates a weak
syllable, and so to avoid clashing the stresses, they inserted the before deth as a
prophylaxis.) All the manuscripts agree: Chaucer’s complaint is metrically lucid.
How exceptional is such clarity in a new form? Meters are rarely invented.
Hopkins alone among English poets can be said to have invented a meter, and no other
poet has ever successfully written in it. (Some have tried and failed, or tried to write in
what they mistakenly believed to be sprung rhythm, but that it is a different matter.) And
even his first efforts at it were clumsy and overly intellectual. Chaucer’s first specimens,
by contrast, show none of the halting discomfort we may reasonably expect in a radical
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experiment. It is true that Chaucer later learned to adapt the line to more idiomatic
climates—coolly civil in Pandarus, agitated in Criseyde, spiteful in the Reeve—and that
most of these new uses expand the meter by forcing it to grapple with a wider range of
emotional and philosophical moods, from the noble to the obscene, as well to charge the
line with conversational vivacity, as in the living speech of the Cook, or with stock
ceremony, as in the pious lamentations of Troilus. But from the start he never stumbled.
His confidence is a strange fact to explain.
The first applications of this new meter to narrative verse likely occurred in
Anelida and Arcite, probably composed late in the 1370s, and, of course, in the
Parliament of Fowls, surmised to play at the king’s marriage to Anne of Bohemia and
therefore penned sometime between 1380 and 1382. As an aborted appropriation of
Boccaccio’s Teseida, Anelida and Arcite (only 357 lines long, it is hardly an epic)
displays a finer quality of phrasing and a rhetorical nuance uncharacteristic of the earlier
lyrics:
Thou ferse god of armes, Mars the rede,
That in the frosty centre called Trace,
Within the grisly temple ful of drede
Honoured art as patroun of that place. (1-4)
Among the authorities we find no substantive variants in these lines,7 and once again the
lone instance of final –e, in the first line, inflects a weak adjective in the vocative and is
therefore justified.8 In contrast to the studied mannerism of the complaints, here the
rhyme royal glides lithely through its paces, so that the story—previously there had been
none to tell, save the lover’s own gloominess—unfolds quickly and efficiently. The
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stylistic differences are telling: they reveal a poet at home in his language. For although
the meter is not much changed from that of the earlier, stodgier poems, the rhythms are.
To what do we owe their lovely new lightness? Between the first complaint and Anelida
and Arcite, Chaucer relaxed his grip on the line’s phrasing. In “Complaint unto Pity” the
rhythms have a creaking quality; they feel overbalanced and apprenticed. The author
seems not to have trusted them. Anelida and Arcite gives a much warmer, friendlier,
livelier performance. Why?
As a literary genre, the complaint is a recitation, a mood, an excuse or occasion to
make music. Too earthly a tone may actually distract from its formal excellence. But a
narrative is bound by the story that it tells, and in telling it, by the audience that listens. It
has practical obligations to meet that the complaint does not. One such obligation is the
story itself: narrative poems must stir up our desires for conflict and resolution; they must
arouse our emotions and then frustrate and educate and, ultimately, appease them. They
are not, in other words, indifferent or remote or theoretical structures like the complaint.
It is possible that the rhythmic elegance in Anelida and Arcite stems from the very fact
that it must tell us something and not, as in the complaint’s rather rote imitation of la
musique naturelle, merely captivate us with its chiming. Storytelling can impose gainful
constraints on an artist otherwise predisposed to marvel at his own music. In Anelida and
Arcite, we must listen not only to the sounds of the words but also to their meaning.
Probing beyond the sensual artifice, Chaucer found in the line a subtler, more plastic lift
to carry the poem forward. The meter functions both as a natural music and as a narrative
vehicle.
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The raucousness of the birds tempted Chaucer further into the terra nova of longlined narrative verse, which he explored there unforgettably. Its opening stanza is among
the most famous, and charming, of all medieval dream visions:
The lyf so short, the craft so long to lerne,
Th’assay so hard, so sharp the conquerynge,
The dredful joye alwey that slit so yerne:
Al this mene I by Love, that my felynge
Astonyeth with his wonderful werkynge
So sore, iwis, that whan I on him thynke
Nat wot I wel wher that I flete or synke. (1-7)
Only a single manuscript of this marvelous poem survives from the first quarter of
fifteenth century, and that copied by a rogue scribe.9 Beyond this one witness we know
little of the poem’s fortunes prior to 1450. Manuscript disarray notwithstanding, it
endured its tribulations to become, for us, the first extended, winning performance of the
English decasyllable.10 It is, we may therefore say, the first significant poem in that
meter. As such, it offers a unique view on that curious precociousness: how is it that
Chaucer forged ex nihilo such an untroubled new meter? He needed no practice, simply
conjuring the design as if by asking, as Homer had of Calliope. Did he really strike out so
recklessly from known shores only to reach his destination by pure instinct or perfect
pitch? Undoubtedly Chaucer’s style matured as he moved from the complaints to the
narrative poetry. But we can say, just as undoubtedly, that he did not begin by writing
less metrical lines and progress through his career to more metrical lines. His lines were
always metrical. The earlier rhythms are perhaps less satisfying, but they are not
unmetrical. The mystery remains.
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The “Weak Reception” Hypothesis
No one disputes that Chaucer was the first English poet to write a five-beat line
that survives in a manuscript. Others may have written them only to consign their
progeny, like Gray’s anonymous Miltons, to their sad silences. Historical amnesia can
afflict any period, especially those, like the medieval, whose documents decay quickly,
vulnerable to the sun, to the worms, and to the abuses of their owners, and whose
temperament, at least in theory, privileges the spirit over the letter and is therefore
disinclined to preserve the remains of anything but saints’ bones. Nevertheless, on the
evidence that does survive, we must grant Chaucer the honor.
But do we overestimate the importance or difficulty of his task? Since the early
thirteenth century, and possibly much earlier, poets had written native English romance
and folk verses in four beats. Two hundred years of such tunes would train the ear
reliably to predict beat alternation between stronger and weaker syllables. Can we
seriously claim that by adding two extra syllables, and one beat, to a line already well
known to his audience Chaucer would have baffled his readers? Certainly the
decasyllable proves a more harrowing challenge for the poet—more treacherous water to
steer. Less susceptible to the lure of the nursery tune, with its four distinct beats that can
make any rhythm palpable, the decasyllable risks a certain formlessness, and those poets
who pronounce its two extra syllables can find themselves far off course by the time the
line has elapsed. But poets realize that risk only when they fail to alternate the beats
properly, and Chaucer did not so fail. The question stands. How great was his leap of
imagination; or, to repose the problem, how inevitable was the experiment?
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As I noted in Chapter One, no document records, however casually, any reaction
to the new meter, not to its sudden appearance or to its difficulty or ease, its vogue, or its
mishandling. Even taking into account the period’s prosodic reticence (very little is
written about any meter), and even accounting for the vernacular quality of the art,
which, admittedly, would have provoked less commentary than a comparable experiment
in Latin, we must contend with the striking paradox that, as the standard account has it, a
poet’s Columbus discovered the New World only to have nobody notice, not even those
aboard his own boats.11
Any change to the order of things compels those living through the transition to
comment on it. Why, then, in an age so obsessed with order as a moral and metaphysical
principle did the birth of a new way of writing elicit no reaction? Even the metrical code
of silence at King Richard’s court could not have withstood the scandal of bringing five
beats to England, where, since time immemorial, whether by the gnomic Anglo-Saxon
scops or the carolers or the kind but clueless chroniclers, its population had been taught to
hear rhythms in groups of four. Even Orm’s deciduous long line, essentially, is a multiple
of fours. Any ear conditioned to hear four metrical events will find a fifth one oratorical
(and perhaps overlong). The line thus transformed seems to drag or stall. The audience
will notice, and someone will murmur. Consider, then, the context in which Chaucer first
circulated the new line. Shirley or Buxton, or a scribe in a scriptorium or one hired as a
mercenary hand on a miscellany, or a private manuscript owner—someone—surely
would have scribbled in a margin, if for no other reason than his own relief, what is this
strange music? Perhaps someone did, and the document, like so many others, perished.
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But given the import of the invention and its scale of influence, many such occasions
must have been repeated in manors and scribal quarters and chancery houses throughout
London and beyond. One of these reports, at least, should have come down to us and
none has.
C.S. Lewis explained the silence by claiming that nobody heard five beats in
Chaucer’s line and so nobody thought it worth remarking on. The alternative is more
reasonable: that his contemporaries did notice and did receive the new meter but that they
did not see it as so entirely different from what they had known to that point as to warrant
much, if any, commentary. Like so many metrical critics, Lewis mistook stress for the
beat, and although it is true that many of Chaucer’s lines have four (or six) stresses, all of
them have five beats, and the beats are not hard to hear. The meter was therefore “weakly
received.” Neither radical nor unthinkable, Chaucer’s meter simply extended the
alternating principle of the old eight-syllable line to ten syllables. The extra two syllables
forced a fifth beat—one that was inevitable given the quickening cultural exchange
between England and Italy, where Chaucer discovered his model for framing the
decasyllable.
Arguments that assume Chaucer’s invention of the five-beat line was unique—a
stroke of genius rather than a matter of time—typically point to the supposed looseness of
pre-Chaucerian vernacular meter. Convention tells us, by the example of a poem like
King Horn, that versification before Chaucer was vaguely accentual, counting only the
number of beats in a line and indifferent to the count of syllables. Is this a fair
description? In a powerful new study, Donka Minkova has challenged it, observing that
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between 1250 and 1370 we find a “progressive . . . regularization of the stress alternation
within the line.”12 At the beginning of this timeline—slightly preceding it, actually—we
can place The Owl and the Nightingale, which, Minkova calculates, strictly alternates
between a single beat and a single offbeat in 95.5% of its positions. Perhaps a century
later, Havelok the Dane raises this figure to 97%, and near the end of the timeline, the
Speculum Gy de Warewyke strictly alternates in 94.3% of its positions. Minkova’s figures
overturn the standard depiction of pre-Chaucerian poetry as rustic, sophomoric
rhapsodizing. On the contrary, poems like The Owl and Nightingale and Havelok show
that a strictly alternating beat had been homegrown long before Chaucer applied it to an
Italian import.
Decades earlier, Tarlinskaja had offered grimmer statistics, noting that although
“the average stress on ictic (even) position always exceeds 80%, and never exceeds 10%
on the non-ictic (odd) positions,” word stresses and strong metrical positions “fail to
correspond much more often in Middle English poetry.”13 According to Tarlinskaja,
poems like Sir Orfeo, Lay le Freine, and Floris and Blancheflour hover near the 80%
mark, whereas Athelston, like its namesake, tempting fate, drops to a dismal 60%.
However, these figures are misleading. The overwhelming majority of instances in which
word stress fails “to correspond” with a strong metrical position occurs at the ends of
lines, where poets shifted stress for the rhyme. And of the 6% of lines she cites
containing a double offbeat, 3% are reducible to a single offbeat through elision or
apocope.14
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In his magnificent study of Havelok’s meter, G.V. Smithers substantiates these
objections to the conventional view of pre-Chaucerian meter as slovenly beat-keeping.15
Working with the Laud. Misc. 108 manuscript, he counted variations between two
inflectional endings in verbs: –e and –en. The inflections affect syllable count, and if the
poet (or his scribe) were to use one or the other inflection in the wrong metrical
circumstances, he would blunder, adding an unnecessary syllable or subtracting a
necessary one. From his data Smithers concluded that, contrary to popular belief,
Havelok’s meter is quite strict. Far from a hack adaptation of Germanic lore, it grounds
its rhythms in a series of alternating beats. One reason for the consistency, Smithers
noted, involves the changing nature of English word-stress. At the time Havelok was
composed, an influx of new polysyllables had begun to mingle with present, but no
longer potent, grammatical inflections in a language that was gradually becoming
analytic—based on word order.16 Unlike monosyllables, which do not have lexical stress,
the stress in polysyllables, barring certain exceptions I discuss below, cannot be moved.
The poet can therefore use them as unequivocal signals for the read to follow when
locating the beat. As the inflectional system grew less reliable, poets came to rely instead
on functional words such as determiners and prepositions to show the syntactic
relationships among sentence constituents readers were able to use the (relatively) fixed
lexical word stress and the placement of function words to anticipate the metrical pattern,
to forward scan rather than merely to react, line by line, as though to an improvisation.
As a result of these changes, “expression in ME c.1300 would have fitted easily into
verse built on the strict alternation of an on-beat and an off-beat.”17 Against the typical
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representation of late Middle English as a language hostile to alternating meters, Smithers
finds an agreeable bond between the grammar and its art. And given the early regularities
of the Ormulum and Havelok, and even of The Owl and the Nightingale, we cannot avail
ourselves of any quick answer as to the origin of the decasyllable. To him undoubtedly
goes the fifth beat. But as for the notion to alternate them? Well, “it is simply not true that
‘one thing may be said with security, that modern English versification starts with
Chaucer.’”18
Havelok often serves as an emblem of medieval metrical disorder. Smithers,
however, showed that the poet practiced the sort of strict alternation that we associate
with Chaucer and the arrival of the English decasyllable. His evidence confirms that an
alternating constraint preceded Chaucer, and so we must be careful not to confuse the
principle of alternating beats, which Smithers and Minkova show not to have begun with
Chaucer but to have preceded him by at least a century, with his introduction of the fivebeat line into English poetry in the 1370s, a quite separate innovation. Minkova in
particular has stressed the distinction, though not explicitly, by promoting continuity
between early English meters and Chaucer’s later decasyllable. By means of a clever
counterargument, she serves her dissidents a fine reductio ad absurdum:
If we accept the traditional view that pre-Chaucerian accentual-syllabic
verse allowed for a considerable freedom in the number of syllables per
line . . . then the assumed flexibility of the metrical template would argue
against the necessity for the versifier to ‘violate’ the grammatical rules of
his language for the sake of meter. If, on the other hand, we credit the
poets with more metrical discipline and understanding, then the
appearance of an unetymological –e becomes a logical consequence of the
advanced process of schwa deletion in the vernacular.19
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Because final –e often spells the difference between “considerable freedom” and
“metrical discipline,” claims regarding the laxness of prior practices tend to be open to
objections of this sort. Adding or deleting an –e will inflate or collapse a line’s syllable
count, spoiling the meter if it is alternating. But if the meter is mixed, with no restrictions
on how many syllables can occur between beats, then poets and scribes will be
unmotivated to upset the rules of their language in order to add or drop a syllable. Why
would they? The syllables don’t matter.
So what, actually, is the case? For the pre-Chaucerian poets, if we accept the
traditional view, we should find fewer instances of nouns acquiring –e by analogy, for
example, because the additional syllable will be of no use to the meter, and the –e is not
justified either by inflection or by etymology. But we do not find fewer instances. In fact,
as Minkova predicts, what we find is precisely the “logical consequence” of an inflection
slowly becoming extinct: when faced with an environment favorable metrically for
deletion, the poet deletes it; when favorable for retention, he retains it, so long as the
options do not violate the community’s standards of competence. If the template were
flexible and not alternating, these options would be void of meaning, and so no poet
would exploit them. We do not strain to satisfy rules that don’t exist. The fact that preChaucerian poets deliberately engaged the inflectional variants in contrasting metrical
contexts indicates that we can credit them, at least, with being sensitive to syllable
counts.20 And because the inflections appear in complementary distribution in these
contexts, we may regard them as instances of a single metrical principle: alternation.21
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It is highly likely, then, that Chaucer continued in this tradition when he brought a
fifth beat to England and that his audience understood that meter. After all, its template
used the same principle of alternating beats that earlier poets had entrained the culture to
tap to. This weak reception hypothesis explains how the audience was able to grasp the
principles of an invented meter (Hopkins wrote long letters to professional metrists
explicating his, and they still did not fully comprehend it); why Chaucer’s poems show
no evidence of metrical apprenticeship or development as he came to terms with his own
invention; and what motivated the absence of commentary. For all three problems there is
one solution: although Chaucer invented the English decasyllable, he did not invent the
organizing principle on which it relied: alternating beats.

French Influences
Some critics, notably Joseph Dane and Steven Guthrie, have offered an alternative
explanation for Chaucer’s alternating beats. They trace the principle to Anglo-Norman
readings of the insular French vers de dix, a ten-syllable line with a fixed caesura that
medieval audiences may have mistaken for a lightly stressed line of alternating beats. The
argument is plausible but wrong, and so I will spend some time debunking its premises.
If we imagine ourselves to be fourteenth-century bilingual readers, we may
concede that these lines raise the specter of four even beats:
Or pri a Dieu qu’il me doint grace
De faire chose qui bien plaise
Aux dames (Machaut, Remede de Fortune 1-3)
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/ x

/

x
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x

/

Or pri a Dieu qu’il me doint grace
Do they do more than evoke it? For Machaut’s contemporary, yes, they probably did. I
would venture to guess that Gower, if his own French meter is any reliable index, did
hear four beats. But not all lines are so hospitable to double audition:
Et de Job la grant pasciensce (117)
Here one struggles to tilt the language, although, because of the monosyllabic spree,
technically it can be done, if not very felicitously. But insular French had a prosodic
structure in which the retraction of a phrasal stress to a grammatical (clitic) word was
extremely marked (and therefore disfavored):
x

/ x /

x

/ x /

*Et de Job la grant pasciensce
[[Et de job] [[la grant][pasciensce]]]  *[[Et de] [Job]] [[la] [grant pasciensce]]]
Certainly some lines can be read in the English style with four beats sounded at equal
intervals. But they are curiosities incidental to the meter. Alternating rhythms do not
occur often enough in Machaut’s poetry to be anything but embellishments. In English,
for example, we can fill every fourth position with a finite verb. But doing so does not
imply a rule to the effect that every fourth position must be verbal. Rather, it hints at
some flexibility in the line. Moreover, if we did fill every fourth position with a finite
verb, the poem would quickly grow tiresome. (Accidentals in art must be varied.) So
from the very fact that Machaut mostly did not write strictly beating octosyllables we can
conclude that when he did, he was exercising his imagination, not obeying rules.
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But by placing our thought experiment in the fourteenth century, we are putting
the cart before the horse, and then putting the horse to pasture. By the time Machaut
wrote his Remede de Fortune, English had been happily alternating for centuries. His
influence would have come too late. If Chaucer owed anything to French metrics, then,
he must have borrowed against a much older credit, one that extended at least back to
Orm and the Owl and the Nightingale. And if that borrowing had occurred, we ought to
see its influence earlier, in the Chanson de Roland, for example, although if there, one
must ask why, importing alternation from the poem, one would not also import its
decasyllabic count and invent the Chaucerian line two hundred years before Chaucer was
born.
The two principal difficulties with the French account ultimately stem from the
same objection. First, the vers de dix was not new to Chaucer’s England. The French
decasyllable had been used as early as the eleventh century, if not earlier. (The oldest
surviving manuscript of the Chanson, in fact, is in Anglo-Norman and dates from the
middle of the twelfth.) The octosyllable also reaches back to that period, as Érec et Énide
illustrates. It stands to reason, then, that if English poets were going to snatch the
principle from French poetry, they would have done so long before Chaucer. Second, in
order to hypothesize the French influence, we must first propose that the English misread
their Old French manuscript sources, which do show constraints on the placement of
stress but only at the right edges of cola. They do not, in other words, alternate beats.
Then why propose that the English long line descends from the French? The
waning bilingualism in aristocratic circles at the end of the fourteenth century makes
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French a convenient candidate, as more English poets could read French than Italian or
Spanish, the other two Continental languages from which Chaucer might have learned the
meter. Moreover, the influence of French prosody on the English was significant.
Machaut, by his example, and Deschamps, by his instruction, articulated a new style of
poetry that enjoyed tremendous prestige during Chaucer’s lifetime. Adopting St.
Augustine’s dictum that musica est scientia bene modulandi, these poets viewed meter as
the most “exact of the mathematical sciences,” which, through its precise ordering of
syllables, “had a harmonizing effect on the vital spirits.”22 The emphasis on numerical
structure and its role in the moral education of the audience has roots deep in
Pythagorean and Augustinian aesthetics. But for the poets of the French school,
measurement rose to a level of importance equal to or surpassing the poem’s ostensible
theme. In this way, the meter could comprise its own subject and become the very
content it delivers. (The principle is most evident in complaint formulae and other
vacuous genres.) The program led to greater intricacy in rhyme and measure, as the
vehicles for harmony grew more byzantine. Ornate ballades and roundels became a kind
of creative commerce, a means of estimating the poet’s musical dexterity and spiritual
depth.23
The lesson was not lost on Chaucer, who, as the complaints make clear, “modeled
most of his lyrics and stanzaic verse on the ballades of Machaut.”24 Dane argues that the
model roused Chaucer to craft an isosyllabic line “with secondary regularities of accent
imposed on this base”:25 essentially an English vers de dix. Steven Guthrie, also a
proponent of the French influence, rallies a more careful defense. In a clever comparative
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study, he catalogues (what he takes to be) rare instances of stress in weak position in
Chaucer’s decasyllabic line. He then compares their distribution to the distribution of
similar stresses in weak positions in Machaut’s and Boccaccio’s. His goal is to show that
Chaucer’s distributional profile matches one or the other of his Continental brothers.
Why conduct such a study? Chaucer had read both poets and, at different times in his
career, copied their styles, and so the influence of either man could have catalyzed
Chaucer’s invention. Using the Parkes-Salter facsimile of the Corpus Christi manuscript
of Troilus and Criseyde, Guthrie drafts an inventory of lines in which a strong stress
occurs in the seventh position, as in
O moral gower this book I directe (5.1856)
Guthrie admits that these rhythms are rare in Chaucer’s poetry but insists, like
Tarlinskaja, that “low-level phenomena may be disproportionately important.”26 An event
that occurs only once or twice in a hundred lines may still serve to distinguish otherwise
similar meters. And because the decasyllables of Machaut and Boccaccio, to the English
ear, sound rather alike, it is especially crucial in their cases to select the appropriate lowlevel phenomena. Both of the possible models allow a strong stress in the seventh
position (neither meter is alternating), and so Chaucer could have drawn his inspiration
from either. But the two models do differ in the frequency with which they fill that
position with a strongly stressed word—typically a word culminating in a phrasal accent.
Their unique treatments of the seventh position, then, yield different profiles for the two
meters against which we can measure Chaucer’s. Guthrie admits that the English line
resembles both models to an extent and is therefore “Romance-clad” whatever its
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ancestry. (It is not, in other words, a proto-pentameter but the last legacy of medieval
syllabic meters in English.) He finds a 38% match with Boccaccio against a 55% match
with Machaut. Given the small number of lines we are working with, seventeen
percentage points between models may not mean very much. But for Guthrie, the margin
points clearly in one direction: the occasional presence of these lexical monosyllables
“seems to be specifically French rather than Italian.”
An objection may be raised against Guthrie’s analysis. Because his examples are
monosyllables, the “rhythmic affinity” is really a matter of interpretation. We can tilt the
line as we like, within reason, and not violate any metrical constraints.
x

/x

/ x

x

/ x x / (x)

O moral gower this book I directe
x

/x

/ x

/

x

/ x / (x)

O moral gower this book I directe
The second reading may not be to our taste, but no matter; preference is not the issue.
Nothing in the language, or in the sensibility of the age, or in the rules of its art excludes
the second scansion. So whether the lines actually are “stressed” (that is, ictic) in the
seventh position is unclear. The problem is more apparent if we point out that a lexical
word in the seventh position may nevertheless not get a beat, in which case we have
nothing to compare either to Machaut or to Boccaccio: the meter will alternate on the
even positions, so long as the option to tilt remains viable. And of course, even if he is
right (he is not) that Chaucer modeled his meter on Machaut’s, it does not help his
argument very much, as Machaut’s meter does not alternate.
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Italian Influences
Chaucer’s metrical debt to Boccaccio has been more widely endorsed, and it is, I
believe, now the accepted view that Chaucer collected his line from the Filostrato.27 In
two now-canonical articles, Martin Duffell has documented that debt by comparing the
metrical constraints on stress and caesurae placement in the French and Italian candidate
donors, noting that no Romance verse “is purely syllabic like Japanese haiku: French
syllabic metrics contain mandatory positions for accented syllables.”28 For example, in
the early decasyllables of the Vie de Saint Alexis (circa 1020), each line holds an
inviolable ratio of four to six syllables, with phrasal accents concluding each colon.
Troubadours of the twelfth century mobilized the caesura, placing it after the fourth, fifth,
sixth, or seventh syllable. And although early hagiographies and chansons de geste
liberally employed the epic caesura, with an extra weak syllable preceding the first colon
boundary, by the fourteenth century French decasyllables had dropped the device. By
contrast, the Italian endecasillibo made no use of the epic caesura and permitted the break
to rove freely between the line’s cola. But despite the difference, both meters controlled
the placement of certain stressed words and both restricted their syllables to ten (the
eleventh in Italian going uncounted). This overlap should not surprise us, given that the
meters descended from a common Romance ancestor. So when he “decided to forsake the
octosyllable and compose iambic pentameters in the late 1370s,”29 Chaucer had two
possible models, one French and the other Italian. And unlike most other Englishmen of
his time, he could read and speak both.
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As Duffell shows, Chaucer’s caesurae create rhythms that are not found in the
works of French poets:30 a duple, a triple, or a fragmento adónico with stresses at the
second, fourth, sixth, seventh, and tenth positions—Guthrie’s supposed French line.
Italian poets treated the variants interchangeably as metrical options but favored the
triple. According to Duffell, “Chaucer transformed the endecasillabo into the iambic
pentameter by excluding triple-time lines and using adonicos [sic] only for special
effects.”31 That is, of the three possible rhythms that result from variable caesura
placement in the Italian line, Chaucer discarded one, the triple. He then reserved rhythms
in which a phrase-final lexical monosyllable occupies the seventh position only for very
specific, occasional contexts. Doing so left him the duple as a default, and so he adopted
that rhythm as his metrical base. Given the statistical profile, we must decide, with
Duffell, that “Chaucer’s model was clearly Boccaccio’s endecasillabo and not the French
vers de dix.”32
Robert Stockwell and Minkova have taken up Duffell’s claims and adapted them
to Kiparsky’s Criterion of Fit. Like Duffell, they assert that “[b]efore Chaucer, there was
no hendecasyllabic verse in English,”33 noting that the Italian model, with no fixed
caesura, allowed for more variability in peak stress placement. According to Stockwell
and Minkova, Chaucer took the Italian model, which operates mainly at the phrasal level,
and moved its metrical focus from the phrase to the word, enhancing the likelihood that
beats would alternate.34 In so doing, he excluded, ignored, or marginalized other features
of the donor system, such as its penchant for triple rhythm.35
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Unfortunately, nothing in the above arguments explains why duple rhythms came
to be more than a preference. Even if Chaucer had shifted the prosodic focus from the
phrase to the word and thereby bolstered the line’s tendency to alternate levels of
prominence, this shift would not preclude the use of triple rhythms. Stockwell and
Minkova do not offer an argument; instead they merely state that Chaucer excluded those
rhythms. But this is to state the obvious and, worse, to reason in a circle. It does little
good to note that a poet did or did not use some particular form because he did or did not
use it. And if the native tradition had alternated more or less carefully for two centuries,
then why not draw the more sensible conclusion? Endecasillibi may have taught Chaucer
to drive loading-bearing beats into the fourth and tenth positions and to vary his use of
the caesura, but it did not teach him to alternate levels of prominence. It could have
encouraged this practice, and assuredly it did, but it did not elevate the habit to the level
of a metrical principle. Chaucer took the framework from Italy, but for the principle of
strictly alternating beats he sought an English precedent.

Latin: the Origins of Alternating Beats
When does that precedent begin? One may suspect that it sprung from the soil as
soon as Old English synthetic clauses began to grow stiff and analytic. But if we consider
the problem from a wider perspective, we must ask where English poets even in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries learned to alternate beats. Duffell has proposed Latin as a
donor, tracing the practice to the Goliards,36 whose style of poetry was extremely popular,
especially in the twelfth century. Goliardic verses regularly alternated accented and
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unaccented syllables, so that the line balanced a seven-syllable, proparoxytonic colon
(stress on the third-to-last syllable) with a six-syllable paroxytone (stress on second-tolast syllable), as in this verse:
/ x

/ x /x\ x /x /x/x

Anni parte florida, caelo puriore

But we cannot attribute alternation as an original metrical principle even to the Goliards,
for, as Dan Norberg has observed, “in Italy in the eighth century it became common
practice to write verses while following a system of regular accentuation.”37 The practice
must be much older than what we consider to be the high medieval; it must go back
farther in our evolutionary code, where metrical mutations in the classical genome
gradually changed the increasingly artificial, learned quantities of Latin, which were,
Norberg cautions, “entirely dependent on school teaching,”38 into the fitter, more intuitive
verses of medieval Latin, which sometimes accented its meters.
The principle may have originated as early as the fourth century with the
Ambrosian Hymns, iambic dimeters that dutifully tend to the classical prescriptions on
quantity but that also experiment with strictly alternating beats. By the fourth century,
quantities in Latin verse were vestiges, relics of a nobler prosody that had long since
dissipated. The language, in fact, had been conspicuously stressed since before the age of
Augustus. But as contact with the provinces grew tenuous, with central authority massing
in the capital to arrest its collapse against foreign influence and aggression, the linguistic
standards on which phonological uniformity depends—the fluid tutor of daily speech, as
opposed to the schoolroom precept, which keeps the law but does not impart its
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purpose—grew increasingly remote and unreal. Many of the finest poems from this
period come from the provinces, where the gap between what people learned and what
they spoke was widest, there being no prestige to which to aspire but the local customs
and some vague notion of Roman elegance. These backwaters, then, would be natural
places for creative license to flourish. On one hand, at some remove from the empire’s
epicenter, they would lack the preservative resources of its institutions; on the other hand,
they would be free to create their own and to play loosely between the old and new ways
of writing. In moments of bodily distress, circulation thins first in the limbs. As Rome
withdrew its influence from the provinces, like the major organs calling back blood from
the hands and feet, its extremities began to be cut off, dissociated from the imperial heart.
The effects on language were considerable. Increasingly citizens living in the provinces
read one way (by the schoolroom precepts) but spoke another (by the fluid tutor of
conversation). After enough time had passed, notions of artistic or linguistic correctness
became less clear until, at some point, two or more styles or modes of writing entered
into competition with each other, one old, reminiscent or reproductive of the artificially
valued standard, and the other new, an alternative to it. At first, the alternatives
overlapped, neither contradicting the other: the cooperative aesthetic of the Ambrosian
Hymns. Eventually, however, conflicts arose between them.
One such conflict in provincial Latin concerned the treatment of vowels in
different metrical contexts. Case vowels such as –ī and –ĕ in the dative and ablative
singulars of the third declension, for example, were “exchanged freely by quite a few
authors, following the requirements of the meter” so that a Scheinprosodie, or pseudo307

prosody, arose in which authors failed to observe the inflectional grammar, opting instead
to prey on the weakening syllables for metrical convenience.39 Poets likewise might shift
stress from a word’s prefix, where it was prescribed, to the root, where it was not. Which
syllables received secondary stress also came to depend on metrical circumstances. Rules
became negotiable. At first, the meter strongly proscribed against monosyllables at the
ends of lines or cola, and then meekly discouraged them, only finally to accept them as
individual nuances.40 One poet may have concluded a line with a particle; another may
have not. What once was expressed as a metrical principle grew to be viewed as a
stylistic preference, a metrical option, and an aesthetic strategy. Some poets even invoked
it as a kind of rhythmic signature. Two centuries earlier the technique had been ruled
unmetrical; by the fifth century it was accepted, even hailed, as the calling card of this or
that poet. Inflections and word-stresses molded themselves to the conversational
pressures of the period in ways suitable to an emerging new metrical standard: alternating
stress.41
Scholars continue to argue over when exactly Vulgar Latin stopped imitating the
quantities of its dead relative, but as O.B. Hardison notes,
between the fourth and ninth century, accentual writers imitated
quantitative meters and stanza forms. Imitation resulted in various line
types that became the basis of both the Latin and vernacular poetry of the
later Middle Ages.42
What held the “various line types” together? That most ignominious device: rhyme, a
structural tool for which classical Latin had no use. (As an equivalence prosody, in which
units combine freely on the basis of a predetermined limit on how much time a verse
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takes to elapse, Latin meter regulated the lengths of its lines by restricting what classes of
words and phrases could occur at its end.) The later imitations, however, required a cue to
signal the line’s end. By the ninth century (at the latest) poetic practice had tipped
decisively in favor of those imitations that used accent and not quantity to measure the
line. Such experimentation had begun, perhaps, with Commodian in the third century. In
the eighth, in England, Bede described, for the first time anywhere, these “rhythmical”
verses in which the metrical ictus fell on a word-stress and the line was to be read in the
manner of ordinary prose, as distinct from the “metrical” verses that retained some notion
of quantity. (Words of non-Latin origin were free to be accented in whatever way the
poet chose.) As Bede defined it,
A rhythmic poem is . . . a poem in which the ancient system is replaced by
a new system, not a poem in which the absence of rules and barbarousness
are its characteristics . . . [so that its practitioners] read the quantitative
hexameters while using the ordinary accent of prose, then imitated,
without taking account of the quantity, the structure of the verses.43
It is crucial to our understanding of rhythmical poetry, as well as of fifteenth-century
poetry, that we not rush to judge “imitations” by the metrical rules of the sources they
claim to imitate. As Norberg insists, the innovations replace old rules with new ones,
which they faithfully obey. It is a logical error to conclude that a system coherent by one
set of laws ought to be deemed deficient by the very laws it seeks to replace or abandon.
Carolingian poets trained in Italy, such as Paul the Deacon, Peter of Pisa, and Paulinus of
Aquileia, adopted the new style of writing, and with it they practiced an “invariable
system of accentuation . . . applied from the twelfth century on.”44
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Alongside this innovation arose another compositional technique: to borrow from
early verses only the colon break and to count its syllables, as in the poems of Nokter
Balbulus, a monk living in the ninth century, who composed texts to be sung to melodies.
In fact, as Norberg notes, “[r]hythmic poetry was, in general, intended to be sung and not
to be read.”45 In these texts, the poet assigns each syllable to a separate note, which he
then organizes into sequences sung as memory aids in the Mass.46 Vital to the
performance of the sequence was the melody it accompanied, which typically preceded
the text. The one-to-one correspondence between notes and syllables enforced a strict
count on the number of syllables in any given line of text. By restricting the syllable
count, poets inaugurated the musica mensurabilis—melodies based on predetermined
measures, such as iambic, trochaic, or dactylic, whose sequences often took the form of
octosyllables divided into smaller units of two. The new music thrived especially in the
twelfth century, when Leoninus and Protinus were busily crafting new, metrically regular
styles of syllabism, In 1230, Everardus Alemannus wrote his Laborintus, codifying much
of the Leonine style and developing John Garland’s observations in the Parisiana poetria
fe arte prosaica, metrica, et rithmic to their logical conclusion: rhymed poetry is a branch
of music, in which the number of syllables decides a verse-line.
From the syllabic sequence grew the Romance syllabic meters. As they came to
be identified with, and dependent on, liturgical melodies, they lost much of their care for
the alternation in accent that defined the Carolingian school and the meters described by
Bede. And as their melodies came to be sung extemporaneously, outside the occasional
rites of the Church, gradually the measures separated themselves from the melodies that
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contained them. They became, that is, autonomous verses, texts capable of being read,
not sung, even if their origins lay in song, and even if much of the cultural import came
from their lingering association with the Mass.
We can reasonably assume, then, that Chaucer did not take for his metrical model
the Romance prosody descended from liturgical syllable-to-text templates, as they did not
alternate. We can also assume that, whatever its intermediate form—whether folk
romance in the manner of Havelok or endecasillibo—the model he did adopt must have
had more than a syllabic constraint, as Chaucer’s verse alternates too evenly for its
spacing of beats to be random. Working with a small sample of the first one hundred
lines of the Ellesmere “General Prologue,” Dennis Biggins estimates that one in five lines
is unequivocally iambic, in that it involves no cases of ambiguous stressing or inflection.
20% does not seem like a striking figure, but when one considers the unlikelihood of, say,
20% of iambic lines—every fifth line in The Rape of the Lock—scanning unambiguously
as dactylic hexameter, one realizes the number’s significance. Such high odds suggest not
accident but design, for it “scarcely seems conceivable that Chaucer would write so many
metrical lines and interlard them with lines written in a different prosodic idiom.”47
Chaucer’s meter may observe a syllabic constraint, but we must acknowledge that beats,
and not syllables, are the backbone of his line, in which case his metrical principle is not
a counting but an alternating one.48 The Carolingian poets popularized that principle and
spread its influence across Europe, where, in the Italian endecasillibo, it took root as one
of three rhythmic varieties, which Chaucer adopted as his interval target. It is to this
practice of selective listening that Cureton alludes when he notes that “[p]oets who write
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metrical verse rarely invent new meters. They invent new ways of moving phrasing
through a historically recognizable meter.”49 The authority imparted by such meters
endows the new verses with a legitimacy they otherwise would not have. For Chaucer
that authority was Latin.
Hollander’s metrical contract—that “element of convention which link[s] a
metrical style or type to a whole poetic genre and, hence, a poet’s choice of meter to a
larger intention”50—comprises one style of grafting the nobility of the old onto the vigor
and relevance of the new. The contract, he argues, represents a “basic schematic fabric of
contingencies”; it is
a kind of frame around the work as a whole. Like a title it indicates how it
is to be taken, what sort of thing the poem is supposed to be, and, perhaps,
taken in historical context, what the poet thought he was doing by calling
his curious bit of language a poem at all.51
Any convention, then, aligns the form of a given work, which is, necessarily, novel and
individual, with the received, collective values of discourse operative in the art
community at large. The contract between author and reader, or between the object and
its form, mediates between the experiment, of which we are skeptical but for whose sake
we engage the art object at all, and its frame. According to Hollander, in adapting an
Italian meter to English grammar, Chaucer intended to “preserve a form . . . in order to
write in a genre that previously existed only in other languages.”52 He was, in other
words, participating in its prestige by changing its structure. He would, of course, deform
the convention in order to make it prosodically viable.53 Before offering it to his English
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contemporaries, he would need to prune the line of its overgrown rhythms and replace
them with alternating beats.
Of course, the meter, even cut to the mold of a new language, succeeded only
because it was capable of coupling with the prosodic principles already present there. An
Italian meter could not force a syllabic constraint on English where none existed, just as
Latin could not require strong stresses to occur at roughly equal intervals if the words and
phrases in English were not already predisposed to do so. Attridge reminds us that our
preference for stronger and weaker syllables to alternate regularly can be seen as a
strategy for minimizing the tension between two competing principles within the
language, one syllabic and the other stressed. When viewed from this perspective, it
becomes quite clear that Chaucer could not have brought back from Italy a new syllabic
constraint. His task would have been more modest: to merge an inherent syllabic
constraint with a foreign frame. In the endecasillibo, that frame consisted of ten rather
than eight metrical positions, with phrasal accents mandated in the fourth and tenth
positions. But he did not invent the principle, and he did not fetch it from Europe.
Counting syllables preceded Chaucer’s poetry, just as it followed it.
What does this talk of French, Italian, and Latin have to do with fifteenth-century
English meter? First, we can argue that by tracing Chaucer’s inheritance to its benefactor
(Boccaccio), we can connect it, as a frame, to a network of prosodic intentions. Knowing
that the decasyllable comes not from French but from Latin, via Italian, we can rule out
certain assumptions we may otherwise entertain about its structure, such as that it is
primarily syllabic (it is not) or that it is “footed”—neither of its donors were. Having
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some idea of where the line came from gives us insight into what its author and audience
heard in it, thought about it, and expected from it. Second, a language will adopt a foreign
meter only when that meter fits the prosodic needs of its inheritor. For various reasons,
French did not: its words were too long and too light to sustain the line’s second half in
English. Latin and Italian words were just as long but heavier, which made fixing the
accent at specific points in the line, like anchors, much easier to do, or, to be frank, much
easier to imagine when read by a non-native speaker. Even medieval French would have
sounded too much like mumbling to an English ear for the latter to project metrical beats
above the syllable to the necessary projections at the colon and line levels. Working with
Italian or Latin, though, the same ear can exaggerate the word and phrasal stresses into
beats.
But perhaps most important, this very fit suggests that Chaucer’s task—his
“invention”—was likely not as groundbreaking or taxing or altogether ingenuous as it
now seems to us to have been. He did not need to reform the prosodic principles of his
native tongue or to conceive an entirely new way of making time concrete as it slips from
the mouth of its measurer. All he needed was a model, and he had one. And if, happening
on the right text, he could discern in its strangeness the frame that he sought to borrow, it
stands to reason that an equally educated English audience, even one with no knowledge
of Italian, would also interpret the frame correctly—it would hear the meter. And if it
heard the meter and did not remark on it, we do best to observe Occam’s razor. Which is
likelier, that a single mind pierced the prosodic pasteboard mask and, like Ahab, was
struck by a truth unfathomable to others; or that conditions were ripe for the meter to
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emerge in England and that, when it did, it was warmly received? No, the decasyllable
was not sufficiently odd to the English ear to be mistaken for anything else. We may rest
contentedly, for now, with its weak reception.
Evidence for the intelligibility of Chaucer’s line can be found even in Gower’s
sparse writing in that meter—a scant eighty-four lines in the Confessio Amantis, Book
Eight, lines 2217-1300, and 385 more decasyllables in To King Henry the Fourth, in
Praise of Peace (circa 1399-1400). The timid output suggests that Gower did not entirely
like the new medium, felt awkward writing in it, or simply stopped before he had a
chance to write something substantial in longer lines. Whatever the case, “[t]here is no
evidence to suggest that Gower ever ventured to compose [decasyllables] in English until
after Chaucer had achieved success and fame with Troilus and Criseyde,” indicating that
Chaucer’s metrical success in the 1380s inspired the elder poet to try his hand at the new
style.54
“Regularity,” Duffell and Billy assert, “was much more important to Gower than
to Chaucer.”55 Surveying Gower’s octosyllables, they find that all of them contain exactly
eight syllables, and 99% of them are exhaustively iambic. Gower’s ten-syllable lines are
no less strict. So we have, for instance,
Thus seche I help, wherof I mihte amende” (C 2223)
in which the poet elides at the second and third words and again at the seventh and
eighth, the only two potential ambiguities in the entire line. The effect is classical and
severe, stern and humorless. Gower did not risk his metrical principles for mere rhythmic
effects. In fact, in the entire corpus, only twelve lines (or 2.3%) have a syllable that is
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“unarguably strong in an odd-numbered weak position,”56 ten of which involve postlexically stressed prepositions, a special class of words about which I will say much more
below:
So that undir his swerd it myth obeie57 (P 39)
If we exclude this exceptional class and allow stress to shift to the adverbial inflection in
C 2247, then 100% of the lines are exhaustively iambic. If we are more conservative, the
total for all 469 lines is 97%. Moreover, if we attend closely to the rhythmic profile of
Gower’s earlier Mirour de l’omme, written in alternating Anglo-Norman decasyllables,
we notice that he, and not Chaucer, is the first English poet to compose iambic lines of
ten syllables, with the caveat, of course, that he did so in French, not English.
From Gower’s example we can infer that Chaucer’s contemporaries, at least, were
well prepared to receive the decasyllable and would likely not have misunderstood it. If
Gower could write iambic decasyllables in French before Chaucer, and the same in
English after, then how could he possibly have heard the line wrong? Such a claim seems
especially groundless when we consider that Gower’s long lines, in French or in English,
are more regular than Chaucer’s, and by some margin. It is perverse to argue that any
poet could misunderstand his meter and produce more lawful lines as a consequence of
his error.

An Uncertain Language
If Chaucer’s meter was received weakly and therefore easily understood by its
audience, then how did it come to be misread? Later poets seized on two variables in its
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grammar: inflections and lexical stress. They could, like the provincial Latin poets,
exploit grammatical uncertainty to move their meters in new directions. Inflections
affected both the syllable count and the contrast between strong and weak syllables, just
as the flexible stress in certain classes of polysyllables could clarify or obscure the
alternation between beats. Mustanoja has shown that Chaucer frequently used aphetic
variants in different metrical contexts to preserve beat alternation. For example, we find
corden in S W positions alternating with acorden in W S W positions. Mustanoja also
observes that Chaucer tended to excise determiners and infinitival particles—Alle king
against Alle the king and bygynneth sprynge against to spryng—where the weak syllable
would disrupt alternation. Similar evidence can be found in Chaucer’s appeal to
periphrastic gin and pleonastic that, both of which fill out the line where it lacks an
offbeat or threatens to clash stresses, as in Troilus and Criseyde, Book 5, line 1667:
He goth hym hom, and gan ful sone sende
For Pandarus58
These syntactic variants suggest that Chaucer made use of the grammatical options for
purely metrical reasons. The “alternation and a tightly restricted number of syllables per
line”59 encouraged him to use the inflections and lexical stresses variably depending on
their metrical contexts. And just as Chaucer profited from the flexibility in his grammar,
so his readers benefited from the strict alternation driving his meter. By deleting a
necessary final –e or adding an unnecessary one, or by shifting the stress on a
polysyllable, they could force excluded rhythms onto the line and rewrite its meter.
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The most significant grammatical variable, of course, was final –e, the reduced
vowel at the ends of words that over the centuries had lost most of its etymological and
inflectional meaning. When, and how, did the process begin? We know that the
inflectional system did not die all at once. It was, rather, a scattered series of related and
ultimately reinforcing (but not interchangeable) blows to the Old English grammar.
Donaldson likens the process to multiple organ failure rather than, say, a stroke, so that
the agent of extinction cripples the overall health of the organism by attacking several
critical systems. It kills by accumulating stressors, like bile building up in the blood,
instead of by executing a single lethal strike. Expectedly, then, as the grammar began to
change, –e’s did not disappear uniformly in all dialects or in all regions. In some towns
the inflection went moribund decades or centuries earlier than in others. Copied at the
height of inflectional upheaval, twelfth- and thirteenth-century texts show “a wide
diversity in their –e’s, and the only conclusion we can draw from them is that forms with
and without –e existed side by side in the language.”60 Poets who wrote during this
period, and later, would have had considerable range in their use of newer or older
variants, at times choosing one and at times its alternative. (Scribes too were subject to
the vicissitudes of dialect and geography. A Durham and a Suffolk hand may treat their
weak past participles very differently.) It is not necessary to give a complete history of
the loss of final –e.61 Only four factors of its loss bear directly on Chaucer’s meter. First,
as Donaldson and Morsbach emphasize, the process was not linear. Morsbach compared
it to wave that began in the far North and rippled through the Midlands in overlapping
surges. And with no standard to hasten or retard the process or to act as a homogenizing
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agent, the process spread from town to town, idiolect to idiolect, with all the glacial
purpose of geology. As a result, not all speakers in all dialects in all places reached schwa
loss at the same time. For the poet, this lack of consensus translated into a poetic license
that he could exploit metrically.
Second, not all grammatical categories were equally affected. Weakly stressed
words, such as function words, were among the first to lose their inflections.62
Trisyllables of any lexical category also experienced an early reduction, and then loss, of
their vowels, especially in those words in which primary stress fell on the first syllable.
When the following syllable, with secondary stress, harbored a long vowel, the final –e
tended to die off, as in OE hlæfdige, shortened to lafdi following suppression of the
secondary stress.63 Other porous categories included everything that was not a
monosyllabic weak adjective or a plural adjective in the strong or weak declension.64 In
fact, compared with the late medieval handling of other grammatical structures, the
monosyllabic weak adjective served as a sort of metrical “building block”65 that Chaucer
and other poets exploited as a tag or formula: an unequivocal cue for alternating beats.
Third, loss of final –e was affected, and perhaps precipitated, by speech register.
Luick, Minkova, and Smithers note that eliding environments were among the first to
abolish final –e.66 Elision arises naturally in speech, as it quickens and flattens prosodic
structure. It is a more natural, conversational style, and as such in most languages, and in
most cultures, it represents a less marked option than hiatus—keeping two vowels apart.67
The impulse, it would seem, is to maintain the rate of speech. When invoking hiatus,
speakers must pronounce the words carefully and probably artificially. As a result, “lower
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or more colloquial or more rapid speech” elides vowels in order to maintain an unmarked
style of delivery.68 Hayes has referred to this kind of prosodic flattening as
“paraphonology,” an abstract level “that serves to define the phonological representations
against which metricality and complexity are computed.”69 If we think of poetry as the
ritualizing of formal speech, we can expect higher rates of hiatus in verse than we might
otherwise find in casual conversations—unless, of course, those conversations take place
at cotillions or other social displays of breeding, in which enunciation has a perverse
moral import.70
Fourth, and perhaps most important, although the grammar may permit final –e on
a word, the poet is not obligated to sound the weak syllable; he may drop it. In particular,
eurhythmy controls the sounding of final –e. Minkova observes that poets sound final –e
when the following noun’s primary stress falls on the first syllable and apocopate it when
that word’s primary stress falls on a later syllable. These are eurhythmic, not
grammatical, considerations:
A metrically weak position is the domain of susceptibility to certain
phonological rules, in particular to vowel reduction and deletion, which
may be important for the future changes affecting adjectives filling that
position.71
When deletion would result in a stress clash, the poet will be inclined to keep the
inflection, using it as a buffer to smooth the verse. In monosyllabic adjectives in
particular this license is useful, as typically they appear in attributive position before the
head, which, when initially stressed, would trigger such a clash.72 However, when the
head is disyllabic, with stress on the second syllable, the inflection can be dropped
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without disturbing the meter. We discover, then, “a prosodically based rationale for
expecting weak monosyllabic adjectives to be much more resistant to final schwa loss
than other word classes in other positions.”73 In this way a rhythmic rule may preserve a
form such as the adjectival inflection that otherwise would be lost.74
We can therefore characterize the finely graded handling of inflectional and
morphological –e in late medieval English as, in part, a rhythmically motivated impulse
to preserve a feature of the grammar that was fast losing its credibility outside of prosody.
By the late fourteenth century, the London dialects would have had few reasons to retain
the inflection, as it had grown old and cumbersome, shifty, its functional load lighter with
each new crop of native speakers. In most environments, even those that were organic,
the final –e would be blocked. But “it could be restored for eurhythmic reasons, or
survive marginally in recognizably foreign words,”75 implying two things. First, however
marked the inflections may have been by Chaucer’s lifetime, they nevertheless did
survive, in his dialect, at least, in certain environments. They may have sounded oldfashioned, but they had not yet passed into oblivion:
We know that from the mid fourteenth century onwards there were
progressive types of London English in which –e no longer survived, and
that Chaucer must therefore have used what was, for the London of his
time, a more formal, possibly more archaic, register, yet one which was
well known and familiar because it partly coincided with the more
conservative dialects of the neighbouring rural areas.76
Naturally the old and new forms, for a time, overlapped and competed with each other.
Speakers, and especially poets, would have had alternatives for the same word, which
“may be selected from . . . different registers and combined, by a process of restructuring
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and differentiation, to form new contrasts (e.g. of stress) within the same register.”77 For
poets and speakers of English at the end of King Richard’s reign, language was a fluid
texture of grammatical choices between “historically justifiable alternate forms.”78 Of
course, local influences such as the speaker’s or poet’s temperament and the occasion for
use would decide in many cases which of the forms would be selected. Some poets
consistently erred on the side of caution, playing in the new grammar, if at all, with a
conservative hand. But even a conservative medieval poet “was able to choose between
the alternates in precisely the same way that a modern poet may choose between two
exact synonyms.”79 Choice is the parent of ambiguity. And even as Chaucer took
advantage of alternates to clarify and refine his metrical structure, his audience
transformed it by appealing to the very same options in Chaucer’s grammar.

Chaucer and Final –e
What, exactly, was that structure, and how did Chaucer clarify and refine it?
Undoubtedly his most reliable tool was the monosyllabic weak adjective, Pearsall’s
“building block.” In an early study, Dolores Topliff counted only 12% of the weak
adjectives in these manuscripts as uninflected when she limited the data to
monosyllables. When she included polysyllables, the less resilient of the two classes, the
figure rose to 55%.80 Burnley’s analysis has been instrumental in clarifying Chaucer’s
metrical use of the weak adjective. Of 2,160 occurrences of the monosyllabic weak
adjective in the Hengwrt manuscript, only 3.5% fail to inflect (and allowing for dialectal
variants, the figure drops to about 1%).81 Pearsall counts 139 cases of the monosyllabic
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weak adjective in 3,284 lines from the Ellesmere and Hengwrt General Prologue, Wife of
Bath’s Prologue and Tale, and Clerk’s Prologue and Tale. In the sample he finds no case
in which the –e is required grammatically but not present.82 Evidence has also come from
Janet Cowen, who, while preparing her exquisite edition of The Legend of Good Women,
determined that “final e should always be sounded in two grammatical situations: in
monosyllabic adjectives in weak position . . . [and] in monosyllabic strong adjectives in
the plural.”83
And what of the option not to sound final –e? Charlotte Babcock’s article on the
“the relation between metrical apocopation and grammatical decay,” now ninety-eight
years old, remains the finest written.84 Her intention was to track Chaucer’s use of
apocope throughout his career to find whether it varied over time. Was Chaucer’s
sounding or silencing of inflections stylistic? Did it evolve? Comparing the rates of
apocope in six major works, Babcock found that Chaucer’s use of apocope peaked at the
very beginning of his career. In the Book of the Duchess she calculated more than 55% of
final –e’s as silent. In the Parliament of Fowls, however, she observed a significant drop
in Chaucer’s use of apocopes to 35.2%, a 19.9 percentage-point difference that she
attributed to the Continental influence of Gower:
It is hardly probable that a language exerting so considerable influence on
Gower should not leave some mark on an impressionable young poet like
Chaucer. Is not this mark to be seen in the increased retention of the e in
the P.F.?85
The data present a curve. From 55.1% to 35.2%, the incidence of apocope dwindles
further to 20.3% in the House of Fame, and it reaches its nadir at 17.6% in Troilus and
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Criseyde. Then the trend reverses. In The Legend of Good Women it begins to climb
again to 24.7% and gradually increases throughout the Canterbury Tales, with the earliest
tales hovering slightly below 30% and the latest tales breaching the 40% mark. “These
figures,” she speculated, “seem to point to a reaction—a breaking away from [what] we
may call the ‘French system.’”86
Figure 3-1 Apocope through Chaucer's career
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After his experiments with the inflection in Troilus and Criseyde, Babcock argued,
militant –e gradually lost its hold on Chaucer’s poetry, so that, by stages, his style
returned to the earlier mode associated with dream visions such as the Book of the
Duchess. Chaucer’s handling of the final –e, she found, represented in miniature his
struggle to free himself from foreign influences. The curve allegorizes that agon.
What of the phonological conditions: did they trigger apocope? Babcock
concluded that “[t]he nature of the preceding consonant, or of the vowel in the preceding
syllable, does not affect apocopation,” indicating, as Kittredge had argued decades
before, that apocope is governed only by prosodic considerations, such as recessive
accent.88 With this discovery she also vindicated ten Brink, who urged apocope in
particles enclitic to a host ending in a vowel,89 as in I ne saugh this yeer, as well as in any
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circumstance in which “the secondary accent would fall upon it.”90 Apocope, she found,
was highest in words of low prosodic value and words stressed on the antepenult, as well
as in words capable of bearing stress on a typically unaccented syllable, as on the second
syllable of banere. In each of these cases the poet may drop the inflection. She also noted
a slight tendency for Romance nouns to retain final –e more frequently than Germanic
nouns, but the data are not conclusive. However, she found, as expected, that of the
lexical categories most likely to retain their inflection it is the weak adjective that is most
obstinate and enduring. She anticipated Minkova by claiming that retention of final –e
may owe as much to eurhythmy as to grammar, but she also forestalled Pearsall by
stating that those processes that in their embryonic stage serve only as metrical curators,
conserving an archaic feature for the sole sake of good rhythm, can later function as
block-like or formulaic grammatical aids in their own right:
Originally the cause was a metrical one, but the frequent retention of e for
the sake of meter would almost invariably have reacted upon the
grammatical use, so that the arrangement of article, adjective with e, and
noun became almost a petrified phrase which retained e very late.91
The curve’s symmetry and rationale can therefore be justified both internally as a
measure of the poet’s faithfulness to the grammar and externally as, initially, an attraction
to and, subsequently, a reaction against a style altogether too insular for his new project.
That new project seems to have been to culture an independent, vernacular voice every
bit the equal of Machaut or Boccaccio and, like them, to break the tyranny of Latin and to
forge a new metrical medium.
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Seventy-four years later, Steven Guthrie, although thriftier than Babcock in
identifying candidate apocopes, nevertheless confirmed that Chaucer’s treatment of final
–e during this “middle period is different.”92 Working from the Tatlock-Kennedy
Concordance, he discounted all candidates occurring before a phonological phrase
boundary, where, presumably, extrametricality would be licensed.93 He then ran
Babcock’s figures through a finer algorithm, which produced a similar but flatter curve to
the one Babcock had drafted.
94

Figure 3-2 Guthrie’s and Babcock's apocope curves contrasted

Guthrie’s explanation of this flatter curve hinges on two crucial assumptions he makes
about Chaucer’s language. First, he assumes that Chaucer observed colon constraints that
license extrametricality at colon boundaries. As we will see, there are many reasons to
dispute this assumption, so Babcock’s more generous curve may in fact be the accurate
one. Second, he notes,
By the time of HF and TC, Chaucer has learned a good deal about French
prosody, but he has also learned a good deal about English prosody, and it
is the latter knowledge as much as the former which is reflected in the
high artifice of his poetic style in these poems.95
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Here is a more reasonable inference. The high incidence of apocope in Troilus may owe
as much to the poet’s desire to exercise his technique in a more formal, ceremonial style
as it does to his affinity for French models. Inflecting the final –e may have been a kind
of grammatical ostentation—a showing off. Indeed, Troilus is an ideal poem for a raised
register. Guthrie analogizes Chaucer’s “stylistic” sounding of final –e in that poem to a
modern poet opting to write “oft” instead of “often.” Ritualized speech marks the
language, making it more visible, but it also startles the audience into asking why the
poet chose the marked option. If a modern poet wrote “oft” we would wonder, why not
“often”? It is possible that Chaucer’s “middle period” rage for inflections provoked
similar questions in the minds of his audience. As Guthrie comments,
In Chaucer’s poetic language. . . final –e is a grammatical fact, a metrical
wild card, and an instrument of phonological fluency. It is archaic but
serviceable in many high-frequency words and constructions. In many
other words, it is normal but dispensable both before a vowel and also in
other environments congenial to its effacement. The incidence of apocope
is directly proportional to the degree of congeniality.96
“Archaic but serviceable” is Guthrie’s understated way of saying that the feature was
marked. Perhaps like Homer, Chaucer sought to elevate his materials above the
contemporary or merely historical by invoking old rhythms. Perhaps, like Keats, he
sought to identify himself with what seemed to him to be a nobler and more chivalrous
age. Or perhaps, like so many other good poets, he found a feature of his language to be
variable and adopted one form in a certain environment and its alternative in another, so
long as the variation did not offend the grammar. Whatever the case, if a grammatical or
lexical feature, however marked, is open to the poets, then their use of it, however
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occasional, tells us that the audience can recognize its meaning, even if they are
unsympathetic to its art. And whether we accept Babcock’s richer curve or Guthrie’s
poorer one, it is clear that Chaucer most often apocopated an inflection when not doing so
would cause the weak –e to disrupt the alternation in his meter.97
Recently, two comprehensive computational studies have turned their attention to
final –e and, by no coincidence, confirmed both Babcock’s figures for apocopes in the
Canterbury Tales as well as the durability of the weak adjectival declension. In 1991,
Charles and Nicolas Barber conducted a 17,160-line analysis of the Canterbury Tales, in
which they determined that of all the possible soundings of final –e in the poem roughly
half were pronounced, excluding elidables.98 They also confirmed the orthodox view that
the more common a word is, the likelier it is to be apocopated: as the rate of occurrence
of a word in the corpus decreased, the likelihood of its inflection being sounded
increased. Some may accuse the Barbers of rebottling old wine. After all, their results
merely confirm that access to an archaic register increased Chaucer’s metrical repertoire.
But to regard their study merely as a computerized version of Kittredge or Babcock or ten
Brink is to mistake its significance. Code is a surgical tool that can cut through the textual
detritus to expose hidden structure. For example, the Barbers discovered a negative
correlation between the number of occurrences of words with unelidable –e’s in the line
and the probability that any of their inflections will be sounded.99 As the former
increases, the latter decreases. This inverse relationship between frequency of potential
and probability of potentiation seems self-evident, but no one noticed the trend until the
Barbers ran their program through the corpus, and they caught it only owing to the data
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that the program made plain to them. As we will see in Chapters Four through Eight, this
relationship between frequency and probability played a crucial role in later fifteenthcentury metrical practice, both scribal and authorial, as the proliferation of–e’s alongside
their loss taxed the metrical competence of its readers—some to amusement, others to
frustration, and a few to disdain. As inflections pile up in the line, the reader’s ability to
process the meter reaches a limit. At some point the schema grows too burdensome and
an alternative meter is hypothesized. Such is the history of the fifteenth-century
decasyllable.
The other major computerized study was devised by Elizabeth Solopova in 2000
according to the premise that “[r]egular occurrence in a particular metrical context cannot
be accidental and has to be admitted as evidence as to how the word was pronounced.”
Solopova catalogued every instance of an inflectional ending in the General Prologue
according to its metrical position and then correlated positional frequency with lexical
membership, so that the larger syntactic context in which the ending occurred could be
taken into account.100 The data are diverse and promising. She finds only three cases in
which an inflectional –e or its variant (–en, –es) appears in a strong position:
I dorste swere they weyeden ten pownd (456)
Ful wel she soong the seruyce dyuyne (122)
But with thise relykes whan that he foond (701)
The curious ear will catch in these three lines a recurring rhythmic figure, so that it comes
as no surprise that the exceptions are not exceptions. Each promotion of an –e (to carry
the fourth beat in the first two lines and the third in the last line) occurs in the final
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syllable of a trisyllabic lexical word with primary stress on the first syllable. In such an
environment, it is only natural for eurhythmy to subordinate ten and whan in lines 456
and 701: the inflections may be weak syllables, but they are closed syllables, and the
added weight gives them just enough heft to block the beat from displacing to the right.
The potentially gross promotion in line 122, in which the naked –e looks quite
vulnerable, is in reality no less secure than its closed variants. In this case, the only
competitor for beat status is the weak first syllable of dyuyne, which unlike either whan
or ten is lexically weak and therefore incapable of carrying the beat without doing
considerable violence both to the line and to its language.
Solopova’s analysis demonstrates that Chaucer carefully avoided syntactic
structures that would place an inflection in a beat-bearing position. It also confirms that
Chaucer did not sound final –e when it preceded –h; that inflections may cease to be
metrical when paired with a weak word; and, of course, that stress on the antepenult may
strip the word of its inflection. Policing the inflection line-internally is logical, as final –e
can enhance or impair alternation. But in a clever and sensitive study of line-final
inflections, Kemp Malone shows that Chaucer exercised the same care in environments
that did not affect beat alternation. The only conclusion to draw, as Donaldson had done,
is that the sounding or silencing of an organic (justified) –e is an entirely different affair
than adding final –e to a word that never had it. Chaucer’s meter may not sound every
inflection, but it never sounds an unlawful one. Take, for instance, the opening stanza of
Troilus and Criseyde, in which the complex feminine rhymes hint at the poet’s exquisite
grammatical fidelity:
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The double sorwe of Troilus to tellen,
That was the king Priamus sone of Troye,
In lovinge, how his aventures fellen
Fro wo to wele, and after out of joye,
My purpos is, er that I parte fro ye [. . . .] (1-5)
There is an almost Byronic flair in the feminine rhymes: Troye, with its stateliness and
pomp, joye, with its deflated matter-of-factness, and fro ye, at which point the narrator,
like a proper Byron, having begun the story reminds us that the real story is in the telling
of the story. The sudden split of the two rhyming syllables into two separate words, when
once they were joined, lends the passage a remarkably modern touch. The narrator first
offers his words as the customary opaque vehicles of romance only, in the end, to polish
them so finely with wit that they shine clear and empty, transfigured into mirrors for us to
behold, by their light, the enigma of our guide.101 As Malone correctly argues, these
feminine rhymes show that Chaucer, at least occasionally, pronounced–e’s line-finally.102
But such rhymes are rare in Chaucer’s work. Double consonants, by contrast, abound in
his poetry, and because they occur only between vowels, as in sinne, where the stressed
vowel preceding the consonant is short—it was not so in Old English—they reliably
serve as cues to ambisyllabicity. The geminate shows, in other words, that two vowels
“share” the lone consonant, each requiring it in order to meet the constraints on syllable
well-formedness. Word-final consonants that were long in Old English (as in OE bliss)
had by Chaucer’s time lost their length and become short, and so Chaucer and the other
poets of his age did not distinguish between those words that had once been long but
underwent shortening and those that had always been short. We therefore find rhymes
such as blis and is.
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Double consonants behave differently. Take, for example, the pair of sone and
sonne, derived from Old English sunu and sunne, respectively. In Chaucer’s poetry, sone
appears nine times in rhyme position and in all cases it rhymes with a word closed by a
single consonant. Sonne appears thirty times and rhymes with a double consonant partner
twenty-nine times; the sole exception (gonne) is etymologically ambiguous. So Chaucer’s
rhyming technique is, in Malone’s quaint coinage, “habitually etymological.”103 The
practice is so regular, in fact, that it can be regarded as a touchstone for the metrical
analysis of final –e within the line. If Chaucer took such care to discriminate between
words with double and single consonants at the end of a line, refusing, on grammatical
principle, to conflate the two classes, then why would he treat the inflections casually
within the line, where their influence would be stronger? He wouldn’t.
The final, and perhaps most unexpected and persuasive, evidence for Chaucer’s
metrical use of final –e comes not from Chaucer’s own work but from poems in the
alliterative tradition, where meter is an altogether different animal. Three landmark
studies in particular have brought to light hitherto unnoticed connections between
Chaucer’s meter and its alliterative cousin. In 2007, Ad Putter, Judith Jefferson, and
Myra Stokes published their groundbreaking Studies in the Metre of Alliterative Verse. A
complete description of alliterative meter reaches well beyond the scope of this
dissertation, so in summarizing their work, I will focus only on those aspects of the meter
that bear directly on Chaucer’s own. Alliterative lines consist of two half-lines that obey
different (but related) metrical constraints. The half-lines, then, are not interchangeable.
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Most pertinent to the present discussion is a unique constraint on the final syllable in the
second half-line. There, the authors argue,
only nouns and adjectives with historically justified final –e occur. . . . Final –
e at line ending therefore occurs only under those conditions where it would
have been operative in the prosody of such careful contemporary poets as
Chaucer and Gower.104
In alliterative verse the proscription seems to have been weight-sensitive. For example,
secondary stress is forbidden in final position. (The second of the three landmark studies,
Nikolay Yakovlev’s doctoral dissertation, states the constraint as a “non-schwa
principle”: it rejects any vowel in final position except the reduced vowel schwa.105)
Among the categories not occurring at line’s end include words ending in two unstressed
syllables, those with secondary stress, such as compounds, and those ending in a suffix—
that is, categories in which final –e is disallowed. Certain other categories regularly show
up at the end of the B-verse, where schwa is mandatory, including adverbial affixes, such
as –lich, indicating that, as in Chaucer, its inflectional –e, recorded or not in the
manuscript, was “still operative in literary language.”106
Persistence of final –e in alliterative meters is stunning, but what is more
remarkable is that its “grammar of final –e . . . agrees broadly with that of Chaucer’s.”107
An especially memorable case is the Gawain meter, whose Northwest Midlands dialect
language should have advanced considerably toward eradicating final –e long before the
poem was written. Nevertheless, throughout Gawain we find the same non-schwa
principle operative:
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Although inflectional markers may well have been recessive in his dialect,
the poet seems to have had a perfectly accurate sense of more conservative
usages that were still selectable in literary and metrical contexts.108
What holds true for the vanguard ought to hold even truer for conservators. So if the
Gawain poet, even in his radical environment, kept contact with the archaic registers and
selected from them the apposite grammatical features to fill out his verse line, then
Chaucer, in his less changeful tongue, surely had use for them also.
Putter, Stokes, and Jefferson also show the unique role the line’s end can play as a
petrifier of language. Malone’s scholarship on geminates nicely mirrors their research on
reduced vowels in the B-verse, highlighting a correlation between the constraining,
regulating, or restoring function of the right edges of domains—in this case the terminal
position in a metrical line—and its influence on the language. Parts of the grammar that
otherwise may have gone bankrupt find second life at line’s end, both because it is the
nature of line endings to preserve and mummify their constituents, rendering them fixed
and fitted, and also because such petrified forms find in the line’s end a refuge: they
attach to it and seek it out. It can be no accident that geminates, inflected datives, and
other special cases, otherwise doomed to extinction, flock to this particular position while
neglecting the line’s inner recesses, where the climate is volatile and corrosive.
In fact, Putter has claimed that the two traditions, alliterative and Continental,
“did not develop independent of each other.” Putter’s argument begins innocently, noting
that in order to meet the requirement of the non-schwa principle alliterative poets “made
use of historically justified final –e in more or less the same contexts as those in which
Chaucer also pronounced final –e.”109 But these poets, he argues, did not borrow the
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technique from Chaucer or his peers; it arose spontaneously in their own circles, just as it
did in Chaucer’s and in the Havelok poet’s, whoever he was, as a solution to a local
problem. In this sense, we may view the solutions as cases of convergent evolution.
These communities did not inherit the device from a common ancestor. Rather, because
their meters included a similar “niche” where the form had to be confirmed emphatically,
they selected for a similar prosodic reflex, a common technique: to retain final –e. In the
alliterative meter, this niche fell at the line’s end, whereas in Chaucer’s it fell in the weak
positions between beats. But despite its different distributions in the meters, the niche
encouraged each style to keep alive a grammatical constituent that should have died off.
We must be careful not to imply that traits evolved by convergence somehow do
not imply a shared organizing principle. Whenever two niches are similar, they will select
for similar traits. The organizing principle is the mechanism of selection. In cases of
inheritance, the principle is patent. One such case is the animal eye. Nature did not evolve
the eye anew in every species that has one, but rather experimented on a common,
inherited design until, by successive modifications, what once merely perceived
contrasting shades came to surpass even the finest camera. In cases of convergence, the
principle can be harder to detect. Nevertheless, it is still there. Poetry at the close of the
fourteenth century did not evolve two identical but unrelated strategies for treating the
fixed weak position in a verse line. The strategies were convergent in that they did not
descend from a common metrical ancestor, but the solutions, although not inherited,
fulfilled the same ecological function and therefore are evidence for a single selective
pressure. The alliterative function arose to mark the end of the B-verse and therefore the
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end of the metrical line. In Chaucer’s poetry it kept stresses from clashing. In both cases,
the niche was bound by the ambiguities of the language as it changed. To adapt, the
meters evolved a retrograde style of articulating prosodic boundaries:
In manipulating the syllabic structure of their lines, both Chaucer and
alliterative poets took account of final –e with the benefit of an accurate
knowledge of when and where it could legitimately be pronounced.110
And just as ants and aardvarks do not interact to trade secrets of how or what they see,
Chaucer and the Gawain poet did not break bread together to crack the riddle of the weak
metrical position.111 But they did have available a common language, even if that
language had been, and was being, fractured into many dialects. As Putter, Jefferson, and
Stokes have shown, the disparity among dialects did not affect the poets’ treatment of
final –e. For additional evidence, Putter turns to doublets—words that appear in different
forms or variants in different metrical contexts. For instance, in the Canterbury Tales we
find a typical doublet: lyen and ligge(n):
Ne oure materes that lyen al fix adoun (8.779)
What houndes liggen in the floor adoun (1.2205)
The variants offer the same information and perform the same communicative function.
But Chaucer chose lyen when he needed a monosyllable in a strong position and liggen
when he needed a disyllable. In doing so he was not alone. Again we find alliterative
poets adopting the solution, by their own discovery, so that although they invariably used
the monosyllabic variant within the long line; at its end, when they required a weak
syllable, they instead used the disyllabic variant.112 If we think of the cauldron of
linguistic agitation that makes the taste of the period’s verse so characteristically bitter as
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a kind of genetic soup, then the traditions shared a metrical genome. Each tradition, split
from the other, developed its unique genotype, with the outward expression of its
metrical principles in the poems themselves a manner of phenotype. What we find is a
bond between the traditions that provided each with a common set of solutions—or at
least potential solutions—to the snares set by diachronic mayhem, by the pressure of
transformation—mutation—that in one unrelenting disturbance drives life, and literature,
to engineer its survival even as it destroys its chances for living; to record with one hand
what the other erases.

Chaucer and Lexical Stress
The other linguistic variable that Chaucer exploited in his meter is lexical stress,
which could be shifted more liberally in the fourteenth than in the twenty-first century.
However, critics have long debated just how liberally poets could shift lexical stress, and
in what conditions. Nevertheless, even the most conservative would accept this shift:
Be myrie, housbonde, for youre fader kyn (CT B4158)
Shal non housbonde seyn to me “Checkmat!” (TC 2.745)
In the first line housbounde carries main stress on its first syllable but in the second line it
carries main stress on its second syllable. Such shifts are common in loans, especially
from French (and the more recently imported the word, the more likely it will be pliant).
But husband is not a loan, either recent or remote. It comes from Old English husbonda,
a masculine noun with primary stress on its first syllable and secondary stress on its
second; the third syllable is unstressed. However, because the word retained secondary
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stress on its second syllable even in Chaucer’s day, housbonde remained eligible for
shifting, as in Criseyde’s proto-feminist display of independence:
x

/

x

/ x

/ x /

x

/

Shal non housbonde seyn to me “Checkmat!”
(Note that when primary stress falls on the first syllable, the word loses its inflection, but
when it falls on the second, the inflection remains.) Donaldson notes that the dislocation
of stress from the root syllable of native words was a practice “probably not that of
common speech but . . . commonplace in poets like Chaucer.”113 That is, although
marked, as all literary devices are, stress shift in initially stressed Germanic words was
acceptable as a stylized version of speech, especially in compounds.
Working from the conservative end of the spectrum, Minkova has objected that
by defining lexical shift as “a mere poetic convention” that requires no linguistic
justification, critics like Donaldson beg the question.114 But her protest oversimplifies
what is, in fact, a complex marriage of literary license with a language in transition. The
late Middle English lexicon underwent massive restructuring as foreign words flooded in.
Meanwhile, the inflectional system continued to erode, its morphology in spasm. An
explanation, such as the one above, that recognizes the role literary license plays in
lexical shift is not incompatible with “linguistic justification.” In fact, I would argue that
the careful attention Donaldson pays to the word’s history and to its prosodic “stretch”—
not all words are so elastic, and not in all contexts—fits the bill nicely. It is an
explanation judiciously but not myopically linguistic, so that it does not stray from the
facts of language but neither is it blind to the shaping influence of literature. As many
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linguists forget, or neglect, or simply refuse to believe, art is not language; it is language
being broken in beautiful ways.
Words with a full vowel in their final syllable (suggesting a degree of stress), e.g.,
lady, also seem comfortable shifting their stresses, as do words with derivational
suffixes.115 Solopova claims that any “productive suffix” whose vowel has not been
entirely reduced (e.g. –ly) may legitimately take stress.116 One explanation for the
variable stressing can be found in Kiparsky and Hanson’s Criterion of Fit. According to
Stockwell and Minkova, trisyllabic loans from Latin and French with a heavy medial
syllable posed a unique problem for Middle English meter.117 Accommodating these
words, the alternating template often found itself in conflict with the word-stress rules of
its language, which sought to impose Germanic stressing on loans that did not always
accept it. Whenever an impasse arose, the loan would be marked in the lexicon as an
exceptional case, and the template would license it in ways that were not applicable to the
native word stock. And as more of these exceptions entered the language, their influence
began to spread to words that were not genuinely exceptional. As a result, “Middle
English acquired some new prosodic patterns uncharacteristic of Old English, such as
polysyllabic words with the stress on the final syllable.”118 The extent of the new
patterns—whether they infiltrated diverse strata and became something like a core
contour or stayed local to one or another marked practice at the periphery—remains
unclear. What we do know is that certain word types could not be sieved through
Germanic stress rules, and as a consequence English learned some new rhythms.
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According to this hypothesis, words from the donor languages (French, Latin)
would be subject to initial (Germanic) stressing after a period of vacillation.119 They
would, then, prior to submission, undergo a period of “floating” accentuation.120 In this
modest form the hypothesis is widely accepted. Of course, it has a more extreme form,
proposed by Halle and Keyser in 1971, in which extensive French borrowing between
1100 and 1450 triggered a new phonological rule, the Romance Stress Rule, which
exempted words of Romance origin from initial stressing.121 Some native words subject
to the Germanic rule that assigns main stress to the (initial) root syllable switched over to
the Romance rule, whereas other words subject to the Romance rule opted for initial
stress. Some words roved between the rules like stray cows let loose in a pasture. Halle
and Keyser credit Luick with the discovery.122 They note contradictory stressing in words
such as comfort, discord, covent, geant, present, servaunt, torment, and tyrant, all of
which are attested with primary stress on both the first and second syllables. But their
data are confused by the simple fact that each alternation occurs between a token within
the line that is stressed word-initially and one in rhyme position that is stressed wordfinally. Of their set of examples, only reward presents two tokens within the line:
To myn estat have more reward, I preye (TC 2.1133)
That han no reward but at tyrannye (LGW 375)
Their only other line-internal evidence comes from swearing in the Pardoner’s delicious
diatribe against that sin. But as a gerund, with a tense vowel in its suffix, the word
naturally could serve two masters with minimal farce. So it remains to be seen whether
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the Romance Stress Rule really existed in anything like a phonological Real World or
whether it merely formalizes an intuition.
Minkova in particular has attacked the rule as, at best, an overgeneralization—it
applies only to a tiny class of authentically odd loans—and, at worst, a figment of its
authors’ imaginations. With gusto, she asserts, “the proposition that in 1066 the Normans
conquered not just the nation, but its prosodic system, is extremely dubious.”123 Chris
McCully is also critical of the Romance Stress Rule, which strikes him, as it does
Minkova, as phonologically extraneous and historically arrogant.124 With Minkova, he
contends that the Middle English lexicon
can be stratified into a core consisting of native and already assimilated
words for which all relevant constraints obtain, and increasingly peripheral
lexical strata mapped like concentric circles around the core, for which the
core constraints are progressively weakened. The boundaries between all
strata allow fluctuation.125
In other words, there is no need to introduce an exotic new rule to account for variable
stressing. As new lexical items trickled into the language, its grammar entertained new
constraint rankings for the candidate words. But it needed no rule to do this. It had not
lost a limb and so required no grammatical prosthesis. On the contrary, all it would need
in order to initiate a re-ranking among the class of marked words is a phonological (or
prosodic) conflict, and it certainly had that.
Nevertheless, the stress doublets listed by Halle and Keyser as evidence for the
Romance Stress Rule do corroborate an insight into late Middle English stress shift that
goes back at least as far as ten Brink, who observed,
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Legitimate shifting of the accent for the sake of metre occurs primarily in
rime, and secondly in the caesura, without being prohibited in other parts
of the verse, since its purpose is to be subservient to metrical exigencies.126
Word class, then, is only half the story. The other half involves the position of shift:
where in the line can it occur? Predictably, most candidates for stress shift occur in the
line’s second and fifth beats, at the right edges of the cola where constraints are tight and
where the meter needs to be confirmed. Tarlinskaja finds that 86.6% of all template
mismatches (candidates for shift) ending in –ing occur in the final two syllables; for –
ness the figure is nearly as high at 80%.127 Half a century ago, Fitzroy Pyle proposed the
same basic notion but less rigorously, speculating that the tendency to shift stress in
rhyme position
must have derived from continental French usage, where no artificiality
was involved, passed to Anglo-Norman, where it became artificial, and
thence have taken its place as a component, likewise artificial, or English
rhyming practice, extending itself to include certain types of English
disyllable, those ending in –ness, –ing, and –y.128
Such a process would not have seemed overly foul to its audience because in art of all
periods standard pronunciation “is falsified to some extent, but in accordance with a
received poetical convention of the time.”129 Solopova verifies the correlation between
rhyme and stress shift, observing that lexical shifts most often occur at the end of the
line.130
To telle yow al the condicioun (GP 38)
For of his ordre he was licenciaat (GP 220)
Hise resons he spak ful solempnely (GP 276)
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Placing the marked words in rhyme position accomplishes two goals. First, the stabilizing
influence of the second colon’s right edge draws out any potential stress lurking in the
word’s weaker fourth syllable. With a touch more prominence, the syllable holds a beat
and the line restores optimal contrast between its weaker and stronger constituents to
close the line eurhythmically. Second, it neutralizes the marked stressing. When a marked
token occurs line-internally, where the constraints are somewhat more relaxed (except at
the right edge of the first colon), the odd accent has less structure to support it. As a
result, like a man in a clearing, it starkly stands out. But at the end of the line, where the
structure is robust, it can dissolve its markedness into the strong closural principle that
satisfies our formal desires. It can, unlike its cousin caught in the field, disappear into the
crowd and be forgotten.
The role of rhyme in Chaucer’s use of stress doublets cannot be overstated. As
Minkova notes, rhyme in English first began under the influence of Church Latin. But it
was not until after the Norman Conquest that its use became widespread. Having
neglected it for so many centuries, at first the poets used rhyme inexpertly. In King Horn,
Dan Michel, The Owl and the Nightingale, and even as late as the Harley lyrics we find
errant or imperfect rhymes—assonances, misaligned consonants. But never do we find
among these slips any stress mismatches; the poets knew well enough to respect the
rhyme accent. For example, line 764 of The Owl and the Nightingale tries (and fails) to
rhyme the infinitive misse(n) with liste. Instead, it offers the infinitive as miste, a lexical
impossibility, in order to preserve the rhyme.
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Such blatant grammatical violations of a native form provide support for
discarding the prosodic attestations in the ictus of the final foot: rhyme,
not just as an accidental ornamentation, but as an organizing principle of
versification, was new in Middle English.131
Part of its “newness” would include a liberal attitude toward word-stress, so that
grammatical violations of the misse(n)/miste variety would be tolerated as long as the
poet kept the accent. In some sixty tokens of stress doublets in Sir Orfeo, Minkova finds
Romance nouns stressed initially between 70% and 80% of the time line-internally. In
Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, the same class receives initial stress 84% of the time,
again excluding rhyme. What she discovers is a correlation between line position and
vulnerability to stress shift. Chaucer preferred native stressing in stress doublets up to the
eighth position, at which point the meter takes control of the grammar and asserts a shift
if needed.132
Redford agrees, finding that variants tend to be stressed initially inside the line but
at line-end they are invariably final.133 But the case is not so clean. If a disyllabic word
matches its syllables both to strong-weak and to weak-strong contours, the word has
initial stress. But if a disyllabic word matches to a weak-strong contour at a phrasal
boundary it must have final stress.134 In other words, the rule is not restricted to lines but
to prosodic domains, which can begin or end anywhere in the line. To test his hypothesis,
Redford takes 4,321 lines from the Hengwrt manuscript of the Canterbury Tales and
isolates 735 stress doublets. Among them he finds a correlation between virgule marking
in the text and word-stress: “when a stress double is on Weak-Strong line internally, it is
either preceded or followed by a virgule in 86.3% of the lines.”135 The doublets, therefore,
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“are SW line internally . . . WS line finally, and . . . WS line-internally if a virgule is
present.” The data confirm that stress doublets at the right edge of prosodic boundaries
favor their “Romance” accentuation but elsewhere they do not. I should emphasize,
however, that the rule, if we can call it that, is statistically normative: it is not a genuine
law of language but a preference exercised by poets.136
In conclusion, we can state, tentatively, that Chaucer freely exploited the stress
doublets that his language made available to him, but that he, like the rest of his
countrymen, would have found every opportunity to observe the native stressing of Old
English and Norse words and of loans from Latin and Anglo-Norman that had entered the
lexicon centuries earlier. Still, even these words could be subjected to stress shift in
certain metrical environments, namely, at the cola boundaries, particularly if the lexical
item had a degree of stress on its ultimate syllable. As for more recent loans, they could
be handled somewhat promiscuously. There would be no difficulty in pronouncing them
in a Continental style, just as they would not buck when submitted to initial stressing. We
must not, in other words, make too much of the variance. It is not random but neither is it
purposeful. It is art, and art is responsible for our pleasure mostly because it follows the
rules just enough for its breaking them to be meaningful.

Chaucer’s Meter: Pentameter or Decasyllable?
Final –e and stress shift play crucial roles in Chaucer’s meter. Securing a weak
syllable between beats, they enhance the prominence contrasts that keep the meter
alternating.
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x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

Withoute deth—and yf I shal not feyne
x /

x / x

/

x

/ x /

Pite, that I have sought so yore ago
But as we have seen, these rhythmic features are variable—they are context-dependent
choices—and Chaucer did not always sound a potential –e or shift the stress to an eligible
syllable. Occasionally he left final –e unpronounced and adopted unmarked stressing on
candidates for shift:
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/x

/

The folk which that withoute the yates were
x

/ x

/ x /x / x

/

My purpos was to Pite to compleyne
Context-depended choices slow the line down and make it difficult to process. Because
they limit the available grouping preferences, fixed rules for stressing and syllabifying
words can be useful in guiding a reader’s perception of the rhythm. As a result, the mind
has fewer alternative structures to explore when processing the line’s information, and
this poverty, paradoxically, increases the speed and accuracy of reading. When
challenges to a schema arise, they are more easily resolved because in order to find an
acceptable grouping strategy, readers do not first need to decide how to pronounce or
syllabify the words. Those prosodic values are given, as in Modern English:
Your business is not to catch men with show
Here readers may struggle to reconcile the line’s rhythmic input with their metrical
expectations, but they will not ask themselves whether business is stressed on the first or
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second syllable. Chaucer’s readers, by contrast, both in the fifteenth and in the twentyfirst century, must ask such questions, and they must do so in nearly every line simply in
order to discover what the available grouping preferences are. Because of these linguistic
uncertainties, the meter is rich and complicated, although its template is maximally
simple. That template promotes stubborn metrical expectations that frequently meet with
resistance in the language. Negotiating the meter, then, is more demanding than the
simple template suggests, and it is the increased burden on processing that makes
Chaucer’s line so vulnerable and ripe for misreading.
What is Chaucer’s meter? Certainly it has five beats, and the bulk of the
manuscript evidence supports a target interval of a single offbeat between each beat. It
often, but not always, has ten syllables in a line. But these are not very helpful facts, as
they merely outline the template, and the template is not the meter: it is the reader’s
contrast and interval target for that meter and does not include the tolerance that excludes
rhythms, the phrasal action that builds hierarchical structure, or the schematic
expectations that drive and define one’s metrical experience. Moreover, because it serves
only to locate the contrast and interval targets, and because a meter is not its targets but
rather their satisfactory anticipation, different meters may share a template. Recall that a
template does not specify the nature of the contrast. The downbeat in a waltz may be
signaled by a change in pitch, loudness, or length; the waltz template does not encode
which will be the cue. And so the Japanese and English haikus, although they are
different meters altogether—one quantitative and the other syllabic—have the same
template: five constituents, followed by seven, followed by five.
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Historically, critics have assumed that Chaucer’s meter is a pentameter and that it
anticipates the sinuous line of Spenser, the chatty line of Cowley, the solemn line of
Milton, and the heroic line of Pope. They have come to this conclusion because its
template is a pentameter’s: five beats and ten syllables. Chaucer’s rhythms may be older
and stiffer than Shakespeare’s, less ardent and a bit arthritic, but, these critics insist, the
five beats and ten syllables tell us that the two poets wrote the same meter. In the
remainder of this chapter I will challenge that claim, arguing instead that although no
conclusive evidence exists to tie Chaucer’s meter unequivocally to Shakespeare’s or to
sever them, the data strongly favor the latter interpretation: that despite appearances,
Chaucer did not write in the pentameter that later poets popularized and perfected.
However, the distinction between the meters matters less than the fact that so many good
readers mistake them for a single meter. It is good to know what Chaucer wrote, but it is
better to know how and why that writing has been, and continues to be, misread.

The Case for Pentameter
If I am correct that Chaucer’s meter is the not the pentameter of later poets, then
why have so many readers believed that it is? Beyond their shared template, what is the
evidence for such a reading? Gil Youmans makes the strongest case for interpreting
Chaucer’s meter as a pentameter continuous with the meters of Shakespeare and Milton.
Focusing on syntactic inversions, he has found that in the works of all three poets,
“movement transformations prevent . . . cliticisation . . . and they also tend to promote the
phonological boundaries of the moved constituents.”137 Any syntactic inversion counts as
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a “movement transformation.” They “prevent cliticisation” by blocking rules that group
weaker function words with stronger lexical words. This process “promotes” the
boundaries of the dislocated words because any structure transformed by movement will
mark the displaced constituents, making them more distinct and easier to locate:
Forthi som grace I hope in hire to fynde (TC 1.980)
Here the normal word order would be Forthi I hope to fynde som grace in hire. Note that
the unmarked version is just as “metrical” as the marked version that has undergone a
movement transformation, but that the two lines are phrased differently. Youmans
interprets their optimal groupings to be
[Forthi] [som grace] [I hope] [in hire] [to fynde]

metrical inversion

[Forthi] [I hope] [to fynde] [som grace in hire]

prose word order

Youmans then argues that the inversions reinforce the line’s division into feet, as the
tighter, more local grouping of the transposed constituents segments the line into binary
chunks. The effect, he contends, is not local to Shakespeare and Milton but applies
equally to Chaucer, indicating that inversions signal a common underlying meter.
In 2002, Youmans partnered with Xingzhong Li, arguing that Chaucer’s
inversions have a unique distribution suggestive of the pentameter. Inversions, they
assert, do not occur randomly but rather “tend to occur in the same metrical positions for
all three poets.”138 One type of inversion, as we have seen, is syntactic. Drawing on Li’s
dissertation research, they tabulate syntactic divisions in Chaucer’s lines by position, with
the highest (48.9%) occurring after the fourth position. 75% occur after even numbered
positions, and therefore, were they present, would coincide with foot boundaries. In other
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words, when the poets move constituents around in the line, the movements tend to
bolster positions that sanction “stress inversion” or beat displacement. As the authors
conclude, “[s]tatistically speaking, then, Chaucer’s syntactic boundaries tend to reinforce
foot boundaries far more often than not.”139
The inversions are particularly prominent when they increase metrical regularity
by moving a constituent to a position where it will not need to wrench its stress to satisfy
the

template.

Youmans

and

Li

describe

these

movements

as

“Gascoigne

Transformations” and note that they “comprise the overwhelming majority of syntactic
inversions in Chaucer.”140 77% of these movements shift a word into rhyming position
and none shift a rhyming word away from that position. More interesting, the authors find
a “near perfect correlation between syntactic inversions and strongly normalized metrical
rules.” The point of displacing a constituent, in other words, is to bolster the line’s meter.
Comparing Chaucer with Shakespeare and Milton, they find similar profiles—profiles
that suggest that all three poets shared a meter: the iambic pentameter, which Chaucer
invented in the 1370s:
Table 3-1 Syntactic inversions with no effect on rhyme

Verse sample
Total lines
Chaucer (Youmans)
5200
Chaucer (Li)
3020
Shakespeare
4906
Milton
7339
Totals
20465

No effect
538
366
503
1990
3397
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141

Prevent MWC
287 (53%)
219 (60%)
291 (58%)
1193 (60%)
1990 (59%)

Cause MWC
0
1 (?)142
0
0
1 (?)

143

Table 3-2 Metrical effects of syntactic inversions

Verse sample
Chaucer (Youmans)
Chaucer (Li)
Shakespeare
Milton

No effect
538
366
503
1990

Positive effect
70%
85%
77%
85%

Neutral effect
25%
13%
20%
13%

Negative effect
5%
3%
3%
2%

The authors note that of the small percentage of inversions that have a “negative” effect
on the meter, thirty-two percent convert a WSWS pattern to SWWS: they trigger a
“trochaic reversal”:
/

x

x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

Short was his gowne, with sleves longe and wyde144 (CT GP 93)
Youmans and Li record from a 3,020 line sample of Chaucer 241 trochaic inversions in
the first foot (8%), fifty in the second (1.7%), 111 in the third (3.7%); 108 in the fourth
(3.6%), and six in the fifth (0.2%).145 These numbers, they claim, “lend strong support to
a hierarchically structured prototype for Chaucer’s iambic pentameter,” as the lowest
figures coincide with colon boundaries. They claim to find a similar distribution in the
works of Milton and Shakespeare, indicating that the three poets worked in one meter. As
Youmans and Li comment, these marked structures move a constituent into focus
position, creating topicalized structures that “typically preserve underlying stress
prominence relations.”146 When moved into focus position, then, the tendency to stress
the lexical monosyllable over the copular verb may resist eurhythmic restructuring and
preserve the displaced beat.
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However, not all their evidence comes from syntactic inversions. Youmans and Li
also cite as examples of “trochaic inversion” words that most critics regard as stress
doublets: disyllables capable of taking stress on either the first or second syllable:
Redy to wenden on my pilgrimage147 (GP 21)
Hardy he was and wys to undertake148 (GP 405)
Worthy to been stywardes of rente and lond149 (GP 579)
As we saw in our discussion of final –e, lexical disyllables ending in an open (tense)
vowel could retain secondary stress, making them candidates for stress shift. These words
tend to occur most often in the line’s final, rhyming position, where metrical pressure will
warp them into compliance. Within the line, however, these words tend to occupy SW
positions, especially in the first two positions. Because their distribution largely restricts
the shifted variant to the end of the line, Youmans and Li argue that these words are not
“genuine stress doublets.” By contrast, “the statistics for genuine stress doublets such as
honour and honour are markedly different.”150 Honour occurs in rhyme position in thirtytwo out of seventy instances in the Canterbury Tales. When not in rhyme position, the
word falls nineteen times in SW positions and nineteen times in WS positions. There
seems to be, then, a difference in Chaucer’s treatment of the two classes of doublets.
They are not used equally throughout the line:
Words with vacillating stress are distributed more or less equally
throughout Chaucer’s lines, whereas more radical candidates for tilting,
such as squier, are most frequent at the end of Chaucer’s lines, where
stress patterning is most strictly constrained.151
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To Youmans and Li, the only logical explanation can be that the “radical candidates”
retain primary stress on their first syllables when not placed in rhyme position, and that,
therefore, when they fall in SW positions, they must be read as trochaic inversions—just
as they would in Shakespeare’s or Milton’s poetry.
For additional evidence they cite weakly inflected verbs that follow the same
trend and which, in SW positions, seem to forbid any shift:
Ther may no man clepen it cowardye (KnT 2730)
Of worldly folk holden the siker weye (MerT 1390)
How that a knyght, called Virginius (PhyT 180)
It is true that these lines are ideal candidates for displacing the beat from the sixth to the
fifth position: each (apparent) inversion follows a phonological phrase boundary, and
none contains a word with any stress on the second syllable. And because these rhythms
frequently appear in the poems of Milton and Shakespeare, Youmans and Li conclude
that all three poets wrote in pentameter.

Objections to Youmans and Li
Youmans and Li present a strong case, but their argument is logically flawed.
First, consider the syntactic inversions on which so much of the argument depends. Poets
often depart from standard word order because of rhetorical, stylistic, or grammatical
pressures, and the inversion’s effects on meter are frequently incidental. Thomas
Hoccleve, for instance, riddled his meter with inversions, many of which have no
metrical effect or make it more difficult to locate the beat. (I will discuss Hoccleve’s
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inversions at length in Chapter Six.) Quite simply, syntactic inversion is a problematic
tool. The effects of hyperbaton are rhythmic rather than metrical, as the movement of
constituents affects grouping preferences. This effect pertains equally to prose (and much
early prose makes use of hyperbaton), and so we cannot generalize from the prosodic
effect to any metrical intention. Moreover, movement occurs in meters that are not
remotely footed, as in classical Japanese, where it also blocks cliticisation and enhances
prosodic boundaries. But because we have no reason to find feet in these meters, we do
not mistake the change in prosodic organization for a change in metrical mode. The
simple fact is that any movement operation will block cliticisation and enhance
boundaries. Placing the movement in a metrical context does not magically impose feet
on the line. Youmans scans the transposed Chaucer line in groups of two:
[Forthi] [som grace] [I hope] [in hire] [to fynde]
This represents one possible grouping, but there are others. (It is not even the most salient
grouping.) A much more neutral representation is
[Forthi som grace] [I hope] [in hire to fynde]
Why is this grouping superior? It better reflects the phonological phrase structure of the
rhythm, but it also organizes the line into three large sections, two symmetrically poised
against the central, short unit. Phrased this way, the line is much easier to read and
remember, requires less storage space, and is easier to access. It therefore more strongly
confirms the reader’s metrical expectations and primes his or her mind to apply those
expectations to other verses. In short, it quickly and cleanly moves the line from prosodic
input to metrical output.
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Youmans and Li problematically claim that the coincidence of syntactic divisions
(by which they mean caesurae) with syntactic inversions indicates that Chaucer wrote in
feet, and that feet support a hierarchical template. There is much to dispute here. First,
templates are not hierarchical. A template supplies contrast and interval targets for the
phrasal action that groups prosodic materials into simple rhythms and builds hierarchy. If
we define meter as a process that includes all of these stages, then we can comfortably
state that meter is hierarchical. But Youmans and Li define meter as a template, not a
process. They cannot then claim that meter is hierarchical, whether or not it is footed.
Second, such a coincidence does not, in fact, indicate the presence of feet. The authors
find a spike in the distribution of syntactic boundaries following the fourth and sixth
positions. Both the vers de dix and the endecasillibo authorize, and occasionally mandate,
such breaks precisely after the fourth or sixth positions, and these meters are not footed.
Youmans and Li also neglect the more significant fact that only 5.4% and 2% of breaks
occur after the second and eighth positions, which are much lower percentages than those
after the fifth and seventh positions (13.2% and 6.7%, respectively). In a pentameter there
is no constraint on where a syntactic pause can occur, and so we have no metrical reason
to regulate their distribution in that meter. On the contrary, the high incidence of breaks
in the seventh position associates Chaucer with Boccaccio and Dante rather than Milton.
The distribution strongly suggests a decasyllable modeled on the unfooted Italian meter,
not the pentameter.
Their evidence of inversions that “topicalize” constituents by moving them into a
focus position is also problematic. All of their examples are monosyllabic, and a lexical
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monosyllable, whether or not it is moved, is a candidate for eurhythmic reorganization
and therefore can be tilted to the template:
/
x x
/
x
/ x
/
Short was his gowne  Short was his gowne152
It is true, as Youmans insists, that topicalized constituents tend to retain their original
rhythms. In this case, the rhythm places a stress on short. But the tendency is most
prominent in speech, not in verse in which the metrical context can override it, especially
when the rhythm is monosyllabic.
Finally, the midline inversions cited by Youmans and Li only appear to be
trochaic, like Shelley’s famous syncopation:
/

x

x /

x

/

/

x

x /

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
In Chapter Six I will present evidence that some poets actually did shift stress to closed
inflections with a reduced vowel, as in clepen, holden, and called. It is not clear whether
Chaucer ever invoked the license, but even if he did not, the distribution of these words in
the line does not offer strong evidence for either claim. The rhythms are exceptionally
rare in his poetry and therefore statistically insignificant. In other words, they do not fall
within the meter’s range of tolerance. In fact, two of the lines are not as challenging as
they appear: the first may comfortably be scanned as headless with syncope on the verb
and the third emended with a participial prefix:
(x) /

x

/

x

/

x / x

/

Ther may no man clepen it cowardye
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x

/ x

/

x

/

x /x /

How that a knyght, [y]called Virginius
Only the second line cited by Youmans and Li is genuinely problematic. I will return to it
below in my discussion of metrical ambiguity:
? ?
Of worldly folk holden the siker weye
For now I will pause only to note that problematic lines occur in all medieval meters. It is
the nature of manuscript transmission to make them. We can blame such lines on the
scribes and thus steer past the problem. But if we do, we have trapped ourselves in a
Platonic regression because bad scribes don’t get us any closer to good poets, and by
appealing to them we only add another stage of mediation between us and the authorial
verse design. Moreover, by blaming the scribes we beg the question, assuming without
justification that the line is not authorial simply because it challenges our understanding
of how authors wrote. Such lines also test our bias that the line’s reception is somehow
less valuable or compelling than its creation—presuming the two acts can be confidently
separated, and they often can’t. The question to ask is not whether such lines occur, for
even an author’s autograph copy will have problematic lines, as Hoccleve’s holographs
confirm. Rather, the questions to ask are how often do they occur and in what metrical
environments? When we ask these questions of the line from The Merchant’s Tale, we
find easy answers that raise doubts about Youmans and Li’s reading. First, lines that
(supposedly) move the beat from a strong to a weak position and thus “invert” stress
almost always can be read as clipped (missing a first weak syllable); those that can’t are
astonishingly rare. We can therefore answer the first question by stating that genuinely
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problematic lines—those that seem to displace a beat and cannot be tilted by acephaly—
occur so infrequently that they are statistically insignificant. Second, the problematic
environment must be restricted to midline inversions that resist acephaly. Any initial
inversion, as I discuss below, can be read as a clipped line.
We can, therefore, invert Youmans and Li’s conclusions and state that the
distribution they find to be such powerful evidence for the pentameter actually suggests a
constraint against inversions in the first two metrical positions, where the pentameter
most often inverts stress. Metrists have found no unequivocal examples of line-initial
inversion—not one—and if such inversions are tolerated in the line’s middle, then they
should be even more tolerated at its beginning. They are not. In fact, the reverse seems to
be true, suggesting that the midline inversions are either unreal or accidental. But even if
they were real and deliberate—and the evidence suggests they are not—and if they imply
the presence of feet—which the data do not support—and are therefore signs of a
pentameter, then we can rightly ask where Chaucer got his feet. Not from Latin. Certainly
not from French or Italian. The notion of the metrical foot in English prior to the
sixteenth century is an idea dangerously anachronistic. If we wish to take it up as an
answer to the problem of stressing a minority of misaligned participles and other
grammatical flotsam, we invite many more difficulties than we dispel.
Finally, one may object to Youmans and Li’s argument eo ipso by noting that
they do not consult any text other than Benson: no manuscript witnesses and no early
printed editions. Their text is modern, and it very well may give them a modern reading
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of a modern meter, in which case it should not surprise us that they find evidence of
pentameter. Benson may have contaminated their sample with it.

The Case for a Decasyllable
If we disregard Southworth and Ian Robinson, all but three critics in the history of
modern English metrics have assumed that Chaucer wrote in iambic pentameter, basing
that assumption on the line’s five beats and ten syllables and, more recently, on the
distribution of supposed “trochaic” inversions, as Youmans and Li have argued. The
assumption overlooks a subtle but significant criterion for identifying meters. In order to
claim that Chaucer wrote in the same meter as Shakespeare, one must demonstrate that
Chaucer’s meter and Shakespeare’s share a tolerance—they accept and exclude the same
sets of rhythms. One poet will not write rhythms that the other cannot reconcile to the
metrical schema. If a statistically significant rhythm works for Shakespeare but not for
Chaucer, we can conclude that their two meters are different: they do not share a
tolerance. Just as two languages may have much in common and even be, to an extent,
intelligible to one another (e.g. Polish and Russian), so two meters may tap to the same
template. But foot meters behave differently than unfooted meters, and they do so
because although the two meters alternate beats with offbeats, footed meters can make
rhythms that unfooted meters cannot. What a line cannot do matters just as much, or
more, than what it can. And although Shakespeare’s tolerance includes every rhythm
Chaucer wrote, Chaucer’s does not include every rhythm Shakespeare wrote. They do not
share a tolerance.
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Recall that tolerance is a statistically normative rather than categorical measure. It
does not rule out rhythms absolutely; instead, it rules them out as metrically significant.
A rhythm may occur in a corpus, but if it occurs in less than 1% of the total number of
lines, then that rhythm should not be accepted as a part of the metrical set. Tolerance is
inherently fuzzy. But we can state that a rhythm is not tolerated when it fails to occur at
all, fails to occur in a statistically significant distribution, or occurs in a distribution that
is consistently ambiguous. The first condition is self-evident: if a poet does not use a
rhythm, then that rhythm is not tolerated in the very specific sense that it never engages
the reader’s schema and so does not belong to the metrical set.153 The second is not selfevident but it follows logically from any definition of metricality that rejects categorical
rules. The third condition is unique to metrical frameworks that replace grammatical
constraints with cognitive ones. A distribution that is consistently ambiguous prevents the
reader from assigning it an optimal grouping preference, and so the rhythm remains
unphrased, unorganized, and therefore unmetrical.
Two rhythms common in iambic pentameter but nearly nonexistent in Chaucer’s
meter suggest that Chaucer did not write pentameter lines. If he had, these rhythms would
be metrically and statistically significant, not merely incidental. One rhythm—the rising
cadence—occurs in less than 0.3% of lines, or three in every thousand. The other—
trochaic inversion—always occurs in a context that can be read in more than one way,
making it consistently ambiguous. A third rhythm also common in iambic pentameter,
which I will describe below, fails to appear at all. We therefore have three canonical
rhythms in the pentameter that fail the tolerance tests for Chaucer’s meter because they
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do not occur; they occur but are always ambiguous and therefore may actually not be
present; or they occur so infrequently that they are not metrically meaningful. We may
propose, then, that Chaucer wrote in an “alternating decasyllable” because his meter does
not tolerate the canonical rhythms.154 Although the pentameter tolerates all Chaucer’s
rhythms, it does not tolerate only those rhythms.155 The grouping preferences that give us
the rising cadences and inverted feet in Shakespeare ought also to yield the rhythms in
Chaucer, but they do not.
The first of these rhythms is the rising cadence, a sequence of four syllables with
each syllable more heavily stressed than the one before it:

4 3 2 1
When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
The rhythm often occurs when the weak second syllable of a lexical word is followed by
a prepositional phrase, in which the complement noun is modified by an adjective. But it
can occur in other syntactic environments as well:
4
3 2
1
I summon up remembrance of things past
Here, instead of preceding the noun the adjective follows it and, being in final position, it
receives the beat. But there are still more diverse contexts:156
4
3 2 1
With how sad steps, O Moon, thou climb’st the skies!
Foot meters “bracket” the syllables into binary groups of strong and weak sister syllables,
making sets of two rather than one long set of four:
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W

S

[With how] [sad steps]
W S
W S
Sisterhood relations are always strongest within a constituent, and each bracket forms a
constituent. It is possible, then, to hold four degrees of stress over four consecutive
positions because it is no longer necessary to demote the stress value of a member of one
constituent to that of a member that is not its sister:
1
2
*1 *2
[[With how] [sad steps]]
Bracketing preserves the intermediate stress assigned to sad (against how on its left and
steps on its right) and so the reader continues to perceive more than two degrees of
stress:157
1
2
3 4
[[With how] [sad steps]]
Unbracketed, sad is assigned an intermediate level of stress between how and steps by the
phonological grammar, but once brackets are applied, as the weaker member of the
constituent it relates only to its strong sister, steps, and is therefore not subject to
demotion to any other syllable. Bracketing is a grouping strategy unique to foot meters,
and without bracketing rising stress cannot be maintained through four syllables. The
syllables in unfooted meters are sisters relative to the colon constituent, not the foot, and
so in order to keep the stress values stable through the colon, the line employs S-Pairing,
a eurhythmic device that restructures stress so that it alternates rather than rises:
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1
2
3 4
1
2
1 2
[[With how] [sad steps]]  [With how sad steps]
In effect, S-Pairing demotes the middle stress in a sequence of three stressed syllables.158
(We must take care to observe that both constructs are likely to be scanned the same,
despite the rhythmic difference, because both place a beat on the second and fourth
syllables, although the first, optionally, may place its first beat on the third syllable.)
Feet, as I alluded in Chapter Two, are an emergent structure particular to one way
of reading the line: they are effects of a peculiar style of grouping and, as such, they are
imposed on the line psychologically in order to parse it. There is nothing in any metrical
template that is inherently footed. Footing, instead, is a grouping preference that a reader
may apply to the rhythm in order to create hierarchical structure and simplify the line’s
content. It is important to note, therefore, that when we speak of footed and unfooted
meters, we are not referring to anything in the prosodic signal. We are, rather, referring to
different strategies for building hierarchical structure in the meter. Metrical feet are
therefore a phrasal option and not a templatic property. In theory, any meter may be
footed: Chaucer’s, Verlaine’s, Basho’s. One determines whether a meter is in fact footed
by looking at its tolerance—at the rhythms it excludes. Grouping strategies are not
equally effective for all rhythms. In fact, there is a correlation between the rhythms
present in a poem and the preferences readers apply to them in order to build metrical
structure. One may therefore infer from a poem’s rhythms the preferences readers and
poets apply to the line as they process its content. Feet represent a grouping strategy that
is preferred for rhythms that frequently displace beats and clash stresses. It would be
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backward to claim that footed meters create rising cadences; on the contrary, rising
cadences encourage readers to create feet. We may therefore infer from the presence of
rising cadences in a verse line that its author probably composed in feet, as these rhythms
strongly prefer to be bracketed. Bracketing simplifies the double offbeats that result from
beat displacement and it discourages S-Pairing. Of course, as readers, we are always free
to explore alternative styles of building metrical structure and may ignore the feet.
Rising cadences very rarely occur in Chaucer’s poetry, suggesting that his meter
is not footed. If it were, it would have no reason to avoid such natural rhythms. Youmans
scouts a handful of exceptions, such as these two lines from Troilus:
For with good hope he gan fully assente (TC 1.391)
For of good name and wisdom and manere (TC 1.880)
But if we do not define metricality categorically, such exceptions are not problematic
simply because they comprise such a tiny minority. They do not occur often enough to be
statistically significant, and their statistical insignificance makes them metrically
insignificant. The mind is hostile to unpredictable events. And because meter is a schema
with a target prosodic tolerance—a series of judgments intended to confirm our
expectations—very rare rhythms are excluded from the tolerance, even if they do occur.
Other critics have noticed the relative absence of these rhythms in Chaucer’s
verse. Redford, like most metrists, pins the missing rhythm on the inflectional system,
which promoted “a more even distribution of lexical stresses” and so discouraged rising
cadences.159 Solopova also traces the glitch to inflectional endings, whose
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weakness and instability . . . and their tendency to disappear on demand
from metre, as well as the limited phonological function and variability of
stress, contributed to a greater prominence of phrasal stress and sentence
prosody and, in Chaucer’s verse, limited the use of rhythmical devices
traditional in modern syllabic-accentual verse.160
One cannot guess from the hedged description what Solopova thinks of the meter: is it a
pentameter confined by linguistic circumstances to a more desultory and predictable
repertoire? Or does the “limited use of rhythmical devices” sever it from the pentameter
tradition and make it a meter apart? In other words, she does not pursue the theoretical
implications of her statement, and so she has no opinion of the controversy. Ultimately, it
does not matter. As I will show in Chapter Five, arguments like these are groundless.
Chaucer’s contemporary John Walton embraced rising cadences by inflating his rate of
apocope. The very same critics who casually assert that by 1400 final –e had disappeared
from meter invoke final –e to explain why stress clash and rising cadences are
uncommon. Notwithstanding its flagrant self-contradiction, this view has become
standard. It is all the more tenuous in light of Walton’s experiments, which show
conclusively both that final –e was metrically relevant after Chaucer’s death and that its
presence does not prohibit rising cadences. It makes a great deal more sense to admit that
inflections had little or nothing to do with Chaucer’s avoidance of the rhythm. Rather, his
meter did not tolerate the rising cadence.
The second canonical rhythm—trochaic inversion—is more complex. In
Chaucer’s verse it occurs much less often than in later poetry, but it does occur, and its
occurrence, exceeding 1% of total lines, is statistically significant. However, in every
single instance in which it occurs, it can be read not as an inversion but as some other
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rhythm, typically a clipped line. It therefore never occurs unequivocally, and any rhythm
that can be read in more than one way every time it occurs raises doubts about its metrical
status.
In principle, an alternating meter will be intolerant of trochaic inversions (or beat
displacement or syncopation) because, unlike foot meters, an alternating meter
determines the stress value of a given syllable by reference to the syllables both before
and after it. When a beat is displaced and two weak syllables are adjoined, the alternating
pattern is temporarily suspended:
/
x
x
/
/ x x /
x
/
Childhood and youth, friendship and love's first glow (“Wordsworth” 3)
Shelley’s line, composed in feet, is free to invert because “the relative stress between the
last unit of one foot and the first unit of the next foot is irrelevant in deciding the
metricality of a line.”161 So when deciding where to place the beat, we compare only
those values within the foot. Youth is stronger than and; friend- is stronger than –ship. As
a result, we feel no discomfort displacing the beat, savoring the subsequent slight clash
and seeing the line through to its end. But when forced to compare, say, friend- to –ship
and to youth, the mind strains to derive their appropriate stress values and struggles to
locate the optimal candidate for the beat. Which is stronger, youth or friend-? The phrase
boundary reduces some of the tension by permitting each word to host its own
phonological domain, but we still are left to decide which of the two is more prominent.
To resolve the conflict the mind groups rhythms into cola and moves straight from the
syllable to the intermediate structure. When faced with a conflict such as we find in
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Shelley’s line, an alternating meter must go outside the usual domains to settle the
dispute; to restore the contrast between syllables it must appeal to the phrasal and
sentence-level prosodies. Feet, by contrast, are local and self-contained: their stress
relations reside happily on the lower-levels of the domain hierarchy. This “grounding”
allows them to swing harder against the tactus, to bully it, to challenge the alternating
principle with rhythms too complex or subtle or taxing for the alternating meter to risk.
One of the great paradoxes of Chaucer’s meter is that although it is a great deal more
“regular” than Shakespeare’s, that very consistency makes it fragile and more vulnerable
to disruption. Like any heavy object, once set in motion it carries its weight forward as
momentum. But being bulky, it can crack. Abrupt inversions will break the Chaucerian
line.162
To avoid potential hazards, Chaucer’s alternating meter makes use of its
phonological options, shifting stresses in “both disyllabic words and monosyllabic
phrases.”163 In the first case, as we have seen, he was free to exploit the sensitivities in
syllabic weight that made it possible to shift stress to the derivational suffix. In the
second, he could tilt a string of monosyllables against the syntax to secure an even
alternation:
x

/

x

/

x /

x

/ x /

Trouthe and honour, fredom and curteisie (CT GP 46)
(Whether the poet and his audience actually heard and read the line this way is not as
significant as the fact that they could have.) Non-lexical polysyllables, as always, pose a
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problem, but not as seriously for Chaucer as for his modern readers, who will be more
firmly convinced of fixed stress:
? ?
And heeld after the newe world the space (GP 176)
Thomas Cable argues that “[i]t is not at all clear that Middle English after and under had
invariable stress on the first syllable.”164 His claim is supported by three independent
sources. The first, as we have seen, is that this class of words, whether in Middle or
Modern English, appears to follow its own odd rules. Quite simply, postlexical stress
does not observe the same constraints as lexical stress. We should not infer from the
difference that postlexical stress goes unchecked or unregulated; it does not. But neither
can we mindlessly apply, say, the MWC to it and expect all prepositions to be as docile
as nouns or verbs:
x

/

x

/ x

/

x

? ?

/

Henceforth be never numbered among men (MND 3.2.67)
If Shakespeare and many poets after relaxed their rhythms in this class of words, why
would we ask Chaucer to tighten his? The second source comes from Chaucer himself: of
180 instances of after in the Canterbury Tales, twenty-eight (or 15.5%) occur in weakstrong positions; of seventy-eight of under, thirty-one (or 39.7%).165 These numbers are
high enough to suggest that Chaucer shifted the stress when he needed to. From such
evidence we can conclude that both were available to him as options. Whether he
preferred one style of accent over the other is another matter entirely. In certain contexts,
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he selected one and in other contexts its alternative. The third source is Orm, who
manipulated the class as fitfully as Chaucer.
Youmans and Li argue that Chaucer displaced the beat from the second to the first
position in his line. As evidence they cite lines like this one from the General Prologue,
Lyned with taffata and with sandal (400)
which they claim holds a beat on the first syllable and is therefore “inverted.” Is it? As we
have seen, one of the enduring irritations for medieval metrics lies in the period’s
equivocal stressing. Many lines begin with a lexical disyllable, often inflected, and it is
far from certain which syllable receives the beat:
? ?

x

/ x / x

/

x

/

Lyned with taffata and with sendal (GP 440)
The inclination, I think, is to stress the word’s first syllable, but given the uncertain status
of inflections we can never be sure. (They are subject to syncope.) Are there any lines
that begin with a disyllable that is unambiguous in its stress? A lexical monosyllable with
a final –e, in theory, would show unequivocal inversion, as the –e is prohibited from
receiving the beat. Cable claims that Chaucer “made no use of the category of syllable
that would be conclusive in establishing the pattern”:
If the schwa were to occur as the second syllable in the pattern / x x / at
the beginning of a line, not even the most regular reader would want to
suggest that stress could be shifted to it. Yet the pattern does not occur in
858 lines of the General Prologue.166
So we find none of the other morphological options that Chaucer easily could have
chosen in place of an inflected verb. Cable conjures up quite a few constructs:
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*Riche with taffata and with sendal
*Lace with taffata and with sendal
*Smothe with taffata and with sendal
*Werke with taffata and with sendal
In each case we have a word with a historically justified schwa, and in each case Chaucer
easily could have substituted the construct for the actual line. But in Cable’s sample he
did not. Chaucer must have had some compelling reason not to place schwa in the second
metrical position, and the only logical explanation for Cable is that Chaucer did not invert
stress. His meter discouraged it.
If we increase our sample, however, we find six instances in which final –e does
indeed occupy the second syllable of the line. In the Hg and El manuscripts, there are
four:
Chaste goddesse wel wostow that I (KnT A2304)
Blesse the hous from euery wikkid wight (MilT A3484)
Youthe with outen grenehede or folye (MLT B163)
Herke this conseil for thy sikernesse (MLT B425)
And Hg as the sole witness presents two more:
Bothe the wardeyn and oure felawes alle (RvT A4112)
Alle the days of pouere men been wikke (MLT B118)
Cable’s claim that Chaucer “made no use of the category” is therefore not true. But if we
look closely at all six counterexamples, we will notice that they are optimal candidates
for apocope, which would render the rhythms clipped rather than inverted. Because we
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know that Chaucer wrote headless or clipped lines, and because there is a great deal of
evidence suggesting that he did not displace beats, a clipped reading is more persuasive
and economical:
/

x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

Blesse the hous from euery wikkid wight
Moreover, lines A2304 and B118 are suspect. A similar formula appears in line A2297
but places chaste in SW position rather than WS. It is therefore highly likely that the
scribe merely neglected a vocative interjection in A2304:
x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

O chaste goddesse of the wodes grene (A2297)
And El strikes the definite article from B118 so that the line is unequivocally clipped, not
syncopated with a beat on the first metrical position:
/ x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/

Alle the days of pouere men been wikke (B118)
Furthermore, no such instance of final –e in strong position occurs line-internally
anywhere in the poem, suggesting that the six cases of line-initial “inversion” are clipped
lines with apocope on the vowel rather than genuine trochaic reversals. The apparent
counterevidence actually strengthens the claim that Chaucer’s meter is not a pentameter.
The minority of instances in which Chaucer appears to admit stress inversions or rising
cadences is insignificant, both because the data are so few and because they can be read
in more than one way metrically. The examples present only alternative readings and not
falsifying evidence. We must wonder why in tens of thousands of lines we find nothing
conclusively linking Chaucer’s meter to a pentameter. All the evidence that does not
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involve final –e is vulnerable to the possibility of stress shift, and all the evidence that
does involve it is vulnerable to apocope and a clipped rhythm. We have no way of
confirming whether the suspect inversions do indeed displace the beat, and in the absence
of such evidence we must conclude that the Chaucer’s meter excluded those rhythms,
making it not a pentameter but an alternating decasyllable.
Beat displacement, like rising cadence, depends upon the close structural
relationship that holds between bracketed constituents. If we return to Cable’s example
from the General Prologue and divide the line into feet, we will see that constituents are
more tightly bound to their sisters—the syllables with which they share the foot—than
they are to their other relations.
L [ C [ F [Lyned]

[with taf]] [[fata] [and with] [sendal]]]

So Ly- relates first to its sister constituent –ned, and then to the next strong syllable,
which happens to be the confirming position at the right edge of the colon, and finally to
the tenth position that closes the line:
{1, 2}
{4}
{10}
Lyned with taffata and with sandal
A bond locks the first and second syllables in a sort of mutual orbit, like a double star
system. The mind groups them together, making the first and second syllables “more
responsible” to one another metrically than either is to the syllables in the next foot.
Within such cozy quarters, stress inversion proceeds unobstructed. Then, having built a
layer of metrical structure immediately above the syllable, the mind looks to bind the feet
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as sister constituents of the colon, and, finally, to bind the cola as sister constituents of
the metrical line.
A very different set of structural relationships inheres in the alternating meter, in
which a syllable is obligated not to any particular constituent by virtue of bracketing but
to the entire colon in which it lies: not
S

S

W

W
W

S

S
S W

W
S W

W
S W

S
S W

S

which represents the optimal hierarchy for a pentameter, in which grouping preferences
build structure in binary units all the way up to the level of the line, but

W

W

S W S W

S

S W

S W

S

In an alternating design, we erase the inner brackets representing sisterhood between foot
constituents and draw lines of dominance straight from the colon to the individual
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syllables. Without a foot to bracket the syllables, no second level of structure mediates
between the colon and the syllable. As a result, the emergent hierarchy is flatter and more
brittle. It is flatter because fewer nodes mediate between the terminal elements (the
syllables) and the root (the line). It is more brittle because with fewer nodes intervening
between the terminal elements and their root, the line, paradoxically, is less free to
respond to challenges to its schema. Every node presents an opportunity to simplify the
line’s content by “chunking” its material into groups. Fewer nodes indicate fewer
opportunities to simplify the line, and a line that is more complex, with less structure, will
be less tolerant.
In 1984, Susanne Woods, the first to suspect that Chaucer’s meter may be unique,
wrote that it “will not comfortably satisfy the requirements of a post-Renaissance iambic
pentameter model.”167 We have seen that two of these “requirements”—trochaic
inversion and rising cadences—seem to be excluded as rhythms. A third, proposed by
Steven Guthrie, offers the most persuasive evidence that Chaucer’s meter was not a
pentameter, as the rhythm fails to occur anywhere in Chaucer’s poetry but is “most
characteristic” of Shakespeare’s:168
Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel (6)
Rhythms such as this one from Shakespeare’s first sonnet assign stress to the first, third,
and fourth syllables, with the stress in third position followed immediately by a majorclass word belonging to the same phrase. (The beat will fall either on the first and fourth
syllables or the second and fourth; in either case, it is the presence of three strong
stresses—the first “inverted”—that makes the rhythm distinct.)
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/

x

x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel
+s
+s
+s
The rhythm simply combines a trochaic inversion and a rising cadence. Guthrie correctly
deduces that a poet writing in pentameter, and therefore willing to sanction each of these
rhythms in isolation, would have no reason not to sanction them together, as every poet
writing in pentameter has—or every poet except Chaucer.
It is a very simple deduction. If Chaucer wrote his meter in feet, then he would
have tolerated trochaic inversions. We have our first premise.
Premise (1): Chaucer tolerated beat displacement.
And if Chaucer wrote his meter in feet, then he also would have tolerated rising cadences.
We have our second premise.
Premise (2): Chaucer did not employ S-pairing.
We have already found reasons to reject both of these premises. Nevertheless, for the
sake of argument let us grant them. If Chaucer tolerated beat displacement and if he did
not employ S-pairing to restructure rising cadences into alternating patterns, then we can
deduce that Chaucer, like every other poet writing in pentameter, would have merged the
two licenses in at least a few cases, producing the rhythm so prominent in Shakespeare,
Sidney, Pope, and Keats: stress inversion followed by a heavy foot:

/ x /
/
Tell me loves maister, shall we meete to morrow (Ven. 585)
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One may reasonably object that the line is composed of monosyllables that can be tilted
so that the beat falls on the second and fourth syllables. But the objection misses the
larger point: reorganized or not, this rhythm does not occur in Chaucer’s works. We do
not find lines like

/ x

/

/

*Ful of fals sterres heuene is alle alihte
anywhere in the corpus. It does not matter that the rhythm can be subjected to S-Pairing
and tilted to maintain a strict alternation of beats and offbeats. The very fact that it is
absent tells us that the poet avoided it. If we claim that the rhythm can be restructured, we
have already conceded that Chaucer’s meter did not tolerate inversion or rising cadences:
if it did there would be no motivation to tilt the line. And if one claims that Chaucer’s
inflectional grammar kept the rhythm from arising, then one is mistaken, as it occurs in
Walton’s poetry. We are forced to conclude that the language tolerated the rhythm but
that Chaucer did not.
David Keppel-Jones has tracked this rhythm, among many others, through three
hundred years of pentameter lines.169 His survey shows that although its use varies from
poet to poet, this prosodic configuration, in which a displaced beat precedes a stress
clash, occurs frequently enough to be considered a defining rhythm of the pentameter,
just as the trochaic inversion and rising cadence are:
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Table 3-3 Radical inversion, 16th-19th century

Poet
% per 75 lines
Spenser
1
Sidney
4.2
Marlow
1.1
Donne
3.7
Jonson
2.1
Waller
2.5
Marvell
2.2
Vaughan
2.7
Dryden
1.1
Thomson
2.5
Johnson
1.2
Gray
1.0
Cowper
0.4
Coleridge
2.7
Byron
0.9
Shelley
2.4
Keats
1.9
E.B Browning
0.7
Fitzgerald
1.3
Tennyson
1.1
R. Browning
2.0
Arnold
2.6
Moreover, as Table 3-3 shows, its use did not change very much through the centuries,
indicating that it is not merely a stylistic variable. One may have assumed that as poets
began to experiment with bolder rhythms they would solicit this figure more often; they
did not. When we add to the tables Keppel-Jones’s analyses of 3,126 lines from
Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, and Wordsworth, we find that the figure occurs in 2.1% of all
pentameter lines.170 If we claim that Chaucer wrote in pentameter, then we must explain
why the rhythm occurs in the works of every other poet surveyed, including those with
heavily alternating lines, such as Spenser, on the average of once in every fifty lines but
never in Chaucer’s. Furthermore, if we accept that Chaucer displaced beats and kept
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rising cadences, then we must explain why their natural, logical pairing never surfaces. It
is all the more peculiar that more than 95% of the rhythms in the Keppel-Jones survey
occur at the beginning of the line where they emphatically confirm the fourth position, or
second beat. As this position coincides with the close of the first colon, it is an ideal
environment for Chaucer to have used it. When we consider the absence of “radical
inversion” as Keppel-Jones describes the combination of syncopation and rising stress,
the consistently equivocal distribution of supposedly displaced beats, and the statistical
and metrical insignificance of rising cadences (when all three are defining rhythms of the
English pentameter), we must ask whether it is more probable that Chaucer excluded
these rhythms and wrote in an alternating meter. With a tolerance aimed at maintaining
the strict alternation of beats and offbeats against the interference patterns characteristic
of inversions and cadences, such a meter would be hostile to any rhythm that, however
briefly or innocently, obscured the contrast between weak and strong syllables.
Comparing Chaucer’s meter to Shakespeare’s, Guthrie hears subtler differences as
well. In the Sonnets he finds that stressed syllables occupy approximately 11.1% of all
weak positions. (This figure excludes line-initial inversions, and he neglects to mention
whether the stresses are lexical.) In the Canterbury Tales, by contrast, he finds them in
5.2% of the weak positions. The difference implies that Chaucer matched syllabic
prominence to position strength more fastidiously than Shakespeare, and the result was a
metrical line less prone to inversion or stress clash.
A second difference concerns the number of stresses per line, with Shakespeare
averaging 3.92 and Chaucer 3.5. Chaucer’s line is airier and more buoyant, sermoni
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propriora, whereas Shakespeare’s is heavier and statelier, more prone to drag or linger.
The addition of half a stress per line may not seem very significant, but it sufficiently
slows the delivery rate to lend the line more ceremony and gravity, as well as to curb its
liveliness.
A third difference involves the poets’ handling of monosyllables. Most poets
avoid placing lexical monosyllables in phrase-final weak position. Guthrie calls the
preference “absolute in Shakespeare but only relative in Chaucer.”171 His description may
be hyperbolic, but it does express a genuine distinction. According to Guthrie, Chaucer
invoked this rhythm three times more often than Shakespeare did, a fact all the more
surprising given how infrequently Chaucer filled any weak position with a stressed
syllable, as he did here:
By my wil she sholde al by thyn to morwe (TC 1.861)
Stockwell and Minkova object to this argument by noting that because they involve
monosyllables these rhythms may be manipulated to fit the template.172 Of course, they
are right: the line may be tilted to read
x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

By my wil she sholde al by thyn to morwe
But, again, the objection concedes the point: if we must tilt the rhythm to avoid placing a
phrase-final stress in a weak position, we have already granted that Chaucer’s meter is
uniquely hospitable to tilting, which of course implies that it would be resistant to
rhythms that challenge the alternation between beats and offbeats—rhythms such as
inversions, rising cadences, and their combination.
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A final difference is perhaps the most revealing. We have already learned that
Chaucer filled his line with fewer stresses than Shakespeare and that fewer of those
stresses occupy weak positions. However, a higher percentage of the stresses that do
occupy weak positions are phrase-final in Chaucer than in Shakespeare. Guthrie
concludes by profiling the distribution of those stressed syllables in the line in order to
locate which positions are most frequently “offended.” According to Guthrie, in the
Sonnets stress in a weak position is most common at the beginning of a line, where it
accounts for 32% of all “offenses.”173 Stress in the fifth position is next most common,
occurring in 22% of cases. In the Canterbury Tales it is the seventh position, not the first,
that is most commonly stressed, comprising 42% of all cases—an expected fact, really,
given his model, the Filostrato, in which phrasal stress on the seventh syllable is a
defining feature of the meter. By placing the majority of his offenses in the seventh
position, Chaucer avoided the typical pentameter contour, in which the sixth, eighth, and
tenth positions are resolutely filled with strongly stressed syllables. Chaucer’s meter,
goodly medieval, is “Romance-clad,” stabilizing at the fourth and tenth, or at the sixth
and tenth, positions.174 Knowing his audience was attuned to Romance rhythms, he
played them off the decasyllabic iamb, and the result, although not Shakespearean, on a
cursory glance may pass for it.

Constraint Ranking in the Decasyllable
On the evidence of excluded rhythms, we have good cause to suspect that
Chaucer did not write in iambic pentameter. However, we must explain why the two
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meters sound so similar and what about them specifically is different. The answers to
both questions lie in their respective tolerances. Tolerance calculates the degree of
interference a schema can accept before it is contradicted and must abandon its
expectations. The strength and quality of the interference is determined by the schema’s
ranking of metrical (not prosodic) constraints. A metrical constraint is a violable rule that
feeds either the contrast or the interval target. For example, both the pentameter and the
decasyllable adopt an alternating constraint (ALT) that requires beats to alternate at a
target interval of one offbeat. They also share a constraint on the number of metrical
events in a line (SEQ). Where ALT controls the optimal distance between marked events
(the beats), SEQ controls the number of total events and therefore the number of syllables
in a line. Combined, the constraints tell us that in both the decasyllable and the
pentameter the schema predicts five beats and ten syllables. A third constraint controls
the grouping of syllables into cola—the only mandatory phrasal action. Because it
requires syllables to organize at an intermediate level below the root (or metrical line),
this constraint (DOM) controls extrametricality licenses at domain boundaries below the
line and ensures that the licenses at the right and left edges of domain boundaries are
treated asymmetrically.175
Pentameters and decasyllables share these constraints but they rank them
differently, and the order of ranking determines which rhythms are tolerated and which
are excluded. Each constraint is less violable than the constraints below it. So if a meter
ranks the alternating constraint highest, it will exclude rhythms that threaten alternation
but admit rhythms that threaten the syllable count (as long as the affected count does not
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itself threaten alternation). By contrast, if a meter ranks the dominating above the
alternating constraint, its tolerance will admit rhythms that disrupt alternation, but only at
the right edges of cola where domains license extrametricality and voiding. And if a
meter ranks the syllabic constraint highest, it may not alternate at all, depending on the
relative order of the constraints below it.
When Chaucer adopted the endecasillibo, which lacked an alternating constraint,
he was forced to add one (ALT) in order to guarantee a regular and perceptible contrast
between syllables of different strengths. The endecasillibo already had a syllabic
constraint (SEQ) and a dominating constraint (DOM), ranked in that order, so that in the
Italian line the syllable count was fixed (inviolable except under the most extreme
circumstances) and the colon boundaries required but free to move among designated
positions. In other words, an Italian poet could violate DOM without breaching the
meter’s tolerance, but if he added to or subtracting from the syllable count, the tolerance
would be breached and the schema abandoned. In order to make the contrasts as clear as
possible, Chaucer ranked ALT, the alternating constraint, above those he inherited. Based
on this constraint ranking, Chaucer’s tolerance would admit rhythms that left off a
syllable at the beginning of a line, where the void would have no affect on the alternating
beats, but not double offbeats (or “triplets”), displaced beats, rising cadences, clashes, or
void syllables within the line. Because the constraints are violable to some extent,
depending on their place in the constraint hierarchy, a rhythm’s proximity to the edge of
the tolerance relates to the unique constraint it violates. The higher the constraint it
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violates, the more likely the rhythm will be excluded. Using a tableau, we can represent
their rankings and the seriousness of their violations:
Table 3-4 Chaucer’s alternating decasyllable

Inversion
Rising cadence
Acephaly

ALT
*!
*!

SEQ

DOM

*

In this formalism, an asterisk represents a violation of the constraint and an exclamation
point one that breaches the metrical tolerance. Constraints are ranked from highest on the
left to lowest on the right. Here we see that Chaucer ranked ALT highest, and so
inversion and rising cadences, disrupting contrasts between syllables, are excluded by the
tolerance. It is important to remember that within a framework such as this one,
constraints are cognitive, and so a violation is not unmetrical but merely too difficult to
reconcile to the expectations set by the schema. How do we know that Chaucer ranked
his syllabic constraint above his dominating constraint? Clipped lines occur far more
often in Chaucer’s meter than do broken-backed lines, and if DOM outranked SEQ, we
would find more instances of missing syllables at the right edge of the first colon, where
extrametricality would be licensed.
If we contrast Chaucer’s likely constraint ranking with Shakespeare’s, which also
allows violation to the SEQ constraint and must therefore rank it below DOM, we find
some overlap. But we also find a great deal of difference. Shakespeare’s meter also
admits beat displacements, rising cadences, and void positions, and so we must posit that
ALT can be violated and is therefore ranked below DOM, which sits at the top of the
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constraint hierarchy and sets the outermost range of tolerance. We must then sort out the
ranking of SEQ and ALT relative to each other. As the majority of rhythms excluded
from Chaucer’s tolerance but admitted by Shakespeare’s violate ALT and not SEQ, and
as the syllable count is respected more often, and more vigorously, than the alternating
principle, we can tentatively propose this tableau for Shakespeare:
Table 3-5 Shakespeare’s dramatic pentameter

DOM
Inversion
Rising cadence
Acephaly

SEQ

ALT
*
*

*

In a pentameter, with only a violation against ALT, the two excluded rhythms do little
violence. But in an alternating decasyllable, the effect is harsher. Both rhythms in
Chaucer violate a single constraint, but it is ALT, which in his schema is ranked highest.
The rhythms therefore are excluded, not because they are ugly or unmetrical but because
they tax the reader’s expectations too greatly to be reconciled with the schema, whose
tolerance is set by the constraint ranking.

Ambiguities in the Chaucerian Line
The foregoing argument may seem petty, but it serves a useful purpose. There is
an ambiguity about the basic structure of Chaucer’s line that no amount of technology,
theoretical or practical, digital or academic, can make clear. It lingers there in the
structure, intractable, because its materials lie precisely at the nexus of two similar but
distinct meters. Chaucer’s versification trips tamely along like a machine on auto384

maintenance. It seems to fulfill all the requirements of pentameter. It counts ten syllables
or their equivalents. It yields five beats alternating with five offbeats. These traits
comprise the metrical core of his art, and they are both necessary conditions for a good
pentameter. But are they also sufficient? Can the traits at its periphery, where the
ambiguities lurk—the underwhelming cadences and the carefully hedged stress in
disyllables—make a metrical difference? Can they disqualify the line as a pentameter or
as a decasyllable?
Meter is an act of interpretation, or, more precisely, a continuous series of
interpretations that ends only when the poem completes its last line. Every sensitive
reader of Chaucer’s poetry who has a good command of the language and its rules for
stressing and syllabification will hear five beats. Every sensitive reader of Shakespeare’s
poetry, or Wordsworth’s, or Spender’s, will also hear five beats. But not all sensitive
readers come to the same conclusions about what else the meters require. The ambiguities
that run rife in Chaucer’s line may cause readers to rank the constraints differently. We
have already seen that even basic linguistic description is unsettled, and philologists
continue to debate which words were eligible for stress shift and how robust an inflection
remained in a given phonological or metrical environment. If, like Stockwell and
Minkova, we view the sporadic broken-backed lines in the manuscripts as scribal errors,
we will rank SEQ above DOM, as I have done. Conversely, if we regard the brokenbacked lines as authorial, we may reverse the ranking. Whether a line reads rhythmically
as broken-backed or regular depends on our syllabification and stressing preferences.
Statistical and textual evidence strongly supports the ranking in Table Four. But the
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evidence is far from conclusive, and those very ambiguities permit us to read Chaucer’s
line in a variety of ways and as a variety of meters with different tolerances. Clues to
Chaucer’s meter are elusive and can be interpreted variously as incredibly rare hitches,
stylistic embellishments, or prefigurations of a proto-pentameter. According to the
cognitive framework I have adopted, the first is most likely: they are rare hitches. But the
uncertainty that surrounds Chaucer’s meter is far more revealing and significant than any
metrical description. Chaucer’s equivocal handling of inflections and word prosodies let
him play to many different crowds, and some of them found reasons to rank the
constraints differently, leading to other tolerances and expectations. In final –e and stress
shifts these audiences found the evidence they needed to justify their own meters because
Chaucer’s, even in his day, could be multiply read.

Clipped Lines
Three rhythms in particular offer evidence both for how Chaucer ranked his
constraints and for how readers re-rank them to create new tolerances. First, a statistically
significant number of lines lack a weak syllable at the line’s beginning. The rhythm is
widely and independently attested among the manuscripts and so it is probably authorial.
Second, fewer lines lack a syllable following the first colon boundary. And third, even
fewer lines add a syllable at the colon boundary. Each rhythm violates at least one
constraint, and so they all complicate our perception of the line. The first vagary hinders
the syllable count but does not affect the alternation of beats; it is a minor affliction and
therefore can be included within the alternating tolerance. The second, more disruptive,
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also defies the syllabic constraint by lacking a constituent, but it also affects the
alternation of beats and so plays a more dangerous game with the metrical boundaries.
Because it violates the alternating constraint it is not tolerated. The third also violates the
syllabic constraint, as it adds a weak syllable between beats and thus also subverts the
alternating constraint by switching the target interval from two to three. So to the nearly
total absence of rising cadences, the total absence of “radical” inversions, and the
hedging of stress in disyllables, we can add these three complicating rhythms: acephaly,
the broken-backed line, and the anapest or “triplet.” Together, these six figures constitute
the periphery of Chaucer’s meter. They are, for our purposes, the canonical demons that
haunt the meter and tempt us to misread it.
Let us begin with acephaly. Chaucer almost certainly allowed it. Li estimates that
between 1.7% and 0.7% of all lines in the Chaucer corpus lack an initial weak syllable,
his use of the rhythm declining somewhat with age and experience.176 There are several
reasons to suspect that the actual figure is much higher than Li’s estimation. First, if we
read the supposed trochaic inversions as clipped lines, we must double the rate of
incidence to between 1.4% and 3.4%. Second, it is not clear how often scribes corrected
for the “defect” by filling in the missing syllable.177 Many lines in the Chaucer corpus
may be headless (or clipped) but impossible to recover. Finally, because Li relies on
Benson’s edition, his count does not discriminate among variants in the witnesses, where
we are likely to discover more evidence of clipping.
Li’s neglect of the manuscripts cripples his analysis in more ways than one.
Depending solely on a modern edition, he silences the scribal reception that serves as an
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index of community competence. Doing so prevents him from asking a key question: if
the meter requires ten syllables, then why did the scribes dutifully record lines of nine?
Stephen Barney observers that nearly “every headless line in Chaucer will elicit at least
some witnesses that smooth, or intend to smooth, the meter.” As we will see in the next
chapter, manuscripts certainly do vary in their treatment of clipped lines. Some add a
function word to compensate for the missing offbeat and others let the line stand. Such
variation is to be expected. What is surprising, however, “is that so many headless . . .
lines were preserved.”178 How do we explain their strangely divided response? If the
scribes and their editors were ignorant of the meter, then why would they labor to fix it?
(A missing syllable is a problem to be corrected only if one expects that syllable to be
present.) Conversely, if they did understand the meter and sought to restore its lost
syllable, why did they do so only some of the time? Why, in other words, did only some
scribes tamper with the lines while others resisted?
In her famous article on Chaucer’s nine-syllable lines, Eleanor Hammond
confirmed that even in the later manuscripts, where we expect less fidelity, scribes
preserved the clipped lines as often as they emended them.179 Comparing the Bodleian
Library, Oxford Fairfax 16 copy of the Parliament of Fowls with a host of manuscripts
copied later in the century, she found on average two clipped rhythms per hundred lines
of verse.180 In 699 lines she found thirty-four candidates.181 Of these, five arise by neglect
of an inflection, thirteen by scribal omission, and one from a substitution of a
monosyllable for a disyllabic adverb.182 If we set these cases aside, fifteen candidates
remain.183 Hammond focused on the 2% of lines that present as authorial, a robust figure
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indicating that Chaucer did indeed include the rhythms in his meter.184 But just as
significant are the nineteen lines she dismissed. Clipped rhythms are difficult to produce
by accident, unless one happens to lose a monosyllable at the line’s beginning. A lost
syllable within the line disrupts the rhythm:
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day
To strike any syllable from the line other than the first one would render the line
unreadable. So from the scribal variants we can infer that most (if not all) of the changes,
whether accidental or deliberate, sounded unproblematic to the scribes who made them.
Spurious clipped lines therefore can be just as informative as genuine ones, for a scribe
would have had to delete, substitute, or otherwise emend the line with an ear accustomed
to clipped rhythms. And if so many scribes were capable of writing clipped lines, we
must infer from their talent that a line that lacked a first offbeat did not strike them as odd
or ugly or exceptional. We are forced to ask the question again: why, then, did as many
scribes emend the lines as copy them?
Acephaly does not affect beat alternation, so we cannot look for an answer there.
The contrast between the beat and offbeat is equally easy to hear in Chaucer’s poetry
with or without the full count of ten syllables, so long as the missing one comes at the
line’s beginning. Nor does the license originate with this particular poet, as “an unfilled
position at the left edge of the line is common in poetry before and after Chaucer.”185 The
answer, then, must be that the scribes who copied the clipped lines realized that
Chaucer’s meter privileged alternation over the syllable count, whereas scribes who
doctored the lines to a full count of ten re-ranked the constraints. An incomplete count
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would upset a scribe or reader who associated Chaucer’s line with a faux vers de dix, in
which SEQ tops the constraint hierarchy. But if that scribe or reader accepts the
alternating constraint as the higher ranked, he would have no quarrel with clipped lines
because, although they violate the syllabic constraint, they preserve alternation. An
English line like Chaucer’s may indeed drop its first syllable and remain metrical. And so
“whether authorial or scribal . . . headless lines in Chaucer do not constitute an argument
against taking syllable count as a defining feature of his verse structure.”186 It is simply
not the most important of the defining features.
Contradictory responses to clipped lines are not limited to fifteenth-century
scribes. The first line of the Canterbury Tales General Prologue, for instance, has long
been a source of contention among metrists and textual critics. Today the line’s standard
reading is Manley and Rickert’s, adopted for the Riverside Chaucer by Benson:
(x)

/

x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/ (x)

Whan that Aprill with his shoures soote
The first strong beat falls on the adverb.187 Because the missing syllable occurs before the
first beat, its absence does not hinder our perception of prominence contrasts.
Nevertheless, to begin the long narrative poem with an errant rhythm, Chaucer would
have had to break with a formal convention so intractable that it remains with us today:
first establish the metrical contract and then complicate it. Ambiguous opening lines risk
being misread.188 Generally the reader, modern or medieval, will be reluctant to start a
long poem with an exception to the norm. To avoid this problem, many editors, including
Skeat, F.N. Robinson, Koch, and the Globe assembly, added an –e to Aprill, restoring the
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line to a full count of ten syllables. Is there any textual or philological justification for the
emendation? Manley acknowledges that eight witnesses support the reading:
Whan that Aprylle wyt hys showres soote (Ad1)
Whan that aprille with his shoures soote (Ds1)
Whan that aprille wit his schowres swoote (Ha4)
WhanŠ that Apile wǂ his shouris soote (Ph2)
Whan that aprille with his shouris soote (Pw)
When that April . with his shouris swote (To1)189
Whan that Aprille with his showres soote (En3)
WhanŠ that^ Aprile wit¦ his^ schouris soote (Fi)
To these we can add three more:
Whan that Aprille with his showres sote (Pn)
Whan that Aprille wit¦ his his shouris soote (Tc1)
When that Aprile with his shoures soote (Tc2)
There is, therefore, minor textual evidence justifying the emendation. Unfortunately,
none of the most reliable manuscripts support it. Moreover, the improvised –e on Aprill is
not etymological, and given Chaucer’s fastidious adherence to grammatical rules, it is
unlikely that he would have relaxed his conscience for this line. The –e’s in these
witnesses, then, are probably scribal and not authorial. And given that we have no
conclusive evidence that scribal spelling, here or anywhere, relates meaningfully to
meter, we must dismiss the argument from authority. Scribal lettering constitutes one
indirect or inferential means of testing for the syllable’s presence or absence. But the test
is quite clearly open to counterargument. The bottom line is that we must not cling too
dearly or desperately to the argument from spelling. It is fraught with dangers. As
Minkova objects,
If the omission of a final –e , or –e’s is involved in the metricality
judgements, if it can make or destroy a line, there is reason to assume that
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the poet was dealing with linguistic options, and that the clash between the
written form and the metrical norm is perhaps spurious.190
In a meticulous but misguided study, Evans explored the implications of Aprill’s various
accidentals. In addition to the scribal point copied in To1, which may (or may not)
indicate a pause, we find a curious crossed –l, which may (or may not) represent an
implied schwa. Eleven witnesses, including Ellesmere, spell Aprill with a crossed –l. Did
the scribes of these manuscripts intend for the audience to sound Aprill with three
syllables, the middle one strongest? We cannot know. It is true that the second vowel of
Aprill had once, in Old French, been long, and that even in Middle French the word
retained some stress on its final syllable. Hengwrt’s francophone spelling of Aueryll
certainly seems to encourage us to shift stress to the second syllable and to pronounce the
word with three rather than two syllables:
x

/ x /x

/

x

/ x

/ (x)

Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote
Personally, I do not find the reading plausible. Neither did Evans, who seems to have
posed the question merely to promote a kind of metrical agnosticism. When we are
certain how a meter works, and when the culture’s scribal conventions are clear and
consistent, then we can use spelling and other accidentals to resolve a line’s ambiguities.
But when the meter itself is not settled, and when scribal customs vary widely by region
and training, we do best to leave spelling out of the argument. Moreover, the vast
majority of manuscripts support a clipped reading rather than a normalized reading. And
although it is true, as Evans objected, that “matters of this sort cannot be decided on a
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basis of quantity, for all MSS are not of equal validity,”191 the most valid manuscripts are
unanimous in spelling the word with no –e.
The point, of course, is not that either of the readings is necessarily, or even
persuasively, true. Both are potentially true, and the problem cannot be framed as
summarily as Skeat or F.N. Robinson led us to believe. Did Chaucer write headless lines?
An exhaustive textual, linguistic, and statistical analysis strongly suggests that he did. But
Chaucer’s contemporaries were not in the habit of modeling probabilities. They listened
to the line, and listening is a casual act. The unpleasant fact is that whatever he wrote, and
however he may have delivered his lines (if he in fact did recite them), Chaucer did not
give his audience clear cues for reconstructing his meter beyond its five alternating beats.
The presence of clipped lines could tell them only that Chaucer did not think of the meter
as isosyllabic—as a rote copy of French or Italian versification. Alternating syllables of
two levels of prominence require a fixed number of intervals between beats, as well as a
fixed target for each interval (one or two syllables), and so by definition Chaucer’s meter
is syllabic.192 This interdependence can stimulate misreading. In Chapter Six I will
consider Thomas Hoccleve, who almost certainly heard the syllables louder than their
beats. Chaucer’s rhythms lie at the precarious crossroads of meter and manuscript.
Variable grammar further complicates them. It is entirely possible that his first audiences
took from the miscellany of metrical and prosodic cues sounded in his poetry a very
different sort of tolerance than the one Chaucer intended.
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Triplets
Left edges of prosodic domains naturally relax the constraints that elsewhere in
the line demand compliance. It should not surprise us, then, that clipped rhythms exploit
this freedom by dropping an offbeat from the left edge of the line. Nor should it surprise
us that the two other causes of metrical consternation—triplets and broken-backed
lines—occur (or are perceived to occur) at the right and left edges of domains,
respectively, where extrametricality and voiding are licensed. But unlike acephaly, which
occurs at the left edges of lines, syllables added or deleted midline must occur at the next
projection down: at the colon. And again unlike acephaly, these licenses disrupt the
reader’s perception of alternating beats, so we should expect them to occur, if at all, much
less often than do clipped rhythms. We should also be wary of them, as they have the
power to violate ALT and thus breach the schema’s tolerance.
Because they introduce into the line an altogether different style of rhythmic
grouping, triplets cause quite a stir; they are not benign. But neither are they all equally
menacing. Their potential to interfere with or mislead the reader’s metrical schema, or, in
the most extreme cases, to render the schema ineffective, depends on the ranking of
metrical constraints. In Chapter Five, when I discuss John Walton’s meter, I will show
that foot meters rank the alternating constraint below the syllable and the dominating
constraints. By giving DOM control over the hierarchy, a meter will tolerate violations of
the alternating constraint in rhythms that confirm the colon boundaries. Feet have the
potential to do so. If a triplet, therefore, occurs in a foot meter, it will pose no problem.
But if it occurs in a line that requires beats to alternate above all else, then they likely will
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be excluded from the tolerance. Comparing lines from Chaucer and Shakespeare, we see
very different effects of potential triple rhythms:
Ful wel beloued and famylier was he (GP 215)
This fortification, gentlemen, shall we see it (Oth. 3.2.5)
Despite its run of weak syllables between beats, Shakespeare’s line does not buckle.
Placing DOM at the top of its constraint hierarchy gives it the freedom to license
extrametrical syllables at the colon’s right edge, a consequence of the bracketing
preference that binds together the weaker syllables and attaches them more forcefully to
their host, reinforcing the foot boundaries and thus making the metrical pulse more
emphatic:
x

/ x / x

/

x

/

x

/ (x)

This fortification, gentlemen, shall we see it
͝
͝
Although it is harder to process than a simpler pentameter, this line does not threaten the
metrical schema. In fact, the first run of weak syllables drives us forward to primary
stress at the colon boundary, and so its departure from the norm paradoxically confirms
the line’s prototype. Shakespeare’s plays (although not his sonnets) treat triplets as
convergent figures, and the line as a whole is here stronger for their violence.
Chaucer’s line, by contrast, ranks the colon constraint at the bottom of the
hierarchy, where it has very little power over the line. Here too the challenge occurs at
the colon boundary, where it has the opportunity to satisfy DOM. But because the extra
syllable interferes with beat alternation and causes the line to exceed its count—
constraints that outrank DOM—the rhythm is not tolerated. If the rhythm did not affect
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either of the constraints above it, it would be acceptable. However, a schema constructed
on the expectations of an inviolable (or nearly so) target interval of a single offbeat
between beats will be intolerant of any rhythm that shrinks or expands that interval.
Keeping the interval consistent is simply too important to the schema:
C

C

Ful wel beloued || and famylier was he
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11
I have marked the conjunction—the offending syllable—as belonging to the second colon
because it is proclitic to famylier. But the line is equivocal. The offending syllable
equally could be the inflection on beloued, in which case we must treat the license
differently. Still more equivocal, we can syncopate the inflection, cutting the syllable
count by one:
Ful wel beloued || and famylier was he
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10
How practical is this reading? Whether the meter will accept syncope on the inflection
depends on the location of primary stress on the lexical word that follows: if famylier, an
Old French loan, retains its Romance stress on the ultimate syllable, it will receive
secondary stress—and a crucial beat—on the first:
/ x /
Ful wel beloued || and famylier was he
If it takes English stress, reducing the first vowel and transforming the last into a
palatalized liquid, it will place main stress on the medial syllable:
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x / x
Ful wel beloued || and famylier was he
Fortunately, Chaucer did not use the word only once, and from other, more
straightforward examples, we can infer that famylier took Romance stress, as in the
Shipman’s Tale:
x

/ x

/

x

/ x /

x

/

That in his hous as famulier was he (31)
It is likeliest, then, that Chaucer did not write a triplet in this line but exploited Romance
stressing and syncope to keep the beats strictly alternating. Solopova, perhaps bewildered
by the many metrical options available to her, regards the line as evidence that Chaucer,
on occasion, did employ triplets. She gives no scansion for the line, attributing the triplet
to the interference of and with beat alternation, but we can reconstruct two possible
readings:
x

/

x /

x

x /x/ x /

Ful wel beloued || and famylier was he

x

/

x / x

x

/ x /

x

/

Ful wel beloued || and famylier was he
If (a), then she reads famylier in an oddly deliberate way, blocking the natural glide in the
final syllable and dividing the vowels with hiatus, so that the word’s ultimate syllable
will receive a beat. If (b), then she retains the participial inflection and locates the triplet
across the colon boundary. This latter reading, I suspect, is what she has in mind. In such
a case, we can scan the inflection, occurring at the right edge, as extrametrical, making its
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syllable, for all purposes, metrically irrelevant. Given the important role cola place in
Chaucer’s meter, it is not an implausible reading. Moreover, it respects the most logical
stressing of a lexical word while also observing the statistical fact that anomalies tend to
cluster at the metrical peripheries.193 Finally, we may point to the epic caesura, which also
occurs at the right edge of the first colon in French verses.
But there is a problem with Solopova’s analysis: why insist on a more difficult
reading when a simpler one can be found? If we accept the lexical stress on famylier as it
appears elsewhere in the Canterbury Tales, and if the participle is subject to syncope, as
it is in numerous other lines, then no such triplet occurs, and we therefore have no need to
justify it. (Moreover, the triplet can only be tolerated if we rank DOM above ALT, which
Chaucer did not do.) Inexplicably, Solopova spurns Occam’s razor and chooses the more
complicated explanation. I am inclined, with Stockwell and Minkova, and Smithers, to
exclude triplets from Chaucer’s meter altogether. For one, they violate both ALT and
SEQ, the first by disturbing the regular exchange between beat and offbeat, and the
second by adding an unwanted syllable to the count:
ALT
Acephaly
Triplet

*!

SEQ
*
*

DOM

Another reason to doubt that Chaucer used triplets “is the fact that there are relatively so
few secure examples of them.”194 Additional evidence against triplets comes from
Chaucer’s systematic avoidance of rhyming words inflected with –en “other than in
words with monosyllabic root-syllables ending in a vowel or a diphthong.”195 In most
cases –en produces two contiguous weak syllables, neither of which can be promoted to a
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beat. Stockwell and Minkova furnish rich data on the statistical distribution of supposed
triplets in Chaucer’s verse, finding that “the examples are virtually all in the form of a
final unstressed vowel followed by an initial unstressed vowel after the caesura [i.e. first
colon boundary].”196 To them the pattern suggests not triplets due to enforced hiatus but
“some sort of vowel merger,” as in the Knight’s Tale:
We moste endure it; this is the short and playn (1091)
͝
Certainly triplets occur in Shakespeare’s and Webster’s dramatic verse; in the
isochronous and mixed-metrical experiments of Coleridge and Swinburne, as well as in
Frost and Yeats. But to those who would read triplets in Chaucer, one may advise,
following Bruce Hayes, that “it is important to note that the metrical equivalence of a
single weak position and a ‘split’ weak position is not unusual in syllable-counting verse
in other periods of English.”197 The emphasis is on other.

Broken-Backed Lines
“Broken-backed” rhythms, the third ambiguous figure, take their name from a
missing syllable in the fifth position (between the second and third beats) that gives the
line a hobbled feel. Historically these rhythms have proved quite controversial. Stockwell
and Minkova all but ban them. Skeat detested the lines, arguing that they “introduce a
most disagreeable jerk into the middle of the line, such as he [Chaucer] very rarely
allows.” Skeat was, however, fair-minded enough to bow to the collective authority of the
witnesses, “being sadly unanimous” on a few cases that “cannot fairly be explained
away.”198 Barney seems to inherit the spirit, grousing that although many of the defective
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lines are demonstrably scribal, “nevertheless it appears that Chaucer sometimes wrote
them” as well.199 So we have this magnificent stumble in the Merchant’s Tale:
x

/ x

/

/

x

/ x

/ (x)

My tale is doon:—for my wit is thinne200 (E IV 1682)
1 2 3 4
6 7 8 9 10
Another, more complicated case is Melibee B 2141:
x

/

x

/

/

x

/

x

/

I meane of Marke, Mathew, Luk, and John (VII 951)
The –e on Marke is suspect, despite four manuscripts, including Ellesmere, recording a
tag after the k, perhaps indicating a schwa. (Other poets, but not Chaucer, inflected proper
nouns in the dative case.) These lines, in which the void syllable follows the first colon,
represent the majority of broken-backed rhythms. But lines occasionally do surface with
voids elsewhere. Some invite emendation in the eighth metrical position, an odd place to
lose a syllable::
x

/ x

/

x

/ x

x

/

Goth bringeth forth the vessels quod he (MkT B3384)
1
2 3
4
5 6 7 ^ 9 10
For generations it has been standard to emend the line by inserting tho before quod, as
Skeat did, or by adopting the variant vesseles, as F.N. Robinson did. Skeat’s emendation
may be too liberal, but Robinson had the authority of B3391, 3416, and 3418, where
Chaucer quite clearly opted for vesseles. In general, it is true that scholars and editors
have marshaled every trick at their disposal to normalize these very abnormal metrical
figures. But in the case of the Monk’s hiccup, we are justified in reading a regular line.
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The majority of broken-backed lines void the fifth position, which, though lineinternal, as the left edge of the second colon has a degree of freedom over constituents at
the colon boundary. In theory, then, a void fifth position is really not so different from a
void first position: both are licensed to delete syllables. But theory is not practice. A void
position triggers a clash that blocks the alternating beats. Void positions, then, like
triplets, have a potential to crash the meter. They threaten the schemas we use to parse the
line into predictable rhythmic chunks.
ALT
Acephaly
Triplet
Void position

*!
*!

SEQ
*
*
*

DOM

Because acephaly is the only rhythm that does not violate ALT, it does not challenge the
schema’s primary expectation: that the interval targets will be kept to a single offbeat and
that the contrast target will distinguish beats by syllabic prominence. The constraint
model predicts that the clipped lines, because they do not affect ALT, will play a
statistically significant role in Chaucer’s meter, whereas both the triplet and brokenbacked lines, as offenders against ALT, will occur rarely, if ever. They need not be
absent entirely, as the model is not categorical. But their presence in the corpus will be
insignificant, and the rhythms they stir up will be excluded from Chaucer’s meter.
The data confirm these predictions. Hammond’s survey of the Fairfax Parliament
of Fowls shows nineteen candidates for void positions, but of these she determined only
three to be genuine:201
And ryghtfull folke shul goo / whan they dye (55)
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And eche of hem / did hys besy cure (369)
Hauynge rewarde oonly / to my trouthe (426)
Even these three, however, are not straightforwardly broken-backed. Lines 369 and 426
can be scanned quite comfortably as headless rather than broken-backed:
/

x

/ x

/

x

/x /

And eche of hem / did hys besy cure
/ x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

Hauynge rewarde oonly / to my trouthe
A clipped rhythm in line 426 is further supported by variants in the Digby manuscript,
which changes the word order by inverting reward only to only reward, and in Gg, which
adds a coordinating conjunction:
/ x

/ x / x

/ x

/

Hauynge oonly rewarde to my trouthe (Digby)
x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

And hauynge only reward to myn trouthe (Gg)
(Caxton follows Gg in printing the line with an upbeat.) We might think that as an Old
Norman loan, reward would have resisted Germanic initial stressing with some tenacity
(as further evidenced by its reduction to schwa in Modern English.) But reward appears
with initial stress twice in the Legend of Good Women:
x

/ x

/ x

/ x / x

/

That han no reward but at tyrannye (F 375)
x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

x /

And ever have reward to his own degree (F 399)
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It is also possible to scan line 426 regularly by sounding the –e on rewarde: French loans
in the accusative remained candidates for inflection:
x /

x

/ x / x / x

/

Hauynge rewarde oonly to my trouthe
A third possibility concerns the syllabification of only, which took stress flexibly on its
first and second syllables in Middle English.202 Grammatically, the word derives from OE
aenlic, and although its affix no longer looked the part by the time Chaucer used it, the
word technically did decompose into two morphemes, the second a derivational marker, –
ly. It is possible that in this case the affix is disyllabic:
x /

x

/

x

/x/ x

/

Hauynge rewarde oonly to my trouthe
The point, of course, is not that this is the clear winner among the candidates, or that
Chaucer intended his audience to perform any of these solutions. The point, as always, is
that the line is difficult because its syllables can be stressed and sounded in more than one
way. It can make various versions of itself, each justified to some extent by the
grammatical and metrical exigencies.203
Line 55 presents a different challenge. Due to the derivational suffix on ryghtfull,
the line can be tilted to a clipped rhythm, but we must work hard to do so, and I
personally do not find that option very attractive. Moreover, the ungrammatical schwa on
folke (it derives from Old English strong neuter folc) although occasionally sounded in
the works of other poets is never, to my knowledge, sounded in Chaucer’s. However, a
comparison of Fairfax with the A-group witnesses, including Gg, Ff, Harley 7333, and St.
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John’s reveals a more logical alternative to reading a broken-backed rhythm. Each
witness in the A-group records aftyr for whan, a variant preferable both for its metrical
soundness and for its good, medieval sense of rapture: not a moment of transformation
but a state or mode of being intellectually remote, a place apart from human experience:
x

/

x

/

x

/

x / x

/

And ryghtfull folke shul goo aftyr they dye
In light of the manuscript variants, we have very good reasons to conclude, against
Hammond, that Fairfax line 55 does not record the author’s metrical intentions.
Of the most prominent critics, only Emerson Brown and Derek Pearsall have
embraced with any enthusiasm these (apparent) broken-backed lines. Against Stockwell
and Minkova, and against the view offered here, Brown asserts,
Even though astute observers of the manuscript tradition have long
recognized that Chaucer did, indeed, write Lydgate-like lines, editors of
the most respected and widely used texts of Chaucer have persisted in
perpetuating the distortions of Chaucer’s rhythms that result from tidying
up his verse to meet the later conventions of the English pentameter
line.204
Void positions are not exactly a “convention” of the later pentameter, although they are
more widely attested in it and tolerated by its constraint ranking, but Brown’s claim is
worth considering. When we employ strategies to normalize the line in our rhythmic
performances—whether by appeal to this reflex from Old French or that grammatical
relic in a lexical category—are we mistaking the very purpose of reading, and
appreciating, his poetry in the first place?
From Hengwrt Brown selects a few key examples of (apparent) broken-backed
lines that, given the manuscripts eminence, he claims are “likely to be authentically
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Chaucerian.”205 Brown also observes that in a few cases Hengwrt and Ellesmere agree,
“recording . . . lines tainted by that dastardly Lydgate effect,” 206 the void syllable:
Hath in the Ram his half cours yronne (El, Hg GP 8)
The controversy over this line has always been whether to emend half with a schwa,
thereby filling out the syllable count and resolving a stress clash:
x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

x /

Hath in the Ram his halfe cours yronne
Only a smattering of manuscripts—Harley 7334, Cambridge Fitzwilliam 71, Laud Misc.
600—inflect half by adding a final –e, but most editors have adopted their metrically
smoother and textually less secure reading. If half functioned grammatically as a weak
adjective, there would be no problem. But despite the word order, his does not modify
half. In fact, eight manuscripts invert the two words and restore the prose word order half
his cours, and Caxton and Wynken de Worde both print their variant.207 And so the
inflection is not grammatically justified.
Nevertheless, I believe Brown overestimates the line’s importance. Although El
and Hg agree in their reading, and although the standard emendation is ungrammatical if
we take half as an adjective, Chaucer also used half as an adverb to mean “nearly” or
“partly,” in which case the inflection might be justified.208 It is true that in each case
Chaucer treated the word as a monosyllable, but the possibility remains. And even if
Chaucer wrote the line exactly as Ellesmere and Hengwrt record it, it is only one line, and
no one line can establish a schema’s constraint ranking or map its tolerance. A more
cautious approach is to suspend judgment and regard the line as an aberration.
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Then there is the host dilemma. Twenty-nine times in the Canterbury Tales either
Chaucer or his scribes placed the word before a stressed syllable beginning with a
consonant. Neither Hengwrt nor Ellesmere read an inflection on host in any of these
cases. To Brown’s disappointment, of the Canterbury Tales editors only Manly and
Rickert, Blake, and the Variorum assembly refrain from adding a final –e in order to
smooth the meter. Moreover, Brown comments, in rhyme position “Chaucer invariably
matches ‘host’ with uninflected Anglo-Saxon monosyllables: boast, cost, ghost, most,
and wost”:209
Oure hoost lough and swoor so moot I gon (MilT 3114)
He sayde John myn hoost life and deer (MilT 3501)
Sire Clerk of Oxenford our Hoost sayde (ClP 1)
Is the case really so clear-cut? Borrowed from Old French, hoost is entitled to an optional
relic –e and the meter may invoke the syllable, even in the absence of scribal evidence;
whether it does we cannot know for certain. And twelve times in Troilus, Chaucer placed
moste, one of the “uninflected Anglo-Saxon monosyllables,” before a stressed word
beginning with a consonant, suggesting that he did, on occasion, inflect it.210 So the
evidence is not as definite as Brown claims it to be.
More troublesome are the frequently cited lines involving Saint Eligius, patron of
metal workers, and an opportunistic predator:
Her grettest ooth was but by Seint Loy (GP 120)
And whan the fox saugh that he was goon (NPT 4608)
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Donaldson treats the Seint problem at length, so I refer the reader to his deft rationale,
adding only that two witnesses do read a schwa on that word: the grammatically obtuse
London, British Library Royal MS 17 D.XV and Oxford, Trinity College MS 49, a minor
league authority. Of the second line we can argue, following Hayes, that constituents
bound by a Clitic group in a SWS phonological phrase may tilt so as to align the domain
with its metrical grid:211
x

/

/

/ x

/

the fox saugh  the fox saugh
S W S
S W S
If we assume that the line is clipped and therefore missing its first weak position, then the
clitic cadence aligns with the preferred scansions, and the output is optimally eurhythmic:
/

x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/

And whan [[the fox] saugh]] that he was goon
Of course, different editors have adopted other performance solutions. Manly, Robinson,
Baugh, Fisher, and Benson all emend the line to read
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

And whan the fox saugh that the cok was gon
substituting, like good scribes, the more obvious for the less, the antecedent for its
anaphor, the cok for he. Skeat chose a different option,
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

And whan the fox sawgh that he was y-gon
opting for the participial prefix, a handy space-filler for metrical weak positions and a
credible solution, as scribes frequently omit the prefix, especially scribes from Northern
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territories who speak a dialect in which the prefix is absent or less common. None of
these performances, strictly speaking, is incorrect, and none is to be censured. To read
Chaucer always has been to score him, to tinker with his rhythms, to adapt them to the
most familiar or fashionable tastes of a given historical moment. The influence of
reception on textual reconstruction and presentation is hardly new. If anything, it is more
medieval than we appreciate. By arguing that Chaucer is somehow rougher than we have
allowed, Brown yields to the very temptation he accuses the editors of indulging. There
never was any one way to read Chaucer’s meter. When we turn to the manuscripts, in
their peculiar judgments on the master’s verse form, we cannot but conclude that the
changing composition of his audience, with its various styles of receiving his art, brings
more than one answer to a riddle that seems to have none at all: what is the verse design
in which the first poet worked?
One may further object to Brown and Pearsall’s endorsement of broken-backed
lines, trochaic inversions, and other pentameter rhythms by noting that Chaucer’s
formulae, such as the stalwart monosyllabic weak adjective, protect against these rhythms
and never produce them. In several studies, metrists have found that Chaucer, like many
medieval poets, relied on metrical “tags.” Solopova calculates that “[m]ore than a quarter
of lines in the General Prologue and the Wife of Bath’s Prologue have at least one exact
rhythmical parallel and some have several.”212 To satisfy the strict syllable count,
alternating decasyllables often repeat certain lexico-syntactic patterns. At the ends of
lines, Chaucer used a tag in which the preposition upon was followed by an article or a
possessive pronoun, and then a noun:
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That no drope fille vp on his brist (GP 131)
To make his englyssh sweete vp on his tongue (GP 267)
At the beginning of lines, he had recourse to this tricky formula: a copulative verb
following a pronoun preceded by a trisyllabic lexical word and a monosyllabic function
word with which it elides:
At Alisaundre he was whan it was wonne (GP 51)
Even this overcooked phrase, with its matrix of syntactic and lexico-prosodic allergies—
so many syllables in this word only after so many in that of such a class—recurs
throughout Chaucer’s work, not verbatim (“At Alisaundre he was”) but in the blueprint
[ L [m[t][p vC]], where any lexical item will work as long as it falls in the appropriate slot,
has the requisite number of syllables, and appears at the beginning of the line. Scribes do
not learn to repeat such stock figures, so we can be confident that the tag is authorial.
In a similar spirit, Christopher Dean has compiled an impressive inventory of
Chaucer’s word “habits”—his conscious or unconscious preference for repeating certain
syntactic units in given metrical contexts. These units, he contends, “serve various
structural roles in his sentences.”213 One of the roles, of course, is metrical. In long
narrative works, poets will appeal to preferred figures (or units) whenever the context is
fitting, provided the figures do not surface too often or conspicuously as to impede the
storytelling or otherwise injure the art. A sample of 2,622 lines from the Canterbury
Tales supports his hypothesis: by smoothing the decasyllabic line and exaggerating the
contrast between stronger and weaker syllables, the figures (or “building blocks,” vis-àvis Pearsall) make the poetry more readable and “modern.”214
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Table 3-6: Frequency in percent of role of nouns in Chaucer’s verse

Nominal modifier
Verbal modifier
Nom/verb. modifier
As a verbal object
Adjectival modifier
As pred. adjective
As an oath

Chaucer
21.4
55.69
1.23
7.13
5.73
3.09
5.69

Mod. Standard Eng.
43.4
39.7
2.3
6.3
5.0
3.3
0.0
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Mod. Colloquial Eng.
27.4
48.6
3.7
3.7
2.7
2.7
0.0

On the whole, then, the tags that Solopova isolates, and which Dean generalizes to the
poet’s literary ethos, help us both to create a linguistic profile for Chaucer as an artist, as
opposed to his scribes, editors, and other competitors, as well as to gauge approximately
how representative Chaucer was for his age. Most important, they confirm that no tag
results in a broken-backed line, a triplet, a trochaic inversion, a rising cadence, or a stress
clash.
In fact, Youmans and Li’s own analysis of inversions supports the claim that
Chaucer’s meter was an alternating decasyllable rather than a pentameter.Youmans
observes that by rewriting Chaucer’s inverted lines as prose, we can isolate what is purely
metrical about them, because in prose the inversions would be unmotivated. Furthermore,
from the distribution of inversions across the line we can infer which positions are most
sensitive and need the metrical support that inversions offer.216 Chaucer’s constraint on
beat alternation ensures that every other syllable will be more prominent than either of its
neighbors. Ranking this constraint above the other two places a greater importance on
preserving the beat against potential interference (from triplets or stress clashes) than on
articulating the line’s colon geometry, which, in turn, is subordinated to the syllable count
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in conflicting candidates. By contrast, a pentameter is hardy and robust. It can produce
violent and visceral rhythms. It may shuffle the beats or starve syllables from anywhere
in the line, regardless of position, or even refuse the alternation of beats and offbeats:
Body: it was a white field ready for love
He gestured with his hand, then spoke: Come
^
Stay! Speak, speak! I charge thee, speak!
^
^
No alternating decasyllable can tolerate these rhythms. Stress inversion confirms colon
geometry, and therefore the line, but it undermines the alternation of beats. Stress clash
can confirm bracketing relationships in the line, but it too blurs the interlocking
prominence contrasts that match the lone syllable to its colon, and through the colon to
the line.
To test the effects of these inversions, Youmans restores to their normal prose
word order 5,200 lines from the General Prologue, Knight’s Tale, and the first book of
Troilus, as in
The double sorwe of Troylus to tellen . . .
My purpos is
*My purpos is to tellen the double sorwe of Troylus
Youmans estimates that 44% of all lines in the Canterbury Tales General Prologue
involve at least one inversion. (For comparison, Shakespeare’s sonnets invert
approximately 34% of their lines.) Among the 5,200 lines he finds 538 inversions that do
not affect the rhyme, an important detail in light of the tenth position’s structural duty as
a load-bearing point in the metrical architecture. Of these, 188 (35%) prevent a lexical
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stress from appearing in a weak position and thus prevent the line from violating
Kiparsky’s Monosyllabic Word Constraint:
x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

That shapen was my deeth erst than my sherte (KnT 1566)
W
S W S W S W S W
S

x

x

/

x

/ x

*That my deeth was shapen
Here Deeth and shapen both complicate the line’s meter, but only the latter breaks the
constraint on lexical stress. Conversely, none of the stylistic inversions convert a
metrically regular line into an irregular or defective line. From this fact we can conclude
that Chaucer intended his line to be evenly stressed, with each even position experienced
as a beat. We can further add that such inversions support the hypothesis that Chaucer
wrote in decasyllables. Had he been indifferent to the matching of stress to position, he
would not have included in his work so many inversions that deposit a lexical word in a
neutral or meter-confirming position, where it facilitates the alternation of beats, from a
syntactically unmarked position. But more important, the inversions always prevent the
excluded rhythms from occurring and never promote them.
Of course, in order to function as Chaucer intended, the tags must be read
according to the rules for stressing and syllabification that he favored, and as we have
seen, these rules were somewhat negotiable. Any audience—Prince Henry or Derek
Pearsall—may apply related but different rules to the tags and thus distorted their shape,
transforming them from firewalls protecting the line into viruses.
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By emphasizing manuscript agreements on banned rhythms, Brown and Pearsall
seem to have missed the point. Of course there are lines even in the most reliable
witnesses that seem to be broken-backed. No one disputes this. But none of the witnesses
agree in a statistically significant number of candidate lines, suggesting that void
syllables, when they do appear, are not the products of design but collateral damage in
the transmission of manuscripts. Occasional agreement among witnesses tempts us to see
their concord as evidence of authorial intent. But the rhythms occur so rarely, and even
more rarely in more than one witness, that the evidence strongly favors the view that the
broken-backed rhythms are errors. We cannot know for certain, but that is precisely the
point Brown misses. If there were only a single line to be known, Chaucer’s audience
would never have received his meter in so many different ways. There must have been
more than one line to hear, more than one meter to be inferred from the ambiguous,
overlapping cues that link Chaucer’s line, on one hand, with the decasyllable and, on the
other, with the pentameter. Brown is no closer to a solution than are his opponents when
he objects to “sanitizing” the manuscripts. Manuscripts have always been sanitized, by
scribes, by editors, and by readers. Only our definitions have changed for what counts as
clean and what as dirty or corrupted. And as I will show in the next chapter, Chaucer’s
scribes, the supposed source of corruption, offer the clearest evidence of how his meter
was heard by the living, listening bodies of his fifteenth-century audience. By probing
scribal responses to these three difficult rhythms—one authentic and two merely
apparent—we will see that the principles of Chaucer’s art were never forgotten, only
reformed.
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Chapter 4: The Scribal Reception of Chaucer’s Meter

Chapter Overview
All inquiries into the reception of Chaucer’s meter must begin with the
manuscript witnesses. As readers and recorders of that meter, fifteenth-century scribes
provide valuable evidence of how it was heard, and in the variants in their manuscripts
we can learn a great deal about the resilience and range of scribal expectations, as well as
how soon, and how radically, Chaucer’s meter was misread. In this chapter I will analyze
the scribal choices in three mid-century manuscripts of the “Complaint unto Pity” in
order to determine whether a faithful rendering of Chaucer’s meter required good
knowledge of his grammar (it did not); whether later scribes took more liberties with the
meter or understood it less perfectly than earlier scribes (not necessarily); and whether
the metrical variants occurred randomly (they did not), indicating that the scribes did not
grasp the decasyllable’s constraints, or predictably, indicating that the scribes understood
its metrical constraints but chose to re-rank them (they did). I then compare scribal
choices in the three “Complaint” manuscripts to the earliest six manuscripts of the
Canterbury Tales in order to test whether the “Complaint” variants are representative of
scribal habits more generally (they are) and to profile the early reception of Chaucer’s
longest decasyllabic poem. Finally, to track scribal choices through the century, I provide
a collation of variants among all the witnesses to the General Prologue in nine lines on
which the two earliest manuscripts agree. Against the standard portrait of them as
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incapable stewards of a precious commodity, I will show that fifteenth-century scribes
handled Chaucer’s meter intelligently. Their preferences were not always his, and they
did not hesitate to impose those preferences on the poems they copied; but rewriting a
work is not the same as misjudging or degrading it. Hoyt Duggan has described scribal
intervention as a kind of “testimony” that interferes with the recovery of a poet’s
intentions.1 That may be so. But scribal testimony is a complementary intention: it shows
not what the author intended but what the audience understood. Testimony, therefore, is
an index of the work’s reception and offers “information reflective of different historical
and potentially historicizable situations.”2

Scribal Testimony in the “Complaint unto Pity”
Approximately seventy years separate the composition of Chaucer’s “Complaint
unto Pity” from its earliest surviving copy in Tanner 346 circa 1440. Then, in rapid
succession, a host of other witnesses appear, including the miscellaneous codex Harley
78 circa 1450, copied by John Shirley, and Bodleian 638 between 1460 and 1470. Due to
its long absence and sudden, multiple appearances, the poem offers a rare opportunity to
test two commonly held beliefs about the reception of Chaucer’s meter: that an imperfect
knowledge of his grammar led to mismetering; and that as the century progressed,
audiences progressively lost contact with its template. In an analysis of variants among
these three manuscripts, I will show that neither assumption is credible. On the contrary,
scribal testimony in these manuscripts reveals that some scribes kept a perfectly clear
idea of Chaucer’s template without understanding his grammar and that later witnesses
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can be quite sensitive and conservative compared with earlier witnesses, which can be
metrically aloof or uncertain.
Of the poem’s 119 lines, the manuscripts present metrically significant variants in
sixty-six lines, with more than one variant often occurring in a single line.3 Roughly fifty5% of the poem’s total lines, then, differ in a metrically significant way among the three
witnesses. (Variants that are metrically insignificant—metrical accidentals—include
lexical substitutions that do not alter the perception or parsing of beats into groups, as
well syntactic variations that have no rhythmic effect.) 55% variance in three decades of
copying suggests scribal ignorance, but as I will demonstrate, the variants are not
evidence of incompetence. On the contrary, they suggest sensitivity to the difficulties in
Chaucer’s meter that scribes resolved in ways appropriate to the expectations of their
audiences.
Of the three manuscripts, Tanner most faithfully records final –e on words so
justified either by inflection or etymology.4 It does make a few false analogies on lexical
words but it never vacillates between inflecting and not inflecting a word that occurs in a
specific grammatical or metrical context. For example, of the eight instances of herte
recorded in Tanner, all eight record a final –e, including line 100:
With herte sore and full of bisy peyne (T 2)
͝
Tanner records final –e even when it is suppressed metrically (here evidenced by the
scribal –e on sore). This particular conservatism distinguishes Tanner from Harley and
even from Bodleian, with which it is related genetically, neither of which record
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etymological –e on herte, although Bodleian does exploit it for the meter. Here again we
see a divergence of spelling conventions and metrical realities:5
With hert sore & full of besy peyne (B 2)
With hert sore / full of besy peyne (H 2)
The Bodleian scribe consistently placed hert before a lexical monosyllable in a weak
position, indicating that he counted the syllable metrically but failed to record it. And as I
will show below, there is good reason to suspect that Harley’s, unlike Bodleian’s, did not
sound final –e in most cases but did so idiosyncratically on hert.6 Moreover, Tanner is
unique in preserving the –e on durste in line 60:7
youre seruaunt If I durste me so calle (T 60)
youre seruaunt if I durst me so call (B 60)
Your seruant if I dourst my self so calle (H 60)
(Again we find Bodleian dropping the –e from the script but preserving it for the meter.)
And Tanner, like its unrelated witness in Harley, and in contradiction to Bodleian, opts
for a stress clash at the colon boundary rather than an unjustified –e on fell:
Adown I fell when I sawe the herse (T 15)
A-doune I felle when I sawe the herse (B 15)
And dovne I fell / whane I seghe the hearse (H 15)
Tanner, also against Bodleian, observes the inflectional –e on the strong past participle in
line 33, which makes a much smoother reading than Bodleian, which strikes the –e in
favor of adding euer:
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ffull I haue soghte her ful bisiley (T 33)
ffor I haue soght hir euyr full besylye (B 33)8
The scribe’s technique is not without minor inconsistencies. Line 7 lacks a justified –e on
trowth that Bodleian retains, suggesting either that the Tanner scribe intended to sound
the –e on loue, giving the line a rhythmic hitch or that he did not write down what he
sounded in his mind:
Of loue that for my trowth doth me dye (T 7)
Of loue that for my trouthe doth me dye (B 7)
Because Tanner regularly respects final –e by recording it in the script, its absence on
trowth suggests that the scribe neglected the vowel and did not sound it there.9
Other lapses are more consequential. The Tanner scribe omitted words more often
than did Harley’s or Bodleian’s. In other contexts, he inserted a function word that gives
the line a syllabic hiccup:
And we be dispeyred that seken youre grace10 (T 91)
In other cases, the scribe lost a beat by dropping a pronoun:11
This is to seyn I will be euyr (T 113)
This is to seyn I wull by yourys euere (B 113)
These tendencies reflect a scribal habit that strays very little from the syllabifying
grammar on which Chaucer relied to secure weak syllables between beats but that seems
not to have grasped or respected the priority of the alternating principle. If we had only
the evidence of lines such as 113, in which the scribe dropped a word, we might plausibly
claim that he was merely careless. But additions such as we find in line 91 indicate that
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on occasion he disturbed the alternation of beats and offbeats in order to make the syntax
clearer. Tanner, therefore, is grammatically faithful but metrically problematic in some
lines.
Because they are more closely related to each other genetically than either is to
Harley, Tanner and Bodleian ought to show less variation between them than either does
against Harley, and generally this is the case. A line-by-line comparison of the two
witnesses shows that Bodleian, like Tanner, generally respects final –e but that its scribe
was not as consistent in recording it graphically. Both of the witnesses, moreover, are
quite comfortable with ambiguous rhythms:
But she was dede er I coude her fynde (T 35)
But she was ded ere I koude hir fynde (B 35)
In both manuscripts, the line is open to a void position either following the second beat
(signaled by the phonological phrase boundary)
x

/

x

/

/ x

/

x

/

But she was dede er I coude her fynde
or preceding the first:
/

x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

But she was dede er I coude her fynde
Although one may be preferred to the other in a given reception, neither reading can be
ruled out on purely metrical grounds. The readings merely imply two different constraint
rankings. If we prefer the first reading, we will rank the dominating constraint that
licenses missing or extra syllables at the colon boundaries above the alternating constraint
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and, as a result, delete or add syllables more liberally, in more contexts, and more often.
If we prefer the second reading, ranking the alternating constraint above the dominating
one, we will avoid those rhythms. The second reading is hostile to any threat to the
alternation of beats. The first, by contrast, introduces potential disruption at the colon
boundaries, frustrating and (gently) suspending the expectation for alternating beats.
However, Tanner’s typically fastidious sounding of graphic –e raises a problem in
this line. Here we find a weak participle (dede) that is not entitled to an inflection but that
nevertheless has an –e. In most manuscripts the discrepancy would not be a problem, as
we could dismiss the –e as scribal litter. But given Tanner’s relative fidelity, as well as
Bodleian’s regular habit of dropping an –e graphically (but not metrically) that its
ancestor records, we must also entertain the contradictory reading that sounds an
inorganic inflection in hiatus:
x / x / (x) / x /
x /
? But she was dede ere I koude hir fynde
↔
Its audience, fifteenth or twenty-first century, must decide among the candidate readings,
and there is little in this line to point in one direction or another.
Other lines too are ambiguous—many hover between clipped and broken-backed
readings, and Tanner’s zealous transcriptions of final –e often force the reader to sort
among several competing inflections to find the one that is sounded metrically. (Bodleian
reverses the technique by dropping the same inflections but leaving the task of filling in
the appropriate weak syllable to the reader.) This flair for ambiguity, as well as the
increased presence of void syllables, defines the Oxford manuscripts against Harley. In
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Tanner and Bodleian, void syllables are a sort of metrical tic, but in Harley they are rare.
In fact, Harley’s resistance to them is surprising, as the scribe was John Shirley, one of
Chaucer’s fifteenth-century executors that Furnivall, Skeat, and Hammond excoriated as
deaf, incompetent, and officious.
A careful comparison of Harley to the Oxford group shows that Shirley was
exceptionally careful—not as a copyist, perhaps, but certainly as a listener and preserver
of Chaucer’s meter. For instance, against Tanner and Bodleian, Harley frequently alters
the word order, substitutes words and phrases, and adds or subtracts material in order to
normalize lines that otherwise would be metrically ambiguous. In this sense, Harley is a
more vigilant witness than either Tanner or Bodleian, less tolerant of metrical blurring. It
hears the music clearly and it guards it jealously, despite being older than Tanner and
grammatically obtuse.
Returning to line 35, we find an altogether simpler and more readable variant than
those presented in Tanner and Bodleian. Harley systematically avoids such complications
as missing syllables or phantom inflections by inserting a relativizer. Rather than contend
with the extraordinary tolerance required by Tanner and Bodleian, Harley employs
periphrasis to read, quite emphatically,
But she was ded er that I kouthe hir fynde (H 35)
The added word, in bold, clearly locates the beat and removes all doubts about whether
the line is ten or nine syllables; whether it allows void positions; how much tilt it will
stand. All such questions vanish in the face of superfluous syntax. From the practice we
can infer, first, that contrary to popular opinion, Shirley was not ignorant of Chaucer’s
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meter. His technique was extremely deliberate, and he regularly used periphrastic
structures to avoid, reduce, or resolve metrical uncertainties—not to create them. Second,
we can infer that, in support of popular opinion, he did not have a very solid grasp of
Chaucer’s grammar. But he also seems to have been aware of his own ignorance of it and
to have taken steps to preserve the meter against corruption in grammatical contexts
sensitive to misreading. His knowledge of final –e in particular seems tenuous. But in
each case where an inflection in Tanner is metrically necessary, in Harley Shirley used
syntactic options to get the full syllable count and to secure the beat alternation. So in line
60 Harley does not inflect durste, as Tanner and Bodleian do, but it pads the line with a
redundant reflexive in order not to drop a weak syllable:
youre seruaunt If I durste me so calle (T 60)
youre seruaunt if I durst me so call (B 60)
Your seruant / if I dourst / my self / so calle (H 60)
Tanner sounds the final –e and secures the weak seventh position, which Bodleian lacks
(although we can reasonably proffer the syllable). Harley, however, doesn’t simply lack
it, as does Bodleian, and it doesn’t propose alternative metrical structures that would
unequivocally misread Chaucer’s verse design. Instead, it proposes a replacement
structure that fits the design, suggesting that its copier had a tune in his head—the correct
one—but was unsure about what the inflection did or meant. As a prophylaxis, he
disregarded it and devised an alternative figure that was equally faithful to the meter.
This technique is consistent throughout Harley, and its consistency implies a generalized
knowledge of Chaucer’s metrical principles. Almost always the agent of metrical
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uncertainty is an inflection, further suggesting that Shirley had (at best) only a partial
understanding of Chaucer’s archaic grammar but a fairly comprehensive understanding of
his meter. In fact, it is Harley rather than Tanner or Bodleian that most often gives a fully
regular line, an odd fact to explain given its scribe’s reputation as a hasty copyist. Its first
full stanza reads
Pitye whiche that I haue sought so yore
With hert sore ful of besy payne
That in this worlde nas ther no wight woer
With oute the dethe and if I shal not feyne
My pourpose was of pitee for to pleyne
And eke opon the cruwel thirannye
Of love that for my trouthe doothe me to dye (H 1-7)
The periphrasis whiche that, although common in Chaucer’s prose, is much less common
in his poetry. In the first line, however, Shirley did not hesitate to use it in place of the
relative pronoun:
Pitee that I haue soghte so yore Ago (T 1)
Pite that I haue sought so yore ago (B 1)
The extra syllable ought to trouble the meter, but it doesn’t. The meter remains intact,
because Harley also is unique in missing the adverbial rhyme. By deleting ago the scribe
lost two syllables. The periphrasis compensates for the lost beat and recovers its
alternation, but in the process it alters the distribution of stressed syllables. One option is
to read the line without its first weak syllable:
/ x

/

x / x

/

x

/

Pitye whiche that I haue sought so yore
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A less attractive but nonetheless possible alternative is to pronounce the final –e on haue
but not on whiche, an arbitrary ruling sanctioned only by metrical convenience:
x /

x

/ x / x

/

x

/

Pitye whiche that I haue sought so yore
Either reading supports the hypothesis that Shirley had a metrical template in mind when
he copied the manuscript, and that this template more or less matched Chaucer’s own, in
which case the revisions in line one are best interpreted as tactical responses to
unconscious copying errors. Shirley sought alternative strategies to meet the line’s
metrical requirements whenever an –e imposed itself on the exchange of weaker and
stronger syllables. Rather than hazard a grammatical guess, he used his ingenuity to
reframe the line syntactically. However, the possibility of the second reading raises the
question of whether some lines were too difficult to rework. In such cases, Shirley would
exploit the chance presence of the final –e, sounding it when to do so suited his purposes
and otherwise ignoring it. If this latter reading is adopted, we must concede on the basis
of his inflectional scavenging that Shirley knew that the –e could be sounded, but not
when or in what grammatical contexts.
First, let us consider Shirley’s predatory habit of sounding final –e at his pleasure.
Certainly he did prey opportunistically on the grammar, but he did so very rarely, and his
reluctance conflicts with Skeat’s portrait of him as a grammatical libertine. For example,
of the word’s 291 instances in Troilus and Criseyde, which lacks an –e 285 times.12 Of
the six instances in which it appears with an –e, only two sound it, and both of these share
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a syntactic structure in which an article precedes the inflected word and modifies a noun
phrase:
The whiche tale anon-right as Criseyde (4.666)
The whiche cote, as telleth Lollius (5.1653)
The evidence from Troilus suggests that the odds favor not sounding the –e in the Harley
manuscript.13 The Troilus corpus was copied much earlier than even the Tanner
manuscript of the “Complaint,” and its scribes were far more confident (and consistent)
in their recording of grammatical markers. If they avoided an –e on which in all but
12.5% of its cases, with both the exceptions constituting a syntactic formula, then what
are the chances that Shirley, fifty years later and less sure of the word’s grammar, would
inflect it?
For a moment, let us entertain the very remote possibility that Shirley intended to
sound the –e on whiche. How does its sounding affect the line metrically?
x /

/ x

x / x

/

x

/ x

Pitye whiche that I haue sought so yore
The rhythm is too artful and grasping here to be genuinely medieval, and by displacing
the beat so early in the line, and on such a trivial word as whiche, a reader may lose sense
of the alternating constraint. The pulse is altogether too Romantic and willful, too
protesting. If we are inclined to clemency, we might argue that Shirley at least understood
the syllabic principle of Chaucer’s line and added the –e in order to sound a full count of
ten. But such an interpretation weds us to the displaced beat that we have just rejected.
Alternately, we could claim that the –e on whiche is silent, whereas that on haue is
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sounded, in which case we would have a regular line with beats on every second (even)
syllable. But that argument returns us to the ambivalence of our first scansion. Reading
the line with a beat on the first syllable of Pitye is more sensible.14
Line two raises other concerns. There is no stylistic reason for Shirley to drop the
conjunction and, so we must regard it as a common scribal slip. Nevertheless, even had
the line retained the word, it would strain our ears:
With hert sore / [and] ful of besy payne
Following the virgule, all is smooth: the phrase “ful of besy payne” easily spaces its three
beats and the half-line balances nicely. Before the virgule, all is rough. We can restore
regularity by emending hert to herte in order to resolve the clash and obtain our two
beats. But as we have seen, Shirley seems not to have recognized, or at least not
systematically, the purpose of final –e. And tilting the line to a clipped rhythm is not
possible because of the missing conjunction.
Fortunately, as his practice unfolds through the course of the “Complaint,”
Shirley shows that his treatment of final –e is not entirely erratic. Hert lacks an –e in each
of its eight instances in Harley.15 But in each case the line lacks a weak syllable
immediately following that word. In none did Shirley seek an alternative word order or
rhythmic arrangement; he simply let the line stop. But because we do not find some cases
of hert with an –e and others without it, and still other lines avoiding the word altogether
by resorting to metrical deflections (as in periphrases), we can conclude that Shirley
intended a weak syllable to follow the root. This evidence suggests that some words, like
hert, survived as relics in the scribal culture or at least in the minds of some of its
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officers. In such cases, the scribes did not need a complete knowledge of the archaic
grammatical system. All they needed was familiarity with the word, which experience
would have given them. (And because the process of acquiring individual words is more
like building a vocabulary than acquiring a set of unconscious grammatical rules, the
scribes could have learned them simply by exposure to the exemplar.) The word’s
distribution suggests that Shirley could have known that an offbeat followed hert without
knowing why. He would not need any grammatical competence to sound the implied
weak syllable.16
Nevertheless, these words would be isolated and few. For the most part, when
faced with an inflection, Shirley searched for other ways to gain the weak syllable:
Withoute deth / and if I shall not feyne (T 4)
Without deth & if I shall not feyne (B 4)
With oute the dethe / and if I shall not feyne (H 4)
Tanner regularly writes withoute, an antique if accurate rendering. Bodleian, in a typical
gamble, drops the –e and leaves the matter of sounding it to the reader, a potentially
dangerous allowance. Harley is more careful, more respectful of the metrical principles.
Uncertain of the grammar, Shirley protected the beat exchange by adding the before
dethe. Because lenition would have hit function words—even polysyllables—hardest and
earliest, Shirley’s aversion makes sense. Consider, then, lines 37 and 79, in which Tanner
also inflects withoute:
withoute eny wo as thogthe me (T 37)
With-oute you benygne creature (T 79)
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Once again Tanner forces a hiatus to preserve the offbeat and inflects the irregular weak
verb thoghte and the OF loan benygne,17 both sanctioned grammatically. Bodleian, again,
is more casual:
without eny woo as thought me (B 37)
without you benigne creature (B 79)
The lines require an offbeat following without and are deprived of it, or, rather, the reader
is left to infer it. The other option is to retract the beat to the first syllable and read line 79
as headless:
/

x

/ x / x

/x /

without you benigne creature
Always the metrical accountant, Harley plays no such games with its material. Whereas
Bodleian treats its source with impetuousness (or perhaps élan), Harley strives to
eliminate ambiguity at all costs:
With outen making doel as thought me (H 37)
With yowe benigne and feyre creature (H 79)
Harley regularly appeals to –en to secure a weak syllable, as in line 37, or inserts a
monosyllabic phrase in place of the problematic reduced vowel.18 In fact, Harley applies
this strategy to the entire class of function words, as demonstrated in its handling of
youre. Despite their late dates, Bodleian and Tanner pronounce the final –e on youre,
ignoring the weakness of the grammatical word and the unlikelihood of its –e being
sounded:
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And hath depryued you of youre place (T 69)
And hath deprived you of youre place (B 69)
Shall cruelte be youre gouernesse (T 80)
Shall cruelte be youre gouerneresse (B 80)
Although it neglects the final –e on youre, Harley is a more conscientious witness than is
recognized. We can find proof of its conscience in the substitutions Shirley devised to
recover the weak syllable—choices indicating that the scribe was genuinely interested in
preserving the meter and that he had the practical talent to do so:
And hathe depryved yowe / nowe of your place (H 69)
Shal cruwelte be nowe / oure gouuerneresse (H 80)
Consider the subtleties involved in substituting the monosyllabic adverb nowe for the
inflected disyllable youre. In order to swap them, the scribe would have had to know not
only that Chaucer’s meter was alternating but also that if it did not alternate, the meter
would fail. Moreover, he would have needed to anticipate where the meter was most
vulnerable. In other words, he would have needed a forward-scanning competence: the
ability to predict which patterns will be troublesome even before they occur. Returning to
line 69, we see his expertise more clearly:
And hathe depryved yowe / nowe of your place
There are many variables here to keep in mind. Given the superfluity of graphic –e’s, any
or all, or none, may be exploited for metrical gain as weak syllables. Shirley copied each
one but discounted them as possibilities. The phantom inflection on hathe, a grammatical
long shot, would disturb the lexical stress on depryved, and so it seems improbable. And
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invoking hiatus on nowe to suppress the participle gives the line a good rhythm but also
needlessly complicates the verse. The most logical reading is one that activates the
participial inflection and regards all other words as monosyllabic:
x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

And hathe depryved yowe / nowe of your place
Behind the seemingly automatic judgment lies a complex network of expectations and
hypotheses that we continuously test in our verse experience. Shirley’s responses to the
ambiguities surfacing as the grammar collapsed, leaving, like sinkholes in the poetry,19
pockets of empty time, tell us a great deal about his personal style of reading, his metrical
competence, his performance solutions, and his vision of Chaucer’s metrical
architecture.20
Even innocuous variants can be revealing. Shirley’s substitution of for to pleyne
for to compleyne in line 5 proves his facility for managing non-lexical words in beat
positions, not an easy task for those writing and copying in a period of linguistic
uncertainty. And in line 28, Harley cuts compleyn, the rhyme attested in both Bodleian
and Tanner, to pleyne and thus loses a weak syllable. To restore the lost beat, it
reconfigures the entire second colon:
Sith she is dede to whom shall we compleyn (T 28)
Sith she is ded to whom shull we compleyn (B 28)
Sith she is ded / to whame we shoulde vs pleyne (H 28)
In order to keep the modal verb in beat position, Harley adds an entirely redundant
reflexive pronoun, whose sole purpose is to separate the beats and keep the meter
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buoyant.21 Typically, Shirley’s variants are easier to read than those in Tanner or
Bodleian:
Of love / that for my trouthe doothe me to dye (H 7)
requires less processing effort than
Of loue that for my trowth doth me dye (T 7)
Of loue that for my trouthe doth me dye (B 7)
Negotiating the morass of potentially significant–e’s in Bodleian and Tanner makes for
slower, more labored reading. Paradoxically, by scattering –e’s through the line
seemingly at random, Harley renders them insignificant and thus simplifies the meter,
making it less prone to misconception.22
As the earliest of the three, Tanner does show more careful attention to the
spelling of final –e on words that are justified in having it. However, like its affiliate
Bodleian, it does not always make clear to its reader when an –e ought to be sounded and
when it ought to be silent. In other words, it is more liable to be misread than Harley. For
instance, Tanner uniquely lacks when in line 8 and is therefore missing an offbeat. The
missing beat challenges the reader’s expectations for a regular line and provokes a
clipped reading: not
x

/

x / x

/

x

/ x

/

And when that I by length of certeyne yeres (B 8)
but
/

x /x

/

x

/ x

/

And that I be lengthe of certeyn yereres (T 8)
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That should fall in the weak third position, but because when is missing, that moves back
one position to take the beat. But neither Bodleian nor Harley gives us any ambiguity to
guess at.23 Disturbances to the syllable count are much more common in Tanner (and
Bodleian—line 8 excluded) than in Harley. Harley, for instance, normalizes line 67 with
an addition (loo) and line 86 with periphrasis (than with), both of which are clipped in
Tanner and Bodleian.24 So we can say, in general, that Tanner is a less historically
mindful witness than Harley, in that it seems not to be aware of, or else is indifferent to,
the potential hazards and ambiguities in its use of archaic inflections on metrical
syllables. Bodleian, as a degraded relative to Tanner, merely swells the obliviousness or
indifference.25
Harley is a more curious case. As a mid to late copy, we would expect it to be less
careful than Tanner or at least less in touch with Chaucer’s intentions, especially in light
of its copier, who, we are told, had no knowledge of the grammar, no interest in the art,
no talent in the trade, and no ear for the meter. And given the affiliation of Tanner with
Bodleian, despite the latter’s late date, we reasonably could expect the group, on the
whole, to be more credible metrically than Harley. It is true that Shirley did not have a
great command of Chaucer’s grammar. However, he protected the meter by reinforcing
alternation wherever grammatical ambiguity arose, freely adding to or substituting for
individual words when a beat or offbeat was threatened. So whereas Tanner and Bodleian
offer these contortions,
Hit standeth thus that youre contrary cruelte (T 64)
Hit stondith thus that youre contrary cruelte (B 64),
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which require strenuous and creative reading to make them metrically intelligible—
knotty elisions and feeble phrases—Harley proposes a more legible alternative:
Hit stondethe thus / youre contraire Cruwelte (H 64)
Here Harley emphasizes the elasticity of the adjective and presents it as a flexible
disyllable rather than as an aching, hobbled, uncertainly stressed trisyllable or as a
quickly paced trisyllabic modifier of a disyllabic noun. The option arises from Harley’s
decision to strike that from the line. Similar intelligence surfaces in line 88, where Tanner
and Bodleian founder:
Alas that euyr youre renown is falle so low (T 88)
Allas that euyr youre renoun ys fall so low (B 88)
These verses need doctoring. Either we must apply syncope to the adverb, retract stress
on the lexical noun, and elide the copula—an ugly prospect—or else we must
hypothesize that the five witnesses reprinted by Furnivall in his parallel-text edition
mistakenly insert euyr where it is spurious. Harley alone does not record it and only
Harley gives a scannable line:
Ellas that youre renoun / shoulde be so lowe (H 88)
If we disregard Shirley’s promiscuous but metrically insignificant coupling of final –e
with the full lexicon of the language, the line is regular. And even when Harley presents
an otherwise trivial substitution, the substituted formula nearly always clarifies or
improves beat alternation:
That no wighte wote that she is dede but I (T 30)
That no wight woot that she ys ded but I (B 30)
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That no wight wot hir ded oonly but I (H 30)
Tanner forces us to consider sounding an –e on wighte, wote, and dede (although it is not
sounded on any of them). Bodleian offers an unusually straightforward reading. Harley,
purportedly the most clueless of the collection, does contain a superfluous, self-pitying,
rhetorically saccharine, intensifying adverb (oonly) that turns the line’s quiet grief into
bombast. Stylistically—aesthetically—it is a flaw. But metrically the line is as clear and
simple as it is in Bodleian and clearer and simpler than it is in Tanner, the earliest and
grammatically best preserved of the witnesses. In Tanner we see the work of a scribe
whose good grasp on the archaic grammar of Chaucer’s language did not prevent him
from writing awkward or difficult metrical lines. In Bodleian’s quicker and looser
spelling we see a scribe more concerned with syntactic than metrical clarity. And in
Harley we see a scribe whose comparatively poor knowledge of Chaucer’s grammar did
not prevent him from clearly articulating the meter. These scribes were living men with
prejudices and preferences, who made executive choices when faced with textual
uncertainties; who made mistakes; who interpreted; who contemplated their objects of
study and were bound by the cultural and historical conditions in which they lived.
Harley’s signature substitutions act as a kind of performance pointing—a cue to the
intended or desired rhythmic phrasing, which helps to segment the line metrically into its
simplest shape. It is very difficult to misread Harley’s meter. And although it is easier to
misread Tanner’s, one must make a deliberate effort to do so. Bodleian, however, has a
much lower threshold for metrical distortion. Its lax transcription further encourages
misreading by obscuring the role of weak syllables in beat alternation.
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Scribal Testimony in the Canterbury Tales
How does this minor experiment in metrical trafficking compare to scribal
testimonies in later poems? Because it survives in so many witnesses, the Canterbury
Tales offers a useful contrast to the “Complaint.” By first exploring variants among the
earliest six manuscripts and then collating variants from fifty-three witnesses to the
General Prologue, I will show that the scribal preferences in Bodleian, Tanner, and
Harley accurately represent scribal preferences through the century.
First, however, we need to map the relationships among manuscripts in order to
gain some idea of which judgments originated when, and with whom, and which were
merely reduplicated or re-circulated in later acts of scribal copying. As the earliest copies
of Chaucer’s longest decasyllabic poem, Ellesmere and Hengwrt are logical places to
start. To them we can compare the other early witnesses CUL Dd.4.24 and CUL Gg.4.27;
and Oxford, Corpus Christi MS 198 and BL MS Harley 7334. We now know that the
same scribe, Adam Pinkhurst, copied Ellesmere (El) and Hengwrt (Hg).26 We also know
that Harley 7334 (Ha4) and Corpus 198 (Cp) were copied by a single scribe in London
circa 1410.27 Manuscripts Dd and Gg are textual affiliates, copied circa 1420 in
Cambridge or East Anglia. These six witnesses, then, represent the early reception of
Chaucer’s meter. Spanning at least a fifteen-year period, they allow for linguistic change,
grammatical decay, and loss of metrical knowledge. More important, though, because
two sets of the six manuscripts were copied by one scribe at different points in time, they
give us an indirect means to test the scribe’s changing metrical tastes and expectations.
Structural differences between Ellesmere and Hengwrt, and between Corpus and Harley,
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may arise because the scribe, producing the manuscripts at different moments, responded
uniquely in each witness to the moment’s distinctive pressures. And as the textual
affiliation of Dd and Gg links them genetically but not scribally—they were copied by
distinct hands and therefore represent distinct metrical competences—we can test their
performances against those of the single-copyist sets.
Preparing her digital edition of the Wife of Bath’s Prologue, Elizabeth Solopova
took advantage of the rare relationships among these manuscripts and their scribes to
draft a metrical profile for each witness and compare it to those of the five other
witnesses. Her aims were to test the popular claim that Ellesmere shows evidence of
metrical smoothing and to “provide insight into the shaping of the earliest forms of the
text of The Canterbury Tales.”28 Starting with Ellesmere and Hengwrt, Solopova found
that of fifty-three metrical variants between the two copies, Ellesmere gives the less
metrical line forty-four times (contradicting Pearsall’s portrait of Ellesmere as a
metrically doctored text or corporate Hengwrt). Only nine times in the entire prologue,
she notes, does El give a more metrical reading than Hg.29 Four of the irregularities are
unique to Hg. Three lines (215, 397, and 792) omit a word, and line four accidentally
adds one. In five more cases, other early manuscripts support Hg against El, despite the
former’s irregularity. Hg shares an irregular line 209 with Gg; 176 and 212 with Ha4 and
Gg; and 306 with Dd and Ha4. Line 396, which is also irregular, is unique to Hg.30
Since Manley and Rickert, textual critics have tended to view Ellesmere’s flair for
grammatical and stylistic clarity as somehow correlated with a smoother meter. But more
systematic analysis shows that there is no correlation. Although Ellesmere may simplify
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the archetype’s practical or aesthetic program, it does not clean up the meter. Of the cases
in which an Ellesmere variant is metrically more regular than its counterpart in Hengwrt,
few are local only to Ellesmere. On the contrary,
The large majority of metrically irregular readings in El are shared with
Gg. The textual variants shared by El and Gg against Hg do not look like
accidental changes, but like an intentional policy aimed at introducing
stylistic corrections. This stylistic revision was intended to give more
formality and neatness to the text, to “improve” grammar, to make the
style less conversational and more prose like.31
Not, in other words, to improve the meter but to reform the style. Between the copying of
Hengwrt and Ellesmere—roughly five years—a shift in reception occurred. It is possible
that the audiences for whom Hg and El were intended did not share the same set of
aesthetic preferences, and the scribes and editors (if El indeed had an editor) fitted their
copies to the tastes of their patrons and to the naked exigencies of the occasion.32 As in
Ellesmere, in Gg and Harley the variants serve “a conscious editorial policy to achieve . .
. a simpler and more logical syntax.”33 Unhappily for the verse, many of these revisions
add or delete a metrically necessary syllable. In eleven cases El is rhythmically less
regular than Hg because it adds a word to the line, and of these, only two (lines 35 and
110) are unique to El. Conversely, a deleted word gives El a less regular reading in
seventeen lines, six of which are unique. Nine it shares with Gg; one with both Gg and
Harley; and one only with Harley.34 Most conspicuous is Ellesmere’s campaign to
exterminate that. In seven cases the verse is less metrically regular due to this
“simplification.”35 In three lines that introduces a subordinate clause;36 and in four others
it functions as a pleonastic.37
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Ellesmere’s aversion to that, especially as a pleonastic, as in sith that and which
that, suggests to Solopova an editorial policy designed to render the poem’s syntax more
prose-like and readable for its audience. And because Ellesmere has this policy in
common with two other early witnesses—Harley and Gg—she has inferred that the three
manuscripts share a preference for stylistic and formal presentation over metrical
coherence. In the Parson’s Tale, for instance, out of 167 which/which that constructs, we
find seventeen which that. In the Tale of Melibee, the ratio is even higher: thirteen out of
sixty-two (20.9%). The pleonasm serves as a kind of syntactic signature, an idiom
“Chaucer used independently of metrical considerations.”38 Its relative absence in the
three early witnesses implies, if not an editorial policy, then a scribal response to the
exemplar. The striking of that reflects a broader tendency in these witnesses to unpack
the dense syntactic structure, to decompress the line and let it breathe—to twist a poem
into prose romance. In this it mirrors other common scribal strategies to make a difficult
structure easier for an audience to read.39 But because these strategies frequently make
the verse longer or shorter than intended without compensating for the excess or deficit
by cutting or adding, as required, material elsewhere in the line, they can deform the
metrical structure even as they reform the syntax.
In stark contrast to the dogged cleansing policy of Gg, however, “interventions in
the text of [Harley] show an interest in producing metrically regular readings.”40 For
instance, where Hengwrt may lack a syllable and produce a jarring rhythm, Harley
compensates for the void position and balances the verse:
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On Iankyn, and on my Nece also (Hg 384)
On Iankyn, and vpon my Nece also (Ha4 384)
This unflagging attention to rhythm distinguishes Harley from the other manuscripts, and
particularly from Ellesmere and Gg, with which it is so closely and curiously affiliated.41
The bond seems even more problematic when we consider that Harley, unlike Ellesmere,
maintains its affiliation with Gg throughout the entirety of the Prologue. To resolve the
paradox, Solopova proposed a clever solution: two layers of editorial activity in Harley,
one compliant with the cleansing program of Gg, which, in its wake, stirred up defective
verses, and a second that soothed them. For example, as read in both Dd and Gg, line 350
lacks a weak syllable:
x

/

x /

/ x / x

/

Thanne wolde e cat dwelle in his In (Dd Gg)
Against the variant in Hengwrt and Corpus Christi,
Thanne wolde the Cat wel dwellen in his In (Hg Cp)
Harley 7334 brokers a compromise:
Than wold e catte dwellen in his In (Ha4)
The final –e on catte, admittedly obtrusive (and perhaps that is the point: to announce the
weak syllable loudly so as not to have it go missing again) secures the offbeat and
promotes a domineering but correct alternation.42 The second scribal layer, then, repairs
the first where stylistic or syntactic variants disturb the meter. And given their genetic
affiliation, it is to be expected that Harley “not infrequently . . . coincides with Cp against
other manuscripts” and that Corpus Christ, like Harley, “shows concern for metrical
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regularity."43 After all, the same scribe copied them.

Dd is more fickle, as it

“occasionally coincides with El and Gg against other manuscripts, but it also coincides
with Hg and Cp. Sometimes it agrees with Gg in readings stylistically typical of Gg.”44 In
line 697, for example it follows Gg and Ha4, against Hg:
The children of Mercurie and Venus (Hg)
The children of Mercurie and of Venus45 (Dd Gg Ha4)
So although the manuscript “seems to show some concern for the metrical regularity of
its text . . . it is not a consistent editorial policy of metrical improvement as is found in
Ha4.” With their telltale patterns of explicitness, directness, and over-clarification, the
revisions in El, Cp, Ha4, and Gg point not toward the poet, so often happy to elude,
equivocate, or condense, but toward his scribes, who labor just as diligently to confront,
disambiguate, and unravel.

Implications of Chaucer’s Early Scribal Reception
Metrically significant variants cannot be attributed to scribal error. Rather, they
are preferences. In the earliest six witnesses the vast majority of these preferences occur
at colon boundaries:
Yet hastow caught a fals suspecioun (El WBP 306)
Yet hastow caught fals suspecioun (Hg WBP 306)
Hg manipulates the strong prosodic cue at the colon boundary to adjust the rhythm, so
that the deleted article is expressed as a metrical pause rather than as a stress clash.
Grouping preferences are limited, then, to segmenting the line into two large chunks, the
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first closed by a phonological phrase and the second opened by the verb’s complement.
As a result, the two segments both attract and repel each other, welding the line together
even as they snap it in two.46 As I will show in Chapter Seven, Lydgate popularized this
rhythm and made it a staple of midcentury versification.
Ellesmere and Harley 7334 invoke a contrary, more complicated strategy in line
113 of the Wife of Bath’s Prologue:
I wol bistowe the flour of al myn age (Hg Gg Dd Cp)
I wol bistowe the flour of myn age (El Ha4)
In line 306 the heavy stress on fals, bolstered by the midline inertia, clearly signals to the
reader that some sort of metrical reorganization is in order. In line 113, however, El and
Ha4 require more careful reading. Strong beats on wol, the second syllable of bistowe,
and flour suggest that the infinitival verb is uninflected and that the rest of the line will be
uneventful. These expectations are disappointed. In what John Hollander once described
as a “garden path” reading, El and Ha4 confirm expectations late into the line only to
undermine them at the last minute. To make sense of its meter, readers must return to the
line’s beginning with a different set of expectations. Here the steady contrast among
prominences through the seventh syllable lulls the reader into a false sense of security. At
the eighth syllable, readers realize that they have reached a dead-end and that their
expectations have been cheated:
x / x

/

x

/

x

?

/

I wol bistowe the flour of myn age
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The mind runs through a series of possible groupings. Placing a beat on myn is out of the
question: as a clitic to age, it would immediately be subordinated to its host. To sound a
beat there would require an unnatural pause between prosodic constituents. Breaking the
vowel of flour into a disyllable, as we might today, was in Chaucer’s time not a realistic
choice. Three options are to revisit bistowe and inflect it, retracting the third beat from
flour to the:
x /

x / x

/ x

/ x

/

I wol bistowe the flour of myn age
to reorganize the metrical set by voiding the third offbeat, making the line brokenbacked:
x

/ x

/

/

x

/ x

/

I wol bistowe the flour of myn age
or, as later poets such as George Ashby and Osbern Bokenham would do, void the fourth
offbeat and let the line stagger to its conclusion:
x

/ x

/

x

/ (x) / x

/

I wol bistowe the flour of myn age
^
None of the readings is ideal, but because all of the offending constituents are
monosyllables and, with the exception of flour, non-lexical, all are possible. The second
reading in particular is interesting, as it contrasts with the clarity of line 306. Both can
comfortably be described as “broken-backed” lines, but the potential for misreading
differs considerably. Only someone rushing through line 306 would be liable to
misconstrue its metrical structure, even with the voided position as an obstacle. Line 113,
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however, strongly resists the grouping preferences that make 306 clear and definite. Its
offending syllables (the fourth and fifth) comprise a clitic group. Even among
monosyllables, moving the beat from a host to its clitic is a marked option. The more
marked a grouping preference is, the more difficult the line is to process, and readers may
find themselves running through a series of strategies to find the preferred performance.
Resolving the ambiguity in favor of one preference brings the reader to a unique set of
metrical expectations. To resolve it in favor of another preference will lead the same
reader to other, perhaps contradictory, expectations.
The earliest Canterbury witnesses invite readings that conflict both with
Chaucer’s own meter and with one another. However, the variants do share one
consistency: they relax their vigilance at the left edges of domains and tighten them at the
right edges. Because the second and fifth beats signal the end of the line’s cola, all of the
early witnesses tilt most radically if either of these beats is threatened, as evidenced in the
Ellesmere and Harley variant of line 113 in the Wife of Bath’s Prologue and here:47
And if that she be ryche of heigh parage (Hg 250)
And if she be ryche, and of heigh parage (El Gg 250)
Hengwrt places be in the weak third position and makes it an offbeat. Ellesmere and Gg,
however, place it in the sensitive fourth position where it requires a beat. By deleting
pleonastic that and adding a coordinating conjunction, the El/Gg variant takes on a
discursive style, but the substitutions complicate the line’s rhythm, not enough to block
alternation but enough to require a heavy tilt. Unlike line 113, here we have a reinforcing
pause and a phrasal parallelism, both of which slow the line’s metrical march toward the
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confirming fifth beat. By the time we arrive at the fifth syllable, we have some inkling
that our expectation is off. This warning alerts us to the possibility that we will need to go
back to the fourth and reprocess its prosodically weak, dependent constituent as a beatbearing syllable. However, the task must be performed where the strain is highest: at the
rightmost edge of a domain.48
Appropriately, then, many of the “editorial” insertions characteristic of the
Ellesmere affiliates occur at the left edges of domains in order to minimize their
interference:
Rede in his Alamageste and take it there (Hg WBP 183)
Rede it in his Almageste and take it there (El Gg WBP 183)
That man shal yelde to his wyf hir dette (Hg WBP 130)
That a man shal yelde to his wyf hire dette (El Gg WBP 130)
In both these lines the difficulty arises near, although, we must concede, not precisely at,
the left edge of a domain.49 By contrast, many of the deletions or insertions that
normalize rather than disturb the meter occur at the right edge, where we anticipate a
tighter formal structure and where we rely on less equivocal segmentation cues:
On Iankyn, and on my Nece also (Hg WBP 383)
On Iankyn and vpon my nece also (Ha4 WBP 383)
Hengwrt’s variant raises the difficulty in finding the second beat and so lowers the
threshold for metrical “switching.” Supplying the beat by means of a metrical pause is
our only option:
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x

/ x [/] x

On Iankyn,

/

x

/

x /

and on my Nece also
˄

Harley avoids the problem by emending the monosyllabic preposition to a disyllable. A
light but detectable stress on the second syllable of vpon places the conjunction at an
optimal distance between strong beats so that it can be promoted:
x

/ x

/ x /

x

/

x /

On Iankyn and vpon my nece also
The Harley variant presents a stronger, more readable shape. We experience the second,
crucial beat much more forcefully when it is sounded than when it is implied.
Solopova’s data on pleonastic deletion support the view offered here. Ellesmere
eliminates a Hengwrt pleonasm (usually that) most frequently when the resultant
structure voids a position at the left edge of a domain:
To wedde me if that my make dye (Hg WBP 85)
To wedde me if my make dye (El Gg WBP 85)
In the Ellesmere variant we have little trouble revising our metrical hypothesis midline to
adjust for a voided fifth syllable:
x

/ x

/

/ x

/ x

/

To wedde me || if my make dye
In the earliest six manuscripts, then, we can say that when a scribal action disturbs the
beat alternation, it typically does so at the left edges of domains. When a scribal action
enhances beat alternation, it typically does so by reinforcing the right edges of domains.
Ellesmere, forever bonded to Hengwrt by its scribe, though on the whole marginally less
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metrically regular than the earlier manuscript, nonetheless varies from it in predictable
and controlled ways that it shares with its affiliates Gg and Ha4. With the exception of
Dd, the spelling of the manuscripts shows robust knowledge of Chaucer’s grammar,
including final –e, and this evidence in conjunction with their uses of left and right-edge
boundaries either to relax or to restrict the prosodic conditions demonstrates a clear
understanding of Chaucer’s verse design. Moreover, Harley’s metrical primness evinces
not only a grasp of the author’s versifying principles but also a concern for their accurate
communication to the audience. The Harley scribe did not merely understand Chaucer’s
art. He, like Shirley, toiled to remove what he perceived to be the exemplar’s ambiguities
so that others would understand it as well. However, even between Hengwrt and
Ellesmere, we see a change in metrical reception. The higher percentage of midline void
syllables in Ellesmere suggests that in five short years Pinkhurst, or his hypothetical
editor, had re-ranked Chaucer’s metrical constraints so that the dominating constraint that
licenses missing or extra syllables outranked the constraint on beat alternation. However,
Harley 7334’s consistent efforts to avoid these rhythms shows that a separate scribe
working roughly at the same time as Pinkhurst did not tamper with the constraint ranking.
From their behaviors we can make three important inferences. First, whether by the
influence of an editor or the taste of a patron, a single scribe might treat Chaucer’s meter
liberally on one commission and conservatively on a different commission, as Pinkhurst’s
handling of weak syllables in Hengwrt and Ellesmere confirms. Second, scribal choices
that seem to spoil the meter, as in
As wel in cristendom as in hetheness (El)
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clearly are the result not of metrical ignorance nor even of metrical rewriting but of a
simple privileging of exposition over versification: the syntax mattered more to the scribe
(or his editor or patron) than did the meter. And third, two scribes working more or less
simultaneously might produce lines with tolerances identical to Chaucer’s or vastly
different from it. That scribes could change their minds and styles over time suggests that
they were making not mistakes but choices and that those choices, like the manuscripts,
were socially “single.”50 It also implies that different reception styles competed for
scribal attention.

Scribal Testimony in the General Prologue
In the “Stemmatic Commentary” for the Canterbury Tales Project digital edition
of the General Prologue, Peter Robinson proposes six lines of descent from a hypothetical
archetype that he labels ‘O’ for the fifty-three manuscripts and incunables datable to the
fifteenth century. Twenty-two of them, he contends, descend from an “alpha” ancestor;
they further divide into an alpha subgroup51 and an ab subgroup,52 which in turn divides
into an a subgroup53 and a b subgroup.54 The second line of descent derives from a cd
ancestor, and this group consists of seventeen manuscripts.55 From the e ancestor come
two manuscripts.56 Alone stands Ellesmere. With Hengwrt Robinson groups Harley 7334
and the very late Christ Church copy. And finally, in a medley of witnesses he claims
descends directly from O, Robinson includes, among five others, Gg.57 I propose that by
comparing the variants among lines in all fifty-three witnesses where El and Hg agree we
can drive a wedge between modern and medieval metrical expectations. Where El and Hg
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differ, and the difference is not due to an obvious scribal error, we can track variants
among them like mutations in a gene.58 Some mutations are passed to other organisms—
other witnesses—by pedigree, as when the two witnesses descend from a common
source. But they also can spread among organisms with no genetic affiliation—as
mutations do in plant and bacterial populations. In such cases proximity—not
bloodline—is all that is required for one organism (or witness) to acquire the properties
of another. We do not need to push the analogy too far. The point is simply that knowing
the relationships among witnesses is one step toward knowing how and when they mixed;
who received them, and when; what sorts of metrical judgments were involved in their
transmission and reception; and, ultimately, how prosodic expectations spread among
populations of readers. The goal is to reconstruct metrical expectations, not to deem one
better or worse than another or to select from among the documented readings a best
candidate. Indeed, there never is a best candidate. There are only preferred readings, less
preferred readings, and failed readings relative to a given audience. Differences in scribal
preferences are indirect evidence of different styles of reception and therefore clues to the
community’s metrical standards.
Ellesmere and Hengwrt share a variant reading in nine lines:
Was verray felicitee pafit59 (GP 340)
A bettre envyned man was neuere noon60 (GP 344)
He was a sheepherde and noght a mercenary61 (GP 516)
A swerd and a bokeler baar he by his side62 (GP 560)
Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man drede63 (GP 660)
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His walet biforn hym in his lappe64 (GP 686)
Ek Plato saith whoso kan hym rede65 (GP 741)
Forto been a marchaal in an halle66 (GP 752)
He whiche that hath the shorteste shal bigynne67 (GP 836)
What do the scribal responses here suggest? Line 340 in El and Hg is headless. Harley
7334, expectedly, by adding a tenth syllable, writes a regular line:
/

x / x /x / x /

(El Hg)

Was verray felicitee pafit
verraily
x

/ x / x/x / x /

(Ha4)

The overwhelming manuscript support for the El/Hg reading, when considered also in
light of the two witnesses’ independent lines of descent, casts doubt on the authenticity of
the Harleian reading. We can infer, then, that the clipped line was in the archetype, and
that, therefore, the Harley scribe mended the line. We can also infer that the Harley
scribe was fairly intolerant of syllabic ambiguities. He was sufficiently disturbed by the
deficit to fill it in, despite having to mar the line syntactically. In contrast to Pinkhurst,
who frequently placed syntactic concerns above metrical ones in Ellesmere, the Harley
scribe privileged meter.
Line 344 is a subtler case. If we leave aside any irregular additions and deletions
and focus on the two substantive variants, we feel only a delicate contrast between them:
x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

A bettre envyned man was neuere noon (El Hg)
͝
nowher
/
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The strong support behind nowher (it is attested in twice as many witnesses as the El/Hg
variant) as well as the fact that neuere appears in the very next line, suggesting an error
by eye-anticipation or forward-scanning, has led many editors, including Benson, to side
with the majority against El and Hg. But nowher can be traced to two lines—alpha and
the ancestor of Gg—whereas neuere comes from multiple lines of descent: at least five,
including Hg, El, e and cd. To arrive at such a substitution by so many unrelated lines of
descent seems improbable, and it is far more reasonable to assume that, despite the
weight of witnesses in favor of nowher, neuere was the archetypal reading.
Why, then, would so many scribes substitute nowher? Many of the witnesses that
present this variant are metrically conservative—Ha4 and Pw, for example, as well as Dd
and Gg. It is possible that they swapped the words to avoid an ugly repetition of neuere in
consecutive lines. But we must also consider the possibility that such metrically
conservative scribes wanted to avoid the ambiguous syllabification of neuere: unlike
nowher, it is subject to syncope and therefore can be pronounced as a monosyllable.
Options, especially when they are unnecessary, complicate the reading process. It would
appear that Scribe D, along with the majority, opted for the alternative nowher in part
because it can be syllabified only in one way. Less information requires fewer choices,
and with fewer choices to make, the reader is less prone to make mistakes.
What of line 516? On one hand, it is a much more straightforward case, in that
only Harley 7334 offers a variant for the El/Hg reading. On the other hand, the nearubiquitously attested reading in El/Hg places a significant burden on its reader by taxing
the forward-scanning schema that processes metrical information:
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x

/ x

/

x

(x)

/

x

/ x / (x)

He was a sheepherde and noght a mercenary (El Hg)
Neither El nor Hg is in the habit of recording triplets, and so we can safely assume that
the two weak syllables between the second and third beats were not intended to be read as
a double offbeat. However, in order to preserve beat alteration, we must employ one of
two unattractive strategies. First, we can treat the conjunction as an extrametrical syllable
licensed by the peripherality constraint. Doing so requires the reader to rank the colon
constraint DOM above the alternating constraint ALT, a choice that, in effect, sanctions
the triplet anyway—a self-defeating strategy. Second, the reader can place a beat on the
conjunction and resist syncope on the trisyllable (the rhyme is feminine and so requires
an extrametrical weak syllable):
x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/ (x)

He was a sheepherde and noght a mercenary
Neither of the devices in itself is objectionable, but their combination makes the line
difficult to read. It may not be self-evident why resisting syncope would constitute a
challenge. Normally it would not. But the quality of the final vowel makes the feminine
rhyme heavy (as opposed to the typically light schwa that closes a line), and Chaucer
rarely used heavy rhymes. Anticipating it as we scan ahead, the long final vowel
conditions the reader to expect a beat there. But to match the word’s stress pattern to that
of its rhyming partner, one must pause, reparse, and repair the hypothesis. In doing so
one stifles the reflex to tap to the longest vowel at the line’s end, frustrating a very basic
metrical intuition. Harley’s variant is much simpler:
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x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/ x /x

He was a schepherde and no mercenarie
Deleting the article places the beats on all the expected syllables—that is, it aligns word
stress in the grammatical hierarchy with positions marked for prominence—and so
removes the pressure to compress mercenary or to deprive and of a beat. It is, therefore,
an extremely attractive reading, so much so that Skeat adopted it his edition, despite its
lonely status among the witnesses.
Line 560 is complicated for various reasons. First, as recorded in El, Hg, and all
witnesses except five, the most notable of which is Cp, it records a run of two weak
syllables between beats. Second, the syllabification of bokeler is not clear: is it two or
three syllables?
A swerd and a bokeler baar he by his side
Cp responds by striking the second article, which is not only metrically but
grammatically redundant, in which case bokeler is read as a disyllable. Metrically, then,
the Corpus reading is simpler. However, it is attested in only five manuscripts, and all but
one of its sponsors falls within the cd line of descent. Why was its reading not more
popular? It is possible that here we have a rare instance of an authorial triple. But it is
also possible that the scribes read this line as a colloquial contraction. Rapid or informal
speech is prone to slurring or under-articulation. Functional words, especially when
sonorant, tend to become cliticized, as in “fish and chips” (fish’n chips). The first colon
of line 560 echoes the familiar phrase “a swing and a miss,” pronounced by sportscasters
as [ə swiŋ.nə mIs]. Could a similar process be at work in Chaucer’s line? Certainly it is
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possible, and if we allow for the register in which this section of the General Prologue is
written, the claim becomes even more plausible. But we cannot really know. All we can
do is list the possibilities relative to one another in order of likelihood. That Chaucer
deliberately wrote an anapest is highly unlikely. That he wrote a rare bad line that was
faithfully copied by most scribes, with only a handful imposing their better judgments on
it, is likely but impossible to falsify. That he wrote a line intending it to be read or recited
in the manner of a fifteenth-century sportscaster is less likely, although it too remains a
possibility.
Line 660 also presents an agreement at odds with the majority of manuscripts. A
total of thirty-five witnesses restore beat alternation, so that the conspicuous clash
between its two final syllables is resolved:
Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man drede (El Hg Gg)
Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man to drede (Ha4 Ln Pw)
Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man hym drede68 (Cp La)
Although the El/Hg reading is in the minority (and a small one at that), its witnesses are
spread across various lines of descent, including alpha, e, and the ungrouped descendents
of O.69 Witnesses of the second variant mostly comprise later manuscripts in the alpha
line, and so they do not boast the same genetic diversity as those of the first variant.
Neither do the witnesses of the third variant, who belong almost exclusively to cd. If the
El/Hg reading is authorial and not a scribal lapse (it could not be a choice), then the
reader has a difficult problem to solve. The phonological phrasing strongly discourages
any sort of broken-backed or clipped rhythm:
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x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

/

Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man drede
x

/ x

/

/

x /

x

/

*Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man drede
/

x

/

x

/

x / x

/

*Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man drede
The simpler and more obvious reading is that if the El/Hg variant is authorial, then
Chaucer (and his scribes in those witnesses) chose to sound the final –e on oughte while
shifting stress onto the long second syllable of gilty. The resulting line is not only more
regular than its competitors but easier to read and therefore simpler to process.70
x

/ x

/ x

/

x / x

/

Of cursyng oghte ech gilty man drede
What is remarkable is that all but ten witnesses arrived more or less independently at
alternative ways to procure the missing weak syllable: some with a verbal particle and
others with a reflexive pronoun, but all keenly aware of the metrical importance of the
offbeat. If the scribes of these lines did not hear an inflection on the modal, they found
varied syntactic solutions to fill the gap, demonstrating that they knew Chaucer’s meter
and forcing us to concede that, when they strayed from its rhythms, they did not do so out
of ignorance but out of individual preference. (Line 686 recalls the problem encountered
in 340 and so needs no gloss, except to note that apparently a stress shift occurs on
walet.71 Similarly, line 741 recalls 340, except that where the latter is clipped, the former
is broken-backed.) Collation of the variants shows that in the vast majority of cases in
which early witnesses agree on a variant that is metrically upsetting, later witnesses tend
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to disregard the earlier readings and emend the line according to their own metrical
preferences. Most scribes in most circumstances could substitute a simpler reading for a
difficult one; could buttress the beat in structures that subverted it; could hear the meter
clearly and well.
Line 836 offers perhaps the most compelling evidence for this claim, and it is the
final line from the General Prologue in which Ellesmere and Hengwrt share a variant:
He whiche that hath the shorteste shal bigynne (El Hg)
Along with El and Hg, Cp and eleven other witnesses preserve this reading, but most of
the manuscripts do not, despite its regular meter. In fact, more than thirty witnesses
tamper with the line. Nineteen witnesses omit he, stimulating a clipped rhythm; and
eleven others, including Dd, strike at the pleonasm by cutting which:
For he that hath the shortest shal begynne (Dd)
He that hath the shortest shal begynne (Ad1)
Most of the group follows Ad1 in making the line headless; Dd is unique in both excising
the pleonastic whiche and compensating syllabically for its loss by adding the otherwise
unmotivated preposition. The different performances reveal that just as some scribes
opposed El and Hg when a metrically preferable alternative could be found, others were
more comfortable resorting to metrically marked structures in order to avoid what they
regarded as unacceptable syntax. The implications are far-reaching. First, they tell us,
beyond doubt, that most scribes, even the late ones, had a pretty good grasp of Chaucer’s
meter, and that many, if not most, of the metrically awkward variants we find in certain
witnesses may have less to do with rhythmic incompetence than simple stylistic
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preference. Clearly, the scribe of Ad1 (the second of two who worked on the Canterbury
portion of that manuscript) knew that Chaucer made use of clipped lines and accepted
them as part of the metrical grammar—even if they were marked. As a result, he tolerated
but avoided them when he could. When a line presented something he considered
worse—more marked—he had to make a choice to resort either to the more marked
metrical structure or to retain the marked syntactic one. For the Ad1 scribe, we can say
that his circumstances, his audience, and his judgment conspired to rank headless lines
above pleonasms. Thou shalt not write whiche that.
The other implication is that the scribes did not mindlessly copy from their
exemplars, and so we cannot blame them for their errors—choices is a better
description—if we are not also willing to praise them for their often novel solutions. In
other words, they did not keep the beat through thousands of verses because they
mindlessly plodded on, eyes fixed (or pupils dilated) on the words it was their chore to
copy. When they stumbled, it was not because they failed to understand the rules of the
art they were hired to reproduce. Everywhere we find evidence of intelligent,
personalized testimony: choices. For example, unlike that of Ad1, the scribe of Dd
apparently saw no conflict between his metrical and syntactic duties. As had Ad1, he
sanitized the pleonasm. But in order to avoid making the line any more difficult than it
had to be, he introduced a weak syllable, quite purposeless except that it keeps the count
even and avoids hitching the line to a downbeat. This compensation shows that its
executor knew the art he was copying. He understood how it worked. He was willing to
to alter it to better meet his own expectations or preferences, or those of his audience; and
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he was able to do so while still respecting, to a degree, the intentions of the author—
inasmuch as the exemplar communicated them.
From this conclusion we should not claim that the scribes were radiant surrogate
poets. Some were not even good scribes. But the majority of them, by the evidence
gleaned from their techniques in the witnesses, as well from the manuscript lines of
descent, ought to convince us that they were actively engaging their materials—that is,
making judgments about them. These acts of reception varied widely in quality and
character, as each was appropriate to unique historical and literary conditions. As
demonstrated by the practices of Shirley and Scribe D, most copyists sought to balance
the interests and demands of their own moment with what they took to be the author’s
intentions.

Scribal Testimony and Metrical Pressure
So far I have examined the scribal responses. But what were the pressures that
motivated them to intervene? What caused scribes in some circumstances to replace
Chaucer’s meter with a competing one? When the meter jumped, what startled it?
Consider the many rhythmical problems latent in the General Prologue’s infamous eighth
line, which I briefly discussed in Chapter Three:
Hath in the Ram his half cours yronne (El)
Only eight manuscripts read a final –e on half, in which the weak syllable dispels any
ambiguity by separating the clashing beats. But of these, only Harley 7334 uses the
inflection systematically. The other inflecting witnesses are more opportunistic, and their
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lines of descent are more or less random: we cannot trace their inflection on half to its
presence in an exemplar. Given this evidence, we can conclude only that inflections in
these seven manuscripts represent the metrical judgments of seven individual scribes.72
A second problem (and its solution) arises from not inflecting half. A clash at this
late juncture in the line causes too much rhythmic dissonance and threatens the line’s
stability and coherence. Twenty-three witnesses resolve the difficulty by shuffling the
rhythmic phrasing away from the prosodic hierarchy and back toward the template. They
do so by retracting the beat on half, imparted because of the word’s strong stress, and
relocating it to the pronominal determiner. Prosodically, this is a marked option. But
because the candidates are all monosyllables, and as beat assignment is not strictly (that
is, entirely or exhaustively) prosodic, giving a beat to his rather than half is possible. The
result is a revised expectation, an adjusted hypothesis: a broken-backed line:
x

/ x

/

/ x

/

x

/

Hath in the Ram his half cours yronne
x

/

/

/

x

/

[[his half] cours]  [[his] half cours]
We find a competing strategy in the line’s flexible word order. Eleven witnesses invert
the offending sequence, so that no conflict emerges between the prosodic hierarchy and
its grouping potential:
Hath in the Ram half his cours yronne
The line is still broken-backed; there is no avoiding it. But by inverting the word order, it
gives a beat to lexical half rather than grammatical his. As a result, tension between the
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prosodic structure and the rhythmic phrasing is kept to a minimum, and the line is easier
to read, faster to process, and friendlier to forget (so that we may move on to process the
next event). Witnesses choosing this option are in the minority, however, and reside
exclusively in the ab subgroup of the alpha line of descent. Their relationships to one
another suggest that the decision to invert was made in the ab ancestor and passed on to
its descendants rather than rediscovered in each, in contrast to the inflecting of –e in the
minority of eight. Scribes came by solutions differently, some by inheritance and others
by invention.
Another illuminating example is line 29 in the General Prologue, in which nine
witnesses from at least four lines of descent (among them El, Hg, Ch, and Ha4) read
And wel we weeren esed at the beste (El)
Pronunciation of the participial inflection makes the line metrically regular—not a great
shock given the quality of its witnesses and their genetic diversity. Oddly, sixteen
witnesses, mostly from the ab and cd stock, omit we, so that the resulting line strongly
argues for acephaly, as any other re-hypothesis (such as manipulating the participle or
forcing syncope on the copula) would result in a lost beat:
/

x

/ x /x

/ x

/

And wel were esed at the beste (Bo2)
Peter Robinson ascribes the lapse to scribal surprise at the sudden appearance of we in the
narrative. But as he also observes, later scribes within the same lines of recension (ab and
cd), copying from exemplars lacking the pronoun, seem to have sensed there was a
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problem.73 These witnesses restore the pronoun but place it in the wrong position, so that
it follows rather than precedes the verb:
And wel were we easid at the beste (Ds1)
Why would they put it there? Ultimately, it does not matter, as their work, reverse
engineered from defective exemplars, complicates but does not disturb Chaucer’s verse
design in any meaningful way (it is a clipped line). But the restored pronoun raises
serious questions about how scribal responses change over time. In the first reading
(witnessed by El and Hg), we have, really, only one way of scanning the line, only one
valid metrical hypothesis. Despite its strangeness, the same is true of the second reading.
Of the third, we cannot be certain. In fact, by reintroducing we, the later scribes—the
third link in this chain of renderings—gave the reader more options and therefore more
opportunities to exercise metrical judgment—either to read or misread. For these later
scribes, the likeliest solution to the rhythmic problem would have been to follow the
example of their exemplars and keep the line headless. They could do so either by
apocopating were or by forcing syncope on easid:
/

x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

And wel were we easid at the beste
/

x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

And wel were we easid at the beste
The first reading avoids a precarious sounding of the copular inflection and gives the
heavy first syllable of the participle a beat. The second reading, although objectively
more difficult, is nevertheless still well within the bounds of the meter. It does not require
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very much effort to reframe one’s expectations to match it, and its violence against the
“givens of the language” is negligible. A reader in the fifteenth century, making sense of
the line metrically, may have adopted one or the other of these strategies—or neither.
There is another reading made possible by the reinsertion of we: the line could be
missing a weak syllable in the fifth position:
x

/

x

/

/ x / x

/

And wel were we easid at the beste
Phonological phrasing discourages a beat on we, but the reading is possible, if not
preferred. The many possible solutions map a curious movement. Through the three
stages of this line’s reception—the early El and Hg witnesses, the middle we eliminators,
and the later we restorers—we observe a curious tug-and-pull on the meter’s tolerance for
uncertainty and therefore also on its threshold, its capacity to remain that meter in the
midst of cognitive or linguistic interference. Did the restorative scribes follow their
clipped exemplars because they believed the sources best represented the author’s
original intentions, or because preserving a clipped line somehow better suited the
stylistic conventions of their own time and place? Alternately did they boldly recast the
contour in order to void the fifth position, an effect hearkening back to the Siege of
Thebes and to Lydgate’s rhythmic influence on the decades following Chaucer’s death? It
is impossible to tell. What we do know, however, is that with time came more, and more
widely accepted, performance solutions to the rhythmical problems. Solutions unique to a
single scribe early in the century spread among scribal populations later in the century
working from unrelated exemplars.
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I will close this chapter with one final example from the General Prologue; it will
serve as my last word on Chaucer’s meter:
In curteisye was set muchel hir list (Hg 132)
Judging by the sheer mass and variety of its variants, muchel seems to have given the
scribes a fit. Even witnesses within a single line of descent reach very different
conclusions about its metrical status. Why should the word prove so difficult for the
scribes to manage? One other witness (To1) supports the Hg reading. Fifteen witnesses,
including El and Pw, give ful muchel,74 and another twelve, including Gg, ful muche.75
Ha3 reads fully and Ha4 al; Ii mych and Py moche of. The troublesome word derives from
the Old English adjective mycel (here used as an adverb) and is not susceptible to stress
shift.76 So we cannot reasonably scan it with lexical stress of the second syllable.77 And
as I argued in Chapter Three, evidence does not support beat displacement.
Muchel is a word that can be variously realized. It can be monosyllabic as its
alternates moche or muche illustrate. It can be emphatically disyllabic, as the majority of
cases demonstrate. Or it can be ambiguously disyllabic, capable of being collapsed into a
single, cramped syllable equivalent that more comfortably occupies two syllables:
So muchel of dalliance and fair langage78 (El GP 211)
She koude muchel of wandrynge by the weye (Hg El GP 467)
My sone, of muchel spekyng yvele avysed (El ManT 335)
Myn sone of mekyl spekynge euele avysed (Gg)
My sone of mochel spekyng euel auysed (Cp)
My sone of mochil speking euel auised (Ha4)
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My sonne of Mechel spekeinge yuel avisede (La)
My sone of moche speking euel avised (Pw)
My sone of mochell spekyng evill avised (Dd)
In each ambiguous case, a disyllabic run follows the stress on muchel, and twice that run
includes a syntactic formula characterized by a word-final sonorant followed by a wordinitial vowel:
So muchel of dalliance and fair langage
She koude muchel of wandrynge by the weye
My sone, of muchel spekyng yvele avysed
The first example presents the possibility of an elision, but if we indulge that possibility,
to an extent we must bend the language to our will. A much simpler and more logical
solution stems from the fact that disyllabic muchel, in whatever spelling variant,
alternates with monosyllabic muche or moche and therefore may be a scribal substitution.
One need not postulate that the scribe misunderstood the meter or that he was ignorant of
its prohibition on weak-syllable runs (although either proposition may be true). It is in
fact more probable that he considered the variants metrically interchangeable. The
literature gives copious examples of linguistic structures that do not formally fit the
template but that are treated as metrically equivalent to those that do. Muchel may have
been such a case. By alternating with a monosyllabic variant, it may have been
conventionalized as a monosyllable stand-in.
The second case presents a different problem. As a preterit-present verb, koude
(OE cunnan, cuðe) optionally retained its syllabic –e:
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x

/ x

/ x

x

/

x

/ x

/

She koude muchel of wandrynge by the weye
Nevertheless, one must still parse the two weak syllables that precede the gerund. An
elision is no more attractive here than it is in line 211. However, if we assume that the
same conventionalized variant holds between muchel and muche, then we can offer a
simpler scansion,
x

/ x

/ (x) x

/

x

/ x

/

She koude muchel of wandrynge by the weye
where the parentheses indicate an extrametrical alternate.79 And of course in the third
example, the very same license stresses spekyng on its second syllable and keeps the beat.
Returning to our original example, we can read its problematic muchel, perhaps, as a
single syllable:
In curteisye was set ful muchel hir list
If muchel is a conventionalized alternate for the monosyllabic muche, then no metrical
problem arises: no double offbeats and no scribal melee, as the flurry of variants secures
a single offbeat and thus confirms the reader’s metrical expectations. In this light, the
variants ful muchel, ful muche, fully, al, mych, and moche of may be variations on a
common theme. Harley 7333’s fully is a late improvisation. We do not know for certain
when the General Prologue portion of that miscellany was copied—anywhere from 1450
to much later in the century—or how many scribes worked on it, with no fewer than three
and no more than nine. We do know that the text was heavily edited and copied from a
Shirley exemplar. Given its source as well as its late date, Harley 7333 ought to exercise
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a bit more scribal freedom than its earlier, conservative ancestors. It does. The
substitution of a disyllable capable of being stressed on either its first or second vowel for
a more difficult or ambiguous word or phrase fits both the typical scribal protocol for
handling obscurities (whenever possible, use the simpler of two readings) and Shirley’s
metrical profile for taking liberties with a line’s content in order to preserve its meter:
x

/ x /

x

/

x / x

/

In courtesye was sette fully her lyste (Ha3)
The adverbial long vowel takes the fourth beat, although the advanced date of copying
and the word’s lexical stock do complicate matters.80 Nevertheless, a degree of textual
bravado is not out of character for this witness.81
As a resolute “improver” Harley 7334 seems to have taken a more paradoxical
approach that complicates rather than simplifies the line:
In Curtesie was sett al hire lest (Ha4)
Al? What possible reason could the scribe have had for selecting this variant? Harley
7334’s Scribe D was not in the habit of copying broken-backed lines, so it is unlikely that
he read line 211 with a void fifth syllable. For him they were highly marked structure to
be mended by any available means. Moreover, even if the line were broken-backed, the
scribe (and his readers) would be forced to place the beat on a clitic, a technique not
uncommon in later scribes and poets but out of character for Scribe D:
x

/ x /

/ x

/ x

/

*In Curtesie was sett al hire lest
A likelier reading neglects the potential beat on was to sound final –e on hire:
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x

/ x / x

/ x /x

/

In Curtesie was sett al hire lest
Although hire would have been highly prone to lenition, Scribe D frequently appealed to
such archaisms. His most probable exemplar was Hengwrt or Oxford Christ Church 152,
both of which read muchel, not al. The substitution seems intended to avoid the
ambiguities associated with that particular word and so constitutes an individual act of
criticism and a metrical judgment.
Because their variants are unique among the witnesses, Harleys 7333 and 7334
present a rare opportunity to contrast two isolated moments of metrical reception that we
know for a fact originated spontaneously in the minds of two individual scribes.
Moreover, their solutions oppose a metrical judgment made at the beginning of the
century with one made closer to the century’s end. Perhaps owing to Lydgate’s influence,
the later scribe was more willing to lay an artificial Romance color on the metrical
canvas. It paints with a broader brush, its technique less subtle. But its solution is no less
correct than that of the earlier witness. Harley 7334’s prime concern seems to have been
to render a more readable version of the dense Hengwrt exemplar. Where he could,
Scribe D clarified the meter that Hengwrt occasionally obscured. In contrast, Harley
7333, the later, genetically unrelated witness, labors to make sentences clearer but rarely
aspires to “fix” the poem’s meter. Like Shirley, the 7333 scribe intervened metrically
only to curtail any damage created by syntactic or lexical substitutions. There is a
difference between adopting a program to “improve” the meter, as 7334 does, and
mending rough patches created by changes in word order and diction. In the first case, a
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scribe systematically imposes a metrical system on the verse text. In the second, a scribe
limits his corrective ambitions to meaning—to the story—and then makes local
adjustments only when the corrections interfere with the meter.

The Implications of Scribal Reception
Several inferences about Chaucer’s meter can be made from the scribal
testimonies. First, it is far more likely that many, and perhaps most, scribes understood
the basic principles of that meter but felt free to impose their own preferences on the
verse line. Some scribes, such as Pinkhurst in Ellesmere and the scribes of Dd and Ad1,
valued syntactic clarity over metrical clarity, and when the two conflicted, it was the
meter that suffered. Irregular lines in these witnesses do not imply ignorance of
Chaucer’s meter, only a different set of textual and aesthetic priorities. Other scribes,
such as Harley 7334 and Corpus Christi’s Scribe D, reversed those priorities and wrote
several syntactically marked sentences in order to promote clear contrasts between
stronger and weaker syllables. Still others, such as Shirley and the scribe of Harley 7333,
compromised by striving for syntactic clarity and largely avoiding the problem of meter
except when their own corrections interfered with it, in which case they used periphrases
to restore the line’s alternation.
Furthermore, scribes varied widely but consistently in their preferences for
rhythms excluded from Chaucer’s meter, such as broken-backed rhythms and triplets.
Most scribes strenuously avoided the latter, although some adopted them quite freely,
such as the scribes of Bo1 and Ld2, indicating that a few ranked the syllabic and
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alternating constraints below the colon’s dominating constraint. The resulting tolerance
included rhythms closer to those of Stephen Hawes or Alexander Barclay than to
Chaucer. More scribes accepted broken-backed rhythms, a preference that may have
inspired Lydgate in his reforming of Chaucer’s meter or may have been inspired by that
very reformation. All scribes were reasonably comfortable with the clipped rhythms that
pepper Chaucer’s lines. Generally, the later witnesses accept rhythms that earlier
witnesses do not, but this distinction is not absolute, varies considerably by scribe,
dialect, and region, and fails to account for the more striking and significant fact that
even the earliest witnesses—Hengwrt, Harley 7334, Ellesmere, Gg, Dd, and Corpus
Christi—show evidence of deliberate “distortions” such as the higher incidence of
broken-backed rhythms in Hengwrt than in Ellesmere, a difference that led many critics
and editors to propose an Ellesmere editorial “screen” responsible for its supposed
“smoothing of language and meter.”82 Blake and Pearsall in particular have defended the
view that Ellesmere is a stage removed from the (presumed) bound booklets circulated
immediately after Chaucer’s death.83 From its erratic ordering of tales and other evidence
of incompleteness, they infer that Hengwrt “probably had a very restricted audience”84
and that Ellesmere’s luxurious presentation shows that it, unlike Hengwrt, was designed
to broadcast the author’s importance to a wider, more profitable audience.85
Recently, Jill Mann has offered persuasive counterevidence to this view, arguing
that the debate over Ellesmere and Hengwrt obscures the fact that a sensitive reader finds
“scribal disturbance of meter in both El and Hg.”86 She concedes that Ellesmere is, on the
whole, metrically quite regular. But from its consistency does not follow the allegation
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that it “views variations on strict iambic pentameter with . . . aversion.”87 As we have
seen, Pinkhurst’s priorities in Ellesmere seem to have been syntactic rather than metrical,
as in the General Prologue line 49, where he duplicates a preposition for parallelism
despite its pernicious effect on the meter:
As wel in cristendom as in hetheness88
Here Pinkhurst did us no favors.89 By contrast, the Hengwrt manuscript, lacking the
rhetorical nicety of the duplicate in, gives a perfectly regular reading:
As wel in cristendom as hetheness
In cases in which Ellesmere seems to “correct” Hengwrt, often the change has no more
aggressive effect than to strip the line of an ambiguity; it does not actually correct
anything:
Wel sikerer was his crownyng in his logge
Than is a clokke or any abbey orlogge (Hg NPT 1853-4)
Than is a clokke or an abbey orlogge (El)
What, really, is the difference between the two lines? A potential triplet lurks in the
second line of the Hg reading, but we can easily elide it:
Than is a clokke or any abbey orlogge
͝
Many such differences turn out to be innocuous. Others actually contradict Blake’s and
Pearsall’s claims that Ellesmere is “smoother” and therefore doctored. For instance,
Pearsall has argued that of the two manuscripts’ treatment of the third present indicative
inflection on come, Hengwrt favors consistency over metrical convenience and chooses
comth over cometh, whereas Ellesmere vacillates according to metrical context: when the
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line needs one syllable, the scribe chooses the shorter form. Mann tests this claim with a
simple tabulation. Excluding the Canon Yeoman’s Tale, which is missing from Hg, as
well as the Canterbury Tales prose sections, she finds thirty-eight cases of the type.
Ellesmere reads nine tokens of cometh against twenty-nine of comth; Hengwrt reads
fifteen of cometh against twenty-three of comth. First, we can say that the distribution of
tokens is not as Pearsall claims: Hengwrt does not favor one over the other for
consistency; in fact, it doesn’t really favor one over the other at all. If anything, Ellesmere
is the more consistent. Second, the Hengwrt variants do appear to be determined by
metrical factors, so that “Hg refuses comth when meter requires it almost twice as often
as El.”90
The view that Hengwrt is somehow purer than Ellesmere (or Harley 7334 for that
matter) and is therefore less burdened by scribal testimony proves to be very problematic.
As demonstrated above, scribal interventions were immediate, diverse, and decisive, and
they appear as much in Hengwrt as in Ellesmere or Corpus Christi. Only the preferences
differ, and when the preferences stray conspicuously from Chaucer’s own, critics and
editors tend to describe them as errors rather than choices. Moreover, the Hengwrt fetish
misleads us into thinking that Chaucer left Pinkhurst something like an orderly set of
papers to copy. This was not the case. As Simon Horobin remarks,
The unfinished and often contradictory nature of the Canterbury Tales
means that scribes struggled to produce a consistent whole, frequently
coming up with innovative and idiosyncratic solutions that provide
interesting insights into their differing attitudes toward the text and the
varying agendas to which they were working.91
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Chaucer left his Canterbury papers as a muddled heap with which the copyist must have
struggled, so that even Hengwrt
constitutes a record of one copyist’s wrestling with intractable and
disordered material. He [Pinkhurst] apparently received it as a series of
loose and unrelated quires, probably in successive batches, to sort and
order as best he could; the sheets were themselves torn or illegible in
places; one tale, the Cook’s, stopped inexplicably after only a few lines,
perhaps at the end of a sheet, so that it appeared that the rest ought to be
around somewhere. So the scribe had to fill in the ends of some lines in
the Friar’s Tale later (III.1311-20), presumably from another exemplar;
and he left work on a new quire, going back to add in the margin, ‘Of this
Cokes tale maked Chaucer na more.’92
We would like to believe that its author took care to guide the poem from one point to
another through the process of production; that he exercised over it even the limited
control afforded him by the nature and state of the trade’s technology and therefore left
unambiguous materials for his scribes to copy. But the evidence does not support this
belief:
It seems likely . . . that there never was an authoritative Chaucerian text of
the Tales . . . [as] the work is unfinished, not just in that its continuity is
fragmentary and its announced plan of storytelling unfulfilled, but in that
the text itself was left in various provisional states of possible correction
and alteration.93
From the beginning, the poem needed to be sanitized, emended, and edited into a
coherent document. Chaucer’s first Canterbury scribes were not so much tempted to play
with the poem as they were obligated to organize it. And because medieval manuscript
transmission was a continuous, collaborative process, later scribes continued to refine the
poem as they saw fit.
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Metrically, these refinements show an evolving reception that accommodates void
positions more often and in more positions, more syllables between beats, and various
levels of grammatical competence. However, they also show that the trends are not linear
or progressive. Some early scribes happily voided midline syllables where others did not,
whereas some later scribes, like Shirley, made every effort to avoid such rhythms.
Furthermore, broken-backed rhythms, when not a product of scribal omission, generally
arose as a result of the scribe’s ranking of DOM above ALT, indicating a different set of
expectations and therefore a new metrical schema. These scribes transformed Chaucer’s
meter into Lydgate’s. Scribes who wrote lines with triplets generally did so under
syntactic pressures; triple rhythm seems to have been a result of stylistic priorities rather
than metrical preferences. Scribes allowed it when the sentence mattered more than the
meter. When a marked syntactic structure kept the beat these scribes often sought a less
marked structure that disrupted the beat. And as Shirley’s copy of the “Complaint unto
Pity” unequivocally shows, a scribe could write metrically but not grammatically, just as
Tanner’s performance shows the opposite to be true as well.
The goal of the scribes was to balance the demands of circumstance—the unique
pressures of living in this place now and not that place then—against the authority of
their exemplars. Their task was to adapt the poem to new expectations and preferences
and, just as crucially, to new deficits, such as the gradual shift in grammatical
competence away from Chaucer’s archaic register. Their testimony, then, takes the pulse
of the century’s metrical competence. The techniques strongly suggest, contrary to
received opinion, that Chaucer’s meter was not gradually forgotten; it was rewritten.
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Scribal rewriting is modest and conciliatory, as the scribe’s duty is to copy first and
correct second.
Poets, however, correct first and seldom ever copy. Theirs is a very different
relationship to the past master. Although any poet may be strongly motivated to follow
his master’s example without departing from it too radically, that poet will nevertheless
need to break free from that influence and establish his own work and reputation in the
literary community. Preserving the master’s technique will not be enough. In fact, it is
antithetical to the artist’s advancement. Each poet will therefore rewrite his literary
inheritance. The poets who inherited Chaucer’s meter took the ambiguities that the
scribes worked to clarify and raised them to a prestige style. Chaucer’s meter seemed
paradoxically both to sanction and to prohibit stress clashes, void positions, and displaced
beats. Walton, Hoccleve, and Lydgate exploited the paradox in order to craft new meters
that echoed and implied Chaucer’s but ultimately defied it. To characterize their
experiments as “botched imitations” would be a grave critical mistake. It is more accurate
to call them radical appropriations that preyed on the unique “doubleness” of Chaucer’s
meter.
In the first five decades of the fifteenth century, we see three distinct styles of
appropriation and therefore three distinct meters. Each seized on Chaucer’s syllabic
stiffness, mercurial grammar, and strict alternation and manipulated them to build
tolerances for rhythms that Chaucer’s meter excluded. Each appropriation shuffled the
constraints that Chaucer so carefully ordered to protect the prominence contrasts that
define his meter. In this sense each is a misreading of the original verse design. But as I
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will argue in Chapters Five through Eight, these misreadings were intentional acts
designed to mimic misunderstanding while quietly advertizing the author’s aptitude.
In the generation following Chaucer’s death, Hoccleve rewrote the meter by
privileging syllable counts over alternating beats, and as a result, its tolerance feels
preternaturally liquid, ethereal, almost, at times, distracted. Meek and multifarious, it
hovers around the poetry and resonates in the beat without fully committing to the
communicative moment. Lydgate, by contrast, hoisted his framework of beats to the
colon constraint and redefined Chaucer’s meter as a halting, hulking series of rhythmic
blows. Where Hoccleve’s meter is spectral thin—a sort of prosodic fog—Lydgate’s is
muscular and thick. Walton, to whom I now turn, proves more elusive. His art, like a
confidence man’s, thrives on being misperceived, on nearly disappearing.
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15. Lines 2, 14, 24, 56, 80, 100, 106, and 119.
16. Another instance occurs in line 9, in which Shirley sounds the inflection on
tyme (OE tima) and uses syncope on euer to normalize the meter.
17. Cp. line 58 in all three witnesses.
18. Cp. line 110, recchen against rekke; 73, aghte against aughten; and line 82,
where H substitutes the variant taken for the imperative singular take in B and T. Note
also the word order variants in H 37.
19. E.g., line 109, in which B and T inflect the strong verb wote in the first
singular preterit—a rare grammatical lapse. H expands thogh to al thaughe and thus
clarifies the line.
20. Of course, to H we can also attribute the usual scribal slips that produce
problematic lines. Line 14 substitutes Pitee for her and thus adds an unwelcome beat.
Line 38 misreads *armed for arrayed. Line 49, on autopilot, applies the standard –en
formula to a situation in which the extra syllable is not wanted. Line 56 goes awry by
periphrasis. Line 96 adds heavy and gains an extra beat.
21. See also Harley 47.
22. For additional evidence, see Harley’s substitutions and additions in lines 52
(alle to clarify syllabification on Confedred); 71 (and to disambiguate the –e on
heritage); 83 (massive reworking of the line to avoid sounding –e on breke); as well as
the various periphrases in lines 48 (for to against for), 85 (further ouer against
furthermore), 89 (uses alternate syntax to avoid a difficult syncope), 94 (adds youre as an
offbeat to mark the alternation against too many contiguous weak monosyllables), and
103 (adds that to avoid ambiguity in sounding an –e).
23. However, see B 24, which lacks an offbeat in fifth position and is brokenbacked. A similar instance arises in line 19, in which the inflection on comparative
nerer—possibly sounded or possibly syncopated for a broken-backed line—makes B and
T metrically ambiguous (H avoids the problem with its usual periphrasis—in this case,
for to presen); and in line 46, in which case wolde’s precarious inflection, eroded in B, is
sidestepped in H by the guarantor –en.
24. Headless line 45 in T is the result of scribal error.
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25. An exception appears to be line 36. Tanner lacks a there in the weak fifth
position that is attested not only in Bodleian and Fairfax but also independently in Harley
and in MS R.3.19, Trinity College Cambridge, suggesting that sounding the –e on herse,
an OF loan in the dative, is to be disallowed or at least strongly suspected.
26. Parkes and Doyle clinically refer to Pinkhurst as “scribe B,” one of five
copiers of Trinity College, Cambridge, MS R.3.2 (581), the manuscript of Gower’s
Confessio Amantis on which Hoccleve for a period also worked. See “The Production of
Copies of the Canterbury Tales and the Confessio Amantis in the Early Fifteenth
Century,” Scribes, Scripts, and Readers: Studies in the Communication and
Dissemination of Medieval Texts, ed. Parkes (London: Hambledon Press, 1991) 208, 220.
For the identification of Pinkhurst as the El and Hg scribe, see Linne Mooney,
“Chaucer’s Scribe,” Speculum 81 (2006): 97-138. Hoccleve was likely also “scribe F” on
the Hengwrt manuscript, one of the five supplementary hands assisting Pinkhurst. About
Pinkhurst we know the following: that he also copied for Chaucer on Troilus and
Criseyde; that he began his career keeping accounts for London merchants; that he later
performed “other copying services for the Mercers’ Company of London”; and that he
became a member of the London Scrivener’s Company.
27. Doyle and Parkes identify him as “Scribe D,” the hand that also copied Cp, as
well as works by Langland and Trevisa and a host of Gower manuscripts. For an
introduction to Harley 7334, see J.S.P. Tatlock, The Harleian MS 7334 and Revision of
the Canterbury Tales (London: Kegan Paul, 1909).
28. “Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing in the Early Manuscripts of The
Canterbury Tales,” The Canterbury Tales Project Occasional Papers II (1997): 143.
29. Ibid. 148.
30. Similar evidence can be found in the General Prologue. Some Hg variants
(e.g., 70, 87, 178, 207, 230, 346, 519, 524, 626 178) do not affect the meter. Others do
(e.g., 49, 77, 140, 161, 193, 196, 212, 217, 324, 375, 413, 426, 613). For examples of
where both MSS read the same error, see 274, 396, 485, 607, 40, 291, 326, 320, 359, 558.
31. Ibid. 149.
32. For convenience, I have limited my citations to those lines consistent with
Scibe B in Hengwrt and with Scribe 1 in Gg.
33. Ibid. 147. More examples include line 183, where El inserts it for consistency.
In line 214 El, Dd, and Gg insert if. In lines 130 and 326 El and Gg add particles. In lines
257 and 282, El and Gg introduce an expletive that; and in line 257 El, Gg, and Ha4 do
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the same. Line 260 in El and Gg reads an extra som for parallelism. See also El and Gg
250, 389.
34. In line 113, El and Harley delete al; and in line 391, El, Gg, and Ha4 omit a
particle.
35. El shares four of the variants with Gg.
36. El 49, 51; El, Gg, and Ha4 251.
37. El 253; El and Gg 40, 57, 85.
38. Solopova, “Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing” 147.
39. Such strategies include making an implied verb, subject, or object explicit;
realigning the verse line with major syntactic boundaries; restoring syntactic inversions to
normal speaking order; and inserting implied relative pronouns. See Windeatt “The
Scribes as Chaucer’s Early Critics,” Writing After Chaucer: Essential Readings in
Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century, ed. D. Pinti (New York: Garland, 1998) 134-9.
40. Solopova, “Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing” 151.
41. Oddly, as the Prologue moves into its second major section, around line 387,
Ellesmere breaks off from the Gg and Harley manuscripts and joins Hengwrt. At this
point, Gg continues the “editorial policy” whereas Ellesmere does not. Gg is unique in
omitting thise in line 557; and in line 606; is in line 637; and that in line 775. In lines
801, 819, and 821 it strikes a repetition. Ellesmere shares none of the variants.
42. See also Ha4 308 against El and Gg; Ha4 673 against Gg; Gg and Ha4 256 and
443 against the remaining manuscripts.
43. Solopova, “Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing” 154. See, e.g., lines 131,
144, 231, 386, 396, 431, 537, 686, and 846.
44. Solopova, “Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing” 155.
45. See also lines 173, 780.
46. Cp. El WBP 85, 391.
47. Because the first colon can extend to the sixth position, although usually it
doesn’t, we do find instances in which a void position or strong tilt occurs later than
otherwise expected. However, in every case, the tilting occurs at the left edge of a colon
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domain. In this light we may reinterpret WBP 113 (El Ha4) as such a case. Cp. El, Gg,
and Ha4 WBP 108.
48. For a rare instance of a void beat position at the left edge of a domain, see Gg
WBP 821.
49. However, see WBP 257 in El, Gg, and Ha4.
50. See Ralph Hanna III, Pursuing History: Middle English Manuscripts and their
Texts (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1996) 78.
51. MSS Ad1 Ad3 En3 Tc1.
52. MSS Ht Py Ra2 Ry1.
53. MSS Cn Dd Ds1 En1 Ma.
54. MSS Cx1 Cx2 Ii Ld1 Ne Nl Pn Tc2 Wy.
55. MSS Bw Cp Dl Fi Gl Ha2 Ha3 La Lc Ld2 Mg Mm Pw Ry2 Se Sl1 Sl2.
56. MSS Bo1 Ph2.
57. The remaining O group members are MSS Bo2 Ln Ps Ra3 To1.
58. For strategies for separating errors from interventions, see Derek Brewer,
“Observations on the Text of Troilus,” Medieval Studies for J.A.W. Bennett, ed. P.L.
Heyworth (Oxford: OUP, 1981) 123.
59. Verraily is recorded only in Ha4 Ht Ld2.
60. This reading is present in twelve witnesses, including El, Hg, Cp, and La.
Nowher is recorded in twenty-eight witnesses, including Gg, Ha4, Ld2, and Pw. En3
records the nowher. And three witnesses omit neuere entirely.
61. Ha4 records no.
62. Five witnesses, including Cp, omit the second article.
63. Ten witnesses support this reading. Twenty-four (including Ha4 and Pw) read
man to drede. Eleven (including Cp, La, Ld1, and Ld2) read man hym drede. Fi reads man
hym to drede.
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64. Ten witnesses, including Ha4 and Ln, read lay biforn.
65. Ha4 reads the variant whoso that.
66. Six witnesses, including Ha4, read to haue been.
67. Eleven witnesses, including Dd and Ln, omit whiche. Nineteen, including Ha4,
La, Ld Ld2, and Pw, omit he.
1

68. It is this reading that Benson adopts for the Riverside Chaucer.
69. Of alpha, they are Ad1 and En3 and of e, Ph2. The ungrouped witnesses are Gg
and Ra3.
70. Other instances of inflected oghte/oughte include MilT 1038, ClT 132, PrT
643, Th 938, CYT 926, 1182, 1340; and TC 1.423, 1.896, etc.
71. As the word is of French extraction and also closes a rhyme at line 682, we
can grant walet some liberty with its lexical stress. See also line 752 for evidence of
headless lines in O.
72. They are Bo2 Fi Ha3 Ii Ha4 Lc Ld1 and To1. Cp. Ha4 line 1, with the –e on
Aprille.
73. They are Cx2 Ds1 En1 Pn Pw To1 and Wy.
74. They are Bo1 Bo2 Ch Cx1 Cx2 Ds1 El La Ph2 Pn Ps Pw Ry2 Se Sl2.
75. Cp En1 Fi Gg Ha2 Ht Lc Ld1 Ld2 Ma Mg Wy.
76. However, consider TC 3.139: And that ye deigne me so muchel honoure. The
prosodic structure makes it very unlikely that the adverb will license an inversion, even if
such an inversion were possible in Chaucer’s meter.
77. This observation is supported by the other twenty-eight unequivocal instances
of muchel or its spelling variants in metrical contexts in the Canterbury Tales. They are
GP 258; KnT 870, 2352, and 2850; WBP 347, 809, 811, and 1004; SumT 2061; MerT
1238, 1241, 1424, and 1425; SqT 349; FranT 1129; ShT 33; NPT 2769; CYT 611, 673,
843, and 868; and ManT 54, 202, 337, 338, and 350. To these we can add TC 1. 386,
4.899, 2.1659, and 2.1071.
78. Cp. GP 469, on which Hg and El agree in reading muchel against forty-one
witnesses for muche.
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79. We may further add that forty-one witnesses read monosyllabic muche against
five for disyllabic muchel.
80. Of twenty-one instances of fully in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, two
ambiguously open a metrical line (3.1008, 2.1755) and one licenses a stress shift (1.391).
The others are 4.292, 5.1816, 3.780, 3.1582, 3.1814, 3.258, 5.766, 5.681, 5.1029, 4.28,
1.319, 2, 1526, 3.575, 3.161, 3.338, 3.793, 2.1298, and 5.1357. Similar confirming cases
in the Cantberbury Tales are KnT 876, 969, 1015, 2576, 2736; WBT 995; MerT 1562,
1575, 2018; PhT 80; PardT 711; Th 825; MkT 2059, 2289; and CYT 555. Those cases
that support a shift are KnT 2242, 2974; ClT 788; SqT 539; and ManT 290.
81. Inflectional –e is not available on the participle, as the verb is weak. Although
see Bo1 Bo2 Cp Fi Ha2 Ha3 Ii La Ld2 Ph2 Pn Ps Ry1 Ry2 Se Tc1 and To1.
82. N.F. Blake, “The Ellesmere Text in the Light of the Hengwrt Manuscript,”
The Ellesmere Chaucer: Essays in Interpretation, ed. Stevens and Woodward (San
Marino: Huntington Library, 1995) 220. See also his The Textual Tradition of the
Canterbury Tales (London: Edward Arnold, 1985); and “The Editorial Assumptions in
the Manly-Rickert Edition of The Canterbury Tales,” Essays and Studies 64 (1983): 385400.
83. See Skeat, The Evolution of The Canterbury Tales (London: Kegan Paul,
1907). See also N.F. Blake, “The Relationship Between the Hengwrt and the Ellesmere
Manuscripts of the Canterbury Tales,” Essays and Studies 32 (1979): 1-18; and Ralph
Hanna III, “Problems of ‘Best Text’ Editing and the Hengwrt Manuscript of The
Canterbury Tales,” Manuscripts and Texts: Editorial Problems in Later Middle English,
ed. D. Pearsall (Cambridge: Brewer, 1987) 87-94.
84. N.F. Blake, “Geoffrey Chaucer: Textual Transmission and Editing,” Crux and
Controversy 34; see also Charles Moorman, “One Hundred Years of Editing the
Canterbury Tales,” Chaucer Review 24 (1989-90): 99-114; N.F. Blake, The Canterbury
Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. Blake (London: Edward Arnold, 1980) 12; and Blake,
The Textual Tradition of the Canterbury Tales 67.
85. For details on the effects of the book trade on scribal testimony, see N.F.
Blake, “Reflections on the Editing of Middle English Texts,” A Guide to Editing Middle
English, ed. McCarren and Moffat (Ann Arbor: UMP, 1998) 65; Tim William Machan,
“Middle English Text Production and Modern Textual Criticism,” Crux and Controversy
16; and Ralph Hanna III, “(The) Editing (of) the Ellesmere Text,” The Ellesmere
Chaucer: Essays in Interpretation 225-43.
86. “Chaucer’s Meter and the Myth of the Ellesmere Editor of The Canterbury
Tales,” SAC 23 (2001): 73.
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87. Ralph Hanna III, “(The) Editing (of) the Ellesmere Text” 238.
88. Cp. NPT 2980, as well as KnT 2534 and 2547.
89. Cp. Solopova: “In some forty-four out of fifty-three cases the readings in
which El differs from Hg and which conform to typical ‘El stylistic revision’ are
metrically less regular than the corresponding readings in Hg. . . . Comparison of the El
and Hg texts of The Wife and Bath’s Prologue has shown that El gives a reading that is
metrical smoother than the reading of Hg only about nine times through the entire
prologue. Of these in four cases the metrically irregular readings in Hg are unsupported
by the other five early manuscripts . . . and most of them are likely to be accidental
copying mistakes of the Hg scribe” (“Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing” 144).
90. “Chaucer’s Metre and Scribal Editing” 94. For line numbers, see 93.
91. S. Horobin, “Manuscripts and Scribes,” Chaucer: Contemporary Approaches,
ed. Fein and Raybin (University Park: The Pennsylvania State UP, 2010) 68. Consider,
by contrast, Gower’s fastidious oversight of his own work. See Peter Nicholson,
“Gower’s Revisions in the Confessio Amantis,” The Chaucer Review 19 (1984): 123-43;
and his “Poet and Scribe in the Manuscripts of Gower’s Confessio Amantis,” Manuscripts
and Texts 130-42.
92. Helen Cooper, “Averting Chaucer’s Prophecies: Miswriting, Mismetering,
and Misunderstanding,” A Guide to Editing Middle English 80. See also N.F. Blake, “On
Editing the Canterbury Tales,” Medieval Studies for J.A.W. Bennett, ed. Heyworth
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981) 101-120.
93. Cooper 83.
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Chapter 5: John Walton’s Penitential Meter

A Problem of Authority
Ambiguities in Chaucer’s metrical practice left his followers in a position both
precarious and promising. On one hand, the master’s fineness of line played quietly on
the page, its nuance vulnerable to neglect or misunderstanding. On the other hand,
through Chaucer’s use of it, the Italianate, ten-syllable line had acquired more than a little
prestige. Mastering the meter would present any poet with a strategic advantage in a
literary marketplace teeming with competition, in which contenders jockeyed for position
within a hierarchy of discipleship. The poet writing after Chaucer, then, had a difficult
choice to make: whether to try his hand at the new decasyllable or to adhere to the worn
but reliable octosyllable, the elastic and therefore lenient folk ballad, or some mélange of
the two older meters, such as we read in the works of John Audelay and Benedict Burgh.
Writing in the old four-beat line or the ballad measure protected poets from comparison
with Chaucer, whose example might dwarf and embarrass them. However, by
dissociating their work from Chaucer’s, they risked writing themselves into obscurity:
refusal to gild their work in the gold of auctoritas revoked the right to be recognized,
read, and, ultimately, remembered. As the only English auctor, Chaucer had to be
invoked, venerated, and challenged by the vernacular poets following him.
But as a vernacular poet himself, how did Chaucer come to be seen as an
authority? Richard Firth Green echoes the paradox when he writes, “To acquire the status
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of an authority, of course, a work had either to be of some antiquity itself, believed to be
of authority, or based extensively on older sources.”1 Many vernacular writers
purportedly based their works on, or translated them from, such classical texts, but rarely
did they use the source materials for much more than narrative or moral scaffolding.
Instead, poets tended to treat these works more as occasions for creative license than as
venerated or custodial objects. It was this tactic that Chaucer exploited. His pilfering and
paraphrasing from Boccaccio and Petrarch, his wry negotiations with Ovid, and most of
all his jostling of Boethius allowed him to skirt the problem of vernacular authority.2 By
claiming to do no more than preserve the essences of their works in a new medium—
English—all the while distorting them, by degrees, into new works of art, Chaucer, as
self-styled compilator, insulated himself from potential repercussions—such as charges
of lewdness in Troilus—even as he contradicted the supposedly neutral role he had
adopted. By this method he built his authority.
His successors, however, were not free to take up the mantle. Chaucer extorted
authority from the ancients, but he was able to do so only because the lack of any
precedent for vernacular authority in English gave him that leverage. He had no Chaucer
against which to measure himself. The specimens of English verse with which he could
claim kinship were almost entirely anonymous, vulgar, secular, or otherwise unfavorable.
His successors, by contrast, had him, and so their reputations, unlike his, had to be forged
in relation to a known vernacular authority. And because Chaucer’s meter stood as a
potent emblem of his accomplishment and therefore as a sign of that authority, poets
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competing for the status of his heir naturally moved to inherit the new line as they forged
their own reputations.
What does “inheritance” mean in this context? We do not know how Chaucer
circulated poems within the niche of acquaintanceship that constituted his literary club,
and so we cannot say how his admirers came to learn their metrical structure. It is
unlikely that Chaucer needed to teach them. Gower, for one, presents a compelling case.
His decasyllables show indisputable command of the alternating meter. However, unlike
later poets, his decasyllables, as we have seen, do not differ very much from Chaucer’s—
they are stricter, but the strictness seems to have been no more than a matter of style and
temperament. From such limited evidence we can conclude only that poets like Gower
who kept regular and substantial contact with Chaucer were less interested in tampering
with the new meter than in duplicating it. Their rivalry, therefore, would have lacked the
appropriating quality that marks the younger poets’ relationships to Chaucer. Whereas
Walton, Hoccleve, and Lydgate were obliged to declare themselves Chaucer’s incapable
students as well as his rightful successors, Gower was not his disciple, and he competed
with Chaucer not by misreading the decasyllable but by mastering it.
Like Gower, the three most popular poets to rival Chaucer in the first decades
after his death took up the metrical challenge; unlike Gower, they also evaded it. Gower’s
fame had never depended on a tacit rivalry with Chaucer, and so he never needed either
to profess his inferiority to the great poet or to refuse, ignore, or manipulate Chaucer’s
metrical experiment. But the careers and ambitions of the next generation of poets did
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rest on the furtive, oedipal fulcrum of Chaucer’s example, and if they wanted their own
appellations, those poets would be required to do more with the meter than merely write
it well. They would first need to misread it.
Rather than preserve that meter, as Gower had, these poets preyed on the line’s
weakness—a consequence of its being built from strong constituents. (Rigorous contrasts
at the level of the syllable paradoxically make the line harder to hear.) Metrically
intelligent poets like Hoccleve and Lydgate, free merely to approximate the meter, seized
on its overlapping cues and used Chaucer’s own radical equivocation against him to
rewrite the decasyllable according to their own rhythmical interests. The constraints that
defined the Chaucerian decasyllable lay at the nexus of those grammatical constituents
that were, in the act of writing, already, or else fast becoming, obsolete and yet still
acceptable in framed, literary contexts. Variable stress and final –e gave Chaucer’s heirs
the linguistic means by which to reform his meter into something entirely different as
well as the rhetorical justification for claiming they had done no such thing. (The very
linguistic uncertainties they exploited to invent new meters also gave them a screen
behind which to hide their innovations.) In place of the original, weak meter each poet
substituted his own novel alternative, all the while claiming to imitate, however
imperfectly, Chaucer’s alternating decasyllable, hoaxing their readership into believing
diverse meters to be identical.
Of the three most prominent poets to adopt and reform Chaucer’s meter in the
first decade of the fifteenth century, John Walton is the most likely to be underestimated
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or overlooked. His misreading of the decasyllable is anything but obvious. Unlike the
experimental dead-ends in the prosodies of Hoccleve and Lydgate, his principal living
rivals, Walton’s meter, on a careless reading, might actually be mistaken for Chaucer’s.
It, too, regularly alternates between weaker and stronger syllables. Also like Chaucer’s
meter, it faithfully (but not fanatically) observes the syllable count and excludes brokenbacked rhythms. One can read hundreds of Walton’s lines without realizing that he did
not write in an alternating decasyllable:
And whence þat Auster putteþ out his hornes,
And bitter blastes gynneþ for to blowe,
Abateth þenne þe beaute of þe thornes.
Thus alle youre lustes passen in a þrowe.
Þe see also as euery man may knowe,
Now may be calm wiþoute mocioun,
And sodanly or eny man wil trowe,
Wiþ tempest is it turned vp so doun.
And sith þe forme of al þise erþely þinges,
So seldom is it þat it stondeþ stable
Bot chaungeþ be so many varienges,
And mannys fortune is so transmutable,
Than wilt þou triste to goodes deceyuable?
This is a lawe wiþoute chaungementes:
Þere may noþing be kyndly perdurable
Þat is engendred of thise elementes.3 (2.369-84)
Nothing in these lines suggests that Walton’s meter was not Chaucer’s. However, a larger
sample shows that the two poets did not tolerate the same sets of rhythms. The
differences are subtle but significant. Where Chaucer used grammatical options to avoid
stress clashes, Walton expanded the role of apocope in order to provoke them. Chaucer’s
easy flow of language creates concord between the formal structures that contain his art
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and the conversational styles that animate it, matching the higher units of prosody, such
as the intonational phrase and the utterance, with the punctuating units of the metrical
hierarchy, such as the colon and the line. Walton, by contrast, used the dialogue as a
framing device to oppose them, replacing Chaucer’s relaxed rhythms with tension and
hesitation, states better suited to the doubting, dialectical progress of Boethian inquiry. In
his pursuit of a heavier, earthier line, one teeming with a pervasive but barely perceptible
rhythmic anxiety, Walton crafted a practical, serviceable meter that prefigures the heavy,
heroic line of Christopher Marlowe as well as the stately line of Sir Philip Sidney. Unlike
Chaucer’s meter, Walton’s accommodates the rhythms and grouping preferences that we
associate with the modern iambic pentameter. He, more than Chaucer, deserves to be
called the father of English meter. If Caxton or de Worde had taken his art seriously at
the advent of printing, Walton may have attracted his own imitators. But they did not, and
his eclipse has been total. No one has published on Walton’s metrical art. No one has
scanned his book. It remains silent, even when it is read, and it is not read very often.4 In
fact, through the past hundred years only one person has championed the poem’s meter:
Hammond, who urged, “the handling of English rhythm by Walton . . . deserves special
attention from the students of the English metre written in this bewildered period.”5 But
Hammond scanned no lines and offered no systematic study of the meter she praised.
This dissertation presents the first study of Walton’s meter in our literature.
Walton’s identity and the circumstances of his life have come down to us very
incompletely, so we cannot pronounce on his relationship with Chaucer, although it is
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highly likely that he had none. (Lydgate, we are certain, did not know Chaucer except
through his poetry. Only Hoccleve could claim to have been acquainted with the older
poet, although how intimately remains uncertain.) Walton was retained as a translator by
the illustrious Berkeley family, as references in two manuscripts to Elizabeth Berkeley,
his patron, confirm.6 And it is only through the manuscript colophons, which identify
Walton as a canon of Oseney Abbey, at Oxford, in 1410, the year of the poem’s
composition, that we know the name of the maker, and where, perhaps, he practiced.7
Given the very different social spheres in which they worked, the two poets
probably shared no metrical musings or freely exchanged their works or ideas. However,
it is unlikely that Walton arrived at his verse design independently of reading Chaucer.
There is a great deal of overlap in their meters and, except for three very specific
techniques peculiar to Walton—rising cadences, radical inversions, and extreme
elisions—little to distinguish them. Two rhythmic devices in particular tie him to
Chaucer and testify to his careful study of Chaucer’s meter, as well as to his resolve to
graduate to an even subtler style of equivocation and self-effacement. The affiliating
devices are the use of the weak adjective as a metrical tag and the loss of a line-initial
offbeat (or clipped rhythm). Their distribution tells us that he, like Chaucer, had a stake in
hedging the metrical bet: his style, like Chaucer’s, has an air of caution about it, a
caginess that seems deliberately to defy our metrical calculus. But unlike Chaucer,
Walton exploited the decay of inflections with less inhibition, forcing the line to mold its
contour to strange and severe rhythms. His meter is an odd contradiction of new and old;
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but it is the new—the mounting of rising cadences and stress clashes over the architecture
of alternating beats—that marks his style as distinctly modern.

Walton’s de Consolatione Philosophiae and the Translator’s Task
Although it enjoyed a healthy reputation through the first half of the fifteenth
century, by 1470 Walton’s translation had fossilized, and soon thereafter it was forgotten.
Not even the literary antiquarians who preserved Hoccleve’s minor works through the
sixteenth century, or those who revived a flagging Lydgate enterprise in the eighteenth,
brought their curatorial talents to Walton’s work. Perhaps we can attribute their
indifference to the longstanding assumption that Lydgate had authored the translation.
But on such an assumption the neglect seems all the more curious. If Lydgate had written
it, as a vernacular rendering of one of the monuments of medieval Latin, the poem ought
to have stirred considerable interest if for no other reasons than that the translator was a
monk and his source ambivalently both pagan and Christian, and that Boethius, through
Jean de Meun, so powerfully influenced Chaucer, with whom Lydgate competed for
literary status and for ambassadorial caché to the classical past.
We now know that Lydgate was not the translator, but the knowledge further
frustrates any attempt to explain why Walton’s poem went unnoticed for five centuries.
In the fifteenth century, it enjoyed a celebrity greater even than Chaucer’s Boece.
According to Mark Science, who edited the poem’s only extant critical edition, “[t]hough
references to John Walton’s verse translation of Boethius are totally lacking in Middle
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English literature, it is evident that his work was held in no small esteem by
contemporaries.”8 Twenty-one manuscripts of the translation have survived, with an
additional three copies of a 1525 printing “in the Benedictine monastery of Tavistock,
Devonshire, at the instigation of the monk Thomas Rychard, a graduate of Colchester
College, Oxford.”9 By contrast, Chaucer’s translation survives only in ten manuscripts.
Evidently, the medieval reader preferred Walton’s. We must ask, then, why, given the
work’s popularity in the fifteenth century, it so suddenly grew senescent. And why, for
that matter, did contemporary readers prefer it?
In theory and in practice medieval translation was a complex matrix of competing
interests, some linguistic and others historical and theological. A writer looking to render
an ancient text in the vernacular had to make a number of problematic choices. As Flora
Ross Amos observed,
To one writer fidelity may imply a reproduction of his original as nearly as
possible word for word and line for line; to another it may mean an
attempt to carry over into English the spirit of the original, at the sacrifice,
where necessary, not only of the exact words but of the exact substance of
his source.10
At first, these competing methods were reconciled in St. Jerome’s proclamation that “the
translator’s ideal is fidelity to the sense . . . without undue adherence to the words as
such.”11 Privileging a work’s sententia (meaning) over its verba (words), Jerome’s
doctrine made the “rhetorical objective of translation . . . not simply the grammatical
transformation of a linguistic construct but, in a sense, the identification and
interpretation of that construct.”12 In other words, according to Jerome, translation was
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the recovery of an intention and not merely the search for lexical or syntactic equivalents.
Consequently, the practice, however liberally interpreted, took the source’s intentio
auctoris or “intended meaning” as the translator’s highest priority. As formulated by John
of Genoa, translation est expositio sententie per aliam linguam.13
Over time, however, the priority formerly given to the work’s meaning gradually
eroded, and a new care for lexical and syntactic fidelity arose. By the fourteenth century,
various new methods were developed, many of them hybrids of the literal and intentional
procedures. Roger Ellis argues that by the time Chaucer and Walton worked on Boethius,
a translator had at least three approaches open to him in his rendering of
the original’s grammatical relations: a literal one, of the sort favoured by
Rolle; a slightly freer one, of the sort favoured by the second version of
the Wycliffe Bible; and a still freer one, on the model of Trevisa’s
declared practice.14
Having three rather than two methods at his disposable gave the translator ample
opportunity to exercise his own craft, either faithfully in the service of his source or else
creatively in the service of an original work.15 The line between adaptation and
translation grew increasingly blurred as poets mixed strategies from the various methods,
often handling a source piecemeal, with some passages rendered literally and others
approximately. Composite techniques could even result in a style of translation that
threatened to overwhelm the source with new materials in “a paradigmatic pattern of
transference, substitution, and ultimately displacement of the source.”16
The growth and diversification of practices made translation itself “a highly
topical, and often controversial, subject.”17 A variety of new theories justifying these
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practices further undermined the simple dichotomy between word and meaning,
redirecting attention away from Jerome’s opposition of sententia and verbum and toward
the unique circumstances of each translation. Machan has urged that “one cannot evaluate
a priori any given translation technique, for in assessing the success of any translation,
one needs to consider the objectives of the translator and the linguistic milieu in which
the translation was produced.”18 Sixty years earlier, Amos had also warned that anyone
looking for a unified, explicit theory of translation “searches with disappointing results
for such general and comprehensive statements.”19 The collapse of Jerome’s paradigm
made a unified theory of translation impossible.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, humanism evolved new technologies in
the study of ancient texts. Analytic methods began to be applied to scribal habits,
paleography, and other physical details of a text that might be used as a basis for its
emendation. Priority also reverted to the “materiality” of language and, in particular, the
etymologies of words. Early modern textual critics such as Pier Veltori and Beatus
Rhenanus regarded words as natural objects. An implication of this view is that words in
a text intended for translation must be preserved as literally as possible or, where absent
or incomplete, reconstructed from imperfect witnesses. Machan contends that this
emphasis on correcting or restoring a lexical item to its (supposedly) original meaning led
to the notion of an authoritative text, an “idealist” recovery of the author’s intentions.20
Judged by these standards, Walton’s verse translation appeared to take too many liberties
with its source. Too frequently it strayed from what late fifteenth- and sixteenth-century
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editors believed to be the words of Boethius, or else it limply paraphrased its materials.
Humanist culture did not favor the poem’s apparently lax attitude toward the task
(imposed retrospectively upon it) of delivering a lexically “true” reconstruction of an
authorial and ideal work. And so its popularity waned. Caxton declined to print it, and its
influence on poets abruptly vanished.
Two factors protected Chaucer’s Boece from the same fate. First, its author’s
status continued to grow through the end of the fifteenth century and well into the
beginning of the sixteenth. This authority insulated even his less fashionable works from
humanist fault-finding. And so although it lay open to many of the same charges leveled
against Walton’s de Consolatione, the Boece remained relevant, however perfunctorily.
Second, Chaucer’s decision to write the translation entirely in prose rather than in verse
placed his work in a conservative tradition stretching back to King Alfred and
culminating in the dozen or so French prose translations that peppered the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, foremost among them the Livres de Confort de la Philosophie, by de
Meun, to which Chaucer was “heavily indebted.”21
Walton’s translation, unlike Chaucer’s, boldly announced its novelty: no other
poet had written the Consolation entirely in verse.22 Moreover, the meter Walton chose
for his vehicle mimicked the romance-heroic meter of the Monk’s Tale (Books One
through Three) and Troilus and Criseyde (Books Four and Five). Walton opted not for
the routine octosyllabic couplet but for a fresh, challenging, stylish alternative. No doubt
the work owed its popularity in part to these two choices, the first to make it metrical and
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the second to make it metrically contemporary: distinctively English and not French, and
ambiguously Chaucerian.

Chaucer and Walton as Translators of Boethius
Translating Boethius in the Middle Ages was not a literary exercise. The culture
in which Chaucer and Walton competed to render the Consolation into English read the
allegory not only as a spiritual and moral work but also as a political allegory and a
mirror for princes. To bring the Latin into English carried with it curious and potentially
dangerous political and social implications. Joanna Summers notes that the fifteenthcentury aristocracy
was fascinated by, and saw a political philosophy in, the laws that bound
them to Fortune’s wheel. For them the theoretical application of Boethian
wisdom was a means of political survival—the period’s sense of political
insecurity is witnessed readily in the prefaces of Walton’s verse
translation.23
Political stability, though much valued, was rarely practiced, and continual challenges to
their authority instilled in Lancastrian households a preoccupation with the demise of
kings. Green comments that “it was precisely this sense of insecurity which must have
given the Consolatio its point for the late medieval aristocracy.”24 Summers agrees,
adding that any translation of it “may be tacitly linked with the concerns of political
literature, notably that of ‘governance of princes.’”25 Fascinated by the tenuousness of
their power over others, medieval aristocrats turned to Boethius both for instruction on
how best to endure fortune’s fickleness and, paradoxically, how to elude its inconstancy.
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Given its dual role as a practical manual to the ruling powers and as a treatise on moral
and spiritual health, as well as its importance as a literary and philosophical keystone in
late medieval culture, poets faced high stakes when translating the Consolation.
Today there is considerable debate over Chaucer’s success as a translator. Older
critics such as Furnivall and Hammond tended to focus on discrepancies between modern
Latin editions of Boethius and Boece, noting, not without pleasure, what appeared to be
mistranslations, errors, or other evidence of Chaucer’s bad Latin.26 More recently, Erik
Miller, Irma Taavitsainen, and Brian Donaghey have questioned the neutrality of
Chaucer’s translation, wondering whether it may be more accurate to call the Boece an
adaptation, a product not of a pious or subdued will but of a keen intelligence interested
in flexing or testing its creative powers. They note, “at the time Chaucer worked on
Boece, Latin translations were written primarily as aids to reading the original, not as
autonomous works of art.”27 To wander too far from the source would undermine the
translation altogether and remand its perpetrator to the realm of mere poetry.
However, many critics have challenged this view of the slipshod translator-poet.
Machan claims that Chaucer aimed “to stay as close as possible to the Latin and French
while still composing intelligible English.” His argument stems from Chaucer’s reliance
on multiple source materials, including, in addition to a vulgate Consolation very
different in places from modern editions and to the French translations, at least two
commentaries. Working from a composite source rather than a single document
compelled Chaucer to perform a “double translation,” first translating from the Latin and
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then translating from the French translation of the Latin, marking the latter with syntactic
tags like “that is to seyn” in order to show them to be glosses. With this “selective”
approach Chaucer translated certain passages or words from the vulgate, others from de
Meun, and still others from the commentaries. When comparing Boece to a modern
edition of the Consolation in Latin, one may be surprised, as were Furnivall and
Hammond, by the numerous words and phrases apparently mistranslated by Chaucer. But
as Machan, Minnis, and even Benson argue, such aberrations are in fact accurate
translations of words culled from more than one source.28
To counter the charge that Boece is an original work rather than a translation,
Machan offers an extensive catalogue of the lexical and syntactic “derivatives” Chaucer
used for locutions in the source languages. To Machan and Minnis, the technique implies
that Chaucer “was striving to provide a close but intelligible translation which was
faithful to both verba and sententia”; and that the translation therefore participated in
“that late-medieval movement wherein academically validated methods of textual
composition and presentation moved beyond the confines of the schools to serve the
needs of a literate laity.”29 Evidence for this service to the “literate laity” shows up most
concretely in Chaucer’s prose technique: in his use of particle words and doublets, which
clearly are not present in the Latin, and in his aversion to complex Latin syntactic
structures like the ablative absolute.30 Samuel Workman and Machan have both stressed
Chaucer’s readiness to “match the grammatical construction of every sentence-member
taken from the source with a native English equivalent,” as well as his preference for
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native English equivalents where available.31 But perhaps the best barometer for
Chaucer’s intentions in translating Boethius comes in a passage from his Treatise of the
Astrolabe:
But natheles suffise to the these trewe conclusions in Englissh as well as
sufficith to these noble clerkes Grekes these same conclusions in Grek;
and to Arabiens in Arabik; and to Jewes in Ebrew, and to Latyn folk in
Latyn; whiche Latyn folk had hem first out of othere dyverse langages,
and wryten hem in her owne tunge, that is to seyn, in Latyn. And God
woot that in alle these langages and in many moo han these conclusions
ben suffisantly lerned and taught, and yit by diverse reules: right as
diverse pathes leden diverse folk the righte way to Rome.32
This apologia nicely avoids the messy implications of real language by alleging, in the
manner of Jerome and John of Genoa, that whatever the actual words and their histories,
and whatever the inner lives of their sentences, any two languages can be made to mean
the same thing. After all, it is not the language but its “conclusions” that finally matter.
For Workman, Minnis, and Machan, Chaucer’s translation both conforms to the
expectations and standards of medieval translation and surpasses them. When he was
able, Chaucer balanced sententiae and verba by approximating Latin words and syntax in
English without overly straining the idiom or making the prose too obscure. When he was
not so able, or when analogues for Latin constructs could not be found in English,
Chaucer scoured the commentaries, and in particular that of Trivet, in order to mold the
work to a broader hermeneutic tradition that included the Consolation as its focus but was
not confined to it. By distributing his responsibilities as a translator among the vulgate,
the French translations, and the commentaries, Chaucer dutifully kept to his sources, with
one providing him the solution to a problem posed by another.
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Why, then, if Chaucer’s eclectic technique enabled him to fulfill his obligations as
a translator rather than a poet did Walton’s much less literal and therefore more
problematic approach garner him so much early success? Why, in other words, was it
favored over Boece? The answer lies in the translator’s choice of medium. Noel Kaylor,
one of the few critics to take seriously Walton’s literary achievement, has proposed that
Walton’s importance does not lie in his greatness relative to other
medieval poets, and the importance of his translation does not lie in its
literary value relative to other forms of medieval literature. But rather, the
importance of the translator and the translation lies in their position near
the end of the long history of medieval renderings of the Consolatio.33
The most important of the vernacular translations was Jean de Meun’s, which, as an aide
memoire and therefore “utilitarian” rather than aesthetic, “intended to capture the ideas
and content of the text in a free translation rather than to attempt to reproduce the formal
beauty of the Latin work.”34 Chaucer, following de Meun’s lead, likewise eschewed its
“formal beauty.” Boethius wrote his Consolation as a dialogue composed of long prose
arguments alternating with brief metrical hymns. The prose sections, or prosae, comprise
the bulk of the dialogue and contain much of the dense, difficult philosophy. The
contemplative and tranquil verse passages, or metra, interrupt the arguments and serve as
moments of respite, relieving the prisoner both of his philosophical task and of the
burden of his condemnation. If the prosae are dialectical, the metra are meditative. The
former impel him toward his stoic goal of understanding and acceptance, whereas the
latter elevate him and bring him closer to the principle of justice that will console and
heal his heart. This dual structure, and the interplay between conversational inquiry and
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choral meditation, binds the prisoner to the world he is about to leave and simultaneously
releases him from it. As the prosae move him toward knowledge in real time, the metra
stop time altogether as the prisoner learns to praise, to forgive, and to transcend.
By choosing prose as his medium, Chaucer elected to ignore the crucial role of
the metra in the larger design of the Consolation. It is true that he had a precedent in the
rote prose renderings of the thirteenth century. But even Boece, missing the tension
between song and speech that defines the quality of consolation, seems in this respect to
have failed at its purpose: to translate not merely the words but the work. Reading
Chaucer’s attempt to make Boethius accessible in English, one may feel all too painfully
that compared with the complexity and grace of the original, much of “the aesthetic
dimension is lost.”35 Mark Science complained,
there is something lacking in the spirit of Chaucer’s translation, and one
feels compelled to ask “Why should a translator who is essentially a poet
and whose prose style is by no means developed, turn the beautiful metra
of the original into comparatively unharmonious prose?”36
One may dispute, as Machan has, the claim that Chaucer did not write “developed” prose.
But however harmonious his prose may have been, it was not verse, and so we must ask
why, when he was perfectly able, he did not translate Boethius into poetry. Perhaps he
was preoccupied with getting the words just right and worried that meter may have
hindered him. Whatever the reason, Chaucer availed himself of the easier option to make
the words logical rather than lovely. Straining for a rhyme or a syllable or a cunning play
on words, the translator might sacrifice sense for formal felicity, and in doing so he
would stain the work’s integrity and corrupt its pedagogical function. A much safer and
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saner option would be to do as de Meun and Chaucer had done: discard or marginalize
the form in favor of the content.
Unfortunately, in the case of the Consolation no such severance is possible. The
forma tractatus, a species of the causa formalis, cannot be separated from the causa
finalis, and so any translation that fails to respect the interdependence of its prose and
metrical sequences utterly misses the point Boethius had intended to make—his intentio
scribentis. Such gross failure to encode the work’s most basic meaning was worse than
mistaking its words or depressing its sublime beauty. By translating Boethius, medieval
writers, including Chaucer, hoped to win for themselves a part of the ancient’s authority.
In their role as his duplex causa efficiens—a sort of stand-in or ventriloquist—they
sought to link their voice with his and thereby gain prominence without having to violate
medieval decorum.37 But by declining to versify the metrical sections, Chaucer
misrepresented, and so mistranslated, the very soul and foundation of the work.
Medieval writers, then, faced a unique problem when translating the Consolation.
A full prose treatment, though self-serving, is also self-defeating, for in prose the
“balance in conception and . . . sense of completeness” of the original never surfaces—
indeed, how can it? And no writer until Walton dared versify the work. As a result, its
form, “though often imitated in the translations, was never really matched in a vernacular
work during the Middle Ages.”38 Mark Science was more reproachful:
In the case of a translation of the “Consolation” of Boethius, while the
philosophical spirit must certainly be in great evidence, and while
faithfulness of expression and lucidity of exposition should be a potent
feature, yet a translation which neglects to bring out, for example, the
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purpose of the Metra in the original hardly accomplishes its true task. The
broken-hearted statesman, formerly the father of the senate, now the
accused; once the adviser of the king, now his victim in prison; lies racked
and tortured, his mind gradually being awakened to the utter futility of this
life, and slowly becoming convinced that good is not the fruit of goodness,
but that evil reaps the reward it never deserves. Thus afflicted, Boethius
takes comfort in Philosophy which, in the shape of a lady, makes known
to him by many a dialectical thrust and many an abstruse argument that
fame, honour, renown—all that he has lost—are not the real causes of
happiness, that the fact of the wicked is evil, and that while man is allowed
absolute free will he is yet subject to the will of the all-seeing God who
ultimately “bringeth all þing to right.” As periods of relief between the
long proses of philosophical argument, the author has introduced metra
which comment on the subject-matter of the proses, clinching the
arguments as it were, and showing how comfort can be derived. Moreover
they are written in changing rhythms and are specially intended as songs
to give pleasure. These are essential to the spirit of the work, and a
translator who neglects to bring out their music and their purpose must
necessarily fail.39
The original structure had been no embellishment. By flattening it into prose, the
translators did not aid; they obstructed.
We can speculate, then, that one reason for Walton’s success is the relative
weakness of prose as a medium for translating the Consolation. According to Kaylor,
the word-for-word rendering by Chaucer is encumbered by parentheticals
and difficult syntax, but Walton’s translation into verse, focusing as verse
does on the language itself, renders the lines more elegantly than the prose
of Chaucer. Walton’s verses, though not so exact as Chaucer’s prose,
conveys [sic] Boethius’ ideas more fluently.40
Walton’s translation, then, although less precise lexically than Chaucer’s, would have
been clearer and therefore easier and more enjoyable to read. I.R. Johnson agrees, adding
that Chaucer and Gower, by failing to write or complete their own verse translations, “left
a gap in the canon of English poets for Walton,” a gap that “presented commercial
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opportunities to all those makers of books who contributed to the considerable circulation
of his work.”41 Johnson further argues that the technical, scholastic tenor of Chaucer’s
prose suggests that his work was not intended for general circulation. Walton’s lucid
alternative would therefore have had two advantages over its competition: it was freely
circulated and it read well.
Kaylor implies that versifying his work forced Walton to write less precisely than
Chaucer. From this he infers that Walton’s aim in translation was not accuracy but
appeal. But Walton was not indifferent to lexical correctness. Rather, his ambition, as
stated in the Translator’s Preface, was more accommodating:
As fro the text þat I ne vary noght
But kepe þe sentence in hys trewe entent,
And wordes eke als neigh aas may be broght
Where lawe of metir is noght resistent. (17-20)
Walton seems to have been exquisitely aware of the challenge. Here he admits that
metrical pressures may bind him to less than ideal lexical or syntactic choices. However,
he also vows that, whenever possible, he will make meter the servant of sense rather than
its master. In so doing his “duty as a translator . . . is more than the usual patristic one of
keeping the sense, whatever may happen to the word. He attempts to be true to the word
also.”42 Nor should one mistake the modesty topos for a genuine lack of confidence. On
the contrary, Walton’s bold decision to versify the Consolation undermines those very
claims of ineptitude. By distinguishing his translation formally from the tradition of meek
prose offerings, he showed not only his awareness of market demands but also his desire
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to compete “in the same field of fine writing: indeed, the canon of Oseney aspired to
inclusion in the canon of poets.”43
The report, of course, is a gambit, a “guise of incompetence,”44 as David Lawton
describes it. The poet insists that he is so unsubtle in his language and faulty in his
thinking that he never should have been entrusted with this assignment. He then prays to
God for the inspiration he needs in order to “kepe the sentence in hys trewe entent.”
Sententia here may be glossed as moral wisdom, or, more generally, as the very intentio
scribentis that Chaucer had botched. We are in the familiar realm of the modesty topos.
The poet claims that the task “passeth [his] abilite” and should therefore have been
delayed until he had prepared his slow brain and thick tongue for the trial. Boethius, he
feigns, is simply too “subtile” for his skills. Walton, however, does not limit his burden to
living up to Boethius. He quickly proclaims himself a weaker writer than Chaucer, whose
“floure of rethoryk” doubtless will shrivel and die in the presence of such verses. He then
adds Gower to the list, lamenting his own paucity of moral wisdom. But as Lawton notes,
here the topos functions not only as an inventory of rivals—Chaucer and Gower (40-4)—
but also as a sort of topical thesis:
From one who lives in a world of mishap, dullness is an appropriate
response to divine providence and “goddes priuete”; it is in fact the only
appropriate response, one of Boethian wisdom. Humans governed by
Fortune cannot claim “connyng.” All in a sublunar world are dull; it is the
sum of wisdom, “sapience,” to know it.45
Walton here deflates his competition with a bit of Socratic wisdom. Because he knows
less than Gower and Chaucer, he is paradoxically wiser than they are. So by professing
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his “Insuffishaunce” in the very first line of the poem, he positions himself both below
and above his rivals, leaving him the only reliable guide through the “sublunar world”
where ignorance is the highest form of knowledge.
However, to cap his overture, Walton demurely concedes that he will preserve the
sentence only approximately, knowing that the formal requirements of his translation,
and in particular the meter, might undermine his custodial duties. Conflicts arise between
sense and structure, and when they do, the ideal of a perfectly transparent rendering of
the source into vernacular English must be exchanged for a realistic acceptance of the
limits of human art and language. Despite the token rhetoric of self-denigration, Walton
was quite comfortable with this conflict. In fact, it afforded him the opportunity,
otherwise out of bounds for the medieval translator, to play with the original—to spar
with it, to enlarge or shrink its focus; to substitute forms and feelings. It is that very
freedom to move through and around and within the text that liberated Walton from the
“difficult syntax” and parentheticals of a “word-by-word rendering.” Instead, he
paraphrased, using meter and rhyme as excuses for the weakness of the gloss and the
spotty correspondences between lexical and syntactic signs in his translation and the
source materials.

“The Problem of Form”
It is a common complaint: the tension between satisfying the demands of a verseform, which can push the translator into paraphrase, and the accurate reproduction of an
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argument. Kaylor grants that Walton occasionally slipped the restraints of translation and
veered unceremoniously toward pure creation. However, such occasions are rare, and
their effects on the general faithfulness are slight. Science voiced a more substantive
concern: Walton’s translation seems to be unbalanced in precisely the opposite way as
Chaucer’s. Both poets retained the content of the prose and verse chapters but neither
rendered both the prose as prose and the verse as verse, and by collapsing the two modes
into one, they frustrated the dialectical process that leads Boethius from false to true
knowledge. However, the consequences for the two translations are quite different. As a
prose rendering, Boece makes no formal distinction between the prosae and the metra.
Even those critics, like Machan, who argue that there is much to admire in Chaucer’s
technique concede that it does not change much between prosa and metrum. Walton’s
metrical translation, by contrast, in making the prosae metrical, conceals the transport for
philosophical elaboration and comes dangerously close to turning the dialogue into one
long lyric poem. In other words, Walton appears to have made the same mistake Chaucer
did. As I argue below, we have reason to reject this criticism. But for now, let us assume
it to be true. The Consolation is mostly a prose dialogue. Its elegiac interpolations (the
metra) act as commentary on the dialectic, as lamentation, censure, or illumination, and
as moments of personal catharsis. Where the metra serve as small hours of moral
equilibrium, the prosae engage the prisoner in disturbing acts of intellectual selfdeconstruction. In them he performs the requisite Socratic gestures and finds that he is in
no position to make moral judgments about earthly events or their material or divine
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causes. Without these sections, the Consolation is not an allegory because it makes no
progress toward the moving climax in which the prisoner, at last reconciled to the illusive
nature of his beliefs, consents to abandon them. Without the prosae, the Consolation
constitutes a trite catalogue of grievances.
So whereas Chaucer risked distorting his source as a piece of Platonic prose
uncomplicated by the autobiographical introspection of the metra, Walton risked turning
an equivocal sixth-century experiment in logic and ethics into bland Christian piety. To
preserve the complex interdependence between pagan and Christian, speech and song,
reason and faith, the translators would have had to find some way to distinguish the metra
from the prosae without changing literary modes. As we have seen, Chaucer did not. Did
Walton? In order to do so, his delivery in the metra would need to differ metrically from
his delivery in the prosae. Science found no evidence of such a difference, concluding
that “[e]xcept for an occasional tinge of alliterative colouring Walton’s metra are painted
in the same drab tones as his renderings of prosae, and the varying rhythms of the
original are reduced to the monotonous beat of the iambus.”46 As an example he points to
the first metrum of Book Three, which in the original Latin reads as follows:
Gratius astra nitent ubi Notus
Desinit imbriferos dare sonos.
Lucifer ut tenebras pepulerit
Pulchra dies roseos agit equos.
Tu quoque falsa tuens bona prius
Incipe colla iugo retrahere.
Vera dehinc animum subierint. . . .47 (230)
And which Chaucer translates,
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The sterres schynen more agreeablely whan the wynd Nothus leteth his
plowngy blastes; and after that Lucifer, the day-sterre, hath chased awey
the dirke nyght, the rosene hors (of the sonne). And ryght so thow,
byhooldyng ferst the false goodes, bygyn to withdrawe thy nekke fro the
yok (of erthely affeccions); and afterward the verray goodes schullen
entren into thy corage.48
Chaucer’s rendition is unproblematic but uninspired. Turning to Walton, we might expect
a more pensive, figurative, lyrical offering, especially in light of the passage’s pastoral
trope. But on the whole we are disappointed:
The sterres also schynen more bright
When rayne blastes passed been þaire weye;
When Lucifer hath druyen away the night
Then after þat þe clerrer is þe day.
Of þe also the same schal I say;
When erthely lust is put out of þy þought
The verray light of trouþe, it is no nay,
May be ful sone into thy mynde i-brought. (3.57-64)
Compared to the original, which is so exquisite, so economical and yet so universal,
Walton’s attempt sounds tinny and unthinking. And compared with Chaucer’s, which is
certainly lackluster, Walton’s stanza seems to suffer from a kind of intellectual anemia.
Chaucer’s prose, although workmanlike, binds to the page with the weight of its words,
which, owing to their aptness, wield a specific gravity, so that the entire metrum is a field
held together—made to cohere—by the cumulative power of its lexical constellation,
which is concrete and specific. Walton’s language is vague. His images seem to hover
and not to settle; they do not dig into the page. His words blink in and out of memory. As
poetry, the passage is not very different rhetorically from any of the prosae. It is certainly
not better or more sublime. It does not pulse with a quiet moral and emotional power; it is
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no refuge from the trauma of self-discovery, as Boethius intended it to be. To be fair,
there are places in the text where Walton rendered the Latin with resolute genius. This is
not one of them, and Science is correct to point out that although Walton’s project in
versifying the source may have been to bridge the gap between past and present, he did
not always succeed at it.
Such passages present the reader with a problem to solve. On one hand, Walton
clearly drove the task of medieval translation into areas that Chaucer and his
predecessors, wisely or cravenly, had elected not to take it. Walton’s decision to versify
the Consolation marks a great leap forward into the formal unknown as well as,
paradoxically, a furtive step backward to the original intentions of the source. But as
Science noted, Walton’s metra seem not to read very differently from his prosae, and so
he appears not to have maintained the vital formal distinction between them. However,
Science did not scan the poem; he did not even scan the metra. As I will argue below,
Walton did distinguish formally between metrum and prosa, and he did so without
writing prose. The distinction is very fine, and I believe that is why Science overlooked
it. I will argue that Walton deliberately cloaked the distinction as part of a global strategy
of formal ambivalence, of self-doubting, of simultaneous disclosure and disguise. Science
did not analyze Walton’s metrical style. His conclusions stem from an analysis of the
poet’s rhetorical style, which he found to be mute, mediocre, and static throughout the
interpolations. But when we turn our attention to the subtleties of Walton’s rhythms, we
find that he pioneered a radical new way of writing, one that took hold of the Chaucerian
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ambiguities and flung them further into the cloud of unknowing—an appropriate topos.
And we find, more impressive, that he concentrated this writing—where else?—in the
metra.

Walton’s Elusive Aesthetic
For the first eight decades of the fifteenth century, the two translations competed
for readership, prestige, and persistence, and for the first eight decades it was Walton’s
that triumphed. His metrical edge won the admiration of his contemporaries. Ironically, it
was only by Chaucer’s example and influence that the meter could be read and admired
at all. Walton took advantage of that example and used Chaucer’s meter as a red herring
to lure his audience to his work, in which they encountered not the Chaucerian meter they
expected to find there, or even an imitation of it, but rather an entirely new, if nearly
identical, meter. In that sense, Walton was very much indebted to Chaucer, and his
elaborate goal to mimic the poet’s meter without actually writing in it would not have
been possible had Chaucer not invented the English decasyllable. Kaylor attests that
“similarity between the verses of Walton and the prose of Chaucer is not isolated, but
continuous.”49 Similar, however, does not mean the same, and in the cases of Walton and
Chaucer, the distinction between likeness and identity is crucial.
In fact, the closer we look at such similarities, the more aware we become of a
strange pattern of appropriation. Walton took Chaucer’s meter and changed it enough to
make an entirely different meter but not so much that the difference would be obvious.
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Time and again Walton turned the debt to his advantage first by using stock modesty
topoi to emphasize his inferiority to, and dependence upon, Chaucer, and thereby
hitching his reputation to the master’s authority; and then by undermining that very
authority with his own literary inventions—creations, like his meter, that on first
exposure seem thoroughly Chaucerian but that on more careful inspection prove to be
competitive with, not derivative of, Chaucer’s techniques.
Walton played this confidence game on all textual levels. It is the controlling
principle of his art. In order to “pass” as Chaucerian, his work had to be mistakable for
Chaucer’s. In order for that risk to be real, Walton was obliged, first, to miniaturize their
differences, so that a casual reader or listener may not notice, whereas a careful one will;
and, second, to insist at every opportunity that he did no such thing. In other words, the
authenticity of his art required him, paradoxically, to advertize its “indebtedness.” In this
chapter I will focus on one product of that strategy: Walton’s meter. But the habit was
total, and Science, for one, has traced the practice even to lexical choices in Walton’s
translation. In many cases, rather than selecting the best or most logical choice for a
given word or phrase, Walton plagiarized from Chaucer’s translation. For instance, in the
first metrum of Book One, line eighteen, the Consolation reads tristis hora, or “the hour
of sadness.” Chaucer’s translation of this phrase in Boece reads likewise “the sorwful
houre,” but he proximately glosses the phrase to mean, more emphatically, “that is to
seyn, the deth.” Walton’s text follows Chaucer’s as well as that of Boethius, conflating
them, rendering the line as “þe careful houre of deth” (1.36). Numerous other instances
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support Science’s claim that Walton freely took from Chaucer even as he consulted the
Latin. At times, Walton favored the original. But just as often he adopted the Chaucerian
gloss and either incorporated it into the Latin as an amalgamation of the two, or else he
simply disregarded Boethius.50 Such evidence compelled Science to conclude that “the
hand of Chaucer is evident in nearly every stanza of Walton.”51 Thus runs the first
principle of Walton’s work: borrow, and do so conspicuously.
But the problem is not so straightforward. It is true that Walton occasionally
chose a Chaucerian gloss over the Latin, and that in some phrases these glosses in fact are
mistranslations rather than paraphrases or translator’s licenses; but it is equally true that
just as often Walton corrected mistranslations in Chaucerian glosses by consulting the
Latin; that he circumvented Chaucer altogether to get at the Latin for a cleaner rendition;
and that in many cases of lexical choice he turned to the more Latinate option.52 However
we characterize the relationship between the two translations, we cannot be content to
call the latter derivative of the former. On the contrary, Walton’s work seems to be
engaged with Chaucer’s in precisely the same ambivalent dialectic as it is with itself
metrically, with the organization of its source materials, and with the role of the poet in
an age of patrons. Given these contradictions, what, then, did Walton hope to accomplish
by relying so heavily on a translation from which he had every intention of divorcing
himself? We can answer this question only by admitting the second, complementary
principle of Walton’s work: contradict what was borrowed, but do so furtively.
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Why would a writer devise potentially self-defeating principles? If Johnson is
correct to infer that Walton exploited the absence of verse translations in order to insert
himself into the canon of “authorized” poets, then a strategy of self-sabotage, although
chancy, is logical. Walton could not claim any authority for himself; the poetics of selfpresentation required him to defer to some recognized, dead figure, to play the disciple.
The more understated his challenge to the master’s authority, the more effectively he
would have been able to claim that authority for himself.
In relatively quick succession, de Meun, Chaucer, and Walton translated
Boethius. Each poet negotiated a rivalry with his predecessor, and each translation
inflated the stakes for the works that followed it. And when the rivals were roughly
contemporary, sharing a language and a literary outlook, that competition was all the
more ardent:
It is reasonable to expect where we find two men translating the same very
difficult work within thirty years of one another, especially if the work of
the earlier was well known to the later translator, that, however, eager the
one may be to avoid the influence of the other, there will certainly be
some peculiarities which have become common to both without the
second writer being conscious of any deliberate plagiarism.53
Mark Science seems to have predicted Bloom’s anxiety of influence. (One may add that
Science finishes his thought by reminding the reader that although some of the common
“peculiarities” may be the result of unconscious appropriation, others are not; they are
stolen outright.) Anyone who reads the translation will not dispute the opinion that
Walton had less imagination than Chaucer. His figures of speech are largely stock; his
rhymes are clumsy and at times irresponsible; and his storytelling is prosaic. But his
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sense of structure—his formal wit—is quite cunning, and his uses of meter not as a
musical but as an architectural device are often brilliant. Walton could not out-rhyme
Chaucer; he could not tell a better story or craft a better trope. His talent was not that of a
dramatist or even a poet so much as it was that of an engineer. So when he was called to
translate the most untranslatable work in medieval literature, and the most important, he
did what was reasonable: he took Chaucer’s meter, already so equivocal, and turned its
ambivalence into an emblem of the very role of the translator. In order to challenge
Chaucer, he turned the master’s meter into an allegory of time itself. But time, as we
know, does not move only in one direction. The task of the translator is to recover the
past for the present. His glance is backward. The task of the metrist is to use prior
experience to shape our expectation of what is to come. His glance is forward. By turning
his translation into a metrical performance, one in which meter—the very idea of
measurement, of the metrum—guides the reader through the hazards of dialectic, from
self-delusion and despair to illumination and stoic joy, Walton, not just a translator,
usurped the authorial function of his source—Boethius—and thereby improved upon the
merely serviceable efforts of Chaucer and the pedagogical tradition.

Walton’s Use of Final –e Compared with Chaucer’s
When we discuss John Walton’s meter, we must consider two things in particular:
how it relates to Chaucer’s meter and how it functions within the poem. When we
consider the first, we must further discriminate between those qualities that overlap with
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Chaucer’s meter, creating the illusion of identity, and those that diverge from it. When
we consider the second, we must further discriminate between metrical practice in the
prosae and metra and the shift from an eight-line to a seven-line stanza between Books
Three and Four. Both of the latter, I will argue, reflect Walton’s practical use of
equivocation as a subversion strategy and a means by which to challenge Chaucer’s
authority.
First, we must describe that meter. To do so we must also describe Walton’s
language. Judging by the grammatical features we can isolate from scribal interference,
Walton wrote in an East Midlands dialect not unlike Lydgate’s but mixed with a touch of
Southern. However, his language is opportunistic and adopts variants from other dialects
whenever convenient. As a result, his grammar is flexible in its choice of inflections,
especially in rhymes, vacillating, for instance, between infinitival –en and –e, as well as
between Northern participial –ande and –ende. One might expect such elasticity to be the
product of grammatical ignorance, but evidence shows that Walton observed the same
grammatical rules as Chaucer and Gower and that he did so with comparable fidelity.
In an alternating decasyllable, the weak syllables that fall between beats not only
contribute to the line’s shape; they also determine it. Final –e, as we have seen, plays a
crucial role in Chaucer’s meter by keeping the grammatical constituents most eligible to
receive a beat at an ideal, or nearly ideal, distance, thereby minimizing conditions that
lead to beat subordination and loss. Walton, like Chaucer, used final –e to space his beats
when the grammar allowed it:
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(a) Vntrewe names of þinges for to witen (2.1011)
(b) Lo of this forseid good?' I seide, "ʒys” (3.1499)
(c) And certaynly þe firste þing it esse (1.639)
(d) Enclosed thus wiþ-ynne flesch and bone (5.418)
(e) And so his herte was right wel y-esid (4.1640)
Here we have a weak verb inflecting in the first person singular past tense (b) and a weak
adjective (c), as well as three words with an etymological final –e: a plural (strong)
adjective from the ja-stem class (a); a preposition (d); and a weak feminine noun (e).
Each final –e is grammatically justified, either by inflection or etymology, and each
follows the same rules it would in the poetry of more conservative poets like Chaucer and
Gower. In 7,589 lines I found 4,069 cases of scribal –e. Of these, 2,904 are unsounded;
1,165 are sounded.54
Figure 5-1

Ratio of unsounded to sounded
scribal -e in Walton

Unsounded

1165, 29%
2904, 71%
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Sounded

The high incidence of apocope (over 70%) marks a significant difference from Chaucer’s
meter, which, as I discussed in Chapter Three, apocopates final –e in less than 50% of
cases. Practically, then, Walton increased his chances to clash stresses by twenty
percentage points, as higher rates of apocopes bring stressed syllables together, which in
turn obscures the alternating prominences that drive the line forward. Among the four
major grammatical classes in Walton’s poem, 31% of all cases of scribal –e occur in
function words; 27% in verbs; 23% in nouns; and 19% in adjectives.
Figure 5-2

Distribution of final -e among
grammatical categories

928, 23%

1081, 27%
1278, 31%

782, 19%

Nominal
Adjectival
Functional
Verbal

Such data, however, have very little structure: in order to interpret their significance we
must compare the incidence of sounded to unsounded –e’s within each grammatical
category. These ratios will tell us which categories have the highest incidence of
apocope, which in turn will tell us which linguistic constructs (Pearsall’s “building
blocks”) the poet most consistently exploited for metrical purposes. For instance, if final
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–e appears on 50% of all nouns but only 10% of those cases are sounded, then we can
conclude that Walton did not use nouns regularly as a part of his metrical strategy for
securing weak syllables.
Figure 5-3

Sounded to unsounded scribal -e
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
# of events 600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Unsounded scribal -e
Sounded scribal -e

As figure 5-3 shows, apocope is highest among function words. However, because many
more function words occur in a poem of this length, the total number of sounded –e’s in
that class exceeds that of every subclass of verb except the infinitival. The lowest
incidence occurs in the adjectival class—an expected result—with the weak adjective
nearly always sounded and the strong adjective sounded approximately half of the time.
Nouns are sounded just under one-third of the time, and all verbs, including finite lexical
verbs, go unsounded almost as a rule—the infinitive is an exception.55
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Walton’s handling of final –e across the grammatical spectrum mirrors Chaucer’s
almost exactly. Both poets retain the weak adjective as a metrical “building block.” They
both treat nouns and verbs ambivalently, tending to apocopate them more often than not.
And finally, they both infrequently pronounce final –e on function words. The similar
distributions of final –e across grammatical classes tell us two things. First, just as
Chaucer manipulated the archaic register in his London dialect to bolster alternating
beats, so Walton studied the tactic and applied it in his own poetry, sounding the –e when
it contributed to the line’s meter.
Figure 5-4

Distribution of sounded scribal -e

Nominal

18, 2%
2, 0%
119,
10%

56, 5%

9, 1%

Weak Adjectival
Strong
Adjectival
Functional

281, 24%

84, 7%
95, 8%

7, 1%

Finite lexical
Finite modal

245, 21%

Infinitival
Gerundive

249, 21%

Participial
Subjunctive

And although his dialect differed from Chaucer’s, his grammatical knowledge of the
latter was only slightly imperfect. 3.5% of finite lexical verbs are improperly inflected;
however, the three offending instances all concern the same finite verb in the same tense
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and same person. Twice Walton inflects a strong verb in the imperative. Once he inflects
a polysyllabic gerund. 8.4% of strong adjectives are improperly inflected; however,
71.4% of those concern a single word that occurs in a metrical tag 100% of the time.
Walton once inflects a noun descended from an Old English masculine strong noun not
terminating in a vowel. And four times he inflects a noun descended from the Old
English strong neuter, although in each case the inflection had become analogized by the
time Walton wrote the poem and was therefore considered grammatical. In total, when
sounding a final –e, Walton is no less than 97.9% accurate and perhaps more.

Implications of Walton’s Use of Final –e
By modeling his use of final –e on Chaucer’s, Walton accomplished two goals
simultaneously. First, he acquired a reliable means for securing the singular weak syllable
between beats that keeps the meter alternating. Second, he gained a metrical “signature”
in the monosyllabic weak adjective that tied his technique to Chaucer’s:
This same folk in partie of þaire pray (de Consolatione 1.265)
Thus in this same wise, out of doutuance (Troilus and Criseyde 4.1044)
Chaucer’s frequent and conspicuous use of the weak adjective gave his followers a
convenient tool with which to associate their rhythms and dialects with his. After all, the
technique is prominent in Chaucer’s poetry, and as a handy device for facilitating beat
alternation it effectively served the two purposes of writing alternating lines and making
them sound as though Chaucer had written them. And although Walton apocopated much
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more often than Chaucer, his distribution of sounded final –e among lexical categories
matches Chaucer’s almost perfectly. The effect is unmistakable. The nearly identical
profiles and the reliance on weak adjectives communicated to his audience a close
relationship between his art and Chaucer’s. Every sounded –e would ring a Pavlovian bell
in the reader’s mind, summoning Troilus and The Knight’s Tale, the complaints and the
Parliament of Fowls. Walton conditioned his audience to hear Chaucer’s meter in his
own. (Because acopope is a free license and can occur under any prosodic circumstances,
we do not need to explore the distribution of Walton’s unsounded –e.56)
Moreover, Walton’s careful handling of final –e gave him access to clipped
rhythms, Chaucer’s signature “irregularity.” Using the weak syllables to promote
alternation, Walton impressed upon his audience the importance of finding five beats per
line. When a weak syllable goes missing from the line’s beginning, an audience entrained
to hear five beats will naturally place a downbeat on the first syllable it hears, as long as
the following syllable is not more prominent:
/ x

/

x

/

x / x/

Symachus made alle of sapience (2.413)
As the only statistically significant non-normative (or “irregular”) rhythm in Chaucer’s
meter, the clipped line is a powerful cue that reminds readers of his technique—a sort of
metrical echo or allusion. Walton adopted the clipped rhythm from Chaucer and deployed
it in precisely the same prosodic contexts:
/ x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

For þe Cristen myght noght be in reste (1.119)
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Like Chaucer, Walton nearly always employed one of two strategies when writing a
clipped rhythm: he began the line unequivocally on the stressed root of a lexical word (as
in 2.413) or else on a lexical monosyllable; or he placed the stressed root of a lexical
word or a lexical monosyllable in the line’s third position to take the second beat (as in
1.119). Either rhythm would make the clipped line easy to hear and therefore simple to
process. Both indicate that Walton, like Chaucer, ranked an alternating constraint
somewhere in his hierarchy and that he was willing to delete syllables from the beginning
of the line, where the missing offbeat does not interfere with alternation. Even the rare
lines that do not follow either of these strategies (and they are very few) find alternative
ways to tie the rhythm to Chaucer.
Þat so was wiþ teres al be-wette (1.140)
Albyn þat was conseillour also (1.429)
Both of the lines are clipped but both are complicated by an equivocal constituent. Line
1.140 places the first beat on a weak function word and does not immediately establish
the alternating pattern by placing the next beat on a content word. The first colon hangs
precariously between possibilities: one can beat on any of the first four monosyllables.
However, the second colon, with beats on the root syllables of an inflected noun and a
participle, quickly dispels the difficulty:
/ x

/

x

/x

/ x

/

Þat so was wiþ teres al be-wette
Patterns such as this one that call upon the second colon to clarify the rhythms of the first
are common among lines that begin with a string of words, either heavy or light, of
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relatively equal stress. They entrain the reader to expect certain grammatical categories,
even within ambiguous contexts, to receive the beat; they also mold grouping
preferences. In line 140, the prosodic phrasing of the first colon pulls strongly away from
the relative pronoun and toward the copular verb, which takes the clitic group wiþ teres
as an option for the phonological phrase. Strong stress on teres motivates this movement
and, paradoxically, enables the mind to return to the equivocating first group to impose
unequivocal shape on its rhythmic figures.
When the reader confronts line 1.429, not so very far from this first challenge, the
retrospective beating on Þat stays in mind:
/ x

/ x

/

x

/ x /

Albyn þat was conseillour also
Here the line begins with a heavy lexical stress, and so the alternation never really is in
doubt. However, conseillour is a tricky loan that can be variably stressed, and so the
rhythmic status of those syllables between Albyn and also is not clear. The prior action of
line 1.140, in which þat took the beat, helps to stabilize the span of weak or ambiguous
syllables, planting the relative pronoun once again as an anchor for the first colon.
Nevertheless, such rhythms are uncommon among the clipped lines. Of the
poem’s 7,589 lines, ninety-seven (or 1.3%) are clipped (this figure is slightly lower than
Chaucer’s average), and of those, only six lines do not adhere to the simpler patterns in
1.119 and 2.413. Even rarer are nineteen broken-backed lines (0.2%), a statistically
insignificant figure that recalls Chaucer’s own exclusion of the rhythm. When the
rhythms do occur in Walton’s poem, they typically delete the midline syllable at a
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phonological phrase boundary, as in Chaucer’s verse (and as we will see in Chapter
Seven, in Lydgate’s verse as well):
x/x /

/

x

/ x /

Boecius || with his besynesse
P

P

Because phonological phrases are instrumental both in guiding our rhythmic perception
and in dividing the speech signal into groups, pauses are most apparent (and salient) at
the phonological phrase level.
Eleven lines (0.14%) diverge too radically from the schema to be grouped at all,
but only two of these lines are irregular in all the witnesses. With these data we can
construct a tolerance profile for Walton’s meter and compare it to Chaucer’s. If we accept
both clipped and broken-backed lines within the meter’s tolerance, then 99.86% of
Walton’s lines are acceptable. If we exclude broken-backed lines (and given their
statistical insignificance, we should), then 99.66% are acceptable. And if we exclude both
clipped and void lines, then 98.3% are acceptable. Tolerance, then, is the statistical
difference between the meter’s highest and lowest potential thresholds for ambiguity.
Here the highest threshold, which includes both broken-backed and clipped rhythms, is
99.86. The lowest threshold, which excludes both those rhythms, is 98.3. The range of
ambiguity this meter will accept, then, is very narrow: 1.3%. Such a low tolerance
indicates that the meter is highly regular and, like Chaucer’s, does not accept very much
interference. Because the presence of clipped rhythms in Walton’s poetry is statistically
significant whereas that of broken-backed rhythms is not, the most reasonable figure is
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the middle one: 99.66. This number signifies that 9,966 lines out of 10,000 are
rhythmically normative if we include clipped rhythms within the “normative” range and
exclude broken-backed rhythms and rhythms that cannot be reconciled to the metrical
schema. By these standards, Walton’s metrical line is typically Chaucerian. Indeed,
according to these measures, if they were the only standards, we would be forced to
conclude that Chaucer and Walton wrote the same meter.57

Differential Criteria for Walton’s Meter
A closer look at the data reveals significant differences in the techniques of the
two poets. First, and most subtle, Walton’s lower incidence of clipped lines (1.3% against
Chaucer’s approximately 2%) raises the possibility that Walton ranked the syllablecounting constraint (SEQ) above the alternating constraint (ALT). Additional evidence
for Walton’s statistically significant but very low use of clipped lines comes from
variants in ten lines in a manuscript group consisting of British Museum, Harleian 43 (H),
Trinity College, Oxford 21 (T), and the 1525 printed edition (P).58 This group is
exceptional in that “where T H P are entirely in agreement among themselves and yet at
variance with the other MSS., it seems fair to assume, not necessarily that they were each
copied from the same MS., but that they descended from the same source.”59 Science
observed that omissions in the two manuscripts show that it is not possible that T was
copied from H or H from T; and that, furthermore, “[t]here is an extraordinary number of
variant readings peculiar to P alone and not contained in any MS. whatsoever.”60 The P
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variants may be deliberate emendations by the editor, Rychard, to make the text more
accessible for an audience living over a century after the poem’s composition. But as no
manuscript directly descends from the author’s original, and as no holograph copy
survives, we must use, in particular, the agreements among T, H, and P as an indicator of
Walton’s metrical intentions. Even where only two of the three witnesses agree we must
take the variant as a plausible reading, as in line 5.816:
To þis [yf] resoun wolde answeren here
in which T and H (but not P) read yf. If we accept these ten variant readings from the
group as legitimate alternatives to the clipped readings offered by the other witnesses,
then the incidence of clipped lines drops to 1.1%, still within the Chaucerian range but
near the bottom.
Other criteria bolster the argument that Walton ranked syllables above alternating
beats. When he radically increased the incidence of apocope, Walton introduced rhythms
that Chaucer’s tolerance had excluded. With final –e sounded less often, more lexical
words clashed their stresses, and they did so more often. In order to resolve the rhythmic
disturbances and reconcile the lines with the metrical schema, readers must apply
alternative grouping preferences to the rhythms, preferences that we associate with the
bracketed meters I discussed in Chapter Three. In particular, Walton’s apocope
frequently stimulates rising cadences and “radical inversions”: a displaced beat or
syncopation followed immediately by a stress clash. Because he admits these rhythms but
does not use them as frequently or as forcefully as later poets do, one must recognize that
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although they are metrical for Walton, they do not significantly affect his metrical style.
In this, his meter represents something between Shakespeare’s iambic pentameter and
Chaucer’s alternating decasyllable. Let us call this second set of rhythms not irregular
but anomalous. Irregularities such as clipped lines Walton’s meter shares with Chaucer’s,
whereas anomalies are exclusive to Walton’s meter and include rising cadences, radical
inversions, and broader conditions for all forms of elision, including conditions that
contravene phonological rules that are bound by prosodic domains, such as the clitic
group.
It is best to begin with apocope. As Walton increased its incidence, he eliminated
the buffer between strong stresses—the final –e at the ends of words—and collapsed the
distance between those stresses, stimulating a clash. Chaucer’s lower incidence of
apocope minimized such clashes. For instance, here Chaucer inflects the first strong
adjective in order to separate the beats on the second and fourth syllables but not the
second adjective:
For smale tithes and for smal offryng (FrT 1315 Hg)
Because the main stress in offryng falls on the inflection rather than the root, Chaucer
does not need an offbeat between the two content words. (And in any case, his grammar
prevents an inflection on singular strong adjectives.) But lexical stress in tithes falls on
the first syllable, not the second, and so Chaucer sounds the inflection on smale, justified
grammatically by the plural noun, in order to avoid a clash.61 As discussed in Chapter
Three, Chaucer avoided clashing rhythms, including cadences and radical inversions,
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because they threaten the alternating constraint that keeps prominence contrasts between
syllables clear and strong.
In Walton’s poetry, however, we find many rising cadences. The high incidence
of apocope places strongly stressed monosyllables in adjacent positions:
And broght my blisse and my bone cheefe all bace (1.8)
Readers are more likely to resolve a clash through a rising cadence or a metrical pause
when oppositions between strong and weak syllables are less clearly articulated or when
the alternating pattern is less insistent. In other words, frequent challenges to the
alternating constraint encourage the resolution of clashes either through metrical pauses
or rising cadences. As I discussed in Chapter Three, in order for a sequence of rising
stresses to be held over three or more syllables, the reader must employ a grouping
preference called “bracketing” that binds syllables together in pairs, creating a level of
structure above the syllable but beneath the colon: a metrical foot. The foot supports the
rising cadence like a flying buttress in a gothic cathedral. As more of these cadences
appear in the poem, the reader becomes conditioned to apply the brackets almost as an
involuntary reflex: it is the simplest and most automatic way to simplify the rhythm and
to process it.
To bracket syllables readers must rank the alternating constraint that keeps the
beats separate below the colon constraint (DOM). This difference allows Walton’s meter
to include rhythms, such as rising cadences, that Chaucer’s excludes. Chaucer’s
technique depends upon avoiding clashing stress in WS positions; Walton’s invites it.
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And some men wenen þat þis question (5.222)
W S
Here Walton chose not to sound the final –e on the plural adjective, establishing a rising
cadence that peaks on the first syllable of the verb. In other circumstances, a cadence or a
metrical pause will suffice:

And ma[ny a pore man] and anguyschous (1.403)
W
S
When the first beat falls on a function word or other weak syllable, a metrical pause
between the third and fourth syllable of the cadence may relieve the clash:
/

/

And many a pore [P] man and anguyschous
Either response is possible. Which of the strategies a reader calls on to resolve the clash
is ultimately a matter of style. The importance lies not in which of the two is chosen, but
rather in the fact that either is available as a choice at all. Because cadences and metrical
pauses both violate the alternating principle that Chaucer ranked at the top of his
constraint hierarchy, neither option is available in his meter, and so we do not find such
rhythms in his poetry. In Walton’s poem, however, they occur in 1.5% of all lines, a
statistically significant figure:
And when þe prouince þat highte Campanye (1.417)
These ben lo causes of right grete vigour (1.941)
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(Note that in line 1.417, the participle is apocopated, triggering the clash.) The higher
incidence of these patterns and their distribution in the line—across cola boundaries as
well as within them—suggests that Walton’s meter differs subtly from Chaucer’s in
reordering the relationship between the alternating and dominating constraints.
Radical inversions provide even stronger evidence that Walton and Chaucer wrote
in similar but distinct meters. These rhythms do not occur anywhere in the Canterbury
Tales, with the possible exception of a single line in the Man of Law’s Tale:
Make hem good chiere, and bisily espie (B 180)
Here we have a definite clash between the adjective and noun. But the sequence is wholly
monosyllabic and so we cannot rule out shifting the beat from the powerful Make to its
clitic and subordinating the adjective, stripping it of a beat:
/

x

/

/

x

/

x

/

Make hem good chiere  Make hem good chiere
In any case, even if the figure is a radical inversion, which is unlikely, it is the only
instance I am aware of in the entire Canterbury Tales.
By contrast, Walton wrote lines that unequivocally show both beat displacement
or syncopation and a stress clash.
Antecrist will pursue þeym þerfore (P.35)
Putteth false hope out of youre hertes clene (1.327)
Well and ground, bothe lord and kyng is he (4.1471)
Line P.35 unequivocally shows that Walton employed beat displacement. Syncope of the
middle vowel is not possible; there are no final vowels to apocopate; and the word is
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emphatically not a candidate for stress shift. (The verbal infinitive is inflected, and so the
line is otherwise regular.) No such unambiguous cases appear in Chaucer’s poetry. All
the witnesses agree in the readings of the line, and so we have no reason to doubt its
authenticity. Knowing, then, that Walton licensed syncopation, and knowing that clashes
in cadenced figures occur much more often in Walton’s verse than in Chaucer’s, we can
infer that when a pattern suggesting syncopation is present in the former, it is more likely
to be genuinely syncopated. Line 4.1471, then, presents a strong candidate for radical
inversion, a rhythm possible only in bracketed meters:

Putteth false hope
The scribal –e on false is not sounded and so the monosyllables clash. (In this case, a
metrical pause is not rhythmically ideal, and so it is discouraged as a solution.) In 4.1471,
a line, incidentally, with no analogue whatsoever in Chaucer’s verse, we find an even
more intractable rhythm blocking the beat alternation:
/

x

/

/ x

/

x

/

x /

Well and ground, bothe lord and kyng is he
Walton’s handling of plural adjectives elsewhere in the poem suggests that the –e on
bothe is sounded rather than silent, presenting a problem for the alternating constraint.
The line is split. Three syllables belong to one intonational phrase and the final seven
belong to another intonational phrase. Ordinarily this division would not be a problem,
but here the stressed monosyllable ground, in a weak position, cannot be subordinated to
the following strong stress and beat, because that beat lies in a different phrase:
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Well and ground, bothe lord and kyng is he

The boundary between intonational phrases falls between two strongly indicated beats
(ground and bothe), preventing the reader from subordinating ground to the following
strong stress. However, by bracketing the syllables, we can frame the rhythm as a radical
inversion and oppose the line’s metrical structure to its prosodic structure:
/

x

/

/

x

/

x

/

x /

[[[Well and] [ground, both]] [[e lord] [and kyng] [is he]]]

scansion
bracketing
prosody

Such lines are not uncommon in the poetry of Donne, Shelley, and Browning, although
they are entirely absent in the poetry of Chaucer. Walton’s use of this radical figure
further indicates his distance from Chaucer and his closeness to later writers who, like
him, make use of bracketing preferences—a proto-foot prosody.
Walton’s use of apocope in the Consolatione stimulates rhythms that Chaucer’s
meter cannot tolerate, such as rising cadences and radical inversions, indicating that the
poets ranked their constraints differently and therefore had different tolerances. Walton’s
meter promoted stress clash, creating a slower, heavier line than Chaucer’s. Apocope is
not the only tool Walton used to achieve this effect, however. He also attacked syllable
codas in order to force elision in contexts where Chaucer would not have sanctioned it.
Chaucer’s elisions rarely strain his dialect’s phonotactics. The Parliament of Fowls gives
a typical syncope:
Foolhardynesse, Flaterye, and Desyr (227)
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The final –e on Foolhardynesse is sounded, and so in order to keep the beats strictly
alternating we must strike the middle, weak vowel in Flaterye. Walton’s brand of
syncope is much more violent and often results in phonotactically marked codas—that is,
syllables whose final consonants form a cluster that is odd or ungrammatical. The most
common type of this elision reduces interdental fricative inflections in the third person—
eth, ith. Walton frequently used this technique to add weight to the line, striking the
vowel from the affix and appending the fricative to whatever consonant closes the root,
as in these lines from the Consolatione:
And kepeþ hym noght wiþ-ynne þe course of kynde (1.854)
He ne cheueþ noght bot falleþ in mischance (1.855)
Not even in Walton’s Midlands dialect did a bilabial stop and an interdental fricative
constitute a well-formed syllable coda: *kepþ. The same restriction holds for the voiced
labiodental fricative: *cheuþ. Moreover, although an option here, consonantal syncope—
loss of the medial consonant—is no less marked. Nevertheless, Walton consistently
employed this pattern. It is not plausible that he sanctioned double offbeats only in the
context of affixes, as such a distribution makes no sense:
x

/ x

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

*And kepeþ hym noght wiþ-ynne þe course of kynde
We must conclude, then, that these elisions are metrically but not prosodically licensed:
they are a convention of Walton’s meter but are not a part of his phonological grammar,
and he was therefore free to exploit them in his poetry, if not in his speech.
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Furthermore, Walton did not confine his elisions to third-person inflections. In
fact, he generalized the technique to any sonorant or homorganic consonant in a syllable
coda, collapsing the syllable and erasing it metrically, as in
Into þis exile? Wheþir be-cause of me (1.237)
Bot-if they voided þe citee of Raven (1.457)
I will show in Chapter Seven that elision of sonorant and homorganic codas is a practice
Walton shared with Lydgate; it is even possible that Lydgate, the younger of the two
poets, learned the habit from Walton. Whatever the case, the practice is prosodically
marked, metrically conspicuous, and not at all Chaucerian.
In fact, the most marked of Walton’s elisions, and another that Lydgate seems to
have adopted from him, contradicts one of the most basic rules of the prosodic hierarchy.
From a strictly phonological point of view, elisions are bounded by prosodic domains
(typically the clitic group), and so syllables belonging to different domains, in theory, are
blocked from eliding. Walton, however, frequently elides across domain boundaries, and
although most of the elisions contravene clitic group boundaries, some transgress against
higher authorities, such as the intonational phrase:
Bot now, I prey you, of oo þing sey me here (4.721)
The manuscripts are unanimous in their reading, so we cannot claim scribal error. The
line appears to be authorial. Moreover, Walton definitively did not license double
offbeats except in syncopating contexts, where a beat is displaced from a strong to a weak
position:
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/ x x

/

x

/x

/

x

/

Antecrist will pursue þeym þerfore
Line 4.721, however, appears to have a double offbeat in a non-syncopating context:
x

/ x

/

x

x

/ x

/

x

/

Bot now, I prey you, of oo þing sey me here
Curiously, this pattern occurs more than once. In fact, it occurs often enough to raise
suspicions about whether the double offbeat is really there at all. In each instance, the
offending syllables consist of a word-final vowel belonging to one prosodic domain and a
word-initial vowel followed by either a fricative or a sonorant belonging to another
domain. The two domains should not be able to interact, and so synaloepha should be
blocked:
[you] I [of]  *[youv]
And yet it is not:
x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/

Bot now, I prey you, of oo þing sey me here
The distribution of this particular elision contradicts the phonological rule. In Walton’s
poem, a double offbeat occurs only following a syncopated (displaced) beat or in an
eliding context such as the one above, where two words belonging to separate prosodic
domains merge their vowels, with the second vowel closed by a fricative or sonorant
consonant. If the pattern occurs once or twice, we can dismiss it. But the pattern occurs
often, and it occurs always under the same circumstances. We are left with no other
conclusion: Walton licensed an extreme form of elision that spans prosodic domains. The
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effect of the elisions, like those of the clash-stimulating rhythms and apocopes, is to give
Walton’s line a heavier, more gothic movement. Walton’s line has a heft and drag that
Chaucer’s does not.
Walton’s meter is not Chaucer’s. By inflating his incidence of apocope and
expanding elision to contexts Chaucer never would have dared to use it, Walton took the
alternating constraint, still operative and indispensible in his own meter, and submerged it
under the colon and syllable constraints. In the process he created a new meter with new
expectations and a tolerance capable of bearing the weight of clashes, inversions, and
strained elisions. With a tolerance defined by these rhythms, Walton’s meter lies between
Chaucer’s airy decasyllable and Lydgate’s iron metrical machine. His is a protopentameter. There is nothing in his meter that does not occur in later foot-based metrics,
but neither is there anything in the later meters that does not occur in his. The same
cannot be said of Chaucer, the supposed father of Shakespeare’s pentameter. Perhaps it
was Walton, and not Chaucer, then, who truly “invented” English meter.

Walton and the Metra
A major criticism of Chaucer’s translation technique in Boece is its failure to
distinguish prosae from metra. As we have seen, Mark Science, focusing primarily on its
rhetorical style, disparaged Walton’s technique on similar grounds. However, as we have
also noted, in stating his objection Science overlooked many of the rhythmic differences
that quietly set Walton apart from Chaucer. It is this oversight that caused Science to
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mistakenly judge Walton’s metrical technique to be uniform throughout the poem. Had
he read more carefully, he would have noticed a telling distribution within the poem that
not only distinguishes metrum from prosa, and therefore preserves the dialectical
structure of the original Consolation, but that, in doing so, further divides the techniques
of the two poets as metrists and as translators. In the metra lies the secret to Walton’s
metrical cunning and his covert assault on Chaucer’s poetics.
Science assumed that because he did not patently mark them with bold metrical
variations or sublime language, Walton treated the metra just as he did the prosae. But
Walton did mark the metra. In them occur only five clipped lines and no unmetrical or
broken-backed lines. Their distribution suggests that Walton revised his style in the
prosae to better approximate or ape Chaucer’s meter, admitting higher numbers of
clipped rhythms in those sections. The tactic is extremely subtle, nearly below the
threshold of awareness, but it is nonetheless present and real.
Furthermore, four of the five instances of a clipped line appearing in a metrum are
dubious or justified by content. Lines 1.177, 1.695, and 3.215 read regular variants
among the witnesses, and those for 1.177 and 1.695 are particularly persuasive: the lines
may be regular:
Wont he was also to seke & knawe62 (1.177)
Wiche þat were despoyled and vnhight63 (1.695)
Wonede and wonte are both good grammatical variants for wont that give the line ten
syllables, and the periphrases in the other dissenting witnesses not only are well attested
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in other poems written in Walton’s dialect but are also well attested in Walton’s own
work. Moreover, the whiche is a commonly occurring adjectival tag in Walton’s poem,
and as the variant comes from the T H manuscript group we have very sound reasons for
suspecting that these lines are not actually clipped.
However, even if genuinely clipped, these lines, along with line 3.1133, play a
performative role in the poem’s narrative. Line 1.177 begins a new stanza in the metrum
and marks a turn in the argument away from philosophical inquiry and toward self-pity.
Line 1.695 describes the “spoiling” of natural beauty by violence and turmoil. Both 3.215
and 3.1133 concern the “breaking” of “bonds.” We can read each of the lines as enacting
through its rhythm the images or thoughts running through the prisoner’s mind as well as
signaling notable shifts in the poem’s narrative structure. Such metrical mimesis,
although not necessary to the poem’s reading, certainly does deepen one’s response to
these sensitive passages. Of the five candidates, only line 4.1607 seems to fall by chance
in a metrum. It has no other convincing variants and it is not mimetic. If we admit line
4.1607 but exclude those lines with plausible alternative readings, then 98.5% of all
irregular Chaucerian rhythms occur in the prosae. If we exclude all mimetic lines as well,
the percentage rises to 99.3. Whichever figure we accept, it is clear that Walton reserved
the rhythms most closely associated with his rival for the prosae.
A much more striking distribution occurs in the “anomalous” group—those lines
that Chaucer did not write and would not have written. Among the rising cadences we
find thirteen appearing in a metrum, as well as seven instances of radical or extreme
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elision. 13.5% of all anomalous rhythms occur in a metrum, contrasted with between
3.8% and 0.7% of irregular (Chaucerian) rhythms. This distribution suggests that Walton
ever so slightly colored these sections with his metrical palette. Compared with the
prosae, they are significantly less encumbered by disturbance to the syllable count and
contain more disturbances to beat alternation. Walton shared clipped lines in particular
with Chaucer, and so he minimized their appearance in the metra, making anomalies in
the metra exclusively of the type Walton himself innovated.
What significance does this distribution have for the poem as a whole? The total
number of lines occurring in a metrum is 1,214 or 16% of the entire poem. 6,010 lines, or
79.2%, occur in prosae. (The remaining 4.8% occur in a preface or prologue that is
neither a prosa nor a metrum.) The odds, therefore, are significantly higher that both
irregular and anomalous lines will occur in the prosae. But this is not the case. Between
96.2 and 99.3% of irregular lines occur there. All things being equal—if Walton had not
deliberately treated the Chaucerian rhythms differently from his own—we would expect
no higher than 83% of irregular (Chaucerian) rhythms to occur in the prosae. Too many
of the rhythms appear in the prosae for the distribution to be accidental. Their presence is
a product of Walton’s narrative design and a concealed challenge to Chaucer.
That design offers a potent counterargument to Science’s criticism. Walton’s
translation consists of five Books, a Translator’s Preface, and a Prologue totaling 7,589
lines. Book One, the shortest at 992 lines, contains seven metra totaling 232 lines (23.4%
of the entire poem). Book Two contains eight metra totaling 216 lines; Books Three,
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Four, and Five contain, respectively, twelve, seven, and five metra totaling 368, 273, and
175 lines. This distribution reveals that as Walton decreased the number of metra in a
Book he increased the length of each metrum. This strategy may have been intended to
maintain equilibrium between book length and the influence of the metra on the poem’s
philosophical narrative. However, we can also infer that the distribution of irregular and
anomalous lines within and among the metra is not random. Anomalous lines occur in the
first, second, fourth, and seventh metra of Book One; in the second, fourth, ninth, and
tenth metra of Book Three; in the third, sixth, and seventh of Book Four; and in the
second of Book Five. 44% of all such lines appear in Book One, and 55.5% of these in
the sixth metrum alone; 24% occur Book Three; twenty-eight in Book Four (50% of these
in the third metrum and 33% in the seventh); and 4% in Book Five.
Figure 5-5
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Irregular lines occur in the second and fifth metra of Book One; in the second and ninth
of Book Three; and in the seventh of Book Four. Unlike the anomalous lines, which on
three separate occasions cluster in a single metrum, no irregular lines occur together in
the same metrum. In fact, no more than two occur in a single Book. By contrast, as many
as nine anomalous lines occur in a single Book. No irregular or anomalous lines occur in
Book Two. (A logical omission, as Book Two is largely preoccupied with philosophical
exposition.) Surveying the data we can infer that Walton arranged his anomalous lines—
those that distinguish his meter from Chaucer’s—so that they tend to clump together or
cluster in bursts in the metra.
Figure 5-6
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By contrast, the five irregular lines echoing Chaucer’s technique occur in isolation: they
are logically, metrically, and structurally unrelated to one another, adrift in the
philosophical ether. It is clear, then, that Walton reserved the metra for his own special
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brand of metering. Moreover, he loaded the metra of Book One with his own rhythms, a
surreptitious signal that although his meter may sound like Chaucer’s, it is not and does
not aspire to be that meter.
As figure 5-6 shows, the vast majority of anomalous lines in a metrum occur in
Book One, the poem’s shortest. In fact, there is a thirty-two percentage point difference
between the total number of lines in Book One compared with the poem’s total number
of lines, and the number of total anomalous lines in a metrum in Book One compared
with the total number of anomalous lines in a metrum in the poem as a whole. That is,
Book One contains a drastically disproportionate number of the rhythms that distinguish
Walton’s meter from Chaucer’s. Why should this be the case?
Figure 5-7
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The distribution seems odd until we consider the role music plays in Lady Philosophy’s
rehabilitation of Boethius. She explains,
Adsit igitur Rhetoricae suadela dulcedinis quae tum tantum recto calle
procedit, cum nostra instituta non deserit cumque hac Musica laris nostri
vernacula nunc leviores nunc graviores modos succinat,64
which Chaucer renders as,
Com now forth, therfore, the sausyoun of swetnesse rethorien, whiche that
goth oonly the righte wey while sche forsaketh nat myn estatutz. And with
Rethorice com forth Musice, a damoysele of our hous, that syngeth now
lightere moedes or prolacions, now hevyere.65
Walton’s translation, less literal than Chaucer’s, better captures the relationship between
rhetoric and music, which, according to Lady Philosophy, is corrective as well as
synergistic. Rhetoric is a proper tool for knowledge only when it carries the harmonizing
influence of music. Otherwise, rhetoric can be, at best, empty and, at worst, harmful.
Walton’s translation clearly argues that music belongs with Philosophy. The
mathematical ratios that underlie metrical events both complement and compel the
logical propositions that lead the prisoner from ignorance to knowledge:
Musik also wiþ swetnesse of thi sown,
Þat art a damysele of oure awne house,
Attempre wel thi tunes vp and doun
Þat to þis man may be delicious. (2.45-8)
Music is therefore no ornament but rather a vital contributor to philosophical discourse.
Without it the affective methods of argument shrivel up as mere dissoi logoi or other
exercises in sophistry. Given this view of music, it is reasonable that Walton would
crowd his personalized, anomalous rhythms into Book One, where the prisoner is most in
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need of solace and correction. Their overwhelming presence there highlights the central
role music will play in the prisoner’s spiritual education. They also make a firm, if faint,
statement about Walton’s relationship to Chaucer. In this poem he plays the rival, not the
disciple.
But there is more to Walton’s Consolatione than professional rivalry. Walton used
the poem’s metra to promote his metrical agenda against Chaucer’s, but he also
manipulated them in order to elicit solid theological conclusions from a work that often
reads less as a condemnation of the pagan “hysterical sluts” (the Muses) than as a
halfhearted Christian apology. In other words, the metra gave Walton twice the
opportunity to upstage Chaucer: first as a device for metrical experimentation and second
as a tool for religious revisionism. On both counts he would eclipse his competitor and
gain a monopoly on that most prestigious work of the most authoritative medieval
thinker.
Walton’s was a pre-modern mind, and as a poet working in an age dominated by
typology, he organized his work according to the exegetical framework he inherited. It
should come as no surprise, then, that in the metra he makes an impressive display of
number symbolism to clinch his argument. Only four times in the poem do consecutive
metra share the same number of lines: the sixth and seventh metra are both twenty-four
lines long; the ninth through eleventh are all twenty-four lines long; the eighteenth and
nineteenth are eight lines long; and the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth are thirty-two lines
long. The sum of the numbers in these metra is 121, or 1-2-1: four. Four is the cardinal
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holy number and signifies, among other things, the “shape” or structure of material
reality. (Recall that the total number of lines in all the metra is 1,214: 1-2-1-4, or eight—
four doubled.) In a philosophical dialogue in which the nature of that reality is vigorously
interrogated, four is an appropriate value through which to calculate continuity and
stability in a world ruled by capricious fortune. Moreover, the sum of the number of lines
in these metra comes to a clean two hundred, a religiously significant value denoting both
the eclipse of pagan antiquity by the reign of Christ and the perfection of the soul; a value
that, when divided by the count of items (four) yields fifty, the number of Jubilee.
Walton’s control of the metra was anything but casual.
Yet the design is still more intricate. If we examine the distribution of metra by
how many lines they contain, we find that the most frequently occurring sum in a metrum
is twenty-four, occurring eight times. The relationship between these numbers is highly
significant. If we subtract the rate of occurrence from the sum, we get sixteen, or four
squared. (Squaring a number in the context of biblical hermeneutics increases its
holiness.) If we add them, we get thirty-two, or twice the value of four squared. And
finally, the difference between the highest number of lines in a metrum (seventy-two) and
the lowest (eight) comes to sixty-four. Sixty-four is, of course, six plus four, or ten, the
holy number of eternity; it is also six times four, or twenty-four, the most frequently
occurring number of lines in a metrum; and it is eight squared, or four cubed. The largest
two metrum of seventy-two lines come to 144, which, when taken as integers, give the
sum of nine, a number in hermeneutics signifying both perfection (as three squared) and
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incompleteness (as ten lacking one). And of course, 144 is both twelve squared (twelve
signifying the longing for wisdom) and thirty-six multiplied by four. As the sum of the
Ogdoad (the first eight numbers), thirty-six is an especially potent biblical number: for
Valentinus it symbolized both the stability of the heavens and the mutability of the flesh.
Table 5-1 Length and recurrence of metra in Walton

# of
occurrences
4
2
3
2
8
1
5
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

lines per
occurrence
8
14
16
21
24
28
32
35
40
42
48
49
56
63
64
72

Adding this value to the total number of lines occurring in eight-line metra produces the
sum of 176, which, when divided by four, yields forty-four.
The story that emerges from Walton’s numerology runs parallel to the narrative in
the dialogue proper. Lady Philosophy appears to the prisoner Boethius in order to console
him with the knowledge that although his fortunes have turned for the worse, theodicy is
no illusion. Those who have falsely accused him of treason and are responsible for his
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imprisonment will be punished, and virtue cannot be taken away as can fame, power,
pleasure, or health. The dialogue is an allegory of the material world and all its cares
being swept up into the realm of God’s providence and justice. Through his conversation
with Philosophy, Boethius learns to delight in God’s immortality on Earth, just as his
own life is coming to an end. Now consider the numbers. There are thirty-nine metra, or
three multiplied by thirteen (a number variously tied to misfortune and epiphany). Three
is a holy number signifying not only the Godhead but also the first contact with the plane
of earthly existence. But thirty-nine is also one digit shy of forty (or four multiplied by
ten). Four is the material number and ten the immaterial. The devotional hymns in the
Consolatione trap the prisoner between consummation and incompletion, between the
mortal and the divine, between the temporal and the eternal. His dialogue with
Philosophy is an allegory of the soul’s movement from material ignorance to spiritual or
incorporeal wisdom. Walton’s sly ordering of metra carries out this transformation on the
symbolic level of numbers, which are, of course, merely meters of another sort.
Science attributed Walton’s change from the eight-line stanza of Books One
through Three to the seven-line rhyme royal stanza in Books Four and Five to the poet’s
lack of skill, asserting that although Walton took on the stanza in earnest, he
soon found his limitations. The subject-matter refused to be remoulded
without loss. The stanza remained inexorable in its demands for rhyme. To
effect a reconciliation was to affect the unity of the whole. As a result, in
the first three books of the translation, where the eight-lined stanza has
been used, we find a preponderance of tags, and a tiring prolixity quite out
of keeping with the classical severity of the original. . . . Soon, however,
there was to be a change. The first three books had barely brought the
translator beyond the entrance to the maze. . . . All the translator’s care
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and ingenuity would be required for his subject-matter, and a less
restraining form of stanza would be necessary.66
According to Science, the eight-line Monk’s stanza asked too much of Walton as a poet,
and so in order to accommodate the dense philosophical content of the final two Books,
the poet sought a stanza less formally rigid. So the split reflects limitation, not ingenuity.
Walton altered his course because as the arguments grew progressively more elaborate,
he found he could no longer contain them in the stanza with which he began the poem.
I disagree. The numerological architecture containing and supporting the poem’s
allegory tells us that the change in stanzas, occurring after Book Three, from eight to
seven lines reflects subtler theological concerns. In the Pythagorean and Hebrew mystical
traditions, the number eight signifies justice, and so it is no surprise that Walton chose an
eight-line stanza as his metrical vehicle for the first three Books, which largely address
problems of injustice. And because eight represents four multiplied by two, its multiples
and divisions only increase the stanza’s symbolic import. The sum of two fours suggests
a search for justice that is all too earthly, too transient, and too unfortunate—something in
dire need of transformation.
Seven, however, as the sum of four (the material) and three (the Godhead), houses
a paradox that is crucial to the prisoner’s education. As an emblem of the Godhead—the
Holy Trinity—the number three signifies marriage and the gathering and binding of
souls. Seven, as the sum of the material and the eternal, implies virginity as well as a
reality accessible only through the intellect. Abandoning the eight-line stanza for the
seven following Book Three, Walton took up a new measure precisely at that moment
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when his prisoner contemplates the role of intelligence as an agent of spiritual reform. As
discussed above, throughout the Consolation Boethius refers to music as Philosophy’s
“handmaiden,” the mode through which God heals soul-sickness. Numbers not only
console but cleanse the spirit and make it sane. We have seen that the numbers four and
three lay the symbolic groundwork for the prisoner’s movement from self-pity to selfknowledge. By merging these numbers in the Troilus stanza the poet, following Boethius,
argues that to marry one’s soul to God preserves its virginity against earthly corruption.
And so the end of Book Three serves as a convenient place to switch stanzas, both
practically, as the argument turns from justice to joy, and symbolically, as the stakes rise
from worldly disappointment to eternal delight.
The Troilus stanza had already been inexorably linked to the Consolation by the
Boethian frame that imbues Troilus and Criseyde with much of its delicacy and sadness,
its irony, and its appreciation of the inconstant also fixes the rhyme royal stanza forever
in relation to Philosophy’s argument that happiness is not to be found in pleasure. (That
tenet in particular pays Chaucer dividends in the poem’s palinode.) By adopting this same
stanza in order to make a stand against romance, Walton struck at the heart of Chaucer’s
poetics, as he lobbied to replace antique tales of court intrigue, seduction, and betrayal
with a more sober and upbuilding enterprise: to restore music to her place by
Philosophy’s side as the handmaiden to knowledge. And by staging this metrical coup in
a translation of the Consolation, Walton quietly redefined his task as translator: to best
his rival by ennobling what Chaucer had merely made fashionable.
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Walton’s Decline
I have argued that the metra provided Walton both with the means by which to
challenge his rival metrically and with the opportunity to issue that challenge. I have also
argued that the challenge itself is two-fold and relies on a daring strategy of subversion in
which the challenger takes on the guise of his competitor in order nearly to be mistaken
for him. Walton’s use of clipped rhythms and his sounding of final –e create the illusion
of an alternating decasyllable. But by increasing the scope and incidence of apocope,
Walton demoted alternation from its place atop the constraint hierarchy. As a result, he
was free to provoke clashes that disrupt alternation, leading to rising cadences, radical
inversions, and severe elisions. Placing more of these rhythms in the metra, and
excluding from those sections clipped lines and other Chaucerian rhythms, Walton
deviously crafted a line that outwardly resembles the alternating decasyllable but does not
create the same metrical expectations. Its solutions to rhythmic problems differ
significantly, if very slightly, from the solutions sought by Chaucer’s decasyllable. In its
weight, risk, and riot, Walton’s line anticipates the fully bracketed foot meters of the
Elizabethans while paradoxically recalling the slower, grittier lines of pre-Chaucerian
English poetry.
Why then did Walton’s experiment, so popular in its own day, collapse? What
drove it from the metrical marketplace when less forward-thinking meters flourished?
There are no simple answers to these questions. On one hand, what sets Walton’s meter
apart from its competition is the exquisite subtlety and control of those qualities in the
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language that are variable and sensitive to misreading. In fact, it relies on them. But that
same subtlety makes the meter susceptible to decay, disinterest, and disappearance.
Ultimately it did disappear, overshadowed by new, more aggressive, unmistakable
inventions by two other young poets, Thomas Hoccleve and John Lydgate. Against their
bolder, brasher experiments, Walton’s elegant, understated mimicry could not last. It was
too hushed to be heard.
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Chapter 6: Thomas Hoccleve: from Penance to Petition

Chapter Overview
Thomas Hoccleve’s meter has been dismissed as addled, effeminate, or
uninteresting. Recently, a minority of critics have challenged that view, using the poet’s
holographs to verify that his meter is syllabically regular. Their studies confirm that
Hoccleve used final –e to secure ten syllables per line just as Chaucer used it to alternate
beats. However, even these critics reach no consensus on the role beats play in
Hoccleve’s meter. Most assume that beats play no role, and that the meter is indifferent to
both their number and placement. In a recent article, Judith Jefferson has argued that
although Hoccleve was sensitive to the number and placement of beats, his meter does
not have a requirement that five beats must occur in a line or that they must alternate.
Instead, iambic rhythms arise as a consequence of the syllable-counting constraint and
Hoccleve’s preference for rising rhythms. In this chapter I will dispute that reading and
show that Hoccleve’s decasyllables observe constraints on the number and placement of
beats. However, because Hoccleve ranked the alternating constraint below his syllablecounting constraint, when a rhythm threatened to violate the syllable constraint, he
abandoned beat alternation in order to secure the proper number of syllables. I will show
that Hoccleve adopted a radical and idiosyncratic style of stressing words and phrases,
and that when we take that style into account nearly all of the problematic rhythms can be
shown to alternate. Hoccleve’s meter, therefore, is highly regular, both syllabically and
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accentually, but it differs from Chaucer’s in two significant ways: it privileges the
syllable count over beat alternation and licenses stress shift in four specific environments
that Chaucer’s meter does not. However, we should not confuse idiosyncrasy with
incompetence. Hoccleve practiced a unique and rigorously controlled program of
matching strong syllables to strong metrical positions. However, his art was not
Chaucer’s, and so the peculiarities we resist in the younger poet’s rhythms need to be
reexamined in the context of their own meter, not in the context of a meter to which they
do not belong.

“Good Enough”
Censure and abuse clutter the earliest studies of Hoccleve’s meter. M.C. Seymour
offers a lucid survey of their collective odium: “In the first half of the twentieth century
he is largely praised for his chattiness, damned for his false metre on indefensible
grounds, and generally and patronizingly denied any competence in his craft.”1 Between
1892 and 1897, Furnivall published Hoccleve’s complete works for the Early English
Text Society. Soon thereafter one finds the poems being derided for their seeming
metrical whimsy. Furnivall himself may have set the trend by insinuating that Hoccleve
was not in full control of his prosodic faculties, a view later endorsed by Saintsbury and
Franz Bock.2 In the 1920s, Babcock accused Hoccleve of “affectation” in his handling of
final –e, smugly declaring, “we are dealing with a highly artificial language written by a
man who has little sense of rhythm, who is imitating not the spirit, but the letter.”3
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Undoubtedly she assumed that the letter he imitated was Chaucer’s. H.S. Bennett granted
that “at times [Hoccleve] gets beyond a mechanical counting of syllables and marking of
stress,” but, he continued, “the Chaucerian music, which he tried to imitate, eluded him
completely.”4 Reading these lines, one may be inclined to agree:
Tullius seith that frendshipe verray
Endurith euere how so men it assaile.
Frendshipe is noon to loue wel this day
Or yeeres outhir and afterward faille. . . .5 (Dialogue 344-7)
Even Jerome Mitchell, otherwise generous and accommodating, could not summon his
usual sympathies when discussing Hoccleve’s meter, admitting that “[i]f one had to pick
the aspect of Hoccleve’s poetic technique that has most caused his reputation to fall into
low repute, it would certainly be his meter.”6 The most scathing review came from
Hammond, who complained that “Hoccleve manages pentameter badly, and is insensitive
to the weave of stressed and unstressed syllables, so long as their number is constant at
ten.”7 She then embellished the insult by calling Hoccleve a “wooden versifier” who,
“not sensitive to the correspondence of syllables with verse-stress,” wrote “correct and
lifeless matter for publication.”8 It is not hard to see why E.G. Stanley, in his wellmeaning but ineffectual apology, cautioned readers to “remember that most critics have a
pretty low opinion of Hoccleve as a metrist.”9 In the minds of these critics, Hoccleve’s
versification disappoints the high standards set by Chaucer.
In the past thirty years, critics have turned to more tepid appraisals. Stanley
meekly declares the poet’s meter to be “good enough,” stating that although
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Hoccleve’s verse is . . . less regular than Chaucer’s in several respects, it
isregular enough for its regular lines to induce the reader who comes to
Hoccleve after enjoyment of Hoccleve’s master, Chaucer, to seek what
regularity he can in Hoccleve’s verse.10
In other words, his technique is not altogether a failure but neither is it very successful.
Seymour portrays Hoccleve as a timid apprentice to Chaucer, who never quite got the
meter wrong because he lacked his master’s audacity; and although he defends Hoccleve
as a competent metrist, Seymour too often interjects qualifiers that reinforce this portrait
of the weak-willed, timorous child lost in a game of men. He describes Hoccleve’s meter
as “technically simple,” a suitable tool for a poet who “never ventured beyond his master
into experiment” and was quite content to remain “within the modest technical control of
the line.”11
In general the apologies are unenthusiastic and therefore unconvincing, but they
have revived interest in Hoccleve as a metrist. Critical speculation on Hoccleve’s meter
has given rise to a bewildering array of templates. Ian Robinson proposed a sort of
medieval cousin to the “variable foot” of William Carlos Williams that freely mixes four
and five beats and varies the lengths of its lines by units of breath, and which, Robinson
insists, Hoccleve inherited from Chaucer. Writing at the height of the SouthworthDonaldson debate over Chaucer’s final –e, Fitzroy Pyle unwisely accepted Robinson’s
template, declaring confidently, and quite wrongly,
Undoubtedly poems in non-iambic decasyllables were written in the
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, by Ashby (as is never recognized),
and by Wyatt (as is sometimes vaguely suggested). It is generally agreed
that Hoccleve intermixed such lines with his iambics; and it is reasonable
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to suppose that his practice stems from Chaucer, though Chaucer is a great
deal more sparing in their use.12
Among whom it is “generally agreed” Pyle does not say, but as he, Southworth, and
Robinson seem to have been the only critics to hold this view, their agreement is of no
consequence.
Seymour and Norman Davis have both endorsed a correct but vague template that
“is generally the five-stress line.”13 Neither critic explains precisely what is meant by “the
five-stress line,” but we can assume that it corresponds (more or less) to the five-beating
decasyllable. Davis notes that a sufficient number of lines “justify the belief that
Hoccleve in general intended his verses to be read as five-stress lines.”14 And although
Davis and Seymour seem to confuse the distinct notions of beat and stress, their point is
nevertheless salient and, I believe, fundamentally sound, although it is also radically
incomplete, as we will see.
Burrow is more decisive, claiming that Hoccleve “is just as careful [as Chaucer]
about the syllable count” but that his rhythms are “uncertain.”15 Burrow attributes this
uncertainty to the influence of French syllabism, arguing that Hoccleve “may be better
understood as, say, an English Deschamps than as a latter-day Chaucer.”16 Comparing
Hoccleve’s metrical practice in the holographs to the practices of his French nearcontemporaries, Burrow finds a few striking similarities—techniques that Hoccleve does
not share with Chaucer but which abound in the French meters. Among them are hiatus at
the caesura and the assembly of “single author codexes” rather than verse miscellanies.
Such codices were quite common among Middle French poets like Deschamps but much
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rarer in England. According to Burrow, Hoccleve, attracted by the French habit, arranged
two collections of his verse into single author codices, now referred to as the Huntington
holographs.17 His organization of poems into books and syllables into lines left a Gallic
residue on the meter, so that Hoccleve “shows himself much more ready than Chaucer to
subordinate rhythmical considerations to the prepotent demands of the syllable-count,”18
a decidedly Continental preference. And in the preface to his outstanding critical edition
of the Complaint and Dialogue, Burrow affirms, “there can be little doubt that the prime
general metrical rule for Hoccleve, as for his French contemporaries, concerned the
number of syllables, not the distribution of stresses.”19 As I will demonstrate below, the
data do not support Burrow’s hypothesis, although they do help to explain why he
devised it. Hoccleve’s meter is extremely complex, and as my analyses confirm,
Hoccleve did place the syllabic constraint above constraints governing stress, including
beat alternation. However, it does not follow either that privileging the syllable count
aligns Hoccleve’s meter with those of French poets or that by ranking syllable counts
above alternating beats Hoccleve was disinterested in the distribution of stresses in his
line. On the contrary, his meter is so complex precisely because of its careful counting
and arranging of beats.
Initially, Duffell agreed with Burrow, writing that because Hoccleve “had no
Italian, he imitated Chaucer in composing decasyllables, but he tended to let the rhythms
within his lines look after themselves, as the French did.”20 But after analyzing
Hoccleve’s Complaint of the Virgin and a three hundred line sample of the Regement of
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Princes, Duffell reversed his position, arguing that “Hoccleve’s choice of language and
word order strongly favours an iambic rhythm.” His study finds that “approximately 93
per cent of Hoccleve’s lines are consistent with a constraint against strong syllables in
weak positions.”21 If Duffell is correct that Hoccleve adopted a constraint against placing
strong syllables in weak positions, then it is not possible for the poet to have written a
syllabic meter. Any template that is purely syllabic simply cannot produce lines 93%
consistent with alternating rhythms. It is statistically impossible. So although it is likely
true, as Burrow observes, that Hoccleve privileged the syllable count over all other
concerns, it does not follow that his rhythms will not be alternating or that the meter will
have no constraints on its beats. Hoccleve may have ranked the syllabic constraint
uncharacteristically high for an English meter, but, as Charles Blyth has noted, its high
ranking should “not be regarded as a key to reading Hoccleve’s verse.”22

Hoccleve and Syllabic Regularity
How do we know that Hoccleve wrote syllabically regular lines? In the late
1980s, Jefferson and Burrow began to publish articles on Hoccleve’s meter using the
holograph manuscripts to isolate the poet’s intentions. Perhaps owing to his own
experience as a scribe, or else to his long career as a servant in the Privy Seal, Hoccleve
took exceptional care with his grammar, so that even his spelling was extremely
regular.23 From the poet’s grammatical and orthographic consistency, Jefferson and
Burrow devised highly accurate rules for sounding syllables, including final –e. With
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those rules they then constructed a metrical profile for the holographs. Hoccleve, they
discovered, counted as carefully as he copied: his meter is rigorously syllabic.
Jefferson noted that of the seven thousand holograph lines, 35% have no internal
–e. Because they present no ambiguities of inflection or elision, or any other process
whereby a line may lose or gain a syllable, these 2,450 lines serve as a basis for
comparison for all other lines in Hoccleve’s corpus.24 Jefferson found that 95% of the
2,450 lines have ten syllables, strong evidence that he intended to write decasyllabic
verse. More powerful, however, is the evidence from lines with internal –e. In them
Hoccleve employed a battery of syntactic and lexical variants in order to keep to his
count of ten. Optional elisions present one strategy for reducing the count in cases where
the line has an unwelcome syllable. Conversely, where the line lacks a syllable, Hoccleve
enlisted pleonastic that, as in
And now as fisshes been with hookes kaght
And as that brides been take in a snare
The first line selects the conjunction as, whereas the second line selects its pleonastic
alternative: as that. The rationale is clear: in the first line Hoccleve needed one syllable
but in the second line he needed two. A similar vacillation occurs with syn and if.25 The
poet also used adverbial variants, selecting either fro whenne or fro whens depending on
metrical exigencies, and he varied verbal inflections:
Also yee holden ageyn pilgrimages (II 393)
What al is nat worth that yee clappe & muse (II 396)
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In the first line, inflectional –n on holden blocks elision and retains the weak –e. In the
second, clappe lacks the –n and elision is triggered, preventing the line from exceeding
the syllable count. According to Jefferson, forty-two times Hoccleve selected the –e
variant before a vowel in order to elide a strong past participle, and thirty-four times he
selected the–en variant in order not to elide, as in
Whos herf nat fownden is whan past is shee (XXIII 203)
Open –e kept the line from exceeding the count, whereas closed –en kept it from coming
up short. Moreover, “variation in the form of the prefix to the infinitive is one of
Hoccleve’s favourite methods of controlling the syllable count,” as in this pair from the
Letter of Cupid:
Men to seye of wommen wel it is best
And nat for to despise hem ne depraue. (187-8)
Variations between had and hadde and the participial inflections –yng and –ynge also
show Hoccleve working the grammar to his syllabic advantage. He even exploited
variants in the functional class in pairs such as than/thanne and before/beforn. The
significance of all this ambivalence is clear: when the poet needed a syllable to complete
his count, he chose the variant that supplied it, but when he either did not need that
syllable or else needed to get rid of it, he chose the eliding variant.
Jefferson’s article vindicated Hoccleve, if not as a metrist then at least as a
conscientious keeper of counts, grammars, and spellings: a superb bureaucrat. Two years
later Stanley agreed that “final –e is sounded with great regularity” in Hoccleve’s meter.26
The following year, in an essay detailing Hoccleve’s relationship to Chaucer, Burrow
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concurred, stating conclusively, “beyond doubt –e is syllabic in the disciple.”27 Preparing
his critical edition of the Complaint and Dialogue, Burrow turned these insights to
editorial praxis, using them as a basis for emending the poem’s first 665 lines.28 As he
explains,
Hoccleve took pains to ensure that his lines were both constructed and
spelled in such a way that their conformity to the syllable ‘rule of ten’
would be apparent to readers of suitable competence. In particular, he
evidently felt able to assume that such a reader would be familiar with the
rules governing unstressed e in verse of his kind.29
Acting as his own scribe, Hoccleve had total control over the construction and spelling of
his lines.30 But how could he have “ensured” that his readers, whatever their competence,
would recognize that the variants were in service of the syllable count and not some other
verse principle? According to Burrow, Hoccleve’s confidence in his readers could have
come only from their mutual familiarity with the rules of French meter, as well as their
shared knowledge of the poems of Chaucer and Gower. Hoccleve’s readers would
therefore have known what environments were appropriate for sounding final –e.31
Equally important, “the same readers evidently could be relied upon to know that <e>
was not always to be sounded.” These “deletion rules,” as Burrow calls them, are for the
most part not idiosyncratic to Hoccleve.32 Others, however, are particular to Hoccleve, or,
if not particular, then significantly more marked in other poets’ meters. For instance,
Hoccleve counts –ye and –ie as monosyllabic when unstressed but as disyllabic when
stressed. Burrow’s data also suggest that Hoccleve deleted articles only where indicated
orthographically; the same principle holds for word-internal vowels or vowels not subject
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to elision: “Merely orthographic e’s simply do not occur” in the holographs.33 On the
contrary, their presence signals a metrically necessary constituent and helps to fulfill the
syllabic rule that, for Hoccleve, is “a condition of metricality” without which the line
simply does not work.34

Hoccleve and Stress
One might expect a poet sensitive to the effects of final –e on metrical structure to
exploit it not only to complete his syllable count but also to alternate weaker and stronger
syllables. However, as Jefferson remarks, “there does not appear to be any relationship
between retention of final –e and possible variation in the stress pattern to support an
iambic metre.”35 So in general, Hoccleve did not take advantage of final –e in order to
enhance prominence contrasts, although he expertly managed it for other purposes. From
his handling of final –e we can infer that Hoccleve’s verse is decasyllabic. But as
Jefferson objects, the number of syllables in a line, for most poets, only partially
constitutes its meter. There is also the matter of stress to consider, and given the control
Hoccleve exerted over grammatical variants in order to secure his ten syllables, one
would expect him to use final –e to alternate beats. In fact, he did not:
The question then arises as to whether it was purely syllabic or whether it
had some additional organisation based . . . on a recurrent beat, whether
this be the five-beat line of iambic pentameter, or the four-beat line,
composed of two balanced half-lines, or in some other principle.36
Are the beats in his lines by-products of the syllabic constraint or are they intentional? If
they are not intentional, then why do so many lines alternate regularly? And if they are
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intentional, then why do so many fail to alternate? Jefferson argues that a meter of ten
syllables, with a fixed beat on the tenth, may plausibly yield many iambic lines without
stipulating either the exact number or the location of beats. Lines alternating in
prominence might arise simply as epiphenomena of the syllable constraint:
A high percentage of iambic pentameters would not therefore necessarily
imply that Hoccleve thought of himself as being confined exclusively to
five-beat lines or that all other lines were evidence either of ineptness or
error.37
Many of Hoccleve’s lines do seem to “teeter on the brink of the four-beat,” especially
when they begin on a clitic group whose host falls in the weak third position. Such lines
create conflict among the first two syllables, neither of which stands out as a clear
candidate for carrying the first beat, and the rhythm is therefore ambiguous:
And to brynge it aboute he faste wroghte (XXII 75)
Although such lines are not common, neither are they rare. Such rhythms led Jefferson to
conclude that the “syllable count was more important to him” than the rhythm was.38 For
instance, in many lines Hoccleve could have used grammatical variants to improve the
rhythm but he opted not to, as the variants in these cases would cause the lines to breach
their counts:
Weepeth and crieth as lowde as yee may (I 132)
*Weepeth and crieth as lowde as that yee may
Han artid me speke as I spoken haue (III 396)
*Han artid me to speke as I spoken haue
Lete on me flowe to pourge my blame (XVIII 93)
*Lete on me flowe for to pourge my blame
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Indeed, Hoccleve did not use the available variants in these lines. But as I will argue
below, his refusal is related less to the syllable constraint—although in each case the
variant would in fact topple the count—than to the fact that, read properly, the lines do
not lack a beat. Hoccleve’s constraint hierarchy required the count to be kept at all costs;
but in none of the lines Jefferson cites would the meter be threatened. The variant’s sole
function in them would be to secure a fifth beat, and no such fifth beat is missing.
In 2000, Jefferson returned to the problem of Hoccleve’s beats. Focusing on the
Letter of Cupid and the holograph sections of his Series, she posed two questions: what is
the relationship between Hoccleve’s rhythms and his syllable count, and can we use the
holographs to clarify his puzzling rhythms as we did to vindicate his count? Jefferson
begins, as she did in her prior work, by tallying the number of lines with no variable
stress pattern—lines whose rhythms conform to Chaucerian expectations. The first task is
to determine which syllables are prominent, and the most reliable cue for prominence is
stress. Jefferson takes a fairly conservative view, favoring “major-category words . . . to
bear strong sentence stress, while minor category words . . . have been considered to bear
weak sentence stress.”39 Lexical stress she regards as fairly inviolable, so that
monosyllabic roots rarely, if ever, cede stress to their affixes. Applying these standards,
she determines that Hoccleve did exploit opportunities to enhance beat alternation and
promote iambic rhythms. In her 3,648 line sample she counts 645 normative lines. Of
these, 338 scan as typically alternating lines and a further eighty, she claims, contain
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“juncture inversions” that change a sequence of syllables alternating from weak to strong
to a sequence with a clash:
And as they riden right in the hy way (XXII 183)
Jefferson observes that in the vast majority of these lines (seventy out of eighty), two
consecutive strong stresses belong to the same phrase and the first is subordinated to the
second. Rhythms with clashing stresses that share membership in a phrase are purported
to be more stable that those that do not, provided the clash occurs in a WS
configuration.40 The argument, which traces back to Kiparsky, reasons that a clash
between members of a prosodic domain is preferred in English verse to one in which the
clashing syllables belong to different domains. The subordinated stress throws weight to
the domain host (in this case way), which coincides with the strong position:
x x

/

/

x

x \

/

in the hy way  in the hy way
* * * *
* * * *
* *
* *
*
*
*
Increased prominence on the strong position binds the phrase into a rhythmic figure,
strengthening the line’s overall metrical shape and coherence. For Kiparsky, Tarlinskaja,
and Jefferson this stronger shape means less violence to the iambic rhythm. By contrast,
when the clashing constituents occupy separate domains, the same mechanism that seeks
to maximize domain strength may limit the reader’s ability to quickly and correctly
segment the rhythm and choose appropriate grouping preferences. If all other
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phonological conditions are constant, that rhythm runs a higher risk, in a metrical context,
of losing a beat. Consider Shelley’s
x

/ x

/ x

?

?

/

x

/

With frantic gesture and short breathless cry
Short and breathless belong to separate phonological phrases. But so do gesture, the host
of the first phonological phrase, and the clitic and in the second:

W

S W S W

S

W

S

W

S

With frantic gesture and short breathless cry
P

P

P

Despite occupying a strong position, and, as a clitic, is weak; its status within the phrase
prevents it from acquiring beat status without extraordinary effort from the reader. As a
result, it serves merely to bolster the strength of its host, short, which, problematically,
fills a weak position, terminates the domain, and clashes with the first member of the next
phonological phrase, breathless. Breathless, then, as the phrasal adjunct, first member of
the domain, and participant in a clash vacates its stress to support cry.
x

/ x

/ x

x

/

x

x

/

With frantic gesture and short breathless cry
This is only one way of reading the line, of course, but it is a valid and, I suspect, natural
reading, unless one strains against Shelley’s own style to slow the line to a stately pace,
thereby strengthening prosodic boundaries and retaining stress on both words—a
decidedly marked delivery. The location of the clash in the line and the interaction
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between domains encourage the reader to switch from a duple, five-beat to a dolnik, fourbeat meter. The switch is not obligatory, but it is the more effective choice rhythmically
and the less taxing perceptually.
By cramming clashes into a single prosodic domain, Hoccleve minimized the
rhythmic threat and protected the line from the sort of double audition we experience
when reading Shelley’s verse. However, even in the ten exceptions to this juncture
pattern Hoccleve found strategies to “moderate the threat to the five-beat rhythm.”41 A
common mitigating factor is rhetorical accent, as in
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

She paide and this man foorth she took with here (XXII 448)
Man in this context is not a very important word, and the demonstrative adjective,
identifying this one and not that, outweighs the noun it modifies. To Jefferson,
Hoccleve’s reliance on beat-confirming patterns and his mitigation of equivocating
patterns when they do arise suggest “at least a degree of sensitivity to the demands of the
iambic pentameter line.”42
Syncopated lines supply additional evidence that Hoccleve did not artlessly cast
his beats about. Out of forty-one “inversions,” twenty-seven occur at a syntactic break,
and when there is no such break, “it is often the case that the second of the two
consecutive strongly stressed syllables carries little semantic weight by comparison with
the first” and so likewise carries little risk of subordination or beat loss:
Wher no wight shall thee fynde and so quod he (XXII 222)
The good plyt which I feele wel that thow (XXI 487)
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In both of these lines the destabilizing words—wight and plyt—precede a phonological
phrase boundary that allows the reader to pause, lending more weight to the two nouns
and increasing their prominence. I see no reason to scan these as syncopated or
“inverted” lines: the phrases are monosyllabic and not clearly tilted toward inversion.
However, if we grant that they are syncopations, we may also grant that the stresses are
sufficiently light so as not to trouble the rhythm.
And although Hoccleve does not seem to have systematically used variants
involving final –e to alternate beats, occasionally he made use of grammatical variants,
such as the relative ordering of past participles and auxiliaries:
Where-as thow erred haast. Correcte it now (II 107)
*Where-as thow haast erred. Correcte it now
of copular be and its participle:
But this I seye he callid is Humfrey (XXI 589)
*But this I seye he is called Humfrey
and of verb and object:
And whan the man the pot hath by the stele (GVIII 50)
*And whan the man hath the pot by the stele
According to Jefferson, “[s]uch variation does not appear to be used by Hoccleve to
anything like the same extent in his prose,” suggesting that his use of the marked
syntactic structures must be metrical:
The hypothesis that Hoccleve was simply interested in writing rhymed
syllabics fails to provide an adequate explanation for this particular
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variation, since, in the examples considered above, restoration of the
normal prose word order would make no difference to either the syllable
count or the rhyme.43
Her contention, then, is that Hoccleve selected from his grammar the variant that
produces a normative rhythm, so long as that variant also satisfies the syllable count.
However, when the variant improved the rhythm but jeopardized the syllable count,
Hoccleve avoided it:
x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/x

/

Yee make me and me putte atte werre (XXI 819)
x

/ x / x

/ x

x / x

/

*Yee make me & putte me atte werre
In the construct, the order of the verb and its object requires the –e on putte to be
sounded, which gives the line eleven syllables, making it unmetrical, and so Hoccleve
rejected it. Jefferson concludes that “where the demands of the five-beat line and the
demands of the syllable count come into conflict, the demands of the syllable count take
precedence.” Hoccleve’s iambic rhythm is therefore a preference and not a rule. Whereas
the syllable count is a “metrical requirement,” the number of beats and their tendency to
alternate is a “statistical norm.”44

Problems with Jefferson’s Analysis
Jefferson argues, against Burrow, that Hoccleve was not a pure syllabist: his lines
show evidence of a concern with beats as well as syllables. However, for Jefferson, that
concern is stylistic rather than metrical. Hoccleve preferred to alternate five beats with
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five offbeats, but his meter did not require him to do so. In other words, his only
constraint—or “requirement”—was the syllable count. All else was a matter of choice
and chance. I disagree. My analysis confirms that Hoccleve’s primary concern was the
syllable count. But it also shows that Jefferson’s rules for phrasal and lexical stress cause
her to misread many of Hoccleve’s rhythms, so that she severely underestimates the
number of normative lines. When a more liberal framework is applied to these lines, we
find that Hoccleve faithfully obeyed constraints on beat alternation as well as the syllable
count, although he ranked the latter higher than the former.
But there are simpler objections to entertain. First, consider the lines that
Jefferson includes as examples of Hoccleve’s “preference” for “statistically normative”
rising rhythms:
And as they riden right in the hy way
Wher no wight shall thee fynde and so quod he
Yee make me and me putte atte were
I agree that the lines are normative: their rhythms are regularly alternating. But unlike
Jefferson, I do not believe that they are exceptional in demonstrating the poet’s sensitivity
to English stress. Throughout his poetry Hoccleve carefully tended to the beats in his
lines. Moreover, these lines in particular are not as rhythmically complex or difficult as
Jefferson claims. The first line, she notes, contains a clash within a single phrase rather
than dividing the clash between phrases. It is a clever reading. However, it is also
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unnecessary, as the phrase in the hy way is entirely monosyllabic, and one can just as
naturally place a beat on the article as on the adjective:
x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

And as they riden right in the hy way
Of course, Jefferson excludes this reading according to her rules of stress assignment.
Perhaps the clitic can be stressed and perhaps it can’t (after all, it occupies a strong
position and therefore qualifies as a clitic cadence, which suggests that it can take stress),
but in any case, it certainly can hold a beat. We do not need to make fussy distinctions
between sets of clashes.
This principle applies to the second line as well, which Jefferson scans as
syncopated, and to the third, which she feels requires unnatural effort if one places a beat
on the pronoun:
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

Wher no wight shall thee fynde and so quod he
x

/ x /

x

/

x

/x

/

Yee make me and me putte atte were
Again we find that each sequence is monosyllabic and therefore easily tilted, and that the
supposedly problematic word (shall, me) occupies a strong position, making it a good
candidate for a beat. Compared with her construct, the third line actually is much more
regular, even with the tilted rhythm and a beat on the pronoun, because the construct has
a double offbeat and therefore fails to strictly alternate:
Yee make me & putte me atte werre
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Similar problems arise when we compare her “unmetrical” constructs with the variants
that she claims show Hoccleve’s metrical intentions:
*Where-as thow haast erred. Correcte it now
*And whan the man hath the pot by the stele
What is problematic about ruling these rhythms “unmetrical”? Quite simply, rhythms like
these do occur in Hoccleve’s poetry, and not infrequently:
I putte cas that his foos him assaile (Regement 464)
*I putte cas that him his foos assaile
In fact, the construct scans much easier than the attested line, and Hoccleve could have
moved his into a weak position but he did not. More surprising is the verbal variant:
Han yee lerned your freend for to mistruste (Dialogue 323)
*Yee lerned han your freend for to mistruste
Such lines show that Hoccleve did not avoid the marked options Jefferson claims he
avoided. Moreover, the ready, rhythmically improved alternative that Hoccleve did not
choose in Dialogue line 323, in which the root of an inflected word is moved to a strong
position to avoid placing its lexical stress in a weak position, represents one of four
recurring contexts in which, I will argue, Hoccleve shifted the stress in order to keep the
line strictly alternating. In any case, the variants Jefferson claims ought not to occur do
occur, and the supposedly more secure readings, all monosyllabic and malleable, present
no rhythmic difficulties.
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A more substantive objection can be raised against her claim that the iambic
rhythms, although pervasive, are not “required.” One could argue that the same principle
holds for Milton’s meter. It is no less syllabically regular than Hoccleve’s, and it, too,
frequently risks falling into a four- rather than a five-beat rhythm. Like Hoccleve, Milton
also used marked syntactical variants both for metrical and for non-metrical purposes.
And Milton’s meter, again like Hoccleve’s, might be described as basically syllabic with
a “statistical norm” of iambic rhythms. Is such a description accurate? Does it adequately
distinguish between rhythms that are not preferred and those that are truly avoided? If
these rhythms are merely a “statistical norm” and not a “metrical requirement,” then what
motivated Hoccleve so often to adopt them? Why do we not find a diverse body of
rhythms and no statistical norm? Or a norm that is not iambic? Why privilege a single
rhythm? Conversely, if he was so fond of iambic rhythms and managed his lines
whenever possible to include them, why did he not make them a “metrical requirement”?
To call one pattern that always occurs a requirement but another that almost always
occurs a preference does not explain either’s occurrence or failure to occur; it merely
explains it away.
If we place it within the context of competing metrical constraints, the problem
becomes much less mysterious. Let us grant that Hoccleve’s meter includes a constraint
on the syllable count requiring every line to have ten syllables. If Hoccleve ranked this
constraint at the top of his hierarchy, it would be practically inviolable, and so we would
find very few, if any, lines that did not satisfy it. Let us also grant that the meter includes
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a constraint on beat alternation, but that the alternating constraint is ranked below the
syllabic constraint. Because it is ranked lower, the alternating constraint is more violable,
and when a rhythm places the two constraints in competition or conflict, the higherranked one will always prevail. So it is no surprise that we find that every line contains
ten syllables but that most lines are strictly alternating. The lower-ranked alternating
constraint fails more often than the higher-ranked syllabic constraint. But despite being
ranked below the syllabic constraint, alternation is no less a “requirement” and therefore
no less a part of the poem’s meter.
What if Hoccleve’s meter contains no alternating constraint and, as Jefferson and
Burrow claim, follows only a syllable-counting requirement and a rule ordering every
tenth syllable to receive a beat? What rhythms will be logically possible that are absent in
Hoccleve’s poetry? The line’s template would read as follows:
x x x x x x x x x /
Any position marked with an ‘x’ may or may not be a beat; the final position must be a
beat. Practically, of course, given the constraints on English word-formation and phrasebuilding, stresses naturally will form in the tangle of syllables:
/ x x / x x / x x /
x / x x / x x / x /
x x / x x / x / x /
As the line must consist of ten syllables, the minimum number of stresses per line is four:
no more than two unstressed syllables can intervene between stresses. But because a beat
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is not the same thing as a stress, even an English meter, in principle, can contain only one
beat—on the final syllable. (The line needs at least one beat in order to be perceived as a
metrical unit.) Alliterative meters, for instance, may space beats at an arbitrary distance
that exceeds the limits for stress assignment so long as the gap between beats can
comprise a perceptual field, because stress is only one quality among many that
determines how prominent a syllable will be. Hoccleve’s syllabic meter, then, would
contain no fewer than four stresses per line and no more than ten. Only one beat need
occur.
/
Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire! Fire!
+s +s +s +s +s +s +s
+s +s +s
Of course, we find no rhythms like this in Hoccleve’s poetry, and so we must accept that
the meter has a constraint on beats. Moreover, because we very rarely find four-beat
rhythms such as those above, we must accept that the beat constraint is alternating. (If it
were not, we would have no way to rule out the rhythms that do not occur or occur only
very rarely.) Therefore, in order to grant even that iambic rhythms are a statistical norm
in Hoccleve’s meter, we must first concede that his meter obeys an alternating constraint.
This constraint restricts the number of beats per line to five and therefore undermines the
hypothesis that Hoccleve wrote in obedience solely to a syllabic requirement. Such a
template would not require its syllables to alternate in prominence, and without such a
principle we can establish no correspondence between syllables and beats. In other
words, in order to argue that a line even has a statistically normative number of beats, we
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must include a beat constraint in the meter, for without one we have no way of excluding
the logically possible rhythms that do not occur.
But there is another, more elemental flaw in Jefferson’s argument. It surfaces in a
telling aside halfway through her analysis. In the middle of her inventory of strategies
Hoccleve used to improve his rhythms, she writes,
if we discount those lines where juncture inversions and trochaic inversion
occur in conjunction with undesirably placed syntactic breaks, it is clear
that approximately three quarters of the 645 lines without variable stress
problems which we have been considering are comparatively regular
iambic pentameters which can be scanned either with completely regular
off-beat and beat or with only one inversion per line.45
Why would we discount one-quarter of these lines? If we dispense with the technical
language, we find that the lines she refers to are precisely those that do not fit her profile:
Whan al is doon / al this worldes swetnesse (Dialogue 258)
Six marc. That sit to myn herte so colde (Regement 935)
The clitic groups (in bold) comprise “trochaic inversions . . . with undesirably placed
syntactic breaks.” The breaks are “undesirably placed” because in order to feel a beat on
myn, the reader must pause between the clitic and herte, its host. The prosodic boundary
between these two constituents is very weak, and any attempt to make it stronger by
lingering on myn will be linguistically marked, metrically artificial, and aesthetically
unconvincing. The problem is that such patterns occur too often in Hoccleve’s meter to
be dismissed as accidental but not often enough to imply a meter free from syllable and
alternating constraints. Jefferson’s reading cannot account for these rhythms.
Nevertheless, they need to be explained, not only because of their “Goldilocks” rate of
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occurrence—not so rare as to be insignificant but not so common as to be clearly
meaningful—but also because they differ dramatically from the usual order of
prominences: from weak to strong. For example, Jefferson claims that Hoccleve shuffled
words from their usual prose syntax in order to avoid placing a beat in the line’s weak
seventh position. This claim is contradicted by Tarlinskaja, who notes that Hoccleve’s
incidence of stress in non-ictic positions, although generally comparable to Chaucer and
Lydate’s, nearly doubles theirs in the seventh.46 One need only look to the two above to
read lines in which Hoccleve could easily have inverted the syntax to protect the position
with no threat to the syllable count but chose not to do so. There must be more to
Hoccleve’s meter than Jefferson hears.

Language Change, Stressing, and Rule Competition
Using the holographs, Jefferson and Burrow confirm that Hoccleve fastidiously
kept his lines to a count of ten syllables. My analysis of 8,088 lines in four poems
supports their conclusion: for Hoccleve, the highest metrical priority was the syllable
count. Against Jefferson, however, I argue that Hoccleve’s meter does include constraints
(or “requirements”) controlling both the number of beats per line as well as their
distribution. Like Chaucer, Hoccleve alternated beats with offbeats; his meter therefore
contains a constraint on beat alternation. The normative iambic rhythms that Jefferson
considers a preference, I will show, follow logically and necessarily from the poet’s
ranking of the alternating constraint below the syllable-counting constraint. In order to
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satisfy the alternating constraint, Hoccleve wrote rhythms that match beats to strong
metrical positions. But where those rhythms threatened the higher-ranked syllablecounting constraint, Hoccleve abandoned beat alternation and protected the syllable
count. My analysis demonstrates that Hoccleve’s priority may have been the number of
syllables per line, but that the priority on counting syllables does not rule out constraints
on the number and placement of beats. In fact, it validates them. Hoccleve’s idiosyncratic
stressing has misled critics into thinking the meter purely syllabic or rhythmically sundry.
As I will show, however, Hoccleve adopted rigorous (if eccentric) rules for stressing
English words and phrases and followed those rules as carefully as he kept his syllable
count.
Sixty-two years ago, Alan Swallow proposed a more liberal view of medieval and
early Modern stressing than many critics and linguists would accept today. Concerning
the early Tudors, he wrote, “[t]here is some indication that both syllabification and
accentuation were either wrenched or at the time naturally so pronounced that some of
the lines which we now find ‘rough’ were read as regular pentameters.”47 His readiness to
read “rough” lines as pentameters with “wrenched” stress may be more practical and
historically faithful than it seems. In part due to the (arbitrary) importance given to
Chaucer’s language and versification, we have devised overly restrictive rules for stress
assignment in late Middle English poetry. Chaucer manipulated—selectively—certain
features of an archaic dialect in order to practice new metrical techniques. His
conservatism, like Gower’s, was a stylistic preference and not a definitive grammar of
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late fourteenth-century London English. Other poets had more progressive preferences
and some had preferences, neither conservative nor progressive, that simply led nowhere.
From Chaucer’s poetry we have generalized rules about Middle English grammar, but as
a poet and not a representative sample of native speakers, Chaucer is no standard against
which to judge the “correctness” or efficiency of other poets’ practices. Their art did not
follow the same laws as his.
When a language enters a state of rapid and widespread change, it activates new
licenses that, if adopted, become the standards of competence for later generations. At
any given moment during the transition, multiple rules compete for prestige status. The
rules are not arbitrary: the language inherits them from prior synchronic states. But the
process of change destabilizes the constraint hierarchies that determine where, and when,
and to what extent these rules apply in a performance. As a result, where previously there
had been a preferred or standard rule—final –e only on words descended from Old
English weak declensions, for instance—many different rules become available and a
speaker (or poet) may follow the older rule, any of the newer ones, or both. For instance,
poets may observe the rule on final –e and write schwas on all words descended from Old
English weak declensions, apocopate the weak –e, or analogize it to inorganic
environments. In such states, a rule may be more marked at one time and less marked at
another; or else it may fluctuate in markedness or have indeterminate status. But in each
case, it remains a possible, functional rule. Poets working in states of linguistic diversity
and change, as we see presently, for instance, in creole communities, are not bound by
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either the most conservative and “correct” rules or the most liberal. They are free to move
among them. When new prestige forms take root, recognized norms for dialects and
languages emerge. In retrospect, the competing rules seem to be participating in a lottery.
By chance one rule survived when another did not. Those who inherit marked rules that
do not survive may appear later to have “gotten it wrong.” But the marked rules were no
less viable at the time than rules that survived to become standardized.
Hoccleve’s style of stressing was extreme, and like so many experiments born of
diversity, it did not survive. However, it was also systematic, rule-governed, logical, and
predictable. To us, Chaucer’s preference for placing lexical roots in strong metrical
positions seems lawful and sane. But it was one option among many, and Hoccleve’s own
style, which I will discuss at length below, was not wrong but merely an alternative to
Chaucer’s. While not as enthusiastic as Swallow, Tarlinskaja also accepts the possibility
that some fifteenth-century poets were less wedded to lexical roots than were others. In
her massive survey, she found significantly more nouns with “word-building affixes” in
non-corresponding (strong) positions in Hoccleve’s meter than in the meters of other
poets.48 Word-building, or derivational, affixes turn one part of speech into another and
generally retain some vestigial stress, and so they are reasonable sites for stress shifts to
occur:
x

/

affix

Of the stynkynge errour that he was ynne
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Hers is the first strong evidence that Hoccleve practiced a more radical style of stressing
than generally is acknowledged. Although many medieval poets shifted stress to wordbuilding affixes, Hoccleve did so much more often that they did, and this willingness to
engage the marked form may indicate a more flexible prosodic grammar than Chaucer or
Gower obeyed.

Hoccleve’s Meter: Evidence from the Poems
In order to avoid scribal interference, Jefferson and Burrow restricted their studies
to Hoccleve’s holographs. Unfortunately, none of the holographs contains Hoccleve’s
longest poem, The Regement of Princes, and so it was excluded from their analyses. In
1999, Charles Blyth prepared a new edition of the poem using their conclusions as an
editorial policy. And because those conclusions come from evidence gleaned from the
poet’s own copies of his work, Blythe’s emendations restored the Regement to a secure
state in which it can be confidently studied, a reconstructed “holograph” copy.49 I have
therefore included all 5,463 of its lines in my sample. As Hoccleve’s longest and least
studied metrical work, it is an ideal place to start.
From the holograph evidence, we can assume that the poet intended every line in
the Regement to have exactly ten syllables. We can further assume that any orthographic
–e that cannot be elided must be sounded. More important, though, because we know that
every line must have ten syllables and that all orthographic final –e’s must be sounded,
we can deduce which words in the line must undergo stress shift. Final –e is lost in open
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syllables unless it is immediately preceded by stress. If a participle, for example, is
stressed on the inflectional affix—as in knowynge—then it retains –e. If it is stressed on
the root—knowynge—then the –e is lost. We can deduce, then, that stress shift is required
if a final –e that is metrically necessary can be gained only by moving stress to the
syllable immediately preceding the final –e. Otherwise, the line would lack a syllable. In
the Regement, ninety-three lines (or 1.7% of the total number of lines) involve such a
shift. This trend suggests that Hoccleve was willing to extend stress shift to lexical and
phonological environments that conservative poets like Chaucer were less quick to
consider. Some environments, such as the second syllable of a trisyllabic participle or a
recent French loan, are less marked:
x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/

Seekynge reste, but certeynly shee (72)
x

/ x/x / x

/

x

/

And from folie sonner her withdrawe50 (158)
Other environments, such as established loans or the second morpheme in native
compounds, are more marked:
To the taverne qwikly I me spedde (626)
All that swetnesse torne shal to galle (1299)
For that conceit nat to presthode longith (1414)
Of my lyflode. God be my refut! (1799)
Unless we shift stress to the second syllable in each word in bold, the final –e on which
the line depends will be lost. We can therefore conclude that in at least 1.7% of all lines
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in the Regement Hoccleve practiced a less orthodox, although not ungrammatical, style of
stressing. We should also note that the shifts in these lines are indisputable, for the
syllable count requires that they occur. Furthermore, in each of the ninety-three cases in
which syllable count motivates a shift, the resulting rhythm is more iambic.
Not all candidates for stress shift affect the syllable count. Some affect only the
number of beats or their placement in the line. What does one make of them? In the
Regement there are 202 lines (or 3.7%) in which a lexical stress may be shifted to a
strong position in the line (from a weak position) in an “eligible” candidate. (An eligible
candidate is a word in which stress shift is accepted by convention, as in honour or
stynkynge.) In such cases, the shifted stress has no effect on the syllable count but it does
gain the requisite number of beats and aligns them with the line’s strong positions:
Fortunes strook doun thraste estat rial (23)
Of the stynkynge errour that he was ynne (301)
Whan that we for hemself laboure and wryte (1538)
Mankynde to profyte and nat to dere (2233)
And kyndlith hate undir pryvee silence (4795)
(Note, incidentally, that in line 2233 Mankynde also must shift stress in order to retain
analogical –e.) In the first line we have a nominal shift; in the second line an adjectival
shift; in the third and fourth lines verbal shifts; and in the fifth line a functional shift in a
preposition. The regular shifting of stress to strong positions in the line, where the beat is
expected, in words uncontroversial and therefore eligible for such shifts supports the
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hypothesis that Hoccleve counted both the number of beats and their placement as well as
the number of syllables. Poets such as Gower and Chaucer permitted stress shift in these
candidates, but they did not exploit the possibility nearly as often as Hoccleve did.
Compared to his elders, the younger poet took fuller advantage of the inherent plasticity
in these words, preying on their indeterminacy in order to mold the language to his line
rather than the line to his language. The high incidence with which these words appear in
WS positions, taken together with the evidence that he shifted stress in order not to
undermine the syllable count, suggests that Hoccleve was less anxious than his
predecessors, as well as many of his contemporaries, about playing in the periphery of the
language, where the line between marked and unmarked options is less definite due to the
competition among phonological and prosodic rules in the core—a common, blurry
phenomenon in language change.
Not all cases of stress shift are so unproblematic, however, and it is in the more
challenging or controversial candidates that Hoccleve’s art most clearly asserts itself. The
evidence above supports the hypothesis that the Regement meter is some form of
decasyllable that counts the numbers of beats and syllables, and prescribes the placement
of beats. But 161 lines (or 2.9%) have the proper number of beats in the right positions
only if we wrench lexical stress in words not conventionally eligible for stress shift:
Justice deffendith possessions (2512)
Al his angire and his irous talent (2326)
Thogh that wommen desyre sovereyntee (5113)
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Of this helpith no contradiccioun (5135)
On the surface, the lines read as swinging, four-beat dolniks or as pseudo-counterpointed,
proto-Hopkinsian sprung rhythms:
/ x

x

/ x

x

/ x/

Justice deffendith possessions
/ x

/ x

x

/ x /

x /

Al his angire and his irous talent
In either case, they appear to falsify the hypothesis: the second example has the right
number of beats but fails to place them in an alternating pattern; and the first neither has
the right number of beats nor places them in an alternating pattern.
A closer look, however, reveals that eighty-nine % of unorthodox (“ineligible”)
candidates occur in one of four very specific contexts, a pattern highly suggestive of
stress shift. (The remaining 11%, or eighteen lines, comprises an “unjustified” category,
which I discuss in detail below.) The first context involves words in which a shift is not
justifiable on grammatical or philological grounds but which Hoccleve seems to have
uniquely licensed. For a word to qualify as a candidate in this category, it must meet two
criteria. First, the word must be head-heavy—that is, stressed on its first syllable. Second,
it must consistently occur in a WS position. If both criteria are met, we can assume that
the word, for whatever reason, was specially licensed by Hoccleve to undergo stress shift.
Forty lines (30.7% of the marked group) feature a candidate of this type:
x

/

x

/

x /x

/

x

/

Thogh that wommen desyre sovereyntee
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Examples of words other than wommen that are uniquely licensed include familial nouns,
such as fadir, modir, and doghtre; and peple, profyt, and spirit. All are disyllabic. Why
Hoccleve licensed these words is not metrically relevant, although it may be
phonologically interesting. What matters metrically is their distribution, which is
consistent with a licensed category: it is closed, it is systematic, and it is marked.
The second context concerns inflected content words in which stress is shifted
from the root to the inflectional suffix: if a verb, to –eth or –ed; if a noun, to –es. There is
some evidence from other poets of the period that inflectional suffixes that are closed by
at least one consonant, even if the vowel is reduced, may take the beat and perhaps even
host primary stress:
x

/

x /

x

/

x / x /

Of this helpith no contradiccioun
x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/ x /

The sonne and moone and the sterres also (5140)
Seventy-nine lines (55.2% of the marked class) involve an inflectional suffix that, if
given the beat, secures the necessary number of beats as well as their expected
distribution in the line. Why would we entertain such a radical claim? Three reasons
support it. First, the incidence is statistically too high to be accidental; it indicates design.
Second, such inflections not uncommonly take the beat in trisyllables even when primary
stress is not adjacent:
x

/

x

/ x

/ x / x

/

What brethren Cousins felawes and mo (Lerne to Dye 893)
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The closed syllable, however weak, protects the reduced vowel, and it therefore does not
require an adjacent primary stress to prevent apocope. (Furnivall conceded this point.51)
Third, even if stress does not shift in such circumstances, we nevertheless must grant that
an unstressed syllable under these conditions may take the beat. A beat does not need
stress. All it needs is a pulse to target; the language then must ensure that whatever
material is to fill that pulse must be perceptually salient (e.g., it must meet the
requirements for syllable well-formedness). Shifts from the root to an inflectional suffix
in disyllables, of course, are highly marked. Primary stress in a trisyllable may anchor the
inflection, however slightly, giving it just enough heft to hold the beat without acquiring
markedness. This anchoring effect is not possible in disyllables, and so the beating of an
inflection requires stress shift. Should the shift not occur, adjacent primary stress would
render the inflection incapable of holding a beat.
How can an inflectional suffix bleed primary stress from its root? Phonologically,
the event is not altogether implausible. By closing the syllable, a consonant doubles the
moraic length—its “weight” or “heft.” With two morae rather than one, the syllable is
fractionally stronger and longer; it may then pass from the prosodically impossible-tostress to the possible-but-unlikely-to-stress. Being unlikely rather than impossible does
not necessarily mean that the shifts are genuinely sanctioned, only potentially so. But the
incidence and distribution of these highly marked figures, and the precedent in trisyllabic
inflectional suffixes, give us good reason to suspect that despite their markedness the
shifts are licensed.
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The third context concerns a seemingly arbitrary correlation between stress shift
and initially-stressed disyllables whose second, weak syllable is comprised of a rhotic
sonorant. The correlation, however, is not as arbitrary as it appears. Sonorants may
comprise a syllable even without a vowel, as in the words little and bird, in which the
pre-sonorant vowels, although orthographically indicated, are not pronounced: / lɪɾl / and
/ bɹd /. Sonorants are phonotactic peaks and would therefore be candidates for bearing the
beat. Six lines (4.2% of the marked class) contain such candidates, as in
Al his angire and his irous talent
Here primary stress migrates to the weak second syllable, attracted by the high sonority
of rhotic / ɹ /. If not for their frequent occurrence and regular distribution, the shifts would
be highly suspect. Moreover, many of the rhythms that Jefferson lumps together as
excluded figures that upset the beat alternation present a rhotic sonorant on the offending
weak lexical syllable in a strong position:
Of the straunger for whom the suyte hath he (1521)
Straunger is the host of a clitic group. If its lexical stress falls in the weak third position,
then the line cannot establish a contrast between levels of prominence for the first four
syllables. The rhythm is uncontrolled. However, if lexical stress is moved to the closed,
sonorant second syllable, a beat lands on the sensitive fourth syllable, which in turn
triggers a beat on the second proclitic:
x

x

/

x

x

/

x

/

x

/

[Of the straunger] for whom the suyte hath he
C
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x

/

x

/

[Of the straunger] for whom the suyte hath he
Internal reorganization of the clitic group restores eurhythmy and brings the line into
accordance with an expectation for alternating beats. The pattern is not uncommon in
Hoccleve’s meter, especially at the beginning of the line, where the first two syllables
almost always comprise proclitics to a disyllabic host, head-stressed, whose second
syllable satisfies the criterion for shift.
The final context concerns retraction of primary stress from a word’s root syllable
to its prefix. Fourteen lines (9.8% of the marked class) involve retraction to a prefix. In
fact, every time stress is retracted in the poem, as well as throughout Hoccleve’s entire
corpus, it retracts to a prefix. There are no instances in which stress retracts to a syllable
that is not a prefix. The correlation between retraction and the prefix is exhaustive:
Justice deffendith possessions
Here, the verb, which is typically stressed on its medial, root syllable, retracts its stress to
the prefix. Without constraints on both the number and location of beats in the line, we
have no way of explaining this phenomenon.

Stress Shift and Beat Placement
In the Regement there are seven instances of unorthodox shift in which moving
the stress does not affect the number of beats and is therefore not required to satisfy any
constraint on beat number, only on their placement—an alternating constraint. We can
explain these lines using the same criteria for the four contexts above. The only
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difference lies in the result: a more eurhythmic line that already has five beats rather than
a line that must shift stress in order to secure five beats:
And pees, sore is meeved therwith; but we (5319)
Even if we do not shift stress in this case, we will have five beats:
x

/

/ x

/ x

x

/

x

/

And pees, sore is meeved therwith; but we
However, the candidate, meeved, satisfies our criterion for inflectional suffixes, so we
may invoke it to improve the line’s rhythm:
x

/

/ x

x

/ x

/

x

/

And pees, sore is meeved therwith; but we
For now let us ignore the (potential) syncopation and its double offbeat, events to which I
return below. Here what is significant is the inflectional shift, licensed by the closed
syllable. Had the inflection been a final –e, which is open and reduced, containing but a
single mora, no such shift would be possible. In fact, final –e is the only inflection that
cannot under any circumstances be stressed (although as a third syllable in an initiallystressed trisyllable it may take the beat.)
Where does this leave the hypothesis that Hoccleve shifted his stresses more
freely and radically than Chaucer? If we exclude those cases in which an irregularity
meets the criteria for any of the four environments listed above, only nineteen lines in the
poem (0.34% of lines or 11% of unorthodox candidates) contain genuinely unjustified or
unexplained stress shifts, and we may legitimately regard these candidates with
suspicion. Perhaps they are licensed in a way that is unclear, or they may simply be bad
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lines, whether scribal or authorial. In either case, they occur so infrequently that they do
not influence the hypothesis one way or the other. However, these conclusions can guide
our analysis of the many lines in which ambiguously stressed monosyllables may or may
not secure five alternating beats. Lexical stress is more constrained than phrasal stress,
and so a poet’s handling of the first may offer clues to his handling of the second. In the
Regement, 128 such lines occur (2.3% of its total lines), of which 112 (87.5%) involve
the shifting of phrasal accent from the host of a clitic group to its proclitic in a WS
position; sixteen (12.5%) involve moving the accent from the head of a phonological
phrase to one its constituents. We know that Hoccleve took unusual and compelling
liberties with lexical stress but that he did so systematically. If we extend the same
principle to his treatment of monosyllables, we may accept a more liberal reading of lines
that fix the beat on a clitic:
x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/ x /

At the port of despeir he may arryve (273)
x

/

x /

x

/ x

/

x /

Of the prudent knyght, more may profyte (3985)
Emphatic lexical stress on despeir anchors the first example, in which a clitic (the) must
take the beat for the line to alternate. That lexical stress introduces the possibility of
parsing the preceding clitic group so that the determiner rather the noun takes the beat
(although probably not the phrasal accent), which in turn allows the attributive genitive in
the following clitic group to take the second beat. This sort of restructuring is possible
because the relationship between a weak monosyllable and a beat is freer and more
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flexible than the relationship between a weak syllable in a lexical word and a beat. As we
have seen, the unstressed syllables in lexical words, such as inflections, may receive the
stress, the beat, or both, but they do so only in very specific contexts. This stricter control
is due largely to their being bound by two domains at once, the lexical and the clitic. By
contrast, monosyllables are bound only by the clitic group. They are a degree of freedom
removed from the lowest planes of the prosodic hierarchy, where rules that assign stress
are the least pliant. As a consequence, a heavily tilted rhythm in a clitic group is less
marked than stress shift within a lexical word that is not conventionally eligible for
restructuring.
Recurring patterns are another clue. Hoccleve did not randomly tilt such rhythms.
Most cases of monosyllabic tilt take one of two forms. If its domain is the clitic group,
the tilt occurs in a determiner or prepositional phrase paired with a copular or modal
verb:
x /

x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

A fo; and swich was the pees of Iudas (5077)
If its domain is the phonological phrase, the tilt generally occurs in a binominal structure
headed by a preposition, as in [prep[lexical word[lexical word]]]:
x / x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

In o plyt; thus nat wiste I how to tourne (63)
Tilting on this level, of course, is less strained and marked than on the clitic level for
precisely the same reason that tilting in a clitic is less marked than unorthodox lexical
shift: the higher in the hierarchy an event occurs, the more freedom it enjoys. But both
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forms of tilting are common enough in Hoccleve’s verse for us to suspect that they are
deliberate. If Hoccleve consistently wrenched stress in lexical items and tilted rhythms in
clitic groups and phonological phrases, and if in each case the result is a more regular
line, as it is, then we have good cause to believe that these idiosyncrasies are licenses
intended to keep an alternating beat. Neither strategy benefits the syllable count but both
appear only in particular environments and always enhance the contrast between beats
and offbeats. The logical inference is that the licenses serve an alternating constraint.

“Non-Alternating” Lines
At this point we might conclude that Hoccleve’s decasyllable is just a more
progressive version of Chaucer’s or Walton’s. But a complication arises when we
consider seventy-eight lines (or 1.4% of the poem’s total lines) that meet the criteria for
syllable and beat counts but cannot do so without failing to alternate. These “nonalternating” lines of ten syllables and five beats show no consistent distribution of beats:
If that us list for to sue Thy grace (739)
Of his owne free wil and lust, that whan (1152)
In order to sound final –e on sue and on owne, syllables required for the count of ten, we
must reverse the rhythms beginning with the clitic group of which they are a part:
x

/ x /

/ x /x

x

/

If that us list for to sue Thy grace
/

x

/ x

x

/

x

/

x

/

Of his owne free wil and lust, that whan (1152)
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The only alternative to reversing the rhythm—an unhappy strategy—is to trigger a
syncopation between the clitic and its host, an unhappier strategy. Reversal seems the
more plausible and generous solution. Of the seventy-eight lines, twenty-six (33.3%)
involve non-alternating beats within a phonological phrase; fifty-one lines (65.4%) work
on the level of the intonational phrase. A single line (1.3%), likely an error, fails to
alternate between two clitic groups. The implication must be that the constraint on
alternation, although a priority in Hoccleve’s line and therefore a very real part of his
meter, may be suspended when it conflicts with either the syllable or the beat count. It
must be ranked, therefore, below them.
Another aspect of Hoccleve’s meter that distinguishes it from Chaucer’s is its
fairly widespread use of syncopation. In fact, due to the survival of the holograph copies,
Hoccleve’s is the only medieval meter to which we can definitively ascribe syncopation.
His constraint on syllable count makes any nine-syllable line unmetrical by definition.
Clipped or headless lines therefore cannot occur in Hoccleve’s meter, dispelling the
specter of acephaly. So whereas in Chaucer’s poetry a final –e in the line’s second
position may be subject to apocope, in Hoccleve’s it is not. Any such syllable must be
counted, and because final –e uniquely cannot receive stress, any line in which an –e
occurs in a weak position must be syncopated. Robust evidence comes from initiallystressed disyllables in the first two metrical positions. In the poem, seventy-nine lines
(1.45%) include such syncopations. We know, then, that Hoccleve syncopated at least
one and a half lines per every one hundred:
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/ x x /

/ x

x

/ x

/

Hadde beforn vexed my poore goost (9)
/

x

/

/

/ x x

/

x

/

Stonde in hard plyt. Sone, be waar, rede I (1733)
(Note that the second example features a probable “radical inversion”—syncopation
followed by a stress clash.)
An additional 230 lines (4.2%) involve likely syncopations: rhythms that strongly
suggest syncopation but that cannot with certainty be ruled out as stress shifts. Of these,
109 (47.4%) mark a boundary between phonological phrases, whereas 113 (49.1%) mark
a boundary between intonational phrases; and eight lines (3.5%) mark a boundary
between clitic groups. 96.5% of probable syncopations, therefore, segment the rhythm at
prosodic domains at or higher than the phonological phrase. (As we saw in Chapter Five,
phonological phrases are instrumental in guiding our rhythmic perceptions, such that
disturbances below the phonological phrase create ambiguity whereas those above it do
not.) Hoccleve’s line consistently exploits boundaries at least as high as the phonological
phrase, making the line stronger, more concrete, and easier to read, perhaps in order to
balance the flamboyant stressing that so often weakens and complicates it:
Castels by feith dreden noon assailynge (2210)
The second syllable of dreden is closed and therefore allows stress to shift to the suffix.
And although it is far more probable, given the phonological phrase boundary that
precedes dreden, that the line is syncopated, we have no way of proving that it is.
Nevertheless, the high rate of occurrence supports such a reading.
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Hoccleve’s Metrical Profile
Hoccleve’s radical (but rule-governed) stressing confirms that he, like Chaucer,
wrote in a meter that alternates. However, the statistically significant number of nonalternating lines indicates that unlike Chaucer Hoccleve accepted rhythms that violate the
alternating constraint. When a constraint is violated, we can infer that it is ranked lower
than other constraints that are violated less often or not at all. Because no line in the
Regement fails to meet the syllable-counting constraint (SEQ), that constraint must
outrank the alternating one (ALT), as seventy-eight lines (1.4%) do fail to alternate.
(Mediating these constraints is DOM, which, by dividing the line into two cola,
guarantees five beats, even when they do not strictly alternate.) Beat constraints are
therefore very much an active component in Hoccleve’s verse design and no mere
“statistical norm.” We expect to find few, if any, violations of the syllable count because
it is the highest ranked constraint. Similarly, we may expect a handful—not many—
violations of the beat count when the line must choose which to satisfy: SEQ or DOM.
Finally, we may expect slightly more—although still very few—violations of the
alternating constraint when the line must choose either to satisfy DOM or ALT. When a
conflict arises between them, and one must be violated, the line will defy whichever
constraint ranks lower in the hierarchy. In Hoccleve’s meter, that constraint is the
alternating one. Nevertheless, it is a constraint, and the poet will violate it only to satisfy
higher-ranked constraints such as SEQ and DOM. We should infer from its violability
that it is not metrically “required.”
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This profile correctly predicts 99.8% of the lines in Hoccleve’s Regement of
Princes. Only eleven lines (0.2%) cannot be accounted for. Seven of these lines would
require syncopation to occur between a clitic and its host; if syncopation does not occur,
the line cannot secure five beats but nevertheless contains ten syllables:
Is for to flitte fro place to place (1371)
And although it is hypothetically possible for such a boundary to be targeted, it is highly
unlikely to be. Four lines cannot be made to register five distinct beats by any means and
must therefore be classified as purely syllabic or unmetrical. But as the lines comprise
0.07% of the total number of lines, they are statistically irrelevant.
The total number of irregular lines, then, including all unjustified stress shifts and
all unmetrical lines, is twenty-nine (0.5%). If we include non-alternating rhythms in this
group (we should not), the total rises to 107 (1.8%). 0.2% of lines meet only the syllable
count requirement, and 1.78% meets only the syllable and beat requirements. Therefore,
98.2% meets all three requirements for syllable and beat counts and beat alternation. This
number gives us strong evidence that Hoccleve’s meter includes constraints on all three
and that the iambic rhythms are not merely statistically normative. If monosyllabic tilt is
disallowed (it should not be), the percentage of regular lines drops to 95.88. If the four
contexts for shift are disallowed (they should not be), the percentage drops to 94.59.
Because its lowest possible count of normative lines is 94.59% and its highest is 99.8%,
the poem’s tolerance is 5.21. Tolerance calculates the range of ambiguity within which a
reader’s expectations can be satisfied. Inside that range the metrical schema can be
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confirmed and the reader’s expectations satisfied. In Hoccleve’s case, the range itself is
significant. Even if we apply the very strictest measures for alternation, beat count, and
syllable count, only a little over 5% of lines are unmetrical. As I have argued, an
alternative ranking that places SEQ above DOM and DOM above ALT fits the
philological evidence and correctly accounts for 99.8% of all lines. But because language
change and transmission make any inquiry into Middle English meter inherently
uncertain, it is better to calculate the tolerance and mark the limit of our knowledge than
to propose categorical rules.
This profile applies equally well to Hoccleve’s other poems, including those that
survive in autograph copies. In the 448-line lyric La Male Regle, 100% of lines meet the
syllable requirement; 97.8% meet the syllable and beat count requirements; and 97.13%
of lines meet all three requirements for beat and syllable count as well as beat placement.
If we disallow the four contexts for Hoccleve’s stress shift, the figure drops to 94.45%,
and if we further disallow monosyllabic tilt, the lower limit is 91.35%. Its upper limit is
99.4%. The poem’s tolerance, then, is 8.05, or 2.84 percentage points higher than in the
Regement but still quite narrow. All figures except (tolerance) nearly duplicate those for
the Regement, and so the metrical techniques in the two poems are practically identical.52
In Durham’s Lerne to Dye (938 lines), 99.8% of lines satisfy the constraint on the
syllable count; 97.7% satisfy the requirements on syllable and beat counts; and 96.95%
meet all three requirements for beat and syllable counts and alternation. If we disallow
monosyllabic tilt, the percentage drops to 91.55. If we further disallow all shifting
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conditions for unorthodox candidates, its lowest limit is 87.75%; its upper limit is 98.7%.
The poem’s tolerance, then, is 9.8, higher than in La Male Regle, suggesting that
Hoccleve wrote more ambiguous rhythms as he aged.53 And finally, of the Complaint and
Dialogue’s 1,239 lines, 100% satisfy the syllable constraint; 99.76% of lines satisfy both
the syllable and beat constraints; and 97.7% of lines satisfy all three requirements for beat
and syllable counts and alternation. If we disallow all conditions for unorthodox stress
shift, the percentage of regular lines drops to 94.19. If we further disallow monosyllabic
tilt in phrases, the lowest limit is 88.79%; its upper limit is 99.8%. The poem’s tolerance,
therefore, is 11.01.54
Let us pause for a moment to consider these comparisons. How do the poems
stack up against the metrical profile I have proposed? In all four, beats frequently fall on
a determiner or other function word that modifies a content word or on auxiliaries instead
of main verbs. The meter then, privileges clitics over hosts when the beat count is at risk.
In all four poems, the meter consistently shifts stress from the root to its affix, either by
retraction to a prefix or by propulsion to a suffix; in fact, all instances of retraction
involve shift to a prefix. (The lone exception is desclaundred, a French loan whose first
syllable is absent in the original Latin.) Furthermore, in no poem does the incidence of
unjustified shifts exceed 11%; in no poem is the unique license for shifting below 22%;
in no poem does the rhotic shift reach 10%; and, finally, only in La Male Regle does shift
to a closed inflectional suffix play no role significant role; in all other poems the rate of
occurrence exceeds at least 38%.
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Figure 6-1

Stress shift in unorthodox candidates
% of occurrences

60
50
40
30

Regement

20

La Male Regle

10

Lerne to Dye

0

Complaint/Dialogue

In all four poems Hoccleve used hyperbaton to build prosodic boundaries that otherwise
would be unavailable in order to license syncopation:
x

/ x /

/ x x

/ x /

Thogh I of hir haue no benefice (La Male Regle 103)
*Thogh I haue of hir no benefice
*Thogh I haue no benefice of hir
All four poems shift stress in a lexical word in order to secure a syllabic –e and no poem
varies from any other by more than 0.48% in this practice. All poems shift stress in
eligible candidates in order to secure five beats, and no poem varies from any other by
more than 2.3% in lexical shift. In the two late poems, incidences of phrasal to lexical
shift are approximately equal, where in the two earlier poems lexical shifts outnumber
phrasal shifts by more than one-third, suggesting, against the claims of Jefferson and
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Burrow, that Hoccleve did subtly change his technique over the years, unlike, for
instance, Chaucer.
Figure 6-2

% of eligible candidates

Ratio of phrasal to lexical stress shift
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More evidence that Hoccleve’s technique changed over time can be found in the
rates of syncopation or displaced beats. Once again, the later poems differ from the
earlier poems, with the former showing higher incidences than the latter, although no
poem varies from any other by more than 3%. Higher rates of syncopation suggest a more
radical, confrontational metrical delivery, one more conspicuously at odds with
Chaucer’s somnambulistic movement from offbeat to beat. The conventional portrait of a
static metrical style, then, can no longer be offered to describe Hoccleve’s verse. All of
the available measures suggest that as he developed, Hoccleve evolved his art into more
experimental, more challenging, and more difficult strains of his original Regement
meter.
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Figure 6-3

Syncopation in four poems by
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However, the most revealing comparisons involve constraint failure and tolerance. No
poem exceeds 3% in total violations, and only a single poem contains a violation of SEQ,
the constraint that checks the syllable count.
Figure 6-4
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As Figure 6-4 illustrates, violations against the alternating constraint (ALT) steadily rose
as the poet got older, suggesting again that his technique was not static. More nonalternating, five-beat lines imply a more experimental and confident poet. But most
important, we see that the violations against the three constraints are very similar among
the four poems, a trend that lends considerable support to the hypothesis that alternating
constraints operated in tandem with syllabic constraints in Hoccleve’s meter.
Tolerance in the four poems, ranging from 5.21 to 11.01, again suggests that as
Hoccleve aged, he subtly altered his technique. A margin of 5.8 between the highest
tolerance range, in the Complaint and Dialogue, and the lowest, in the Regement of
Princes, is not terribly striking, but it is enough of a difference to indicate that the poet
relied more heavily on ambiguous rhythms in his later work. And although Hoccleve’s
meter can never be called simple, it did grow more complex as time went on, particularly
in the slight rise in its violations against ALT—equivocations not in the number of
syllables or beats but in the arrangement of beats within the line. In later poems Hoccleve
pushed harder against the strict alternations between beat and offbeat, permitting a
greater number of rhythms that cannot be read definitively one way or another. In other
words, although the differences are faint, his rhythms took on an ever-increasing rabbitor-duck quality, so that audiences needed to consider more variables in each line before
settling on a preferred reading. From these figures we can conclude that Hoccleve did not
write iambic pentameter. Neither did he write a Chaucerian decasyllable. His meter,
although also decasyllabic, proposed an entirely new rationale for meeting readers’
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expectations. Rather than use the beat to control variations in syllable count, Hoccleve
reversed the order, using consistency in the count of syllables to control rhythmic
variation.
Figure 6-5

Tolerance ranges in four poems by
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Due to the presence of beat constraints, we can accurately describe the meter as
alternating, but the alternation is subordinated to counting. In this respect it is, as Burrow
correctly argues, more French than Chaucer’s meter. But by no means is it a French
meter. Hoccleve was no syllabist, although he did privilege syllables.
It is the meter’s constraint ranking that separates it from the meters of Walton and
Chaucer and that lends its rhythms their strange, Gallic ghostliness. Although only a
small minority of lines violates ALT, that minority is not negligible, and the force of
those lines, even in the midst of thousands of lines that by any Chaucerian standard are
regular, significantly alters the reader’s expectations. Even ranked below SEQ and DOM,
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ALT is a powerful constraint. Nevertheless, Hoccleve was prepared to violate it, at times
rapaciously, although never too frequently, in order to satisfy the other counting
constraints. This alone disqualifies it either as a pentameter or as Chaucer’s decasyllable.
It is, rather, a meter all its own, kin to Chaucer’s but no clone of it.
It is possible at this point to posit a set of rules for Hoccleve’s meter, keeping in
mind, as always, the rules are normative rather than categorical, and that in any event a
metrical “rule” is never more than an approximation of readerly expectations. Bearing
that in mind, I propose the following ordered rules for Hoccleve’s meter:
1. Shift stress to secure an inflection for a metrically required syllable.
2. Shift stress on an eligible candidate to secure the requisite number of beats per
line or their alignment with the metrical grid.
3. Shift stress to an inflectional suffix if it is closed to secure the requisite
number of beats or their alignment with the metrical grid.
4. Shift stress on a uniquely licensed candidate to secure the requisite number of
beats or their alignment with the metrical grid.
5. Retract stress from a root to a prefix to secure the requisite number of beats or
their alignment with the metrical grid.
6. Shift stress to a rhotic sonorant to secure the requisite number of beats or their
alignment with the metrical grid.
7. Retract phrasal accent from a host in a clitic group to its proclitic only if beat
alternation can be confirmed on a monosyllabic content word or lexical stress
in the following clitic group.
8. If (1-7) threaten the syllable count, abandon alternation.
A further delivery rule may be added, although it is not ordered with respect to any of the
other rules:
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•

Syncopate the meter on a phonological phrase boundary or higher, and more
rarely on a boundary between clitic groups.

Together these eight rules constitute Hoccleve’s metrical grammar. We have arrived at a
comprehensive and descriptively adequate inventory of that grammar. Now we must
explain what motivated it. What drove Hoccleve to invent such an exasperating verse
design? Why build structures too complicated and frail to bear the weight of the
imagination? Even Burrow has argued that “Hoccleve’s decasyllabic verse was a delicate
creation, extremely vulnerable to even the slightest of scribal variations.”55 With so many
working parts, the meter was bound to fail.

A Petitioner’s Poetics
“It is not surprising that certain of Hoccleve’s own poems should have been
attracted into the Chaucerian orbit”56—a plain but necessary remark. Whatever the exact
nature of their relationship, the older poet’s influence on the younger is self-evident.
Whereas other poets, such as Walton and Lydgate, paid lip service to the master,
depositing unelaborated homage like blank checks or canned laughter, Hoccleve’s
modesty topoi seem uncomfortably sincere and specific. The pose can at times look more
like a permanent posture, a slouch, and at such moments the rhetorical gesture of
genuflection takes on an altogether different meaning: not the compulsory curtsy before
authority but an apology, an admission of weakness, a sad self-belief. One is reminded of
the effacing acts of Charles Lamb before Coleridge, of Coleridge before Leighton, and of
Leighton before St. Paul: a history of deliberate self-disappearance. D.C. Greetham notes,
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the topos [diminutio] can in fact be used as an ironic stick with which to
beat one’s predecessors. The pose is all, for it provides the poet’s
invention with a respectable heredity, gives scurrility, obscenity, libel, or
aesthetic deficiency a decent cover, and yet allows the work great freedom
and independence through the apparent artlessness and objectivity of the
narrator.57
Certainly this is Walton’s intent when he invokes Chaucer in his Translator’s Preface
precisely at the moment he declares himself incapable of translating the work. It is also
clearly Lydgate’s goal in the half-hearted name-dropping that litters the Siege of Thebes.
Hoccleve’s purpose seems different. But I do not believe it to be an expression of
true anxiety. John Bowers observes that “the notion of patrilineal inheritance was already
formulated within a generation of the poet’s death in 1400 when Hoccleve sought to
place himself in this family tree of immediate literary descendants.”58 According to
Bowers, the spectacle of Hoccleve’s moping modesty “dramatizes [his] legitimacy as
heir.” Perhaps Hoccleve’s morbid and continual reminders that Chaucer is dead and no
one—especially not Hoccleve himself—will ever match the dead man’s accomplishment
were intended to draw as much attention as possible to the unique fact that Hoccleve
alone among the young poets personally knew the decedent. Such intimacy certainly
would make Hoccleve’s claim to the inheritance stronger, and the more he protested, the
more his audience would remember that only he had lost a friend—indeed, a “father,” as
he refers to Chaucer in the Regement—as well as a tutor. So with each confession of
incompetence came an insistence—subtly concealed—that only Hoccleve knew the
secrets of Chaucer’s art. Only he, therefore, would be in a position to communicate that
secret to a new generation of listeners and readers.
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Bowers finds evidence for the relationship in “[c]lose similarities in metrical
practices, especially the use of final –e.” Although “close similarities” may be something
of a hyperbole, Jefferson and Burrow have argued that the uses of final –e in Chaucer and
Hoccleve’s meters are indeed similar. For Bowers, the resemblance hints at a relationship
not with Chaucer but, perhaps more significant, with Adam Pinkhurst, the Ellesmere
scribe “with whom Hoccleve collaborated on the Trinity College Cambridge R.3.2
manuscript of Gower’s Confessio Amantis.” Their grammatical habits in particular,
strikingly alike, hint at something "almost amounting to a teacher-student relationship.”59
Hoccleve’s competition may have read Chaucer’s works, but he had actually worked
alongside Chaucer’s favorite scribe. That experience not only gave Hoccleve a rhetorical
advantage over poets like Lydgate, who knew Chaucer second- or third-hand through his
poems, but also apprenticed him to Chaucer’s metrical technique:
By working jointly on a transcription of the Confessio Amantis with the
two scribes who also produced the landmark manuscripts of the
Canterbury Tales—Hengwrt, Ellesmere, Harley 7334, and Corpus Christi
198—Hoccleve took a hands-on role in manufacturing the literary works
by the authors whose standing at the head of the English tradition he
labored so diligently to promote in the Regiment.60
What better fortune for the perennially unfortunate Hoccleve than to have known the
man, to have studied with his scribe, and to have copied Chaucer’s own work as a scribe
himself? On the parabola of medieval myth-making—that inverted mirror in which
reputations are made by declaring oneself unworthy of being read or remembered—these
experiences would have proved useful and encouraged Hoccleve, at every opportunity, to
recount his losses, to memorialize his master, and, most crucial of all, to broadcast his
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incompetence. In the scramble to mourn the loss of England’s only home-grown
authority, Hoccleve had won the right to grieve.
Hoccleve’s self-presentation as a literary orphan—the fatherless child of
Chaucer—connects strangely to another defining quality of his modesty topos.
Throughout his work, in references to Chaucer, in complaints of his own domestic
hardships, in allusions to the vague handiwork of Fortune, Hoccleve petitioned the
afflicting force, whether absent father, diseased soul, noncompliant employer, or
Universal Mind. Hoccleve summoned these powers not merely to prostrate himself
before them but also to ask them for something—resurrection, sanity, wages, better luck.
Through his conversation with the old beggar, for instance, Hoccleve’s double in the
Regement interpolates broad moral and religious musings with commentary on the
banalities of being poor. In one passage he confronts the heresy of the Lollards and in
another he carps on the back-pay he’s owed by the Privy Seal. Splitting the poem’s long
prologue, these seemingly unrelated anxieties for social and cosmic justice and domestic
hygiene never fully synthesize. In fact, as Blyth observes, “from the lofty and learned
tradition of Boethian dialogue with which it begins” the poem quickly degrades into an
airing of grievances and insecurities. The precipitous fall from dialogue to diatribe mocks
at the noble Boethian sentiment that ostensibly justifies the poem itself, turning the
dialogue into a common begging poem.
It is one of Hoccleve’s more marvelous tricks. For Lady Philosophy he substitutes
a beggar and in place of the wronged prisoner he casts himself: restless, insomniac,
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petulant. The work opens wisely enough, with the speaker lying on his bed, unable to
sleep, made lame with the “fruyt of bittirnesse” as he wonders about the dark forces that
buffet him about:
Bysyly in my mynde I gan revolve
The welthe unseur of every creature,
How lightly that Fortune it can dissolve
Whan that hir lust that it no lenger dure. (15-8)
Soon enough, however, these lovely fits of empathy yield to more earthly and selfinterested worries, such as injuries to his health that he suffers as a result of losing his
annuity (953-9); his bad fortune for not being poor his whole life, which at least would
have prepared his body for adversity and deprivation (960-6); and the toil of physical
labor:
Wrytyng also dooth grete annoyes thre,
Of which ful fewe folkes taken heede
Sauf we ourself, and thise, lo, they be:
Stommak is oon, whom stowpynge out of dreede
Annoyeth sore; and to our bakkes neede
Moot it be grevous; and the thridde ouye eyen
Upon the whyte mochil sorwe dryen. (1016-22)
With each complaint he moves us farther from the penance of Boethian introspection and
dialectic and nearer to petition, from which he can extract power by leveraging his
grievance against the authority of his benefactor. We are a very long way from Walton.
Ethan Knapp argues that Hoccleve’s work as a bureaucrat played a significant
role in framing the “antagonistic revision” binding him both to the model of Boethius in
the Regement and to the example of Chaucer in his career as a poet. He explains,
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the cultural energy for this revision stems from Hoccleve’s partisan
membership in a new, emergent class of secularized bureaucrats. It stems
also from the world of textual production they inhabited, not the court of
love but the court of chancery, where . . . texts that are neither initially the
product, nor in the end, the responsibility of any one author.61
As the Westminster offices that employed Hoccleve separated from the king’s household
in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, a new civil service began to grow up
around the business of writing, fostered by the demise of French and Latin as
documentary languages. The emerging bureaucracy in which Hoccleve participated, and
from which he drew both his living and his inspired dissatisfaction, haphazardly
dispensed its pensions to laborers still too close to the king’s influence to object very
strenuously to not being paid. This practice sponsored a new age of begging in which
“successful petition [was] best achieved through the strategy of insistent selfdenigration.”62 The stoicism extolled in Walton’s translation found no home in the
Westminster offices. Indeed, how could it? Contemplative piety and its medium, dutiful
suffering, make little sense in an environment crackling with earthly ambitions. Among
the fevered hurry of the wizened, not the wise, it was material comfort and financial
stability that most mattered. Consolations were not the right crop for Westminster’s busy
soil. Instead, parodies of penitential lyrics, such as La Male Regle, took root there.
It is not hard to see why. Inconstant payments, repetitive actions, and melancholy
tasks turned patience and knowledge into obstacles to advancement in a culture in which
only by quietly complaining could one secure one’s income, be promoted to marginally
less trivial responsibilities, or gain more than arthritis and bad eyesight from one’s work.
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Moreover, as Knapp writes, the documentary work itself “is necessitated by the fact of
death” and is therefore a kind of “supplement” to human life.63 A major function of the
Westminster offices was to record for posterity any transactional effects of lost life:
inheritances, debts, wills, exchanges of properties, levies. In a very real sense,
documentary culture makes permanent in script the impermanence of flesh, transforming
the actions of a living beings into dead letters, suspending time. According to Knapp,
Hoccleve’s Regement is a poem about this fact, a poem that consistently
connects physical vulnerability to scribal labors and that rejects the lures
of Boethian consolation in favor of the deferral of both consolation and
endings.64
As lines 1016-22 make perfectly clear, the connection is not wholly symbolic. There is a
perverse irony in the fact that the preserving activity, writing, ultimately ruins the body
that practices it. Begging, then, for Hoccleve, served two purposes at once, both
concerned with the “patrilineal inheritance” occasioned by Chaucer’s death. First, it
announced his unique relationship to authority. By mourning the losses of his mentor,
money, and health, and by meekly supplicating for their restitution—impossible in the
first instance and so all the more effective—he stripped his competitors of their
legitimacy. Only he had enjoyed Chaucer’s favor and guidance (whether real or
simulated through his collaborations with Adam Pinkhurst), and so only he could claim
the inheritance. Second, it challenged the reigning Boethian frame and renovated the
modesty topos. No medieval poet could claim his own authority, for any creative act
represented a tacit challenge to God’s ultimate authority. “Political cover” was required.
As the trope of erasure, diminutio gave poets the license to build their reputations and
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seek acclaim while ostensibly shunning both.65 So the begging pose, whether in the form
of the orphaned son asking his father to return, the neglected civil servant soliciting his
pay, or the stained body seeking mercy before God, supplied Hoccleve with his rationale
both for rivaling Chaucer and for engaging Boethius not with routine concurrence but
rather with “a skepticism that has exceeded one philosophical system without moving to
another.”66
We find the same tactic at work in Hoccleve’s other poems. Ellis describes the
Series, of which the Complaint and Dialogue are one part, as an allegory of reintegration,
with the poet, a solitary and excommunicated figure, begging, in this case, not for pay or
tuition but for community.67 As an act of ingratiation, he kindly invites his audience to
judge him as he lets himself “be seen working in the now of textual production.”68 This
gesture associates him with his rival, Chaucer, as it simulates the dyadic ethos of the
Canterbury conversations, with their many false starts and interruptions. But, more
importantly, it also distinguishes him from Chaucer, who “does not generally admit” to
revision, improvisation, or any other risk of failure—except where that failure is framed,
controlled, and crafted as part of the literary design. By contrast, Hoccleve seems all too
willing to perform, and performance is only partially scripted.
Hoccleve settled on such a complex meter when simpler models would have
sufficed because a more transparent meter would not have communicated so exquisitely
its author’s petitionary ethos. Hoccleve needed the apparent awkwardness, the fitful gait
of his rhythms, to sell his ethos to an audience. However, he also needed not actually to
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be fitful, to write rhythms cleaner and wittier than a casual listening may suggest. His
solution lay in the ambiguities in his master’s meter: in the uncertain bond between beat
and syllable; the blurred boundary between fashionable French stressing and Gallic
pretention; and, most significant, the wealth of prosodic and phonological options for any
given rhythmic event. In order to make himself heir to the dead poet’s meter, Hoccleve
first had to deform it, to take its rhythms, already equivocal, and blur them with an array
of odd accents. The suggestion of deafness would justify his overtures to incompetence,
but the order embedded within the irregular—the systematic behavior of his exceptions—
would prove how carefully he had heard what Chaucer spoke.

Ascent and Extinction
The tactic worked. From the extant manuscripts, we know that the Regement was
one of the six most popular poems of the fifteenth century, read and annotated even into
the Tudor period.69 Forty-three manuscripts of it survive, compared with forty for
Gower’s Confessio Amantis, thirty for Lydgate’s Fall of Princes, and twenty-three for
Walton’s de Consolatione.
However, unlike Chaucer’s and Lydgate’s, Hoccleve’s work, with the sole
exception of the Letter of Cupid, mistakenly printed in Thynne’s 1532 edition of
Chaucer, never went to press. Despite his manuscript popularity, he was, as Greetham
notes, “promptly ignored by Caxton and the other . . . printers who fixed the canon of
vernacular literature.”70 Hoccleve’s fall from fame is made all the more pathetic or
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poignant by his steady support of political and religious orthodoxies.71 As Bowers grimly
summarizes,
Despite all of its early prestige . . . the Regiment did not permanently
secure its place as a literary masterpiece. . . . William Caxton chose not to
print it. Renaissance readers took little notice. There was no complete
printed text until Thomas Wright’s edition for the Roxburghe Club in
1860.72
More poignant is the fact that Hoccleve himself had been so instrumental in forging the
tradition from which he came to excluded. Bowers suggests that by acting as his own
scribe Hoccleve may have sealed his fate for future readers. Up to this point we have
considered the holograph copies to be blessings, as they record the poet’s metrical
intentions. When a fair copy (if he made one) left the medieval poet’s hand, it came under
the control of another hand, and often many sets of hands, whose job, in theory, was to
copy what was written without altering it. But as we know, scribes did not practice
“theory” and many tampered with their sources either through negligence—drunk,
fatigued, or bored, their attention or interest divided—or else deliberately through the
belief they could improve or correct their exemplars. When the fair copy passed to the
scribes, it became, at least temporarily, the property and responsibility of other minds.
Typically, editors rejoice at the discovery of autograph copies, for they eliminate
this stage of textual transmission, where scribal interference distorts or corrupts the fair
copy. But modern editors do not see the materials with fifteenth-century eyes. Their
problem—to recovery the poet’s design from a hazard of scribal reproductions—was not
the problem of medieval poets, whose task was neither archival nor archeological.
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Fifteenth-century literary culture thrived on ambiguity, a quality the editor regards as a
nuisance but which medieval poets required in order to practice their art. When Hoccleve
excised ambiguity from his poems, he may have damaged their worth for younger poets.
So it is possible and even likely that Chaucer’s successors deplored the very same
definiteness and fixity that modern critics find valuable. Ownership of the product may
have discouraged imitators. Perhaps that is why Hoccleve had none:
Ironically, Hoccleve’s increased control as a copyist over his texts did
little to secure his status as a canonical figure. Whereas Chaucer exercised
less rigorous control over textual transmission . . . the instability of his
textual remains evidenced by the disarray of the Canterbury Tales at the
time of his death did not undercut his position as an author. To the
contrary, the open-endedness and inchoate structure of his final
masterpiece actually rendered him a stronger cultural figure. The obvious
incompleteness of his oeuvre invited imitators and other entrepreneurial
talents to compose their own textual supplements in works such as The
Siege of Thebes, The Kingis Quair, The Testament of Cresseid, and The
Canterbury Interlude and Tale of Beryn.73
Overly fixing his remains may inadvertently have led Hoccleve to block later poets from
misreading his work, effectively isolating him from the intergenerational process of
adaptation and appropriation through which younger writers built their reputations. A
too-complete copy left little to imitate for the very reason that it could not be misread. Its
form was overdetermined.
Hoccleve, like Walton, bloomed early and soon wilted. Why did Caxton decline
to print a poem like the Regement of Princes, despite its enormous success decades
earlier? It had exhausted its usefulness for new poets. It could be read but it could not be
misread, and so it ceased to be important. Bowers notes that
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After the early success of his Regiment, Hoccleve gradually ceded his
position to an altogether unlikely rival, the monk John Lydgate from Bury
St. Edmunds, a writer whose religious vocation and provincial location in
East Anglia otherwise seemed to disqualify him as a complete outsider.74
Indeed, Lydgate was an outsider. The urban, professional, bureaucratic culture mastered
by Hoccleve and despised by Walton was as alien to the monk as his would have been to
them. On first consideration, then, it does seem rather strange than Lydgate and not some
strapping Londoner rose to take Hoccleve’s place as Chaucer’s heir apparent. But as we
turn to that monk in the next chapter, we should recall that in Lydgate’s lifetime, Bury St.
Edmunds was no provincial backwater but a rich, literate milieu and a crucible of
ambition. It was the focus of many failed efforts to advance sons, nephews, promising
male prospects. It is not as unlikely as it may seem that the most prolific poet in our
literature emerged from the cloistered libraries of East Anglia.
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Chapter 7: John Lydgate’s Memory Machine

Chapter Overview
Lydgate has never been regarded as a competent versifier. Even critics who lobby
to rehabilitate Hoccleve’s metrical reputation generally agree that there is little, if
anything, to salvage in Lydgate’s. In this chapter I will show that Lydgate was a superb
metrist. In my analysis of 18,092 lines (approximately 13% of the poet’s output), I show
that Lydgate’s meter is not hemistichic, as is often asserted, but neither is it a ragged
imitation of Chaucer’s alternating decasyllable. On the contrary, Lydgate’s meter differs
markedly from Chaucer’s, although both poets alternated beats with offbeats in order to
contrast levels of syllabic prominence. Unlike Chaucer, Lydgate placed an alternating
constraint below the constraint on colon boundaries. This re-ranking allowed his meter to
tolerate “broken-backed” rhythms that delete a weak syllable at the caesura and
hypercatalectic rhythms that add one:
x

/

x

/

/ x / x /

That foundid was, as bi liklynesse (Temple of Glas 18)
x

/

x

/

x x

/

x

/ x /

That was forwrynkled bi craft of Dedalus1 (Temple of Glas 84)
Of course, neither rhythm occurs in Chaucer’s poetry. By re-ranking the constraints,
Lydgate transformed the caesura from a stylistic ornament into a metrical constituent. In
Chaucer’s meter the pause can occur anywhere, but in Lydgate’s meter it must occur
between the second and third beats. Only medially do we find the rhythms that
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distinguish the two meters, and their restriction to the line’s middle is a logical and
necessary consequence of Lydgate’s demotion of the alternating constraint.
However, I will also show that the “broken-backed” line so casually associated
with Lydgate was not, in fact, his most common irregular rhythm. Rather, Lydgate
adopted Chaucer’s headless or “clipped” line as his preferred rhythmic variant. As we
saw in Chapter Three, Chaucer occasionally omitted a weak syllable from the line’s
beginning, violating the syllable count but not disturbing the alternation of beats. Lydgate
aligned his meter with Chaucer’s by borrowing the technique. However, he personalized
it by reversing Chaucer’s habit of placing the first beat in a clipped line on a strongly
stressed lexical word; Lydgate’s headless lines typically open on weak function words.
The difference is slight but significant, as it binds the two meters together even as it
divides them.
Finally, I will show that when Lydgate did “break the back” of the line by
deleting a weak syllable at the caesura, his method was anything but arbitrary. In fact, his
use of the rhythm rivals and perhaps surpasses anything Chaucer accomplished as a
versifier. Lydgate used the rhythm frequently enough to startle his readers’ expectations
for a strictly alternating beat. The missing syllable forces readers to revisit the line as they
explore alternative interpretations. But Lydgate never used the rhythm so often that it
threatened or confused the metrical set. This bait-and-release tactic—challenging the
reader with strange and sudden rhythms only to return to a strictly alternating series of
beats—comes to a climax in the Troy Book and The Siege of Thebes. Both poems are
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commentaries on and revisions of poems by Chaucer—The Siege of Thebes quite literally
“continues” the Canterbury Tales—and so they are logical places to look for increased
numbers of broken-backed lines. (Where better to market one’s metrical invention than in
the poetry of a rival?) And indeed, in those two poems we find more broken-backed lines
than in any other poem Lydgate wrote. However, we also find more ambiguity in those
rhythms, making it more difficult to determine whether the line is genuinely brokenbacked or only apparently so. In other words, precisely where Lydgate wrote the highest
number of rhythms that challenge Chaucer’s meter we find the most metrical
equivocation. I will show that this strategy allowed Lydgate to issue his challenge to
authority while giving him plausible deniability. The increased number of broken-backed
lines advertized his independence from Chaucer, but because the lines could reasonably
be read not as broken-backed but as clipped or alternating, their author could claim that
readers had mistaken them or that he had failed to write strictly alternating lines for want
of talent. Rhetorically, the gesture is cunning, but it is also evidence of a level of
craftsmanship that critics have not recognized in Lydgate’s poetry. The broken-backed
line is a leap forward in English versification, both as a rhythm in its own right and as a
strategy for displacing one’s predecessors. Elegant variation, oedipal weapon, and
rhetorical tool, it not only gave the poet cover for his creation but it also served as a
symbol for the medieval social climber, of which we can find no better representative
than John Lydgate. In his five decades as an active poet, Lydgate turned meter into an
instrument for political bargaining.
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Critical Opinion of Lydgate’s Meter
Historically, critics have described Lydgate’s metrical practice as either a
misunderstanding or an exaggeration of Chaucer’s. The first assumes that Lydgate,
lacking grammatical expertise, failed to recognize the role of final –e in beat alternation
and thus clashed strong stresses that Chaucer intended to keep apart; that he whimsically
scattered the –e through the language like shredded paper, creating double offbeats where
Chaucer had kept them single; or that he both under- and overused the weak syllable,
never grasping its grammatical or metrical rationale. As I demonstrate below, Lydgate
did in fact grasp the syllable’s rationale and used final –e much as Chaucer did.
Nevertheless, the claim that Lydgate was grammatically naïve continues to be made.
W.E. Courthope attributed Lydgate’s supposed metrical weakness to “a defective ear,
ignorance of the grammatical principles on which Chaucer’s metrical system was
founded, and the gradual disappearance of the final e.”2 Proponents of this view often
speak in very general, derogatory terms about the poet, alleging, as did George
Saintsbury, that “[t]he fifteenth century adored him because he combined all its worst
faults, and the sixteenth seems to have accepted him because it had no apparatus for
criticism.”3 M.C. Seymour, erstwhile defender of Hoccleve, adds that the “verse is
defined by a limping artificiality and a yawning verbosity.”4 Eleanor Hammond’s attacks
were often petty as well as vague, targeting Lydgate’s “uneducated and timid mind
moving line by line” and his “superficial contact with books.”5 A.C. Spearing resorts to
calling the meter a “counterfeit” springing from Lydgate’s lack of originality,6 and H.S.
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Bennett stated baldly that “Lydgate must bear the blame for the disastrous example he
set.”7 Even Josef Schick, his own editor and erector of the famous “five types,” counted
Lydgate among the “doggerel-poets who have not a sensitive ear for rhythm.”8
Recently, Derek Pearsall has popularized an alternative view: that Lydgate
understood what he read but embellished it, offering his meter as “an improvement, a de
luxe version of Chaucer” rather than “a slavish imitation.”9 Of course, for Pearsall de luxe
does not imply better, and in Lydgate’s meter he finds evidence of an ambition that
“painfully outruns poetic capacity.” Pearsall has become the most ardent spokesman for
this position, but it was Schick who first suggested that Lydgate’s meter is an inflated
catalogue of Chaucerian rhythms, a sort of prosodic hoarding. His influential Preface to
the EETS Temple of Glas introduced the notion:
Lydgate is entirely dependent on Chaucer in the choice of all his principal
metres. He found the . . . versification of Chaucer ready made to hand, and
he thought it best to adopt it without more ado. Thus Chaucer’s principal
metric forms are represented in the monk’s works, transformed, it is true,
by many a license, into the peculiar Lydgatian structure of verse, which
anything but improves upon that employed by Chaucer.10
The “transformations” to which Schick refers are the five “types”: recurring rhythms that
Lydgate used in his meter. The A type is a regular decasyllabic line of alternating beats
and offbeats:
x / x / x / x / x /
The B type is an irregular variant consisting of an extra weak syllable at the caesura (or
after the second beat) and is therefore “hypercatalectic”:
x / x / (x) x / x / x /
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The C type is Lydgate’s notorious “broken-backed” line in which the third offbeat (or
fifth syllable) has gone missing:
x / x / / x / x /
The D type, which Lydgate shared with Chaucer, is an irregular variant that is missing its
first offbeat: it is clipped or “headless”:
/ x / x / x / x /
And the E type is an irregular variant consisting of an extra weak syllable at the
beginning of the line: an anacrusis:
(x) x / x / x / x / x /
Further, Schick believed that the meter was not a single line but two half-lines or
hemistichs joined by a caesura (in the manner of an alliterative verse), and so any of the
types could be combined, giving rise to even more irregular rhythms, such as a line
missing its first offbeat but with an extra offbeat at the caesura (B plus D):
/ x / (x) x / x / x /
or an anacrusis combined with a missing medial beat (E plus C):
(x) x / x / / x / x /
According to Schick, the line is actually two lines, and the interactions between them are
not restricted. Lydgate’s meter may therefore reproduce Chaucer’s rhythms exactly, as in
the A type; seize an irregular rhythm that Chaucer himself wrote only sparingly and
overuse it, as in the D type; or strike out on its own with the B and C types or by building
hybrids that combine types indiscriminately. Whichever option the poet chose, Schick
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maintained, the result was a structure reducible to and evolved from Chaucer’s simpler
meter. And although not all types are equally common in Lydgate’s poetry—the A, C,
and D types being particularly prominent—each type, he argued, had a metrical precedent
in Chaucer.
In her study of nine-syllable lines, Hammond upgraded Schick’s model from an
editorial calculus to a fully functioning analytic tool, declaring, “[w]hat Chaucer used as
a metrical variant Lydgate erected into a type.”11 Whereas Schick had proposed the types
as convenient pegs on which to pin particular rhythms, Hammond adopted them as
shorthand for Lydgate’s parasitism on Chaucer. If the irregular rhythms, which Lydgate
seems to have rained down on his poems like so much salt in a spoiled soup, grew out of
minor and infrequent rhythms in Chaucer’s poetry, then they could be used as evidence
both of Chaucer’s flair for elegant variation and of Lydgate’s bloated, ostentatious,
derivative badness. Hammond built on Schick’s proposition by injecting moral and
aesthetic prejudice into what originally had been a technical description of one poet’s
metrical practice. The types, then, evolved from a sketch of the verse design into a notso-secret code for Lydgate’s ineptitude.12 Their use by critics such as Hammond and
Pearsall assigns Lydgate to the class of scavenger-laureates whose modus operandi is
theft and whose achievement is always inferior to Chaucer’s.13
Not all critics have accepted the Hammond-Pearsall paradigm, and many more
have objected to Courthope’s claim that grammatical confusion led to Lydgate’s rough
meter.14 Dudley Hascall has been especially adamant that “Lydgate was capable of
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counting to ten” and that “if his lines do not scan properly, it is not because Lydgate
cannot count but because we are counting the wrong things.”15 Joseph Lauritis went
further, declaring in his critical edition of the poem that “The Life of Our Lady scans too
consistently to be passed off as the work of a doggerel poet” and that as a metrist Lydgate
“seems to have few equals.”16 Others have been more frugal with their praise but no less
eager to challenge the portrait of the poet as a bumbling beat-counter. Ernst Sieper noted
that Lydgate’s irregular rhythms are not randomly distributed through the line but occur
in specific environments, so that
Even a cursory glance at the text under consideration will reveal the fact
that, however bold the licenses the author allows himself in the first foot
of a line or at the caesura, he never indulges in any in the second or the
fourth foot. Hence, in spite of the variety of ways which some lines admit
of scansion, there are a great many verses that can be scanned in one, and
only one way.17
From this observation Sieper correctly reasoned that the “great admiration which was felt
for Lydgate by his contemporaries is only to be understood on the ground that his verses
were not quite bare of a certain rhythmical music.”18 Axel Erdmann characterized the
poet’s rhythms as “easy-flowing” and “harmonious,” further arguing that Lydgate’s
“constant occupation as a versifier gave him a great skill in handling the English
language metrically.”19 More recently, David Lawton described Lydgate as a “highly
competent” versifier;”20 and E.G. Stanley warned against “prejudging” the poetry on the
basis of bad manuscript evidence, professing that we “must not presume that he meant to
write just like Chaucer, but muffed it.”21 Even Alain Renoir, typically hostile to fifteenth-
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century rhythms and skeptical of claims that encourage a second, closer look at the
period’s metrical art, has allowed
that the contempt in which [Lydgate] is commonly held by modern
students of English may be in part a convention accepted by people who
have either read very little of his poetry or failed to scrutinize it as
objectively as they should.22
One may also point out, as Henry Bergen had, that those who read Lydgate’s work most
likely encounter it in a corrupted text or in a copy descended from a single witness.23 In
his edition of The Siege of Thebes, Erdmann echoed the complaint when he wrote that “it
has long been held up as a specimen of unusually bad metre. This censure seemed to be
justified by the character—very unsatisfactory from a metrical point of view—of the old
printed texts.”24 When the total manuscript situation is taken into account, Erdmann
argued, “the verse is on the whole far better than it may look at first sight.”25 And in her
recent study of Lydgate, Rosamund Allen asks, “might it be that the denigrations of his
scansion are based on editions which used metrically inaccurate base texts?”26
A few critics even have suggested that Lydgate’s meter may not have been
entirely derivative of Chaucer’s. Alexandra Gillespie has read The Siege of Thebes as
more “than a prequel to or attempt to outdo The Knight’s Tale and so overwrite
Chaucer’s debilitating example.”27 And Karen Lynn forcefully argues that Lydgate’s
broken-backed lines “clearly do not continue” in the older poet’s paces.28 Her main
premise rests on a fine distinction neglected by Pearsall and other critics who presume
that when he appropriated variations in Chaucer’s rhythms, Lydgate simply multiplied
them. According to Lynn, later poets, including Lydgate, exaggerated the rhythms to
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create “new possibilities for which Chaucer’s verse contained in fact no suggestion at
all,”29 such as double offbeats (the B type), affix elisions, and elisions across voiced
fricatives; the latter two licenses are common by the late sixteenth century but are
exceedingly rare in Chaucer. Lynn estimates that Lydgate employed affix elision four
times more often than Chaucer did; and the 6% incidence of broken-backed lines in her
sample—a figure roughly on par with my own—she declares “unprecedented” and
correctly rules without analogue in Chaucer’s verse. Furthermore, Lynn finds that where
Chaucer favored phrase boundaries to neutralize stress in a weak position, Lydgate
overwhelmingly preferred clashes. Phrase boundaries and clashes both demote the
offending stress and prevent it from becoming a beat, but when invoked often enough,
stress clash can trigger a re-ranking of constraints, which in turn produces a new meter.
Tarlinskaja isolates another key difference between the two meters. She notes that
Lydgate, like Chaucer, consistently paired his strong positions with beats. The difference,
therefore, must involve “variations in the syllabic structure of the verse” that arise only
by adding or deleting syllables from the line.30 It is significant that these variations occur
in the fifth and first positions (as in the C and D types) but never in the seventh or ninth.31
In other words, Lydgate’s meter tolerates void positions within the line but Chaucer’s
does not. Tarlinskaja’s data suggest that Lydgate, like Chaucer, privileged alternation, as
his matching of beats to strong positions indicates, but that unlike Chaucer he disrupted
alternation, not by syncopation, as did Hoccleve, but by “ghosting” or voiding positions.
The result is a broken-backed line:
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x

/ x / /

x / x

/

Conueied be to ther auauntage (Fall of Princes 3.34)
W SW S S W S W S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
And although many critics and editors have asserted that Chaucer wrote “broken-backed”
lines, we have many reasons to doubt that he did. They occur so rarely, even in the
manuscripts, where we expect scribal error to inflate their rate of occurrence, that we
would be prudent not to infer from their meager presence that they are a part of the verse
design. In her examination of scribal errors in the Fairfax manuscript containing copies of
Chaucer’s Parliament of Fowls, Lydgate’s Complaint of the Black Knight, and
Hoccleve’s Letter of Cupid, Hammond gave powerful evidence in support of this thesis:
The difference, as regards nine-syllabled lines, between Chaucer,
Hoccleve, and Lydgate, is very marked in these Fairfax transcriptions.
There is a constant Fairfax or ‘Oxford’ element of omission [i.e. deletion
of words or syllables] and of e-mishandling; but when that has been
allowed for, the difference still remains. It can hardly be argued that a
manuscript-tree which hands us the Letter of Cupid with so few ninesyllabled lines would crowd them into the Black Knight; their lavish use
by Lydgate himself, in the latter poem, is more probable.32
That is, given the uniformity of scribal practice among the three poems, statistically we
would expect a random distribution of broken-backed lines among the three poems.
Lydgate’s, however, has far more broken-backed lines than either of the others, and so
even if some of these lines are the result of scribal error, others must be authorial.33
Conversely, because the same trends do not occur in the Chaucer and Hoccleve poems,
even though they were copied by the same scribes, we can infer that neither Chaucer nor
Hoccleve wrote broken-backed lines.34
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Lydgate, Final –e, and Word Stress
Any description of Lydgate’s meter must accept the reality of final –e. Although it
is true, as Duffell observes, that “English readers between the fifteenth and the nineteenth
centuries saw little difference between the versification of the two poets, because it did
not occur to them to pronounce word-final schwa in the works of either,”35 our
knowledge of their grammars no longer molders in a pre-scientific morass. For
generations we have recognized the integral role final –e plays in Chaucer’s meter. What
may surprise some readers, though, is not that Lydgate also relied on final –e, or that he
did so with considerable fidelity to the rules of inflection, but rather that critics have
known that he did for over a century. In other words, there is no controversy among
Lydgate scholars as to whether the poet sounded final –e; he did. Only those critics with
hasty or reluctant encounters with his work perpetuate the myth that Lydgate did not.
Simon Horobin has argued that the myth’s persistence may owe something to the
medium in which critics study the poems. Most print editions, for instance, are selectively
based on one or two witnesses or, when collated from all extant manuscripts, seldom
emend lines on behalf of the poet’s grammar, even when the intervention is
grammatically justified. The product is a recalcitrant mass of otiose and absent –e’s.36 As
early as 1891, Schick had objected to the practice:
The question of sounding or dropping an e at the end of a word may at
first sight seem a very insignificant thing; but, in reality, it entails a great
change in the whole poetical phraseology. It means that nearly all
inflexions lose their syllabic value, that ever so many disyllabic words
become monosyllables, and ever so many time-honoured formulae,
inherited by one poet from another, become no longer practicable. . . .
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Lydgate still pronounced the final e, or the e in unaccented inflexional
syllables, in the main as Chaucer, and indeed even Orrm, pronounced it.
Thus Lydgate decidedly stands in point of language, as in everything else,
on the mediaeval side of the great gulf that intervenes between Chaucer
and the new school of poetry which arose in the 16th century.37
Schick concluded that strong feminine nouns typically retain final –e, as do ja-stem
adjectives. Erdmann found more evidence in The Siege of Thebes, in which Lydgate kept
monosyllabic and disyllabic rhyming pairs strictly separated, indicating that the line-final
–e was to be sounded. Inside the line, “final –e is generally sounded when historically
correct, and in many cases it should be added where the MSS. have not got it.”38 In other
words, it is our prejudice that paints Lydgate as grammatical obtuse.
We must be careful not to assume that the two poets practiced precisely the same
techniques or exercised precisely the same grammatical preferences. They did not. On the
whole, their treatments of final –e are in agreement, but as Max Kaluza found, Lydgate
added unetymological final –e’s to nouns, although he did so infrequently; and Bergen
noted a tendency to inflect nouns “especially in the dative case, more rarely in the
accusative, and very seldom in the nominative.”39 Differences in technique are more
pronounced in the poets’ uses of word-stress. Chaucer rarely took full advantage of the
options made available to him through grammatical change, opting for a clearer, simpler
verse performance. Lydgate, by contrast, often adopted one or another variant depending
on the metrical context, and he did so particularly with names, whose accentuation,
Erdmann observed, “is very variable.”40
The queene Iocasta hath anon conceyued (Siege of Thebes 357)
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And Iocasta, the grete famous quene (Siege of Thebes 1411)
There can be no doubt that in the first line Iocasta takes primary stress on its second
syllable whereas in the second line stress falls on the first. Such cases abound in
Lydgate’s poetry. Sieper attributed the variability to effects of language change, which
rendered the stressing of “rare and foreign proper names . . . somewhat arbitrary.”41 A
language in transition will not fix its word-stress on loans, and especially on proper
nouns, but instead will host candidate pronunciations that over time disappear, leaving a
single “correct” stressing. While the candidates are actively competing with one another,
however, a poet is free to adopt any of them whenever one or another better suits the
local demands of the form. Moreover, the license is not limited only to foreign names, as
these lines from The Life of Saint Alban and Saint Amphibal make quite clear:
At whoos wordis Albon stynt a while (1952)
Yove on Albon in opyn audience (2239)
The first line (which is clipped) places lexical stress on the first syllable of Albon, a
native name, whereas the second line places it on the second syllable. So it seems that the
license, likely by analogy, spread from foreign to native names and therefore applied not
just to loans but to any proper noun. Prudently, Sieper asked whether the license has any
limits, and although he himself did not answer the question, a successor did. In his edition
of the Fall of Princes, Bergen first noticed trends in Lydgate’s syllabification that not
only departed from those of Chaucer but also failed to reflect the standard, conservative
dialect in which Chaucer wrote. Words such as deer and day, with sonorant, glide, or
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syllabic codas, consistently appear in line positions requiring two syllables. From a
phonological point of view it is not unthinkable to syllabify these words as disyllables:
sonorant peaks are subject to a certain elasticity that sonorant troughs, such as plosive
stops and fricatives, are not.
Also unlike Chaucer, Lydgate frequently broke the vowels in words like poynt,
regne, and fire in order to fill two metrical positions.42 Bergen speculated that
monosyllabic words ending in –if or –lk invoke epenthesis: /folək/; as do words ending in
a velar nasal stop that was once pronounced as a sequence of a nasal and a velar, as in
ring. Dethe and feeld, he claimed, often syllabify as polysyllables, especially in the
dative, as do wheel, lord, head, knyght, gold, child, blood, birth, land, sword, gilt, hill,
wall, book, and the loans chaung and feith.43 My own analyses support the hypothesis
that these words scan as disyllables, especially in the dative case but also, less frequently,
in the accusative and nominative cases as well. Only a few words, such as lord and kyng,
originally disyllabic and collapsed by a series of lenitions, can be justified, however
tenuously, by the vestiges of Old English grammar. Most of these words must be
regarded as odd little licenses, marked by the poet for reasons known only to him but
distributed unmistakably through the poems to fill two metrical positions rather than one:
x / x

/ (x) / x

/ x

/

Ageynes deth vayleth lit or noght (Siege of Thebes 592)
One may be tempted to scan the line as broken-backed, but as I will show, the statistical
distribution of words (like deth) that comprise this class suggests that the irregularities
are licensed as disyllables, and so the line has a full count of ten syllables rather than
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nine. More than 50% of all such words occur at the right edge of the first colon, where we
expect a beat followed by an offbeat.
How, then, can we explain Schick’s five types, and in particular the prevalence of
the iconic C type? If Lydgate did not clash stresses in the middle of the line because of
his ignorance of final –e, then what led him to disrupt alternation? Henry Noble
McCracken hypothesized that Lydgate freely mixed lines of four and five beats, so that
the clashing stresses were not, in fact, clashes at all but rather runs of weak syllables:44
x

/ x

/

x

x

/ x

/

Ageynes deth vayleth lit or noght
Unfortunately, this reading is neither phonologically nor metrically plausible. Lydgate
signaled a broken-backed rhythm with a phonological phrase boundary in the
overwhelming majority of lines. (See below.) Here, a boundary divides deth and vayleth.
Prosodic boundaries influence our ability to resolve and pacify rhythmic disturbances,
and so Lydgate’s habit of signaling a void position with a phonological phrase boundary
is highly significant. Lydgate consistently protected his void positions from beat
subordination (such as McCracken proposed) by placing them before phonological phrase
boundaries, which insulate the beats like Styrofoam in an egg carton or the cytoplasm in a
living cell and act as buffers, keeping the metrical membrane in place despite disruptions
to the alternation. In this case, the phrase boundary blocks subordination:
x

/ x

/

/ x

/ x

/

Ageynes deth vayleth lit or noght
P1

P2

P3
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But compare this blocked subordination to the successful one in the construct below:
x / x

/

x

x / x

/

Ageynes deth come again to day
P1

P2

P3

Here two crucial details have been changed. First, the stress on come is not lexical, as it is
in vayleth, whose weak second syllable belongs to the same word as the strong first
syllable. Lexical stress is more resilient than strong stress in a monosyllable precisely
because the domain that binds it is not a phrase but a word. A lexical stress, therefore,
would be much more difficult to subordinate. Second, P2 spans not one but two content
words, the second of which is the domain host—the constituent around which the phrase
is structured. In Lydgate’s line, however, the second phonological phrase consists solely
of vayleth, and so there is no opportunity to subordinate its stress to the domain host, as
vayleth quite simply is the host.
x

/ x

/

/ x

/ x

/

Ageynes deth vayleth lit or noght
The two stresses must clash: deth receives phrasal stress and must take a beat, and as the
only member of its phrase and as a lexically stressed word, valyeth strongly resists
subordination. As a result, the line must void its fifth position, keeping the beat to a count
of five. MacCracken’s reading, therefore, is highly dubious, as even under the most
compliant circumstances, subordination is, at best, optional but it is never preferred.
Hammond proposed a more logical but nevertheless incorrect explanation for the
five types and for the prominence of the C type in particular. She submitted that the types
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arise from the line’s division into two hemistichs. If we accept that the types are
exaggerations of rhythms found in Chaucer’s verse, then it is reasonable to conclude that
Lydgate would have taken other liberties with them as well, not only increasing their
frequency but also expanding their scope over the line. If Chaucer saw fit to clip a weak
syllable from the beginning of a line, then why not also from its middle? But in order to
explain why syllables do not go missing randomly throughout the line—from the third or
eighth positions, for instance—we must advance one of two hypotheses: either the
metrical template includes the caesura, thereby transforming it from an optional stylistic
device to a mandatory metrical constituent; or else the line is composed of two half-lines.
Hammond proposed the latter. Explaining the origin of the C type, she remarked, “[i]t
looks as if the monk thought in half-lines, and, having accepted a line-form headless in
the first half, saw no reason why the second half also should not be headless.”45 From this
premise she concludes that any combination of types can occur in Lydgate’s verse; that
his art was underdetermined; that his meter was nothing but a rhythmic miscellany
controlled solely by the laws of probability.
Her explanation has been terribly influential, and critics from C.S. Lewis to
Martin Duffell have bowed to its authority. Peter Groves, a recent convert, contends that
although Lydgate heard the five beats in a Chaucerian line and therefore must have
grasped, to some extent, its organizing principle and design, nevertheless he
superimposed on this [design] the heavy medial caesura and the two
independent hemistichs of the native metrical tradition. What we have, in
other words, is a hybrid: a partial impressionistic recognition of the new
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form combined with heavy formalist interference from familiar kinds of
metrical behavior.46
The argument is clever but misguided. First, it infers without justification that differences
in the two poets’ meters stem from Lydgate’s “partial” knowledge of the versification.
This logical fallacy excludes the possibility that Lydgate’s knowledge was quite complete
but that he chose not to copy the form perfectly. Second, it presumes, again without
justification, that if Lydgate had misunderstood Chaucer’s verse form, he would have
resorted to “native” traditions, by which Groves can mean only Old English meters, folk
meters, ballad meters, or the alliterative meters of the Midlands and the North. The native
folk and ballad meters are not hemistichic, and so they cannot be candidates. We have no
evidence that Lydgate was familiar with Old English meter, and so it cannot be
considered a strong candidate. And finally, no aspect of Lydgate’s meter resembles
anything in the alliterative meters, and so they cannot be considered strong candidates
either, whether or not Lydgate was familiar with them. By process of elimination, we
have excluded the native traditions. What, then, was the source of “interference” from
“familiar kinds of metrical behavior”? The only remaining candidate can be Latin, which
certainly would have been familiar to Lydgate but assuredly was not “native.” One
wonders, then, from what example Lydgate took his hemistichs.
In any case, Groves uses this structure, in which “each hemistich is enclosed by a
pair of optionally-filled offbeat positions,” to devise the following metrical template:
xSWSx | xSWSWSx. Each “x” designates an optional syllable, so that the first hemistich
may be realized variously as five syllables (xSWSx), four syllables (xSWS or SWSx), or
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three syllables (SWS); and the second hemistich variously as seven (xSWSWSx), six
(SWSWSx or xSWSWS), or five (SWSWS). The syllable count ranges from eight to
twelve for the entire line, with sixteen possible line configurations.
There are three crucial problems with this template. First, it predicts lines that do
not occur in Lydgate’s poetry and therefore it severely overgenerates. Contrary to the
claims of Schick, Hammond, and Groves, Lydgate did not combine types. In my survey
of over eighteen thousand lines, I found only a statistically insignificant number of lines
that could be read even as potential hybrids, let alone conclusively scanned as such. And
without hybrid metrical structures we have no rationale for positing half-lines. For
instance, we do not find patterns in which beats are clearly articulated but not alternating
across the line as a whole, as in
/ x /x || x / x / x /
/ x / x || / x x / x /
The absence of such logically possible hybrids tells us that Lydgate did not compose in
half-lines, despite the fact that he used the midline caesura as a metrical constraint. His
line is a single metrical unit in which the caesura plays a structural role and deletes or
adds syllables. Second, the template is too busy. A verse design needs to be simple in
order for the reader’s mind to construct a functional schema. If the design is too
complicated, with too many variables to calculate and contain, the mind will not be able
to make accurate predictions or distinguish unfamiliar from familiar structures. Third,
and most serious, there is no formal or logical relationship between the two hemistichs:
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they share no organizing metrical principle, no rule, no ranking of constraints. Each halfline has its own rationale, but there is no rationale to connect one to the other. A contrast
with alliterative meters may be useful. The hemistichs of an alliterative line contain
mutually exclusive verse designs: the first half-line cannot look or sound like the second,
and vice versa. In fact, the half-lines obey different metrical rules and cannot, therefore,
be reversed:
x

x

x

/ x

x x

/

x

/ x

x

/x

For suche cometh to my croft and croppeth my whete (Piers P. 6.33)
The first half-line contains two “strong dips”—runs of weak syllables—whereas the
second has only one. Further, the second half-line has “rhythmical dissimilation”: a weak
dip and a strong dip in either order, but not both and not neither. Finally, the second halfline must end on a single, stressless syllable: a schwa. But if we revisit the template
Groves proposes for Lydgate’s half-lines, we see none of these principles: xSWSx |
xSWSWSx. It is true, the second hemistich is longer than the first, but that is of no
consequence, because their rhythms are not mutually exclusive. The second half-line is
identical to the first formally except that it contains one additional alternation. Lines that
are genuinely hemistichic always contain a license in one of the hemistichs that cannot
occur in the other.47 It is highly unlikely, then, that Lydgate’s types are the product of
half-lines interacting within a larger metrical unit, the line.
Like Groves, Duffell proposes a hemistichic template, concluding falsely that the
poet’s intention was to “rever[t] to older types of verse design” that license, for example,
double offbeats and extra syllables both at the beginning and in the middle of the line.48
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However, although his template is wrong, Duffell does identify the key to Lydgate’s
meter: its caesura. Decades earlier, Fitzroy Pyle had shown that Lydgate’s long line,
unlike Chaucer’s, places a caesura between the second and third beats in 97.5% of all
cases, suggesting that a fixed caesura is not incidental to Lydgate’s line but a metrically
necessary constituent of it.49 To fully appreciate the significance of building a caesura
into the template, consider the impact a mandatory stop after the second syllable of every
line would have on Shakespeare’s rhythms. Or, along similar lines, what if a pentameter
line was metrical only if it was end-stopped? Enjambed? Such changes seem silly but
they are serious, as they powerfully constrain the sorts of rhythms a line can
accommodate.
One rhythm that can be accommodated by a line with a fixed caesura—a metrical
caesura—is precisely the sort that editors and critics have for decades disallowed in
Chaucer’s verse despite its occasional presence in the manuscripts: the “broken-backed”
rhythm or “C type.” Because a fixed caesura turns the left-edge domain of the second
metrical colon into a licensed position rather than a phonologically lax environment, it
sanctions a void position between the second and third beats, allowing the midline pause,
in this case, to compensate for a missing weak syllable:
x / x / || / x / x /
[left edge of the second colon]
Crucially, however, it sanctions the void only in that location. If our hypothesis is correct
that Lydgate authorized the medial caesura as a metrical constituent, then we should
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expect to find deleted syllables at the caesura but not later or earlier in the line, excepting,
of course, the line’s first position. (And this is in fact what we find.) As Duffell explains,
the difference between Chaucer’s line and his competitor’s may be a matter of pedigree:
who adopted what from whom:
The French vers de dix offers three main features for imitation: strict
syllable count, rhythmic variability, and a fixed caesura. Lydgate
borrowed only the last of these; Chaucer had borrowed the first, because
he had learned from his Italian models that a regular syllable count can be
combined aesthetically with accentual regularity in a language with strong
word stress.50
From the French meter Lydgate inherited a metrical constituent lacking in Chaucer’s
Italianate verse: the mandatory (or metrical) caesura, which deletes or adds syllables linemedially. Naturally, clipped rhythms occur in both meters. Significantly, however, the
remaining type proffered by Schick and embraced by the metrical community at large—
the E type or anacrusis—would not be licensed and therefore should occur only as a
statistical anomaly. To my knowledge only Bergen has shared my suspicion, wryly
calling the figure “somewhat doubtful.”51
Efforts to tie the five types to a hemistichic template inevitably fail. However, the
five types do not depend on a hemistichic template. With the exception of the E type, or
anacrusis, Schick’s five types do adequately account for the rhythmic variety in
Lydgate’s poetry. But they do not explain it. The types are labels, a heuristic frame
intended merely to describe the predominant rhythmic patterns. We must not mistake
them for a description of the meter itself, for they describe only its effects. Schick’s types
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are wonderfully useful and ought not to be discarded; but they are epiphenomena, and if
our intention is to get at the meter, then we must find a framework for it.

A Framework for the Types
If the types describe rhythms in Lydgate’s meter, what is the metrical rationale
that sanctions them? Critics from Schick and Saintsbury to Pearsall and Groves have
worked strenuously to fit the square Lydgatean peg into the round Chaucerian hole. Their
perspective takes Chaucer’s meter as the starting point of a tradition that inexorably grew
into the flourishing verse of the late Renaissance rather than as one meter competing with
many at a time when metrical customs had not yet been cast in England. From such a
vantage point, it is only natural to regard the broken-backed lines in Lydgate’s verse as
defects: evidence that he failed to write as Chaucer did. Moreover, where the two poets
shared a rhythm, critics find further reason to deride Lydgate’s technique. For instance,
Chaucer’s habit of signaling clipped lines with a strong content word has been lauded as
a mark of craftsmanship and proof of the poet’s keen ear. Lydgate, however, inverted the
practice and overwhelmingly favored weak words at the start of a clipped line. In Life of
Our Lady, 78.8% of D types begin with a function word. Also like Chaucer, Lydgate
“regularly practiced elision, even across the caesura.”52 However, just as frequently he
invoked hiatus to block elision—a supposedly “rougher” style. If we regard Lydgate’s
meter as a bad approximation of Chaucer’s, we will naturally wonder why he wrote so
many lines that clash stresses, as in the C type, or add a syllable, as in the B type. Duffell
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estimates that 80% of lines in Lydgate’s verse are strictly alternating A types, making
them the default rhythm. (My own calculations place the incidence of A types at 81.2%.)
What kept him from writing the full five? For decades critics have assumed that Lydgate
intended to write Chaucerian lines and failed.
What if we assume that Lydgate alternated beats, as Chaucer did, and that
alternating beats was more important than counting syllables, but that beat alternation
was less important than fixing the caesura after the second beat? Lydgate’s line, like
Chaucer’s, would have five beats and (typically) ten syllables, but it would also tolerate
one extra or one missing syllable at the caesura, in which case we might ask not why
Lydgate wrote so few strictly alternating decasyllables but rather why he wrote so many?
By ranking an alternating constraint above a syllable-counting one, the meter would
conform to an alternating template, because in order to be perceived, the five beats must
maximally contrast their syllable prominences. If we then take into account the
language’s head parameter, which tends to place lexical words after function words, the
alternating pattern will be iambic. If we assume that the meter also has a fixed medial
caesura as a metrical constituent, then the verse design will rank the alternating constraint
below the constraint governing the caesura. This constraint ranking does not rule out and
in fact encourages “regular” Chaucerian lines, as beats will strictly alternate as a given
except in rare cases when the caesura licenses an extra or missing syllable. The A, B, C,
and D types follow logically from the meter’s constraint ranking. Clipped lines (or D
types) are licensed by the low ranking of the syllable count relative to constraints on beat
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count and the caesura. Broken-backed and hypercatalectic lines (or C and B types) are
licensed by the caesura constraint, which, at the top of the constraint hierarchy, overrides
alternation. And the A type naturally arises as a balance between the demands of an
analytic, head-first, stress-timed language and a meter that promotes beat alternation but
deletes or adds weak syllables. The broken-backed line that so many critics dismiss as
clumsy is a logical consequence of a meter that is similar but not identical to Chaucer’s.
That meter consists of a fixed caesura, five beats, and ten metrical positions. The caesura
binds the line together, giving it formal coherence. In fact, without the caesura, Lydgate’s
line would not be metrical. I do not mean that it would be unmetrical but rather that it
would have no meter: it would be highly marked, and very stilted, prose.
The A type, then, is a normative rhythm simply because alternation outranks the
syllable count in a head-first, analytic language. But how common are the “irregular” B,
C, and D types? Do they occur equally often? Is one dominant and another rare? Based
on the constraint hierarchy, we can predict that D types (or clipped lines) will occur more
often than C or B types, as a lost syllable at the line’s beginning does not affect beat
alternation and is therefore minimally disruptive. Furthermore, because its extra syllable
does not occur in the licensed medial position but at the beginning of the line, we can
predict that the E type (or anacrusis) will not occur at all and neither, for that matter, will
the hybrid verses hypothesized by Groves and Hammond that combine types such as the
B and D:
*/x / x / x x / x /
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Furthermore, if we filter the types by the demands they make on our minds as we process
them, we can predict that C types will occur more often than B types. Laboratory
evidence confirms that minds prefer the unexpected absence of a pulse to the unexpected
presence of one if the irregular event occurs in a licensed environment. Why would this
be? Let us take Lydgate as our example. A missing offbeat in the middle of the line
challenges our expectations for a strictly alternating rhythm, but by licensing the caesura
metrically Lydgate built a latent metrical pause into every line following the second beat.
Under the right conditions (a stress clash), that pause will be activated, minimizing the
effect of a missing weak syllable on the alternating rhythm.
An extra syllable, however, even in a licensed environment, cannot but disturb the
alternation of beats: it will force us to switch from duple to triple time. No such switch
occurs when the syllable is lost. Intervals between beats prime us to expect the beats to
recur at a certain target. In the case of English decasyllables, that target is duple. When
the intervals are erratic, the mind cannot reliably settle on an expectation, and so the
grouping preferences that typically parse a signal into smaller and more manageable units
become useless. Unless the switch between targets is itself predictable (as in the mixed
meters of ballads), any event that extends the target will be met with confusion and
resistance.
An analysis of Lydgate’s lines confirms that the D type (or clipped line) occurs
roughly two and a half times as often as the C type (or broken-backed line), which in turn
occurs roughly three times as often as the B type (or hypercatalectic line).53 From a
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strictly metrical or linguistic point of view, the distribution is inexplicable, but when
framed as a problem of perception, the same distribution is all but inevitable. Reframing
the types as emergent rhythmic preferences rather than formulae helps to explain another
curious consistency in Lydgate’s meter. Lydgate did not break his lines at random. For
instance, of the 322 broken-backed lines in Life of Our Lady, 223 (69.26%) occur at a
phonological phrase boundary; seventy-six (23.61%) occur at an intonational phrase
boundary; twenty-one (6.51%) occur at a boundary between clitic groups; and two
(0.62%) occur at a boundary between a clitic and its host. 92.87% of all C types in the
poem involve a boundary at or above the phonological phrase, a figure approximated in
the five other poems in my sample. As we saw in Chapter Six, rhythms that challenge the
schema—either by frustrating the reader’s grouping preferences or by implying another
template, as in lines of iambic pentameter that have only four beats—target domain
boundaries that are low in the hierarchy, where they can do the most damage. The mind
processes metrical ambiguity much faster and resolves it much more efficiently when
difficult rhythms coincide with domain boundaries at or above the phonological phrase:
Thou graunte it me || to fulfyll in dede (Life of Our Lady 1.510)
And called it || as I can discerne (Life of Our Lady 3.1100)
Too often critics focus on the strength of the words on either side of the caesura. There is
a widespread but false belief that in order for C types to be clearly perceived by the
reader, they must be signaled by strongly stressed lexical words:
Eke Hildefons, tellyth of a tree (Life of Our Lady 2.680)
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However, as lines 1.510 and 3.1100 show, weakly stressed or unstressed function words
are effective at marking the boundary because readers do not use words to parse the
rhythm. Instead, they use domain boundaries. Line 1.510 breaks on a phonological phrase
boundary, and line 3.1100 breaks on an intonational phrase boundary. As long as the
boundary belongs to a domain in the prosodic hierarchy at or above the phonological
phrase, the strengths of the words on either side of that boundary are not relevant to
perceiving the type. Lydgate’s technique is controlled, consistent, and, courteous: a cue
for the reader to follow.
Our misunderstanding of the types—the false prediction of hybrids and of the E
type, as well as the underestimation of A types, the overestimation of “irregular” B, C,
and D types and their presumed interchangeability—stems equally from our inattention to
grammar and our belief that Lydgate was ipso facto a bad poet. Sieper claimed that 30%
of the lines in Reson and Sensuallyte omit the first weak syllable, and although their
incidence is almost certainly higher in octosyllables than decasyllables, clipped lines do
not occur in three hundred out of a thousand lines in Lydgate’s poetry, whatever their
length.54 Alan Swallow claimed that
many variations were allowed in the broken-back line of the fifteenth
century, including little stricture upon the number of unaccented syllables
and even a considerable variation in the number of stressed syllables in a
line.55
The statement is not true. When we emend lines for final –e and for variable stressing on
proper nouns, the incidence or irregular types drops sharply, and it becomes clear that
whatever “variation” occurs in the line is not the result of “little stricture.” Moreover, the
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lower incidence of irregular types suggests that Lydgate used his meter to compete with
Chaucer. Were the rates of irregular types much higher, Lydgate would strain his
credibility as a “student” of Chaucer; were they lower, Lydgate would have no authority
of his own, as his meter would actually copy Chaucer’s without improving, distorting, or
otherwise misreading it. Finally, the statistical significance of the B, C, and D types
confirms that they belong in the Lydgate line, whereas their low frequency of occurrence
compared with the A type suggests that the author intended to keep his verse alternating.
Given the tension between modesty topoi and the competition among meters early in the
fifteenth century, Lydgate’s strategy makes sense. Lydgate would need to challenge
Chaucer’s authority indirectly, subtly undermining it, first by miming it and then by
failing to mime it.

Life of Our Lady: an Experiment in Reception
For my sample I have analyzed 18,092 lines from six works: the entirety of The
Temple of Glas, (1,404 lines); The Siege of Thebes (4,716 lines); and Life of Our Lady
(5,932 lines); as well as extracts from the Fall of Princes (2,002 lines); the Troy Book
(2,035 lines), and the Life of Saint Alban and Saint Amphibal (2,003 lines). These works
span Lydgate’s entire career, from the first decade of the fifteenth century to the 1440s. I
have excluded from my sample all works that are not decasyllabic as well as all
mummings and shorter occasional poems. If my framework for the types is correct and
Lydgate’s meter ranks the caesura above beat alternation, but alternation above the
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syllable count, then we should find mostly A types, fewer D types, and still fewer C
types. B types should occur only sporadically. And because the framework does not
predict E types or hybrid lines, neither should occur with any statistical significance.
Finally, the framework predicts a class of overlapping clipped and broken-backed
rhythms: an equivocal C-or-D type that Schick, Hammond, Pearsall, Duffell, and Groves
do not recognize. The class emerges from a hesitation to tilt monosyllables or shift
stresses, so that the line can be read in either of two ways:
And what thay may, thay gan hir excite (1.555)
Is now fro me, chased clene a waye (2.1307)
The four monosyllables that open these lines, coupled with their faint rhetorical contrasts,
make locating the beat difficult:
x

/

x

/

/ x

/ x

/

Is now fro me, chased clene a waye
and
/

x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/

Is now fro me, chased clene a waye
represent equally compelling readings and no linguistic, metrical, rhetorical, or aesthetic
criteria can rule one out or the other in. The framework predicts that this, and not an
elusive anacrusis, constitutes the fifth of five Lydgatean types.
However, when calculating the incidence of Lydgate’s types we must make three
counts: one for the total number of possible instances of a type; another for the total
number of instances excluding lines in which a likely disyllable—such as lord, deth, or
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kyng—aligns with the right edge of the first colon and is followed by a missing offbeat
(as such lines are probably regular rather than broken-backed); and another for the total
number of lines in which a dative construct may restore the line to a full count of
syllables and alternating beats. The first and third counts constitute, respectively, the
upper and lower limits of the type’s occurrence in the poem, and so they are the
outermost boundaries (or thresholds) for that type. The second or median count
represents the statistically most probable count for the type. And the difference between
the highest and lowest limits yields the type’s tolerance, which indicates how clear or
ambiguous the rhythm is throughout the poem. A narrow tolerance indicates a more
definite rhythm whereas a wide tolerance indicates a less definite rhythm—one that can
be read in more than one way.
As an exercise in reception, it is best to begin with the only poem to have been
scanned in full by another critic. In 1961, Joseph Lauritis, Ralph Klinefelter, and Vernon
Gallagher prepared a critical edition of Lydgate’s Life of Our Lady, and in the process
Lauritis assigned all 5,932 lines to one of Schick’s metrical types.56 He recorded 3,256 A
types, 1,621 B types, 525 C types, 467 D types, and sixty-three E types.57 Allowing for
final –e in justified contexts and variable stress on proper nouns, I rescanned the poem. I
found, as predicted, that Lauritis radically overestimated the occurrences of the irregular
types and underestimated the occurrence of the normative A type.
Let us begin with the C type, of which Lauritis scanned 525. Immediately we find
a problem with his analysis. Because Lauritis included in the other type tallies lines that
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ought to be counted as C types, we must adjust his total. I found 119 such instances of
misidentified types, so that the total number of C types comes to 644 or 10.8 % of the
poem:
Tenchase the miste of our cloudy ayre (1.42)
Merncy and pece, with full high sentence (2.177)
Lauritis classified the first line as a B type and the second as a D; both are broken-backed
and belong in the C tally.58
Of the 644 broken-backed lines, however, ninety-one (14.3% of the total C count)
do not scan as broken-backed lines but as other “irregular” types. Twenty-three lines are
actually headless, and so we must add them to the total count of D types:
Of hir that is well, of womanhede (2.437)
three are B types:
How it be fell than by Reuolucion (4.12)
fifty-six are equivocal overlaps between C and D types:
x

/ x/

/

x

/

x

/

And these xij. wern of the kynrede
Eight lines are made regular by stress shift in participles and gerunds; and, finally, one
line represents a possible combined C and D type. These lines must therefore be
eliminated from the C type tally: the total count, then, is not 644 but 553 (85.8% of the
original count.) However, another 107 of these can be normalized using standard
grammatical options available to Chaucer and Gower, such as inflections on
monosyllabic weak adjectives and etymological final –e:
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The next[e] byddyng, lyke to thy pleasaunce (1.450)
For he in hert[e], was a mayde clene (1.580)
Line 1.450 is entitled to an inflection on the weak adjective; hert in line 1.580 has an
etymological –e. Another 124 lines are, quite simply, already regular:
When þat he sayde in his prophecye (1.98)
Presumptuously gan to cry and call (3.1357)
And from above, by grace he hir visited (1.234)
So feruent loue, vnto god she had (2.1084)
In line 1.98, elision is blocked between the inflected –e on sayde and the preposition in,
and in 3.1357 the lines is regular if we take care to fully syllabify a word prone to
syncope. Visited is stressed on the second syllable, as evidenced by its rhyme with
delitede; and although many poets treated loue as monosyllabic, it descends from Old
English lufu and therefore can be read as a disyllable. The highest possible count of C
types in Life of Our Lady, then, is 322 or 5.4% of total lines and exactly half of the
number of C types Lauritis calculated plus the mistaken verses that he failed to scan as
broken-backed.
If we then exclude from this count all instances in which a likely disyllable, such
as kyng or lord, aligns with the colon boundary (converting the line into a normative
rhythm or A type), then the count falls by 40% to 196:
For lyve or deth, only for his sake (1.589)
Ande sodenly in her alther syght (3.402)
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Adverbial –ly (derived from Old English -lice) is also probably disyllabic and it should
be included among the candidates.59 If we further consider the dative constructs that had
not petrified and were therefore not idiomatic, but that Lydgate may nevertheless have
inflected, as Bergen claimed, then the count of C types drops to 156 (24.4% of the
original and 2.6% of total lines):
Eke with a knyf bi þe lawe ordeyned (4.70)
We cannot know for certain whether these lines are A types or C types, but statistical
evidence from the correlation between disyllabic candidates and their distribution in the
line strongly favors counting lines in which they appear as A types. The dative constructs
are more tenuous, and so they are best regarded as possibilities rather than probabilities.
If we consider the counts, we arrive at three possible tabulations for the brokenbacked line in Life of Our Lady. The upper, median, and lower counts are as follows, with
a tolerance of 2.8:
Table 7-1 Life of Our Lady C types

Total count
Excluding disyllables
Excluding dative constructs

# of C types
322
196
156

% of total lines
5.4
3.3
2.6

The count at its upper limit is 50% of the Lauritis tally plus the corrected scansions; at its
lowest 24.2%; and at its likeliest (the median) 30.4%. So by the most probable estimate,
Lauritis mistook the C type in 70% of all cases.
The figures Lauritis provided for the C type do not accurately reflect Lydgate’s
metrical practice in Life of Our Lady. Do the same errors infect his other counts as well?
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They do. Lauritis recorded 467 D types. As with the C type, additional instances of the D
type not noted by Lauritis occur in the poem and must be included in the count. Laurentis
mistakenly scans forty-one clipped lines as E types:
And the licour of thy grace shede (1.57)
Twenty-three lines are scanned as C types (twenty-two if we exclude likely disyllables at
the colon boundary, as we should):
Therfore Ioseph, latt thyne Ire asswage (2.1217)
and eighty lines (or sixty, excluding disyllables) are scanned as B types:
And who that doth mercy and pite (2.129)
The total count, then, must be 611 potential D types.60 From this tally we must exclude
twenty-three lines that scan as other irregular types.61 The count, then, stands at 588
potential D types, our upper limit for the count.
Of this mayde, at hir Natiuitee (1.149)
She be-helde his feturs by and by (3.229)
From this count, we must exclude an additional 126 lines, as eighty-one scan as regular:
Our olde sorowes, fully forto fyne (1.128)
Three scan as regular if we allow for hiatus at the caesura:
To execute any Iugement (2.192)
and forty-two can be emended using grammatical licenses appropriate to Chaucer and
Gower:
Haue yong[e] maydems, by deuocion (1.620)
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If we exclude these lines from the count, we arrive at 462 legitimate D candidates (75.6%
of the total count, and 7.8% of all lines). Of these, sixteen contain likely disyllables at the
colon boundary, and so we ought to exclude them from the count, reducing it to 446
(7.5% of all lines). The tolerance for D types in Life of Our Lady is remarkably narrow: at
the upper limit there are 462 lines out of 5,932 (7.8%), whereas at the lower limit there
are 446 lines (7.5%), for a sphere of uncertainty comprising only 0.3.62 One conclusion
we can safely accept, therefore, is that the poem does not manage its clipped rhythms
ambiguously. Lydgate applied this principle in other poems as well: D tolerance in The
Temple of Glas is 0.1; in The Siege of Thebes it is 0.3; in the Troy Book it is 0.6; in the
Fall of Princes it is 0.16; and in Life of Saint Alban it is 0.2. The margin between his
highest and lowest tolerances is half a percent. And as in his other works, the total count
of clipped lines or D types exceeds the next most frequent irregular rhythm—the brokenbacked or C type—by at least 200%. (The lone exception, which I discuss below, is The
Temple of Glas.)
Lauritis seems to have struggled most with the B type. From his original tally of
1,621 lines only seventy-nine (4.87% of his count), present an extra weak syllable at the
caesura:
The fresshe Aurora, so fayre in apparence (1.144)
Of the remaining 1,542 lines, 1,124 (69.3%) are regular by apocope (or they are simply
regular):
And withe the shynyng, of hir stremys bryght (1.6)
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With light of grace, to voiden all our tene (1.49)
This sterre in beautee passethe pliades (1.22)
Another 215 (13.26%) are regular by syncope:
Of hevy hertes that soroen and syghen ofte (1.9)
And 203 (12.5%) scan as other metrical types: 113 as C types: eighty as D types, two as
gerunds or participles, and three as C-or-D rhythms. However, six lines classified by
Lauritis under other types must be added to the actual count, raising it from seventy-nine
to eighty-five, or 1.4% of the poem’s total lines; Laurentis estimated the B type to
comprise 27.3% of the poem’s lines. The difference (25.9%) is stark and disarming,
amounting to one-quarter of all lines in the poem. His misreading increases Lydgate’s
metrical eccentricity by an enormous margin.
To complicate matters further, ten of the undisputed seventy-nine lines feature a
velar nasal followed by a word-initial vowel; and another fourteen lines feature a
sonorant coda:
And not withstondyng, hir passyng tendirnesse (1.190)
Of face and colour, alway elyche newe (2.1524)
These phonetic tags prove to be consistent throughout Lydgate’s style, and we therefore
have reason to suspect that in those environments Lydgate may have licensed elision,
whatever their phonological significance (if any). If we exclude lines that contain a velar
nasal, our count of sixty-nine drops the B incidence to 1.16% of the poem. If we also
exclude those lines that contain a sonorant coda, the incidence drops to 0.93% of total
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lines. In any case, the supposedly ubiquitous B type proves less robust than rare. It is, of
course, a genuine rhythm, as Lydgate’s other poems demonstrate, but it is a minor one,
and it plays no significant role in the overall texture of Life of Our Lady.
What of the supposed E type? Even at a modest count of sixty-three (1.06% of the
poem’s total lines), Lauritis grossly overestimated its presence in Life of Our Lady. In
fact, only seven lines from his original tally present an anacrusis:
At a certeyne day, in all the hast he can (3.28)
To these we can add three additional lines that Lauritis mistakenly assigned to the D
category:
Who so loke aright, is holy our doctrine (4.210)
Plausible variants are not available for these lines, so we must accept them into the count,
bringing the number of E types to ten (0.17%). Of the remaining lines, two alleged E
types are in fact C types; forty-one are D types; and one is a B type. Seven scan regularly:
In the Cyte, of euery manere age (3.158)
Five lines scan normally if we allow for elision:
For the holy goste devysede it and cast (6.67)
And a final line is eligible for emendation:
x / x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

Of al[le] folkes, whose Empyre shalle be oon (3.1541)
Laurentis therefore exaggerated the presence of anacrusis in the poem by more than
600%. The actual incidence of anacrusis strongly suggests that there is no “E type” in
Lydgate’s meter; he did not employ anacrusis as a metrical device. Any event that occurs
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at a rate of one-fifth of 1% must be regarded as statistically insignificant and therefore is
not “metrical” in the sense that we mean: an expectation of recurrence assigned a certain
tolerance by the schema.
In Life of Our Lady Lydgate employed the ambiguous C-or-D type modestly,
perhaps owing to the poem’s religious content and reverential tone, which encourage a
sober delivery. In other poems, Lydgate exploited the overlap to great effect. Here, he
seems in general to have avoided messy rhythms. At the upper limit of incidence, he used
the device 0.94% of the time and at the lower limit 0.57%. If we exclude likely
disyllables at the caesura, then Lydgate used it in 0.69% of lines.
Finally, what of the “hybrid” lines predicted by hemistichic models of Lydgate’s
meter. If the template genuinely were hemistichic, such lines should abound. They do
not. Barely 0.13% of lines in Life of Our Lady can be scanned as a combination of a C
type and a D type:
/ x /

/

x

/

x

/

Dedicate, bothe of more and lesse (6.457)
D

C

Dedicate is a weak past participle, and so the scribal –e cannot be sounded. Bothe cannot
plausibly be scanned as disyllabic, because nowhere else in his verse did Lydgate employ
such rhythms, in which a phonological phrase comprising the first three positions,
stressed in the first and third, abuts a phonological phrase opening on a disyllable that is
head-stressed. However, of the eight lines that may count as C-and-D hybrids, only line
6.457 has no regular variants among the witnesses. Because the rhythm’s extremely low
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incidence, well below 1% of the total count, is not unique to Life of Our Lady but instead
reflects a statistical insignificance found in other poems as well, we must conclude that it
is not a genuine part of Lydgate’s meter. (The other logically possible hybrid predicted
by hemistichic models is the combination of a B type and D type. In Life of Our Lady,
only two such lines occur: an incidence of 0.03%.)
We are now in a position to make inferences both about Lydgate’s meter and
about how critics have tended to read it.
Figure 7-1

Median types in Life of Our Lady
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Lauritis 1961

A type B type C type D type E type

First, we may say that critics have overestimated the meter’s “irregularity.” Types
deemed ubiquitous by earlier critics, such as the B and C, appear much less often than
alleged, and evidence strongly suggests that the E type is not authorial. Further, we have
seen that the hybrid lines predicted—required—by the hemistichic templates do not
appear at all or in such minute numbers that their presence is statistically insignificant.
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When we compare my figures to those from 1961, we see that not only is the incidence of
A types more than thirty percentage points higher in my profile but also that all irregular
types are significantly lower—with the telling exception of the D type that Lydgate
shared with Chaucer. As a mutual rhythm, it would have offered a convenient means both
to identify with and rebel against Chaucer’s authority as a versifier. As Figure 7-1
illustrates, Lydgate’s meter in Life of Our Lady is 58.47% more regular overall than
Lauritis claimed. In the poem Lydgate used the B type 95.75% less often than Lauritis
claimed; the C type 62.5% less often than Lauritis claimed; and the E type (already close
to insignificant in Lauritis’s count) 84.5% less often than Lauritis claimed. Of the 772
genuine instances of “irregular” types, the overwhelming majority—well over half—are
clipped lines or D types, so that Lydgate used the D type 1.27 % more often than Lauritis
thought. Another quarter of irregular types are comprised of broken-backed lines or C
types. The remaining types comprise barely 16% of the irregular rhythms, which in turn
comprise only 2% of the poem’s total number of lines. From the data we can conclude
that more than four out of every five lines in Life of Our Lady are strictly alternating and
therefore passable (metrically) as Chaucerian lines. We can also conclude that less than
one out of every thirteen lines is a D type; less than one out of every thirty lines is a C
type; less than one out of every eighty-six is a B type; and less than one out of every five
hundred lines is an E type. Based on these trends, we can state that a missing syllable at
the line’s beginning, and not at the caesura, is the most frequent challenge to the metrical
schema: it comprises 57.7% of likely “irregular” lines.
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Figure 7-2
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As Figure 7-2 clearly shows, the D type or clipped line dwarfs all other irregular rhythms,
including the supposedly ubiquitous broken-backed line that is synonymous with
Lydgate’s meter. In fact, the distribution of types matches our predictions exactly: the
most commonly occurring is the D, followed by the C and, finally, the B.

The Temple of Glas
If this framework is correct, then we should expect the distribution of types in Life
of Our Lady to repeat in the other poems. Does the prediction hold? I will begin with the
earliest work, The Temple of Glas. We can assign no certain date to the poem but most
scholars believe it was composed no later than 1415.63 There has never been a complete
scansion of the poem, and so Schick’s description of its meter, now over a century old,
has never been disputed. However, based on the profile in Life of Our Lady, we have
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good reasons to emend that description. For example, lines 63 and 244, which Schick
scanned as C types, scan better as A types if we allow for grammatical options available
to Lydgate:
Hou that she was [y]-falsed of Jason64 (63)
And some also for her hastines (244)
Lydgate’s dialect retained the participial prefix, although it was sparing in its use, and so
we are justified in emending line 63 to include it; and as a plural noun, some is entitled to
final –e. In fact, only forty-four lines in the entire poem scan as C types (3.1% of the total
number of lines):
That foundid was, as bi liklynesse (18)
Even the modest 3.1%, however, reflects an inflated count, as seventeen lines include
likely disyllables at the right edge of the first colon, where they are licensed to carry an
offbeat:65
With thilke swerd of him Piramus (81)
That nought but deth shal the knot unbynd (1270)
If we exclude these lines from our count, the total incidence of C types drops to 1.9%.
(There are no dative constructs to speak of, except where they coincide with disyllable
candidates.) Exceptional for Lydgate, in The Temple of Glas the total count of possible C
types outnumbers that of the D types nearly three to one. Relative to other irregular
rhythms, the C type plays a more prominent role relative to the D type in the early poem
than it does in later poems.66
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The Temple of Glas is exceptional also in its incidence of the B types that play so
minimal a role in Life of Our Lady.67 Here, sixty lines (4.2% of the total number of lines)
have an extra syllable at the caesura:68
x

/

x

/ x

x

/

x

/ x

/

The wondre hestres, for brightnes of the sonne (29)
Uncharacteristically, the B type is by far the most dominant irregular rhythm and exceeds
the next most frequent irregular figure by more than 10% (at its highest count of 4.2%) or
else draws nearly even with it (at its lowest count of 1.8%). Nowhere else in Lydgate’s
corpus does the B type so perceptibly shape the poem’s rhythmic texture. It is possible
that Lydgate increased his count in order to mimic the French feel of an epic caesura.
After all, The Temple of Glas is a dream vision rather than a religious history or didactic
narrative poem. And the tolerance would provide breathing room for the rhythm (it is
here rather broad) and prevent the higher frequency of types from smothering the meter.
More surprising, the Temple contains at most only fifteen D types (amounting to
1.1% of the total lines). If we exclude two lines that may be made regular by sounding a
participial inflection or emending a modal verb (96 and 165), then we are left with
thirteen, or a single percent of the total lines and 13.7% of irregular types. (Compare this
figure to the 57.7% of D types evidenced in Life of Our Lady.) Nowhere else in Lydgate’s
poetry does the clipped line play such a limited role. Typically dominant, here it barely
registers even at its most liberal count. Compared with an expansive, mature work like
the Troy Book or Fall of Princes, The Temple of Glas presents an odd metrical profile:
lowest in its usual highest figure and highest in its usual lowest figure. I have suggested
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that the inflated B type may reflect Lydgate’s self-conscious display of the French
metrical style. Logically, then, he may have wanted to restrain the clipped line, with its
Germanic, thumping rhythm. The C type, again logically, would fall somewhere between
the two as a sort of metrical ambassador between the English meter and its French
pretentions.
This interpretation sheds light on another unique feature of the poem’s rhythm: its
unusually high incidence of equivocal C-or-D types:
/

x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/

Sith noon but she may thi sores sound69 (1200)
x

/

x

/

/

x

/ x

/

The ambiguous type plays a crucial role in softening or shading the poem’s metrical
contours. Although its uppermost limit registers only at 2.3% of total lines (with a
lowermost limit of 1.7%), it here plays a much larger role within the limited sphere of
irregular lines, comprising roughly one-quarter of them. The increase seems to prey on
the power of the clipped line, implying its presence without committing to the type. The
poem’s rhythmic duplicity well accords with its straddling of Continental and native
traditions and may, in fact, be a subtle challenge to Chaucer, whose own experiments in
the dream vision had been far less French.70
It would be natural, then, to mitigate or conceal the challenge by balancing the
very prominent B type with an exaggerated A type—the strictly alternating rhythm of his
rival. And in The Temple of Glas we do find an astonishingly high number of normative
rhythms.
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Figure 7-3
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At its lowest count there are 1,252 A types (89.1% of the total lines—2.1 percentage
points higher than Life of Our Lady’s median count) and at its highest the count rises to
1,313 (93.5%). A median count (which is always the most probable) shows 1,309 A types
in 1,404 lines (93.2%). At its most “Lydgatean” the poem reads only 153 irregular lines
(10.9%) and at its least ninety-one (6.5%). The poem’s tolerance, then, is 4.4%, high for
Lydgate but appropriate given the delicacy of the poet’s flirtation with French licenses.
The distribution of median types is telling, as it reveals the strange preference for
hypercatalexis, as well as the curious restraint with clipped lines. From these figures it is
clear that the poem is exceptional in its high incidences of A and B types, its low
incidence of D types, its high incidence of equivocal C-or-D types, and its ratio of C
types to D types. However, it does conform to the Life of Our Lady model in several
respects. The prosodic structure of the C type, with its preference for boundaries at or
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above the phonological phrase, is constant, as is the statistical insignificance of the
hypothetical hybrids. And most important, 99.85% of lines can be accounted for using the
framework. The significance of the last point must not be overlooked. If we view
Lydgate’s meter as a failed reproduction of Chaucer’s, then nearly 7% of the poem’s
lines are unmetrical. But if we view that meter as an alternating decasyllable with a subtly
different constraint ranking, in which the caesura is a metrical constituent that adds or
deletes a syllable from the middle of the line, then only two lines in 1,404 are
unmetrical.71 The poem’s metrical differences from Life of Our Lady, therefore, seem to
be motivated by the genre in which it was written and the context of the poet’s
competition with Chaucer. However, to test this claim we will need to move beyond these
works to consider the longer narrative poems that occupied Lydgate for most of his
career.72
Figure 7-4
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Confirming the Profile
Do the discrepancies between the profiles of Life of Our Lady and The Temple of
Glas imply that our hypothesis is flawed? On the contrary, the differences provide the
strongest evidence that Lydgate wrote systematically and in full compliance with the
principles outlined in my discussion of Life of Our Lady. In order to understand why, we
must first complete our metrical survey, beginning with The Life of Saint Alban and Saint
Amphibal, a devotional history that Lydgate probably completed in 1440.73 The poem
runs to over four thousand lines, and so my sample of 2,002 lines covers approximately
half of the text. In my sample I calculate a median count of forty-six C types.74 D types
are straightforward, with a median count of 233 lines (11.6% of the total and 59.7% of all
irregular types). The uppermost limit for the incidence of B types is 2.2% and the
lowermost incidence 1.4%, with a median incidence of 1.4%. This incidence comprises
only 9.2% of all irregular types. Compared with its roles in Life of Our Lady (10.9% of
irregular types) and in The Temple of Glas (31%), we see that it is the Temple figure that
is an outlier and not those of the other two poems.75 The presence of the ambiguous C-orD type is minimal; hybrids are statistically insignificant; and as there had been no E types
in the Temple of Glas, so there are none here.76
The portrait that emerges from the Life of Saint Alban and Saint Amphibal is
strikingly similar to that of Life of Our Lady. Although the incidence of A types is a few
points lower (eighty-seven for the latter and 82.5 for the former), it is close enough to
suggest a pattern. In both poems, the dominant type (A) has a rate of occurrence higher
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than eighty. In both, the dominant irregular type, accounting for more than half of all
irregular rhythms, is the D.
Figure 7-5
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Following that (but far below it) is the C, and well below that the B. There are few if any
E types in either poem, and hybrid types are statistically insignificant or entirely absent.
Equivocal types are present but not conspicuous. And the prosodic structures of the C and
D types are identical in both poems.77
Further support comes from the Fall of Princes, Lydgate’s massive political
allegory and tutorial. Because a complete scansion of its thirty-six thousand lines would
be exhausting and unnecessary, I have extracted from Book One a 2,002 line sample for
analysis. Its profile matches those for Life of Our Lady and Life of Saint Alban and
Amphibal.78 The poem’s median incidence of A types is 82 % and its tolerance is quite
narrow (2.1%), indicating that, like Life of Our Lady and Life of Saint Alban, the poem
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relies heavily on a strictly alternating line to mitigate the irregular C types, which, like
those in the other poems, overwhelmingly “break” on phonological or intonational phrase
boundaries.79
Figure 7-6
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The median C type incidence is 2.45% (with a tolerance of 2.15%). As usual, the D type
dominates with a median count of 199 (9.94% of total lines and 55.1% of irregular
types).80 The B type, characteristically, is marginal, with a median incidence of 1%.81 The
absence of hybrids and E types further confirms the profiles for Life of Our Lady and
Saint Alban.
In all these poems the D type overwhelms its rivals, followed by the C type and,
much rarer, the B type. This order of incidence derives from the template’s constraint
ranking. As a metrical constituent, the caesura allows extra syllables and missing
syllables line-medially. Both of these licenses make sense: caesurae reinforce the right
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edge of the first colon (making it like a miniature line-end that can take an extra weak
syllable) and weaken the left edge of the second colon (like the line’s beginning, where a
weak syllable can be dropped). When poets include a midline caesura in the metrical
template, as Lydgate did, they place a latent metrical pause between the second and third
beats that can be activated when the line loses a weak syllable, triggering a clash. The
pause helps to restore alternation. It cannot, however, keep an extra syllable from
disrupting the rhythm, even if that syllable is sanctioned by the midline license. Missing
offbeats, then, are easier to process than extra offbeats. The absences of supposed E types
(anacrusis) and of any double offbeats not spanning the caesura add further evidence for
the metrical function of Lydgate’s caesura. Restricting catalexis (lost syllables) and
hypercatalexis (extra syllables) to colon edges suggests that Lydgate’s meter does not
sanction such licenses except through the caesura. That meter cannot, therefore, be a
“looser” version of Chaucer’s decasyllable. It is an entirely different meter that tolerates
two rhythms that other meters discourage: those with lost or redundant syllables between
the second and third beats.
Data from 2,035 lines of the Troy Book and from the complete Siege of Thebes
(4,716 lines) both confirm and complicate the profile. The Troy Book occupied Lydgate
from 1412 to 1420; soon thereafter he began to compose the Siege. These two works
conform to the profile except in two respects. First, they have fewer A types and more D
and C types; and second, their tolerance ranges for A types are wider, indicating that the
poems have a blurrier or fuzzier rhythmic texture. These ambiguities may lead one reader
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to interpret a line as an A type and another reader to interpret the same line as a C or D
type. (The equivocations serve a rhetorical as well as a metrical purpose, which I discuss
below.) But it is important to note that although the poems’ rhythms are equivocal, they
are not equivocal in exactly the same way as those in The Temple of Glas. In the Temple,
for instance, ambiguity stems from the high incidence of lines that can be read either as
clipped or broken-backed, as well as from the high tolerance in the A type (its difference
in percent between the highest and lowest rates of potential occurrence). In the Troy Book
and the Siege, ambiguity also stems from their A tolerances but not from the overlapping
C-and-D rhythms so prominent in Lydgate’s Temple. Rather, the ambiguities chiefly lie
in the C tolerance, which in the Troy Book and The Siege of Thebes is significantly higher
than in The Temple of Glas or Lydgate’s final works. I will return to this point below
when I discuss Lydgate’s metrical maturation and his slow dissociation from the
Chaucerian style.
The Troy Book is a sprawling, grievous translation of Guido de Colonne’s
Historia desctructionis Troiae, a thirteenth-century “history” of the Trojan War that was
itself a prose translation of an earlier work, the twelfth-century Roman de Troie. Of
course, the intimidating standard set by Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde made that poem
a convenient target. But other, less famous and less imposing histories of the war
circulated during the Troy Book’s composition and many were translations of Colonne,
such as the Laud Troy Book and the alliterative Destruction of Troy. Lydgate therefore
had ample motive to make his translation distinct, and he achieved that ambition by
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breaking from the faux-Chaucerian decasyllable of the Temple and asserting in its place
his own unmistakable meter. At this point Lydgate seems to have made his rivalry with
Chaucer more explicit, and by flaunting his innovation rather than concealing it, as he
had done in The Temple of Glas, the poet staked his claim on the summa qua non of
medieval romances.
To inoculate his poem from the hazards of self-laureation—always a risk run by
ambitious poets in an age of authority and deference—Lydgate raised his levels of
metrical tolerance, increasing ambiguity and thereby priming his audience to hear both
what he intended—his own radical art—as well as an echo, a vestige, a hint of the
Chaucerian touchstone. Using that tactic he could have competed with Chaucer while
claiming merely to imitate him. In the Life of Saint Alban and the Fall of Princes,
Lydgate later restricted his A-type tolerances to two and 2.1%, respectively. As a result
the poems clearly distinguish A types from “irregular” types like the C or B. What
Lydgate intended his audience to hear as Chaucerian he took care not to complicate with
prosodic ambiguities that might mislead readers into hearing other tunes. For a similar
reason, in those two poems, and in Life of Our Lady, Lydgate kept the incidence of A
types above 80%, with simple decasyllables occurring often enough to condition the
reader’s expectations but not so often as to suggest that the alternation could never be
disturbed. In the Troy Book and Siege, however, the tolerance for the A type is higher,
indicating the presence of more ambiguous rhythms, and the incidence of the A type is
lower, indicating a more continual challenge from the “irregular” types.
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Figure 7-7
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As Figure 7-7 illustrates, the early works show a higher type A tolerance, indicating a
greater reliance on equivocating grammatical and rhythmic devices. Tolerance, after all,
is merely a means for representing rhythmic uncertainty. In the Temple, uncertainty arises
from the high incidence of overlapping C and D rhythms, in which the reader must decide
which type best approximates the line’s structure. Uniquely, the overlapping C and D
rhythms do not “bleed out” to make other rhythms ambiguous as well. On the contrary,
their ambiguity pertains only to their classification between the two types and does not
affect either the poem’s larger metrical architecture or the reader’s ability to judge what is
“regular” from what is “irregular”—only the ability to judge in this instance whether the
irregularity is a broken-backed or a clipped rhythm.
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Alban and Fall of Princes make very clear what counts as an A type, as well as
what counts as a C, D, or B type. The late works do not exploit ambiguities nearly to the
extent that the early works do. Perhaps in the twilight of his career Lydgate felt he no
longer needed to write coyly. But in Troy Book and The Siege of Thebes we see a spike in
tolerance not owing to a marked increase in the overlap between C and D types but to
more continual use of grammatical and rhythmic ambiguities across the spectrum of
irregular types. Lydgate’s aim seems to have been to fulfill two mutually supporting
ambitions at once: to announce his rivalry with Chaucer and to withdraw it—the modesty
topos made metrical. (Note that peak tolerance occurs in the Siege, Lydgate’s
“continuation” of the Canterbury Tales. It seems logical that the poet would make his
intentions clearest and also most confused when literally rewriting his rival’s work.)
Figure 7-8 shows that The Temple of Glas is the most conservative of the six works.
Figure 7-8
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Lydgate’s departure from the early Chaucerian style and his move to challenge it in the
middle period unsurprisingly coincide with a dip in the number of lines most closely
associated with his rival—the A type. Having won his reputation, Lydgate settled into a
fairly stable and expertly controlled equilibrium, balancing the demands of long political
and religious poems, which ought to be metrically legible as well as mindful of earthly
and divine authorities, with the need to keep his verse lively. In the Troy Book there is
nothing lively about the B type, which languishes at a median count of four (0.14% of all
lines). Perhaps the low incidence is a necessary countermeasure to the high incidence of
C and D types.
Figure 7-9
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It is a reasonable strategy. B types are the most difficult rhythms in Lydgate’s meter. In a
poem already pushing the limits of an audience’s willingness to reconcile strange
rhythms with the metrical set, invoking hypercatalexis too often may breach either the
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reader’s ability to tend to the schema or the meter’s own internal cohesion. The D type,
which typically hovers near 10% of total lines in Lydgate’s other poems, here has a
median count of 361 (17.7%), a massive figure. The Troy Book seems therefore to mark a
period of metrical experimentation.82 The distribution of types and their tolerances is
revealing. In the Troy Book, A and C types have unusually high tolerances, indicating
that one cannot always be sure whether a line is regular or broken-backed. However, one
is not likely to confuse one irregular type for another, as in The Temple of Glas where
irregular types can be soft or murky and therefore cross-contaminating, so that one may
be uncertain whether a rhythm is clipped, broken-backed, or hypermetric. Here they are
distinct: very little overlap obfuscates the irregular types. Ambiguity may cause us to
hesitate before determining whether a line is regular or irregular; but in the Troy Book we
are not likely to hesitate in assigning the line its type once we have determined whether it
is irregular.
The most remarkable development in the Troy Book is the extreme tolerance in its
C type (a signature it shares with The Siege of Thebes).83 Including disyllables at colon
boundaries and dative constructs, the Troy sample contains 225 C types; excluding them
there are 117. Over half of the types, then, fall within a sphere of uncertainty—a
tolerance. According to the most generous interpretation, Lydgate employed the C-type
in 10% of all its lines and according to the most parsimonious 5.7%. The median is 7.3%.
Compared with its median incidence in the other poems, 7.3% is statistically significantly
higher.
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Figure 7-10
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The next highest incidence (The Siege of Thebes) is 5.62%. After that is Life of Our Lady
at 3.3%, followed by the Fall of Princes at 2.49% and Life of Saint Alban at 2.3%. At the
bottom, unsurprisingly, is The Temple of Glas at 1.9%. If we compare the average of C
tolerances in all poems not including the Troy Book (2.06%) to the Troy Book tolerance
(5.3), we see just how ambiguous the Troy rhythm can be.
Lydgate exploited the caesura as a metrical device to delete domain-adjacent
weak syllables more often, more aggressively, and more purposefully in the Troy Book
than anywhere else in his poetry. Why? In his first direct challenge to Chaucer, Lydgate
made systematic and cunning use of his new rhythm. Not only do more broken-backed
rhythms appear in the Troy Book than in any other poem, signaling the poet’s intention to
put his distinctive mark on the Troy legend, but their tolerance there is also higher. The
correlation—total count and tolerance—tells us that Lydgate protected his experiment by
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loading the controversial rhythm with a great deal of ambiguity. Readers who heard the
rhythm might respond with praise or blame; if the former, his reputation would blossom,
and if the latter, the poet could claim that they had misread his meter. The type’s high
tolerance shielded Lydgate by making the rhythm difficult to hear clearly but impossible
to ignore. The data in Figure 7-10 are quite striking. First, it is clear that because the Troy
sample has only half as many total lines as the Siege sample, it contains half as many C
types. However, if we recalculate to account for the size of the samples, we find that
there are more total C types in Troy Book than in any of the other works. Second, the
highest counts occur in the three middle poems, with the strongest located in Troy Book
and the second strongest in The Siege of Thebes, the two poems directly in competition
with Chaucer. Third, and most important, the tolerance range peaks sharply at Troy Book
and gradually diminishes through the remaining four poems, suggesting that after the two
skirmishes with Chaucer, he crafted a clearer, more concrete metrical line, one less
guarded and skittish.
There is no necessary correlation between the total number of times a type will
occur in a poem and the type’s tolerance. Hypothetically, one hundred broken-backed or
clipped or hypercatalectic lines could occur and the tolerance for each be zero if no
equivocating factors are present to render the rhythm ambiguous. But in Lydgate’s
poetry, incidence and tolerance consistently correlate, such that as the incidence of a type
rises, so does its tolerance. But in Lydgate’s poetry, incidence and tolerance consistently
correlate, such that as the incidence of a type rises, so does its tolerance.
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Figure 7-11
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The correlation implies, first, that ambiguity plays a purely metrical role in the verse to
keep its rhythms within limits that the reader can process; and, second, that it plays an
equally crucial rhetorical role: as a buffer for ambition. The more forcefully Lydgate
diverged from the precedent set by Chaucer, the more dangerous the contest became for
the challenger, who, unlike his competitor, had no authority of his own and so no
justification for his work’s novelty. Higher levels of tolerance masked the young poet’s
sedition and supplied an expedient diminutio for when his intention became too obvious
or indecorous.
Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes forms a sort of metrical companion piece to the Troy
Book. Their type A and C profiles are similar both in incidence and tolerance, and their
rhythms are nimble. Historically, both works have been generally regarded as failures of
versification. Uncomfortable with the poem’s large number of “deviant” lines, Erdmann
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attributed them to errors in the fair copy that probably was not the author’s “own rough
draft” but instead written by “some professional copyist.”84 Astronomical references in
the poem’s Prologue and an allusion to the Treaty of Troyes place the date of
composition between April 27, 1421 and August 31, 1422.85 We know, then, that Lydgate
began work on the Siege almost immediately after completing the Troy Book. It is no
wonder, then, that the poems overlap stylistically or that they use similar techniques to
spar metrically with Chaucer: a relatively low A type incidence and a high type A
tolerance, as well as an inflated C type incidence and tolerance.86 The median count of
broken-backed lines in the Siege is 264 (5.62% of all lines and 22.65% of irregular
types).87 D types abound with a median count of 638 (13.5%).88 And as in the Troy Book,
Lydgate dropped the incidence of B types to compensate for the rise in clipped and
broken-backed lines. In fact, its striking irrelevance, in conjunction with its minor status
in other poems excluding the Fall of Princes and The Temple of Glas, casts some doubt
on its consistent status as a metrical figure. Rather, Lydgate seems to have employed the
type ornamentally in certain poems and not at all in others. It is never, that is, consistently
applied throughout his work. It is, instead, a rhythmic quality of particular poems.
One significant difference between the Siege of Thebes and its companion poem,
the Troy Book, lies in the equivocal class of clipped or broken-backed rhythms. In the
Troy Book, as in most of Lydgate’s verse, the equivocating class plays only a minor role.
But Lydgate made the rhythm more prominent in The Siege of Thebes, where its median
count is 208 lines (4.2% of the total).
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Figure 7-12
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Lydgate’s strategy seems to have been to blunt the edges of his meter. The Siege is, after
all, a narrative romance, and a higher incidence of equivocal rhythms mutes the pounding
of the D and the heroic bombast of the C types. Nevertheless, Lydgate never pushed the
experiment too far, and although he did manipulate the overlap between the two rhythms
more often in the Siege than in his other narrative and didactic works, he still refused to
cede control to the metrical hazards of a double rhythm. In other words, he permitted the
animal to play but kept it on a rather tight leash.89
What do we learn from our comparison of the metrical profiles of these six
poems? What do the trends tell us? First, a positive correlation holds between the
incidence of broken-backed lines and their tolerance. As one goes up, so does the other.
The reason is simple. As his metrical signature and the one striking innovation over his
main rival Chaucer, Lydgate’s C type gave the poet his best chance to depose the old
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authority and take his place. However, the political, aesthetic, and rhetorical traditions in
which Lydgate worked precluded direct dispute or open confrontation. So as he increased
the scope and role of the invention, he made the rhythm less definite, taking care to
condition the figure so that it often—but not too often—occurred in grammatically
ambiguous contexts. Lydgate groomed the broken-backed line to be a metrical modesty
topos, asserting in one voice what it denied in another. Naturally, the correlation spikes in
the poems composed in genres and on themes most closely associated with Chaucer—in
the Troy Book, in which Lydgate rewrote the achievement of Troilus and Criseyde, and in
The Siege of Thebes, in which he appropriated the Knight’s Tale and christened himself
an honorary pilgrim. With so much literary capital tied up in the histories of Thebes and
Troy, it cannot be an accident that Lydgate chose those two tales in which to make his
move against Chaucer.90
Second, we learn that Lydgate was aware that balancing the irregular types
against the regular A type would be crucial to his meter’s success. As the incidences of C
and D types went up, he lowered the incidence of the B types, striking an equilibrium
among them. We see a similar impulse in the balance of the A types against all other
rhythms. Lydgate never allowed his incidence of “Chaucerian” A types to fall too low—
never below 72%—so as not to overwhelm the B and C types. The logic is subtle but not
counterintuitive. In order for his own invention to be heard, he would need to conserve it,
deploying the “irregular” rhythms only so often and relying instead mostly on the
alternating rhythm of his rival, using it as a parasite does its host. Even among the
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irregular rhythms, Lydgate was careful never to stray too far from the clipped line that he
shared with Chaucer. In five of the six poems, D types comprise over half of all irregular
types.
Third, and most astonishing, we discover that Lydgate did not distribute the types
randomly through his poems. They are keenly calibrated to strike the reader’s attention in
the most effective way without overwhelming the metrical set. In other words, Lydgate
deliberately chose how often and where to vary the rhythms in order to prevent them
from being misread, even as he loaded them with the ambiguities—grammatical and
prosodic—that he would use as justification and cover, as a screen to conceal his
creativity.

Lydgate’s Memory Machine
While scanning the lines in the Troy Book, I gradually became aware of a pattern
that previously eluded me. I noticed that the clipped and broken-backed rhythms tend to
come in clusters or bursts, not strewn randomly through the poem like stars through space
but concentrated together like planetary debris in an accretion disc. I began to count both
the number of clusters or bursts in each poem and how many lines intervene between
them. In the Troy Book, I found that that the D types do indeed cluster together, so that
•

The arithmetic mean for the number of lines intervening between each occurrence
of a D type is 4.4, with a standard deviation of three.

•

The median is three.
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•

The mode, by some margin, is zero.
Figure 7-13
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This distribution shows that the D type occurs in localized groups, typically separated by
no more than three lines but much more frequently in a run of lines not separated by more
than a single line, if that. The processing implications are clear: if an irregularity, such as
D type event, occurs randomly, the brain has no means by which to predict its
occurrence, and so the difficulty of processing the information and, by extension,
incorporating its figure into a schema, increases. The more random the distribution, the
less likely the brain will successfully anticipate the event, and the more unintelligible the
event itself will be. It will appear as “noise.” However, if the irregularities occur in close
proximity to one another—in groups or clusters—the processing demands drop sharply.
The brain becomes primed to expect the event and so is more likely to incorporate the
irregularity into the schema. The event will no longer be noise but rather information.
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The former makes a poem more difficult, if not impossible, to read. The latter makes it
easier to read because the irregularities can be grouped according to preferences ranked
in the schema.
Figure 7-14
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I then compared the D cluster distribution in the Troy Book to the distribution of C types
in The Siege of Thebes. Unlike the D types in Troy Book, the C types in Thebes show
very prominent gaps between clusters or bursts. The more prominent gapping makes
sense, as the rhythmic complexity of a metrical pause or void position requires more
processing effort. Higher concentrations of types isolated in periodic groups would
further mark them for priming and therefore reduce the processing difficulty. A
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difference between Lydgate’s distribution of D types, which do not require as much effort
to reconcile with a broadly rising duple meter, and his distribution of C types, then,
concerns the degree of gapping between “clusters” of events. The D types occur together
more than they occur individually, with a margin of three lines, but the distance between
clusters tends to be smaller. The effect is one of blurring: the D types dissolve more
gradually into the texture of the alternating rhythm. By contrast, the more extreme
gapping—the greater distances between clusters—exaggerates the profile of the C types,
strengthening their rhythmic shape and, in effect, searing them into the memory, so that
the next time a cluster occurs, it is much less difficult to process.
D and C types, then, exploit memory in two opposed but complementary ways in
order to entrain the reader. The D type, like a pointillism, merges unlike figures—A and
D—to form a smooth, transitional texture by minimizing the distance between gaps while
still associating like figures more closely with one another than with unlike figures. C
types, like buckshot from a gun, form tightly concentrated clusters separated by longer
periods of inactivity. Their texture is rougher and more defined—less impressionistic. It
is a logical consequence of the distribution that the C type is processed in long-term
memory whereas the D type is stored in working memory—as a reader may go for long
stretches without encountering a C cluster but must nevertheless recall the rhythm’s cue.
D types, however, will appear every few lines, or every dozen lines at the most, and so
can be relegated to the real-time slip-and-storage of working memory, where items are
constantly falling in and out of consciousness. The contrast in C-type distribution is
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starker—and therefore more memorable—than what we find in D-type distribution,
although both distributions participate in “gapping” or “clustering.” The effect of the
former is like a light switch turning on and off, whereas the latter is more like a dimmer
switch.
Figure 7-15
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Consulting Figure 7-15, we find that there are forty instances of a C type in The Siege of
Thebes in which no lines intervene between that line and the next C type: a cluster. The
bunching at the extreme left of the graph indicates that C clusters are more tightly
concentrated than D clusters, whereas the spiking quality of the intervals indicates that
the clusters tend to be spaced further apart than the clusters of D types. And so
•

The arithmetic mean for the number of lines between each occurrence of a C type,
consequently, is much higher, at 10.6, with a standard deviation of thirteen.

•

The median is seven.
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•

The mode, again by some margin, is zero. A “zero” mode confirms that irregular
events far more frequently occur consecutively than non-consecutively.

•

The distributional difference is subtle but very real, and their impact on rhythmic
processing is dramatic. Lydgate seems to have taken this into account somehow.

To replicate my results, I then checked the profiles against their counterparts, calculating
the distributional trends for C types in the Troy Book and D types in The Siege of Thebes.
The data from Thebes is confirmed in the C-type distribution in Troy Book.
Figure 7-16
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•

The arithmetic mean is 8.0 lines between events, with a standard deviation of
eight, suggesting a range of clustered groups with substantial gapping.

•

The median is six, and the mode, again, zero, indicating that the majority of types
occur consecutively.

•

Taken together, these numbers tell us that the types tend to occur close together
separated from other groups of clustered lines by fairly large periods.
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An interesting complication arises when we turn to the D-type distribution for The
Siege of Thebes, and the twist is a useful reminder that we are dealing not with speech or
amino acids or light reflected in water but art, whose laws can only ever be normative
and never categorical. For although my results are on the whole confirmed, the genre
seems to have added a variable that ever so slightly influenced the outcome of analysis:
that variable is Lydgate’s relationship to Chaucer, whose authorial gravity over the genre
of historical romance cannot help but trap others in its orbit.
Figure 7-17
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Here the arithmetic mean is 6.4, with a standard deviation of 7.72, suggesting that the D
types in Thebes cluster somewhere between the pointillism of Troy Book’s dissolving
texture and the typical buckshot distribution of the Lydgate C type. It is, in some ways, a
middle ground or compromise between the two styles. In general, however, it does
support the difference between C- and D-type clustering and their respective relationships
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to long-term and working memory. The variable that I failed to anticipate is the artist’s
intention, his desire to reform and possibly erase the technique he imitates. In The Siege
of Thebes Lydgate strode with his rival and was obliged to keep the pace of his
competitor. That is how medieval authority worked. What Lydgate seems to have done in
his distribution of D types is to nudge the one license identified with Chaucer—the
clipped line—ever closer to the license most unmistakably associated with himself. A
ghostly appropriation? Perhaps it is.

Lydgate’s Laureate Performance
Alexandra Gillespie observes that Lydgate named himself in more poems than
any other Middle English poet, a tic she associates with an “affinity with a new kind of
linguistic sovereignty” and “new opportunities to earn a reputation as a producer of
widely-read texts.”91 Seth Lerer has linked that proclivity to what he calls the “controlling
speech acts of the writer” that “establish that the subject of a text is the writer and his
public.”92 What are these speech acts? They are the stock modesty topoi: “sublime praise
and fulsome apology.” By calling attention to his own inadequacy, the poet deftly weaves
himself into the story he tells, deflecting its focus onto the very act of telling it. In place
of a manual for political rule or catalogue of noble deeds he gives us an allegory of
literary reception and the imitation of authority. For Thomas Hoccleve, this “strategy of
poetic usurpation” expressed itself as an elegy, for “[t]he one who grieves is the one with
a right to inherit.”93 To be labeled Chaucerian marked a poet as custodian to a dynasty; it
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designated him as an heir. Helen Barr remarks that “questions of institutional power and
its contestation” inhere in the “internal and dialectical relationship between the formal
features of language use and the social matrix within which language users engage in
language practice.”94 Language marks its users socially and politically just as it labels
them as custodians or competitors. Hoccleve defined himself as the documentary orphan,
the disinherited son; his language swarms with legal anxieties and a nonspecific sense of
abandonment. John Walton branded himself the conduit for old words in new music, and
throughout his translation one feels his yearning to collapse the past and present in a
thought so terrible and wise that it transcends human language. Where Hoccleve’s poetics
made a spectacle of community, annuity, and above all guarantee, paradoxically
depriving him of all three, Walton’s role as a “household” translator, a position as
sheltered and stately as Hoccleve’s was vulnerable and pedestrian, led him to a different
style of dispute, in which guardianship of the past for an intimate few, rather than
protection of one’s own legal and literary claims, staged the self-legitimating act of
language-making. It is no wonder then that the “institutional powers” challenged by the
two poets—bureaucracy and aristocracy, anonymity and intimacy—prompted them to
craft new meters rooted in the social and political tensions of their “tribes.” Walton,
attaché to the gentry, twice inserted himself into his translation but named himself on
neither occasion. Hoccleve, during his conversation with the beggar in the Regement of
Princes, twice identified himself by name (lines 1864-5), although he overlooked no
opportunity to bring the focus back to his pension, or his illness, or his mental dullness.
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For Lydgate, custodianship represented neither the protection of old knowledge
from decay nor the neurotic tic of securing one’s share in it. It was instead a far more
radical appropriation of authority: not self-justification but self-laureation, “part of a
program of political appeal” to “reclaim access to the public world.”95 Lerer contends that
Lydgate’s distinctive habit of naming himself grew from the poet’s double office as
solicitor and advisor to the king. It is natural that a poet so consumed by “strategies of
address” would turn the task of writing to “the narration of the acts of commission and
reception that ground the occasion of a poem’s making in court patronage.”96 Of the
successor-poets, only Lydgate actively participated in court culture. As Lerer explains,
Appelling Chaucer “poet laureate” [Lydgate’s contribution] is something
different from referring to him as a “master” or a “father.” Hoccleve, who
develops this instructional and paternal vocabulary and who may expend
more energy than does anyone else in his abjection before Chaucer, never
calls him laureate or crowns him with the laurel leaves. His encomia
invariably couch themselves in ways that place him at the center of
Chaucerian influence. Hoccleve is, figuratively, a member of the family,
the classroom, or the bureaucratic office led by Chaucer.97
Hoccleve inherited this “paternal” and “bureaucratic” Chaucer because he defined the
dead man as a father and a taskmaster. Walton, by contrast, competed with Chaucer
exclusively as a translator, and so his inheritance was not paternal but pedagogical—
Chaucer was the “better” Boethian. Lydgate’s proximity to court culture introduced a
third possibility: Chaucer the laureate, the state spokesman. And having so defined him,
Lydgate was then free to inherit the laureateship that he himself had invented.
It is widely recognized among critics that medieval poets earned their reputations
by acts of rhetorical self-sabotage. Literature in England in the fifteenth century was a
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starkly political activity in which to participate, and such duplicity was integral to a
poet’s success. Lydgate’s work, more than that of any other writer of the period,
exemplifies the pivotal role self-naming played in the politics of patronage and
appropriation. The practice evolved in part because of uncertainty in the wake of Richard
II’s deposition, when “a heritage of attitudes” concerning legitimacy and the poet’s duty
as a court poet, as well as his responsibility as a public voice, “suddenly became
problematic.”98 Patronage traditions that had stood for decades during the Ricardian age
were cast into doubt and grew precarious in the house of Lancaster, which seeded poets
as propagandists to legitimize the accession but could not pledge them its loyalty, in part
owing to its internal instabilities: factions within the court fractured its unity and integrity
as an institution of power. Paul Strohm has written eloquently of the new generation of
poets working in these troubled conditions:
Lancastrian poets like Lydgate and Hoccleve moved well beyond the
frontiers of simple ingratiation and into a zone of complex complicity, the
hallmark of which was their easy occupancy of a symbolic place
analogous to that of the king. The place of the Lancastrian king was one of
profound doubt and unease, marked by guilty concealment and by fitful
hope of definitive self-legitimation. And do not these terms also describe
the place of the Lancastrian poet?99
When Henry Bolingbroke imprisoned and deposed Richard II, he disturbed and subverted
the culture’s deeply ingrained notions not only of legal and political legitimacy but also
of poetic legitimacy. In order to establish new notions of legitimacy, poets scrambled to
replace or restore the systems of patronage they enjoyed under Richard II. In an effort to
“create continuity and unity where in the actual center of power there [was] instability,”
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poets wrote in a “public sphere parallel to and connected with the structures of power.”100
Aligning their art with the interests of Lancaster, they sought “a common culture and a
uniform model of discourse” that “reached across council and parliament factions, the
party divide between court, administration and country, household and household.” In an
age of strife and paranoia the sane option was to mend divisions. Unfortunately, shifting
interests in the Lancastrian court turned any “public sphere” also into a “private group”
with “coterie signatures and a sign of access to, and acceptability within, state circles.”
How then, was the poet to speak?
Lydgate’s solution, which would become in the following century the solutions of
Spenser and Ben Jonson, was to adopt “a mode of authorial self-representation that serves
as the ground of laureate performance . . . an authoritative first-person persona
necessarily associated with the empirical person.”101 Robert J. Meyer-Lee has coined the
phrase “devotional epideixis” to describe the strategy. We see it at work in The Siege of
Thebes, when the narrator, asked who is he, responds,
I answerede, “my name was Lydgate,
Monk of Bery nyȝ fyfty ȝere of age,
Come to this toune to do my pilgrimage,
As I haue hight I haue therof no shame”
“Daun Iohn,” quod he, “wel broke ȝe ȝoure name!” (92-5)
Fewer than one hundred lines into the 4,716-line Canterbury Tales spinoff, the narrator
names himself. If we had any doubt over Lerer’s claims about “controlling speech acts”
they are soon allayed. Lydgate here introduces himself not as a poet but as a simple monk
on a pilgrimage, who happens to wander into the work of his rival and authorizing
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interest: the “laureate” through whom the mere monk might become a state poet. As
Lerer and Meyer-Lee both note, one of Lydgate’s pet rhymes is to pair aureate (his own
literary style) with laureate (his goal as a poet), an effective if not very subtle
technique.102 This strategy—to write oneself into one’s work as quickly and frequently as
possible—can be, as Meyer-Lee argues, “a means of tactful self-aggrandizement.”103 But
it is always more than simple self-promotion. Indeed, Lydgate cannot name himself
without also disparaging his talent; his persona coordinates the speech acts so that
whenever the rhetorical reference shifts to the occasion of writing, and so implicates
Lydgate as the poet, his fictional (but empirical) stand-in defers to his rival’s authority as
laureate (a title, of course, which Lydgate bestowed on him). What is the logic in this
gesture? “Without an official status as laureate, Lydgate . . . must reinstall himself in that
office with each poem, and one of his most powerful rhetorical strategies for doing so is
to proclaim ostentatiously his unsuitability for it.”104 However, if he can name himself as
custodian of his rival’s laureateship, by the inverted rationale of the modesty topos he can
then claim the honor for himself. His road to state sponsorship—and his map of
misreading—ran through the labyrinthine “gestures of deference” that surface as mistakes
of appropriation: errors in describing Chaucer’s pilgrims, misquotations and false echoes
of Chaucer’s images, perversions of Chaucer’s rhythms.105 Lerer correctly claims that the
trope is a subterfuge for Lydgate’s own ambition as well as an “allegory of commission”
in which the rehabilitated recent past—Chaucer writing in the age of King Richard—
offers an antidote to the destabilized and dangerous system of Lancastrian patronage.106
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We see, then, that Lydgate’s propensity for self-naming and his intrusion into
textual matters form a singularity of purpose: to emphasize the commissioning act that
gives the work authority even as it bleeds authority from the figure most emblematic of a
de-legitimated, disbanded literary and political program: Chaucer, his precursor and his
pretext. Spearing considers The Siege of Thebes “retrogressive,” an anti-romance that
recasts the Knight’s Tale as a medieval—that is, monastic and moralizing—allegory of
appropriation.107 What Spearing fails to appreciate, however, is that Lydgate’s revision of
the pilgrim’s tale constitutes an attack on the political enterprise that supported Chaucer’s
poetry. Chaucer drew no salary from the king, and so in that specific sense he was not a
laureate. But when Lydgate retroactively granted him the status, he imposed on Chaucer
a political role that the elder poet had never known or, I expect, desired. Making him a
laureate poet bound Chaucer to King Richard and to a ruling order that had been not only
exhausted but unauthorized. The strategy was therefore doubly cunning. On a literary
level it tied him to Chaucer, whose legacy, with much disingenuous protest, Lydgate
would be obliged to steward. Controlling that inheritance would authorize his own claims
to laureateship. But more insidious, the appellation buried Chaucer in a dead and
defective political culture that the house of Lancaster, on whose behalf the living laureate
wrote, had extinguished. The same sign that connected the two poets also irrevocably
divided them.108
John Lydgate’s aureate poetics represent more than a bloating of the Chaucerian
style. Studying the older poet’s metrical technique in particular gave Lydgate the means
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through which to challenge the darling of King Richard’s culture without openly
contesting Chaucer’s authority. Exaggerating a minor rhythm in Troilus or the
Canterbury Tales, in which the line strikes up abruptly on the downbeat, Lydgate took
the pose of the fumbling, all-serious heir. Subtleties in his metrical art expose the
custodian’s true intentions—and abilities. Lydgate was no imitator or apprentice to
Chaucer’s master craftsman. He was an agonist, more confident than Hoccleve and wilier
than Walton but no less determined than either to take charge of the tradition left
anchorless at Chaucer’s death. As had Hoccleve and Walton, Lydgate chose his meter to
be his instrument of insurrection. The choice was a natural one. Chaucer’s most obvious
contribution to literature was the decasyllable he had adapted from the endecasillibo. It
was therefore the logical form to adopt and reform. And because its creator had written so
carefully but so equivocally, the inheritors of that form were free to experiment on it,
turning it to new purposes all the while pretending only to have gotten it wrong. What
elevated Lydgate above Hoccleve and Walton, however, was not his metrical brilliance,
for all three were skilled artisans, but his sensitivity to the politics of poetics—to the
cultural capital untapped in the ambiguities of Chaucer’s prosody. In a purely formal
sense, Walton was perhaps the better versifier, and Hoccleve the more thoughtful and
creative; but it was Lydgate who best understood the wealth of his resources and most
expertly marketed them.109
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67. I have discounted from my total all instances of phonetically possible elision
at the caesura, except those that would render the elided word indistinct, e.g. godess >
*gods. Such exceptions are marked as ambiguous in the count.
68. However, two lines (232 and 953) contain a homorganic alveolar stop that
may or may not be reduced. An additional thirty lines contain either a sonorant consonant
in the coda of the offending syllable or they contain an elidable goddess (78, 144, 198,
227, 319, 409, 429, 532, 543, 549, 690, 698, 704, 932, 958, 960, 963, 989, 1053, 1073,
1100, 1188, 1228, 1271, 1273, 1279, 1282, 1302, 1339, and 1392). Three lines feature a
velar nasal preceding a vowel in the following word.
69. may] ne may G; sores] sorowe Pr; sorowes L.
70. As usual, the highly dubious hybrids play no role in the poem and can be
confidently exiled to the realm of statistical insignificance. The C-and-D combination
occurs only twice in 1,404 lines, and of the two instances Schick emends one to make it
broken-backed. Its complement, the B-and-D combination, is entirely absent. And so
despite its rhythmic eccentricities, The Temple of Glas adds further support to the claim
that Lydgate’s line is not hemistichic.
71. The poem has no E types or B-and-D hybrids.
72. Before moving on, I must mention ten lines that are not unequivocally regular
but I believe to be regular nonetheless. Line 53 contains an otiose final –e on sate. As the
verb is singular and strong, it should not inflect for the past tense. However, it is inflected
in all the manuscript witnesses, and so in this case, it seems more logical to concede
grammatical error on the part of the poet than to ignore manuscript unanimity. Schick
claims that line 164 is medially hypercatalectic (a B type). But vulnerability to apocope
in aske and retraction of stress from a monosyllabic main verb to its modal, a common
enough event in medieval meter, makes the line regular. Line 212 in Tanner reads as a C
type. Bodley 638 substitutes seldom for seld, normalizing the rhythm. Typically a lone
witness would not make for a very convincing argument. But in this case, context and
authorial habit favor Bodley, not Tanner. Lydgate rarely used seld, and in the line
immediately before this one, Lydgate wrote fredom. The proximity of two disyllables
ending in –dom suggests that the Tanner scribe chose seld in order to avoid repeating the
sound. (Another option is to sound the legitimate –e on love.) Schick, on scant authority,
omits [al] from line 307, despite the majority reading of the Oxford group, including
Tanner. The line appears to be a B type, with a run of weak syllables between rote and
the womanli. But elision on was normalizes the rhythm. Line 494 seems to be a C type,
but Schick, on the good authorities of Fairfax, Bodley, and Tanner, emends now before
laude. Line 1037 appears to present an anacrusis, but a more likely reading is to elide the
fricative. The British Library scribe found a solution in omitting [the], whereas the
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Fairfax, Bodley, and Cambridge scribes omitted [is], a serviceable but not much
rhythmically improved performance. On line 1082 no manuscript group agrees. The
Cambridge and British Library scribes omitted [the], whereas the Pepys scribe opted to
strike [to]. A more radical and less lovely solution, to cut [list], we can credit to the
Fairfax, Bodley, and Tanner scribes, who it seems were temporarily struck deaf and
stupid. A more sensible option is to invoke radical elision on for unto. The British
Library scribe is alone in omitting [to] from line 1093, but as Lydgate rarely inflected
infinitives with particles, we must give the reading some credence. In line 1191 Schick
spurns the collective readings of Tanner, Bodley, Fairfax, Longleat, and Pepys—diverse
council—by omitting [that]. Although minimally supported by the manuscripts, Schick’s
reading fits better with Lydgate’s syntactic habits elsewhere in the corpus, and so it is
recommended. And finally, although Cambridge and British Library Additional are the
only witnesses to read holi as a monosyllable in 1330, apocope matches Lydgate’s use of
the word in his other poems, and so I adopt the minority reading against the majority.
73. See The Life of Saint Alban and Saint Amphibal, ed. J.E. Van Der Westhuizen
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1974) 22-5. All quotations are from the Westhuizen critical edition.
74. Several lines (e.g., 144, 148, 246, 723, 1577, 1779) conclude the first colon
with a monosyllabic alveolar nasal that Lydgate may have read disyllabically. Words like
man and oon are not justified as disyllables etymologically. But we must take into
account the consistency with which Lydgate places them in the fourth position
immediately preceding the fixed caesura. The correlation between their distribution in the
line and the type of line (broken-backed) is significant.
75. Lines with the velar nasal are 77, 93, 207, 498, 596 (before an alveolar stop),
1075, 1509, 1613, 1667 (before an interdental fricative), and 1788; elidables are 131,
163, 1014, 1102, 1149, 1468, and 1514.
76. See Appendix F.
77. In Alban, lines 355, 446, 499, 701, 703, 780, 898, 988, 1095, 1173, 1247,
1355, 1424, 1425, 1491, 1549, 1689, 1719, and 1980 mark a phonological phrase
boundary; lines 41, 248, 370, 771, 916, and 1603 mark an intonational phrase boundary;
and lines 270, 1084, 1476, 1565, and 1964 mark a boundary between clitic groups. Also
in that poem, only sixty-nine clipped lines begin with a content word. By nearly 71%
Lydgate preferred a weak downbeat to start the line.
78. For my text I chose Bergen’s edition for the EETS.
79. 93.9% breaks at or above the phonological phrase: 68.5% at the phonological
phrase and 15.7% at the intonational phrase.
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80. 26.2% begins on a content word and 73.8% begins on a function word.
81. Seven lines contain a homorganic fricative that may or may not be
syncopated: 165, 995, 1829 (princes); 458 (Muses); 1049 (Nembroth the); 1475
(Vixorses); and 1722 (sacrefices). Another fifteen lines involve the velar nasal followed
by a vowel in the next word and twenty-five lines involve a disyllable at the caesura,
stressed initially, with the second (superfluous) syllable a sonorant consonant—either a
nasal or a liquid.
82. The exception, as usual, involves the internal prosodic structure of the types.
Among the poem’s D types, only ninety-six (25.7%) begin on a content word, whereas
277 (74.3%) begin on a function word. This distribution offers compelling evidence that
even when he changed how few or how many irregular types occurred, he did not tamper
with their structure. As a poet Lydgate may have been rhythmically dynamic but his lines
are prosodically static.
83. 93% of all C types in the Troy Book involve a boundary at or above the
phonological phrase.
84. 92. The absence of an authorial holograph is made more problematic by the
thirty-one surviving manuscripts and diverse early printings, including Wynken de
Worde’s 1495 edition and the British Museum 1561 Edition in folio, neither of which
descends from an extant manuscript. In order to restore the text to some degree of order,
Erdmann, and Edwards after him, returned to London, British Museum MS Arundel 119,
an early witness containing only the Siege, whose text is complete. It was copied
sometime between 1425 and 1430, within a decade of the poem’s composition. Three
qualities recommend Arundel as a base-text. First, it is an early copy. Second its Essex
scribe, though metrically maladroit, also copied portions of Gower’s Confessio Amantis
in Cambridge, Pembroke College MS 307 and Walton’s de Consolatione in the Schoyen
MS 615, suggesting that he was therefore somewhat conversant with its forms. And third,
it is an independent witness, with no “definite connection” to any of the other manuscript
groups. By relying on Arundel and collations of the other witnesses, and so avoiding the
pitfalls of the early corrupt printings, Erdmann had hoped to boost the poem’s metrical
reputation. Given the manuscript situation, an authorial text was out of the question, but
because of Arundel’s integrity, an authoritative one might not be.
85. See J. Parr, “Astronomical Dating for Some of Lydgate’s Poems,” PMLA 67
(1952): 251-8.
86. The Siege of Thebes has a type A tolerance—a “regularity” margin—of six,
the highest of any poem. It also has the second lowest median incidence of A types at
3,546 lines (75.2%).
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87. 94.8% of all voids in the Siege mark a boundary at or higher than the
phonological phrase. There are no cases in the poem of a void marking a boundary below
the level of the clitic group. The Siege contains sixty-five instances of a void at the
intonational level (lines 86, 102, 105, 112, 136, 445, 446, 592, 649, 656, 658, 663, 667,
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387, 447, 1442, 1679, 1757, 2219, 2229, 2461, 2653, 2666, 2806, 3226, 3379, 3531,
3545, 3625, 4133, 4215, 4281, and 4308).
88. 137 lines or 21.1% begin on a content word, whereas 514 or 78.9% begin on a
function word.
89. A word concerning the dubious clipped and broken-backed hybrid line: fortysix such lines afflict The Siege of Thebes, comprising 0.98% of all lines and 3.37% of the
irregular types. Of these, sixteen can be excluded because they contain disyllable
candidates that clip the line, dropping the median count to thirty (0.6%); and a further six
contain dative constructs that, if excluded, yield a lower limit of twenty-four lines (0.5%).
Although the total incidence exceeds that of any other Lydgate poem, it still comprises
less than 1% of total lines, and its incidence here accords with those elsewhere in relation
to total irregular lines. And in any event, the median count, which is far more reliable an
index of the poem’s verse design, is little more than half a percent. In summary, then, we
can say that although the number of hybrid lines seems to be inflated, it is actually not, as
it remains statistically insignificant.
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Chapter 8: English Meter After Lydgate: The Legacy of Eclipse

Chapter Overview
I have argued that Walton, Hoccleve, and Lydgate re-ranked Chaucer’s metrical
constraints to create new meters. According to the profiles I have constructed for each of
the poets, their meters are no less regular than Chaucer’s; they merely follow a different
set of rules and therefore create a different set of expectations. If we measure their lines
against the rules peculiar to their meters, we find that Hoccleve’s meter is 99.67%
regular; Walton’s is 99.5% regular; and Lydgate’s is 99.44% regular. Regular in this
context does not necessarily mean strictly alternating; rather, it means that the line can be
included within the tolerance that confirms a reader’s metrical expectations.
Figure 8-1
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There can be no doubt, then, that the poets expertly controlled their verses and that their
intentions as metrists differed markedly from Chaucer’s, although they did not hesitate to
associate their experiments with his in order to capture its prestige.
Such regularity, however, tells us only that the poets applied their techniques
consistently; it cannot tell us what those techniques signify. For instance, did the
techniques develop over time? Do they imply competition between or among poets as
one responded to the experiments of another? M.C. Seymour has suggested that Hoccleve
and Lydgate engaged in a conscious rivalry, a logical inference in light of their mutual
interests in appropriating Chaucer’s meter and their overlapping careers. A comparison of
their techniques lends considerable weight to Seymour’s claim:
Figure 8-1
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This graph is rather busy but its meaning is simple. It shows that Lydgate began and
ended his career by writing more definite rhythms (a narrow tolerance requires fewer
decisions from the reader, which in turn reduces the burden of processing information,
speeding up the act of reading and making the poem formally clearer). During the middle
part of his career, however, he wrote more ambiguous lines, and more of them, at
precisely the moment his rival Thomas Hoccleve was writing fewer difficult lines and
clarifying his art. The poets developed in opposite directions. As Lydgate returned to a
clearer style, Hoccleve radically increased his tolerance range and made his poetry less
accessible. Moreover, although Hoccleve wrote more lines that strictly alternate beats
with offbeats than Lydgate did, he also invariably forced his readers to make more
decisions as they read those lines, and so the alternation may not have been obvious or
apparent. By contrast, despite writing fewer alternating lines on average, Lydgate did not
tax his reader’s perceptual faculties as consistently or as severely as Hoccleve. We can
conclude, counterintuitively, that fewer alternating lines in Lydgate’s poetry did not
frustrate readerly expectations as much as more alternating lines in Hoccleve’s. Although
Hoccleve’s meter was, in some sense, more “regular” than Lydgate’s (if we define
regularity to mean strictly alternating), it was also more challenging.
But as Seymour argues, changes in one poet’s technique seem to occur after the
circulation of one of his rival’s poems. The graph shows that through their careers the
two poets followed opposite paths, with Hoccleve gradually raising the level of difficulty
and Lydgate gradually lowering it. However, if we adjust the graph to consider the dates
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the works were circulated, we find that Lydgate seems to have copied Hoccleve. For
instance, all of the works Lydgate wrote between 1410 and 1421, when his rival actively
produced poetry for the public, follow Hoccleve’s tendency to raise the tolerance range
and thereby burden the reader with more choices. Following Hoccleve’s death, Lydgate
returned to his earlier, less burdensome style. It does appear, then, that the poets were
engaged in a rivalry, with the younger Lydgate following Hoccleve’s lead and mimicking
the older poet’s metrical strategies.
What of the rivalries that emerged in the wake of Lydgate’s death in 1451? Did
they build on the first generation’s experiments, or did they demolish them and erect
entirely new meters in their place? In this final chapter, I will show that the last of the
Lancastrian poets combined the techniques of their predecessors to produce hybrid
meters so complex and magnificent that their rhythms nearly became unreadable.
Between 1447 and 1470, Osbern Bokenham, John Metham, and George Ashby wrote the
finest and most intricate meters in English verse until the dipodic experiments of the late
Victorians and the sprung rhythm of G.M. Hopkins. In this chapter I will compare their
elegant nonce rhythms to those of their Victorian counterparts in order to show that the
appearance of disorder can actually mask an order so fine and nuanced that it can barely
be detected. Fifteenth-century metrics after Lydgate is less like pandemonium than like
Queen Victoria’s parlor, with individual poets tripping individual rhythms. The meters of
George Ashby and George Meredith, for example, have much in common. To regard the
flowering experimentation of late Lancastrian meter, with its staggering variety of
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deliveries, as unmetrical efforts to revive Chaucer commits the same critical fallacy that
regards the late-nineteenth-century proliferation of meters as the “breakdown” of Pope’s
pentameter, whose total degradation by 1910 made free verse possible. Both are
narratological misreadings that reduce the complex processes of history to teleological
mythmaking. They may be useful as pedagogical tools but they are bankrupt as scientific
and historical descriptions.
In fact, just as early Modernists reacted to Victorian experimentation by labeling
it decadent and excessive, so the early Tudor poets Stephen Hawes and Alexander
Barclay dismissed the inventions of Bokenham, Metham, and Ashby—meters built by
collage on the models of Hoccleve and Lydgate—and sought to return to the relative
simplicity of Lydgate. In doing so, they replaced a misreading of Chaucer’s meter with a
misreading of Lydgate’s that inadvertently returned poets of the 1560s and 1570s to an
alternating decasyllable reminiscent of Chaucer’s own meter. And just as Edward
Thomas and Robert Frost continued to write in iambic meters while Ezra Pound and
William Carlos Williams declared war on conventional metrics, so John Walton’s more
modest influence briefly lived on in the Palladius and in the works of the Scots. I will
begin this conclusion by tracing Walton’s influence to its extinction in the Scottish line.

The Lingering Influence of John Walton
As I briefly discussed in Chapter One, the anonymously translated Palladius on
Husbondrie (circa 1440), has an extremely regular meter. Of 1,169 lines sampled, 100%
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have ten syllables and five beats, and nearly every line is strictly alternating. However, in
2.7% of its lines, the poem also contains clashes instigated by apocope or elision—
Walton’s metrical signature:1
x

/

x /

/

/ x

/ x

/

All though it be goode sowing, yit always (178)
/

x x

/ x

/ x

/

/

/

Lime is for that in tymes long made lene (408)
In fact, given the statistically significant frequency with which the pattern occurs, both of
these lines can reasonably be read as rising cadences:

Lime is for that in tymes long made lene
And because the poem has ten syllables in 100% of its lines, acephaly is not a probable
rhythm, and so an additional eight lines scan either as radical inversions or as
syncopations:2
/

x

x

/

x

/

x / x

/

Askes beth goode, and so hoot is noo dounge (757)
/ x x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/

Wickettes two or three thou make hem couthe (1061)
In Chaucer’s meter these lines would likely be headless, with the weak medial –e subject
to elision. But given the extraordinary syllabic fidelity of the Palladius poet, retaining the
–e seems more plausible. Both of these techniques the poet shared with Walton, not
Chaucer. And because the Palladius has no radical shifts in lexical word-stress or wildly
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non-alternating rhythms, its syllabic regularity probably did not come by Hoccleve’s
influence. The most logical conclusion is that the Palladius poet imitated Walton’s strong
style of clashing stresses and syncopated rhythms.
Walton’s influence can also be seen in the Kingis Quair, which, like Palladius,
features frequent clashes and syncopations that Chaucer’s meter does not tolerate but
Walton’s does. The poem has five beats and ten syllables in 98.1% of its 1,379 lines and
five beats in 99.71% of its lines. Two of the exceptions may be scribal errors, and if they
are emended, then 99.86% of its lines have the full five beats:
Thair wolfis hertis in lambis lik[e]nesse (948)
That day sall I never [se] up-rise3 (992)
Two lines (216 and 771) are broken-backed, but as they comprise 0.14% of the poem, the
rhythms can be excluded. These figures indicate that neither Hoccleve nor Lydgate had
any influence on the poet, although twenty-one clipped lines (1.5% of the poem) suggest
a possible Chaucerian influence:4
North northward approchit the mydnyght (7)
However, as we saw in Chapter Five, Walton also clipped his lines, and so we cannot be
certain whether or not these rhythms derive from Chaucer. Chaucer, however, would
never have sanctioned the clash below:
Ryght so the fatour, the false theif I say (944)
Several qualities point to Walton and not Chaucer. First, the clash is triggered by apocope
in the weak adjective false. Second, the intonational phrase boundary that precedes the
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false theif makes it very difficult (although not impossible) to place a beat on the article,
driving us forward to the noun phrase, where we are likely to insert a pause between the
clashing syllables:
x

/

(x)

/

the false [P] theif
Rhythms like this do not occur in the Chaucer corpus, although they do occur in Walton’s
de Consolatione, suggesting that King James looked not to Chaucer but to Walton for his
metrical model. Although the overlap in Walton’s and Chaucer’s meters creates a degree
of ambiguity, clashing structures such as the one above rule Chaucer out as an influence.
Does this influence extend further into the century in Scotland? Did Dunbar,
Henryson, Hay, and Kennedy also adopt Walton’s metrical technique? It is customary to
assert that the makars of the fifteenth century wrote verses that on the whole are much
more regular (that is, strictly alternating and syllabically faithful) than their English
contemporaries. Generally, it is true that the Scottish lines are more recognizably
“Chaucerian.” It is a mistake, however, to assume that Dunbar wrote as Henryson did or
that they shared the same influences to the same degree. In fact, the makars all too often
are depicted as a homogenous group of syllable-counting, beat-alternating Chaucer
facsimiles. Walter Kennedy, for instance, wrote lines with both too many and too few
syllables. In 504 lines from his Passioun of Christ, 471 (93.4%) are conventionally
alternating, but among those that are not, I count twenty clipped lines (3.9% of the total)
and six hypermetric lines (1.1%), as well as eleven lines (2.18%) that shift stress to an
inflection in order to keep the beat:5
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/

x

/

x /

x / x /

Quhilk in deid ar pure be Ignorance (51)
x

/ x

/

x

/

x

x

/x /

He confort þam, syn bad þaim be deligent (319)
x

/

x

/

x

/ x / x

/

As be thair lawe he had seruit þe deid (488)
The clipped line could have come from anywhere: Chaucer, Walton, Lydgate, or some
precedent in the native Scots tradition. But the hypermetric line, with a double offbeat
following the sixth syllable, would not have been possible in any of those meters. And
the shifting of stress from the root to an inflectional affix recalls not Chaucer, Walton, or
Lydgate but Hoccleve. Similarly, in 500 lines from The Buik of King Alexander the
Conquerour by Gilbert Hay, I count 482 conventionally alternating lines of ten syllables
(96.4%).6 The two poets kept a similar incidence of regular lines and shifted stress to
inflections in approximately 2% of lines. But where Kennedy more often dropped
syllables from the line, his contemporary Hay preferred to add them. Moreover, Hay,
unlike Kennedy, freely added or dropped entire feet so that his lines grew or shrank by
more than one syllable at a time:
x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/x

/

And all þir goddis and mawmentis was bot deuillrie (424)
x

/

x

/ x / x

/

And traistis þat be þe iugement (370)
This penchant for deleting or adding entire feet and not just individual syllables Hay
shared with Dunbar, who in a sample of 1,030 lines expanded or contracted the line
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sixteen times (1.5%). Also like Hay, Dunbar was more likely to inflate the syllable count
than to reduce it. Sixteen times he clipped a line (1.5%), but he wrote a hypermetric verse
sixty-one times (5.9%). However, he did not shift the stress in any lines and strictly
alternated his beats only 90.9% of the time.7 In other words, unlike both Hay and
Kennedy, he “assumes full license to arrange the syllables as he will,”8 making his meter
more prone to syllabic irregularity but also less artificial in its delivery; although, like
Hay, he wrote heterometric lines and preferred longer verses to shorter ones. Using these
techniques, the three poets strayed far from the Kingis Quair, which never exceeds its
syllable count.
Robert Henryson is a still more interesting case. Like King James, he rarely
strayed from a count of ten syllables, and on the few occasions that he did, he dropped a
syllable and never added one.9 (In 1,249 lines, I count four that are clipped.) Also like
James, and like Kennedy and Hay, he kept a very high rate of strictly alternating lines.
Unlike all of these poets, however, Henryson built a degree of ambiguity into his lines
that recalls not Chaucer or Walton but Hoccleve. As a result, his lines are regular at a rate
either of 96.95 or 99.4% (with a tolerance range of 2.45%) depending on whether a stress
is shifted or the line is read as headless. For instance, in 616 lines from The Testament of
Cresseid, twelve lines (1.94%) may or may not shift stress to an inflection:
As hir plaisit, and nathing throw the gilt10 (90)
Is the line headless with elision on the third word:
/

x

/

x

/

x

/

x

/

As hir plaisit, and nathing throw the gilt (90)
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or is it stress-shifted in the manner of Hoccleve?
x

/

x /

x

/

x

/

x

/

As hir plaisit, and nathing throw the gilt (90)
We cannot know. Henryson’s meter, although syllabically more regular than any of his
contemporaries, is also more equivocal. The pattern is practically a prosodic formula for
Henryson. The line begins with two weak function words followed by an inflected lexical
word with the root occupying the weak third position and the inflectional affix the fourth.
In such cases, is not clear whether the affix is subject to elision, which would clip the
line.
A further four lines may be clipped depending on the pronunciation of a
grammatically justified but unrecorded final –e:
To all[e] goddis he dois baith lak and schame (276)
The sweit[e] meitis servit in plaittis clene (420)
And, again like Hoccleve, Henryson seems to have shifted stress to the second syllable of
familial nouns as in
And thy mother, of lufe the blind goddess! (135)
The “formula” always occurs in the first four syllables of the line and always involves
two function words followed by a lexical disyllable: mother, fadir, doughter, brothir. It is
difficult to determine whether these lines are genuinely in the style of Hoccleve or just
clipped lines that hedge the bet. Henryson was the only makar to exploit ambiguity so
consistently and for such powerful effects. Moreover, he did not limit the practice to his
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Testament. In 633 lines from Orpheus and Eurydice, I count an even higher number of
such equivocations: twenty-one lines or 3.31% of the total.11
The implications of my analysis are threefold. First, Walton’s early influence on
the Kingis Quair did not seem to affect the metrical techniques of later Scottish poets
such as Henryson, whose work shows, if anything, a slight coloring of Hoccleve. Second,
it is not true, as is commonly argued, that the Scottish poets were somehow more
“Chaucerian” than their English contemporaries or that their meters were not influenced
by post-Chaucerian practices. The ambivalent syllable counts in Hay, Kennedy, and
especially Dunbar betray something of the liberating presence of Lydgate; and their
untroubled habit of shifting stresses to inflectional affixes suggests that they were not
entirely divorced from English metrics after Chaucer. This is not to claim that they shared
the metrical temperaments or intentions of poets like Ashby and Bokenham; on the
contrary, as I will show, English meters at the close of the fifteenth century were very
different from those in Scotland. However, we cannot attribute the gap to an indifference
to post-Chaucerian poetry. Rather, the Scots distinction seems to have emerged from a
“tradition of performance” as Gregory Kratzmann describes it,12 that kept Lydgate’s
influence to a minimum:
Chaucer’s work was much more attractive than Lydgate’s to poets such as
James I, Henryson, Dunbar and Douglas because it had been composed
within a milieu similar to their own—one in which the demands of
performance continued to be felt . . . [and] it may well be that the distance
of the late fifteenth-century Scots poets from Chaucer’s work—one of
time, language and nationality—facilitated an independence and
objectivity which Lydgate could not easily have possessed because of his
proximity to Chaucer.13
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This distance fostered different standards of literary decorum and encouraged Scottish
poets to mix the conversational idioms of their language with the voguish aureate style of
the South. The supposedly cleaner Scottish lines may owe their readability less to an
affinity with Chaucer than to the political and cultural structures of the Scottish court,
which, removed from the competitive cauldrons of London and East Anglia, did not need
to engage in the spectacle of modesty and misreading. And third, the Scottish poets did
not write as uniformly or regularly as they are presumed to have done. Each of the
makars had a unique metrical style and no style—not even Henryson’s—can be
accurately compared to Chaucer’s or Walton’s. Poets in the North experimented just as
their Southern counterparts did, but the experiments remained modest. Henryson,
Dunbar, Kennedy, and Hay had no reason to evolve ever more complicated meters, as
they competed not with Lydgate and Hoccleve (and certainly not with Chaucer) but with
one another.

“Almost Unreadable”
The English successors to Lydgate and Hoccleve did compete with them. The
reputations of men like George Ashby and John Metham were inextricably tied to the
metrical techniques popularized by Chaucer’s misreaders. Lydgate had replaced Chaucer
as the laureate under siege, whose works required misreading. It is only natural, then, that
Bokenham, Metham, and Ashby freely adopted the styles and licenses of the previous
generation and combined them to create newer, more strenuous, and subtler meters than
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either Hoccleve or Lydgate had written. The metrical distinction of the generation
following Chaucer largely consisted in shuffling the ranking of constraints to add or
delete syllables, to clash them, or to shift stresses where Chaucer would not; each poet
tampered with Chaucer’s meter to produce a line unmistakeably his own. The generation
following Lydgate and Hoccleve, however, began to merge licenses from both poets and
in the process wrote “hybrid” meters that casually move between the two influences.
From Hoccleve they inherited a more powerful license to shift stress and from Lydgate
they took the liberties of syllable addition and deletion. However, Ashby and Bokenham
applied the licenses to increasingly elaborate rhythms and as a result pushed their meters
to the limits of coherence and their lines to the limits of readability. Exquisitely crafted,
the meters are “almost unreadable.”14 Their complexity so taxes the mind that a reader
must make dozens of decisions in a single line of verse before settling on a preferred
reading, and no meter that must be so finely scrutinized can survive, as the purpose of
meter is not to arrest but to accelerate reading: to strengthen the memory and not to
exhaust it. Gradually, as the post-Lydgatean poets devised more and more intricate
metrical techniques, Lydgate’s meter came to be eclipsed.
Osbern Bokenham’s Legendys of Hooly Wummen, a series of saints’ lives written
between 1443 and 1447, shows the first signs of a new metrical order. Earlier critics,
however, found no order at all in the poems. Saintsbury declared that their “degenerate
prosaicism . . . is not even relieved by any eccentricity of badness.”15 And Mary
Serjeanston, editor of the book’s EETS edition, flatly stated that “Bokenham’s verse is
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rather irregular and unpolished” and operates “apparently without any definite design.”16
Careful study of Bokenham’s technique reveals not deficient but excessive order built on
a framework of licenses that the poet inherited from Hoccleve and Lydgate.17 The poem
survives in a single manuscript (British Museum Arundel 237) copied by three scribes. In
order to minimize scribal and dialect interference, I selected for analysis the first two
hundred lines of the Prologue to Bokenham’s “Lyf of Saint Elyzabeth,” copied by Scribe
C. Composed in 1447 as the last of the book’s portraits, “Saint Elyzabeth” conveniently
documents a metrical style that flourished four short years before Lydgate’s death in
1451 in the same region of the country (Suffolk) where Lydgate lived and worked.
Despite the shared dialect and close quarters, however, the poets’ meters are quite
dissimilar.
In two hundred lines, I find seventy-eight irregularities (39% of the total count),
including thirty-one clipped lines, three broken-backed lines, and a line hypercatalectic at
the caesura. 43.5% of the irregular rhythms, therefore, Bokenham took from Lydgate:
/ x

/ x

/ x

/

x

/

Alle chyldly thyngys dede despyse (9550)
x

/ x

/ / x

/

x /

Yet not-for-þan in hyr hert secre (9701)
x

/ x

/ x

x

/ x

/

x

/

Thus, as by processe of yerys she dede growe (9601)
(As line 9550 indicates, Bokenham continued to use final –e in grammatically justified
contexts. In fact, thirty-one lines in the sample (15.5%) contain a metrically required,
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organic –e. See Appendix G.) In only five lines (6.4%) Bokenham elaborated on a license
taken from Hoccleve, suggesting that Lydgate’s influence was much stronger. Four lines
retract the beat to a clitic and one line shifts stress to a prefix:
x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/ x /

Veyn pleyis to despyse was hyr dylygence (9558)
x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/ x /

Wych þat she louyd & had in vsage (9650)
The low incidence of these licenses should not conceal their significance: Lydgate was
not in the habit of retracting stresses and he rarely displaced beats from hosts to clitics.
By combining Hoccleve’s freer approach to stressing with Lydgate’s tendency to add or
delete syllables from the line, Bokenham raised the metrical burden considerably.
Reading Hoccleve, one can be reasonably certain that wherever the stresses and beats
fall, the number of syllables is assured. Conversely, reading Lydgate, one can rely on the
steady alternation of beats in all positions except at the colon boundary, and so
ambiguities about phrasal and lexical stress seldom arise. However, by combining the
two techniques, Bokenham forced the reader to entertain the possibility in every line that
a word or phrase may be oddly stressed and that the syllables may need to be inventoried.
Bokenham blended the licenses of the day’s two greatest technicians and by doing
so he imbued his line with a flexibility previously unthinkable in English meter. His
original contribution—one that would prove consequential for the experiments in
Ashby’s poetry—was to take the licenses that he inherited from Hoccleve and Lydgate
and to merge and exaggerate them. Most conspicuously, he liberated Lydgate’s deleted
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weak syllable from its place in the middle of the line, allowing void syllables throughout
the line, as well as extending the practice so that a line may lose either an offbeat, as in
Lydgate’s poetry, or a beat:
x / x

/

x

/

x

x

/ x

/

As of hyr outward port what shuld I more seyn (9633)
x

/

x x

/

x

/

x

/ x /

By sleythe of þe deuyl or of hys suggestyoun (9604)
x / x / x x

/

x /

Also ful oftyn in hyr pleying (9585)
^
x

/ x / x

/ x

x /

That no-bodi hyr sleuys to lace (9643)
^
Line 9633 features a hypercatalexis or double offbeat following the third beat, where
Lydgate would not have allowed it, whereas line 9604 moves the double offbeat to before
the second beat, another taboo environment. Line 9585 includes an implied beat rather
than an implied offbeat—Lydgate’s meter would tolerate only implied offbeats and only
at the colon boundary—and line 9643 moves the deleted beat to the eighth metrical
position. Thirty-eight lines in the sample (48.7%) involve premature or delayed double
offbeats or implied beats. (After the fifteenth century, neither device would be heard
again until the 1800s.) Twenty lines in the sample either drop a foot or add one, so that,
as Kennedy, Hay, and Dunbar would later do, Bokenham wrote heterometric lines: verses
that changed from five to four or six beats:
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x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/

Whan she, þat was of beute floure (9547)
x

x

/ x

/

x

/ x

/ x

/ x

/

Whan of sundry apostlys, aftyr vse of þat cuntre (9610)
In fact, as line 9610 demonstrates, Bokenham frequently mixed licenses in a single line,
so that, in this case, the reader must negotiate an anacrusis in the first two syllables, an
elision, and an extra beat. Few readers will tolerate so many tasks, and few minds will be
able, even if they are willing, to process the excess of information quickly and efficiently
in order to satisfy their expectations. It is no wonder Bokenham’s meter did not outlast
the century. As a jumble of licenses taken from Hoccleve and Lydgate, with its many
exotic metrical pauses and fewer but nevertheless prominent stress shifts, that meter
mended the discord between two traditions and married their techniques in one
overcomplicated, if elegant, measure. Bokenham discarded the Lydgatean caesura and as
a result he added and deleted both beats and offbeats far from the line’s midpoint,
permitting double offbeats to rove throughout the line. The meter is not strictly accentual,
because we cannot clearly identify five beats per line without the help of a syllable count.
It is not strictly syllabic, because it has both too many and too few syllables. And it is
assuredly not hemistichic. What then is the Bokenham meter? As the offspring of two
different, highly structured meters, it is overly sophisticated and confusing. But it is not
the “unpolished” chaos it is assumed to be. The meter is highly controlled—too much so.
Turning to George Ashby, we find a more balanced, harmonious union of
Hoccleve’s stressing eccentricities and Lydgate’s syllabic liberties. The tempered
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approach makes sense. Bokenham shared Lydgate’s religious temperament and lived in
the same small corner of England, and he wrote his poems in the twilight of Lydgate’s
life. Bokenham’s technique would naturally have absorbed more of Lydgate’s than
Hoccleve’s, whose secular, urbane, Continental style may have impressed Bokenham but
struck him as inappropriate to the task of writing saints’ lives. George Ashby, by contrast,
was no monk, and as a highly ambitious, perennially disenfranchised courtier, he would
have scavenged whatever he could from both Hoccleve and Lydgate.18 His metrical and
rhetorical cunning show that he keenly apprenticed the most fashionable styles of the day
but also re-synthesized them in order to create techniques unmistakably his own. In one
of the very few truly intelligent studies of Ashby, Robert J. Meyer-Lee remarks that the
poet’s work is unique in its “direct debt to both Lydgate and Hoccleve.”19 One
overlooked debt is the metrical, for like Bokenham, Ashby merged rhythmic licenses.
Unlike Bokenham, however, his reconciliation was more global, in that it more evenly
balanced the two influences and also in its ambitions beyond literature. Whereas
Bokenham had been content to cloister himself in the relative obscurity of East Anglia,
Ashby aspired to social and political success. On one hand, as an advisor,
For the purposes of the Active Policy, what Ashby needed was a model of
vernacular poetic authority thoroughly imbricated with political authority
in general and Lancastrian interests in particular, but one that also
unequivocally descended from a source beyond reproach. One of
Lydgate’s achievements is that he textualized such a model in the form of
an English poet laureate.20
It is no mystery, then, that Ashby included Lydgate in the triumvirate with Gower and
Chaucer at the beginning of that poem:
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Maisters Gower, Chauucer & Lydgate,
Primier poetes of this nacion
Embelysshing oure englisshe tendure algate,
Firste finders to oure consolacion
Off fresshe, douce englisshe and formacion
Of newe balades, not vsed before,
By whome we all may haue lernyng and lore.21 (1-7)
Lydgate’s presence among Gower and Chaucer adds “a legitimate and unmistakably
Lancastrian poetic heritage” which of course culminates in the present author, George
Ashby.22 As Lydgate had done with Chaucer, Ashby represented himself as heir to a
laureateship that he had invented. Also like Lydgate, Ashby took every opportunity to
write himself into the poem as a reminder that he, as its author, was the steward of that
heritage and therefore indispensible to its survival.
However, as Hoccleve had, Ashby appreciated the interdependence of power and
prostration. As Meyer-Lee observes, the “notions of laureate and beggar . . . were two
interrelated poetic responses to the same climate of patronage in . . . Lancastrian England,
and together they demarcated a range of poetic options.”23 They are, in fact, “dialectically
paired symptoms,” such that a beggar “in some ways represents the inverse of a laureate”
and “embodies a tendency within laureate ideas and practices.”24 In the Active Policy we
see Ashby the laureate; in his Prisoner’s Reflections, by contrast, Ashby took a decidedly
subservient pose. Throughout the work he administers to the laureate’s pretention “to
autonomy while being, in extreme instances, a patent propagandist,” but he reconciles
that pose to the beggar’s own pretention to “grovel when opposing his own desires to
those of the prince.”
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Ashby begins with the requisite modesty topos, disingenuously protesting that his
language is not “swetely englisshed to youre plesance” (37).25 On its surface, the poem
appears to support Ashby’s claim to incompetence: ninety-two lines (30.4% of the total
sample of 302) contain some irregularity that blocks them from strictly alternating or
keeping a count of ten syllables. However, a closer look reveals that Ashby’s metrical
technique is, like Bokenham’s, a blend of Hoccleve’s and Lydgate’s. The difference lies
in its allegiance. Whereas Bokeham’s meter is dominated by Lydgate, Ashby’s, although
still tipped toward Lydgate, is more neutral. Bokenham employed a license inherited
from Hoccleve in only 6% of his lines. Ashby, much more liberal in their application,
used Hocclevean licenses in 28.26% of irregular lines in the Active Policy, including
thirteen cases of a beat retracted to a clitic:
x

/

x

/ x

/

x

/ x /

I pray god that in my witt I ne rage (66)
Ashby’s reliance on licenses inherited from Lydgate is comparable to Bokenham’s, as the
Active Policy sample contains forty-nine such cases (53.26%) consisting of forty-three
clipped and six broken-backed lines. However, the techniques of the two poets diverge
radically in their use of the exaggerated Lydgate licenses, such as freely roving double
offbeats and implied beats or offbeats, which Ashby used only seventeen times in 302
lines (18.48%). The implication of this reduced count seems clear: Ashby intended his
“mutual inheritance” from Hoccleve and Lydgate to be readily perceptible to his readers,
so that they would not mistake his meter for a nonce rhythm unrelated to either of the
older meters. Bokenham’s greater incidence of exaggerated licenses may indicate that he,
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unlike Ashby, was less concerned with laureateship than with the luster of his own highly
wrought rhythms.
In the Prisoner’s Reflections we find a similar distribution of licenses.26 In a
sample of 350 lines, 129 are irregular (36.85%). Of these, twenty-three (17.83%) align
with Hoccleve’s meter and seventy-eight with Lydgate’s (60.46%). Only twenty-eight
(21.71%) involve a license exaggerated from Lydgate, such as the implied beat or the
roving double offbeat.
x

/ x / x

/ (x) / x

/

George Ashby is my name, that ys greued (29)
^
Unlike Bokenham, Ashby did not sound final –e, and so name scans as a monosyllable.
The line therefore is missing an offbeat between the third and fourth beats. Interestingly,
although he used far fewer of these “exaggerated” licenses than Bokenham, Ashby
preferred to delete syllables from the line rather than to add them, and so we find many
more cases of catalexis than hypercatalexis—the opposite of what we find in Bokenham’s
poetry. The differences in technique are subtle but consistent. In Ashby’s verse final –e is
not operative, perhaps owing to its late date (1463-1475) or perhaps owing to the author’s
taste. Ashby’s verse is far more evenly divided between influences than is Bokenham’s,
although both make more use of Lydgate’s licenses than Hoccleve’s. As a result, Ashby
appealed to radical stress shifts more frequently than Bokenham. Neither poet was very
faithful to the syllable count, but where Ashby was likely to collapse it by striking
syllables, Bokenham tended to inflate it by adding them. (Curiously, the highest
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incidence of double offbeats in Bokenham’s work occurs between the line’s two last
beats.) And unlike Bokenham, Ashby was reluctant to write heterometric lines: he kept
his count of beats to five even when he altered the count of syllables.

Dipodic Echoes
As complex as Ashby’s and Bokenham’s rhythms can be, they are not without
analogues. Many Victorian poems seem to be similarly vexed, especially those in the socalled dipodic meter, which frequently employs metrical pauses and varies the syllable
count to stir lovely, understated, and often elusive rhythms:
Under yonder beech-tree single on the green-sward,
Couched with her arms behind her golden head,
Knees and tresses folded to slip and ripple idly,
Lies my young love sleeping in the shade.
Had I the heart to slide an arm beneath her,
Press her parting lips as her waist I gather slow,
Waking in amazement she could not but embrace me:
Then would she hold me and never let me go? (“Love in the Valley” 1-8)
How do we scan this stanza? The first and sixth lines have twelve syllables, but the fifth
and eighth have eleven and the third and seventh thirteen. The second line has ten
syllables and the fourth nine. Lines one, three, four, six, and seven appear to have six
beats, but lines two, five, and eight seem to have five. Lines two and five scan as regular
pentameters:
/

x

x

/

x /

x

/ x

/

Couched with her arms behind her golden head
But others seem to have double offbeats:
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x

/

x

/

x

x

/ x

/ x

/

Then would she hold me and never let me go
And others seem to thwart our iambic expectations altogether:
/

x

/ x

/

x x

/ x

/ x /x

Knees and tresses folded to slip and ripple idly
/

x

/ x

/

x

x

/

x / x

/

Press her parting lips as her waist I gather slow
/ x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/ x

x

/

x

Waking in amazement she could not but embrace me
What is happening here? Was this poem written by George Ashby? Of course its author
was George Meredith, the Victorian poet whose Modern Love beautifully molds
conversational languor into stately (and readable) rhythms. But like so many poems of
the nineteenth century, this one is, if anything, too metrical. The rhythms of “Love in the
Valley,” like those of Chesterton’s Lepanto, are dipodic, in which lighter and heavier
beats alternate in succession:
She was boarded, she was looted, she was scuttled till she sank
In this line from Masefield’s regrettable Ballad of John Silver, the underlined words are
light beats and the bolded words are heavy ones. Simple dipodic rhythms strictly alternate
in this fashion, but, as George Stewart observed, simple dipodies are not necessary, and
more complex rhythms, in which the “use of the metrical pause is so common as to be
characteristic,” abound in Victorian poetry. As he explained, the “fully developed dipodic
verse freely employs pause, and feet of two, three, and four syllables”:27 in other words,
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deleted beats and offbeats as well as double offbeats, variable counts, and all the other
obscuring apparatus of difficult meters.
What, then, is the actual meter of Meredith’s “Love in the Valley” if its rhythms
are dipodic and therefore prone to metrical pauses and double offbeats?
Under yonder beech-tree single on the green-sward,
Couched with her arms behind her golden head,
Knees and tresses folded to slip and ripple idly,
Lies my young love sleeping in the shade.
Had I the heart to slide an arm beneath her,
Press her parting lips as her waist I gather slow,
Waking in amazement she could not but embrace me:
Then would she hold me and never let me go?
Each line contains eight beats, not five or six, and the beats alternate between lighter and
heavier ones. Naturally, the usual complicating pauses are present to make the design less
apparent:
/

x

/ x

/ x x

/

x

/ x

/x

(x)

Knees and tresses folded to slip and ripple idly
^
^
How does the average reader hear such rhythms? How does any reader, for that matter?
And what of these lines from “Spelt from Sibyl’s Leaves”:
Now her áll in twó flocks, twó folds—black, white; right, wrong; reckon but,
reck but, mind
But thése two; wáre of a wórld where bút these twó tell, each off the óther; of a
rack
Where, selfwrung, selfstrung, sheathe- and shelterless, thóughts agaínst thoughts
ín groans grínd. (12-4)
Were it not for the author’s own letters explicating his meter—and for his diacritics on
syllables required to take a beat but to which no sane reader would grant one—who
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would guess that the lines have nine beats each?28 The point, of course, is not that we, as
readers, are obtuse or that the poets are pedantic; it is merely that well-written rhythms
unravel when their rationale is too complex to be grasped intuitively by the poem’s
reader. In such cases, the reader is likely to assume that the poet wrote doggerel. Sprung
rhythm, like dipody, can sound clumsy and artless on a fast or careless reading. I do not
intend to suggest that Bokenham or Ashby wrote poetry equal to that of Hopkins or
Meredith; but they did write meters every bit as intelligent and orderly. The seeming
disorder of late Lancastrian versification is an illusion created by too much metrical
control rather than too little. No reader must learn to locate the beats in a line by Pope.
Because the poet aligned strong stresses with beat-bearing syllables, every native speaker
hears the meter clearly. (Teaching readers to scan a line, though, is a very different task
and reflects the distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge briefly treated
in Chapter Two.) But because Meredith and Hopkins (and Ashby and Bokenham) wrote
such intellectual and artful verses—meters that need to be learned by precept—once the
rationale was forgotten, the art disappeared. However, the wealth of correspondence and
the relative security of printed texts has preserved the intentions (and artistry) of the
Victorian poets. When we find sprung rhythm confusing, we know, on the evidence of its
author’s letters and the busy metrical theories of the day, that however remote or
unbodily it may be, sprung rhythm is metrically coherent.
Unfortunately, Ashby and Bokenham did not record their thoughts in quarrelsome
letters, as Hopkins and Robert Bridges did, and so we have no way of knowing for certain
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what they intended to accomplish as metrists. However, the evidence suggests that they,
like Hopkins and Bridges four hundred years later, over-cultivated their verses and
rendered them inaccessible to their audiences. It may be more propitious, then, to regard
the eccentricities of post-Lydgatean meter as symptoms not of barbarism but of overrefinement. And just as T.E. Hulme turned in disgust from the delicate novelties of
Tennyson and Swinburne—products of a past sensibility—so Stephen Hawes and
Alexander Barclay, as I discuss below, turned from the difficulty of late Lancastrian
meters to forge simpler rhythms more suitable for the new social, textual, and political
orders. Hulme had no place for George Meredith in his Modernist ethos. Like medieval
Merediths, Ashby and Bokenham suffered similar fates, doomed by their curious, careful
ears. Their works, like Meredith’s four centuries later, represent meter at its most diverse,
difficult, and demanding. Their art was too subtle to survive the revolutions of the
sixteenth century, and so their works were consigned to obscurity. But every age has its
Blake or Melville: the mind that cannot be contained even in its own historical moment.
In Lancastrian England, that mind was John Metham’s.

John Metham’s Metrical Calculus
John Metham’s meter has never been studied, only disparaged. Pearsall described
the verse as “unspeakable.”29 Hardin Craig, Metham’s editor for the EETS, characterized
the stanzas in Amoryus and Cleopes as “degenerated.”30 Saintsbury wrote that Metham
“evidently meant decasyllables; but his actual syllables meander cheerfully from 8 to
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17.”31 (In point of fact, the poem’s count varies from eight to nineteen syllables.) Even
those critics who defend Metham against Pearsall and Saintsbury concede that the meter
is no good. Stephen Page excuses it as “fluid and nuanced rhymed prose” whose author
“was simply not interested in prosody”;32 and Jamie Fumo rejects the “sporadic
dismissals of its inconsistent prosody” but fails to explain in what way the meter is
consistent.33 Resistance to the poem, of course, is understandable. Amoryus and Cleopes
was written in a meter so individual and strange that no critic has ever described how it
works:
For qwan this Romaynys gan to subdw
The regyon of Perse and of Medys
Camsyr, kyng of that cuntre, hys pepyl to rescwe,
Ayens this emperoure in the pleyn of Pansopherys
Toke batel; qwere he was smet to deth at onys,
Wyth the ston of an engyne, and hys pepyl out to flyght.
Thus thise Romanynis became ther lordys with fors of fyght.34 (15-21)
If we approach these lines expecting Chaucer’s decasyllables, or even those of Bokenham
or Ashby, they will sound like nonsense. Indeed, if we approach the poem expecting
anything its meter will confound us, because despite the poem’s obvious and insistent
narrative echoes, it has no metrical precedent.35 Why would the author draw so heavily
on the stories, frames, and fragments of other poets but not on their forms? We cannot
know. In any case, he did not, and we are forced to conclude that the poem’s meter is
deliberately not a decasyllable.
Because the meter’s syllable count varies so dramatically, and because it also
varies the number of beats per line from four to eight, the only logical approach to
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Amoryus and Cleopes is statistical. One method, which I have adopted in my analysis, is
to consider the variations in the syllable and beat counts independently and then to
compare the two distributions in order to determine how often the lines are strictly
alternating. The strength of this method lies in its lack of assumptions: it does not try to
reconcile the poem’s data with decasyllabic expectations, which, in any case, will be
defeated by wild fluctuations in the counts. Instead, it quietly correlates those counts to
determine where the mean number of beats per line matches the mean number of
syllables, a figure that tells us what the average rhythm is like. Having established a
norm, we can then work outward to find its periphery. Once the boundaries of the meter
are defined, we can generalize about its design and make predictions about what, if any,
rhythms it excludes.
Amoryus and Cleopes is a 2,222-line verse romance. I have taken a 10% sample
of the total count beginning at line one and running through line 203. For each line I
counted the number of syllables and the number of beats, determining that final –e is
unsounded in all cases and that the meter, quite unlike Ashby’s and Bokenham’s, does
not void syllables under any circumstances. It is, in other words, entirely unrelated to
Lydgate’s meter:
/

/

/

/

/

For qwan this Romaynys gan to subdw
1
2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

beats: 5
syllables: 10

This line may mislead us into thinking the meter is strictly alternating, especially when
the following line seems to repeat its counts, placing the beats on every other syllable:
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/

/

/

/

/

beats: 5

The regyon of Perse and of Medys
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

syllables: 10

But such notions are quickly dispelled by the dramatic changes through the rest of the
stanza, including lines of six beats rather than five and thirteen and fourteen syllables:
/

/

/

/

/

/

Camsyr, kyng of that cuntre, hys pepyl to rescwe,
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

beats: 6
syllables: 13

/
/
/
/
/
/
Wyth the ston of an engyne, and hys pepyl out to flyght
The variations indicate that Metham’s meter tolerates double offbeats but not missing
beats, and that the double offbeats can occur anywhere in the line. When we consider the
entire sample, we find that seventy-nine lines contain six beats (38.9%); seventy-two
contain five (35.5%); twenty-eight contain seven (13.8%); thirteen contain four (6.4%);
and eleven contain eight (5.4%):
Table 8-1 Lines by number of beats: Metham

# of beats
4
5
6
7
8

# of lines
13
72
79
28
11

% of total
6.4
35.5
38.9
13.8
5.4

More lines contain six beats than five, and 74.4% of all lines contain either five or six
beats. The norm, therefore, is a five- or six-beat line. How does the syllable count
compare? The upper limit of syllables per line is nineteen and the lower limit is eight.
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Eight syllables can be filled only when a four-beat line is strictly alternating (in duple
meter), which occurs only four times in the poem (1.9%). Nine-syllable lines, which can
occur only by including a double offbeat in a four-beat line (as no line loses a syllable),
occur only three times (1.47%). Ten-syllable lines occur twenty-seven times (13.3%) and
represent five beats strictly alternating or four beats with two double offbeats. Elevensyllable lines occur twenty-five times (12.3%) and indicate a five-beat line with one
double offbeat. Twelve-syllable lines occur thirty-five times (17.24%)—the most of any
count—and represent either a six-beat line in duple meter or a five beat line with two
double offbeats. Lines of thirteen and fourteen syllables are also quite common, occurring
thirty times (14.78%) and thirty-four times (16.75%), respectively. Fifteen-syllable lines
are rarer, occurring nineteen times (9.35%), and from there the counts decline
precipitously.
Table 8-2 Lines by number of syllables: Metham

# of syllables
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

# of lines
4
3
27
25
35
30
34
19
9
11
2
3
768

% of total
1.9
1.47
13.3
12.3
17.24
14.78
16.75
9.35
4.43
5.4
0.98
1.47

The data show that fifty-two times the number of beats in a line is half the number of
syllables (a duple meter), comprising 25.6% of the total lines. Five times the meter has
four beats; twenty-two times it has five beats; fourteen times it has six beats; nine times it
has seven beats; and twice it has eight beats. Most duple lines, therefore, by some margin,
are five-beating lines, despite the prevalence of six-beat lines in the poem—a curious
figure indicating that although Metham wrote more lines with six beats in them, he wrote
more strictly alternating decasyllables. Perhaps Metham intended the line to whisper
Chaucerian rhythms every now and then, so that they haunt the poem like a metrical déjàvu.
More compelling is the distribution of count differentials. Seventy times a line
exceeds its count by one syllable, indicating that the line has one double offbeat. Fiftythree times a line exceeds its count by two syllables, indicating that the line has two
double offbeats. Eighteen times a line exceeds its count by three syllables, indicating that
the line has three double offbeats. Seven times a line exceeds its count by four syllables,
indicating that the line has four double offbeats. And, finally, five times a line exceeds its
count by five syllables, indicating, of course, five double offbeats. What is the
significance of this distribution? Sixty percent of the time the meter is within one double
offbeat of the duple count, and 86.2% of the time it is within two double offbeats,
suggesting that the metrical norm is a line that is mostly strictly alternating, with a single
run of weak syllables; and that the metrical threshold beyond which the line’s coherence
is in jeopardy is two double offbeats in one line:
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Figure 8-2

What does Figure 8-3 represent? As we saw in Chapter Seven, a poet will often condition
the reader to expect irregular events by clustering them in groups. Bursts of irregularity
are seared into the reader’s memory like small moments of prosodic trauma. By
distributing irregularity through the poem in controlled bursts, the poet accomplishes two
things. First, because the irregularity is concentrated in specific locations and not
randomly scattered though the work, the reader habituates to its cue and is therefore
quick to recognize the irregularity when it occurs. Faster recognition allows the reader to
dump the marked pattern in long-term memory, freeing up conscious awareness for new
information and thereby reducing the burden of the irregular event. The extra mental
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space makes it easier to reconcile irregular lines to the expectations they challenge and
therefore to speeds up the act of reading.
Figure 8-3

Second, long stretches of regular lines between irregular ones provide a “zone” of
normalcy within which readers can relax and decrease their vigilance. In this way, the
threat that irregular rhythms might overwhelm the normative rhythm is reduced. In
Amoryus and Cleopes we find the same logic at work. Although the beat and syllable
counts are constantly in flux, Metham organized the incidence of strictly alternating lines
so that they tend to occur in bursts, as do lines of the same number of beats, whether four,
five, six, seven, or eight. Metham ordered the fluctuations so that they occur in
predictable chunks, with the correspondences between beat and syllable counts (duple
rhythms) running in groups. The distribution radically affects our expectations: we read
the poem anticipating that although lines will vary widely in their number of beats and
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syllables, we can be confident that groups of lines with five beats will occur more often
together than apart, as will lines with four, six, seven, or eight beats. When we run into a
line with five beats, then, we are primed to expect more of these lines in the immediate
future and fewer of them in the more distant future, as we know that the burst will end
and give rise to a new cluster of lines. The technique is quite subtle and it effectively
mitigates the wild variations in prosodic structure, making the meter much more readable
and accessible than Saintsbury, Pearsall, and Hardin imply. Metham’s versification may
be idiosyncratic but it is not “unspeakable” and neither is it “meant” to be decasyllabic.
Further research is needed to say precisely what it is. But it is rigorously controlled,
gently modulated, finely nuanced, and supremely original. Can we say the same even of
John Gower or, for that matter, John Milton?

The Tudor Eclipse
Between George Ashby’s Prisoner’s Reflections (1475) and the 1509 printing of
Stephen Hawes’s The Pastime of Pleasure a distinct shift in metrical preferences
occurred. Because critics lump together meters as diverse as Bokenham’s and Metham’s,
as well as Lydgate’s, this shift has gone unnoticed. But a more discriminating analysis of
metrical techniques before and after the Reflections shows a gradual simplification of
tastes and practices: a reaction against the ornate difficulties of late Lancastrian meters
and a statement of political and literary allegiance to the Tudors. The meter Hawes
employs in his Pastime, although much simpler than the meters of Ashby and
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Bokenham—every meter is simple compared to Metham’s—is still difficult to read, and
as such it represents something of a transition from the flowering, rich Lancastrian line to
the weeded and impoverished poetics of Barnaby Googe in the 1560s. 227 of the poem’s
first 336 lines (67.6%) scan with five beats and ten-syllable lines uncomplicated by
questions of final –e or stress shift:36
/

x

x

/

x / x

/

x

/

Grace dothe you guyde in euery doubtfull cace37 (5)
This figure recalls those of Ashby (69.54%) and Bokenham (61%), suggesting that the
total number of regular lines is less significant in distinguishing metrical techniques than
the distribution of irregular lines and the licenses that mark them as irregular. In The
Pastime of Pleasure, irregular lines can be divided into two classes: those that are
unequivocally irregular in that they have no complicating final –e, possible stress shift, or
possible loss of a syllable; and those that do have a potentially sounded final –e, stress
shift, or lost syllable that would change the number of beats from five to four. In the
former class we find fifty-two lines (15.47% of the total count and 47.7% of irregular
lines). 100% of these lines are hypercatalectic. Eleven present an extra syllable after the
second beat (line-medially) and forty-one present an extra syllable elsewhere:
x / x

/ x

/ x

x

/

x

/

In euery vertu castynge the vyce adowne (18)
x x

/

x / x

/

x

/ x /

Of la bell pucell so gaye and gloryous (256)
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However, fifty-seven lines (16.96% of the total count and 52.3% of irregular lines)
present an alternative reading, either by the sounding of an organic final –e:
No doubte but grace shall hym well enclose (20)
by the sounding of an inorganic –e:
Nyne fote and more of fayre marble stone (107)
by a broken-backed rhythm:
Whiche you hathe brought to your ryall se (9)
by a stress shift on an eligible candidate:
To whiche I went without lenger delaye (127)
or by retraction of the beat to a clitic:
Ouer the wawes of this lyfe vncertayne (3)
The problem with such lines is that they can be read with either four or with five beats. If
their final –e’s are sounded, then lines 18 and 256 are strictly alternating decasyllables,
but if the –e’s are not sounded, then the lines have four rather than five beats and must be
classified as a mixed meter:
x

/

x

/x

/

x

/

x

/

sounded

No doubte but grace shall hym well enclose
x

/

x

/

/

x

x

x

/

x

/

unsounded

Similarly:
x / x

/

x

/ x /

retracted

Ouer the wawes of this lyfe vncertayne
x / x

/

x

x

/

x x /
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unretracted

In each case the line may consist either of four or five beats, depending on whether the
relevant license is invoked. Typically, one determines the likelihood of a license being
invoked by comparing ambiguous cases with unambiguous cases. But here, with the
cases divided almost evenly (52.3% against 47.7%), one cannot know whether to exploit
the license and read the line as a strictly alternating, five-beat decasyllable or as a fourbeat dolnik with one or more double offbeats. However, as 80.7% of the ambiguous lines
concern final –e rather than stress shift (8.8%) or broken-backed rhythms (10.5%), we
can conclude that deleted syllables in the manner of Ashby and wrenched accents in the
manner of Hoccleve are not as likely either to occur or to be perceived to occur as is
confusion over the sounding of final –e. Moreover, because Hawes unequivocally wrote
four-beat lines in 11.3% of the sample (thirty-eight lines), we can be certain that he, like
Bokenham, Dunbar, and Kennedy, freely mixed lines of different lengths:
Vnto whose grace he dyde present (30)
It is not clear how many double offbeats occur in this line, but they are irrelevant to the
count of beats: four. A significant presence of unequivocal four-beat lines only increases
the ambiguity in the fifty-seven lines that may or may not have four beats, as it entrains
the reader to expect swinging, dolnik rhythms in at least some of the lines. When an
equivocating feature such as final –e occurs, readers must make an additional decision
about how to parse the line. More choices complicate the reading and increase the
chances that metrical expectations will fail. Although complexity can be a rewarding and
rich part of the poem’s structure, it considerably endangers the poem’s clarity.
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The evidence suggests that like Ashby and Bokenham, Hawes did not keep a strict
syllable count. Unlike the earlier poets, however, he seems not to have shifted stress very
often, and so there is very little, if any, influence from Hoccleve. Lydgate’s influence is
felt only in the presence of double offbeats at the caesura. The extremely low (and always
ambiguous) incidence of syllable deletion and stress shift suggests that they are not
genuine licenses and that the lines in which they occur have four rather than five beats
and at least one double offbeat. By eliminating these licenses, Hawes seems to have
intended to chasten the line, purging it of the radical rhythms of late Lancastrian poets.
However, the significant presence of four-beat lines with double offbeats and the
undecided handling of final –e suggest that Hawes misread Lydgate’s broken-backed
rhythms by neglecting the phrase boundary that keeps the third beat from being
subordinated to the fourth:
x

/

x /

/ x / x

/

My man toforn with a voide male (Siege of Thebes 76)
x

/

x /

x x / x

/

Reading C types as four-beat lines with a double offbeat may have led Hawes to conclude
that Lydgate did not strictly alternate beats with offbeats and that he occasionally reduced
the beat count by one. Such a reading would certainly explain the mixed-meter we read in
The Pastime of Pleasure, and given Hawes’s metrical nostalgia, it is not an unreasonable
hypothesis.
Ian Robinson is therefore quite wrong to assert that “Hawes will present no
difficulty to anybody who can read Lydgate.”38 Reading Lydgate, as we have seen, is an
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entirely different experience than reading Hawes and presents an entirely unique set of
metrical challenges. Lydgate’s studied misreading of Chaucer’s meter testifies to his
knowledge of its principles. It is more difficult to determine how well Hawes knew
Chaucer’s meter, although, with Helen Cooper, one may be tempted to conclude that
“[n]o Tudor reader of fifteenth-century manuscripts had, or could have had, any idea that
Chaucer might have written regular decasyllables.”39 Certainly it is true, as P.J. Frankis
observed, that in regularly counting closed inflections as weak syllables (e.g. –es), Hawes
wrote in a literary style that was not, as Mead had argued, “the normal London English of
the early sixteenth century.”40 It also seems true that
Hawes at the beginning of the sixteenth century, could not closely follow
the verse technique of Chaucer, or even of Lydgate, and he was compelled
to rely, as best he could, upon his own sense of form and metrical
movement. . . . From his revered master Lydgate he could learn little of
the art of versification.41
However, it is almost certainly not true that the poet “was relatively indifferent to the
strict metrical classification of his lines if only they moved easily” or that he “freely
shift[ed] his accents to any syllable that suit[ed] his convenience.”42 Furthermore, against
Saintsbury, who placed Hawes on the list of “dilapidated and broken-down Chaucerians,”
we can state that Hawes did not use an “almost complete and entirely promiscuous
license of accentuation,” although it remains unclear whether he used final –e as “a mere
makeshift and stopgap.”43 In any case, as a transitional figure between the excess of
Ashby and the privation of Gascoigne, Hawes wrote his meter less decidedly than later
poets.
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Alexander Barclay’s meter in the Eclogues (1514) is simpler, a better index of the
Tudor dissociation from fifteenth-century techniques. To Hammond and Saintsbury the
two poets were fairly interchangeable and equally uninteresting. Hammond described
Barclay’s meter as being “without technical beauty or conscious management,” although
she did concede that it “runs free from the Lydgatian gasping half-line movement.”44
Saintsbury was less generous, commenting that “[w]hat has been said of Hawes may be
said, and underlined, of Barclay. He is much less of a poet, but he is not much more, or
any more, of a prosodist.”45 On the contrary, according to Saintsbury, Barclay had a
“radical uncertainty as to what measure he is really aiming at” and as a result, his work is
of “very little prosodic value.”
However, in the only substantive studies of Barclay’s meter, E.G. Stanley and
Fitzroy Pyle found much to separate it from Hawes. According to Stanley, Barclay,
unlike Hawes, made no use of final –e and did not sound even closed inflections such as
–es.46 Also unlike Hawes, who so frequently dropped entire beats from his line and freely
mixed lines of different lengths, Barclay reliably wrote five beats per line. Pyle noted that
Barclay treated the line’s two halves asymmetrically, so that many more extra syllables
occur before the caesura than after it.47 Of course, both Pyle and Stanley studied the
meter quite casually. Do their generalizations hold when the Eclogues are subjected to
more rigorous analysis? They do. In a 174-line sample of the Prologue and Argument of
the First Eclogue, I count twenty-three lines (13.2%) that strictly alternate five beats with
five offbeats:
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The famous Poetes with the Muses nine (1)
151 lines (86.8 %) keep five beats but include a double offbeat, so that the rhythm is not
strictly alternating. The high number of lines with a double offbeat may seem to support
Saintsbury’s claim that the meter is “radically uncertain.” However, because these
“irregular” lines constitute the norm—and a reliable one at that—rather than the
exception to it, we may reverse Saintsbury’s judgment and declare the meter highly
predictable: Barclay nearly always wrote lines with five beats and exactly one double
offbeat.
x

/

x

x

/

x

/

x

/ x /

And eche of these all had laude and excellence48
Why Barclay emended the template to include a double offbeat (and only one), we cannot
know. It is a strange revision. But the extraordinary fidelity with which he kept to the
pattern tells us that the double offbeat is no accident. On the contrary, lines without a
double offbeat (and only one) are the exception, and are therefore paradoxically
“irregular.”
Moreover, Pyle’s claim that Barclay treated the line asymmetrically can be
verified empirically. A majority of the double offbeats (65.2%) occurs at the caesura,
where Lydgate licensed it:
x

/

x

/ x x

/

x

/

x

/

Therefore wise Poetes to sharpe and proue their wit (15)
But of the remaining double offbeats, 89.7% occur before the caesura and only 10.3%
occur after it:
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x

/

x x

/

x /

x

/

x

/

Because that in youth I did compile the same (75)
x

/ x

/ x

/

x x /

x

/

But to the Reader nowe to returne agayne (125)
Anacrusis occurs in nine lines (5.17% of the total count), indicating that it is a genuine
license and that therefore Barclay’s meter is not strictly imitative of Lydgate’s, which
does not permit hypercatalexis anywhere except at the caesura:
x

x

/

x

/

x / x

/ x

/

He shall well perceyue, if he thereto intende (96)
Because Barclay strongly favored double offbeats early in the line, anacrusis is a logical
license and it fits Pyle’s view of the line as more restrictive at its end than at its
beginning. Barclay’s preference for double offbeats at the caesura reflects his affinity for
Lydgate, from whom he inherited the license. However, unlike Lydgate, Barclay did not
delete syllables, and so his addition of an extra weak syllable to the line before the
caesura seems less like an exaggeration of Lydgate’s license than a revision of its
rationale. If the poet’s goal was to write a simpler and steadier line, he would need to
divorce himself not only from Ashby, Metham, and Bokenham but also from Hoccleve
and Lydgate, who had taken Chaucer’s minimalist line and elaborated it, making it more
difficult to read. In this light, Barclay’s total avoidance of unusual stress shifts is
expected. In the sample there are no lines that are not either regularly duple to a count of
ten—as in Chaucer—or else hypercatalectic. Barclay’s design may be arbitrary or odd
but it is not irregular.
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A curious implication emerges. By misreading Lydgate, Hawes made it possible
for Barclay and later Tudor poets to return to Chaucer’s simpler alternating decasyllable.
Beat and offbeat deletions, like the arcane principles of stressing and beat assignment in
Hoccleve’s meter, require intimate knowledge of the poet’s technique as well as the
versifying context within which he wrote. Ashby’s rhythms, for instance, can be read in
many different ways, and the analysis I propose above is plausible only because of
historical context: by degrees we can track the licenses he inherited from Hoccleve and
Lydgate and map them to their freer uses in Ashby’s meter. But without the benefit of
critical hindsight, no such reconstruction is possible, and the rhythms—so complex as to
be nearly unreadable—become a sort of Rorschach test for the reader’s preferences.
When he misread the C type or broken-backed rhythm as a four-beat line, Hawes
simplified the very complex interdependence between beat alternation and the syllable
count. To preserve an alternating schema against the interference of lost syllables, readers
must leave many expectations temporarily (and simultaneously) unresolved: the return of
the offbeat, the restoration of the syllable count from nine to ten, and the continuing felt
presence of five beats. The task is burdensome and taxes both short-term and long-term
memory. As a result, the relationship between the pulses in the stimulus (the syllables)
and their metrical significance becomes underdetermined, and readers must make more,
and more difficult, decisions about how to interpret the prosody. If we think back to the
dipodic rhythms in “Love in the Valley” or to any of the irregular lines in Ashby’s
Reflections, we will doubtless also remember the frustrations that arise when we try to
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decide not only what a given syllable means but also what we must do with it: what is the
preferred grouping strategy for a rhythm that threatens to breach the limits of our
competence?
Misreading the C type—that metrical emblem of the fifteenth century—Hawes
made it possible once again to place syllables and beats in a one-to-one correspondence,
as Chaucer had done. And although Hawes himself did not fully exploit the opportunity,
as his line is still too ambiguous to set the reader’s mind at ease, he prepared his
contemporaries for a simpler approach to English metrics, one that Alexander Barclay
explored with zeal in the Eclogues. The intention, whether conscious or not, was to
restore the heroic line to its roots in Chaucer. Abolishing the convoluted rhythms of late
Lancastrian poetry, Barclay once again aligned the perceptible syllable with the visceral
beat in a line that needs very little intelligent intervention from the reader. Reading
Barclay’s Eclogues takes a minimum of metrical effort, and one can predict the beat
almost unthinkingly. The experience is not unlike that of reading Troilus and Criseyde,
except, of course, that in the Eclogues we expect a double offbeat in the line and are
startled not to find it, whereas in Chaucer’s poem we would be startled even to imagine
two weak syllables running together. Beatrice White, then, may have been correct to
claim that “the cast of Barclay’s mind was entirely mediaeval”;49 as was John Berdan
when he remarked that “even in the dawn of the Renaissance he is still medieval. . . . His
form, like his content, belongs to the past age.”50 The form, of course, and the cast that
contains it, is Chaucer’s alternating meter—that simple and satisfying narrative vehicle
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that one hundred years of misreading molded into a miscellany of mad rhythms. It is a
fitting irony, then, that under the new Tudor taste for a simple, significant line lay “a
curious misconception of Chaucer’s verse.”51 Of course Chaucer’s meter does not tolerate
double offbeats, and so whatever license Barclay may have inferred in the older poet’s
work assuredly was not there. But more significant, the false restoration of English meter
to its roots in Chaucer happily ignored the political contradiction of “refounding” the
tradition in a poet whose patron until the last year of his life had been Richard II, the
deposed monarch stripped of his divine right to rule by Bolingbroke—founder of the
Lancastrian line that Henry VII re-legitimized following his victory at the Battle of
Bosworth Field. In their efforts to distance themselves from the Wars of the Roses, Tudor
poets sought stability in a figure whose work symbolized the illegitimacy of Lancastrian
kings, including Henry VII.

Final Thoughts on Reading the Fifteenth Century
In 1985, in a lecture on the scope of bibliographic inquiry, D.F. McKenzie
proposed to “show the human presence in any recorded text.”52 Two years earlier, and
from a very different perspective, Jerome McGann had also urged his colleagues to
“reimagine the central place which textual criticism occupies in literary studies.”53 For
both men, context, and in particular the material conditions of textual production and
transmission, were paramount. In this dissertation I have attempted a similar
“reimagining” in order to reclaim metrical criticism from the dead letter office of
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generative linguistics in which there can be no “human presence” but only the categorical
sorting of rhythms into deliverable and undeliverable metrical mail. No generative study
has been conducted of fifteenth-century meter or of any poet from the period. The gap is
revealing. How can a framework designed to elicit “correct” readings of metrical lines
possibly contend with the fabulous diversity of rhythms in poets like Hoccleve and
Ashby? Such rhythms preclude the very possibility that any one reading can be correct.
What is needed is an alternative framework that replaces categorical rules—the
bibliographic “final intentions” of metrical criticism—with models for predicting a range
of possible readings that compete with one another and vary by reader, region, and
relevance. By shifting our focus from reconstructing the singular truth of this or that
reading to the multiple truths of rhythmic perception, we gain a textually variable,
historically faithful, and biologically plausible method for exploring the many different
versions of a line and their metrical implications. The fifteenth century is unique in our
literature because it cannot be studied profitably from the perspective of rules and
reconstructions. Of course, we can offer rules for fifteenth-century rhythms just as we can
apply stemmatics to its myriad corrupt manuscripts, and these efforts may yield practical
generalizations about a poet’s technique or textual representations we take to be closer to
the author’s intention. But even if these methods are successful—and a great many critics
argue that they are not and cannot be—knowledge of the author’s intention only tells us
what the author intended. It does not elucidate the larger literary context in which the
author worked or connect the authorial act with its reception, commodification, and
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consumption. It does not explore the processes that make the act socially, historically,
and psychologically significant. Conspicuously absent from rules and reconstructions are
the readers that turn intentions into institutions; that circulate ideas and forms and render
them meaningful; that compel us to devise rules and raise reconstructions.
An adequate study of fifteenth-century meter must begin with the minds of its
readers—both the readers who received the meters when they were fresh and accessible
and those who receive them today, when the rhythms are far fainter, their formal logic
remote. Because it is necessarily neutral, a cognitive theory of meter cannot choose from
among candidate readings one that is “best” or “most correct”; it can only explore the
variety of possible interpretations and show how metrical structures emerge from the
judgments readers make about textual or prosodic ambiguities. This apparent weakness is
in fact the method’s greatest strength. “Open metering” does not discard the author’s
intentions or the critical task to recover them; it merely regards those intentions as one
way of reading metrical lines that may conflict with other ways of reading them. But
because it is not partisan and does not privilege the author, open metering—the approach
I have adopted in this study—exposes our inquiry to the process that moves meter
through time and transforms it from one moment to the next.
With this method, a diachronic study of meter becomes possible. When applied to
the fifteenth century—an age underrepresented in studies of both late medieval and early
modern literature—the method maps a remarkable series of appropriations beginning
with Chaucer and, ironically, ending with him. The dissemination of printed texts through
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England in the final decades of the fifteenth century and the first decades of the sixteenth
accelerated the collapse of collaborative, “scriptible rewriting” that characterized late
medieval manuscript culture.54 Already under erasure, the practice all but vanished after
Stephen Hawes and Alexander Barclay misread Lydgate as a dolnik versifier, prompting
a return to the simple beat-to-syllable matching of Chaucer’s meter and, more ironically,
preparing their successors to reject mixed-meters in favor of strict alternation of the sort
that Chaucer authentically practiced.
From this example we learn two valuable lessons. First, categorical readings and
reconstructions often are blind to experimentation. Their reluctance to embrace variety
and conflict as elements of literary creation, reception, and appreciation tempts them to
search for final intentions to the exclusion of those conditions that make literature
possible. Second, if we cannot acknowledge the reality and risk of multiple readings, we
will never see meter for the diachronic exchange of preferences that it is. Open metering,
by contrast, strives to include those preferences within a continuum of learned rhythmic
solutions to performance challenges. The history of fifteenth-century meter is a record of
misreadings. Lancastrian poets turned that practice to their advantage to craft the most
complex and curious rhythms in English poetry until the reign of Victoria. Their
misreading was deliberate and creative, an adaptive strategy to ecological pressures. Ours
is inadvertent and naïve. We have the chance, now, at this moment, to reach back through
six centuries to retell the story. Whether we do so depends entirely on our attachment to
the myths and misunderstandings we have built into the narrative that places Chaucer at
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the center of a circle radiating outward to the birth of the iambic pentameter in the late
sixteenth century. There is a place in our history for Hoccleve, Lydgate, and Walton, as
well as for their successors. But as long as we cling to the notion that Chaucer invented a
meter that was lost for nearly two centuries, surfacing only by chance in Surrey’s
rediscovery of the endecasillibo, they will remain permanent outsiders, marginalized and
misunderstood: the miscreants of English meter. If it has done nothing else, I hope that
the version I offer here arouses some doubt as to the worth of that narrative. We may do
better to abandon the story and begin again.
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Appendix A: Principles of Metrical and Prosodic Phonologies

Hierarchical Stress
Metrical phonology is a theory of linguistic prominence. From generative syntax
it borrows the notion that constituent relations can be represented hierarchically, with
constituents lower in the hierarchy dominated by constituents above them. Prominence
relationships are determined by the relative placement of these constituents in the
hierarchy. Consider the word chicken. Earlier theories of prominence assigned stress to
the vowels of syllables and then joined the syllables using complex rules to form words.
In metrical phonology, stress is assigned not to vowels but to entire syllables, and the
word built from those syllables, in this case chicken, encodes the dominance relationship
between them, with one syllable stronger than the other. We can represent their
1

relationships numerically as primary stress (1), secondary stress (2) or stressless (3):
1 3
chicken

But this representation fails to capture the hierarchical relationship between syllables, so
a more faithful and informative representation would be
/\
S W
Chicken
1

I am here adopting Hayes’s conclusion that English has three levels of stress: stressless, secondary, and
primary. Stresslessness is cued by schwa and segmental rules such as flapping, /t/ insertion, /l/ devoicing,
and medial aspiration; primary stress by attracting the starred tone of an Intonational contour; and
secondary by having none of these. See Metrical Stress Theory: Principles and Case Studies (Chicago: U
of Chicago P, 1995) 14-5.
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or clearer still,
S
W S W
a chicken
It is not an accident that the strong syllable contains a full vowel whereas the weak
contains a reduced vowel. In English, all stressed syllables—primary or secondary—
2

contain full vowels. Stress and constraints on syllable well-formedness, then, are related.
To express the relationship, metrical phonologists, following Liberman and Price,
3

resurrected the foot, assigning each full stress to its own foot. It follows, then, that since
only heavy syllables can be stressed, lexical words must all be heavy. So in English we
have bee /bi/ but not *bih /bI/, as the former has a long vowel and the latter a short one.
(We must assume that *bih is a lexical word.) From this fact it equally follows that all
lexical words must be assigned their own foot, which we will represent as Σ:
Σ`s
Σ`s
Σw ΣS
| |
W S S
the big bird
2

This is actually a constraint on rhyme weight in the syllable. In English, in order to bear any degree of
stress, the rhyme must “branch,” meaning that it must contain at least a long vowel or diphthong or a short
vowel followed by a consonant. That is, it must contain no fewer than two morae. But note that the
opposite is not necessarily true: Although stressed syllables must be heavy, heavy syllables do not need to
be stressed.
3
Hayes refers to this principle as “culminative,” and it applies especially to phonological phrases, although
it also operates on more local levels such as the foot. See Metrical Stress Theory 24. Also see Liberman and
Prince, “On Stress and Linguistic Rhythm,” Linguistic Inquiry 8 (1977): 262.
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What this diagram illustrates is the constituent structure of the Nuclear Stress Rule: bird,
as the head of its phrase, receives prominence and is therefore the most strongly stressed
4

syllable. It receives a foot. Big, a lexical word like bird, must also receive a foot, but it is
5

subordinated to bird as the head of the weak sister to ΣS. This subordination tells us that
big is stressed but not as much as bird. The, which is unfooted, may undergo a process
called stray adjunction and become incorporated into the superfoot Σ` as its own weak
foot, but this nuance need not concern us.
Rules for foot construction, although not needlessly difficult, can quickly become
quite busy, so I will note only a few that will play an important part in our discussion of
meter. First, we can define the foot’s boundary as beginning at the onset of a stressed
6

syllable and ending at the onset of the next stressed syllable. Second, rules always apply
from right to left. We will assign a foot to the final syllable of a word if it has a long
vowel or is otherwise heavy; if it does not, we will assign a bisyllabic (branching) foot to
the penultimate syllable if it is heavy. We continue to do this until the structure is
exhausted. Third, all branching structures are left-strong, so that all prosodic feet in
English are trochaic. Fourth, each domain, whether foot, word, or phrase, is dominated by
a single accent or main stress, which is peripheral—that is, it must occur at the edge of a
foot. Fifth, some segments do not “count” at the right edges of stress domains, where, for
4

Cf. Selkirk, Phonology and Syntax: The Relation between Sound and Structure (Cambridge: MIT, 1984)
in which she argues that phrasal stress accomplishes two things: first, it assigns a “relative prominence
contour” to strings of words and, second, it adjusts stress contours in accord with rhythmic principle (54-7).
5
Sister constituents are immediately dominated by the same node; their definition is purely structural.
6
Cp. Nespor and Vogel: “the structure of a foot can be characterized as consisting of one relatively strong
and any number of relatively weak syllables dominated by a single node” (Prosodic Phonology, Studies in
Generative Grammar 28 [Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 2007] 84).
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example, the structure erases final consonants in non-nominals (verbs, adjectives) and
7

final rhymes in nouns. This rule, called extrametricality, as we have seen, has a profound
influence on iambic decasyllables, both at the ends of lines, where we have come to
expect it, and elsewhere:
ΣS
|
W S (W)
Agenda
x

/ x

/

x

/ x

 extrametrical

/

x

/ (x)  extrametrical

A woman’s face with nature’s own hand painted
Because stress relations among syllables are hierarchical, any representation of
prominence must take into account not only the horizontal dimension of syllables moving
through time but also the vertical dimension that is their constituent structure. We can
gain a more precise understanding of prominence relations within a line of verse by
viewing them hierarchically. For example, knowing strong and weak prominences are
determined among sister constituents, and that relations hold between constituent heads
and all other nodes, we can predict that in compound words or in phrases, where the
Compound Stress Rule prescribes primary stress on the first constituent, as in blackbird,
the second constituent will be strongest only if it branches at the same prosodic level in
the hierarchy. So although the second word in strike committee branches—it is not a lone
syllable like strike but contains three syllables—it does not branch on the level in the
7

See Liberman and Prince 293; also Hayes, “Extrametricality and English Stress,” Linguistic Inquiry 13
(1982): 227-76. By contrast, according to the peripherality condition, “any element which is not at the right
edge of a domain loses its extrametricality marking.” See also Hogg and McCully, Metrical Phonology
(Cambridge: CUP, 1987) 118.
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hierarchy that defines stress and committee as sister constituents, as that level is lexical,
8

not syllabic:

ΣS

ΣW

lexical

ΣW

foot

strike committee

syllable

Here, strike takes primary stress although its sister constituent branches. But because
committee branches below the lexical level at which the two constituents are sisters, it is
disqualified from taking primary stress. Syllables receive stress or not because of internal
constraints on their well-formedness related to rhyme weight; feet follow rules built on
9

top of those constraints. And we construct proper words only out of well-formed feet.

The Metrical Grid
The hierarchical constraint on branching introduces us to the much more relevant
construct of the metrical grid, which is an alternative way of representing prominence

8

Liberman and Prince formalize this algorithm as: “if a terminal node t us labelled w, its stress number is
equal to the number of nodes that dominate it, plus one. If a terminal node t is labelled s, its stress number
is equal to the number of nodes that dominate the lowest w node dominating t, plus one” (259).
9
For more on metrical phonology and word stress, see Geigerich, Metrical Phonology and Phonological
Structure: German and English (Cambridge: CUP, 1985); “On English Sentence Stress and the Nature of
Metrical Structure,” Journal of Linguistics 19.1 (1983): 1-28; and “On Stress-Timing in English Prosody,”
Lingua 51 (1980): 187-221; Selkirk, “The Role of Prosodic Categories in English Word Stress,” Linguistic
Inquiry 11 (1980): 563-605; McCarthy, “On Stress and Syllabification,” Linguistic Inquiry 10 (1979): 44365; and Stuart Davis, “Syllable Onsets as a Factor in Stress Rules,” Phonology Yearbook 5.1 (1988): 1-19.
For a post-metrical phonological view of stress, see Halle, “The Stress of English Words,” Linguistic
Inquiry 29 (1998): 539-68; and “On Stress and Meter and on English Iambics in Particular.” The Nature of
the Word: Studies in Honor of Paul Kiparsky, ed. Hanson and Inkelas (Cambridge: MIT, 2008) 5-20. And
Halle and Vergnaud, An Essay on Stress (Cambridge: MIT, 1987).
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relations among syllables. Instead of using trees to show constituent relations, the grid
uses columns and rows. Its purpose is to map “a hierarchy of intersecting periodicities”—
10

that is, the rhythm. Let us assume that every syllable in a grid series can be marked by a
symbol to indicate its presence in the signal:
x x x
Thirteen men
As of yet, the grid encodes no information about the prominence relations among the
11

syllables. But when we add well-formedness information from the foot and word levels,
and from the phrasal level above that, the grid begins to look more robust:
x
x x
x x x
Thirteen men

phrase level
word level
foot level

Now the grid does represent the relative stress contours of these words. The first syllable
of thirteen, as indicated by its full vowel, carries secondary stress. In accord with our
stress assignment rules, the ultimate syllable, with its long vowel, receives primary stress
within the word. And men, as the phrasal head, receives primary stress within the phrase.
But we do not pronounce thirteen men this way. The adjacent strong stresses at the word
level clash, and this clash triggers a retraction: the primary stress in thirteen shifts from
the second syllable to the first:
x
x
x
x x
x
Thirteen men
10
11



x
x
x
x x
x
Thirteen men

Liberman and Prince 333.
Hayes explicitly calls grids “relational structures” (Metrical Stress Theory 29).
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As Alan Prince explains, “[w]hen infelicities in grid form appear in the normal course of
linguistic concatenation, it is often the case that various steps are taken to remedy
12

them.” Rhythmic intuitions do not tolerate stress clashes very well. In order to ease the
tension between them, the grid moves one of the stresses—the weaker member of the
adjacent pair—to some optimal distance away from its trigger. In this way, “the outcome
13

can be thought of as a compromise between differing goals.”

On one hand, the

conditions governing foot-formation assign stress in specific, cyclic applications of rules.
On the other hand, our ability to parse a phrase rhythmically—to reconstruct its cues in
order to segment the signal into meaningful units—does not always meet harmoniously
with those applications. Eurhythmy, the tendency to space beats not too close or too far
apart, acts as such a compromise, reorganizing the pulse in the speech signal to make it
14

simpler and more predictable. Linguists call this the “Rhythm Rule.”

If we return to the hierarchy, we gain a better understanding of what exactly
happens during a stress shift, and why the constituents move from and to where they do.
Bruce Hayes observes that “many templatic morphological processes have the foot as
their prosodic target,” and this is precisely the case in the Rhythm Rule. Thirteen men is a
15

noun phrase comprised syntactically of an adjunct and a head. Its stress hierarchy, and
the shift, is represented below:

12

“Relating to the Grid,” Linguistic Inquiry 14 (1983): 21.
Hayes, Metrical Stress Theory 31.
14
It is important to note, however, that the Rhythm Rule appears to be “more or less optional, in degrees
ranging from ‘strongly preferred’ to “‘quite unlikely’” (Liberman and Prince 320).
15
Metrical Stress Theory 47.
13
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W

W


W S S
Thirteen men

S W S
Thirteen men

Each syllable, with a full vowel, constitutes a foot, and so a prominence relation holds
between the strong foot men and the weak foot thirteen, as well as between the strong and
weak sister syllables in thirteen. It is this domain, sister to the head, in which reversal
occurs. So we can now say, generally, that the Rhythm Rule transforms structures of the
sort W S S into S W S.
Eurhythmy, like any phonological or rhythmic process, is subject to numerous
constraints on well-formedness.

16

Not every sequence of syllables can undergo stress

shift, and those that can shift their stress rank their preferences for movement, so that
some potential landing sites are more attractive, and therefore more likely to take the
stress, than others. One condition strongly endorsed by both Hayes and Selkirk, which the
former calls the Quadrisyllabic Rule and the latter the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation,
states that adjacent stresses are less preferred than those separated by a weak beat, which
17

are less preferred than those spaced at four beats. The condition, then, is gradient, in that
it looks for the least offensive solution to the problem; or, to look at the matter from the

16

See Hayes “The Phonology of Rhythm in English,” Linguistic Inquiry 15 (1984): 61. Cp Geigerich: “not
all [clashing] structures . . . are equally likely to undergo reversal. The width of the clash seems to play a
major part [as does] . . . the familiarity of the words that are candidates” (Relating to Metrical Structure
[Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1984] 21-2).
17
See Hayes, Metrical Stress Theory 372.
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18

other perspective, it applies the maximal available solution. If nothing can be done, the
stresses will clash, as in
x
. x
x
The clock ticks.
Here we have adjacent strong stresses on clock and tick, but the stress on clock has
nowhere to go, because the only potential landing site, the, as a clitic, is inherently
unstressed and therefore unavailable. So we can state our first limitation on the Rhythm
Rule: stress retraction can occur only on syllables that already have some degree of
19

stress. As we saw above with thirteen, the Rhythm Rule converts structures of the type
/\
WS

to

/\
SW

but as the weakest constituent in the clock ticks cannot bear any stress, the conversion is
blocked, and the clash persists. By contrast, when the phrase presents a suitable landing
site, the stress will dock there in order to alleviate the clash:

x
x
x
x x x x
Mississippi

x
x
x
x x
Mabel



x
x x
x x x x
Mississippi

x
x
x
x x
Mabel

Prince has described this type of structure as a “preferred grid configuration” because it
spaces the most prominent stresses, experienced subjectively as rhythmic beats, at

18

Cp. Hayes’s Maximality Principle: “rules will not apply to small constituents if larger ones are available
that do not overlap” (“The Phonology of Rhythm” 66).
19
This constraint holds only in speech, not in verse. As I will show in Chapter Six, Hoccleve frequently
invoked a license Hayes describes as the “clitic cadence” in order to shift the beat, if not the stress, to
clitics.
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20

alternating intervals, with the clashing syllables at a maximal distance.

Consider also

the more complicated structure in almost hard-boiled egg:

W
W
S W
Almost

S
W S
S
hard-boiled egg

The corresponding grid looks like this:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x x
x
x
Almost hard-boiled egg
But this rhythm is not the one we use in speech. It must represent, instead, the underlying
structure from which a series of reversals derive a more eurhythmic output. So which
stresses do we move to relieve the clashes, and where do we put them? The first step is to
mark the “level of scansion,” which is the grid level immediately below the phrasal
prominence, so that “[t]he domains delimited on the level of scansion should be divided
21

evenly by a mark on the next lower grid level.” In this case, it is the highest grid mark
on -boiled. But if we look closely at the syntactic structure, keeping in mind the
Maximality Principle, we notice that a larger candidate emerges first:

20

See “Relating to the Grid” 22. Also Hayes, “A Grid-Based Theory of Meter,” Linguistic Inquiry 14
(1983): 357-93.
21
Hayes, “The Phonology of Rhythm” 48.
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W
W
S W
Almost

S
W S
S
hard-boiled egg

Embedded within the hierarchy at a higher level is a candidate S S W pattern that we can
convert into a smoother S W S:

W

S
S W
Almost

W
W S
S
hard-boiled egg

This reversal alters the grid so that the adverb almost reflects its command over its sister
22

constituent. Correspondingly, we must increase the phrasal prominence by one:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x x
x
x
Almost hard-boiled egg
Now the phrase is an optimal candidate for eurhythmic iteration:
22

Cp. Hayes’s End Rule, which strengthens rightmost constituents at a certain grid level. Also, see Prince
for a formal statement of the rule: “Let p be the strongest grid position in a constituent C. There is a level
(n+1) such that (i) p is the only position in C with representation at level (n+1) and (ii) other positions in C
have representation at level n. The End Rule says: The entry for p at level n is the rightmost/leftmost entry
at level n for C” (“Relating to the Grid” 27).
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x x
x
x
Almost hard-boiled egg
Technically, the phrase still has a stress clash, which I have marked in bold, but because
it occurs below the level of scansion at the fourth grid mark, it does not affect eurhythmy.
From the evidence above, we can now define the conditions that constrain stress shift.
First,
Elements are metrically adjacent if they are on the same level and no other
elements of that level intervene between them; adjacent elements are
metrically alternating if, in the next lower level, the elements
corresponding to them (if any) are not adjacent; adjacent elements are
23
metrically clashing if their counterparts one level down are adjacent.
Second, reversal cannot move a phrasal stress to any other site to prevent stress clash:
x
x
x
x x
x
x x
x x
Antique dealer



x
x
x
x x
x
x x
x x
*Antique dealer

This transformation actually would violate several constraints simultaneously. But the
24

most relevant violation shifts stress from the phrasal peak.

(The intended meaning of

“antique dealer” is not “an old dealer” but a “dealer of antiques.”) That is, for retraction
to be well-formed, we must move not the stronger but the weaker of the clashing

23

Liberman and Prince 314.
It also violates Hayes’s Continuous Column Constraint, because a beat on a higher level must also be
present on all lower levels: “A grid containing a column with a mark on layer n + 1 and no mark on layer n
is ill-formed” (Metrical Stress Theory 35).

24
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25

stresses.

Third, when a string of constituents presents more than one potential landing

site for retraction, the stress will seek out the strongest site and dock there. So in our
example
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x x
x
x
Almost hard-boiled egg
we sought no relief from the clash by moving the offending mark to the weak second
syllable of almost, as shown in the ungrammatical construct below:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x x
x
x
Almost hard-boiled egg
This option would, in addition to violating the Continuous Column Constraint, also skip
over a preferred landing site as well as ignore the ideal site farther to its left. And to these
we must add a fourth constraint, logical but too easily ignored: “movement must take
26

place along the row where the clash occurs.” If it did not, we would end up with bizarre
structures like

x
x
x
x x x x
Mississippi

x
x
x
x x
Mabel

x


25

x x
x x x x
*Mississippi

x
x
x
x x
Mabel

For destressing as an option in resolving clash, see Michael Hammond, “Constraining Metrical Theory:
A Modular Theory of Rhythm and Destressing,” diss., UCLA, 1984.
26
Hayes, Metrical Stress Theory 35. See also Prince, “Relating to the Grid” 33.
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in which the continuity in a grid column (the third, stressed syllable of Mississippi) is
disturbed when the symbol representing prominence at the foot is moved without
motivation to its left.
In sum, we can say that eurhythmy, which depends crucially on the hierarchical
representation of stress relations in language, shows that speakers seek out strategies for
27

enhancing rhythm. Its rules are not arbitrary, and we cannot apply any strategy we like.
Rather, the strategies must satisfy well-formedness conditions at each domain in the
hierarchy, from the syllable, to the foot, to the word and phrase, and to additional
28

prosodic levels to which we must now turn our attention.

Prosodic Phonology and Poetic Meter
In order to decide which constituents in a metrical line will receive prominence,
we must know what conditions in the language promote that prominence, particularly in
ambiguous circumstances, such as those that trigger the Rhythm Rule. Constraints on
syllable well-formedness feed those on feet, which feed those on phrases, and so on. In

27

One prominent strategy that I have not mentioned here is Beat Addition, as it was, and remains,
somewhat controversial. In brief, Beat Addition adds (structurally) unmotivated grid levels to segments in
order to perform eurhythmic operations more effectively enhancing a phrase’s rhythmic alternation. For
more information, see Hayes, “The Phonology of Rhythm” 46-8; and also Selkirk, Phonology and Syntax
362-6. One may also wish to compare Halle and Vergnaurd’s Stress Equalization Convention: “when two
or more constituents are conjoined into a single higher-level constituent, the [grid] columns of the heads of
the constituents are equalized by adding [grid marks] to the less column(s)” (265). It is interesting to note,
with Hayes, that segments following the main stress are “largely immune” to Beat Addition, whereas those
before freely allow it. See Metrical Stress Theory 376.
28
There are further constraints on stress shift, but as they will not feature largely in my metrical analysis, I
will not mention them here, except to note that the Rhythm Rule does not typically apply when it would
produce the form S S W, where the first S is non-branching; or when it would derive S W S from W S S,
when the first element does not branch [S W] and the second is not the head of a syntactic phrase.
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phonology these sandhi rules—some operate only within words and some only between
them—signal where in the syntactic structure certain phonological processes, such as the
Rhythm Rule, are triggered and, as such, serve as domain markers for those processes.
They therefore also identify the prosodic cues we rely on to reconstruct the speech signal
(and its rhythm), and, in doing so, isolate those ambiguities that may contribute to
misperception. As Nespor and Vogel observe, it is the prosodic rather than the syntactic
constituent that provides “the relevant information in the first stage of processing of a
29

given string of speech.” This first stage is very sensitive: in it we locate the boundaries
that later will serve to segment the string into comprehensible bits. And as certain
rhythms obscure these boundaries and thus complicate our perception of underlying
structures, sandhi rules play a crucial role in our grouping preferences in poetic meter.
In an early essay on cyclic stress, Paul Kiparsky noticed that metrical trees, of the
sort used in his scansions, closely resemble syntactic trees only above the word level.
Below the word level—at the level of feet and syllables—they resemble morphological
30

structure.

His insight led researchers to hypothesize a new model for explaining the

disjunction: prosodic phonology, a hierarchical set of domains for the application of
sandhi rules. These domains often overlap with the syntactic structure, but they are not
identical to it. In their seminal study Nespor and Vogel identify seven prosodic domains
in the hierarchy: the syllable, foot, phonological word, clitic group, phonological phrase,

29

250.
See, e.g., “Metrical Structure Assignment is Cyclic,” Linguistic Inquiry 10 (1979): 421-41; and “From
Cyclic Phonology to Lexical Phonology,” The Structure of Phonological Representations, I, ed. Smith and
Hulst (Dordrecht: Foris, 1982) 131-75.
30
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intonational phrase, and the utterance. Each smaller domain is nested within the larger, all
the way up the hierarchy, so that “[a] unit of a given level of the hierarchy is exhaustively
31

contained in the superordinate unit of which it is a part.” And as in metrical phonology,
prominence relations for sister constituents oppose strong and weak values.

32

These domains are not strictly theoretical. For example, Nespor and Vogel offer
evidence that the Flapping rule in American English, which turns the phoneme /t/ into [ſ],
a tap, between vowels, can occur both within and across sentences. Because the sentence
33

is the largest syntactic constituent, it cannot act as the domain for the Flapping rule.
34

Therefore, another domain that is not syntactic must restrict the rule’s application.

As I have already discussed the syllable and the foot, it is best to begin with the
phonological word, which serves as the domain for foot-building and for the assignment
35

of primary stress.

A phonological word is always at least as large as the grammatical

word and, in English, includes the stem, its affixes, and both constituents in compounds.

36

Whether or not two grammatical words belong to the same phonological word may affect
31

Nespor and Vogel 7. Stated formally, the rule is, “A given nonterminal unit of the prosodic hierarchy, Xp,
is composed of one or more units of the immediately lower category, Xp-1.” They consider a string a
constituent if “a) there are rules of the grammar that need to refer to it in their formulation, or b) there are
rules that have precisely that string as their domain of application” (ibid. 59).
32
Unlike most metrical phonologists, including Hayes, Nespor and Vogel reject binary in favor of n-ary
branching, so that one constructs the domain by “[joining] into an n-ary branching Xp all Xp-1 included in a
string delimited by the definition of the domain of Xp” (7).
33
Ibid. 46-7. They present similar data for Linking- and intrusive-r in British RP.
34
That domain is the intonational phrase.
35
See Nespor and Vogel 91-103 for evidence for the existence of feet, including constraints on aspiration,
devoicing, and diphthong shortening.
36
Hayes, with Nespor and Vogel, rejects the earlier SPE analysis that treats certain junctural events
between stems and affixes as evidence that an affix can act as a phonological word, as in [C [W sing] [W
ing]]. See Hayes, “The Prosodic Hierarchy in Meter,” Phonetics and Phonology, vol. 1, Rhythm and Meter,
ed. G. Youmans and P. Kiparsky (San Diego: Academic Press, 1989) 206-7; and Nespor and Vogel 110-38.
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the rhythm and influence how we perceive cues for dividing up the signal into prosodic
domains. Singing, for instance, is one phonological word, whereas sing it are two, and as
Kiparsky’s analyses in “The Rhythmic Structure of English Verse” and later articles
show, poets do not necessarily use these strings in the same metrical environments,
37

despite their similar stressing. In Chapter Two I cited Kiparsky’s discussion of these
lines from Hamlet, in which the prince admonishes Horatio,
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy (1.5.10-1)
Previously I noted that the line avoids violating the Monosyllabic Word Constraint by
locating phrasal stress in a monosyllable, dreamt. The line therefore suffers a perplexing
tachycardia but it does not fail, as the strong stress in the weak third position does not
constitute a labeling and bracketing mismatch:
S
W S
W
are dreamt of
But Shakespeare would not have mused, less grammatically, and poetically, that there is
more to his, and Horatio’s, life
*Than are dreaming in your philosophy
The difference between the two lines involves their use of phonological words. In the
first, attested line, the offending rhythm consists of two phonological words, whereas in
the second, unattested line the rhythm consists of one. It is a small difference, perhaps a
37

For building the phonological word, see Nespor and Vogel: “Join into an n-ary branching P-word all feet
included within a string delimited by the definition of the domain of P-word” (142).
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benign one, but one nevertheless that Shakespeare respects consistently, and which
distinguishes his metrical style, in part, from Milton’s, who wrote the familiar line,
To the Garden of Bliss, thy seat prepar’d
which, like the Shakespearean forgery, places a single, disyllabic phonological word with
lexical stress in a weak position. Phonological words are little, but their influence on
rhythm can be large.
Above the phonological word is the more interesting clitic group, which Hayes
conveniently defines as “a single content word together with all contiguous grammatical
38

words in the same syntactic constituent.” Every clitic group contains only one content
39

word, which is its host, and to which clitics adjoin optionally.

We can say that two

constituents share category membership in a group if the same host commands them. As
Nespor and Vogel explain, “Whether a clitic chooses as host the word on its left or right
40

is determined by syntactic structure,” such that the clitic will adjoin to the host with
which it shares more category membership.
Clitic groups bind curious phonological phenomena. For example, in English, [v]
deletes in fast speech when its trigger for deletion lies in the same clitic group, as in these
sentences,
a. [C Please] [C leave them] [C alone]
b. [C Will you save me] [C a seat?]
38

“Prosodic Hierarchy” 207.
“The propensity to cliticize is inversely related to the number of syntactic boundaries separating clitic
from host” (Ibid. 239).
40
150.
39
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where in each case [v]  Ø / [C __ α]. In both these instances, [v] deletes because the
triggers, them and me, belong in its clitic group. Conversely, in
c. [C Give] [C Maureen] [C some]
deletion is blocked, because the potential trigger, Maureen, resides outside the group.
Similar evidence can be found in English for palatalization processes that assimilate [s, z]
41

within that domain.

In poetry, clitic groups can influence what counts as an acceptable double offbeat,
or run or two weaker syllables where one weak syllable is expected. Edward Weismiller
has traced the gradual disuse of elision through the late eighteenth century to this very
domain. In common apocopes like “i’th” for “in the” or synaloephas like “th’obscene” for
“the obscene,” the deleted phoneme is the rhyme coda in a clitic. As the examples
illustrate, clitic groups often control elision. And as poets came to regard elision more as
a contrivance to be avoided than as an adornment to be indulged, they, and their editors,
stopped printing the elisions. Over time, the convention ceased to be practiced, so that the
two weak syllables no longer slurred together. They came to be sanctioned as a special
42

license.

Phonological phrases serve an especially vital array of functions in language, as
well as in poetry. They are, for one, the prosodic domain for the Rhythm Rule: a word
can undergo stress shift only if its trigger lies in the same phonological phrase. (Final
41

See Hayes, “Prosodic Hierarchy” 209-10.
Another instance in which clitic groups play a role in verse involves the “clitic cadence”; that is, when “a
clitic word precedes a syntactic unit consisting of two monosyllables in rising stress,” as in [The great]
[lakes]. These structures subtly restructure the rhythm of the lines in which they occur. See “Prosodic
Hierarchy” 237-8.

42
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vowel lengthening also is bounded by this domain.) Second, as Nespor and Vogel assert,
phonological phrases are “crucial for the first level of processing in speech perception
43

and for the treatment of certain regularities in poetic meter.”

First, however, we must

define the phonological phrase. According to Nespor and Vogel, “[t]he domain of Pphrase consists of a C which contains a lexical head (X) and all C’s on its nonrecursive
side up to the C that contains another head outside of the maximal projection of X2.”
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This statement need to be unpacked. “Nonrecursive” simply means the side of the phrase
in which embedding cannot occur and which varies from language to language, according
to the head parameter. If complements follow their heads, as in English, then it is the left
side that is nonrecursive, whereas if they precede them, it is the right. So in English all
clitic phrases to the left of the head adjoin obligatorily and one non-branching
complement to its right adjoins optionally.

45

However, “a complement resists
46

incorporation [into a P-phrase] if it contains at least two Clitic groups.”

With this definition in mind, consider the following instances of stress retraction
bounded by the phonological phrase domain:
a. I have Japanese connections
b. He had understood everything
c. If you come to Mississippi, call me
43

186.
168.
45
173. Hayes gives a similar definition using a slightly different formalism: [X’’ . . . X0 Y’’ . . .] with the
conditions (a) a sequence [. . . X0] obligatorily occupies the same P-phrase; (b) Y’’ may optionally adjoin to
the P-phrase of X0 if it contains one clitic group; and (c) all clitic groups unaffected by rules (a) and (b)
form P-phrases (“Prosodic Hierarchy” 218).
46
Hayes, “Prosodic Hierarchy” 217-8.
44
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(a) and (b) pose no problem. In (a) the lexical head Japanese optionally adjoins
connections, which does not branch, and so the stress clash between the two words
triggers the Rhythm Rule. In (b) we observe a similar process:
3
2
1
2
3
1
a. Japanese connections  Japanese connections
3
2 1
2
3 1
b. understood everything  understood everything
But something in (c) blocks the retraction: Mississippi and call me lie in separate
phonological phrases, and so the clash cannot trigger the Rhythm Rule:
3
2
1
2
3
1
c. Mississippi, call me  *Mississippi, call me
Of course, the Rhythm Rule applies not only in ordinary speech but also in verse. In
Shakespeare’s Henry V, the penitential king conveys his grief with an abrupt hitch in the
line’s rhythmic gallop. Reigning in his father’s tongue, and ambitions, he declares,
I Richard’s body have interred new;
And on it have bestowed more contrite tears
Than from it issued forced drops of blood. (4.2.312-4)
The problematic word is contrite in the second line. Even at the close of the sixteenth
century, when the play was written, contrite could be variously stressed on its first or
second syllables, although the more natural pronunciation then, as today, was to place
primary stress on the ultimate syllable:
Σw ΣS
| |
contrite
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However, Shakespeare took advantage of the word’s heavy first syllable, a suitable
docking site for the primary stress, and restructured the rhythm:
x

/ x

/

x

/

x

/ x

/

And on it have bestowed more contrite tears
Because contrite lies in the same phonological phrase as tears, it triggers the Rhythm
Rule and resolves the clash, preserving the metrical order, just as the king restores the
spiritual and political order that his father, Henry Bolingbroke, destroyed when he
deposed Richard II. The line sings its obedience to the law and remedies a rhythmic
47

lapse.

Domains larger than the phonological phrase are less applicable to meter, and so
we need not take up the intonational phrase or the utterance, except to note that domains
in the hierarchy are nested, so that ordinate and superordinate domains exhaustively
contain all subordinate domains that they dominate. Any utterance or intonational phrase,
therefore, exhaustively contains the phonological phrases, clitic groups, phonological
words, feet, and syllables within it. From this fact we can infer a powerful principle: if a
rule can apply across a boundary on a given level, then it can also apply across all
boundaries on the levels below it. (In other words, if you can violate a highly ranked
constraint, you can violate lower ranked ones as well.) Moreover, if a rule applies before
or after a given boundary on a lower level, it will apply before or after these boundaries

47

The optional adjunction cannot branch because a head in the branching component will weaken the
retraction. Contrast John perseveres gladly with John perseveres gladly and diligently. In the first sentence,
we comfortably retract stress to the verb’s first syllable, as the adverbial adjunct does not branch; but in the
second, we do not, because the adjunct does branch. See Hayes, “Prosodic Hierarchy” 217-8; and Nespor
and Vogel 178.
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on higher levels. Linguists refer to this principle as the Strict Layer Hypothesis. We see
its influence on poetry in the asymmetrical behavior of right- and left-edge rules and in
the ability of any domain equal to or higher than the phonological phrase to license stress
inversion.
Kristin Hanson has applied prosodic phonological analysis to challenging meters,
and her work has led to some clever discoveries. In an essay on John Donne, she further
refines the parametric theory by adopting the phonological word as a domain for many of
Kiparsky’s earlier constraints. With him, she observes that weak positions do not tolerate
certain word types, such as reptile, beautiful, signifies, comprehend, fantastic, hierarchy,
necessary, and signification, whose offending syllables I have underlined. (This difficulty
is, of course, a consequence of the Criterion of Fit.) So the MWC prohibits this construct:
*That’s fantastic, he said unsmilingly.
Kiparsky’s constraint rules it out by stating that a strong syllable cannot appear in a weak
position if it is lexically stressed—that is, if it commands a weak sister in the same word.
Hanson reformulates the constraint so that it is less secluded from phonological theory,
less rogue; following Hayes, she integrates the MWC into a broader bounding theory.
First, she notes that all the offending syllables are “designated terminal elements,” or the
heads of a branching constituent within a phonological word that, in turn, are themselves
49

dominated exclusively by heads.

So if we diagram fantastic, we see that the second

48

See Hayes, “Prosodic Hierarchy” 204; and Nespor and Vogel 89.
26. Cp. Liberman and Prince, whose Relative Prominence Projection Rule states, “In any constituent on
which the strong-weak relation is defined, the designated terminal element of its strong sub-constituent is
metrically stronger than the designated terminal element of its weak sub-constituent” (316).
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syllable, which is the head of the phonological word, is in turn dominated by a strong
node higher in the hierarchy:
ω

50

Σw ΣS
|
σ σs σw
fantastic
For Kiparsky’s looser description she substitutes a tighter one: a strong syllable is
prohibited in a weak position if (1) the immediately preceding syllable is not the
designated terminal element (DTE) of a phonological word; if (2) the head of the
constituent of which the first syllable is the DTE commands the second syllable; and if
(3) the constituent is not itself commanded by a strong constituent whose DTE is within
51

the same phrase as the first syllable and is itself strong.

A paraphrase in is order. Condition (1) excludes strong syllables from weak
positions when the immediately preceding syllable is non-lexical, unstressed, or
secondarily stressed. For this condition Hanson suggests the colorful moniker
“lexisimiltude,” because it filters out patterns that more or less conform to those of
common words. By this condition we can reject Wyatt’s
With innocent blode to fede my selff fat (Satires CV.35)
W
on the grounds that the strong syllable, blode, falls in a weak position and immediately
follows a weak stress. By contrast, condition (1) accepts Shakespeare’s
50

It is standard to use ω, Σ, and σ to represent the phonological word, foot, and syllable, respectively.
See Hanson, “Nonlexical Word Stress in the English Iambic Pentameter: A Study of John Donne,” The
Nature of the Word 36.

51
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Better becomes the grey cheeks of the east
W
because cheeks follows a word with stress. Condition (2) recalls the peripheral rules of
Hayes, in that it allows mismatches that do not group with syllables to their left but
instead begin new constituents, as in the now familiar example
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy
in which dreamt forms a constituent with of, only embedding with the clitic phrase to its
left on a higher prosodic level:
φ
φs
ωw ωs ωw
are dreamt of
Tracing its chain of domination up the hierarchy, we see that dreamt is a designated
terminal element, dominating only by strong nodes. However, the condition rules out
similar constructs in which the offending syllable does group to the left:
*Than are known. What is your philosophy?
W
The intonational boundary after known requires the word to group to its left. Condition
(3) accepts mismatches when the offending syllable subordinates to an immediately
stronger one, and, conversely, forbids them when they do not:
I do suspect I have done some offense (R3 3.7.111)
W
is acceptable because done subordinates to its neighbor, some, which restores the
alternating pattern. In effect, Hanson’s conditions restate Kiparsky’s but in more precise
817

language, so that they filter out subtler lines that lie at the margin of metricality—at least
for Shakespeare and Donne, and the few other poets surveyed. They do not work as well
for poets like Browning and Shelley.
Metrical phonology and prosodic phonology offer powerful descriptive
techniques that can be applied to the rhythmic input to a meter’s grouping preferences.
They are best viewed as adjuncts to metrical criticism rather than as descriptions of a
meter. As I argue in Chapter Two, it is redundant to write a theory of meter that encodes
the rules of the host language, as those rules govern the rhythms that minds make sense
of and therefore need not be stated in the metrical grammar.
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Appendix B: A Grammar of Final –e

Words are entitled to final –e if that satisfy certain etymological or inflectional
criteria. In the verbal class, final –e was justified in the preterit of Old English verbs not
inflected with –ode; in the infinitive of verbs descended from Old English, Old French,
and Old Norse; in the first present singular indicative of strong and weak verbs; in the
preterit singular indicative of weak verbs in the first or third person; in the second person
preterit singular of strong verbs; in the present and preterit subjunctive of strong and
weak verbs; in the weak imperative singular; in gerunds of monosyllabic nouns; in strong
and weak present participles; and in the past participle of strong verbs.
In the nominal class, plural nouns were justified in taking an inflection, whether
strong or weak. Loans from Old Norse with an –e in the nominative case were justified,
as were loans from Old French in the accusative case. Nouns in attributive genitive
constructions (e.g. myn herte rote), which can be traced to the Old English weak genitive
feminine singular, were justified, as were nouns in the petrified datives (e.g. a-bedde).
Any noun descended from the Old English weak declension, which marked its
nominative singular with a vowel reducible to schwa in Middle English, was entitled to
final –e. And most feminine nouns, although historically without a vowel ending, gained
an –e by analogy with those nouns descended from the Old English weak class.
Occasionally, a noun derived from an adjective could take an –e when it was preceded by
an article.
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Adverbs were entitled to final –e if they ended in –e or –an in Old English or if
they had been derived from adjectives, as in the case of faire (from fair). For
prepositions, conjunctions, and pronouns the same rule applies. Plural adjectives in the
strong or weak declension took a final –e (e.g. smale foweles). Unless they held stress on
the final syllable, polysyllabic adjectives generally did not inflect. However,
monosyllabic weak adjectives (those with a definite reference, as when preceded by the
definite article or demonstrative, a noun in the genitive case, or a possessive pronoun) did
inflect with final –e (e.g. the olde wyf). Strong adjectives descended from Old English –ja
and –jo stem classes (e.g. dere, swete) also retained final –e., as did strong and weak
adjectives in the plural although predicative plurals were less likely to retain the
inflection. There is disagreement concerning the inflection of attributive and predicative
adjectives, but Burnley’s, I believe, is now the standard opinion: final –e is used to mark
plural concord when the adjective is used attributively and predicatively. Adjectives in
vocalic constructions and those modifying proper nouns also kept final –e.
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Appendix C: Scribal –e in Walton’s de Consolatione

Total Number of Unsounded Final –e: 2,904
Class 1: pronouns, determiners, conjunctions, non-lexical adverbs, prepositions:
1,183
theire (229); whiche (180); youre (119); thise (117); there (84); hire (82); oure (41); here
(adverb) (35); eke (22); more (19); while (17); euire (16); withynne (14); where (14);
before/beforne (14); therfore (11); whilare (7); thenne (7); hire (as object) (7); suche (5);
wherfore (5); thanne (4); peraventure (4); other-wise (adv.) (4); sothe (4 as adv); suche
(4); withoute (4); neuere (4); furthermore (3); nethire (3); bytwene (3); othere (3); nyhe
(3); like (prep. or adv.) (3); abowte (3); sone (3); somtyme (3); wherfore (3); firthire (3);
allone (adv) (2); sore (as adv.) (2); whenne (2); wele (2); often-tyme (2); thyne (2); otherwise (2); neuerthelesse (2); euerydele (2); forsothe (2); togidere (2); firste (2); neuere (2);
fayne (adv.) (2); rathire (2); ruffuliche; socurlese; bitwene; sithe; stille;; sore (as adverb);
myche; clene (adv); ere; thereynne; firste [adv.); pore (adv.); themselfe; where-ynne;
awhile; faste (adv.); amonge; lesse; for-cause; utterlye; firste; aboue; theye; hym-selue;
meche; herfore; vnnethe; be-nethe; sithe; aftire; euermore; one; bothe (adv); a-none;
moste; sonnere; longe; noghte; sothlye; often-tyme; eueryche; nyhe (prep.); oneliche;
like; euene; there-ynne

Class 2: Verbs: 786
Finite lexical verbs: 121
seide (21); made (10); trowe (8); knowe (5); saye (5); suppose (4); sawe (3); make (3);
holde (3); marveile (3); schewe (2); fynde (2); swore; lefte; drede; thondere; wene; yelde;
a-sette; seke; hade; bere; sette; like; coueite; delyte; wonne; clepe; wite; wille; beholde;
wene; purpose; trauaile; retorne; desire; vndergone; trowe; revenge; come; gete; putte;
beschyne; forbede; sende; lete; ete; perce; knowe; lafte; taghte; seme; enfecte; hate; loue;
kepe (pl); spede; gete; speke; calle; sette; saue; caste; answere
Participles: 71
done (16); made (7); trauaillynge (2); forlete (2); seide (2); sparynge; wasche; drawe;
hangynge; disputynge; highte; constreynynge; tolde; putte; for-letynge; herde;
encountrynge; take; sittynge; lyuynge; abidynge; fleynge; coniectynge; sette; kepynge;
submittynge; punysched; undirstonde; desceyvynge; layde; mouynge; disposynge;
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fflittynge; wauerynge; rewardynge; seynge; sewynge; dwellynge; knowe; knytte;
disputynge; referrynge; reprevynge; hidde; movynge; iputte; doynge
Finite modals/aux: 392
have (121); schulde (86); were (60); muste (38); wolde (36); mowe (27); done/dide (7);
couthe (6); myghte (5); hadde (2); durst (2); konne; schulle
Subjunctives: 14
haue (3); helpe; bare; faile; purpose; holde; falle; hadde; norische; knewe; suffice; deme
Infinitives: 149
haue (47); come (6); answere (6); kepe (5); make (4); telle (3); seye (3); wite (2);
execute (2); seke (2); saue (2); shewe (2); knowe (2); trowe (2); conferme (2); wite (2);
norisshe (2); redoute; disarme; hele; dispende; schyne; deserve; take; growe; stynte; use;
lete; accounte; triste; lose; seche; fulfille; bifalle; fede; kerue; restryne; turne; meue;
drawe; lede; deme; nede; defende; leue; voyde; bene; availe; merveile; gyue; suppose;
thenke; fynde; saue; wene; parforme; receyuere; mowe; trowe; sene; excite; bringe; dele;
use; chaunge; bidde; spare; close; write; neighe
Imperatives: 27
undirstonde (5); take (3); loke (2); sette (2); beholde; represse; defende; doute; lete;
entende; breke; knowe; considere; turne; seke; haue; drede; withstonde; dissimule
Gerund: 12
knowynge (3); mournynge; beholdynge; wailynge; havynge; dispendynge; tastynge;
vnkunnynge; for-knowynge; konnynge

Class 3: Nouns: 647
fortune (37); manere (32); sothe (32); nature (19); tyme (16); presence (13); one (12);
cause (11); sentence (10); worlde (11); purpose (10); hevene (10); blisfulnesse (9); ordire
(8); herte (8); kynde (8); loue (8); erthe (7); some (7); corage (7); othere (7); vice (7);
malice (7); lawe (7); processe (6); purveaunce (6); fame (6); seknesse (5); matere (5);
richesse (5); effecte (5); wise (5); substaunce (4); name (4); soule (4); eueryche (4);
desire (4); disese (3); hede (3); mesure (3); here (3); hope (3); mynde (3); trouthe (3);
richesse (3); blisse (3); ende (3); powere (3); none (3); science (3); defence (2); woode
(2); nede (2); doute (2); answere (2); case (2); estate (2); mankynde (2); youthe (2); age
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(2); harme (2); prescience (2); fallace (2); prescience (2); mede (2); manhode (2); badde
(2); stature (2); figure (2); sonne (2); exile (2); mounteyne (2); medecyne (2); yere (2);
compace (2); fuyre (2); hede (2); forme (2); creature (2); colde (2); blame (2); purpure
(2); estate (2); foole (2); pacience (2); makere (2); flesche (2); wrecche (2); heuene (as
attributive); tyrannye; eire; Aristotile; fulnesse; knowere; lawere; vniuersele (obj. of
prep.); pagyne; prayere; laboure; subiecte; seruage; bothe; falshede; certayne; conscience;
dede; hyhe; bataile; wrecchidnesse; heleyne (proper name); visage; Naryce; voyce;
defaute; rightwisnesse; vengeaunce; devire; license; worchere; advocate; exile; dome;
gifte; walkere; wise; syde; helle; swetnesse; wattere; maistresse; carriage; place; violence;
onehede; slepe; kepere; gode; hoole; force; blisfulhede; laste; wisdome; delice; wynde;
gretnesse; bole; blisfulhede; foote; gladnesse; gladsome; suffisaunce; persone;
angwische; meyne; yle; heritage; auarice; besynesse; posteme; office; rote; frowardnesse;
swiftnesse; helthe; lordschipe; mete; mone; accordaunce; losse; doloure; sete; reste;
same; sonne; wronge; hauere; spere; pece; same; scripture; stone; some; floode; hate;
plesaunce; cleernesse; gentilnesse; birthe; skille; reuerence; alle; Ryuere; case; arrerage;
side; morne; owne; drede; foole; swetnesse; grounde; acause; presente; Boece (proper
name); myleyne (proper city); diologe; ulcane; hyhe; lowe; reyne; Paule; tone; plente;
rewme; smoke; hemme; laddire; hond; course; chere; merite; harme; blesse; hete; bone;
strengere; derknesse; cloude; cheyne; profite; hate; Trangwyle (proper name); wronge;
province; office; heere; innocence; sorcerye; sacrilege; surfeture; rathe; recorse; sterre;
schame; preciouste; blaundisshe; sorte; corne; iuge; couetise; worse; fadire

Class 4: Adjectives: 288
Weak position: 33
hyhe (10); comune (6); goode (2); same (2); false; newe; faire; souereigne; large; same;
pure; trewe; stable; othere; owne; vniuersele; dyuerse
Non-weak position: 255
suche (30); soueraigne (26); hyhe (16, 15 sing., 1 pl.); dyuerse (16, 8 sing., 8 pl.); bothe
(preceding lexical word) (11); othere (8); alle (8: sing. 4, pl. 4); foule (5); goode (5);
commune (4); faire (4); dere (4); certayne (4); owne (3); wyse (3); diverse (3: 1 pred.
adj.); bothe (preceding function word) (3); hoole (3); none (3: 1 pred. adj.); grete (3); sore
(3); devyne (3); purpure (2); pore (2); dede (2); false (2); dewe (2); trewe (2); vniuersele
(pred. adj.) (2); comune (2); foreyne (2); inperfite (2); more (2); mortale (2); Englisshe
(2); subiecte (2: 1 pred.adj.); clere (2: 1 pred. adj.); straunge (2); parelouse; sure; newe;
fayne; rightwisnesse; laste; lightere; fewe; myche; mete; fersere (comparative); forsothe;
vayne; wrong-wise; althire; perfite; lowere (pl.); worthiere; rightwise; ynnere; parelouse;
immortale (sing.); blyndere; hyere; merveillouse; some (pl.); in-certane (pred. adj.);
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vndisrete; absolute (pred. adj.); othere; depe; filthe; pure; riche; pale; swete; sterne; huge;
lowe (pl.)
Total Number of Sounded Scribal –e: 1,165
Class 1: Possessive pronouns, demonstratives, prepositions, adverbs: 95
with-oute (13); hymselfe (12); atte (8); more (6); ofte (5); thy-selfe (4); thise (3); withynne (3); hire-selfe (3); there (3); bytwene (2); sumtyme (2); themselfe (2); aboute (2);
faste (adv. 2); myche (adv. 2); bothe (adv. 2); where; thenne; thyne; sone; lasse (comp.
adv); longe; eftsone; alle; wise; otherwise; here; hymselfe (w/hiatus); whiche; because;
ascaunce; thanne; furthermore; beforne; suche; forsoothe; sore

Class 2: Verbs: 295
Finite lexical verbs: 84
seide (39); made (4); seme (3); stonde (2); grante (2); cunne (2); thynke (2); teche; come;
thoghte; wente; deide; made w/ hiatus; wroghte; rescayve; stonde; crave; gabbe; spredde;
passe (pl.); beflowe; aske; nede; trauaille; plonge; withstonde; dredde; wente; deme; faile
(pl.); schyne (pl.); highte; suppose; done; entende; knowe; aske
Participles: 18
founde (4); begonne (2); forgete; forsake; hate; lafte; forseide; highte; synge; shulde;
mene; wonne; take; seide
Finite modals/aux: 56
schulde (13); muste (10); hadde (8); myghte (6); wolde (6); have (5); were (3); couthe
(2); oughte; mowe; nolde
Infinitives: 119
grante (5); make (5); by-falle (4); seme (4); fynde (4); performe (3); atteyne (3); falle (3);
fayle (3); betide (3); turne (3); wynne (3); nede (3); harme (2); putte (2); availe (2);
worche (2); take (2); accorde (2); appere (2); conseyue (2); voyde (2); cause (2); whette;
regne; spare; stoned; leve; rede; selle; conspire; mourne; enforce; brynge; discerne;
knowe; counterfete (w/hiatus); referre; bynde; come; trowe; ascende; comprehende;
forsake; moue; approche; fayle; punche; bileue; grucche; sette; betide; clepe; calle;
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chaunge; sewe; denye; deserue; beholde; renne; telle; ouer-passe; lede; reduce; deme;
plese; speke; despice; fulfille; schewe; here; sese; denye; scorne; kepe; preue
Imperatives: 7
supporte; forsworne; take; assigne; enforce; rewe; aryse
Subjunctive: 9
falle; passe; hadde; sounde (pl.); seme; turne; haue; neighe; befalle
Gerund: 2
ymagynynge; knowynge

Class 3: Nouns 281
cause (22); erthe (10); herte (9); soule (9); tyme (7); mynde (7); trowthe (6); kynde (6);
mede (5); nede (5); prescience (5); signe (5); fuyre (5); place (5); some (4); sonne (4);
meyne (4); helle (4); welthe (4); forme (3); alle (3); pope (3); mone (3); maistresse (3);
intelligence (3); purveaunce (3); sterre (3); Rome (3); blisse (2); drede (2); some (2);
sothe (2); worste (2); blisse (2); gode (2); ende (2); mankynde (2); stabilnesse (2); badde
(pl.) (2); welle (2); doute (2); iuge (2); synne (2); goode (2: 1 sing., 1 pl.); leche (2); selue
(attributive 2); schelle (attributive 2); blisfulnesse (2); prince (2); wrecche (2); tunge (2);
heuynesse (2); dede (2); asse; selfe; offence; sonne (attributive); erthe; ende; helthe;
woode (as modifier of another noun); grounde; chere; byheste; wrathe; fortune; plente;
ferste; leste; warde; myse; lesse; disese; place; mounte (attributive); age; none; hyhe;
fame; were; reyne (attributive); richesse; yerde; warde; doute; wrecchidnesse; meyne;
Tyle (proper noun); bonde; gentilnesse; floode; noblenesse; suffisaunce; laste;
rightwisnesse; fele; corilare; prose; false; sufferaunce; space; bothe; wise; hede (as
object); gouernance; simplesse; droghte; speche; name; bataile; nekke; badde (sing.);
folke; poole; grace; prince; purveaunce; excersise; grounde; rote; vice; ire; house;
infortune; desire; sparke; hynde; beste; lawe; wickednesse; mede; highte; Paule

Class 4: Adjectives: 494
Weak position: 245
same (54); owne (26); foule (12); thilke (12); olde (7); firste (7); wise (7); derke (7);
goode (6); hyhe (6); devyne (5); false (5); grete (4); faire (4); priue (4); selfe (3); swyfte
(3); laste (3); beste (3); rounde (3); badde (3); wode (3); hote (3); blynde (3); ilke (3);
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wide (3); moste (2); white (2); colde (2); innermeste (2); grene (2); swete (2); wilde;
worste; longe; clere; lighte; hote; vneschuale; sharpe; ordinate; fulle; storme; newe; lesse;
nyse; riche; rude; leste; hole; mene; harde; pure; kynde; straunge; adverse; moche; leste;
fourthe; softe; thrive; nexte; seeke; smothe; smale; bestrange
Non-weak position: 249
alle (52: 26 sing., 26 pl.); goode (23: 20 pl., 3 sing.); devyne (17: 2 pl., 15 sing., all in
tags); myche (16); bothe (preceding lexical word) (10: 9 sing., 1 pl.); suche (10: 6 pl., 4
sing.); more (7: 5 sing., 2 pl.); false (6: 3 pl., 3 sing.); huge (6); hyhe (6: 5 sing., 1 pl.);
riche (6); nyce (5); foule (5: 4 pl., 1 sing.); olde (4 pl.); rude (4); straunge (4); dyuerse (3:
2 pl., 1 pred. adj.); wylde (3: 1 pl., 2 sing.); fierse (3 pl.); longe (3, 1 pl.; 2 in tags: longe
tyme); styffe (3 pl.); faire (3 pl.); trewe (3 pl.); badde (3 pl.); scharpe (2 pl.); veyne (2 pl.);
proude (2); rype (2); smale (2 pl.); swete (2: 1 pl., 1 sing.); grete (2 pl.); selfe (2); lyke
(2); worse (2); wyse (2 pl.); allone (2); pale (2); wise (sing.); harde (pl. pred. adj.);
obiecte (pl.); seke (pl.); subtile; stiffe (pl.); priue; righte (pl.); grene (pl.) ; white (pl.);
brighte (pl.); stronge (pl.); streyte (pl.); schorte (pl.); queynte; untrewe; fele (pl.); moiste;
louse; bare (pl); softe; large (pl.); foule (sing.); firste; rede (pl.); rose (nom. adj.); skarse;
fulle; reyne; late; lesse; some; nyce (pl. vocative); worse (pred. adj.); nede (pl.); fele (pl.);
meke (ON miukr); swifte (pl.); perde; hihe; dere; pore; nowise; hote
Indeterminate sounding: 8
Infinitives: enspire; knowe (1.24.4)
Adverb: somtyme (2.172.6)
Nouns: blisse (2.230.2); medecyne (2.231.4); suffisaunce (3.440.5); Ovide (5.866.5)
Predicate adjective: presente (5.899.5); adjective: foreyne (5.917.6)
Sounded –e on nouns descended from OE feminine nouns: 23 (25.6%)
mynde, erthe, soule, herte, trowthe, mede, nede (strong), blisse (strong), synne (strong),
speche, helthe, heuynesse, wrathe, tunge, byheste, rote (originally strong o-stem); dede
(strong), lawe (strong), yerde, highte (indeclinable), hynde (strong), droghte, helle
Sounded –e on nouns descended from OE masculine nouns: 20 (22.2%)
tyme, sonne, welthe, mone, sterre, ende (strong), welle, leche (strong), asse, name,
woode; grounde (strong); wrecche, sparke, reyne, floode (strong masc. and neut.), wise
(originally strong); warde (strong), nekke, bonde
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Sounded –e on nouns descended from OE neuter nouns: 9 (10%)
fuyre, drede, sothe (strong), mankynde, kynde (strong), folke (strong), house (strong),
hede, rightwisnesse
Sounded –e on Romance loans: 38 (42.2%)
cause, prescience, signe, place, forme, pope, intelligence, purveaunce, maistresse,
stabilnesse, doute, iuge, prince, offence, grace, bataile, suffisaunce, corilare, sufferaunce,
fortune, simplesse, chere, plente, space, gouernance, vice, ire, excersise, gentilnesse, age,
fame, disese, desire, infortune, poole, prose, noblenesse, richesse

Total scribal –e: 4,069
Total unsounded –e: 2904
Total sounded –e: 1165
Total nominal –e: 928 (22.8% of total count)
Unsounded: 647 (69.7%)
Sounded: 281 (30.3%)
Total adjectival –e: 782 (19.2% of total count)
Unsounded: 288 (36.83%)
Sounded: 494 (63.17%)
Total weak –e: 278 (35.55% of total adjectival –e)
Unsounded weak: 33 (11.87%)
Sounded weak: 245 (49.6%)
Total strong: 504 (64.45% of total adjectival –e)
Unsounded strong: 255 (50.6%)
Sounded strong: 249 (49.4%)
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Total functional –e: 1278 (31.4% of total count)
Unsounded: 1,183 (92.57%)
Sounded: 95 (7.43%)
Total verbal –e: 1,081 (26.6% of total count)
Unsounded: 786 (72.7%)
Sounded: 295 (27.3%)
Total finite –e: 205 (19% of verbal –e)
Unsounded: 121 (59%)
Sounded: 84 (41%)
Total nonfinite –e: 876 (81% of verbal –e)
Unsounded: 665 (75.9%)
Sounded: 211 (24.1%)

Distribution of unsounded verbal events:
Finite lexical (indicative): 121 (15.4%)
Finite modal/aux: 392 (49.9%)
Infinitive: 149 (19%)
Gerund: 12 (1.5%)
Participle: 71 (9%)
Subjunctive: 14 (1.8%)
Imperative: 27 (3.4%)

Distribution of sounded verbal events:
Finite lexical (indicative): 84 (28.5%)
Finite modal/aux: 56 (18.9%)
Infinitive: 119 (40.3%)
Gerund: 2 (0.7%)
Participle: 18 (6.1%)
Subjunctive: 9 (3%)
Imperative: 7 (2.4%)
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Appendix D: John Walton’s Metrical Profile

Total lines: 7,589
Total irregular lines: 126 (1.66% of total)
Unmetrical: 11 (0.14% of total; 8.7% of irregular lines)
Headless: 97 (1.3% of total; 76.3% of irregular lines)
Broken-backed: 18 (0.23% of total; 15% of irregular lines)
52

53

54

55

56

57

Unmetrical lines: 1.481 , 2.292 , 2.316 , 3.341 , 3.1368, 3.1730 , 4.771 ,
58
59
60
4.1016 , 4.1046 , 4.1316 , 5.1125
61

Headless: P.119, 1.86, 1.140, 1.177 , 1.341, 1.356, 1.363, 1.429, 1.459, 1.561,
62
63
64
65
1.581, 1.663 , 1.695 , 1.706, 1.816, 1.881 , 1.946, 2.41 , 2.72, 2.220, 2.334,
66
67
2.413, 2.715, 2.898, 2.937, 2.975 , 2.999, 2.1053 , 2.1084, 2.1116, 3.26, 3.159,
68
69
70
3.203 , 3.215 , 3.273, 3.299, 3.302, 3.326, 3.330, 3.390, 3.513, 3.760 , 3.802,
71
3.1044, 3.1133, 3.1148, 3.1317, 3.1874, 3.1907, 4.1, 4.128, 4.236, 4.344 ,
52

Maystresse] Yowe masteres P.
worthi] worth N H D; with T; ought] om. F; thy] om. R
54
the] om. T H P.
55
voyden ben] be voided by T H D P.
56 st
1 that] om. T H P; 2nd that] om. D; whilere] om. T.
57
suche] T P; om. all other MSS.
58
hye] om. T H P; wonder] wonderfull T H P.
59
maner] om. D h.
60
to] N; om. all other MSS.
61
Wont] Wonede H F; I wonte P; to] for to M D; and] and to Dc Ch P.
62
Good] gode Rl Ba N H D h F Ch; good all other MSS.
63
Whiche] The whiche T H.
64
O] O which Rl Ba F J Ch; O whyhte T; O what M D.
65
forth] forthe Ba.
66
I] om. D; ne] om. N F.
67
the whiche] H R.
68
all] L Rl Ba N R M D h Bb Dc F J Ch; also] T H P.
69
be] by the N.
70
so] T H; om. Ba C M R L D h Bb F J Ch.
71
it] om. L N R h m Bb.
53
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72

73

4.438 , 4.496, 4.576, 4.593, 4.652 , 4.712, 4.772, 4.922, 4.1002, 4.1075,
74
75
76
4.1107 , 4.1112, 4.1141, 4.1161, 4.1201, 4.1300 , 4.1517, 4.1578, 4.1607 ,
77
78
79
5.20 , 5.247, 5.333, 5.334, 5.365, 5.465 , 5.609, 5.619, 5.651 , 5.670, 5.786,
80
81
82
83
5.800 , 5.811, 5.816 , 5.835, 5.837 , 5.867, 5.913, 5.939, 5.1041 , 5.1060,
84
85
5.1070 , 5.1073 , 5.1206, 5.1232
86

87

88

89

Broken backed: P.69, P.151, 1.743 , 1.748 , 2.42 , 2.915, 3.33, 3.913 , 4.106,
90
91
92
4.426 , 4.486, 4.939 , 4.1011 , 4.1403, 5.312, 5.565, 5.692, 5.849
Total anomalous lines: 155 (2% of total lines)
Rising cadence: 115 (1.5% of total; 74.6% of anomalous lines)
Radical elision: 34 (0.4% of total; 20.8% of anomalous lines)
Phrase-final stress: 7 (0.092% of total; 4.6% of anomalous lines)
Rising cadence: 1.8, 1.380, 1.403, 1.417, 1.761, 1.780, 1.812, 1.941, 1.979, 2.301,
2.441, 2.449, 2.484, 2.488, 2.639, 2.758, 2.794, 2.834, 2.867, 2.908, 2.927, 2.984,
2.1185, 2.1188, 2.1268, 2.1269, 2.1275, 3.189, 3.236, 3.272, 3.280, 3.294, 3.483,
72

thing] D N C T H P; om. Rl Ba R M h Bb Dc F J Ch L.
I] om. all MSS.
74
be] by the T P.
75
for] N H P; om. all other MSS.
76
Whenne Poliphemus thoo began to sclepe Dc.
77
it] T H D; om. all other MSS.
78
a] P; om. all other MSS.
79
And] T D P; om. all other MSS.
80
thus] T; om. all other MSS.
81
yf] T H; om. all other MSS.
82
a] H; om. all other MSS.
83
his] H D P; om. all other MSS.
84
a] N D F J; all om. all other MSS.
85
this] N T H P; om. all other MSS.
86
fer] ferre Rl Ba; hadde I] I hadde H.
87
in] into Rl Ba D.
88
of] of thy P Dc.
89
now] P.
90
take] taken it N.
91
is] is the C.
92
he] that he Dc.
73
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3.541, 3.640, 3.816, 3.871, 3.908, 3.943, 3.980, 3.1024, 3.1030, 3.1106, 3.1332,
3.1370, 3.1417, 3.1438, 3.1462, 3.1464, 3.1477, 3.1516, 3.1573, 3.1751, 3.1843,
3.1869, 3.2040, 3.2046, 4.51, 4.161, 4.184, 4.322, 4.452, 4.468, 4.529, 4.544,
4.550, 4.594, 4.617, 4.656, 4.726, 4.741, 4.807, 4.827, 4.830, 4.864, 4.887, 4.888,
4.946, 4.951, 4.957, 4.1006, 4.1017, 4.1028, 4.1054, 4.1110, 4.1133, 4.1253,
4.1343, 4.1461, 4.1489, 4.1507, 4.1508, 4.1514, 4.1565, 4.1567, 4.1611, 4.1621,
5.48, 5.67, 5.87, 5.138, 5.150, 5.189, 5.222, 5.237, 5.285, 5.397, 5.461, 5.491,
5.522, 5.691, 5.904, 5.931, 5.1244, 5.1253
93

94

Radical elisions: P.79, P.133, 1.15, 1.150, 1.237, 1.351, 1.457, 1.582 , 1.769 ,
1.849, 1.853, 1.854, 1.855, 1.856, 2.346, 2.410, 2.477, 2.554, 2.569, 2.614, 2.760,
95
96
97
2.990, 2.1094, 3.266 , 3.879 , 3.1033, 3.1079, 3.1482 , 3.1863, 4.467, 4.721,
98
4.856 , 4.1105, 4.1222
Phrase-final stress: 1.325, 1.584, 1.665, 2.676, 3.325, 3.1738, 5.1222
Emended lines:
P. 115: And so among[es] other pope Jone [amonges Rl Ba Dc J Ch; all others among]
1.227 This oþre must [haue] soure and þat forlete [T H P haue; all other MSS omit]
1.326 Fiers tyrantes þat ben wiþ-oute might [Fers] fferse Rl; fierse Ba N; fyrce T H]
2.946: And in his face he spet [it] so þat he [it omit all MSS and P; spette N]
3.88: Of all[e] good[es] gedered into one [all L R Rl Ba N C Dc F J Ch; good all MSS]
3.129: The cause of [all] þe remenant, as we trowen [all T H P]
3.444: While þat [it] fuyre is, where-þat-euer it wende [L R M D h Bb Dc Ch omit it]
3.629: "Ow renoun," he seith, "fals and variable” [T H P read saith he]
3.1244: He may no fer[re] be; no manere of way [fer L Rl N C R M Bb Dc F J Ch]
3.1570: Wolde elles-where hem plant, þei [dye] als fast [dye T H P; all other MSS omit]
3.1587 Eueryche a thyng to norische be his seede [Euery N F T; a omit Ba N T F J Ch]
3.1944 That þei [ne] sent hym noght his wyf ageyn [ne] H; om. all other MSS]
4.39: But as an ydell name of [no] vailaunce. [no T H P; absent all other MSS]
4.284: Than is [it] so þat theire vntemperure [is it so T H D Dc F J Ch]
4.380: Beholde and see [well] what þey be wiþ-ynne [well] N H P; om. all other MSS]
4.520 Þe lyf of vertu and [of] honeste [L Rl Ba C M h Bb Ch omit of]
4.605: And sithen þat [in] euery wrecchid wight [N C T H P read in; all other MSS omit]
93

concorded] concorde T H P; accorde D.
so] om. F Ch.
95
Wheþer] Which F.
96
devided] devined Rl Ba Ch; demyd T.
97
gladsomnesse] gladnes T.
98
it] om. Rl F J Ch.
94
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4.1319: Ful man[ful]ly with deth he haþ it boght [N C T H; others and P manly]
5.96: Þat Arrian[e]s were clepid than [ycleped Rl Ba M D F]
5.539: We trowed þat it were [not] to betide [not] T H P; om. all other MSS]
5.703 In whiche before þere were [no] notes seien [no H P; all other MSS omit]
5.1085 At ones [all] he seeth it in his mende [all] H T P; om. all other MSS]
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Appendix E: Thomas Hoccleve’s Metrical Profile

The Regement of Princes: 5463 lines
Stress shift to secure final –e (93):
53, 72, 158, 228, 274, 298, 366, 411, 550, 626, 787, 844, 953, 956,
1387, 1414, 1558, 1630, 1660, 1679, 1777, 1791, 1799, 1864, 1865,
2139, 2143, 2158, 2172, 2175, 2233, 2318, 2340, 2371, 2413, 2421,
2515, 2634, 2692, 2699, 2704, 2833, 2882, 2934, 2949, 2996, 3024,
3379, 3398, 3483, 3583, 3584, 3685, 3719, 3970, 4020, 4089, 4100,
4145, 4149, 4169, 4175, 4180, 4301, 4505, 4565, 4579, 4672, 4699,
4806, 4807, 4998, 5078, 5171, 5273

1130,
1984,
2434,
3196,
4103,
4744,

1261,
2105,
2466,
3213,
4119,
4745,

1299,
2137,
2500,
3247,
4124,
4756,

Orthodox stress shift to secure the beat: 330
Phrasal (among monosyllables):128
Within clitic groups (112): 34, 70, 136, 273, 306, 319, 324, 353, 397, 424, 450,
464, 469, 474, 477, 483, 486, 499, 523, 525, 580, 613, 625, 681, 780, 835, 903,
950, 951, 1056, 1062, 1079, 1251, 1253, 1269, 1391, 1395, 1401, 1559, 1599,
1606, 1609, 1664, 1884, 1944, 2046, 2087, 2129, 2141, 2248, 2291, 2301, 2306,
2314, 2518, 2521, 2534, 2537, 2559, 2590, 2616, 2689, 2723, 2753, 2676, 2799,
2823, 2864, 2867, 2907, 2975, 3009, 3018, 3046, 3098, 3110, 3123, 3250, 3261,
3269, 3270, 3389, 3390, 3444, 3448, 3534, 3631, 3775, 3881, 3884, 4013, 4146,
4264, 4405, 4465, 4499, 4517, 4547, 4558, 4571, 4574, 4838, 4880, 4882, 5033,
5035, 5077, 5172, 5202, 5280, 5350, 5393
Within Phonological phrases (16): 63, 123, 169, 207, 597, 1030, 1235, 1296,
1931, 2090, 2526, 3179, 3985, 4211, 4692, 4705
Lexical: 202
Nominal (103): 23, 24, 45, 231, 301, 307, 325, 432, 500, 502, 517, 523, 695, 709,
986, 1056, 1090, 1180, 1202, 1205, 1270, 1414, 1478, 1484, 1521, 1547, 1602,
1649, 1682, 1712, 1755, 1879, 1915, 2049, 2052, 2058, 2089, 2112, 2235, 2259,
2261, 2295, 2365, 2420, 2431, 2438, 2588, 2589, 2838, 2871, 3053, 3087, 3142,
3212, 3234, 3316, 3398, 3431, 3433, 3450, 3535, 3606, 3610, 3791, 3909, 3929,
3931, 4001, 4057, 4119, 4132, 4139, 4133, 4169, 4220, 4230, 4244, 4271, 4312,
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4361, 4401, 4438, 4496, 4606, 4663, 4669, 4752, 4773, 4781, 4790, 4831, 4866,
4905, 4945, 4984, 5021, 5156, 5194, 5201, 5247, 5250, 5261, 5273
Verbal (29): 122, 366, 1387, 1530, 1538, 1728, 1729, 2024, 2134, 2232, 2450,
2654, 2701, 2872, 2925, 3107, 3183, 3188, 3655, 3790, 3833, 3924, 3931, 3959,
4057, 4460, 4767, 4885, 4912
Adjectival (55): 119, 124, 203, 337, 385, 390, 616, 783, 795, 889, 944,
1084, 1661, 1745, 1797, 1920, 1932, 1949, 2045, 2046, 2194, 2225, 2294,
2526, 2531, 2730, 2931, 2961, 3186, 3223, 3300, 3345, 3457, 3552, 3985,
4211, 4232, 4401, 4631, 4669, 4717, 4795, 4880, 4945, 4953, 5065, 5157,
5250, 5278, 5310, 5383

1072,
2574,
4051,
5247,

Functional (8): 616, 1157, 1338, 1911, 2616, 2685, 3346, 4795
Adverbial (7): 282, 696, 799, 1738, 1806, 3003, 4349

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift required to secure the beat: 161
99

Nominal (87): 21 , 103, 208, 227, 230, 258R, 293R, 303, 340, 383, 599, 628R,
706, 805, 1182, 1577, 1668, 1810, 2039, 2116, 2215, 2221, 2228, 2316, 2326R,
2342, 2378, 2437, 2506, 2527, 2533, 2535, 2613, 2624, 2629, 2768, 2776, 3043,
3057, 3103, 3189, 3225, 3364, 3434, 3556, 3579, 3625, 3693, 3716, 3733, 3774,
3787, 3803, 3855, 3892, 3929, 4023, 4111, 4161, 4183, 4187, 4203, 4216, 4222,
4252, 4274, 4300, 4314, 4457, 4541, 4609, 4636, 4662, 4738, 4748, 4794, 4846,
4854, 4971, 5054, 5113, 5140, 5144, 5166, 5347, 5458, 5462
Verbal (55): 199, 290, 756, 769, 787, 875, 897, 917, 931, 1057, 1530*,
1677, 1788, 2351, 2475, 2490, 2491, 2503, 2511, 2512, 2586, 2648, 2710,
2993, 3015, 3021, 3085, 3555, 3570, 3574, 3598, 3617, 3732, 3788, 3811,
3980, 4114, 4138, 4182, 4202, 4236, 4555, 4637, 4676, 4768, 4775, 4781,
4816, 4976, 5017, 5416,

1586,
2829,
3812,
4789,

Adjectival (17): 31R, 96, 175, 535, 1149, 2369, 2697, 2998, 3001, 3053, 3581,
3662, 4088, 4120, 4985, 5091, 5133
Adverbial (2): 3047R, 3129

99

Key: bold signifies unique license; underline signifies inflectional suffix; R signifies a rhotic; and italics
signifies retraction to a prefix.
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Single unorthodox lexical stress shift not required to secure the beat: 7
Verbal (6): 980, 1742, 3017, 3648, 4717, 5319
Adjectival (1): 573

Non-alternating lines: 78
Clitic (1): 935
Phonological (26): 393, 687, 739, 849, 855, 1144, 1152, 1499, 1908, 2479, 2664,
2760, 2920, 3256, 3266, 3459, 3669, 3708, 3923, 4328, 4561, 4636, 5142, 5154,
5283, 5406
Intonational (51): 107, 155, 445, 454, 462, 511, 569, 697, 967, 1279, 1606, 1613,
1995, 2041, 2122, 2412, 2705, 2717, 2756, 2855, 2935, 2939, 3069, 3075, 3108,
3204, 3217, 3319, 3673, 3857, 3953, 3966, 4075, 4317, 4330, 4335, 4408, 4413,
4468, 4521, 4575, 4579, 4587, 4610, 4862, 4893, 5097, 5188, 5281, 5396, 5422
Syncopation required to preserve final –e (79): 9, 139, 141, 162, 163, 167, 274, 294,
297, 501, 596, 630, 800, 829, 862, 889, 911, 1063, 1130, 1205, 1227, 1554, 1562, 1580,
1655, 1684, 1706, 1708, 1733, 1738, 1811, 1902, 1905, 1907, 1911, 1943, 1948, 2190,
2364, 2487, 2520, 2633, 2687, 3138, 3145, 3196, 3329, 3397, 3403, 3457, 3460, 3846,
3868, 3872, 4024, 4041, 4158, 4189, 4247, 4292, 4352, 4356, 4489, 4549, 4590, 4817,
4851, 4877, 4953, 5060, 5065, 5097, 5157, 5164, 5172, 5230, 5290, 5324, 5407

Probable syncopation: 230
Between clitic groups (8): 531, 954, 1706, 2594, 2694, 3138, 3530, 3739
Between phonological phrases (109): 9, 116, 196, 222, 223, 282, 496, 520, 539,
653, 713, 734, 761, 876, 914, 961, 1093, 1096, 1167, 1262, 1307, 1361, 1425,
1522, 1653, 1714, 1732, 1811, 1920, 1932, 1950, 2036, 2146, 2156, 2198, 2210,
2226, 2239, 2336, 2348, 2354, 2364, 2370, 2406, 2460, 2474, 2531, 2582, 2619,
2676, 2678, 2794, 2797, 2810, 2820, 3003, 3079, 3094, 3236, 3305, 3356, 3378,
3397, 3403, 3450, 3458, 3659, 3766, 3825, 3831, 3846, 3911, 3964, 3967, 4055,
4150, 4163, 4179, 4188, 4280, 4312, 4324, 4365, 4454, 4459, 4469, 4485, 4531,
4585, 4628, 4637, 4655, 4686, 4716, 4729, 4831, 4855, 4905, 5002, 5068, 5133,
5135, 5199, 5201, 5227, 5239, 5292, 5299, 5334
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At the intonational phrase (113): 1, 68, 102, 151, 180, 195, 461, 552, 771, 801,
829, 897, 932, 975, 988, 1011, 1016, 1019, 1029, 1045, 1048, 1098, 1133, 1150,
1157, 1190, 1245, 1418, 1447, 1569, 1585, 1597, 1674, 1740, 1773, 1823, 1825,
1865, 1873, 1880, 1891, 1918, 1955, 1982, 2047, 2098, 2100, 2171, 2213, 2220,
2301, 2353, 2382, 2427, 2431, 2432, 2500, 2527, 2553, 2564, 2700, 2773, 2851,
2885, 2910, 2914, 2916, 2955, 2961, 2996, 3051, 3060, 3061, 3062, 3134, 3229,
3248, 3335, 3347, 3375, 3393, 3431, 3519, 3536, 3584, 3616, 3617, 3676, 3962,
3972, 4282, 4288, 4294, 4391, 4509, 4651, 4697, 4911, 4940, 4943, 4967, 4990,
5000, 5034, 5054, 5082, 5131, 5211, 5311, 5395, 5405, 5414, 5425
Trisyllables that syncopate or shift stress (81): 15, 184, 221, 411, 465, 500, 539, 819,
868, 872, 914, 978, 1141, 1150, 1198, 1338, 1712, 1715, 1727, 1728, 1752, 1755, 1822,
1915, 2066, 2094, 2222, 2249, 2359, 2365, 2390, 2406, 2436, 2511, 2533, 2700, 2835,
2858, 2925, 3003, 3164, 3234, 3295, 3310, 3347, 3417, 3459, 3463, 3467, 3514, 3516,
3571, 3635, 3663, 3676, 3710, 3804, 3909, 3967, 3988, 4020, 4027, 4132, 4139, 4143,
4275, 4349, 4438, 4495, 4496, 4866, 4885, 4984, 5127, 5144, 5194, 5197, 5293, 5299,
5403, 5432

Problematic lines: 11
Syncopation required between clitic and host (7): 1371, 1558, 2252, 2690, 2937, 3035,
3180
Unmetrical (4): 591, 2703, 3966, 4550
La Male Regle: 448 lines
Stress shift to secure final –e (8): 3, 67, 249, 304, 385, 419, 432, 448

Orthodox stress shift to secure the beat: 39
Phrasal (among monosyllables): 14
Within clitic groups (12): 109, 147, 156, 226, 233, 253, 376, 387, 391, 409, 413,
425
Within Phonological phrases (2): 35, 246
Lexical: 25
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Nominal (12): 4, 9, 57, 62, 66, 162, 219, 274, 357, 358, 430, 435
Verbal (3): 26, 298, 354
Adjectival (6): 10, 41, 139, 140, 180, 421
Functional (2): 127, 312
Adverbial (2): 83, 368

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift required to secure the beat: 12
Nominal (6): 211, 236, 244, 284, 339, 350
Verbal (4): 175, 239, 267, 400
Adjectival (2): 130, 207R

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift not required to secure the beat: 2
Nominal (1): 223
Adjectival (1): 113R

Non-alternating lines: 8
Phonological (1): 229
Intonational (7): 90, 236, 238, 290, 301, 429, 443
Syncopation required to preserve final –e (2): 103, 307

Probable syncope: 24
Between phonological phrases (10): 21, 46, 79, 117, 142, 218, 311, 323, 370, 442
At the intonational phrase (14): 8, 11, 105, 118, 156, 201, 217, 222, 224, 244,
287, 336, 394, 402
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Trisyllables that syncopate or shift stress (3): 46, 85, 142

Problematic lines: 3
Syncopation required between clitic and host (2): 268, 297
Unmetrical (1): 353
Lerne to Dye (the Durham holograph): 938 lines
Stress shift to secure final –e (16): 12, 15, 34, 44, 61, 78, 132, 178, 431, 587, 635, 764,
772, 784, 803, 930

Orthodox stress shift to secure the beat: 106
Phrasal (among monosyllables): 51
Within clitic groups (39): 33, 36, 45, 54, 59, 105, 189, 205, 223, 308, 327, 328,
346, 387, 480, 495, 513, 526, 528, 557, 581, 597, 598, 601, 646, 677, 695, 720,
748, 754, 757, 765, 821, 830, 837, 866, 867, 873, 884
Within phonological phrases (12): 102, 157, 171, 272, 432, 493, 600, 657, 659,
694, 733, 907
Lexical: 55
Nominal (21): 55, 122, 128, 168, 186, 209, 256, 280, 298, 307, 315, 358, 367,
503, 568, 578, 589, 607, 665, 670, 902
Verbal (4): 86, 169, 553, 892
Adjectival (19): 41, 82, 115, 193, 249, 250, 306, 329, 364, 425, 478, 480, 494,
502, 585, 602, 605, 614, 623
Functional (9): 58, 177, 210, 238, 385, 418, 699, 736, 802
Adverbial (2): 707, 713
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Single unorthodox lexical stress shift required to secure the beat: 28
Nominal (13): 8, 79, 260, 319, 324R, 376, 428, 429, 486, 548, 797, 840, 853
Verbal (12): 62, 130, 160, 208, 342, 483, 546, 560, 625, 730, 782, 877
Adjectival (3): 393R, 497, 550

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift not required to secure the beat: 8
Nominal (4): 226, 262R, 584, 702
Verbal (2): 104, 320
Adjectival (2): 800R, 855

Non-alternating lines: 21
Phonological (4): 297, 314, 450, 681
Intonational (17): 23, 573, 717, 738, 864, 220, 283, 289, 395, 417, 439, 541, 576,
655, 816, 887, 932
Syncopation required to preserve final –e (20): 5, 37, 70, 73, 78, 125, 144, 145, 147,
200, 332, 407, 412, 419, 431, 434, 485, 516, 659, 839,

Probable syncope: 58
Within a phonological phrase (4): 197, 512, 520, 687
Between phonological phrases (21): 58, 120, 154, 196, 308, 317, 337, 349, 460,
508, 618, 640, 658, 684, 760, 774, 781, 881, 882, 886, 934
At the intonational phrase (33): 6, 13, 61, 111, 113, 137, 153, 165, 170, 173, 174,
185, 212, 241, 355, 356, 359, 421, 487, 506, 527, 534, 603, 611, 616, 617, 661,
690, 711, 757, 806, 899, 935
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Trisyllables that syncopate or shift stress (11): 255, 277, 311, 504, 586, 636, 660, 671,
841, 927, 938

Problematic lines: 12
Syncopation required between clitic and host (2): 489, 595
Unmetrical (6): 22, 198, 199, 442, 473, 798
Complaint and Dialogue (1239 total)
Complaint (413 lines)
Stress shift to secure final –e (5): 18, 179, 187, 217, 381

Orthodox stress shift to secure the beat: 53
Phrasal (among monosyllables): 24
Within clitic group (21): 17, 52, 55, 61, 64, 67, 97, 166, 193, 202, 206, 212, 287,
298, 315, 350, 360, 368, 377, 383, 392,
Within phonological phrase (3): 239, 297, 393,
Lexical: 27
Nominal (9): 126, 161, 189, 253, 282, 296, 304, 336,
Verbal (6): 180, 281, 397,
Adjectival (4): 4, 125, 388,
Function (6): 39, 73, 249, 342, 404, 293,
Adverbial (2): 292, 361

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift required to secure the beat: 16
Nominal (5): 46, 194, 229, 380, 412
840

Verbal (8): 207, 235, 268, 285, 300, 301, 313, 364
Adjectival (3): 153, 243, 359R

Non-alternating lines: 8
P-phrase (6): 14, 100, 284, 288, 310, 376
I-phrase (2): 205, 234
Syncopation required to preseve final –e (7): 51, 109, 116, 198, 341, 346, 361

Probable syncope: 27
Between phonological phrases (8): 26, 353, 131, 138, 240, 311, 344, 362
Within phonological phrases (1): 223
At the intonational phrase (18): 40, 79, 98, 127, 146, 163, 184, 188, 213, 256,
279, 280, 295, 312, 330, 332, 342, 372
Trisyllables that syncopate or shift stress (3): 37, 325, 334,
Dialogue (826 lines)
Stress shift to secure final –e (22): 26, 53, 153, 269, 325, 349, 354, 358, 376, 396, 438,
443, 464, 493, 508, 531, 550, 563, 599, 625, 698, 729,

Orthodox stress shift to secure the beat: 93
Phrasal (among monosyllables): 49
Within clitic group (38): 59, 88, 100, 129, 142, 143, 165, 179, 236, 272, 285, 291,
313, 314, 334, 343, 349, 406, 415, 480, 481, 508, 528, 530, 539, 550, 556, 605,
613, 617, 623, 652, 701, 713, 731, 765, 782, 823
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Within phonological phrase (11): 9, 29, 33, 34, 48, 73, 416, 444, 476, 525, 615,
Lexical: 45
Nominal (30): 6, 28, 77, 86, 114, 116, 127, 133, 189, 240, 281, 290, 306, 351,
437, 452, 473, 479, 492, 498, 503, 546, 564, 601, 627, 637, 698, 699, 700, 812,
814,
Verbal (3): 20, 49, 561,
Adjectival (5): 102, 119, 632, 634, 795
Functional (5): 266, 347, 428, 567, 696,
Adverbial (1): 502

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift required to secure the beat: 21
Nominal (11): 66R, 139, 156R, 207, 257, 407R, 544, 667, 717, 724, 730
Verbal (5): 4, 11, 112, 448, 794
Adjectival (5): 122, 178, 196, 580, 585

Single unorthodox lexical stress shift not required to secure the beat: 7
Nominal (2): 727, 753
Verbal (5): 138, 322, 323, 776, 793

Non-alternating lines: 17
Phonological phrase (3): 246, 258, 359
Intonational phrase (14): 56, 58, 137, 169, 264, 274, 326, 344, 353, 361, 421, 439,
600, 690
Syncopation required to preserve final –e (8): 55 (2), 133, 247, 311, 680, 681, 725
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Probable syncopation: 43
Within phonological phrase (1): 818
Between phonological phrases (16): 52, 134, 157, 167, 276, 307, 332, 420, 522,
557, 594, 650, 671, 716, 733, 750,
Between intonational phrases (24): 35, 91, 219, 231, 284, 289, 346, 368, 380, 381,
384, 424, 429, 511, 512, 583, 643, 664, 678, 692, 693, 722, 748, 817
Trisyllables that syncopate or shift stress (5): 157, 398, 399, 457, 780,

Problematic lines: 3
Syncopation required between a clitic and host (2): 31, 371
Unmetrical (1): 198
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Appendix F: John Lydgate’s Metrical Profile
100

The Poems Compared
Total lines: 18,092

Siege of Thebes: 4,716 lines
A type: 3353/3546/3625 = 71.1/75/77.1% of total lines
Irregular: 1363/1170/1081 = 28.9/24.8/22.9% of total lines
B type: 28/18/16 = 0.6/0.3/0.3% of total lines
C type: 405/265/222 = 8.59/5.62/4.6% of total lines
D type: 651/651/636 = 13.8/13.8/13.5% of total lines
E type: 2 = 0.04% of total lines
C or D: 230/208/180 = 4.87/4.2/3.7% of total lines
C + D: 46/30/24 = 0.98/0.6/05% of total lines
B + D: 1 = 0.02% of total lines

The Fall of Princes: 2,002 lines
A type: 1599/1641 = 79.9/82% of total lines
Irregular: 403/361 = 20.1/18% of total lines
B type: 65/50/25 = 3.25/2.5/1/25% of total lines
C type: 81/49/37 = 4/2.45/1.85% of total lines
D type: 202/199 = 10.1/9.94% of total lines
E type: 0 = 0.0% of total lines
C or D: 43/39 = 2.1/1.9% of total lines
C + D: 7/4 = 0.35/0.2% of total lines
D + B: 5 = 0.25% of total lines

100

The first count is includes all possible instances; the second count excludes disyllables at colon
boundaries; and the third count excludes both disyllables and dative constructs. The middle count in bold
represents the median. If there are only two counts, then the count is the median.
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Troy Book: 2,035 lines
A type: 1389/1482 = 68.3/72.8% of total lines
Irregular: 646/553 = 31.7/27.2% of total lines
B type: 10/4 = 0.5/0.2% of total lines
C type: 225/149/117 = 11/7.3/5.7% of total lines
D type: 373/361 = 18.3/17.7% of total lines
E type: 0 = 0.0% of total lines
C or D: 16 =0. 8% of total lines
C + D: 16/12/7 = 0.7/0.5/0.3% of total lines
B + D: 5 =0.25% of total lines

The Temple of Glas: 1,404 lines
A type: 1252/1309/1313 = 89.1/93.3/93.6% of total lines
Irregular: 152/94/90 = 10.9/6.7/6.4% of total lines
B type: 60/29/25 = 4.2/2/1.8% of total lines
C type: 44/27 = 3.1/1.9% of total lines
D type: 15/13 = 1.1/1% of total lines
E type: 0 = 0.0% of total lines
C or D: 31/23 = 2.3/1.7% of total lines
C + D: 2 = 0.14% of total lines
B + D: 0 = 0.0% of total lines

The Life of Our Lady: 5,932 lines
A type: 4993/5160/5221 = 84.1/87/88% of total lines
Irregular: 939/772/711 = 15.9/13/12%
B type: 79/69/55 = 1.3/1.16/0.93% of total lines
C type: 322/196/156 = 5.4/3.3/2.6% of total lines
D type: 462/446 = 7.8/7.5 of total lines
E type: 10 = 0.17% of total lines
C or D: 56/41/34 = 0.94/0.69/0.57% of total lines
C + D: 8 = 0.13% of total lines
B + D: 2 = 0.03% of total lines
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The Life of Saint Alban and Saint Amphibal: 2,003 lines
A type: 1613/1653 = 80.5/82.5% of total lines
Total irregular: 390/350 = 19.5/17.5% of total lines
B type: 46/36/29 = 2.2/1.8/1.4% of total lines total
C type: 73/46/31 = 3.6/2.3/1.5% of total lines
D type: 237/233 = 11.8/11.6% of total lines
E type: 0 = 0.0% of total lines
C or D: 27/24 = 1.3/1.2% of total lines
C + D: 1 = 0.05% of total lines
B + D: 6 = 0.2/1.5% of total lines
101

The Poems
Troy Book (Book 3): 2,035 lines

B type: 136, 167, 206, 522, 527, 557, 1325, 1715, 1767, 1787
102

C type: 4, 6, 27, 38 , 44, 46, 54, 56, 73, 92, 108, 124, 129, 130, 143, 154, 159, 187, 197,
103
207, 212, 226, 242, 255, 261, 265, 284, 317, 320, 323, 328, 341 , 353, 362, 364, 370,
380, 390, 401, 404, 449, 458, 467, 476, 480, 514, 525, 549, 552, 563, 568, 586, 594, 599,
618, 619, 622, 643, 664, 672, 676, 684, 685, 699, 719, 733, 739, 746, 765, 775, 782, 789,
790, 791, 796, 812, 814, 819, 827, 835, 853, 856, 868, 880, 883, 892, 913, 914, 919, 927,
928, 934, 941, 959, 960, 961, 971, 973, 988, 989, 995, 1014, 1027, 1029, 1052, 1060,
1068, 1073, 1076, 1077, 1079, 1088, 1098, 1099, 1104, 1105, 1109, 1113, 1123, 1124,
104
1126, 1128, 1140, 1170, 1178, 1181, 1192, 1197 , 1201, 1204, 1210, 1212, 1217, 1224,
1230, 1233, 1235, 1245, 1258, 1270, 1286, 1291, 1307, 1324, 1327, 1329, 1373, 1378,
1381, 1391, 1399, 1401, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1426, 1470, 1485, 1522, 1524, 1529,
105
106
1530, 1551, 1556, 1567, 1571, 1587, 1600, 1601, 1610, 1616, 1617 , 1622 , 1625,
1638, 1672, 1676, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1689, 1699, 1706, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1734, 1743,
1751, 1757, 1759, 1765, 1771, 1797, 1798, 1801, 1809, 1810, 1812, 1815, 1817, 1823,

101

Bold face indicates a likely disyllable; an underline indicates a dative construct.
Troye] of Troye A D2.
103
made] as made D1.
104
on] vp on D2.
105
Grekis] the Grekis A.
106
that] for that A.
102
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1827, 1855, 1858, 1863, 1869, 1876, 1879, 1887, 1895, 1899, 1900, 1906, 1914, 1922,
1926, 1944, 1955, 1959, 1984, 1991, 1993, 2022
Void dividing intonational phrases (37): 92, 265, 353, 404, 476, 563, 568, 643,
676, 699, 746, 853, 934, 973, 989, 1029, 1181, 1192, 1224, 1399, 1556, 1610,
1617, 1622, 1684, 1720, 1721, 1765, 1797, 1812, 1817, 1858, 1869, 1926, 1959,
1993, 2022
Void dividing phonological phrases (172): 4, 6, 27, 44, 46, 54, 56, 73, 108, 129,
143, 154, 159, 197, 207, 212, 226, 242, 255, 261, 317, 320, 328, 341, 362, 364,
370, 380, 390, 449, 458, 480, 514, 525, 549, 552, 586, 599, 618, 622, 664, 672,
684, 685, 719, 733, 739, 765, 775, 782, 789, 790, 791, 796, 812, 814, 819, 827,
835, 856, 868, 880, 883, 892, 913, 914, 919, 927, 941, 959, 960, 961, 971, 988,
995, 1014, 1027, 1052, 1060, 1068, 1073, 1076, 1077, 1079, 1088, 1098, 1104,
1109, 1113, 1123, 1124, 1126, 1128, 1140, 1170, 1178, 1197, 1201, 1204, 1210,
1212, 1217, 1230, 1233, 1235, 1245, 1258, 1270, 1286, 1291, 1307, 1324, 1327,
1329, 1373, 1378, 1381, 1391, 1401, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1426, 1470, 1485,
1522, 1524, 1530, 1551, 1567, 1571, 1587, 1600, 1601, 1616, 1625, 1638, 1672,
1676, 1683, 1689, 1699, 1706, 1722, 1734, 1743, 1757, 1759, 1771, 1798, 1801,
1809, 1810, 1815, 1823, 1827, 1855, 1863, 1876, 1879, 1887, 1895, 1899, 1900,
1906, 1914, 1922, 1944, 1955, 1991
Void dividing clitic groups (14): 124, 187, 284, 323, 401, 467, 594, 619, 928,
1099, 1105, 1529, 1685, 1751
Void dividing a clitic from its host (2): 38, 1984
107

D type: 1, 3, 7, 11, 13, 15 , 16, 17, 20, 21, 28, 34, 65, 70, 79, 80, 87, 97, 106, 111, 115,
108
120, 128, 149, 151, 156, 157, 161, 163, 168, 173, 177, 192, 195, 204, 213, 219 , 220,
109
228, 247, 249, 251, 252, 256, 277, 279, 280, 281, 285, 300, 301, 304, 305, 307 , 310,
324, 329, 333, 338, 348, 355, 357, 360, 361, 368, 371, 372, 376, 381, 383, 387, 402, 407,
431, 448, 450, 454, 462, 471, 474, 477, 483, 486, 487, 512, 513, 515, 536, 537, 538, 545,
554, 559, 561, 573, 577, 582, 583, 587, 588, 589, 590, 591, 593, 601, 607, 611, 630, 642,
645, 651, 652, 655, 656, 657, 662, 665, 671, 679, 680, 681, 687, 695, 704, 713, 723, 726,
727, 728, 750, 751, 757, 763, 767, 774, 779, 780, 795, 803, 841, 852, 854, 857, 859, 862,
864, 871, 872, 873, 877, 878, 885, 897, 901, 903, 905, 906, 908, 909, 921, 925, 927, 937,
946, 948, 949, 950, 952, 957, 967, 975, 977, 981, 982, 984, 985, 991, 992, 996, 997,
1001, 1003, 1009, 1012, 1013, 1016, 1021, 1024, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1039,
107

This] This is D2 D1.
thilke] this ilke D2 A.
109
With] And with A.
108
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1041, 1047, 1059, 1062, 1064, 1081, 1083, 1086, 1100, 1101, 1106, 1107, 1114, 1121,
110
1125, 1127, 1130, 1132, 1137, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1146, 1152, 1153 , 1154, 1159, 1160,
1166, 1167, 1169, 1171, 1173, 1176, 1190, 1193, 1194, 1198, 1203, 1216, 1218, 1219,
111
1220, 1223, 1234, 1236, 1239, 1242, 1244, 1249, 1250, 1253 , 1257, 1260, 1261, 1264,
1265, 1267, 1268, 1273, 1274, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1287, 1289, 1290, 1294, 1315, 1318,
1326, 1333, 1334, 1343, 1347, 1348, 1353, 1357, 1358, 1368, 1371, 1372, 1374, 1375,
1382, 1387, 1388, 1392, 1400, 1415, 1416, 1429, 1448, 1454, 1460, 1465, 1467, 1478,
1482, 1486, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1492, 1500, 1502, 1525, 1527, 1537, 1539, 1541, 1543,
112
113
1557 , 1561, 1563, 1572, 1573, 1597 , 1607, 1609, 1613, 1624, 1632, 1633, 1635,
1640, 1648, 1651, 1653, 1663, 1664, 1665, 1669, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1697, 1698, 1703,
1704, 1708, 1709, 1723, 1725, 1726, 1728, 1740, 1746, 1750, 1753, 1755, 1774, 1775,
1811, 1833, 1834, 1847, 1857, 1862, 1870, 1875, 1883, 1890, 1901, 1902, 1917, 1923,
1924, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1960, 1965, 1971, 2001, 2002, 2014, 2029, 2030, 2032
114

C + D: 37, 133
1932, 1946

, 137, 153, 433, 560, 951, 964, 1080, 1108, 1202, 1354, 1794, 1909,

C or D: 36, 145, 259, 453, 600, 816, 1056, 1165, 1749, 1772, 1856, 1915, 1997, 2012,
2019, 2031
B + D: 828, 1007, 1414, 1491, 1766
Emended lines:
24: For his manhod[e] and his sapience
71: A crafty siht[e] wrought in the viser
76: And some wold[e] armyd be more light
158: For bothe he had[de], hert & also myght
175: Which in knyghthod[e] had al suffisaunce
185: Of thi manhod[e], that so fer is kouth
186: And the kmyghthod[e] of thi grene youthe
283: And forthe thei rood[e] a ful sterne pas
288: And to the kyng, [y]-callid Pretemense
331: In al this world[e], if I schal nat feyne
336: And Hector hath [y]-callyd to hym anon
350: And whan thei had[de] of hym leve take
110

Is on] His owne A.
Grekis] the Grekis A.
112
sore in herte] in herte sore D2.
113
body] the body D1.
114
to] vn to A D1 D2
111
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384: In whiche he put[te], sothly, as I rede
394: For the knyghthod[e] he koude in hem se
397: Liche Mars hym sil[ven] fast[e] gan him spede
445: That no deceit[e], fraude, nor tresoun
489: He had[de] in hym souereine excellence
504: As Mars hym sil[ven] had[de] be present
524: In hert[e] wer[e]n fulof besy drede
576: And of the first[e] he gaf gouernaunce
658: The eighte ward[e], yif I schal nat tarie
683: Assigned wer[e]n by gret ordinaunce
798: Havinge in hert[e] inly gret desire
804: To bataille went[e] in her best array
820: Irous & wood[e], seide among echon
829: Of oon entent[e], pleinly, wil nat faille
839: He of manhood[e] hath his hors recurid
902: But of manhood[e] thei ne wolde sese
912: I finde, in soth[e], how that ther was oon
938: Of verray myght[e] rofe hym thorugh the herte
965: There was noon help[e], pleinly, nor no red
979: That thei hym fled[de], where-so that he rood
987: For a deceyt[e], in ful secre wys
990: By his knyghthod[e] kylled many Greke
1044: For ye, in soth[e], gretly are to blame
1057: That besy wer[e]n Troylus for to lede
1129: Or that he myght[e] taken any hede
1133: Maugre his myght[e], to the erthe doun
1185: The myghti duk [y]-called Mereus
1211: To-Troye-ward[e] with hym a gret pas
1221: And for a soth[e] in is boke list telle
1226: As in fairness[se] alle tho a-lyue
1300: Swiche routhe kaught[e] vp-on his distresse
1304: Welle of manhood[e], stok of worthines
1338: Ageyn[es] hem two for to fight on fote
1340: And first[e] thei han hewen and to-broke
1344: Thei fil[le] on hym in that mortal snare
1360: And thritti, first[e], of hem he hath slaw
1366: From Grekis hond[e] frely is eskapid
1395: And hym to help[e], thorugh her highe renoun
1398: Thei gaf[e] to hym many blody wounde
1412: And with hym brought[e] many good archer
1433: Whiche with the kyng [y]-callid Modernus
1442: With al his myght[e] loude gan to crye
1446: For Hector had[de] fully remembraunce
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1450: And knyghtly thought[e] quite his gentillesse
1459: And, first[e], Thoas with a spere ran
1466: And in al hast[e] dide his besy peyne
1490: That in the blod men myght[e] goon & wade
1521: That yif thei myght[e], fewe shulde eskape
1528: The Grekis had[de], maugre al her myghtes
1532: Thei of knyghthod[e] made hem to repeire
1564: Ther myght[e] men the strokis here ryng
1602: And with hem brought[e] many worthi Greke
1614: And first he met[te] with the kyng of Fryse
1670: Whiche in hem sil[ven] gretly wer dispeired
1673: And with glad hert[e] hanher lord received
1674: And her gladness[se] whan he hath perceiwed
1681: Yif Grekis had[de] thilke day victorie
1687: Thorugh-oute the world[e], oure worthines
1691: Wherefore I pray[e] that no man atwite
1696: And ent[e]ringe in by a certeyn vale
1710: That had a-forn [y]-slawe Cassibelan
1717: And of thei rent[e] first his basenet
1741: Of his knyghthood[e] in this perlous case
1754: But or he myght[e] any ferther pace
1763: Maugre her myght[e], that hym tho with-sette
1773: And hym besought[e], in this grete nede
1785: That thei full fast[e] fled out of his sight
1800: A Grekysche kyng [y]callid Cedyus
1839: And or he myght[e] fully vp arise
1842: Attonys wer[e]n vp-on Meneste
1925: Or hardy wer[e]n with hym for to mete
1954: And ther thei wan[ne] tresour & gret good
1956: Of her armour[e] andof her richesse
1969: Thei had[de] of hem, at her volunte
1977: Ageyn[es] things that gynne in wilfulnes
1989: To sen a-forn what schuld[e] after swe
1992: Allas! thei wer[e]n wilfully made blynde
2026: Vn-to his wil[le], nor his lust hym sende
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al] om. P T H.
dreary] dere T H.
118
Ceriously] and ceriously T; and curiously H.
119
maner] maner of P H.
120
lest] oless H.
121
wrooke] awroke P T H.
122
to] for to H.
123
in] in all P T H.
124
Britouns] of Britouns P; the Britouns T H.
125
is] is to H.
126
abyde] to abyde H.
127
assign] to assign H.
128
To them ther] to make hem chere H.
129
To] for to P T.
130
ther] yeer P; yere Th.
131
thousandis] of thousands P T; of thousandis H.
132
an] anny P; eny T H.
133
to] vnto P T H.
134
into] he into C; thei into Pl then vnto T; and vnto H.
135
Clad] Clothed H.
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138
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Emended lines:
20: And as I fynde, this yong[e] lusty man
24: Dreedyng my labor shuld[e] be in vayn
60: Of his celestial goodly ey[e]n cleer
75: The Rosis played whan he did[e] shede
109 Ouer th[e] alpies, in knighthood ful famous
113: Brouht[e] the contres thoruh his hih renounne
152: Thouh that he had[de] strengthe & hardynesse
167: To the Romaynes with hert[e], body, & myht
171: First[e] thei shuld appere in the presence
209: The first[e] meveers, as lawe and riht observed
216: Lik trew[e] Iugis and keperes of the lawe
136

On the authority of P T and H.
Have your handis] youre handis have H.
138
Clad] clothid P T; clothed H.
139
Amphibal] Amphibalus H.
140
eschewe] to eschewe P T H.
141
pale] and pale P.
142
Gan] Gan to P T H.
143
salewe] to salue P T; to salewe H.
144
gan] beganne H.
145
maner] maner of P.
146
be] ben all P T H.
147
My] Of my H.
137
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221: Is of a kyng [y]callid the ornament
224: Bi that difference ther stywward myht[e] knowe
236: Sent[e] his sone namyd bassian
238: Lordis sonys, fresh[e], lusty of corage
241: Among[es] all[e], if I shal nat feyne
308: Withynne hymsilff[e] sore he gan to rewe
316: The pope of routh[e] & compassion
356: The next[e] morwe, aftir the maneer
362: First[e] to keep ether bodies in clennesse
387: Knyghthood[e] callid, arme of ther deffence
388: To hold vp trowth[e], suffre non outrage
389: Cherissh poraill[e], do no violence
392: Sustene trouth[e] bothe on se & lond
408: Chose to that ordre folk[es] iust & stable
437: He shold[e] first be shave of verray riht
443: Romayn[e] knyhtis of yeeres yong & grene
447: As bookis old[e] notably expresse
448: Vnto knyghthod[e] longith al clennesse
452: Maynterne trouth[e], chastise all falsnesse
479: With a white shert he shold[e] clothid be
480: To signyfie the cheeffe fondresse
481: Of all vertu [y]callid is meekenesse
483: All othir vertus stond[e] but in veyn
512: As to knighthood[e] longith gentilnesse
566: In four[e] causes pleynly to be drawe
568: As I told erst, the first[e] for diffense
580: Ther last[e] charge, for short conclusion
599: The first[e] frutes of our chyvalrie
649: His name sprad[e] & his hih renon
655: Had in knyhthood[e] Marciall excellence
659: Afftir whos hond[e] masones did[e] werche
661: The seid[e] Armys he left vnto the cherche
724: Sceptre & Crounne this yong[e] prince hath lorn
746: Romayn[e] knyhtis with many a manly man
748: Brouht[e] Brytouns, thoruh ther hih renon
762: Is callid yit, wher romayns did[e] bleede
776: For which[e] cause, dioclician
777: To Briteyne hath [y]sent Maximyan
778: The cheeff[e] cause in soth of his comyng
783: Cauht a conseyt[e] in the same while
843: Which to amende first thei did[e] calle
847: And all[e] Crysten that wer of his assent
853: Thoruh al the world[e] a decre forth sent
853

854: Thei to be slayn[e] & ther bookis brent
862: Ageyn[e]s them the paynyms wer so strong
870: In his repeir[e] homeward, as I reede
887: Toutray[e] slouthe, & vertu to purchace
920: For Albon had[de] lost the knolachyng
927: Make her an ende of the first[e] booke
950: Tauth by natur[e] wrouht no thyng in veyn
956: Whoo thauht[e] Traian whilom to do riht
972: And to purpos[e] now of my mateer
984: All fals[e] ydolis manly to despise
995: Which to rehers[e], thus I whole begynne
1006: For common profit to endur[e] long
1007: That no man shuld[e] do to othir wrong
1056: That yiff his vertews shuld[e] rekned be
1057: Heer in this book, told from his yong[e] age
1096: His port, his cheer[e] benygnly conceyvid
1109: Dyvers[e] daungers, straunge to recur
1110: In soth[e] that ye ben a Cristen man
1114: Withoute deth how myht[e] ye departe?
1122: Quod Albon than[ne]: “How may this be trewe?
1123: What that he is I wold[e] feyn[e] ler
1125: Had god a sone? Declar[e] this matter
1126: Quod Amphibal: “So that ye list[e] heer
1137: For mannys help[e] & savacion
1152: [Y]callid Flora, with motles of swetnesse
1163: A branches shold[e] spryng out of Iesse
1187: Of whoos[e] birthe Bedleem shal be the place
1191: Whan he is born[e], calle him Ihesu
1194: The Angell than[ne] vnto Mary seide
1199: For thilk[e] lord that shal hym also calle
1227: For which, deer host[e], sith it may availe
1235: That ye shal make blynd[e] folk to see
1246: But atte last[e], or ye hen[ne]s weende
1257: Asa bedill to bryng[e] yow tidyng
1259: Ye shal endur[e] peyn and passion
1274: Part[e] with hem of that thei had[de] neede
1280: It to guerdon[e] with a palme of glorie
1305: Yiff that ye list[e] yeve therto credence
1331: With fals[e] goddessis, dian & Iuno
1342: Yit or he went[e] thus he gan to seyn
1349: Without[e] fauour ir remyssion
1359: Shewyng a cheer[e] like as he wer wroth
1367: Albon in hast[e] thouht[e] for the best
854

1374: To whoos[e] praier of grace god took keep
1387: Besechyng hym declar[e] what it ment
1397: Methouht[e] sothly that I saw a man
148
1411: Bi [the] contreynt of myhty strong[e] bondis
1412: Draw[en] asondre was every nerve & veyn
1413: With a sharp sper his hert[e] clove on tweyn
1429: Which to behold myn hert[e] did agryse
149
1454: He roos [hym] vp lik a strong chaumpion
150
1481: Sauh [that] his hert[e] was of god visited
151
1485: That wer [vn]to yow shewid in your drem
1486: The man the which[e] to yow did apper
1498: First of hymsilf[e], next of al his lyne
1522: Was fals[e] Iewis his deth ymagynyng
1551: On good[e] ffryday hangyng on the roode
1563: Thus hath this lamb [y]slay[e]n this leon
152
1584: Amphibal[us] bad hym tak heed her to
1601: With hert[e], body, minde, & al credence
1606: By your discret[e] feithful diligence
1655: As on the cros Christ had[de]be present
1682: With humble hert[e] this was the langage
1694: Othir affor yow, as I rechers[e] can
1720: The hert[e] is oon euery hour & space
1733: This long[e] nyht[e] thei togidre spent
153
1737: [And all] this while thei spak of Cristis lawe
154
1747: [For] to accuse them bothe to the iuge
1759: Vpon a nyht[e] toforn the dawning
1792: Off parfit love for tendur[e] long
1797: Lik a prince list[e] knyhtly chaunge his weede
1800: Hour whan thei tweyn asondir shuld[e] gon
1828: How his enmyes ageyn[e]s hym procede
155
1831: [Vn]to ther goddis, meekely knele don
1859: Vengeable of hert[e], furious & woode
148

On the authority of C P T H.
On the authority of C P T H.
150
On the authority of P T H.
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On the authority of P T H.
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On the authority of P T H.
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On the authority of P T H.
154
On the authority of P T H.
155
On the authority of P T H.
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1864: The dirk[e] tydes of the clowdy nyht
1880: Vpon the hour whan the lark[e] song
156
1910: A peyr [of[ Curas closid with rihtwisnesse
1922: How that he shold[e] to his gret availe
157
1937: Cruel [and] cursed, agayn hym did maligne
1959: And is now fled & durst[e] nat abide
158
1974: [Of] all our goddis inso ffroward wise
159
1975: Thouo stondist now in [a] ful perlious poynt
160
1978: Set[te] thi reson si fer out of Ioynt
161
1992: First[e] to goddis thou dost no reverence
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Emended lines:
5: Was prisoner brouht[e] to this regioun
68: How Fortune hath [y]-cast hem from ther sees
300: The roote, out-souht[e] at the ascendent
499: Withoute the hand[e] fourmyd off Nature
545: And whan thei list[e], ther thei myhte see
162

ageynes God gan holden] ageyn God began to holden J.
excede] to excede J H5.
164
Of Olde writyng eke coude he nothing se R.
165
off] first of H.
166
and] and for H.
167
which] which that H5.
168
that] om. J H5.
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683: From ther estat thei were [y]-brouht ful lowe
868: Bi Minos wiff, [y]callid Pasiphe
913: Hymsil[ven] gouerne lik to his estat
1019: For al was brouht[e] to destruccioun
1089: Chose Nembroth [as] ther duc, ther gouernour
1222: Bothe off ther will[e], and off ther corages
1306: Maugre his myht[e], and his tour smet doun
1313: Shot off arblast nor touch[e] off dundeyne
1323: Into the power off en[e]myes hondis
1380: O folkis all[e] that this tragedie reede
1405: Off his godhed[e] list for to ordeyne
1581: In his pursut[e] froward and atteynt
1669: She was Iput for mor[e] surete
1711: She tauhte first[e] lettres and figures
1906: And maad[e] to hym his oblacioun
1973: Was foundid first[e] in tho daies olde
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Registrer] regestrier Bo; Registerer T2.
take] and take P.
171
non] noon is Bo T1 L1 M T2 P; proude] hardy Ro.
172
to] vnto Ba.
173
provide] to provyde Bo T1 Du L1 M Di T2.
174
Dwelle] ther dwell L1.
175
And yif unwist he] And he unwetyng and Ra.
176
vp high] vp an high Lb.
177
to] vnto Ad1 Ra Ba S.
178
yif I shulde] yff that I shall Ad2 I.
170
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1198, 1207, 1213, 1217, 1223, 1228, 1257, 1259, 1264, 1282, 1316, 1320, 1338 , 1347,
180
181
182
1361, 1388, 1400 , 1409, 1418, 1424, 1426 , 1435 , 1442, 1446, 1451, 1457, 1471,
183
1472, 1474, 1487, 1522 , 1525, 1550, 1557, 1591, 1621, 1625, 1631, 1644, 1654, 1656,
184
185
186
1667, 1679, 1700 , 1719, 1724, 1745, 1757, 1772 , 1820 , 1822, 1847, 1880, 1884,
187
188
189
1917, 1934, 1951, 1964, 1993, 1994, 2015 , 2016, 2054 , 2065, 2072, 2074, 2090 ,
190
191
192
2094, 2096, 2107, 2108 , 2155, 2158, 2175, 2185, 2203 , 2204, 2206 , 2211,
193
194
195
196
197
2215 , 2219, 2221, 2227 , 2229 , 2251, 2260, 2264, 2274 , 2278, 2280 , 2292,
198
199
2324 , 2337, 2374 , 2376, 2382, 2386, 2397, 2414, 2424, 2434, 2439, 2444, 2449,
200
201
2453, 2455 , 2457, 2461, 2471, 2487, 2494, 2506, 2509, 2510, 2511, 2514 , 2538,
202
203
2547, 2564, 2566, 2632, 2645, 2648 , 2653, 2661 , 2666, 2672, 2687, 2718, 2726,
204
2731, 2742, 2749, 2770, 2772, 2779, 2783, 2785 , 2790, 2797, 2799, 2801, 2806, 2819,
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shal] shal you L2; shal but C T2 P E2 Ro.
I-axed] He asked hem E2; ek] eke Bo; also C.
181
the] these M Di Ad2 I Ba E1 S P E2 L2 Ro.
182
hem] to hem Lb M.
183
mor] no more L1 M Di C T2 E2.
184
tarye] to tarye Bo T1 E1 S.
185
Prosperite] gode prosperte M Di; long prosperite T2.
186
was] were Di Ba C.
187
vnto] as vnto Ba.
188
ryse] arise M Di C T2 E2.
189
thenk] thenkith C T2 P; how] on howe P E2.
190
And let in you no slothfastnes be founde Ra.
191
wex] waxe Bo T1 Du M Di Ba E1 S C T2 E2; rede] al red Ad1 Ad2 I S.
192
in] than in Ad1 Ad2 I Ba S; his] his fers E1.
193
wenten vnto] then wenten vnto Ra.
194
han] it han Bo T1 Du Lb E1; it hadde Ad1 Ad2 I; had it M Di.
195
of] of this Ad1 Ad2 I E1 S C E2; of his Ba; for this T2.
196
Ioyneaunt] adioynynge Ra.
197
lich a] lich to a Ad1.
198
gan] she gan Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
199
at the hill] atte the hill G L2.
200
konnyng] konnynges Bo T1 Du L1 Lb M E1.
201
and] and the Du L1 Lb M Di Ad1 Ad2 Ra E1 S P; of the I.
202
devise] to devise T1 Du L1 M Di E1 S.
203
men may] myghte men Ra Ba.
204
Grekes] the grekes G.
180
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205

206

207

2833 , 2837, 2840, 2841 , 2846 , 2849, 2864, 2879, 2888, 2898, 2908, 2909, 2910,
208
2934, 2960 , 2986, 2995, 3002, 3006, 3009, 3016, 3023, 3033, 3042, 3048, 3049, 3093,
209
210
211
3101 , 3110 , 3128, 3139, 3143, 3144, 3150, 3161 , 3172, 3201, 3217, 3223, 3226,
212
213
214
3227 , 3232 , 3242, 3255, 3259, 3333, 3336, 3338, 3344, 3350 , 3363, 3379 (?),
3382, 3391, 3401, 3415, 3417, 3427, 3428, 3454, 3456, 3462, 3479, 3485, 3496, 3497,
215
3498, 3501 , 3513, 3531, 3540, 3545, 3572, 3596, 3597, 3598, 3599, 3606, 3615, 3625,
216
217
218
3637 , 3638, 3653, 3660, 3694, 3723, 3736, 3760 , 3804, 3809, 3858, 3866, 3885 ,
219
220
221
222
223
3907, 3913 , 3917 , 3929 , 3951, 3961, 4016 , 4030, 4040, 4066, 4071, 4093 ,
224
225
4108, 4109, 4133, 4142, 4167, 4196 , 4200 , 4201, 4204, 4209, 4210, 4215, 4217,
226
227
4218, 4219, 1422, 4231, 4240, 4242, 4247, 4259, 4271 , 4281 , 4283, 4284, 4296,
228
4299, 4308, 4323, 4342, 4355, 4367, 4378, 4399, 4402 , 4412, 4425, 4441, 4446, 4499,
4502, 4508, 4513, 4518, 4532, 4534, 4540, 4556, 4561, 4571, 4589, 4594, 4635, 4640,
229
4642, 4654, 4656 , 4686, 4694, 4699, 4710
205

bet] better Ra Ba S L2 Ro.
thar] ther-of Lb.
207
no worldly] al the wordless Ad1; alle the worldis Ad2 I.
208
maketh] doth make Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
209
Seyng] seyng wel Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
210
forto] and forto Ra Ba.
211
hym] to him C T2 E2; to her P.
212
face] hir face S.
213
this] this is Bo T1 Du L1 Lb Ra S P L2 Ro.
214
specifye] especifie Bo Du.
215
parthonolope] this parthonolope C; this Parthonolope T1 E2.
216
and nat ben] and nothing be L1; and nat to be Ra.
217
hool] holy M Di.
218
qwitten] gan quiten Ra.
219
this] worthy P.
220
she gan prey] she preie gan P E2 L2 Ro; to pray she gan Lb.
221
herd] herd me Ad1 Ad2 I.
222
of] of oon L2.
223
despit and gret] gret despit and of Ra; enmyte] ennemyte Bo; enemyte M.
224
the route] the grete route Ra.
225
playeth] he playeth Ad2 I.
226
assente] wil assente E2.
227
sodeynly] sodenliche M Di; of] meeued of Ra Ba.
228
to] into L1 Ra Ba.
229
felyn] fallyn in G; folowed Bo and all other MSS except Ar C T2 E2 L2.
206
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230

231

232

D type: 4 , 15, 16, 20, 30, 31, 34, 37, 50, 58, 61, 73, 74, 84, 91, 92, 108 , 111 , 128,
233
135, 137, 149, 153, 157, 173, 177, 201, 206 , 213, 225, 227, 231, 254, 261, 266, 267,
234
235
236
275, 278, 283, 284 , 298, 300, 302, 307, 340, 342, 351, 352 , 356 , 373, 379, 382,
237
238
389, 394, 395 , 396, 403 , 408, 421, 422, 425, 429, 433, 435, 438, 450, 451, 456,
239
240
472 , 485, 487, 499, 508, 510, 524, 526, 533, 534, 538 , 542, 548, 556, 562, 563, 566,
241
242
567, 570 , 584, 585, 593, 594, 609, 630, 646, 654, 662, 670, 674, 680, 699 , 703, 722,
243
244
245
728, 738, 745, 748 , 751, 766, 776, 791, 795, 801, 803, 806, 809, 822 , 823 , 827,
831, 833, 838, 839, 840, 850, 852, 858, 859, 865, 866, 874, 878, 880, 881, 886, 887, 890,
246
911, 913, 915, 919, 920, 929, 938, 943, 949, 955, 958, 966, 969, 977, 993, 997 ,
247
248
249
1004 , 1041, 1045, 1052, 1059, 1062, 1066, 1070, 1088, 1090, 1095 , 1096, 1102 ,
250
1108, 1111, 1115, 1122, 1128 , 1137, 1163, 1165, 1166, 1175, 1179, 1190, 1210, 1211,
251
1212, 1214, 1215, 1216 , 1224, 1227, 1231, 1237, 1251, 1254, 1261, 1265, 1268, 1281,
252
253
254
255
1292, 1303, 1315, 1336, 1348 , 1362 , 1368 , 1375, 1390, 1399 , 1401, 1420,
230

In] In the Ap.
Slepe] to slepe Ad2; wil o non] woll do you none; well & do noun L2.
232
lowe] to lowe L1 Ad1 Ad2 I P.
233
made] had made Ad2 I.
234
But that] But that if L1.
235
And] And eke T2; An to Di.
236
A four-beat line. Ro attempts to restore the missing beat: wolde] thinke wolde.
237
and] and the Bo Ra P.
238
Shape] To shape L1; Shapyng Ad1 Ad2 I P.
239
and] and ek M Di T2.
240
with-In] ther with-yn M Di T2.
241
Who] Who that E2.
242
thow] that thou L1.
243
is euery cost] is in euery cost L1 M Di.
244
and] and eke M Di T2.
245
mor therof] and therof more E1.
246
and] and wel Ad2 I.
247
As] And as M.
248
Regaly] Bothe regalye T2 P E2; T Regayle L1; Regalite Ad2.
249
At the ende] Atte the emde Ta.
250
whil] whyle that E1.
251
Trist] Trysty Ad2 I.
252
Wonder] Wondirly Ba.
253
And] And to P; And make; Lb.
254
As] And as L1 Lb E2; Lyke as S.
231
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256

257

258

1439, 1440, 1447, 1459, 1463, 1465, 1476, 1488, 1495 , 1516 , 1524, 1528 , 1529,
259
1537, 1539, 1543, 1553, 1560, 1571 , 1575, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1601, 1619, 1626, 1628,
260
1641, 1645, 1651, 1652, 1661, 1663, 1676 , 1691, 1704, 1708, 1709, 1714, 1722,
261
1723 , 1732, 1736, 1748, 1775, 1779, 1780, 1789, 1797, 1810, 1832, 1843, 1844, 1848,
1850, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1901, 1907, 1916, 1920, 1928, 1929, 1931,
262
263
1967, 1972 , 1974, 1980, 1981, 1984, 1990, 1992 , 1995, 1996, 2002, 2017, 2019,
264
2052, 2053, 2063, 2079, 2081, 2084, 2099, 2104, 2105, 2110 , 2114, 2115, 2127, 2128,
265
266
267
268
2129 , 2130, 2132 , 2143 , 2147, 2148, 2149, 2162, 2166 , 2169, 2172, 2179,
269
2186, 2187, 2191, 2197, 2201, 2207, 2208, 2213, 2224, 2231, 2250, 2255, 2259 , 2269,
270
271
272
273
2270 , 2272, 2275 , 2285 , 2286, 2291, 2295, 2305, 2306 , 2312, 2317, 2321,
274
275
2326, 2328, 2334, 2336, 2338, 2341 , 2342, 2350, 2364, 2375 , 2377, 2385, 2387,
276
2415, 2431, 2456, 2469, 2496, 2500 , 2508, 2512, 2515, 2516, 2525, 2533, 2535, 2548,
277
278
2551, 2555, 2556, 2557, 2558 , 2570, 2586 , 2596, 2617, 2636, 2642, 2644, 2657,

255

and] and of Ad1 Ad2 I.
many] many a Bo Du L1 Lb Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba E1 S T2 P E2 Ro Ap.
257
where] whether L1 M Di.
258
preie] to pray Lb Ad2 I.
259
goddys] the goddis Ra.
260
this] this ilke M; this hie C Ro; this noble Ra Ba.
261
be] to be L1 Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S C T2 P.
262
That] that as M Di.
263
litil] litil and poure M Di.
264
This] This is Bo M Ad1.
265
Specialy] Inspeciall hauynge in Ra.
266
which] the which L1 Ra.
267
of] of thes Ba.
268
Eue] evyn Ba; heuene Ad1 Ad2 I.
269
Worthed vp] And vpp he he light Ra.
270
which] the whyche Ra.
271
lityl] a litil G Di I.
272
Drogh] And drewe P.
273
Of] Was of E2.
274
he hadde assayled ben] he assayled hadde be C.
275
and his] and of his Bo.
276
cause] the cause Du L1 Ad1 Ad2 I Ra.
277
cause] the cause Di L2 Ro.
278
And] And how L1.
256
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279

2659, 2668, 2669, 2676 , 2696, 2732, 2740, 2741, 2745, 2747, 2748, 2754, 2759, 2763,
280
281
282
283
2773 , 2777, 2784 , 2807, 2808, 2820 , 2828 , 2830, 2838, 2853, 2855, 2857,
284
2858, 2866, 2872, 2873, 2874 , 2875, 2883, 2892, 2896, 2901, 2907, 2911, 2915, 2921,
285
286
287
2922 , 2925, 2936 , 2938, 2940, 2943 , 2945, 2949, 2969, 2970, 2972, 2977,
288
289
290
2992 , 2993, 2997, 3022 , 3026, 3027, 3036, 3051 , 3058, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3064,
291
292
3078 , 3088, 3089, 3108, 3109, 3133, 3141 , 3148, 3152, 3153, 3157, 3162, 3188,
293
294
295
3191, 3198, 3203, 3206, 3211, 3239, 3243 , 3258, 3264, 3266, 3268 , 3275, 3284 ,
296
3298, 3318 , 3334, 3335, 3345, 3360, 3368, 3374, 3376, 3393, 3396, 3411, 3423, 3435,
297
298
299
300
3443 , 3463, 3465, 3466 , 3471 , 3473, 3488, 3503, 3510 , 3514, 3516, 3520,
301
3529, 3533 , 3534, 3535, 3549, 3552, 3553, 3557, 3568, 3573, 3574, 3575, 3580, 3582,
3589, 3592, 3593, 3595, 3600, 3607, 3613, 3617, 3619, 3644, 3646, 3647, 3652, 3655,
302
303
3676, 3686 , 3702, 3716, 3719, 3724 , 3730, 3738, 3747, 3762, 3764, 3778, 3791,
3793, 3818, 3819, 3828, 3830, 3835, 3838, 3840, 3849, 3853, 3863, 3869, 3870, 3872,
279

What] what that Lb Ad1 Ad2 I P; what theim Ba S.
Barbykans] Barbykan[e]s.
281
Or] Or that C T2 P E2.
282
Grekes] the Grekes G P.
283
wepte] bewepte P.
284
asswage] to aswage Di.
285
whos] whiche Ad1 Ad2 I T2.
286
lordes] yong lordes S.
287
How] And hou C T2.
288
to] forto T2 P.
289
yif] yf that C.
290
Kyngges Prynces] knyghtes and squyers Lb.
291
helpen] to helpen L1.
292
See MSS Du Ad1 Ad2 I E1 S M Di Ra Ba.
293
which] Which that P.
294
Tolde] and tolde E2 L2 Ro.
295
aduerten] to aduerten M Di P T2.
296
your] your hie Ad1 Ad2 Ra Ba S.
297
gruche] to grucche T2.
298
Lat hym take] That ye will tak L1; to] vnto Bo T1 Du L1 M Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S C T2.
299
nor] neither Ad1.
300
telle] do telle Ad2 I.
301
water] with water E2.
302
Who so] Who so that Di S.
303
the] om. Lb M Di P E2.
280
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304

3883, 3887, 3892, 3894, 3896, 3908, 3924, 3963, 3970 , 3973, 3979, 3991, 3994,
305
306
3996 , 4001, 4012 , 4017, 4018, 4020, 4024, 4029, 4032, 4044, 4052, 4060, 4063,
307
4064, 4086, 4092, 4094, 4106, 4111, 4112, 4118, 4127 , 4130, 4145, 4146, 4154, 4174,
308
309
310
4175, 4185, 4195, 4204, 4211, 4232, 4241, 4248 , 4263, 4298 , 4314, 4320 , 4321,
311
4325, 4328, 4338, 4345, 4349, 4360, 4361, 4382, 4401, 4404, 4413, 4416, 4433 , 4436,
312
313
4442, 4443, 4461, 4484, 4486 , 4487, 4489, 4496, 4523, 4550, 4553 , 4559, 4560,
314
4581, 4591, 4593, 4598, 4609, 4612, 4632 , 4651, 4655, 4559, 4664, 4665, 4667, 4670,
315
4677, 4681, 4684, 4690, 4695, 4712, 4716
E type: 1010, 1017
316

317

318

319

D + C: 226, 237, 264 , 294, 297, 424 , 443, 458, 495 , 504, 554, 560, 860 , 979,
1050, 1065, 1117, 1208, 1568, 1600, 1846, 1870, 2008, 2088, 2089, 2136, 2190, 2195,
320
321
2276 , 2296, 2315, 2519, 3210, 3421, 3624, 3680, 3715, 3743, 3795, 3832, 3833 ,
322
4070 , 4224, 4583, 4590, 4662
323

C or D: 21 , 32, 39, 100, 119, 126, 142, 143, 144, 148, 180, 211, 276, 314, 329, 339,
324
358, 364, 470, 473, 477, 480, 488, 503, 536, 579 , 591, 599, 642, 643, 658, 659, 684,
304

to] vnto M Di.
Grekys] the Grekes Du E1.
306
Grekis] the Grekes Du E2.
307
sith] sith that E2; Grekes] the Grekes Du.
308
At the] Att briggis end Ra Ba.
309
in] in-to Ad1 Ad2 I.
310
Cruelte] fel cruelte M Di T2.
311
Toward] Towardes Ad1.
312
Tydeus for] For Tideus that L1.
313
of] vpon P.
314
Grekys] the Grekes Bo L1 E2.
315
Of] And of Lb Ad1 I C T2 P E2 G.
316
shuld] shulde Bo T1 Di.
317
that] but that L2.
318
This] This is T1 Du L1 Lb Ad1 Ad2 Ra Ba E1 S L2 Ro.
319
and] and eke M Di Ra Ba T2.
320
which] ye which S; the which tho Ra.
321
of] of his M Di E1.
322
Euery] Eueryche Lb C P E2; in] stoode in Ba; tho stood in Ra.
323
estates] there astates P.
305
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325

685, 747, 785, 841, 851, 856, 857, 882, 884, 895, 914, 942, 981, 985 , 1020, 1030,
326
1032, 1084, 1093, 1097, 1106, 1125, 1144 , 1160, 1312, 1326, 1404, 1415, 1462, 1480,
327
1513, 1530, 1538, 1581, 1589, 1612, 1638, 1642 , 1677, 1682, 1683, 1744, 1746, 1787,
1796, 1806, 1842, 1852, 1865, 1902, 1918, 1921, 1955, 1956, 1971, 2003, 2011, 2012,
328
2023 , 2025, 2035, 2043, 2101, 2116, 2135, 2174, 2199, 2226, 2268, 2299, 2302, 2303,
329
330
331
2329, 2351, 2356 , 2357, 2365, 2380, 2403, 2433, 2478 , 2488 , 2497, 2507,
332
333
2513 , 2522 , 2554, 2600, 2601, 2682, 2709, 2788, 2789, 2822, 2835, 2836, 2840,
334
335
2865, 2884 , 2906, 2916, 2929, 2999, 3012, 3135, 3189, 3209, 3216 , 3300, 3309,
336
3325, 3347, 3359, 3362, 3409, 3420, 3453 , 3506, 3509, 3521, 3530, 3546, 3547, 3548,
337
338
3555, 3569, 3622, 3663, 3674 , 3657, 3683, 3684, 3705, 3710, 3749, 3750, 3754 ,
339
3783, 3785, 3799, 3839, 3841, 3847, 3851, 3854, 3882 , 3891, 3944, 3948, 3958, 3980,
340
4019, 4023, 4037, 4040, 4079, 4136, 4141, 4158, 4170, 4180 , 4181, 4230, 4233,
341
342
4244 , 4257, 4272, 4288, 4293, 4313, 4333, 4336, 4347, 4351, 4353, 4354, 4369 ,
343
344
345
4375 , 4383, 4390, 4391, 4408 , 4438, 4459, 4465, 4488 , 4491, 4525, 4528, 4544,
346
4565, 4595, 4599, 4605, 4613, 4630 , 4652
324

all tho] of all thoo Ba.
Which] For which Lb
326
hadde thauauntage] had tho theauauntage Ad1 S.
327
chese] to chese M Di Ba.
328
But alle shal be vnto hym disencrees Ad2.
329
beth] be ye M Di.
330
stood] stood thanne Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
331
is yowe] is on you M Di.
332
and] and the G I.
333
rumour] Iniurye I.
334
presence] prescience C P E2.
335
fond] hath founde E2.
336
for] for faire M Di T2.
337
gynnyng] begynnyng Ad2 I; begynnere Lb.
338
Disclose] to disclose all MSS except Ar G M Ba E1 S P L2.
339
Grekes] the Grekes Ro.
340
Grekys] the Grekes M Di S.
341
ther also] also there Du.
342
Antigonee] fair Antigone Ra Ba.
343
in the toun] in al the toun Ad1 Ad2 I.
344
whan] whan that T2.
345
myghte nat] ne myght nat M.
346
gynne] begynne L1 S C T2 P E2 L2.
325
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B + D: 551
347

Stress shift with participial or gerundive –e: 47, 98 , 182, 243, 419, 469, 518, 653, 868,
348
1054, 1304, 1322, 1475, 1508, 1515 , 1523, 1573, 1685, 1734, 1863, 1869, 1958, 1969,
349
350
1979 , 2022, 2460 , 2666, 2817, 2918, 3317, 3711, 3745, 3948, 3966, 4090, 4225,
4529
Emended lines:
351

3: And Satourn old[e] with his frosty face
352
29: Acquytte hem-sil[ven] shortly to conclude
353
66: And [in] this while that the pilgrymes leye
97: Thogh ye be soul[e] beth right glad and light
354
106: And ye shal [ride hom] with vs to-morowe
355
114: [it] wil engender Collikes passioun
356
120: I Charge yow [to] rise not at Mydnyght
122: I wol my-sil[ven] be youre Orloger
129: And that it gynne[th] in the est to dawe
158: Our hoost in hast[e] hath my bridel rauht
197: The maner hool[e] shortly in sentence
357
220: That in this world[e] was non to hym lik
358
255: [And] shortly deme for al his excellence
256: Among hem-sil[ven] out of his presence
359
262: And ageyn kynde it is [with]out of doute
301: To get[en] Inne londe a ful large space
322: Sith[en] my tale which that ye shal here
347

soupe] to soupe Bo T1 Du L1 M E1 T2 P E2.
in] in a G L1 Ad2 I Ra Ba E1 C E2 L2.
349
yif] if that L1 Ad1 Ad2.
350
goodnesse] greet goodnesse M Di; goodlynesse T2; worthynesse Ro.
351 1
T du L1 Lb M Ad1 Ad2 I S P E2 Ap.
352
Aquytte] Acquiten M; hemsilf] hem well; to] for to P.
353
Bo T1 Du L1 M T2 P.
354
Ad1 Ad2.
355
Bo L1 T1 M Ad1 Ad2 T T2 P.
356
Bo T1 M T2.
357
Bo.
358
Bo T1 L1M Di T2 P.
359
M Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
348
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325: And now ye know[e] first how Amphyoun
360
327: [And regned] ther long aftere, as I rede
348: To graunt[e] only thorgh her influence
355: And fynaly thor[ugh] his ryytys olde
360: Tho[rugh] hys kingdom Massageres ryde
365: To Come in hast[e] vnto his presence
407: And in al hast[e] like as he hath sent
413: Fro poynt to poynt in al maner[e] thing
428: But first his feet thor[ugh] they gan to perce
436: The huntes went[e] of kyng poliboun
437: Thor[ugh] the forest game forto fynde
439: And gan [to] serch and seke wonder sore
449: And whan[ne] that he first the chyld gan See
361
453: Which is to seyn, pletly this [is] to phage
474: That no wight durst[e] shortly hym withseyn
362
479: Gan vpon hym cruelly [to] abrayde
498: He gan a-point[e] in his remembraunce
519: To telle trouth[e] and no thyng to hide
527: In a Forest first how he was [y]-founde
537: Of wheles four[e] boornyed bright and shene
363
546: [Vn]to Appollo Maked His preiere
555: Bad hym in hast[e] taken his viage
569: To preue hem-sil[ven] shortly for-to telle
596: The corps they brent[e] into asshes colde
625: Wors[e] than tygre, dragon, or serpent
634: This verray soth[e] platly and no Iape
648: That fortune hath [y]-brought the to my sort
364
673: And Fynaly this [is] the trouthe pleyn
688: Thus he answer[e]d in conclusioun
365
711: And than[ne] [goth he] shortly vpon thre
726: For in this world[e] no man may eschewe
727: This verray soth[e] sorthly and no doute
739: And in al hast[e] of myn hondes deye
743: With Chier[e] doune-cast, Muet, pale, and ded
760: Among hem-sel[ven] makyng ful gret mon
360

Bo T1 L1 M Di T2 P.
Bo T1 Du L1 Lb M Ad2 I Ra Ba T2 P E2 L2 Ap.
362
Bo T1 Du L1 Lb M Di T2 P E2.
363
Bo T1 Du L1 Lb M Di T2.
364
Bo Du L1 Lb M Di Ad2 I Ra Ba E1 P E2 L2 Ap.
365
M Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
361
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773: And thor[ugh] counsayl of the lordes alle
783: Unwist of both[e] he was of her blode
867: Cruel[e] Mars as eny tygre wood
883: And that other [y]-called was Ymeyne
924: Bad me in hast[e] as hym thoghte dewe
940: Which lad[de] hym forth and his feet vnbounde
948: Kyng Layus [y]-slayen was but late
953: So that I can counsel[le] non nor Rede
960: It was hym-sil[ven] that Iocasta mente
965: Crop[e] and root[e] shortly, why that he
972: First[e] how he was in the forest take
982: Towardes nyght[e] whan it was ful late
999: Lost[e] his wit and his worldly delit
1034: Waast of his good[es], pleynly and appaire
1049: Thor[u]gh the sonne that ful cler gan shyne
1057: The same hour[e] all the hoole route
1063: Among hem-sil[ven] be ful mortal hate
366
1064: [And] for the crowne gonne to debate
1077: That nowther wold[e] pleynly in a poynt
367
1092: Al opynly gan [to] replie ageyn
1112: That fynaly thor[u]gh her gouernaile
1118: So that the ton shal absent[e] hym oute
1161: For which in hast[e], havyng no felawe
1182: Euerich in hast[e] drogh vnto his Caue
1201: Not be dissent[e] nor successioun
1226: For as hym thought[e] in his inward sight
1241: The troubly nyght[e] myrk, and ful obscure
1262: And whil[e] that he lay thus forto reste
1285: The same nyght[e] hideously beseyn
1288: Thor[u]gh the Forest holding his passage
1300: Til he unwarly ent[e]red the porche
1305: And first of al[le] whan that he byhelde
1314: And seid in soth[e] that of hegh distresse
1325: Nor logge ther[e] thogh he had it sworn
1365: In platys bright[e] and in thikke maile
1372: All[e] his meyne stondyng en-vyroun
1391: Of Adrastus in al[le] maner thing
1425: with all his myght[e] and his bysy peyne
1433: Eche by hym-sil[ven] forto take his ese
1486: Thor[u]gh the brest with such a lusty peyn
366
367

Bo L1 Lb M Di A1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S.
M Di T2 P L2.
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1492: And towardes nyght[e] they her chambres take
1506: But as I fynde the kyng al nyght[e] woke
1510: Of this[e] knyghtes and the semlynesse
1541: And to purpos[e], lik as write Bochas
1548: wer wroght and bete[n] vpon her banerys
1554: To the temple, he thys[e] knyghtes ladde
1564: Ne how they sat[e] like to her degrees
1577: First in my-sel[ven], shortly to expresse
1584: Throgh youre birth[e] and your Royal blood
368
1602: This [is] to sey[e]n it shal be devyded
1646: And he in soth[e] chosen hath argyve
369
1653: Of the[se] knyghtes and make no lettyng
370
1659: From euery Coost and many [a] frecssh sqwyer
1669: The touches stole[n] and the amerous looks
1680: Touchyng th[e] honour and the gret encres
1762: To-forn his sight[e] trouthe forto shrowde
1766: But at the last[e] it wol clerly shyne
371
1767: Who that seith nay, [and] shew his brighte bemes
372
1777: Destroied was platly this [is] no les
1781: Of hem that wer[e]n bothe trewe and wis
1804: In Thebes was [y]-crowned lord and kyng
1813: Of his Exil[e] er it kam aboute
1816: Taquyte hym-sil[ven] like as he was bound
1836: Ful concludyng how it was mor[e]spede
1849: with hool thempris of th[e] enbassyat
1860: Put[te] his body in such Iupartie
1868: Ful ofte sith[en] swownyng in the place
373
1871: So inwardly [encrese gan] her mone
374
1876: That in [the] space of a fewe daies
1878: That ent[e]red is into the Cite
1913: First[e] considred, yif that ye tak hede
1926: Th[e] enterchaungyng of his Auenture
1936: Sith he han had[de] a Prerogatif
368

G Du L1 Lb Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba C T2 P E2 L2 Ro; M Di.
Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba Ro S.
370
Du L1 Lb Di Ad1 Ad2 I S E2 L2 Ro.
371
M Di C T2 P E2.
372
Du Lb Di Ra Ba P E2 L2.
373
Ar G T2 E2 Ap L1 M Di T2 E2.
374
Ad1 Ad2 I T2 E2 L2 Ro.
369
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1941: That trouth is mor[e] in conparisoun
1946: Quyteth your-sil[ven] Iustly of your trouthe
1960: To his entent[e] wonderly contraire
1975: Sith[en] he regneth so fresshley in his flours
1976: Surmountyng all[e] his predecessours
1985: Nor cast[e] hym not for so short a while
2008: For I purpoos[e] as I haue begonne
375
2029: Whyl[e] the walles of this toune may stond
376
2037: Ful of despit and [of] malencolye
2039: In his apport, lik as he wer[e] wood
2056: The gret[e] untrouth and the hegh falsnesse
2071: But in al hast[e] execute in dede
2086: To seye trouth[e] and to ber wittnesse
2098: Engrosed vp as it is wel [y]knowe
2118: A sterne pas thor[u]gh the halle he goth
2121: Enhastyng hym til he was at[te] large
2139: In al[le] hast[e] Tydeus to swe
2153: Thor[u]gh a forestall of on assent
2167: Mid of his way[e] riht as eny lyne
2168: Thoght[e] he saugh ageyn the mone shyne
2176: List[e] not onys a-syde to dyuerte
2180: Thor[u]gh his body proudely he hym smette
2184: But Tydeus thor[u]gh his hegh renoun
2194: But of knyghthod[e] and of gret prouesse
2212: And sodeynly er that thei wer[e] war
2222: Thur[u]gh his harneys bledyng on the grene
377
2230: [Vn]to the kyng to make relacioun
2241: That gret[e] pouer shortly to conclude
2287: Thor[u]gh the gardyn that enclosed was
2282: And first of al[le] he alyghte doun
2345: And whan[ne]that she saugh his mortal woundes
2360: The pleyne trouth[e] vnto me discure
2361: I wil in soth[e] do my bysynesse
2368: And whan[ne] he saugh that she was so kynde
2372: In Thebes first[e] touching his massage
2379: But hadde routh[e] and compassioun
2381: Byddyng in hast[e] that he shuld hir awe
2392: She made first[e] wassh his woundes smerte
375

Bo M Ad2. Cp. C.
L1 Ra Ba S C T2 E2.
377
Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S T2.
376
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2398: Taswage his peyn[e] or his woo tapese
2413: Whan[ne] he myght bywelde hym at his large
2420: Hym to refressh[e] in his grete nede
2462: Fir his manhood[e] and his lowlynesse
2472: The opyn trouth[e] of his knyghtes alle
2474: That, sauf hym-silf[e] ther eskaped non
2484: That thei wern slay[e]n in so mortal wyse
2491: That on knyght hath, thor[u[gh his hegh renoun
378
2492: [Hath] brought yow all into confusioun
2520: And rove hym-silf[e] euen to the herte
2521: The kyng hym-silf[e] beyng tho present
2560: The Cite brent[e] and was sette a-fyre
2572: Of ful entent[e] to recure his right
2598: Thider cam first[e] protonolope
2599: The which[e] was, be recorde of wryting
2628: In al the hast[e] that it may be do
2635: Be spedde hem fast[e] vppon her iourne
2647: To hym they Cam[e] in ful lowly wise
2655: Ychosen out of al[le] grekes lond
2671: And telle I will[e] forth of her loggyng
2692: Yif he habound[e] and they han right noght
2689: As clerkes sey[e]n and a gret repreef
379
2710: To exile scarshed and [fals] couetise
2733: For t[o] avenge sith they were so strong
380
2739: [with Inne] Thebes warly hath espied
2752: He hath withhold[e] all the Champiouns
2782: To-for this toune shal first[e] lese his lif
2792: All[e] his lordes sittyng enviroun
2805: First[e] by resoun of his high estat
2825: Thor[u]gh al Grece, it may not be withdrawe
2827: And yif hym-silf[e] with the Grekes wente
2842: Of no deceyt[e] in hir wommanhede
2845: That she ne wold[e] as the matier stood
2869: A fool he was to Iupard[e] his lif
381
2878: Vnto [the] Grekes conveyed was ful right
2882: That, thor[u]gh cause and occasioun
378

Bo T1 Du L1 Lb M Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra E1 S.
A minority reading from Ra Ba; however, the adjective/noun tag is formulaic and repeats through the
poem.
380
Ar G E1. Cp. Lb.
381 1
T Du Lb Ad1 Ad2 I P L2 Ro
379
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2976: Thogh all[e] thise, shortly in sentence
2996: Whan[ne] he wist he myghte not asterte
3001: But al the way[e], sothly, that thei gon
3050: The worthiest of al[le] Grekes land
3079: Only of routh[e] and compassioun
3097: And on hir way[e] wolde neuere dwelle
3098: Til she hym brouht[e] to a right faire welle
3102: Which in al hast[e] sente his messager
3105: With al his host recur[e] forto haue
3138: All th[e] estates present and degrees
382
3142: [And] of hir labour and her kyndenesse
3147: Of th[e] estatys beyng tho present
383
3149: For [the] refresshyng don to many Grek
384
3165: A thyng contrarie and ageyn al right
3170: Kytt[e] her throttles in that mortal tene
3179: Kept[e] her fader that he was not slawe
3184: Anf for her trouth[e] and her wommanhede
3190: Whan[ne] that he and hercules also
3193: But who that lyst[e] by and by to se
3208: And whan[ne] that she hath her lieue take
3222: Caused, allas! thor[u]gh her long absence
3237: For thorhe my slouth[e] and my neclygence
3301: Of on entent[e] yif they may purchace
3310: Taquyt hym-silf[e] lich a gentil kyng
3343: A certeyn gift[e] of you to require
3377: That, for constreynt[e] of his dedly peyne
385
3388: Stille as [a] ston, she lyggeth in a Traunce
3395: Of kyngly routh[e] and compassioun
3433: For in this world[e] who so look a-right
3436: Bot he mot dey[e] outher yong or old
3474: Thor[u]gh her labour lay his hed to borowe
386
3478: And whan [the] Grekys her answer vnderstood
3484: In dychis dirk[e] and in olde gravis
3532: And for he first[e] sett allay on wynys
3537: But the trouth yif ye lyst[e] verryfie
3541: Mad[e] by Bochas decertaldo called
382

M Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S P:
Supported by all MSS except Ar E2 G C T2 P L2 Ap.
384
Du L1 Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba E1 S C T2 P L2:
385
Di Ad2 Ra Ba S.
386
Bo T1 L1 M Di Ad1 Ad2 I E1 S.
383
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3550: Mad[e] his wardes on the nexte morowe
3584: like as they shuld[e] euer ther abyde
387
3602: [The] Grekys gan the Thebans to Salwe
3605: Of ful entent[e] in ther hatful pryde
3614: And in hym-silf[e] hadde a maner doute
3627: Al[le] his lordes and the olde Quene
388
3633: Wher it was bet[ter] pleynly, in her sight
3635: And some gaf[e] a ful blunt sentence
3721: Thus t[o] avoyde and not resoort ageyn
3755: Thentent and will[e] of Ethiocles
3757: The honour hool[e] and the regalye
3784: For Grek[e] is non that shal hennys wende
3787: we wil not arst[e] from this towne remewe
3788: Ans yif hym lyst[e] al this thyng eschwe
3794: The Grekys shal[le] fully hym assure
3796: The yeer complet[e], in our beste wise
3813: For wherso euer he ment[e] good or ille
389
3856: And it was worth many [an] hundred pound
3861: It putt[e] hym out of his hevynesse
390
3904: wood as [a] lyoun to hors-bak he hieth
391
3932: In th[e] avengyng of the tygres deth
3936: Some mene way[e] wisly to purchace
3965: Ben entred In[ne] for it drow to eve
3976: Ne wold[e] as tho put in Iupartie
3977: Nowther hym-silf[e] nor non of his ferys
392
3984: For t[o] asseye yif she myght enclyne
4013: which al that nyght[e] kepte hem-silue cloos
4135: Thorgh al the world[e] wher as they han passyd
393
4144: Til it be brought [vn]to destruccioun
394
4177: And Terdymus eke the t[o] other highte
4184: And of entent[e] that he shal termyne
395
4186: [And] as a bisshop mytred in his stalle
387

Bo Lb Ad1 C T2 P E2.
L1 Lb Ba S P E2 Ro.
389
Du Lb Ra Ba Ad2 I S E2 L2. Cp. L1 E1.
390 1
L Lb Di Ad2I Ba E1 S P E2 L2.
391 1
L Lb Ad2 I Ba S P L2 Ro.
392
Bo E1 M Ad1.
393
Bo T1 Du M Di Ad1 I Ra Ba S.
394
Bo M Ad1.
388
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4203: Me made ofhem, thor[u]gh his high renown
4304: And they with-out[e] of her lyf in were
4326: Thor[u]gh the vyser amyngal the berdys
4327: Percyng also thor[u]gh the rownde Maylles
396
4343: Both of the toun and of [the] Grekys lond
4359: Her devoyre did[e] and her bysy cure
4403: Thor[u]gh al Grece pleynly to declare
397
4422: her complayntys and [her] lamentacions
4463: And they ne stynt[e] vpon her iourne
4466: Lay in his Tent[e] al of colour ynde
4493: That Old[e] Creon fader of fellonye
4500: her hertys felt[e] almost ryve a-sonder
4515: The wommen brouht[e] vnto his presence
4521: Of Theseus how he hath hym [y]born
398
4542: Or Theseus entred into [the] toun
4558: Maad[e] her wallys and her towrys proude
4576: Whan[ne] the asshes fully weren made cold
4615: The which in soth[e] shortyd hath his days
4624: Of gret[e] Rome so Ryal and so large
4644: To los[e] fynal vnto outher syde
4669: Thor[u]gh al erth of envye and debat
4708: For to be born[e] of a pur virgyne
4711: Thor[u]gh byseching of that heuenly quene
The Temple of Glas: 1404 lines
399

400

401

B type: 29, 78, 84, 91, 105 , 144 , 187, 198, 227, 232, 244, 298 , 319, 329, 409,
402
403
429 , 444, 463 , 484, 531, 532, 543, 549, 609, 678, 679, 690, 698, 704, 722, 750, 759,

395

All MSS (including Ar) except Lb C P E2.
L1 Di Ra Ba S E2 Ro.
397
Bo T1 Du L1 M Di Ad1 Ad2 I Ra Ba S T2.
398
All MSS except Ar G L2.
399
unwarli] om. S; thurugh] thorowe that S.
400
a thousand of louers] an hundred thousand S.
401
benigne and] right Pr.
402
maner] wyse] F B G S.
403
your] om. P.
396
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404

405

797, 826, 864, 898, 932, 953 , 958, 960 , 963, 989, 1053, 1073, 1089, 1100, 1126,
406
407
1164, 1176, 1188, 1228 , 1271, 1273, 1279, 1280, 1282, 1302, 1339, 1392, 1402
408

409

410

411

C type: 18, 70, 81, 127, 138, 159, 210, 271 , 291 , 309 , 343, 412 , 426, 461, 491,
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
512 , 577 , 579 , 580, 592, 604, 689, 697 , 714, 754, 767 , 776 , 848, 849 ,
419
420
421
905 , 1021 , 1030, 1039 , 1063, 1106, 1124, 1141, 1145, 1270, 1283, 1289, 1390,
1398
422

423

424

425

426

D type: 9 , 79, 96, 165 , 199 , 265, 451, 457, 485, 691, 870 , 954 , 973, 1373,
1396
427
428
429
430
C or D: 108, 129, 131, 174 , 218 , 239 , 246, 339, 360, 428, 434, 474, 483 , 536,
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
578, 620 , 649 , 733 , 762, 794, 845 , 911 , 928 , 929, 1005, 1028 , 1049,
438
1072, 1084, 1200 , 1311
404

that] om. F B Pr; ar] om. S.
of] om. C W Ws w.
406
in the] this S.
407
Schick deletes [hir] against T B P L F, which retain it.
408
Whos here heire is bryghtere than gold were] S.
409
Whos here heire is bryghtere than gold were] S.
410
as] ther as P.
411
for] for a S.
412
&] And in L.
413
in] which in F B; that feyre fressh wight in the temple yonder] S.
414
That euer God as for to reken all] S.
415
Schick emends for [adoun] despite T S reading [doun]; ful] alle G S.
416
wot] wot that G S.
417
Lydgate seems unique in treating [Dethe] as a disyllable. Evidence from rhyme in lines 781-2 is
equivocal, as “sleithe” also is inorganic; but see Hoccleve, The Epistle of Grace l.45; and his Regement
ll.2676, 3017; see also The Assembly of Gods, l.1457, 1933, etc; and Lydgate’s The Pilgrimage of the Life
of Man, ll.12501, 12503, 12506. The same rhyme pair appears in Lydgate’s Reson and Sensuallyte, 5495-6;
see also Gower, Confessio 1.1448; 2.1292.
418
Toward] Towardes F B L S. Cp. Chaucer, CT FranT 1579, PardT 706.
419
nothing] for no thyng G S.
420
Three instances in The Owl and the Nightingale support emending [dai] to [daie]: 241, 372, 384.
421
grave] begraue Pr.
422
Schick emends the line to include [hid] after [had].
423
she would of hem] of hem she wolde S.
424
Following T B F L G, Schick emends with [that were constrayned].
425
ben] be so S; so be G.
426
Help] Helpen S; Helpynge F B G.
405
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C + D: 311

439

, 489

Emended lines:
3: To bed I went[e] nou this othir night
17: I nyst[e] how, ful fer in wildirnesse
440
26: On evere part[e], where that I gan gone
27: That I ne myght[e] nothing, as I would
441
30: Til atte last[e], certain skyes donne
442
33: So that I myght[e], within and withoute
63: Hou that she was [y]falsed ofJason
73: And for hir trouth[e], if I shal not lie
168: Th[u]rough whos falsnes hindred be the trwe
443
190: To myrth and plai[e] and to al gladness
193: These yonge folk[es] criden ofte sith
196: And right anon I herde [an] othir crie
222: That in hir hert[e] trouth abideth none
226: So mych[e] beaute, passing bi mesure
236: To maken him so mych[e] wo endure
260: Of al[le] stones in beaute and in sight
261: As it is know[e], hath the regalie
288: Of womanhed[e] or of lowlynes
427

of his] of al his P.
And] And after Pr; bi] be high P.
429
For other instances of [lif] receiving inorganic scribal –e, see 203 and Life of Our Lady 1.218, 1.589,
6.234, etc.
430
loveth me] I love F G B S b.
431
vaunte] avaunte S; awaunte P; avaunce F.
432
nou] and now F B G S.
433
grace] a grace F B G S.
434
She wolde me pitie pleinli if she felt] b.
435
wost] wotest W; wottest b.
436
on thee] of the may G S.
437
deusye] to devise G S.
438
may] ne may G; sores] sorowe Pr; sorowes L.
439
Schick emends [this is to sein] for [this to sein], making the line broken-backed.
440
Cp. Siege of Thebes 1633, 2824, 3341. gan] koude S.
441
hade long]; longe hadde G; that] longher P; gone] om. S. Cp. TC 5.1730.
442
and] and eke P S.
443
Cp. TC 4.718.
428
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315: For, as me thought[e], sumwhat bi hir chere
322: That al this world[e] hast in governaunce
422: He can in joi[e] make hem to abounde
470: That ye list nou with hert[e] ententif
504: Into hir lap braunches [both] white and grene
521: That ye youre hert[e] kepe in oo degre
538: And eke I want[e] kunnyng to devyse
546: I went my wai[e] for the multitude
567: And seid[e]: “Allas, what thing mai this be?”
596: Sith I am yold[e] hou shuld I than preve
444
612: The lode-ster[re], when I may not see
639: That I ne wot what way[e] forto turne
665: And to be slain[e] fulli me delite
681: A nwe ple [y] brought on me with Drede
445
693: Of my request[e], yit I will assaile
446
747: Hir trouth[e], hir faith and hir kyndenes
447
764: What wonder than[ne] though I be with drede
807: Of al[le] lovers pleinli in your hond
825: To tell[e] half that doth myn herte greve
829: For hert[e], bodi, thought, life, lust, and alle
448
858 Ne shal be left[e]: so we shal refourme
889: Bicause I know[e] that thou menyst trouthe
895: Out of thin hert[e] wanhope and dispaire
913: For who that wil[le] of his prive peine
941: So mych[e] fere he hade on evere side
944: What wo he felt[e], turment or disease
978: With quaking hert[e] of myn inward drede
982: That I ne recch[e], though ye do me deie
449
1004: On my distres ye would[e] have pite
1027: That for youre man ye would[e] me reseyve
1042: Right as the fressh[e] rodi rose nwe
450
1064: Of youre request[e] and the bettir spede
444

when] what that C W W2 w.
Cp. Chaucer, TC 4.514. I will] wole I hym S.
446
hir] all hir B; and] and eke L S.
447
See, e.g., Life of Our Lady 1.185, 1.627, 2.411, 3.53.
448
Cp. Siege of Thebes 445, 1783; see also Hoccleve, De Virtuti Largitatis, 4249; Of Peace 5208;
Lydgate’s Pilgrimage 23262; Gower’s Confessio, 2.3462, 4.783, 5.3051, 5.5434; and Chaucer’s CT GP
492.
449
distres] disese G S Pr.
450
Cp. Pilgrimage 20905; also TC 4.514.
445
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1102: Like as ye cnow[e] that we trouthe mene
1119: Sith he is bound[e] under hope and drede
451
1160: Thes women al[le] for thi ladi sake
1181: Vices eschew[e] for the love of oon
452
1309: Gan strengis touch[e] with his diligence
453
1316: Gan Venus pray[e:]: fro thensforth and ever
1359: To you we thank[e], lovers that ben here
Life of Our Lady: 5932 lines
454

B Type: 1.68, 1.144, 1.166, 1.190, 1.270, 1.559, 1.675, 1.734, 1.759, 1.813 , 1.880,
455
456
457
2.43, 2.137, 2.140, 2.146 , 2.168, 2.175 , 2.210, 2.266, 2.355 , 2.408, 2.531, 2.537,
458
459
460
2.555, 2.593 , 2.598, 2.601, 2.633, 2.658, 2.1059 , 2.1194, 2.1262, 2.1278 , 2.1496,
461
462
2.1524, 2.1562, 2.1568, 2.1648, 2.1659, 3.32 , 3.95, 3.270 , 3.329, 3.363, 3.401,
463
3.605, 3.660, 3.791, 3.869, 3.882 , 3.884, 3.895, 3.915, 3.980, 3.1008, 3.1015, 3.1032,
3.1078, 3.1259, 3.1431, 3.1575, 3.1618, 3.1758, 3.1801, 4.61, 4.311, 4.313, 4.345, 4.398,
5.336, 5.417, 5.423, 5.636, 6.131, 6.254, 6.287, 6.291, 6.385, 6.425
Regular be elision of syncopation: 1.9, 1.13, 1.22, 1.47, 1.79, 1.101, 1.125, 1.131,
464
1.137, 1.143, 1.147, 1.164, 1.165, 1.296, 1.314, 1.348, 1.377, 1.399 , 1.403,
1.404, 1.418, 1.437, 1.465, 1.510, 1.600, 1.669, 1.670, 1.699, 1.712, 1.720, 1.736,
1.835, 2.8, 2.14, 2.65, 2.79, 2.83, 2.95, 2.99, 2.115, 2.138, 2.151, 2.231, 2.238,
2.242, 2.332, 2.338, 2.364, 2.404, 2.457, 2.464, 2.519, 2.524, 2.541, 2.542, 2.546,
2.560, 2.590, 2.594, 2.628, 2.767, 2.779, 2.858, 2.885, 2.895, 2.896, 2.914, 2.924,
451

ladi] ladyes S; ladyis G.
his] besy G S.
453
Cp. Cursor Mundi 5940, 19832; TC 1.937; and Regement 5382, etc.
454
I] om. H8; of] om. Ar.
455
thy] om. C1 C2 Hn1 H8 J.
456
Lorde] om. Hn1.
457
with] om. Hn1 H2 H8.
458
eke] om. CC.
459
kynde] kyng H5.
460
whan] om. B1 B2 C2 An.
461
his tribute] tribute V.
462
fully] full D.
463
and thy] and Ash2.
464
The obvious duplicating error [of of] ought to be struck.
452
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2.957, 2.997, 2.1009, 2.1019, 2.1037, 2.1040, 2.1070, 2.1089, 2.1114, 2.1128,
2.1166, 2.1172, 2.1185, 2.1228, 2.1237, 2.1251, 2.1261, 2.1281, 2.1308, 2.1310,
2.1313, 2.1314, 2.1388, 2.1404, 2.1426, 2.1440, 2.1445, 2.1474, 2.1522, 2.1535,
2.1545, 2.1559, 2.1560, 3.6, 3.36, 3.43, 3.61, 3.87, 3.88, 3.122, 3.137, 3.165,
3.193, 3.197, 3.250, 3.276, 3.282, 3.471, 3.512, 3.553, 3.583, 3.640, 3.690, 3.694,
3.746, 3.838, 3.860, 3.940, 3.983, 3.1027, 3.1034, 3.1096, 3.1126, 3.1197, 3.1269,
3.1354, 3.1387, 3.1426, 3.1479, 3.1502, 3.1503, 3.1627, 3.1631, 3.1637, 3.1711,
3.1733, 3.1734, 3.1739, 3.1759, 3.1775, 4.22, 4.39, 4.94, 4.97, 4.201, 4.236,
4.266, 4.297, 4.301, 4.322, 4.329, 4.354, 4.367, 4.386, 5.21, 5.32, 5.66, 5.123,
465
5.154 , 5.169, 5.178, 5.186, 5.305, 5.344, 5.346, 5.348, 5.351, 5.363, 5.374,
5.384, 5.389, 5.391, 5.392, 5.404, 5.436, 5.437, 5.466, 5.482, 5.504, 5.507, 5.510,
5.517, 5.530, 5.535, 5.536, 5.549, 5.600, 5.676, 6.17, 6.19, 6.76, 6.80, 6.106,
6.109, 6.154, 6.167, 6.209, 6.215, 6.246, 6.261, 6.355, 6.357, 6.393, 6.394, 6.430,
6.442, 6.451
Regular by apocope or presentation: 1.6, 1.10, 1.11, 1.24, 1.26, 1.30, 1.31, 1.32,
1.35, 1.38, 1.39, 1.40, 1.49, 1.62, 1.64, 1.72, 1.74, 1.75, 1.81, 1.82, 1.84, 1.86,
1.89, 1.103, 1.105, 1.107, 1.138, 1.139, 1.153, 1.157, 1.159, 1.180, 1.183, 1.193,
466
467
1.195, 1.201, 1.207, 1.208, 1.220 , 1.228, 1.236, 1.248, 1.250, 1.251 , 1.254,
1.260, 1.266, 1.271, 1.280, 1.281, 1.282, 1.284, 1.289, 1.297, 1.304, 1.318, 1.319,
1.325, 1.331, 1.335, 1.342, 1.353, 1.361, 1.366, 1.369, 1.372, 1.374, 1.376, 1.381,
468
1.384, 1.385, 1.387, 1.392, 1.406, 1.409, 1.441, 1.446, 1.467 , 1.472, 1.474,
1.478, 1.480, 1.484, 1.486, 1.489, 1.504, 1.507, 1.512, 1.523, 1.527, 1.528, 1.533,
1.536, 1.537, 1.538, 1.539, 1.542, 1.545, 1.570, 1.575, 1.578, 1.581, 1.586, 1.588,
1.593, 1.594, 1.605, 1.614, 1.615, 1.622, 1.623, 1.628, 1.634, 1.647, 1.650, 1.651,
1.661, 1.684, 1.691, 1.693, 1.694, 1.696, 1.702, 1.714, 1.716, 1.718, 1.724,
1.735, 1.748, 1.757, 1.766, 1.773, 1.777, 1.800, 1.810, 1.812, 1.824, 1.828, 1.853,
2.3, 2.4, 2.17, 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, 2.32, 2.36, 2.38, 2.42, 2.58, 2.62, 2.75, 2.76, 2.77,
2.78, 2.85, 2.96, 2.98, 2.100, 2.120, 2.125, 2.131, 2.132, 2.133, 2.143, 2.160,
469
2.161, 2.162, 2.163, 2.165, 2.166, 2.167, 2.172, 2.181, 2.182, 2.191, 2.194 ,
2.200, 2.206, 2.207, 2.212, 2.214, 2.223, 2.224, 2.232, 2.233, 2.236, 2.237, 2.244,
470
2.248, 2.249, 2.258, 2.267, 2.275, 2.286, 2.304 , 2.310, 2.312, 2.324, 2.325,
2.327, 2.328, 2.340, 2.341, 2.347, 2.352, 2.353, 2.357, 2.387, 2.394, 2.396, 2.398,
2.400, 2.401, 2.402, 2.403, 2.421, 2.423, 2.428, 2.429, 2.430, 2.431, 2.435, 2.439,
465

ther] om. Ash1; ye] om. C1; it] om. B1 H1 H8 L Ch.
all] alle.
467
I accept the reading [silver] for [silke] on the authority of H3 Ch B4 H4 H4 H5 Ad2 C5. However, if [silke]
is preferred, the line must be classified as a C rather than a B type.
468
all] alle.
469
whan] whanne.
470
Emended from [mans] to [mannes] on the basis on cross-textual comparison.
466
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2.440, 2.441, 2.442, 2.445, 2.450 , 2.454, 2.456, 2.466, 2.474, 2.481, 2.489,
2.499, 2.501, 2.503, 2.504, 2.506, 2.510, 2.521, 2.522, 2.523, 2.528, 2.533, 2.535,
2.539, 2.540, 2.545, 2.550, 2. 553. 556, 2.557, 2.562, 2.582, 2.584, 2.588, 2.604,
2.606, 2.607, 2.608, 2.610, 2.611, 2.617, 2.618, 2.620, 2.622, 2.626, 2.632, 2.637,
2.638, 2.642, 2.643, 2.650, 2.654, 2.657, 2.660, 2.661, 2.670, 2.674, 2.686, 2.687,
472
473
2.689, 2.696, 2.698, 2.701, 2.704, 2.710, 2.711 , 2.716, 2.719, 2.720, 2.723 ,
2.731, 2.732, 2.735, 2.745, 2.746, 2.747, 2.756, 2.764, 2.772, 2.774, 2.780, 2.786,
474
2.787, 2.792, 2.796, 2.797, 2.804, 2.820, 2.826, 2.836, 2.845, 2.856 , 2.865,
475
2.866, 2.872, 2.874, 2.877, 2.878, 2.887 , 2.893, 2.894, 2.897, 2.901, 2.903,
2.907, 2.911, 2.915, 2.918, 2.920, 2.928, 2.934, 2.937, 2.939, 2.941, 2.942,
2.948, 2.960, 2.963, 2.976, 2.986, 2.998, 2.1015, 2.1018, 2.1030, 2.1032, 2.1047,
2.1048, 2.1057, 2.1058, 2.1060, 2.1061, 2.1069, 2.1075, 2.1076, 2.1085, 2.1086,
476
2.1094, 2.1112 , 2.1119, 2.1124, 2.1125, 2.1134, 2.1142, 2.1143, 2.1151,
477
2.1153, 2.1155, 2.1157, 2.1161, 2.1162, 2.1170, 2.1171 , 2.1175, 2.1182,
2.1184, 2.1187, 2.1191, 2.1193, 2.1202, 2.1204, 2.1206, 2.1211, 2.1215, 2.1223,
2.1227, 2.1229, 2.1230, 2.1231, 2.1232, 2.1239, 2.1244, 2.1265, 2.1267, 2.1271,
2.1274, 2.1292, 2.1294, 2.1299, 2.1316, 2.1320, 2.1321, 2.1323, 2.1326, 2.1327,
478
2.1328, 2.1334, 2.1337, 2.1339, 2.1341, 2.1347, 2.1361, 2.1362 , 2.1373,
2.1377, 2.1390, 2.1401, 2.1403, 2.1411, 2.1413, 2.1417, 2.1418, 2.1420, 2.1431,
2.1434, 2.1435, 2.1436, 2.1448, 2.1449, 2.1457, 2.1460, 2.1470, 2.1473, 2.1480,
2.1483, 2.1484, 2.1490, 2.1493, 2.1503, 2.1507, 2.1513, 2.1515, 2.1516, 2.1526,
2.1539, 2.1544, 2.1547, 2.1548, 2.1549, 2.1554, 2.1571, 2.1578, 2.1583, 2.1585,
2.1586, 2.1589, 2.1600, 2.1611, 2.1614, 2.1624, 2.1628, 2.1629, 2.1634, 2.1635,
2.1638, 2.1639, 2.1640, 2.1643, 2.1649, 2.1652, 2.1660, 2.1665, 2.1666, 3.7, 3.24,
479
480
3.25, 3.35, 3.38, 3.47, 3.49, 3.51, 3.55, 3.59, 3.63, 3.67 , 3.70, 3.71, 3.74 ,
3.76, 3.77, 3.78, 3.80, 3.82, 3.85, 3.89, 3.91, 3.93, 3.98, 3.100, 3.103, 3.104,
3.111, 3.119, 3.121, 3.127, 3.128, 3.136, 3.140, 3.141, 3.159, 3.176, 3.178, 3.186,
471

I adopt the B2 C1 B3 B4 Co H1 C2 B5 H3 H4 H5 Lg An C5 J reading: herte] her herte.
I adopt the B1 B2 B3 B5 H2 H7 Ash2 CC J C3 Ar Ad2 Ad3 L Hn1 reading: will] it wole.
473
For parallelism with line 722: loke] can loke C2 CC.
474
I am persuaded by the lone reading B3, which supplies the beat missing in all other readings: [thousand
folk] for [thousand].
475
all hathe in cure] hath all in his cure B1 B2 B5 J Ar Ad3 Lg Ch; in cure] in his cure C1 B3 B4 Co H1 C1 C3
V B5 Hn1 Ash2 Ash1 H3 H4 H2 Ar H8 H6 H7 Ad2 C5 L CC C2.
476
his] om. H1 H2 H8; howe] om. B2 CC.
477
erroure] foule errour Hn1.
478
The reading shared by D C1 and C3 is most plausible: [that faire Marye, debonaire and mylde]
479
I adopt the Ch C3 H3 H4 Ash1 An H6 Ad2 B4 Lg reading: begon firste] first begon. The strong past
participle is entitled to an inflection.
480
The second [of] implicates a common scribal interference to make phrases syntactically parallel. I
follow the H1 C2 B5 Ash1 H2 C5 Lg reading that strikes it.
472
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3.203, 3.206, 3.221, 3.223, 3.225, 3.230, 3.231, 3.232, 3.234, 3.235, 3.238,
481
3.240 , 3.241, 3.242, 3.257, 3.264, 3.269, 3.271, 3.272, 3.277, 3.281, 3.297,
482
3.304, 3.309, 3.319, 3.341, 3.346, 3.351, 3.356, 3.361, 3.366, 3.369 , 3.389,
3.393, 3.394, 3.397, 3.398, 3.399, 3.400, 3.419, 3.420, 3.422, 3.431, 3.439, 3.440,
3.456, 3.474, 3.475, 3.482, 3.483, 3.490, 3.493, 3.501, 3.505, 3.510, 3.514, 3.519,
3.524, 3.527, 3.529, 3.531, 3.556, 3.568, 3.574, 3.575, 3.577, 3.579, 3.585,
483
3.587 , 3.601, 3.607, 3.608, 3.609, 3.610, 3.614, 3.620, 3.621, 3.623, 3.626,
3.628, 3.629, 3.632, 3.643, 3.647, 3.651, 3.652, 3.657, 3.664, 3.665, 3.669, 3.672,
3.678, 3.679, 3.680, 3.684, 3.697, 3.701, 3.704, 3.716, 3.720, 3.721, 3.722, 3.731,
484
3.732, 3.737, 3.745, 3.747, 3.757, 3.760, 3.761 , 3.768, 3.769, 3.770, 3.777,
485
3.781, 3.789, 3.794, 3.799, 3.800 , 3.804, 3.807, 3.812, 3.819, 3.832, 3.836,
3.843, 3.846, 3.848, 3.853, 3.861, 3.867, 3.868, 3.870, 3.877, 3.881, 3.890, 3.902,
486
3.903, 3.908, 3.911, 3.921, 3.923, 3.927, 3.928, 3.930, 3.933, 3.943, 3.945 ,
487
3.949, 3.951, 3.956, 3.959, 3.962, 3.967, 3.971, 3.974, 3.975, 3.978, 3.985 ,
488
3.988, 3.997, 3.1003, 3.1009, 3.1019 , 3.1021, 3.1028, 3.1039, 3.1044, 3.1045,
489
3.1050, 3.1053, 3.1056, 3.1058, 3.1063 , 3.1066, 3.1075, 3.1081, 3.1087,
3.1090, 3.1101, 3.1103, 3.1105, 3.1116, 3.1120, 3.1124, 3.1125, 3.1130, 3.1131,
3.1133, 3.1141, 3.1152, 3.1153, 3.1155, 3.1156, 3.1160, 3.1163, 3.1168, 3.1173,
3.1177, 3.1181, 3.1190, 3.1193, 3.1196, 3.1210, 3.1211, 3.1212, 3.1234, 3.1240,
3.1246, 3.1248, 3.1267, 3.1272, 3.1277, 3.1278, 3.1288, 3.1296, 3.1297, 3.1299,
3.1314, 3.1322, 3.1329, 3.1330, 3.1334, 3.1336, 3.1343, 3.1356, 3.1368, 3.1378,
3.1380, 3.1384, 3.1390, 3.1393, 3.1400, 3.1401, 3.1411, 3.1414, 3.1419, 3.1420,
3.1430, 3.1432, 3.1435, 3.1440, 3.1443, 3.1450, 3.1453, 3.1459, 3.1460, 3.1462,
490
3.1467, 3.1475, 3.1477, 3.1478 , 3.1487, 3.1489, 3.1491, 3.1495, 3.1508,
491
3.1513, 3.1518, 3.1519, 3.1530, 3.1532, 3.1535 , 3.1537, 3.1539, 3.1548,
3.1550, 3.1552, 3.1553, 3.1554, 3.1556, 3.1557, 3.1558, 3.1560, 3.1563, 3.1565,
492
3.1568, 3.1570, 3.1572, 3.1574, 3.1576, 3.1581, 3.1587 , 3.1589, 3.1595,
481

was] was thanne Hn1.
B1 Hn1 H2 H7.
483
Ch B1 B2 H1.
484
Ch B2 H1 C2 Hn1 H3 H4 Ash1 L J An CC H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg.
485
saythe] saide B2 Co CC; Guydo] Guydonis Lg.
486 4
B Lg Co C1 C2 C3 H2 B5 H5 H6 Ar Hn1 V.
487
nature] for nature Ch B2 C2 H3 H4 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg V.
488
to] unto B1.
489
nyght] nyghte.
490
hight] and hight Co.
491
Emended to [herdeman].
492
Ch B2 H1 C1 C2 C3 Hn1 H3 H4 H2 Ash1 L J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C3 B3 B4 Lg.
482
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3.1596, 3.1597, 3.1599, 3.1600, 3.1612, 3.1613, 3.1617, 3.1625, 3.1629, 3.1632,
3.1633, 3.1636, 3.1641, 3.1642, 3.1645, 3.1657, 3.1664, 3.1677, 3.1679, 3.1681,
3.1685, 3.1688, 3.1695, 3.1697, 3.1702, 3.1703, 3.1708, 3.1709, 3.1710, 3.1712,
493
3.1713, 3.1714, 3.1723, 3.1728, 3.1741, 3.1750, 3.1751, 3.1755 , 3.1765,
3.1768, 3.1769, 3.1777, 3.1780, 3.1781, 3.1788, 3.1792, 3.1802, 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.6,
4.10, 4.13, 4.15, 4.17, 4.24, 4.31, 4.32, 4.35, 4.40, 4.46, 4.47, 4.48, 4.49, 4.50,
4.56, 4.65, 4.75, 4.76, 4.77, 4.81, 4.96, 4.99, 4.112, 4.122, 4.125, 4.127, 4.132,
494
4.133, 4.136 , 4.152, 4.153, 4.164, 4.165, 4.166, 4.176, 4.183, 4.185, 4.196,
4.200, 4.205, 4.208, 4.209, 4.212, 4.213, 4.216, 4.225, 4.227, 4.229, 4.255, 4.257,
4.258, 4.260, 4.262, 4.269, 4.272, 4.275, 4.280, 4.290, 4.294, 4.300, 4.305, 4.320,
4.323, 4.326, 4.330, 4.334, 4.337, 4.357, 4.359, 4.361, 4.365, 4.375, 4.380, 4.390,
4.400, 4.403, 5.3, 5.9, 5.30, 5.33, 5.50, 5.62, 5.78, 5.82, 5.85, 5.88, 5.129, 5.134,
495
5.145, 5.146, 5.159, 5.183, 5.184, 5.195, 5.196, 5.202, 5.204, 5.205 , 5.207,
5.208, 5.213, 5.216, 5.223, 5.229, 5.230, 5.236, 5.241, 5.247, 5.248, 5.259, 5.261,
496
497
5.263, 5.270, 5.272, 5.273, 5.280, 5.283, 5.284 , 5.294, 5.295, 5.297 , 5.301,
498
5.312, 5.313, 5.316, 5.320, 5.322, 5.329, 5.330, 5.345 , 5.361, 5.362, 5.365,
5.368, 5.369, 5.370, 5.373, 5.375, 5.376, 5.382, 5.390, 5.396, 5.415, 5.420, 5.427,
5.435, 5.464, 5.468, 5.476, 5.483, 5.485, 5.496, 5.506, 5.513, 5.520, 5.522, 5.525,
5.533, 5.534, 5.537, 5.540, 5.541, 5.542, 5.545, 5.548, 5.559, 5.562, 5.564, 5.566,
5.567, 5.574, 5.575, 5.578, 5.579, 5.597, 5.619, 5.622, 5.624, 5.626, 5.631,
5.632, 5.635, 5.637, 5.648, 5.654, 5.655, 5.661, 5.667, 5.674, 5.678, 5.693, 6.8,
6.11, 6.12, 6.16, 6.31, 6.35, 6.36, 6.42, 6.46, 6.68, 6.70, 6.75, 6.85, 6.88, 6.91,
6.93, 6.94, 6.98, 6.101, 6.110, 6.113, 6.138, 6.156, 6.171, 6.172, 6.174, 6.194,
6.196, 6.204, 6.211, 6.212, 6.219, 6.220, 6.225, 6.233, 6.240, 6.241, 6.249, 6.252,
6.253, 6.257, 6.260, 6.262, 6.265, 6.267, 6.271, 6.272, 6.274, 6.281, 6.283, 6.284,
6.285, 6.294, 6.305, 6.306, 6.314, 6.315, 6.332, 6.336, 6.346, 6.348, 6.363, 6.373,
6.378, 6.380, 6.395, 6.399, 6.400, 6.402, 6.403, 6.417, 6.418, 6.437, 6.438, 6.441,
6.449, 6.454, 6.456
Presumed C type: 3.168, 4.12

499

, 5.407

Presumed D type: 1.514, 5.171

493

Ch B1 B2 Co H1 C1 C2 B5 Hn1 H3 H4 H2 L J An CC H5 H7 Ad3 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg Hu.
pertenyng] and perteynynge B2 CC; apeteynynge H1.
495 1 2 3
B B B H1 H4 H7 H8 CC J C2 C3 Ad3 Hu L.
496
Adv2 Hu L Hn1.
497 2 4
B B Ash1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 CC J C1 C2 C5 Ad2 An Lg Ch.
498
hathe hevyn] heuen hath Hn1.
499
than] om. B1 Co H5 H2 H7.
494
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Presumed E type: 2.468
500

C-type: 1.45, 1.97, 1.100, 1.102, 1.179 , 1.209, 1.229, 1.238, 1.275, 1.288, 1.293, 1.300,
501
1.393, 1.398, 1.410, 1.426, 1.438, 1.439 , 1.491, 1.513, 1.562, 1.590, 1.601, 1.603,
502
1.656, 1.680, 1.730, 1.794, 1.802, 1.838, 1.864, 2.81, 2.91, 2.190, 2.239, 2.273 ,
503
504
505
506
507
508
2.279 , 2.282, 2.290, 2.302 , 2.313 , 2.329 , 2.334 , 2.336, 2.348 , 2.389,
509
510
511
512
513
514
2.406 , 2.448 , 2.451 , 2.459, 2.471 , 2.482, 2.485, 2.517, 2.520 , 2.572 , 2.573,
515
516
2.619, 2.648, 2.664, 2.680, 2.702, 2.739, 2.753, 2.813 , 2.823, 2.829 , 2.838, 2.889,
517
518
519
520
2.892, 2.950, 2.959 , 2.1051, 2.1055 , 2.1067, 2.1090, 2.1100 , 2.1131, 2.1152 ,
521
2.1165, 2.1208, 2.1221, 2.1338, 2.1350, 2.1358 , 2.1488, 2.1489, 2.1497, 2.1512,
522
523
2.1529, 2.1533 , 2.1537, 2.1556, 2.1587, 2.1590, 2.1602, 2.1613, 2.1626, 2.1631 , 3.8,
524
525
3.13, 3.17, 3.40 , 3.53, 3.107, 3.108, 3.109, 3.124, 3.194, 3.236, 3.249, 3.371 , 3.381,
500

and a] eke and a C2.
hir] Maryes C3.
502
haue no o cause] no cause haue H8 J; ne haue cause B3 L; playne] complayne Ash1.
503
trowthe and right] right and trouth Ad2 ;be] ne be C1.
504
vndirtake] now vndir take Hn1.
505
downe be] for to be Ash2.
506
lete] now lete Hn1.
507
And finally] And thenne finally Hn1.
508
message] the message L.
509
humbly hir] humbly he hyr L; humbly hyr soo Hu.
510
to hir the message] to here dyd the message Hn2; the message] that swete message Hn1; when he said the
mesage H6.
511
vpon euery side] vpon her every side S.
512
in] in grete B1 B5 H7 Ash1 Lg.
513
aloon in] aloone than in Hn1; in hir] in all hir Ch.
514
in] in his H3.
515
ouere this] furthermore C1 C3.
516
to] into H2.
517
sayde] saide she Ash2; she said CC.
518
his] to his H6 Adv1 B1 Hu.
519
Caphernam] carpentrye B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 H1 H6 H3 H4 H5 H7 H8 Ash1 V CC C2 C5 Ad2 Ad3 L Lg Ch Hn1.
520
that] that of Hn1.
521
his] al his Ar.
522
right] but right B3 L.
523
atteyne] to atteyne] Ash1.
524
paye] B2.
525
not] never B1 L B3.
501
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526

527

3.391, 3.402 , 3.448, 3.468, 3.738, 3.834, 3.865, 3.919, 3.936, 3.942, 3.999 , 3.1000,
528
3.1002, 3.1022, 3.1071 , 3.1098, 3.1100, 3.1102, 3.1144, 3.1169, 3.1179, 3.1184,
529
3.1188, 3.1189, 3.1281, 3.1310, 3.1379, 3.1418, 3.1428 , 3.1429, 3.1433, 3.1480,
3.1500, 3.1504, 3.1506, 3.1511, 3.1517, 3.1547, 3.1584, 3.1650, 3.1704, 3.1725, 3.1752,
530
531
532
3.1762, 3.1779 , 3.1806 , 4.70, 4.93, 4.143, 4.144 , 4.261, 4.298, 4.316, 4.369, 5.17,
533
534
5.24, 5.45, 5.68, 5.86, 5.160 , 5.167, 5.210, 5.218, 5.222, 5.244, 5.254 , 5.264,
535
536
537
5.317 , 5.481, 5.494, 5.653, 5.656, 6.44, 6.58 , 6.96 , 6.116, 6.119, 6.176, 6.201,
538
6.203 , 6.256, 6.269, 6.328, 6.338, 6.381, 6.413, 6.422, 6.445, 6.453
539

Presumed D type: 2.177, 2.733, 3.715

540

, 6.1

541

, 6.190

542

Presumed E type: 2.1664, 3.695

543

544

Presumed B type: 1.42, 1.83, 1.359, 1.394, 1.468, 1.498 , 1.527, 1.565, 1.704 ,
545
546
1.792, 1.818, 2.33, 2.229 , 2.245, 2.268, 2.307, 2.321, 2.333 , 2.480, 2.616,
547
548
2.635 , 2.724, 2.770, 2.982, 2.1103, 2.1349, 2.1607, 2.1645, 3.5, 3.54, 3.81 ,
526

in] there in D C3 H2.
sette ne] ne set ne B2 CC.
528
and Roof, tours, and pynacle] and towre and roof and pynacle C2 B1.
529
ye] as ye C1 C3.
530
the] of the C1.
531
men] servauntis C2; servaunte L B3
532
make] there make B5.
533
and] eke and Hn1; wordes] a wordis Co.
534
in] as in Ash1.
535
vpon] to up on B1.
536
for] for this H1 C3.
537
olde Symeon] sone come old Symeon Hn2.
538
home] homeward B1.
539
Cp. B1: [Myne owne sone, and my childe so dere]
540
pryes] preisyng B2 CC.
541
all] all men B5 H2 Co.
542
Listed mistakenly by Lauretis as line 595.
543
to] vnto C2; virginitee] clene virginite Hn1.
544
with] and with Ch; dredefull] full dredfull B2 C2 CC.
545
gyed’ now gyed Hn1.
546
shall] he shall C; sworde shall; shall his sword Hn2.
547
made to avale] her mekeness made Hn1.
527
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549

550

551

552

3.117 , 3.160 , 3.188, 3.224 , 3.280, 3.384, 3.408, 3.413 , 3.425, 3.426,
553
554
3.463, 3.517, 3.578, 3.593, 3.596 , 3.635 , 3.638, 3.683, 3.702, 3.771, 3.778,
555
556
557
3.814, 3.849 , 3.855, 3.858 , 3.950, 3.966, 3.989, 3.1013, 3.1099 , 3.1147,
558
559
3.1204, 3.1239 , 3.1261 , 3.1287, 3.1289, 3.1323, 3.1359, 3.1365, 3.1373,
560
3.1377, 3.1454, 3.1469, 3.1499, 3.1501, 3.1580, 3.1587, 3.1651, 3.1743, 4.28 ,
561
562
563
4.30, 4.42, 4.111 , 4.117, 4.140, 4.147, 4.186, 4.188, 4.401 , 5.2, 5.29 , 5.96,
564
565
566
567
568
5.97 , 5.99, 5.173 , 5.182, 5.228 , 5.250, 5.358, 5.372 , 5.526 , 6.140,
569
6.195, 6.259, 6.313, 6.337, 6.379, 6.401, 6.410, 6.419, 6.458
Emended lines:
1.224: If that hem list[e] of hir thay might ler
570
1.127: Oute of the which[e] gan growe all our grace
1.158 Pure of entent[e], bothe in thought and dede
1.246 And of hir Rull[e], this was hir vsaunce
1.283 And no man myght susteyn[e] to by holde
548

To] Forth than to Hn1.
right] right in Co B5.
550
nethir] nethir in C1 L B3.
551
to] forto C3.
552
power hathe] power he hath B1.
553
eke] also Ash2.
554
grovnde] erthe Co.
555
mekely dothe] doth mekely B1.
556
al] al thyng D C1; al hath Hn1.
557
and] and for Hn1.
558
aftir] and aftir Co.
559
myghty] almighty H6.
560
to be] for to be B2 H1 J CC.
561
his] al his Hn1.
562
our dethe body] our deth our body Co.
563
worde] wordis C2.
564
stonde] stondyng Adv2.
565
his] al his B3 L.
566
on] upon Hu; gan] ganne to B2 CC.
567
appareyll] any appareile H6 H8 C1 Adv2.
568
Eke] Also H8 C2; of] a forne B1 B5 H1 H7 H8 C3 A3 Adv2 Hu Co.
569
in] but in J.
570
our] maner of C1.
549
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1.375 For god hym self[e], chese with her to be
1.402 And souerenly, she had[de] temperaunce
571
1.415 Off hert[e] wakir, by deuocion
1.427 So close of sight[e], was this debonayre
1.440 With humble hert this yong[e] blisfull mayde
1.449 And gyffe me myght[e], playnely to fulfille
1.450 The next[e] byddyng, lyke to thy pleasaunce
1.496 Uppon my feet, in all my best[e] wyse
1.508 Right as thy self[e] lorde canst best devyse
1.517 As of my self[e], therfore vnto the
1.580 For he in hert[e], was a mayde clene
1.640 First how we myght[e] fully haue knawyng
1.635 Agayn[e]st which, there helpith ne debate
1.705 And whan he dyd[e], with his hande embrace
572
1.746 Agayn[e]st which, be warr to disobeye
1.752 But hir accept[e] vnto my kepyng
1.833 That day by day, the seen[e] with her eye
1.849 Of them that myght[e] vpon the byholde
1.850 For well they awght[e] to be glad and light
1.851 That werne with thee all way[e] whan thay wolde
2.64 For whan[ne] he gave credence to the snake
2.158 And art thy self[e] of verray dewte
2.180 And whan he had[de] longe kepet silence
2.189 But Right and trouth[e], fully will assent
2.222 Therfore quod Pees, now will[e] I not feyne
2.314 And wrappe hym self[e], in the mortall kynde
2.281 And whan[ne] that she, had hir reason fyned
2.296 Have hir desyre, and Trouth[e] shall not fayle
2.297 To execut[e] fully hir axyng
2.416 My thought also, with all[e] vices boyled
2.419 Not only dreed[e], of presompcion
2.427 With humble hert[e], thus to hym I pray
2.453 And how it might[e], in conclusion
2.609 Of hir levyng[e], Raught[e] vnto hevyn
2.649 And if hym lust[e], Reason to Receyve
2.678 That goddes son[e] liste to light adowne
2.842 To stonde and chyne, vpon the bryght[e] shelde
2.1078 No thyng but he, myght in hir hert[e] synke
2.1091 Was all hir lust, with hert[e] set so sore
2.1233 So sore he gan, in hert[e] for to rewe
571
572

Deuocion] grete deuocioun C1 C3 Hn1.
warr] wel ware Ash1 H6; ware now Hn1.

886

2.1280 Gan for to cast[e], and to take kepe
2.1335 With hert and will[e], bothe in word and dede
2.1342 Amonge hem all[e], eche of one accorde
2.1397 For in my self[e] perfytely I know
2.1432 For if god lust[e], that your Innocens
2.1438 But that ye must obey[e] to the lawe
2.1494 Than[ne] that she was, so full sette afyre
2.1511 Ne in hir hert[e], dredyth not at all
2.1543 To the I pray[e], so thy light to Reche
573
2.1514 Al be that she, [ne] speke but wordes fewe
2.1546 Haue led my lyfe, of hert[e] faythefully
2.1558 The more she was, to her sight[e] fayre
3.39 With all his hert[e], and his hole entent
3.52 With all his myght[e] for to leve and deye
3.125 Of frowarde hert[e] for to be benyng
3.142 Of hert and will[e], and full humble chere
3.177 And shed his light to glad[de] all man kynde
3.195 Of all[e] wymen, by hir self aloon
3.254“O lorde,” quod she, “with all my full[e] myght
3.352 She went apas, and when she dyd[e] se
3.726 That by discent[e] come of his alye
3.801 In whom was shet[e] sothely for to sayne
3.822 And ther with all[e] sterres eke elleven
3.864 Which cloto had[de] put long in delaye
574
3.889 Whom all the world[e] shall obey and drede
3.1063 Her deyuere dyd[e] this nyght[e], to honour
3.1142 The same nyght[e], and to Tybre ran
3.1149 The same nyght[e] change his lycour
3.1223 He dyd[e] worship vnto the Autere
3.1279 Of whiche nyght[e] long afore, I rede
3.1307 In whiche thay dyd[e] faythefully aspye
3.1374 For on the nyght[e] whan that criste was bore
3.1515 And fals[e] goddes, eke thorugh his worchyng
3.1656 With deuote hert[e], knelyng on our knee
4.7 The same nyght[e] as I saw her shyne
4.71 The thred[e] manere, ye may eke consider
4.73: That he was kyt firste whan[ne] he cam hyddre
4.123 To Charles brought[e] in a vysyon
4.175 To all[e] thoo that felen maladye
573

B1 B2 B3 B4 H5 H6 H7 H8 C2 Ad3 L Ch Co V.
Cp. Pilgrimage l.14891; Reson and Sensuallyte 519, 552, 559, 561, 618, 629; also Cursor Mundi,
Prologue 13427; Owl and the Nightingale 476, 1363.
574
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4.198 It is the well[e] with the foure stremes
4.226 Which may nat wast[e] but iliche abyde
4.376 So kypt[e] from vs all temptacion
5.13 Gan firste asspye the bright[e] bemes clere
5.139 Han yfteyz brought[e] oute of our contre
5.198 Maugre thy myght[e], all thy danger passe
5.227 And full humbly the kyngez all[e] thre
5.231 And hym present in all her best[e] wyse
5.256 With contryte hert[e] and deuocion
5.302 Consid[e]ryng his feturs by and by
5.343 Thy bildyng high[e] shall be brought full lowe
5.474 Wherfore this fest[e]in conclucion
5.589 And graunt[e] also, bothe to high and lowe
6.63 For hir clennes[se] stondyng at hir large
6.178 Sole by her self[e] oute of maryage
6.208 Deuoutely bring[e] his oblacion
6.302 This fest[e] also—bothe of more and lesse
6.368 Full many a day in her paynym[e] wyse
6.386 Of criste Ihesu with all her full[e] myght
6.408 Mekely went[e] to be puryfyede
6.424 And trwe entent[e] folowe not the dede
6.426 For whan[ne] these thre be not knytte in one
6.459 Bitwene an ox[e] and a sely asse
C types recorded by Lauritis but regular by hiatus: 1.46, 1.98, 1.156, 1.174, 1.655,
575
576
2.59, 2.184, 2.516, 2.630, 2.667, 2.736, 2.741, 2.773 , 2.905, 2.932, 2.1063 ,
577
2.1160, 2.1199, 2.1354, 2.1458, 2.1505, 2.1538, 2.1541, 2.1647, 3.116 , 3.185,
3.214, 3.260, 3.323, 3.334 3.450, 3.458, 3.476, 3.484, 3.1128, 3.1214, 3.1249,
3.1458, 4.250, 5.650, 6.28, 6.97, 6.128, 6.250, 6.372, 6.420
C types recorded by Lauritis but regular by exhaustive syllabification: 1.618,
578
1.771 , 3.58, 3.1143, 3.1357
C types recorded by Lauritis but regular by presentation: 1.25, 1.59, 1.234, 1.272,
579
1.505, 1.558, 1.756, 1.814, 1.191, 2.88, 2.112, 2.130, 2.208, 2.289 , 2.308,
575

Cp. Lydgate, Pilgrimage 7837; see also Gower, Confessio 7.2253, 7.2298, 7.2311, 7.2335, etc.
playnely] verrely C2.
577
Cp. Siege of Thebes 522 (Ra); although Bo T1 M Ad [soth]; Pilgrimage 5425; Reson 4017; see also
Gower, Confessio, Prologue 834, 850; 1.40, 1.1312, 1.1463, 2.156, etc.; also Chaucer, Troilus 1.12, 3.1598,
4.671, 4.953, 5.620, 5.1012, 5.1035, etc.
578
Ch B3 B4 Co H1 Ash1 H3 H4 H2 S Ar H6 H7 Ad3 Lg C5 J Hu H5 L.
576
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580

2.315, 2.349, 2.361 , 2.378, 2.579, 2.586, 2.665, 2.798, 2.806, 2.1084, 2.1146,
2.1192, 2.1287, 2.1405, 2.1437, 2.1442, 2.1504, 2.1532, 2.1540, 2.1550, 2.1552,
2.1567, 2.1604, 2.1617, 3.144, 3.196, 3.218, 3.1033, 3.404, 3.414, 3.467, 3.763,
3.992, 3.1157, 3.1294, 3.1571, 4.283, 4.405, 5.26, 5.59, 5.152, 5.267, 5.271,
5.479, 5.573, 5.641, 5.670, 5.699, 6.26, 6.27, 6.132, 6.150, 6.168, 6.202, 6.255,
6.364, 6.377, 6.397
581

582

583

584

585

D-type: 1.149 , 1.167, 1.169 , 1.188 , 1.203, 1.285, 1.341, 1.349, 1.444 , 1.485 ,
586
587
1.503, 1.526, 1.534, 1.543, 1.546 , 1.547, 1.556 , 1.563, 1.589, 1.606, 1.609, 1.672,
588
589
590
1.688, 1.692, 1.768, 1.782, 1.783 , 1.784 , 1.815, 1.827, 1.846 , 1.855, 1.856, 1.870,
591
592
593
594
595
1.887, 2.2, 2.9 , 2.50, 2.139 , 2.142 , 2.145, 2.171, 2.173 , 2.227 , 2.260, 2.298,
596
597
2.339, 2.346, 2.367, 2.444, 2.549, 2.640 , 2.691, 2.700, 2.717, 2.718, 2.727 , 2.800,
598
599
600
601
602
2.832, 2.849, 2.857 , 2.902 , 2.912, 2.1038, 2.1056 , 2.1120, 2.1144 , 2.1168 ,

579

He] The juge Ad2 B2 Ch B4 H1 C2 Ash1 H3 H5 H6 Lg An C5 CC.
be right glade of chere] so acceptable and dere Hn1.
581
this mayde] thys fayre mayde C3.
582
whose] the whiche C3.
583
Mayde] clene mayde C3.
584
Yeffe] So yeve C.
585
Here] And here Ash1.
586
Shall] Ne shall H J; holde] be helde Ash2 Ar.
587
afferme] ganne afferme Ash2.
588
of] ther of C1 V3; of oon H1; of good H2.
589
in] there in H2.
590 1 2 3 4 5
B B B B B H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 Co H7 H8 Hn1 Ash2 CC J C1 Ch C3 C5 Ar S Hu L Lg.
591
Fer] And ferre Hn1.
592
With] That with H2.
593
erthe] the erthe Hn1.
594
Redempcion] no redempcion B4; a redempcion B3 H2 L; be] may be B4 Ash1 H6 Ch H3 Ad2 C5.
595
He] That he Hu.
596
Whanne] Whan that D.
597
so] om. B2 C1 B4 H3 H4 S H6 Lg C5 J B3 Co V C3 B5 Ash2 Hu L H8 Ad2 CC; as] om. B1 B3 C2 Co C3 B5
Ash1 L Ash2 H5 Ad2 CC Ar.
598
in] in the Co
599
Hir to serve as] As her to forn B1 V B2 H1 H7 H8 Hu CC C2 Ar Ad3 Lg C1 Hn1.
600
last] last for Ad1 Adv1.
601
thus] om. B2 V B4 Co H1 Hn1 H3 H4 H6 Ad2 An C5 CC J B3 L Ash1 Ash2 Lg Ch.
602
Vndirstondyng] And undirstoden B2 Ch B4 H1 Ash1 H3 H4 H5 H6 Ad2 Lg An C2 C5 V CC.
580
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603

604

2.1169 , 2.1196, 2.1247 , 2.1273, 2.1318, 2.1324, 2.1325, 2.1330, 2.1345, 3.1355,
605
606
2.1364, 2.1368, 2.1387, 2.1412 , 2.1427, 2.1453, 2.1466, 2.1509, 2.1517, 2.1530 ,
607
608
2.1595 , 3.9, 3.14, 3.99, 3,120, 3.126, 3.132, 3.153, 3.155, 3.157 , 3.161, 3.164, 3.169,
609
610
611
612
613
3.205, 3.211, 3.215, 3.220, 3.228 , 3.229, 3.266 , 3.287 , 3.295, 3.300 , 3.308 ,
614
3.315, 3.327, 3.332, 3.338, 3.340, 3.358, 3.405 , 3.410, 3.432, 3.453, 3.487, 3.525,
615
616
617
618
3.530 , 3.534, 3.535 , 3.538, 3.545, 3.550, 3.555, 3.606, 3.625, 3.634 , 3.674 ,
619
3.685 , 3.740, 3.753, 3.784, 3.817, 3.820, 3.821, 3.823, 3.833, 3.842, 3.859, 3.866,
620
621
622
623
624
3.888, 3.892 , 3.937 , 3.979, 3.1001 , 3.1004 , 3.1051, 3.1083, 3.1094, 3.1095 ,
625
3.1107, 3.1111 , 3.1119, 3.1121, 3.1138, 3.1140, 3.1150, 3.1166, 3.1174, 3.1183,
3.1206, 3.1208, 3.1227, 3.1243, 3.1254, 3.1285, 3.1290, 3.1332, 3.1353, 3.1386, 3.1395,
626
627
628
3.1437, 3.1442, 3.1472, 3.1483 , 3.1505, 3.1512, 3.1517, 3.1521, 3.1522 , 3.1559 ,
603

All] Thanne all Hn1.
Till] And thanne Hn1.
605
all] and all B5 Hn1 Ash1 H3 H4 H2 Ar H8 H5 H6 Ad3 Ad2 Lg An CC B3 B4 Co.
606
Sothefast] O sothfast B1 V.
607
But] But swete C1.
608
Where] There for Ch H3 H4 An Ad2 C5 B4 Lg.
609
Epenthetic schwa in humb[e]ly.
610
in] in the C1; now in C3.
611
to] the to H1 C1 C3.
612
kept] kepe CC; stoden Hn1.
613
so large] large Ch H1 Ash2 Ash1 Ar B4 Lg V.
614
Dydde] And dyde Hn1.
615
above] hyge above Hn1.
616
be-felle] thanne be felle Hn1.
617
Vpon] Upon the C2 C3 Hu.
618
mayde] meke mayde Hn1.
619
And] And of Hn1
620
a] as a Ad3.
621
That was] om. Ch B2 H1 C1 C2 C3 Hn1 H3 H4 H2 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg V.
622
The line requires elision across the caesura between a syllabic nasal stop and a reduced vowel, To avoid
this problem, many witnesses (Ch B2 H1 C1 C2 C3 Hn1 H3 H4 H2 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg V)
elected to strike [so] and place a beat on the article: [Of a mayden, a graffe burgenyng].
623
Many witnesses (Ch B2 H1 C2 H3 H4 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg V) were apparently
uncomfortable with forcing apocope on [sonne]; they elected, again, to strike the intensifier [so]: [And the
fader sent his sonne dere]
624
it] that it Hu.
625
The line seems to be lacking a word. For this reason, I adopt B1: [Stant a cherche ful ryal of byldynge]
626
Chefe] Chevest H8; and] and full B1.
604
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629

3.1566, 3.1586, 3.1605, 3.1630, 3.1655, 3.1659 , 3.1663, 3.1672, 3.1675, 3.1680,
630
631
632
3.1699, 3.1724, 3.1730 , 3.1742, 3.1754, 3.1756 3.1772 , 3.1786 , 3.1790, 3.1791,
633
634
3.1793, 3.1805, 4.68, 4.100, 4.120 , 4.121, 4.129, 4.234, 4.237, 4.253, 4.302 , 4.307,
635
636
637
638
4.346 , 4.374, 4.387, 4.392 , 4.397, 5.4, 5.14, 5.27, 5.53 , 5.58, 5.65, 5.80 , 5.87,
639
5.114, 5.130, 5.132, 5.136, 5.147, 5.150, 5.151, 5.163, 5.165, 5.179, 5.181, 5.185 ,
640
641
642
643
5.190, 5.191, 5.193 , 5.201 , 5.203, 5.215, 5.226, 5.269 , 5.326, 5.338, 5.340 ,
644
645
646
5.342 , 5.367, 5.371, 5.378, 5.381, 5.386 , 5.429 , 5.434, 5.440, 5.444, 5.515, 5.521,
647
648
649
650
651
652
5.577, 5.615 , 5.633 , 5.669, 6.6 , 6.15, 6.20 , 6.24, 6.29 , 6.32, 6.45 , 6.57,
653
654
655
6.66 , 6.73, 6.84, 6.86, 6.99, 6.114, 6.117, 6.130, 6.166 , 6.175, 6.181 , 6.184, 6.213,
627

the] to the L.
shall] shall be Hn1.
629
a] as a B2.
630
Angel] angellis H1 C1 J CC H8.
631
and] and of Ch B2 C1 C2 C3 B5 H3 H4 Ash1 L J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg
632
in] in the B1 C3 H3 V.
633
bokes] his bokes C2; a boke J.
634
prestes] and prestes Co C1.
635
Lambe] a lambe B2 J CC; lyon] a lyon CC; called] y-callede] B2 J; eke called Ash1.
636
Make] Lorde make Hn1.
637
So] And so CC.
638
Gan] Began H6; enlumyne] to enlumyne C3.
639
Vndir] Lo undir Hn1.
640
bryng hem in a trayne] to brynge hem to a treyne B3 L.
641
dispyte] in dispite H6 C1 C3.
642
whiche] the whech CC Adv1.
643
To] For to H1.
644
Though thy boste] Thow thu thi bost B1 H1 H7 H8 C3 Ad3 Adv2 Hu; Thorow thyne oste B2 CC J.
645
garment] gar[ne]ment.
646
While] The whiles H8.
647
Requires stress retraction on the participle. To avoid this unpleasantness, C1 and C2 restore speaking
word order: [were conveyid].
648
amonge] euere amonge Hn1.
649
Fro] and fro H1 Hn1.
650
To] But to B2 B3 B4 Ash1 H3 H4 H5 H6 H8 CC J C1 C2 C5 L An Lg Ch V.
651
If] That yf B3 L.
652
lawe] the lawe Ash1 H2 H4 H8 Co V.
653
Closed] Was closed B2 H6 CC J.
654
in] into B3 L.
655
hir] al hyr Hu.
628
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656

657

658

659

6.216, 6.222 , 6.235, 6.237, 6.251 6.266, 6.289, 6.293 , 6.304, 6.318, 6.333 ,
660
661
662
663
664
6.345, 6.350 , 6.351, 6.359, 6.369 , 6.371 , 6.387, 6.388, 6.398 , 6.407, 6.409 ,
665
666
667
668
6.415 , 6.429 , 6.443, 6.444 , 6.447
Presumed B type: 1.41, 1.122, 1.435, 1.501, 1.660, 1.826, 2.129, 2.141, 2.213,
669
670
671
2.300 , 2.330, 2.360 , 2.384, 2.583, 2.647, 2.712, 2.831, 2.936 , 2.958,
672
2.1212 , 2.1252, 2.1300, 2.1351, 2.1352, 2.1353, 2.1622, 3.21, 3.67, 3.115,
673
674
675
3.148 , 3.166, 3.279, 3.286 , 3.318, 3.343, 3.355, 3.460, 3.473, 3.687 , 3.711,
676
3.796, 3.837, 3.847, 3.862, 3.906, 3.934, 3.939 , 3.957, 3.1088, 3.1129, 3.1171,
677
678
679
3.1172, 3.1262, 3.1340 , 3.1383, 3.1441, 3.1455, 3.1465 , 3.1471 , 3.1476,
680
681
682
683
684
3.1528 , 3.1626 , 3.1666 , 3.1676, 3.1689, 3.1740 , 3.1774, 3.1784 , 4.36,
685
686
687
4.245, 4.319, 4.352, 4.370, 4.388, 5.502 , 5.687, 6.47, 6.147 , 6.342 , 6.356
656

the] as the C1.
Take] To take H1.
658
the] of the Adv2.
659
In] in to CC.
660
to] [vn]to.
661
to] for to C3.
662
the] to the B2 B4.
663
wax of floures] the wax on floures H6.
664
in] vn to B3 L.
665
Faythe] Of feith B3 B4 Ash1 H3 H4 H5 H6 CC J C1 C2 C5 L An Ch V.
666
On the evidence of the echo with line 5.415, I accept the D H1 Ad3 reading.
667
deye] shull passé L.
668
with] with the B2 J; stand] standyng B4; to stonde V.
669
eke] also Co.
670
is with] is hole with Ar H8 Ad3 B2 B3 H1 C2 Hn2 Ash2 H5 Lg CC J Hu.
671
govndy] ungodely H6.
672
late these] nowe lete al these Hn1.
673
al] al the Ch H1 Ash2 H3 H4 An Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg.
674
Of thy grace] Thi creature C2; Uppon thi grace H3.
675
blissede perfyte] parfite and blessid Ash2.
676
And to] And unto H7 H8 Ar Ad3.
677
hathe holy] holly hadde B1; hadde holy Co H7 H8 Ad3; had al hole B5.
678
Of] Of the C3; in] eke in Hn1.
679
Vnto] And unto B1.
680
And] And eke B1 H7.
681
then] nowe than Hn1.
682
On] Nowe on Hn1.
657
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688

Presumed C type: 1.145, 1.213, 1.554, 1.785, 1.801, 2.437, 2.945, 2.1217 ,
689
2.1259, 2.1455, 2.1519, 2.1608, 3.22, 3.465, 3.1325 , 3.1452, 3.1707, 4.44, 5.16,
5.102, 5.677, 5.696, 6.183
690

691

692

Presumed E type: 1.57 , 1.96, 1.130, 1.303, 1.553, 2.254, 3.20, 3.41 , 3.105 ,
693
694
695
696
697
3.138 , 3.167, 3.181 , 3.455 , 3.653 , 3.826 , 3.900, 3.1016, 3.1282,
698
699
700
701
702
3.1283, 3.1399 , 3.1634, 3.1668, 3.1716 , 4.9 , 4.16, 4.26, 4.27 , 4.62 ,
703
704
705
4.89, 4.109, 4.134, 4.141, 4.156, 4.204 , 4.207 , 4.378, 6.159, 6.210, 6.221 ,
6.352, 6.461
706

Recorded as D type by Lauritis but regular: 1.128, 1.132, 1.187, 1.244 , 1.323,
707
708
1.577 , 1.599, 1.619, 1.701, 1.767, 1.786, 1.858, 1.868 , 1.875, 2.90, 2.107,

683

and] and eke H1; and chief C3; and our H2.
in] here in B1 H7 Ad3; thy] thy hy H2; All] alle.
685
Ash1 C2 B2 B3 B4 H3 H4 H6 CC J C1 C5 Ad2 L An Ch V.
686
lorde and savyour] my helpe and savioure Ash1.
687
And] And also B2 B4 Ash1 H3 H4 H5 H6 CC J C1 C2 C5 An Ch V.
688
thyne] all thyn Hn1.
689
Empyre] emperour C1.
690
And] And eke Hn1; grace] swete grace C3.
691
As] And as C2.
692
like] like as Hn1.
693
the] eke the Hn1.
694
In] With yn C3.
695
As] Ryght as C3.
696
for] om. Ch Co C2 B5 H3 H4 Ash1 An H6 Ad2 C5 B4 Lg.
697
Of] Of all B3.
698
And of] Hyr bright C3 Hn1; And of the Co.
699
of] of thy C1.
700
On] On the hy H2.
701
of] of the D C1 C3 Hn1.
702
On] Ande on B3.
703
holynesse] also holynesse Hn1.
704
Is] That is B2 J CC.
705
And] And for H3.
706
alse sage] sage C1 C3 Hn1 Ash2.
707
Cp. Hn1 [And eke]
708
the] om. B2 Ch H5 CC Ash2 H8 J; vpon] on Ch H5 CC B4 H1 C2 Hn1 Ash1 H3 H4 H2 H6 Ad2 Lg C5 L Hu.
684

893

709

2.109, 2.174, 2.192, 2.1555, 2.159, 2.216, 2.337, 2.446, 2.581, 2.634, 2.694 ,
710
711
2.695, 2.1226, 2.1207 , 2.1276, 2.1486, 2.1495, 2.1642, 3.90 , 3.1389, 3.454,
712
713
3.485, 3.730, 3.736, 3.774, 3.1024, 3.1165 , 3.1253, 3.1264, 3.1305 , 3.1306,
714
715
3.1335, 3.1436, 3.1585, 3.1591 , 3.1592, 3.1614, 3.1673, 3.1794, 4.299 ,
716
4.350, 5.19, 5.35, 5.56 , 5.166, 5.187, 5.232, 5.233, 5.234, 5.296, 5.360, 5.366,
717
718
5.379, 5.411, 5.430 , 5.581, 6.4, 6.5, 6.51, 6.69, 6.107, 6.134, 6.311 , 6.347,
6.370, 6.374, 6.383, 6.446, 6.448
Emended D types:
1.29 Whos bright[e] bemys shynyng frome so ferre
719
1.223 Benyng [of] port[e], contenaunce, and chier
1.226 Hir hert[e] was, that god to dwelle in chees
1.264 Of hert[e] clenne, and pure in conscience
1.269 With hert[e] gladde, and with a perfyte thought
1.564 Without[e] frute thorough misgouernaunce
1.607 In the Temple, no longer dwell[e] shall
1.620 Haue yong[e] maydems, by deuocion
1.761 With hert[e] clene and meke affeccion
1.874 This first[e] booke compylede for thy sake
2.374 The bright[e] sonne, in herte he gan to colde
720
2.684 [is] verrey sothe, playnely and not tale
2.1132 I had[de] leuere vtterly to dey
2.1523 He went[e] thanne, by custome as he aught
709

Cp. C3 [And Plunius eke]
to] made to C1; to] for to B2 Ch Hu B4 Co Ash1 H3 H4 H8 H5 H6 H7 Ad3 Ad2 Lg An C5 CC J H1.
711
[Sodenly] And sodenly Ch B2 C2 H3 H4 Ash1 L J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg V; full sone] thanne Ch
2 2
B C H3 H4 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg.
712
also our] our Ch B2 H1 C1 C2 C3 Hn1 H3 H4 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ar Ad2 C5 B3 Lg.
713
With elision across [For it]. Other witnesses (Ch B2 H1 C1 C2 Hn1 H3 H4 H2 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5
3 4
B B Lg) strike [For].
714
Eueryche] Eueryche thus Hn1.
715
some] and some B1 C1 C3 H2 H6 H7.
716
ougt] om. D CC C1; good] om. B5 Adv1 V.
717
On the authority of B1 B5 H7 H8 C3 Ad3 Adv2 Hu Hn1 Co.
718
The witnesses devise some ingenious solutions to the metrical problem the line presents. B5 H1 H8 C2
and the ever conscientious Hn1 recalculate the cycle for five rather than fifty years and thus save a beat. B
and L simply omit the number altogether and thereby render the revolution an annual event. Either solution
is preferable to the pseudo-alexandrine witnessed in the Durham MS.
719
Benyng port] Benynge of port Ch B3 H5 L; Benynge of porte Ash2.
720
This] om. B2 Ch B3 B4 H1 C3 Ash1 H3 H4 H2 H5 CC H6 Ad2 Lg C5 L.
710

894

3.324 The fel[e] dukes of moab with her myght
721
3.469 To all[e] folke comforte be and ease
3.780 The which[e] clothe of purpur moste Ryall
3.831 This high[e] feste for a memoriall
722
3.901 [And] he shall wasshe in grapes that shull blede
3.1162 Till all[e] thre were Ioynede into oon
723
3.1345 Till at [the] laste, of happe sucheon thay fynde
3.1683 His yong[e] face betwene thy pappes couche
3.1785 This high[e] fste so for vs devyse
3.1800 This high[e] feste in which thy sonne was borne
724
4.182 Where [ever] thay ryde in perel ny or fere
725
4.362 [And] lorde of pyte, lord of Rightwysnesse
4.366 This high[e] feste, so noble and so digne
726
5.108 [To] whom the sterre dyd[e] specifie
5.128 Conveyed euere with the bright[e] beame
5.140 Hyme to honour in his ryall[e] see?
727
5.141 And whan[ne] herode of her comyng knewe
728
5.161 How and in what wyse it gan firste [to] shewe
5.162 And whan[ne] thay had tolde hym euery dele
5.198 Maugre thy myght[e], all thy danger passé
5.235 Golde, franke and Myrr thay yaffe hym all[e] thre
5.289 Fygured was his high[e] deite
5.620 That chast[e] mylke of virgynall clennesse
5.689 This high[e] feste, which longyth vnto the
729
6.54 Of [tweyne] pegyons, like as ye may se
730
6.206 Euery man aught to be [glad and] myrry
6.349 Of our lady, so that this high[e] feste
731
6.450 Graunt [also] lorde [the] while that we ben here
721

Cp. Cursor Mundi 4258; Canterbury Tales, SumT 1744; Troilus 2.1610.
H1 C2 H3 H4 Ash1 An H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B4 Lg V.
723
Ch B1 Co H1 C3 B5 Hn1 H3 H4 Ash1 J An CC H5 H6 H7 H8 Ad3 C5 B4 Lg Hu V.
724
Ch B1 B2 Co C1 C2 C3 Hn1 H3 H4 Ash1 L An CC H5 H6 Ad2 C5 Adv2 B3 B4 Lg Hu.
725
Ch C1 C2 C3 Ash2 Hn1 H3 H4 H2 Ash1 L An H5 H6 Ad2 C5 B3 B4 Lg.
726 2 3 4
B B B Ash1 H3 H4 H5 H6 CC J C2 C5 L An Lg Ch V.
727
herode] the herode B1; that herowde Hn1.
728
H6 C1 Hn1.
729
Justified on the twenty-one instances of the [tweyne] throughout the poem, compared with the supposed
instance of [two] here, which, if authorial, disturbs the meter. However, the judgment is clearly reversible,
as [two] appears eighteen times, counting line 5.54 in Durham MS.
730 1 2 3 4
B B B B Ash1 Ash2 H2 H3 H4 H5 H7 CC J C1 C2 C5 Ad2 L An Ch Hn1 and V.
722
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E-types: 1.649, 3.28, 3.311, 3.803, 3.1247, 3.1258, 5.478
732

733

Presumed D type: 2.568, 4.210 , 5.72
734
Recorded as E types by Lauritis but regular: 1.56, 1.350, 1.665 , 2.980, 3.158,
3.1350, 4.150, 4.395, 5.403, 5.477, 6.67
Emended E type:
3.1541: Of al[le] folkes, whose Empyre shalle be oon
C+D:
735

Presumed C type: 2.1441

736

Presumed D type: 3.1318

737

, 3.1549

738

, 3.1610, 6.457
739

Presumed B type: 2.1216, 3.152, 3.1691
B + D:
740

Presumed D type: 3.1321, 3.953
C or D:
741

742

Presumed C type: 1.463 , 1.555, 1.666, 1.697, 1.884, 2.34 , 2.46, 2.69, 2.209,
743
744
745
746
2.323, 2.477, 2.478 , 2.534, 2.629, 2.1188 , 2.1219 , 2.1258, 2.1272 ,
731

B1 H1.
so] om. H1.
733
a] om. B1 H1 H2.
734
In the] In B4.
735
In whom was neuere yet fovnde offence] In whom was never founde yet, offence B5 Ash2 J.
736
boke] boke of C1; boke called H4 B3.
737
was] was thanne B1.
738
Dedicate] Ys dedicate C3.
739
Ilyche] And ever ylyche Hn1.
740
braunches] braunche C3 H2; ronne and so ferre gone] so ferre runne and gone B1; ronne and gone so
ferre Co; rone and ferre goon C3; ron so ferre and gone B5 H7 Ar Ad3 Hu; ronne and also fer gon H2.
741
gravnte] me graunte H8.
742
oute] fer oute B1 B2 B5.
743
noo] any B3 L.
732

896

747

2.1307, 2.1360, 2.1396, 2.1572, 2.1569 , 3.96, 3.202, 3.320, 3.396, 3.466, 3.470,
3.559, 3.613, 3.648, 3.698, 3.863, 3.993, 3.1079, 3.1222, 3.1347, 3.1644, 3.1753,
748
749
4.171 , 4.174, 4.243, 4.249, 4.254, 4.306 , 4.368, 5.10, 5.36, 5.245, 5.257,
750
5.568, 5.587 , 6.89, 6.145, 6.440
A type with participial or gerundive stress shift and inflection:
Presumed C type: 1.256, 2.195, 2.869, 2.1176, 2.1225, 3.1485, 3.1525, 4.74
751

Presumed D type: 1.23, 1.67, 2.178, 3.719
754

Presumed B type: 2.1502

752

, 4.84

, 4.137

744

B1 B3 H7 [kynnes devysion]
out] hyt out Hn1.
746
most] more Hn1.
747
Al way] B2 H6 Ch H1 C2 Hn1 Ash1 H3 H4 V H5 H6 Ad3 Ad2 Lg An C5 CC.
748
best hem with grace] B1 C3 H7 H8 Ad3 Adv2 Hu; best in grace hem B5.
749
as] as a Ch B2 H1 C1 C2 C3 Ash2 J CC H6 H8 Hu.
750
May] We may H1; present vnto the] as dide the kynges thre C2.
751
that] that for that C2.
752
Cp. Co B5: [shewynge].
753
to] vnto D; onto C1. his] his high H1; his gret H2; thys hygh C5.
754
so] also H1.
745
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753

, 5.116

, 5.194

Appendix G: A Scots Metrical Profile
James I: The Kingis Quair
Total lines: 1,379
Regular: 1353 (98.1% of total lines)
Irregular: 26 (1.9% of total lines)
BB (2: 0.14%): 216, 771
Headless (22: 1.6%): 7, 150, 232, 289, 323, 434, 470, 552, 668, 683, 805, 853,
867, 916, 962, 1067, 1102, 1116, 1127, 1143, 1305, 1347
Possible scribal error, unemended (2: 0.14%): 948, 992
Likely scribal error, emended: 18 (1.3%)
56: As Fortune lykith, thame [sche] will translate
102: Vpon the rok[kis], most to harmes hye
123: In enditing of this lytill trety small
138: And Synthius [be]gynneth to aryse
301: Sall I min[i]ster to your excellence
318: In fret-wise couchit [was] with perllis quhite
751: Forquhy, lo, [by] that otheris influence
818: That preyen men [ryght] in thair flouris wise
893: And thou may set it in [an]othir wise
1048: Thee schewit here myn [gude] avise therfore
1129: Ane ugly pit, [als] depe as ony helle
1073: Ane hye-way fand I like [for] to bene
1149: I sawe also that, quhere sm were [y]slungin
1151: Full sudaynly sche hath [thame] up ythrungin
1184: Wele maistow be a wrechit man [y]callit
1217: That [I] nan othir thingis bot dremes had
1317: Blissit mot b the [blissfull] goddis all
1344: I cum am [yit] and forthir in this wise
Likely elision: 16, 368, 392, 518, 767, 1055, 1094, 1377
Total sounded final –e: 105 (7.6%)
898

Inorganic –e: 10 (9.5%)
Weak adjective (6): strong (165), half (620), long (1074), round (1108),
fair (1242), gude (1291)
Noun (2): estate (20), sanct (432)
Preposition: behind (570)
Imperative verb: clymbe (1146)
Organic –e: 95 (90.5%)
Weak adjective (49): thilke (30, 830, 1072), fair (44, 529, 1239, 1331),
long (50, 197, 498, 664), twise (173), scharp (221), small (225) suete (226,
287, 398, 424, 464, 717), plane (246), yong (277, 597, 642), grete (319),
quhyte (335), fresche (337, 559, 996, 1060), cald (478, 508), drye (480),
ryght (520), hote (527), next (596), blynde (654), rede (678), benigne
(713), straight (780), bothe (865), hye (906), wise (928), sum (1016),
slawe (1082), diverse (1115), quhele (1128, 1142), first (1287)
Strong singular adjective (12): new (54, 89, 1086, 1153), grene (464,
1335), large (538), huge (696), nyce (899), strange (941), one (1126), trew
(1342)
Strong plural adjective (2): four (141), gude (554)
Infinitival verb (6): seyne (55) change (579), deserve (997), ask (1000),
mend (1299), reule (1358)
Auxiliary verb: had (1147)
Lexical verb: said (1221)
Noun (20): prynce (61), hert (333, 891, 1007, 1186), eye (353), place
(533, 1108), stage (609), rage (697), sonne (764, 1070), wise (837), charge
(840), leve (864), gyde (878), lufe (933), chance (1017), chere (1238),
mynd (1246)
Adverb (3): hale (406), ylike (485), fair (1259)
Preposition: Besyde (558)
899

Medial –e or y-prefix: rypenesse (108), hennesforth (479, 1005, 1263),
unkyndenes (608, 807), benignely (726), ybought (250), iblent (516), iwonne
(756), ilaid (840), ithankit (1329)
Walter Kennedy: The Passioun of Christ (Arundel MS)
Total lines: 504
Regular: 471 (93.4%)
Irregular: 33 (6.6%)
Possible scribal error: (7: 21.2%): 53, 136, 193, 290, 312, 341, 348, 424, 485
Headless (20: 60.6%): 51, 57, 94, 113, 158, 173, 228, 324, 325, 335, 351, 352,
365, 377, 400, 401, 404, 436, 484, 500
Hypermetric (6: 18.2%): 141, 230, 319, 432, 449, 501
Extra foot: 357
Stress shift to an inflection (11): 12, 16, 23, 110, 245, 288, 347, 392, 437, 488, 490
Necessary final –e (4): 59, 146, 195, 503
Gilbert Hay: The Buik of King Alexander the Conquerour
Total lines: 500
Regular: 482 (96.4%)
Irregular: 18 (3.6%)
Possible scribal error (2: 11.1%): 111, 123, 203, 279, 299, 386
Headless (6: 33.3%): 105, 146, 199, 200, 366, 411
Hypermetric (10: 55.6%): 71, 128, 211, 222, 236, 257, 275, 408, 436, 478
Extra foot (3): 12, 400, 424
900

Stress shift to an inflection (12): 91, 101, 153, 154, 165, 207, 237, 257, 328, 330, 344,
482
Necessary final –e (2): 173, 498
Missing foot (2): 357, 370
Robert Henryson: The Testament of Cresseid and Orpheus and Eurydice
Total lines: 1,249
Total regular lines excluding indeterminate lines: 1242 (99.4%)
Total regular lines including indeterminate lines: 1211 (96.95%)
Tolerance: 2.45%

The Testament of Cresseid
Total lines: 616
Regular lines excluding indeterminate lines: 614 (99.67%)
Regular lines including indeterminate lines: 598 (97.1%)
Irregular lines: 2 (0.3%)
Headless: 243
Possible scribal error: 218
Likely scribal error emended (3):
469: Fortoun is fikkill quhen scho beginnis and steiris
755
493: [Said] Worthie lordis, Goddis lufe of hevin
554: For lufe of me thow keip[i]t continence
Indeterminate: stress shift to an inflection or headless (12): 19, 22, 90, 155, 156,
341, 348, 400, 514, 556, 600, 608
755

Worthie] Said worthie Ch An W.

901

Indeterminate: headless or final –e (4): 276, 420, 426, 443
Stress shift on a family noun (5): 29, 135, 172, 182, 282
Evidence of beating on an inflection (2): 171, 551
Final –e required: 286

Orpheus and Eurydice
Total lines: 633
Regular lines excluding indeterminate lines: 628 (99.21%)
Regular lines including indeterminate lines: 607 (95.89%)
Irregular lines: 5 (0.78%)
Headless (3): 382, 599, 613
Possible scribal error (2): 29, 588
Likely scribal error emended:
756

318: With croun on heid with brass full [hate] burnand
Stress shift in a family noun (6): 41, 44, 50, 164, 198, 269

Indeterminate stress shift to inflection or final –e (3): 292, 581, 602
Indeterminate stress shift to an inflection or headless (18): 15, 127, 249, 252, 258,
279, 280, 284, 293, 314, 410, 447, 462, 477, 520, 562, 592, 601
Evidence of inflection taking a beat (3): 340, 442, 509
William Dunbar: various lyrics
Total lines: 1,030 lines
756

full] Th; full hate Ch As.

902

Total regular lines: 946 (90.9%)
Total irregular lines: 84 (8.1%)
“The Manner of Going to Confession” (Arundel MS)
Total lines: 70
Total regular lines: 61 (87.15%)
Total irregular lines: 9 (12.85%)
Possible scribal error: 3
Headless (6): 21, 23, 31, 34, 38, 49
Hypermetric (2): 29, 30
Extra foot: 57
Necessary final –e: 46
“The Table of Confession” (Arundel MS)
Total lines: 168
Regular lines: 155 (92.3%)
Irregular lines: 13 (7.7%)
Possible scribal error (2): 50, 74
Headless (2): 6, 76
Hypermetric (9): 29, 35, 49, 54, 61, 84, 93, 124, 125
Extra foot (11): 57, 67, 69, 77, 78, 81, 87, 91, 110, 114, 146
Missing foot: 103
Necessary final –e: 149
“Without Gladness No Treasure Avails” (Aberdeen MS)
903

Total lines: 40
Regular lines: 37 (92.5%)
Irregular lines: 3 (7.5%)
Headless: 17
Hypermetric (2): 22, 30
“To Princess Margaret” (Aberdeen MS)
Total lines: 40
Regular lines: 39 (97.5%)
Irregular lines: 1 (2.5%): hypermetric: 5
“To Aberdeen” (Aberdeen MS)
Total lines: 72
Regular lines: 65 (90.3%)
Irregular lines: 7 (9.3%)
Headless (2): 68, 69
Hypermetric (5): 18, 29, 38, 45, 59
“Eulogy to Bernard Steward” (Chepman and Myllar)
Total lines: 96
Regular lines: 86 (89.6%)
Irregular lines: 10 (10.4%)
Headless: 50
Hypermetric (9): 2, 18, 44, 62, 76, 78, 85, 86, 94
904

“The Golden Targe” (Chepman and Myllar)
Total lines: 279
Regular lines: 274 (98.2%)
Irregular lines: 5 (1.8%)
Headless: 61
Necessary final –e (4): 56, 113, 157, 167
“The Flytyng of Dunbar and Kennedy” (Chepman and Myllar)
Total lines: 225
Regular lines: 195 (86.7%)
Irregular lines: 30 (13.3%)
Headless: 76
Hypermetric (29): 9, 24, 64, 94, 101, 102, 104, 114, 118, 126, 129, 130,
131, 135, 136, 158, 160, 181, 193, 220, 224, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244,
247, 248
Extra foot: 245, 246
“To the Queen” (Bannatyne MS)
Total lines: 40
Regular lines: 34 (85%)
Irregular lines: 6 (15%)
Headless (2): 7, 17,
Hypermetric (4): 4, 12, 13, 36
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Appendix H: A Late Lancastrian Metical Profile

George Ashby, “Active Policy of a Prince”
Total lines: 302
Regular lines: 210 (69.54%)
Irregular lines: 92 (30.46%)
Headless (43): 1, 10, 38, 59, 77, 86, 88, 96, 98, 104, 126, 131, 135, 137, 139, 145,
149, 155, 157, 158, 182, 184, 185, 194, 195, 202, 204, 214, 216, 224, 225, 232,
234, 245, 252, 258, 262, 271, 273, 275, 291, 298, 301
Broken-backed (6): 94, 95, 103, 176, 197, 259
Orthodox stress shift (13): 6, 87, 132, 138, 146, 206, 212, 220, 230, 238, 267,
277, 293
Clitic retraction (13): 45, 49, 66, 78, 115, 166, 178, 187, 199, 215, 219, 228, 289
Delayed or premature catalexis (offbeat) (3): 68, 141, 208
Delayed or premature catalexis (beat) (7): 105, 196, 201, 205, 233, 244, 265
Delayed or premature hypercatalexis (7): 85, 101, 117, 154, 174, 176, 248
Licenses inherited from Hoccleve: 26 (28.26%)
Licenses inherited from Lydgate: 49 (53.26%)
Licenses exaggerated from Lydgate: 17 (18.48%)

George Ashby, “A Prisoner’s Reflections”
Total lines: 350
Regular lines: 221 (63.15%)
Irregular lines: 129 (36.85%)
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Headless (75): 6, 9, 14, 16, 18, 20, 26, 36, 41, 47, 53, 68, 78, 83, 84, 92, 93, 94,
97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 104, 105, 108, 109, 110, 111, 114, 116, 120, 132, 139,
141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 155, 162, 164, 169, 177, 178, 189, 193, 200, 201,
218, 134, 237, 249, 262, 264, 265, 276, 279, 281, 284, 286, 289, 291, 293, 296,
297, 299, 305, 323, 334, 336, 342, 346
Broken-backed (3): 31, 135, 198
Orthodox stress shift (7): 1, 74, 277, 304, 310, 317, 333,
Clitic retraction (16): 25, 27, 32, 76, 85, 87, 121, 151, 152, 161, 225, 227, 236,
252, 267, 307
Delayed or premature catalexis (offbeat) (9): 24, 29, 48, 49, 81, 191, 273, 295,
298
Delayed or premature catalexis (beat) (13): 7, 19, 73, 82, 91, 134, 162, 174, 175,
246, 248, 287, 289,
Delayed or premature hypercatalexis (6): 28, 55, 63, 250, 269, 314,
Licenses inherited from Hoccleve: 23 (17.83%)
Licenses inherited from Lydgate: 78 (60.46%)
Licenses exaggerated from Lydgate: 28 (21.71%)

Osbern Bokenham, Prologue of “Lyf of Saint Elyzabeth”
Total lines: 200
Regular lines: 122 (61%)
Irregular lines: 78 (39%)
Headless (31): 9550, 9563, 9578, 9591, 9592, 9594, 9595, 9597, 9612, 9620,
9624, 9626, 9641, 9652, 9659, 9667, 9672, 9673, 9676, 9678, 9684, 9693, 9703,
9704, 9707, 9717, 9719, 9720, 9723, 9733, 9735
Broken-backed (3): 9629, 9681, 9701
Hypercatalexis: 9601
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Orthodox stress shift : 9558
Clitic retraction (4): 9589, 9650, 9671, 9710
Delayed or premature catalexis (beat) (4): 9585, 9643, 9651, 9683
Delayed or premature hypercatalexis (34): 9544, 9557, 9560, 9580, 9599, 9602,
9603, 9604, 9605, 9606, 9607, 9608, 9610, 9611, 9613, 9614, 9616, 9619, 9621,
9622, 9633, 9637, 9638, 9647, 9663, 9665, 9669, 9675, 9688, 9689, 9690, 9698,
9709, 9711
Extra foot (6): 9610, 9632, 9634, 9637, 9639, 9692
Missing foot (14): 9547, 9570, 9571, 9586, 9644, 9670, 9686, 9699, 9716, 9722,
9723, 9724, 9725, 9732
Metrically justified and necessary final –e (31): dede (9540, 9572, 9622, 9697, 9736),
kynrede (9541), alle (9550), wyche (def. adj. 9553), youthe (9554), fyue (9561), yere
(9561), come (past part. 9574), time (9578), face (9587), herte (9592), smale (pl. adj.
9596, 9695), bedde (petrified dative 9639), wolde (9640), these (9655), sholde (9668),
were (9674), husbonde (9687), loue (9694), speke (infinitival 9713), cherche (9715),
more (9716), newe (9720), swyche (pl. adj. 9726), thoute (9726), wele (adverbial 9729)
Licenses inherited from Hoccleve: 5 (6.4%)
Licenses inherited from Lydgate: 35 (44.9%)
Licenses exaggerated from Lydgate: 38 (48.7%)

John Metham, Amoryus and Cleopes
Total lines: 203
By beat:
4 beats per line: 13 (6.4%)
5 beats per line: 72 (35.5%)
6 beats per line: 79 (38.9%)
7 beats per line: 28 (13.8%)
8 beats per line: 11 (5.4%)
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By syllable:
8 syllables per line: 4 (1.9%)
9 syllables per line: 3 (1.47%)
10 syllables per line: 27 (13.3%)
11 syllables per line: 25 (12.3%)
12 syllables per line: 35 (17.24%)
13 syllables per line: 30 (14.78%)
14 syllables per line: 34 (16.75%)
15 syllables per line: 19 (9.35%)
16 syllables per line: 9 (4.43%)
17 syllables per line: 11 (5.4%)
18 syllables per line: 2 (0.98%)
19 syllables per line: 3 (1.47%)
Number of lines in strictly duple meter: 52 (25.6%)
5 beats: 22
4 beats: 5
7 beats: 9
6 beat: 14
8 beats: 2
Count differential:
70 times the count differential is 1 syllable
53 times the count differential is 2 syllables
18 times the count differential is 3 syllables
7 times the count differential is 4 syllables
5 times the count differential is 5 syllables
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Appendix I: A Tudor Metrical Profile
Stephen Hawes, The Pastime of Pleasure
Total lines: 336
Regular lines: 227 (67.6%)
Irregular lines: 109 (32.4%)
Hypercatalexis (11): 18, 49, 64, 180, 214, 221, 228, 233, 273, 297, 327
Delayed or premature hypercatalexis (41): 23, 27, 29, 37, 43, 44, 48, 52, 65, 66,
78, 83, 84, 85, 91, 97, 103, 104, 106, 134, 137, 145, 153, 166, 172, 188, 198, 208,
215, 234, 236, 254, 256, 258, 275, 282, 298, 305, 311, 315, 322
Equivocal lines: 57
Five or four beat lines, depending on the sounding of an organic –e (30):
20, 21, 35, 41, 50, 55, 61, 74, 76, 77, 79, 95, 115, 117, 133, 143, 160, 183,
189, 216, 232, 243, 244, 271, 283, 289, 290, 302, 313, 326
Five or four beat lines, depending on the sounding of an inorganic –e (16):
18, 68, 71, 86, 107, 135, 154, 159, 182, 184, 205, 220, 238, 267, 274, 317
Broken-backed or four beats (6): 9, 14, 100, 131, 253, 285
Stress shift or four beats (2): 1, 127
Clitic retraction or four beats (3): 3, 136, 248
Extra foot: 62
Missing foot (38): 2, 25, 30, 34, 42, 56, 60, 69, 73, 94, 96, 99, 113, 118, 143, 146, 176,
195, 202, 206, 226, 235, 241, 260, 293, 299, 323, 331, 252, 278, 279, 293, 299, 303, 316,
323, 329, 331
Alexander Barclay, Prologue and Argument of the First Eclogue
Total lines: 174
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Regular lines: 23 (13.2%)
Irregular lines: 151 (86.8%)
Hypercatalexis before the caesura, excluding anacrusis (26: 17.22%): 3, 9, 22, 34,
41, 54, 64, 70, 76, 77, 88, 95, 105, 111, 119, 120, 138, 144, 145, 151, 152, 155,
156, 162, 163, 171
Anacrusis (9: 5.96%): 20, 36, 71, 72, 75, 96, 108, 150, 173
Hypercatalexis after the caesura (4: 2.65%): 12, 28, 58, 125
Hypercatalexis at the caesura (73: 48.34%): 13, 15, 19, 23, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 37,
38, 40, 46, 48, 49, 52, 53, 56, 59, 61, 62, 66, 67, 74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 83, 86, 87, 89,
90, 91, 92, 93, 97, 101, 103, 104, 106, 109, 110, 113, 115, 116, 117, 121, 123,
127, 128, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 139, 140, 141, 143, 148, 149, 154,
157, 160, 164, 168, 169, 170, 172, 174
Equivocal lines: 39 (25.83%)
Lines subject to elision or syncopation that may be hypercalatectic (39): 1, 2, 6,
8, 10, 16, 18, 21, 25, 29, 35, 42, 44, 45, 47, 51, 55, 57, 60, 68, 69, 73, 82, 83, 84,
85, 94, 98, 99, 100, 102, 112, 118, 122, 129, 142, 146, 158, 167
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Glossary
Meter: a schema with a target prosodic tolerance
Schema: a mental set used to make categorical judgments
Tolerance: the range of interference an expectation can accommodate without failing
Target: the ideal schematic interval between marked events
Rhythm: the input to a metrical judgment that is inferred from the linguistic signal
Prosody: the linguistic structures produced by rules for stress assignment and foot, word,
syllable, and phrase constuction
Clipped line: a line missing the first weak syllable; synonymous with acephalous or
headless line
Broken-backed line: a line missing a medial weak syllable
Syncopation: a beat displaced from its target position to the left by one syllable;
synonymous with inversion; not to be confused with syncope, a form of elision
Catalexis: a line with a missing syllable
Hypercatalexis: a line with an extra syllable; synonymous with hypermetrical
Beat: an event in the signal that is marked and made the point of arrival of a target
Offbeat: an unmarked event in the signal that constitutes the target interval
Double offbeat: contiguous unmarked events in the signal
Constraint (metrical): a rule or restriction that requires a given output, such as ten
syllables in a line or five beats alternating with five offbeats; are variably ranked
Clitic group: a single content word together with all clitics in the same phrase
Phonological phrase: a clitic group with a lexical head together with all clitic groups on
its nonrecursive side within the maximal phrasal projection; may optionally adjoin one
nonbranching group on its recursive side
Host: the most prominent member of a group or phrase; it receives stress
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